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Preface

Those who have met John-Paul Himka in different periods of his life will have

dissimilar impressions of his interests and beliefs. They might know him as a social

historian of nineteenth-century Galicia, a specialist on Eastern Christian icons, or an

authority on the Holocaust in Ukraine. They could also have met John-Paul as a

Ukrainian Catholic priest in training, a Marxist who championed democracy and

socialism in an independent Ukraine, a Ukrainian Orthodox Church parishioner in

Edmonton, a proud Ukrainian Canadian, or a stern critic of historical mythologies

widespread in the Ukrainian diaspora and in Ukraine. Finally, those who have known
him longest are likely to call him John or Jack rather than John-Paul, Ivan, or Ivan-

Pavlo. Yet, for all these changes over time, everybody who has encountered John-

Paul Himka more than once over the years would agree that he has remained the

same person—a man of principles guided by his conscience. He always was and

remains a rock of support for his friends and students, but also a colleague ready to

take a stand on the issues of academic integrity and a Ukrainian Canadian putting

moral principles before perceived communal interests.

Born and raised in a working-class neighbourhood of Detroit, John-Paul was

aware early on of his hyphenated ethnic identity as a Ukrainian American. In large

part this happened because he was raised by his paternal grandmother, who emi-

grated from eastern Galicia to the United States in 1909. Yet his conscious interest in

things Ukrainian dates from a later period, for he did not learn Ukrainian as a child

and one’s ethnic identity was not yet something to be proud of as he was growing up.

John-Paul’ s interest in the Byzantine past and Eastern Christian world dates back to

his training at a seminary, which he did not finish, choosing instead to pursue the

same subjects at the University of Michigan. It was in Ann Arbor, as the often told

story goes, that he discovered that one can win a scholarship and thus “get paid to

read books one likes.” Although John-Paul’s focus in his undergraduate years re-

mained in the field of Byzantine and Orthodox Christian studies (he was working

with Professor John Fine), this was the grain from which his interest in modem
Eastern Europe in general and Ukraine in particular developed. It was also in Ann
Arbor in the 1970s that John-Paul got involved in student activism and discovered

socialism.

Thus his transition to a Ph.D. program in Eastern European history at the same
university came with a natural change of topic. Now working under Professor Roman
Szporluk, John-Paul focused on the development of Ukrainian and Polish socialism

in late nineteenth-century Galicia, later the subject of his first monograph (1983). By
the time it was published, he was already in Edmonton, working as a research asso-

ciate at the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies (CIUS) from 1977 and teaching

part-time in the Department of History at the University of Alberta. Soon after the

death in 1984 of his illustrious predecessor, Ivan L. Rudnytsky, in 1985 John-Paul

became a tenure-track assistant professor of East European history at the University

of Alberta. In 1988 he was promoted to associate professor, and in 1992 he became a
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full professor in what is now the Department of History and Classics. However,

John-Paul has kept close contacts with Cl US, publishing with them his next mono-
graph, Galician Villagers and the Ukrainian National Movement in the Nineteenth

Century (1988), and serving as co-editor of the history articles in vols. 3-5 (1993) of

the Encyclopedia of Ukraine and director of the Research Program on Religion and

Culture at CIUS since 2008.

At the University of Alberta John-Paul has flourished as a scholar and teacher and

emerged as an authority on modem Ukrainian history. He built up an impressive

graduate program in East European history, which understandably has had a prom-

inent Ukrainian component, and developed a number of popular new courses on

topics in Marxism, military, contemporary, and Ukrainian history, and historical

methodology. He has earned a reputation as a good citizen of his university, serving

on a variety of committees and in his large department, where administrative

decisions have often been difficult, as associate chair for graduate studies and, for a

year, as acting chair. Along the way he has continued to publish actively.

John-Paul has confessed to his friends that when he has had to allocate time for

various work-related tasks and choose one assignment over another, his priorities

have been his graduate and undergraduate students. His own scholarship has come
third. Nevertheless, his books and articles have continued to appear regularly. Par-

ticularly influential among specialists are the monographs Religion and Nationality

in Western Ukraine: The Greek Catholic Church and the Ruthenian National Move-
ment in Galicia (1999) and Last Judgment Iconography in the Carpathians (2009).

Within the Ukrainian diaspora community, his (often controversial) articles and op-

ed pieces on wartime collaboration as a lacuna of Ukrainian historical memory, on

the political uses of the Holodomor, and on the Holocaust in Ukraine have perhaps

resonated more strongly than his other publications. As always, John-Paul’ s intel-

lectual interests remain diverse. He never focuses exclusively on one topic, com-

menting about Soviet Ukrainian dissidents and Ukrainian art when writing about

nineteenth-century Galicia, and presenting papers about Ukrainian cinema and

historical memory when researching the Holocaust in Ukraine.

This diversity is well reflected in the present Festschrift, which combines contri-

butions from John-Paul ’s Canadian, American, and Ukrainian colleagues in the many
fields he has worked in and at the University of Alberta’s departments of History and

Classics and Modern Languages and Cultural Studies, and six of his former graduate

students—Mark Baker, Serge Cipko, Yoshie Mitsuyoshi, Colin Neufeldt, Serhy

Yekelchyk, and Andriy Zayarnyuk—who went on to pursue careers as historians.

Ukrainian history is a major uniting theme of the articles included in the Festschrift,

but what truly reflects John-Paul’s personality is the spirit of revisionism, the search

for new perspectives, and the introduction of new material—all traits found, in

varying combinations and to varying degrees, in the contributions to this volume.

Andrew Colin Gow, Roman Senkus, Serhy Yekelchyk
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My Past and Identities’

John-Paul Himka

Detroit was booming when I was born there in 1949, and it attracted immigrants

from all over the eastern half of America; from the Delta, the Appalachians, and the

moribund little coaltowns of Pennsylvania. My father was part of the anthracite

emigration, as was my mother. 1 grew up in an extended family in which Polish,

Ukrainian, Slovak, and Italian were tossed about by the older generation, above the

heads of the monkey-in-the-middle younger generation to which I belonged. It was

after the war, most of the men had seen service, everyone was too busy being Ameri-

can to imagine that there was any point in teaching us young ’uns the old languages,

which hardly any of them could read or write in any case. The food was a mixture of

city chicken, hot dogs, ravioli, and golqbki (or holubtsi, depending on who was doing

the talking). The older they were, the more old-country they were. My father and

mother were the babies of their families and among the most assimilated. Still, there

was a constant buzz of ethnicity in the air, even if none of the family had heard the

word back then.

There was also my grandmother. My birth mother had passed away when I was a

baby, and some years were to go by before my father remarried. In the meantime, I

was raised by my grandmother, who came to live with us. She had left the old

country in 1909 but had never really gotten a handle on English. When she came to

raise me, though, she made a choice that both of us later regretted: she would

improve her English by raising me in that language. I later had to learn her native

language, and we switched to that as our medium of communication. It would be an

understatement to say that I loved my grandmother very, very much, and I spent

much of my childhood trying to figure her out. Where did she come from? She said,

“Lemberg, Austria,” but it wasn’t on the map. Eventually I found it in a historical

atlas in my father’s library and matched the location on a modem map: it was now
“Lvov, Russia.” By about age twelve I had many things figured out, including that

Grandma was Ukrainian, but Grandma was going to be constantly setting puzzles for

me to solve, even long after she passed away. Many of the things she told me just

didn’t make sense in terms of the Ukrainian history I subsequently read and was
taught. Long before I could express it, I understood that there was an important

distinction to be made between the national codification of Ukrainian history and the

actual past that was experienced by people who are counted as part of the Ukrainian

nation.

This essay was originally published in Intellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, ed.

Ronald Grigor Suny and Michael D. Kennedy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999),

165-69. It is reprinted here (with minor corrections) with the permission of the University of

Michigan Press.
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The big jump in my consciousness came when 1 was fourteen. I wanted to become a

priest and left home for a minor seminary, St. Basil’s, in Stamford, Connecticut. I had

been baptized in the Roman Catholic Church, attended a Roman Catholic School, sang

in Latin in Our Lady of Sorrows boys’ choir, served as an altar boy at a Roman Catho-

lic summer camp, and heard Sunday mass at the local Roman Catholic parish. But the

discoveries of the previous few years had revealed to me that, in spite of this Roman
Catholic upbringing, I was nonetheless canonically a member of an Eastern rite and

that if I wanted to be a priest, I needed a special dispensation to enter the Roman
priesthood. But by then I was all keen to enter Grandma’s exotic church, as I thought of

it, and off I went to the Ukrainian-rite seminary.

I received an incredible education at that institution over the next five years,

taught by remarkable men. My teacher of Latin had done his doctorate with Moses
Hadas at Columbia and had written his thesis in Latin; my music teacher was prob-

ably the most prominent conductor of the Ukrainian diaspora; my Ukrainian teacher

has recently been named to succeed to the metropolitan throne of Lviv, that is, to

assume the leadership of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church worldwide. Most of

the teachers had doctorates and great erudition in complicated fields like patristic

anthropology. Quite a few had serious academic publications to their credit. Devoted

to their church and nation, they lavished their knowledge on us ingrate boys instead

of making proper careers. We made fun of them all the time, but they inspired us to

learn. We played sports, but we also followed the example of our preceptors, each

according to his talents; arranging the sacred choral music of our church, painting

icons, writing the lives of the saints, studying the traditions of the other Eastern

churches.

Aside from this formal education, I learned a great deal about Ukrainians, par-

ticularly two kinds of Ukrainians: those whose parents had come after World War II

and who were themselves bom abroad (in other words: DPs) and those whose

grandparents had immigrated before World War I, as mine had. These two groups

accounted for the overwhelming majority of the seminarians, and there was always

tension between them. Most of the first-immigration kids came from Pennsylvania

and from an environment that retained much more of its Ukrainian character than

mine had. I fit in well with these guys, from whose number my closest friends were

drawn. But I was also impressed by the postwar immigrants: completely fluent in

Ukrainian, possessing a worked-out nationalist worldview, tough-minded. With time,

I was to gravitate more strongly toward them and to assimilate more of their culture.

After 1 left the seminary, 1 always sought the company of this postwar immigration

and eventually married into it.

My vocation was no match for the spirit of the times. At the end of the 1960s 1

left the seminary and plunged into the radical culture and radical politics of the out-

side world. At the University of Michigan, where 1 continued my education, my life

consisted of militant demonstrations against the war, against racism, and against

capitalist exploitation, as well as of lectures and seminars.

Michigan was an excellent place to continue my interest in things Ukrainian and

develop a deeper interest in all things East European. Once again I had remarkable

teachers, and peers. 1 came under the tutelage of Roman Szporluk, now [1991-2007]

the Mykhailo Hrushevsky Professor of Ukrainian History at Harvard University. I

also studied Balkan history with John Fine and Russian history with Horace Dewey.
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Close friends of my Michigan years included Roman Solchanyk and Patrick Moore,

now prominent analysts of Ukrainian and Balkan affairs respectively, as well as

Robert Donia, the Bosnian specialist, and Marian Krzyzowski, longtime editor of

Studium Papers. In these years I also met the scholars connected with the Harvard

Ukrainian Research Institute; later I was to spend time with them at their home insti-

tution, and some of them were to end up with me in Edmonton.

During this period 1 had to reconstruct my own Ukrainian identity. The religious

underpinnings had been shuttered. Moreover, I needed a Ukrainian identity that

could accommodate the extreme leftism that I now espoused. My grandmother and

one of my teachers at the seminary had already left me with some clues that I fol-

lowed until I came upon the rich traditions of the Ukrainian socialist movements of

the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. And Professor Szporluk guided me to the

Ukrainian socialist thinkers that exercised the largest influence on me for many years

thereafter: the father of Ukrainian radicalism, Mykhailo Drahomanov, and the Marx-

ist historian and interpreter of Capital and the Grundrisse, Roman Rosdolsky. 1

eventually was to write my doctoral dissertation (and first book) on the history of the

socialist movement in Galicia and translate one of Rosdolsky’s books into English.

I was not the only one trying to reconcile a Ukrainian identity with the radical

North American Zeitgeist. I came across the journal New Directions from New York

and, really much more exciting for me at the time, the Journals coming out from the

Ukrainian New Left in Toronto: Meta and Diialoh. Later I was to move to Canada

and marry Meta's co-editor.

Before that, however, in 1974-76 I embarked on my first trip to Eastern Europe,

spending a year in Cracow, six months in Leningrad, and a month each in Lviv and

Kyiv. It was my first encounter with the other Ukrainians, the ones who had not left for

the West. In Cracow the Ukrainians were similar to the postwar Ukrainians I knew
back home: well versed in Ukrainian lore, nationalist, religious, antisocialist. We got

along well in spite of many differences of opinion. In Leningrad I encountered greater

variety: displaced Galicians with the nationalist worldview; other displaced Ukrainians

who, like the national poet Taras Shevchenko over a century earlier, found that the

alienation they experienced in the northern Russian metropolis only led them to a

deeper appreciation of their roots, although, unlike Shevchenko, they did not know as

much about these roots; others yet who could still remember some words of the

Ukrainian language but had basically melted into “the Soviet people.”

Ukraine itself offered me even more variety. On that first trip and on many other

trips over the next twenty-some years, I engaged in close encounters with mighty and
fledgling scholars, illiterate peasant women, enraged dissidents, simpatico and ob-

noxious Russians (whether one or the other, their days in authority were numbered),

writers, artists, stamp collectors, crooks, saints, and biznesmeny on the make. Over
the years I watched my friends rewrite their autobiographies, redefine their present

and past selves, and reconstruct their identities (I should add: as I myself am perforce

doing in this essay).

In 1977 I left the United States for Canada, where I was offered a contract position

at the University of Alberta. Again, 1 was fortunate in the company I encountered. The
professor of Ukrainian history was one of the great luminaries of the diaspora, Ivan

Lysiak Rudnytsky. We became close friends, even though he was a conservative and
by this time I was an orthodox Marxist. Until his death in 1984, he continually gave me
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things to read and engaged me in discussion and debate, turning our friendship and

working relationship also into a seminar. In Edmonton I was able to join the editorial

board of Diialoh, which had moved there from Toronto. We had a slogan that captured

our politics perfectly: “For socialism and democracy in an independent Ukraine.”

(Most of us later settled for the partial fulfillment of our program that history offered.)

We published a Journal in Ukrainian and, spicier yet, set up a modest smuggling and

intelligence network in Eastern Europe and Ukraine. In addition to the deeply conspira-

torial Diialoh, we also established a left-wing Ukrainian cultural society, Hromada,

which in turn gave birth to the Hromada Housing Co-operative, where some of the old

stalwarts (myself included) still live. In the late seventies/early eighties life was intense,

all cigarettes and public forums and layouts and debates. Key figures in the milieu in-

cluded Bohdan Krawchenko, whom we nicknamed “Captain Ukraine” and who later

became director of the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies and still later an adviser

to the independent Ukrainian government; Myma Kostash, author of All of Baba ’s

Children and later head of the Writers’ Union of Canada; Halyna Freeland, founder of

Common Woman Books and presently executive director of the Ukrainian Legal

Foundation in Kyiv; and many, many others, not least of whom was my wife Chrystia

Chomiak, an indefatigable activist in many progressive Ukrainian causes.

In the later 1980s things began to change, most dramatically on the international

scene, but also in my personal life. Chrystia and I had children, and I also ended up in

the position formerly occupied by Professor Rudnytsky, with all the responsibilities

that entailed. 1 managed to finish my second book, on the impact of the Ukrainian na-

tional movement on the Galician countryside, the most consistently Marxist book in

my oeuvre. I decided that as my third monograph 1 would write a study of the Greek

Catholic church in its relationship to the nationality question. It took me about ten years

to write that book, during which time I re-examined and re-evaluated many of the

premises 1 had been working with hitherto. It has been a time extremely fertile in ideas

and, especially, doubts, one fruit of which is the study of national identity published in

this volume.
**

That is, John-Paul Himka’s article “The Construction of Nationality in Galician Rus': Icarian

Flights in Almost All Directions.” in Intellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, ed. Suny and

Kennedy, 109-64.
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References to History and Historical Fiction

in the Mohylanian Trivium

Natalia Pylypiuk

Can there be, beside the things that satisfy our physical

needs, gentle reader, something more fulfilling and pleasing

to the human’s inquisitive disposition than the reading of

books and the knowledge of people's past actions and

behaviour? Can there be a quicker cure for those in grief than

the diligent and adequate application of the medicine that

books provide?

Samiilo Velychko (c. 1670-after 1728) '

Samiilo Velychko began writing his monumental Discourse on the War between the

Cossacks and the Poles ... in 1720 and continued working on it until approximately

1725. The resulting text covers historical events from 1648 to the 1700s and draws

on numerous sources, including Wojna domowa z Kozaki i Tatary ... (1681) by the

Polish author Samuel Twardowski, Samuel Pufendorf s general history of Europe

(1682), and various Polish chronicles, as well as Ukrainian incunabula and manu-

scripts. Velychko employs motifs drawn from Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme

liberata and makes reference to religious writers, such as loannykii Galiatovsky,

Dymytrii Tuptalo, and Symeon Polotsky. His express goal is to write the first com-

prehensive history of Cossack Ukraine during and after the rebellion of 1648.

Although he is critical of numerous historical sources, Velychko experiments with

the reconstruction or stylization of documents, invents speeches, and introduces

fictional narrators. Endowed with a high poetic quality, many of his prose narratives

are genuinely moving portrayals of the devastation brought about by the wars. Often,

to illustrate his points, Velychko even cites excerpts from the poetry by Oleksander

Buchynsky-Yaskold, Lazar Baranovych, Varlaam Yasynsky, and loan Velychkov-

sky. Notwithstanding his love for these poets, he dismisses from the very beginning

the possibility of writing history in verse. Most importantly, his “Foreword to the

Reader” reveals the kind of negative disposition toward literary activity—in par-

ticular, toward the writing of poetry—^that we encounter among many authors

educated at the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium. To begin understanding the creative tension

“C^ejiH Mo>KeT mo 6biTH jnoGonHxcxByiomeMy npasy nejiOB'feHecKOMy, KpoMb xtBecHux

xpe6oBaHHH, jiacKaBHH HHxejiHHKy, xaK yro;iHoe, h npHflXHoe, hko BxeHie khm^khoc, h ethdenie

npoKjie dbieiuux dthnuiu u noeedeuuu jiwdcKux. Gjkcjih b nenajiex cymuM mojkcx mo ax CKopoe

no;iaxH ji-fexapoxBo, hko xox-^e khh)khhh c npHji-fe^aHicM h BHHMaieM y^HBaeMHH MeziHxaMeHx.”

Cited with minor orthographic adjustment according to Samiilo Velychko, Skazaniie o voini

kozatskoi z Poliakami vol. 1 (Kyiv: Arkheohrafichna komisiia VUAN, 1926), 2. In this article

all emphases, unless noted otherwise, and all translations of Velychko are mine.
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and contradictions in Velychko’s own Discourse, I maintain that it is necessary to

study the kind of literary training he might have received at his alma mater. With this

purpose in mind, my article investigates in preliminary fashion the references to

poetic invention, history, and historical fiction in Mohylanian manuals of poetics and

rhetoric.

All seventeenth- and eighteenth-century manuals of poetics and rhetoric prepared

at the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium and its affiliates are Neo-Latin texts intended for

students enrolled in the intermediate level of the trivium. Many of them indicate

somewhere in the title that they were composed for the benefit of Ukrainian youth

{Roxolana iuventute, in Latin). Some of them contain, among sample texts, illustra-

tions of panegyric verses honouring school and church dignitaries, Ukrainian and

Russian military leaders, and even the Russian Empress Anne. However, not one is

dedicated to a contemporary Ukrainian hetman or ruling monarch, be he Polish or

Russian. Varying in scope of treatment, these manuscripts were not intended for

publication by their respective authors. Some, such as Mytrofan Dovhalevsky’s

bipartite Hortus poeticus [...] (1736-37), survive in elaborate presentation copies,

apparently made by the professor himself Others have reached us in more than one

redaction and represent, in fact, records kept by students under tutorial supervision.

Inasmuch as the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium, like all European upper-track educational

establishments, emphasized extensive drills, theme writing, and other exercises, it is

safe to assume that not one manual includes a complete inventory of actual class-

room activity.^

The poetics manuals encapsulate, albeit in attenuated fashion, the didactic theory of

art that had been codified in the West during the literary polemics of the sixteenth

century.^ In fact, I propose that they can be considered as a subcategory of the human-

istic theory of style for the following four reasons. (1) They discuss poetry in terms of

the essential rhetorical exercise, the affirmation of ethical values. Thus, although

Ukrainian preceptors accept that poetry succeeds as a pedagogical tool because it

imparts pleasure, they do not promote this goal over teaching and moving. (2) They

classify figures and tropes according to semantic or grammatical criteria and focus on

issues such as etymology, the length of syllables, morphology, and elementary syntax.'^

(3) Motivated as they are by the objective of developing the communication skills of

“ Of the 28 extant poeties manuals and 1 83 extant rhetoric manuals, only three complete texts and

the introductory fragment of a fourth appeared in print in the twentieth century. However, the

various studies by N. Petrov, H. Syvokin, R. Luzny, P. Lewin, V. Masliuk. and V. Lytvynov quote

extensively from the other manuals. Their work has enabled my current discussion, which I offer as

a tentative conceptualization of questions that need to be addressed in the future. For a description

of the rhetoric manuals, see Ya. M. Stratii, V. D. Lytvynov and V. A. Andrushko, Opisanie kiirsov

filosofii i ritoriki professorov Kievo-Mogilianskoi akademii (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1982), 11-

151.

^ For a summary of this polemic, see O. B. Hardison, Jr., The Enduring Monument: A Study of the

Idea of Praise in Renaissance Literary Theoiy and Practice (Chapel Hill: University of North

Carolina Press, 1962), 43-67.
^

The sole exception is Teofan Prokopovych’s De arte poetica libri /// (1705), which consistently

emphasizes the “emotive” power of stylistic ornament. It should be noted, however, that this

manual appears to have been composed for a more mature audience, one already initiated into the

mysteries of Latin.
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the collegium’s students, the manuals emphasize the study methods of copia verborum

and the techniques of amplification. Thus implicitly they instill respect for the

exhibition of art rather than its concealment. (4) Finally, the bulk of their illustrative

material is drawn from Latin and Neo-Latin authors accepted in the curriculum of the

European upper-track educational establishment. The Polish examples they cite are

either: (a) translations, periphrases or analogs of classical models; (b) illustrations of

imitation, amplification techniques, and so on, or (c) expressions of the ethical values

(classical and Christian) that both the Humanists and humanistic teachers prized.^

Numerous as they are, these examples do not represent, by far, the full spectrum of

contemporary Polish letters. Instead they are selections drawn strictly from published

sources. The manuals do include Latin, Polish, and Slavonic verses written by the

instructors themselves. These, however, also function as illustrations of the points ex-

pounded in a given lesson.

By all appearances, Ukrainian preceptors did not follow the standard critical prac-

tice of designating the genus and differentia of poetiy, which was observed in West

European treatises.^ This oversight might stem from the fact that in the trivium the

study of poetics was subordinate to, and intimately linked with, the study of classical

and sacred languages. Thus perhaps, the compilers of the manuals associated poetiy

—

in the first place—with grammar^ and therefore felt relieved from the responsibility of

identifying the place of poetry among other branches of human learning.

Mohylanian preceptors pursued the instruction of Latin and Slavonic, allowing

the use of Polish and Ukrainian strictly as respective ancillary tools. In true human-
istic fashion, they frequently emphasized the power of skilled expression. However,

they never explicitly aligned the poetics course with the goal of reinstating Roman
pre-eminence in art or protecting the ascendance of Polish poetry. What is more, they

never proposed the need to develop a body of poetry in either the sacral language,

Slavonic, or their native vernacular, Ukrainian. When in his defence of poetry,

among the standard commonplaces, Prokopovych declares that poetry preserves for

posterity the heroic virtues of distinguished individuals, he underscores poetry’s

usefulness—its capacity to depict models worthy of imitation. He does not, however,

identify the “heroes” or “posterity” with any specific cultural group. He does so

only in the rhetoric course, when describing the benefits that eloquence would bring

to his own wartorn country.

Thus, in sharp contrast to the West European models that inspired them, Ukrainian

preceptors do not conceive of poetry as a discrete manifestation of a historical and

^ See the summary provided in Ryszard Luzny, Pisarze kr^gu Akadetnii Kijowsko-Mohylanskiej a

literatura polska: Z dziejow zwiqzkow kultiiralnych polsko-wschodnioslowiamkich w XVII-XVIII

w. (Cracow: Jagiellonian University, 1966), 103-105.

The tradition of classifying poetics among the sciences is discussed in Bernard Weinberg, A
History of Literary Criticism in the Italian Renaissance, vol. 1 (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1961), 1-37.

A similar approach can be detected among Orthodox preceptors even before Mohyla’s reforms

gave priority to the study of Latin. Consider, for example, the fact that Meletii Smotrytsky’s

Slavonic grammar included a section on prosody, in which he attempted to make Slavonic conform
to classical rules His melancholy effort is not an isolated phenomenon, however. Edmund Spenser,

George Harvey, Richard Stanyhurst, and Thomas Campion made similar attempts for the English

language. See Hardison, The Enduring Monument, 7-10.
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cultural continuum that can be claimed as their own. Moreover, they do not define it as

a phenomenon that can be developed and perpetuated.^

References to history and/or historical material do appear in Mohylanian poetics

manuals. Firstly, they surface implicitly in conjunction with the various defenses of

poetic fiction that the preceptors articulated. One such defense is the standard ex-

culpation of poets from the Platonic charge that they are liars. Consider, for example,

the following statement in the Liber artis poeticae ... of 1637-38: “After all, the res-

ponsibility of the poet is to expound not so much what has taken place, but what

could have taken place. If in this fashion his narration is not truthful, this is not a

sin.'"^ A similar argument appears in the 1696 manual Lyra variis praeceptorum [...].•

[... Tjhere is no need to inculpate the poet and also [his] poetry as unconscionable

liars, on the grounds that he invents, because the poet ’s invention is not a lie, as we
normally understand this word; and [the poet] does not speak contrary to reason as

do liars; he depicts objects in accordance with reason.*®

Eighteenth-century manuals also express such sentiments. For example, the 1735

manual Cunabula erudita ..., which was prepared in Chemihiv, states:

Just as a painter, when expressing [himself], devises an idea and does not lie,

because he paints that which he has preconceived, thus the writer offiction or the

poet, making a subtle poetic point and creating something not real but verisimilar, in

truth does not lief

Similarly, in the well-known Hortus Poeticus ... of 1736-37, Dovhalevsky

instructs his young charges that whatever they invent is not untrue, because—as

poets—^they create in accordance with the rules of logic:

The poet depicts something verisimilarly and sings about it in verse. It does not fol-

low from this that the Cretan word for “invention”—untruth [vroirioK; = fabrication]

refers to the poet and poetry, as the simple people believe, because what you, poets,

For a more detailed diseussion of the relationship of Mohylanian manuals vis-a-vis the human-

istic and courtly theories of style, see my article “Kyivski poetyky i renesansni teorii mystetstva,”

in Yevropeiske vidrodzhennia ta ukrainska literatura XIV—XVlll st., ed. Oleksa Myshanych (Kyiv:

Naukova dumka, 1993), 75-109.
®

“AiOKC o6ob’m30k noera BHKjiaaaxn ne cri.nbKH xe, mo Bm6yjiocB, ckIjibkh xe, mo moxjio bw-

6yxHCH. >lKmo xaKHM hhhom, itoro onoBmt ne e npaBiiHBOK), xo e ifbOMy hejua epixd’’ (Ukrainian

trans. of the Latin original cited according to V. 1. Krekoten, “Kyivska poetyka 1637 roku.” in

Literaturna spadshchyna Kyivskoi Rusi i ukrainska literatura XVl-XVlll st., ed. O. V. Myshanych

[Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1981]), 129). The English trans. of this and of all subsequent Ukrainian or

Russian renderings of Latin texts are mine.
'®

“[H]a xoM ocHOBaniH, hxo no3x BbiMHm.fiHex nejibsa o6BHHHXb ero, a poBHO n no33iK) b 6e-

bcobLcxhoh noxoMy hxo euMbicji no3ma ue ecnib JioM-b, kbk oGbiKHOBenno noHHMaexcji 3xo

cjioBo, H ne npoxHBHoe paxyiviy roBopnx oh, kbk joKCUbi; ho npeHMymecxBeHHo H3o6pa>Kaex

npeaMexbi, coxjiacHbie c paxyivioM.” (cited according to N. Petrov, “O slovesnykh naukakh i

literatumykh zaniatiiakh v Kievskoi akademii ot nachala eia do preobrazovaniia v 1819 godu,”

Trudy Kievskoi dukhovnoi akademii 17 [1866]: 313).
"

'"Sicut pictor exprimens excogitat ideam, non mentitiir, quia id pingit, quod praeconcepit, itaque

fetor seu poeta versificans acumen et fmgens non verum, verisimile tamen, vero non mentitur"

(cited according to V. P. Masliuk, Latynomovni poetyky i lytoryky XVII —pershoi polovyny XVIII

st. ta ikh rol u rozvytku teorii literatuiy na Ukraini [Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1983], 30). English

trans. by Patrick Conway (University of Alberta).
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invent is not untrue and does not contradict sound reason. The poet, says the Cretan

[philosopher], always invents or creates something in accordance with the rules of

logic.

Recurring even more frequently in the Kyivan manuals are remarks that echo the

compromise between the tradition sanctioning the use of history by poets and the

critics loyal to Aristotle. Let us recall that Aristotle designated the poet as a maker of

plots, or fictions, and considered fable to be the essence of poetry. In his opinion, it

was Homer who had chiefly taught other poets the art of telling lies skilfully. Few

critics were willing to defend poetic fiction per se. After all, zealous Christian

authors had objected to pagan literature precisely because they did not consider the

ability to lie effectively a virtue.

As a result of the compromise reached in the sixteenth century, poets were en-

couraged to select material from history in order to make their narratives credible.

But they were also allowed to exercise invention when embellishing true episodes

and creating new ones. Verisimilitude of invention became the pivotal criterion in

poetry. Consider the following passage from Liber artis poeticae ... (1637-38): ''If

the [poet’s narration} is not verisimilar, in other words, if it depicts inadequately, if

it tells about something that could not have taken place, then it loses the right to be

called a [poetic] narrative, losing, as Cicero said, its appeal.”'^ The Tractatus tres de

chria, periodis et epistolis ... of 1687 makes a similar argument in reference to epic

poetry while recommending that material be drawn from the historians: “The story of

any extraordinary event one needs to take from the historians, describing any one’s

life; and if their versions differ among themselves, the poet may imitate whomsoever

he desires.”'"^ On the other hand, the manual Helicon bivertex ... of 1689 makes a

parallel recommendation in reference to dramatic poetry: “Where 1 have said that

part of the story was ‘true,’ it must be noted that there history must be understood

through the story (fabula), which is indeed called a story, because more things were

added to it than were actually true.”’^

“Ooex 3o6pa^ye sKycb pin npae;ionoai6HOK) h ocniBye eipiueM. Ta 3 uboro He BHHJiHBae, mo
KpiTCbKC cjioBo ‘BH^iyMKa’ - HenpaB/ia cTocyexbCB noexa i noeaii, sk BBa^cae npocxHH Hapoa, 6o

me, mo eu noeme eudyMyeme, ue e uenpaedoio i ue cynepeuumb sdopoeoMy ejiysdoei. floex, bk

Ka)Ke KpixBHHH, 3aBB<^H BHiiyMye a6o cxBopioe BKycb pin ariaHO 3 npaBHjiaMH jigHkh” (Ukrainian

trans. of Latin original cited according to Mytrofan Dovhalevsky, Poetyka: Sad poetychnyi,

translated, edited, and annotated by V. P. Masliuk [Kyiv; Mystetstvo, 1973], 33-34).

"‘UKUjo [onoeidb noexa] ue npaedonodidua, xo6xo hkiito noraHO 3o6paBcae, bkiuo onoBiaae npo

xe, Moro He Morjro 6yxH, xo;ti eoua empanae npaeo uasueamucH [noemuHHOio] onoeiddx), rySjiBHH

HK KaaaB U,iuepoH, npHBa6aHBicxb” (cited according to Krekoten, “Kyivska poetyka 1637 roku,”

129).

“Pa3Ka3 o KaKOM jih6o anaMCHuxoM npoHcmecxBiH nyB<HO 6paxb U3 ucmopuKoe, onHcaBUJHx

HbK) jih6o >KH3Hb, H ecBH OHH Gyjiyxb paaHorjiacHbi MCB<iry coGoio xo no33x MO>Kex cBfiioBaxb

KOMy xonex” (cited according to Petrov, “O slovesnykh naukakh,” 346).

“Advertendum est ubi dixi actum partem esse fabulae ibi per fabulam intelligenda est historia,

quae ideo dicitur fabula, qui in ilia plura adduntur, quam fuerinf' (cited according to Paulina

Lewin, “Nieznana poetyka Kijowska z XVll wieku,” in Z dziejdw stosunkdw literackich polsko-

ukraihskich, ed. Stefan Kozak and Marian Jakobiec [Wroclaw and Warsaw; Polska Akademia
Nauk, 1974], 77, n. 34). Trans. Patrick Conway.
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The manual Lyra variis praeceptorum ... of 1696 emphasizes that poetic creation is

tantamount to verisimilar imitation, to the invention of something plausible: “To do

something poetically is to imitate in a certain way the images of things ... through an

invented fantasy of things and modes.... [It] does not put forth new and existing things,

but things that are verisimilar and capable ofsimilitude to true and existing things ...

things that are and things that are not but are capable ofbeingN^^

In his De Arte Poetica Libri ... ///(1705) Teofan Prokopovych also emphasizes

verisimilar imitation of human actions as the criterion of poetry. A composition in

verse may not be considered poetry unless it conveys a fiction, an act of imitation.

History, on the other hand, even when written in verses, does not have poetic license to

create (invent) things that appear verisimilar:

The first thing that justifies all poetry is fiction [= invention] or imitation; if this is

absent, however many verses shall have been composed, they will be nothing other

than verses: They will certainly be called “poems” without justification. If you wish

to call them “poems,” you will call them a dead thing. For imitation is the soul of

poetry, as is clear from the definition.... [T]he philosopher [Aristotle] sought to

dispel the error of many who maintain that it suffices to compose verses to be a poet.

History, which is required by law to describe events that have actually transpired

and the manner in which they have transpired, lacks the license to invent things that

feign verisimilitude. For this reason, even if is written down in verse, it will remain

history and not poetry. Through “fiction” or “imitation” one understands not only

the context of stories [fabulae] but the whole reason for writing them, through which

human actions, even if they are real, are nonetheless portrayed in a manner similar to

what is real.'^

Furthermore, as late as in 1746, in his Praecepta de arte poetica ...,Heorhii Kon-

ysky reiterates the idea that imitation is pivotal in the creation of poetry: “Fiction, or

imitation, is the shape and soul of poetry, as it were.”'*

Following Plato’s own lead. Renaissance defenders of poetry tended to emphasize

hymns and praise of famous men. They pointed that epideictic prescriptions of praise

relied on historical material. The topics of effictio, for example, included such facts as

“...[PJoetice facere est imitari quodam modo simulacra rerum [...] per excogitativam rerum et

modorum phantasiam [...] non profert res novas et existentes, sed verisimiles et possibiles ad

similitudinem rerum verarum et existentium . . . res, quae sunt et quae non sunt, sedfieri possunt"

(cited aceording to Masliuk, Latynomovni poetyky, 26). Trans. Patriek Conway and Natalia

Pylypiuk.
'

“Primum est, quod in omni poemate praecipuum sibi jus vendicat. hetio seu imitatio, quae si

desideretur, quotquot fuerint versus eompositi, nihil aliud quam versus erunt: poema eerte immerito

vocabuntur, aut si velis poema dicere, mortuum appelabis. Imitatio enim est anima poeseos^ sicut

ex defmitione planum est. [...] Dicit hoe philosophus, ut refellat multorum errorem, qui solam

versificationem putant sufficere ad poetam offieium: historia enim, cui lex imponitur res vere

gestas & eo modo, quo gestae sunt, describere, caret licentia fingendi verisimilia. Quaproptei

etiam versu descripta manebit historia non poema. Perfictionem vero seu imitationem intellige nor

solum contextum fabularum, sed totam earn [eas?—NP] scribendi rationem, qua actiones humanas.

tametsi verae sint, verisimiliter tamen effiguntur” (Feofan Prokopovich, Sochineniia, ed. I. P.

Eremin [Moscow and Leningrad: Izdatelstvo Akademii nauk SSSR, 1961], 238-39). Trans. Patrick

Conway and Natalia Pylypiuk.
'*

“Fictio seu imitatio est quasi forma et anima poeseos” (cited according to Masliuk, Latynomovn

poetyky, 28). Trans. Patrick Conway.
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race, nation, family, and strength. Notatio, on the other hand, called for the narration of

the person’s famous deeds

—

gesta}^ This combination of poetry, history, and rhetoric

significantly influenced the Renaissance concept of epic. It also blurred the boundaries

between epic and the poetry of praise.^®

Such blurring of boundaries is perceptible in numerous panegyrics addressed to

prominent Ukrainian figures.^' It should not surprise us, therefore, when we find it

reflected in various Mohylanian poetics manuals. Consider, for example, that the anon-

ymous Lyra variis praeceptorum ... of 1696 enumerates eight epideictic kinds as

examples of epic poetry: genethliaca (i.e., birthday poems); epithalamica (i.e., wedding

poems); encomiastica (i.e., poems formally expressing praise); dirae (i.e., poems

expressing imprecation); eucharistica (i.e., poems expressing gratitude); paramithetica

(i.e., poems expressing consolation or encouragement); pathetica (i.e., poems evoking

pathos [?]); and the epicedium (i.e., funeral or bereavement poem).^^ This very list

reappears in Dovhalevsky’s Hortus poeticus [...] (1736-37).^'^

In some of the manuals epic is not directly associated with panegyric. However,

besides mentioning and briefly excerpting Vergil, such manuals seldom give examples

of epic poetry. When they do, they point to various Jesuit works, e.g., Jacob Bider-

man’s Herodias, which is an imitation of Vergil; Papinius Statius’s Thebaide and his

Achilleid, an imitation of Aldus Manutius; Andreas Canon’s Fodinae Bochnenses,

hypotyposis patientis Dei, an imitation of Papinius Statius; and Albertus Xnts’s Lechias,

ducum principum, ac regum Poloniae, Ab usque Lecho deductorum, Elogia historico-

politica, et panegyres lyricae. In quibus Compendiosa totius Historiae Polonae

Epitome exhibetur [...], a panegyric that praises, among others, Anna Chodkiewicz,

patron of the Jesuit college in Ostrih, and Jan Chodkiewicz’s role in the war against

Muscovy.^'^ Interestingly, in his poetics manual Prokopovych recommends both

Hardison, Jr., The Enduring Monument, 48-49.

Sixteenth-century humanists were guided by the desire to create a Christian poem that would

equal the Aeneid. An important literary problem for them was the reconciliation of the aesthetic and

moral aims of poetry and the interpretation of Aristotle and Horace. Thus, for example, when

Girolamo Vida sets out to educate a poet who will write epic, it becomes clear that he understands

epic as hymns and encomia, the two poetic types that Plato allowed in his Republic: “Of all the

genres of song, none is so excellent (save songs of the gods) as that in which poets recount heroes’

deeds [...] my first concern here will be teaching how one may tell the praises and deeds of the

gods and the heroes descended from gods” (cited according to Ralph G. Williams, The De Arte

Poetica of Marco Girolamo Vida [New York: Columbia University Press, 1976], 5); also cf the

discussion on 127.

Simon Pecalid’s De bello Ostrogiano ad Piantcos cum Nisoviis libri quattuor (1600), which

deals with Prince Kostiantyn Oztrozky’s victory over his own rebellious Cossacks, is a good
example of epic narrative fused with panegyric. (A slightly abbreviated Ukrainian trans. of the

Latin original is available at <litopys.org.ua/suspil/sus32.htm>.) On the other hand, Sofronii

Pochasky’s Eucharisterion albo Vdiachnost (1632), which combines the strategies of the actio

gratiarum and the epinicion, frequently treats its addressee, Petro Mohyla, in heroic terms. For a

facsimile reproduction, see The Kiev Mohyla Academy: Commemorating the 350th Anniversary of
Its Eounding (1632), vol. 8 (1984) of Harvard Ukrainian Studies.

Masliuk, Latynomovni poetyky, 126.

Dovhalevsky, Poetyka, 176-83.

Petrov, “O slovesnykh naukakh.” 349. Lechias is available as an e-book at <books.google.ca7

books?id=4BgVAAAAQAAJ&printsec=frontcover&dq=lechias>.
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Torquato Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata and John Barclay's Argenis,^^ whereas Lav-

renti! Horka singles out Actius Sannazario’s De partu virginis?^

The Ukrainian practice of having each preceptor prepare his own Neo-Latin manual

ended in 1776, when the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium officially adopted Apollo

Baibakov’s printed Russian manual, Pravyla piytycheskiia o stikhotvoreniy rossiiskom

y latynskom.^’’ Introduced in Moscow two years earlier, this book, like the Mohylanian

manuals before it, was a compilation drawn from various Neo-Latin sources, including

Kyivan manuals."* By his own admission, in his section on Latin prosody Baibakov

relied on Gerard 1. Vossius’s Poeticarum Institutionum libri 77/ (Amsterdam, 1647).^^

Significantly, the book’s first part is devoted to Russian versification and draws upon

the theoiy of Vasilii Trediakovsky. Besides Russian translations of excerpts drawn

from Vergil, its illustrative material includes Mikhail Lomonosov’s poetry, Mikhail

Kheraskov's Vladimir vozrozhdennyi and Rossiiada, as well as selections of Lomo-
nosov’s Petriada. It is worth recalling in this context that these poems also fuse the

boundaries between epic and panegyric. Needless to say, the introduction of Baiba-

kov’s manual reoriented the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium’s linguistic priorities and intro-

duced Russian historical myths and a radically different cultural framework for the

study of poetry.

Another element of the Renaissance didactic theory that surfaces in Kyiv manuals

of poetics is connected with the refutation of the Platonic charge that poetry excites

negative passions. Here emphasis on actiones humanas as the pre-eminent subject mat-

ter of poetry and its edificatoiy function plays an important role. Witness the following

three examples: “Poetry is the art of portraying in verses human actions and explaining

them to teach life” {Fons castalius ..., 1685);^° “Poetry is the art of depicting the deeds

Prokopovich, Sochineniia, 293.

Petrov, “O slovesnykh naukakh,” 351.

Ibid., 352.
"* Indeed it would be difficult to argue that theoretical innovation was a goal any one instructor of

poetics pursued in upper-track educational establishments. Kyivan professors made liberal recourse

to the treatises of Girolamo Vida (pub. 1527), Julius Caesar Scaliger (pub. 1561), the Jesuit

preceptors Jacobus Pontanus (pub. 1600) and Maciej Kazimierz Sarbiewski (written between 1619

and 1626), and numerous others. They frequently, if not always, acknowledged their sources. To

dismiss their pedagogical efforts merely on the charge that they were derivative would undermine

our understanding of a crucial period in the history of Ukrainian culture. Moreover, from the

standpoint of Renaissance scholarship, such an indictment would be rather incongruous. We know

that the very European authors from whom the Kyivans borrowed material for their lectures had not

necessarily laboured under the obligation of developing original literary theory. As Charles Sears

Baldwin explains: “The revival of classical Latin was promoted by manuals and discussions, and

accompanied by still others directed to vernacular poetry. Though none ofthese ranks as a poetic in

the sense ofa contribution to the theory ofpoeUy, not a few reveal or define habits of thought and

taste, directions of study, literary ideals and methods. Thus their importance, far beyond their

intrinsic values, is in their clues to literary preoccupations and trends, their indications for a

Renaissance weather map” {Renaissance Literary Theory and Pr-actice: Classicism in the Rhetoric

and Poetic ofItaly, France, and England, 1400-1600 [Gloucester, Mass.: Peter Smith, 1959], 154).

For a description of Baibakov’s manual, see Paulina Lewin, Wyklady poetyki w uczelniach

Rosyjskich XVllI w. (1722-1774) a tr-adycije Polskie (Wroclaw: Ossolineum, 1972), 94-97.

“Poesis est ars horninum actiones effigens casque ad vitam instituendam carminibus explicans”

(cited in Masliuk, Latynornovni poetyky, 26).
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of human beings in order to teach life [experiences]” {Lyra variis praeceptorum

1696);^' and “[T]he nature of poetry corresponds to its own name, for it is the art of

representing human actions and applying them to the customs of life in song”

(Prokopovych, De Arte Poetica Libri ... Ill, 1705).^“ The Ukrainian scholar Vitalii

Masliuk does cite manuals where the subject matter of poetry is defined more broadly.

He stresses, however, that the general tendency in most manuals is to give preference

to actiones humanas.

Intimately related to the refutation of the charge that poetry incites negative pas-

sions is the argument that poets represent what ought to have happened rather than

what actually happened. As the American scholar O. B. Hardison, Jr., explains, such

licence constituted a justification for historical fiction:

In terms of the logical categories so frequently invoked by sixteenth-century critics,

pure fiction is related to sophistic and consequently is falsehood made to seem like

truth. On the other hand, to relate historical events in terms of what ought to be, is to

describe them according to the probabilities of moral philosophy. For instance

history teaches us that tyrants are sometimes successful, but moral philosophy

teaches us that they ought to be failures. If the poet modifies history to make it

accord with this principle, he cannot be accused of lying in the simple sense of the

term. His narrative is related to dialectic rather than sophistic, and its deviations

from history are instances where truth of particulars has been sacrificed for the

higher truth of moral universal. For this reason humanistic critics regularly invoked

the theory of idealization to justify poetic fictions.

Thus it should not surprise us when Ukrainian poetics frequently emphasize that the

poet describes what ought to be, or could have been. For example, the manual Liber

artis poeticae ... (1637-38) states: “[The] responsibility of the poet is to present ...

what could have happened.”^^ Similarly, the Lyra variis praeceptorum ...(1696)

maintains that the poet describes things that could be.^*^ Whereas Prokopovych in his

De Arte Poetica Libri ... ///(1 705) explicates: “The poet, however, closely considers

later actions in a particular hero, having left out those earlier ones; that is, he does not

write the things that were done by a certain person, but those that could or should have

been doneP^^

Such idealization according to the probabilities of moral philosophy involved the

creation of images, patterns, examples, or exemplary mirrors of virtue. It was ex-

“FIoesiH e mhctcutbo nepejiaeaTM jirodcbKi ghuhku juin >KHTTGBoro noBMauHa ...” {Lyra variis

praeceptorum ...,. cited according to the trans. in H. M. Syvokin, Davni ukrainski poetyky

^Kharkiv: Kharkivskyi derzhavnyi universytet, 1960], 46).

“Nomini suo correspondet natura poeseos; est enim ars effmgendi humanas actiones, casque ad

vitae institutionem carmine explicandi” (Prokopovich, Sochineniia, 237). Trans, by Patrick

Conway.

Masliuk, Latynomovni poetyky, 26-27.

Hardison, The Enduring Monument, 57.

“[0]6ob’h30k noera BHK.ia.aaTH ... xe, mo Morao BiadyxHca” (Krekoten, “Kyivska poetyka 1637
roku,” 129).

“[R]es, quae ... fieri possunt” (Masliuk, Latynomovni poetyky, 26).

“Poeta autem neglectis illis prioribus posteriores in aliquo heroe actiones considerat, hoc est,

non scribit, quae ab aliquo gesta sunt, sed quae geri potuerunt, aut debiierunf' (Prokopovich,

Sochineniia, 290). Trans. Patrick Conway.
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pected that these would arouse in the audience both admiration and the desire to

emulate. Prokopovych—when discussing the differences in method that distinguish

the poet from the historian and the moral philosopher—states that the poet depicts

general virtues (or vices) and attributes them to a single individual. The mirror thus

created serves as an example:for philosophy, in general, considers matters taken in

general rather than each taken separately, since, as the dialecticians say, knowledge

is not given from particulars. Moreover, in this respect poetry diverges from philoso-

phy, because the philosopher deals with general things generally and does not limit

them with specificities. It is true that the poet depicts generalyicQS, or virtues, but he

does this as [if they werejjhe discrete actions ofsome person. The political philoso-

pher teaches that a brave man ought to be of such quality, the poet sings that

Ulysses, or Aeneas, was of such quality. Poetry, therefore, both stands apart from

philosophy and history and touches upon them in a certain way, as if with both arms.

The poet describes the actions of specific people, as does the historian; but the his-

torian presents how these actions were done while the poet presents how they ought

to have been done. In the same way, the poet considers the general actions of a man,

as does the philosopher. But the philosopher considers these actions without orna-

mentation and without [creating an[ example, while the poet attributes them to spe-

cific people. There is a reason why the poet ought to handle matters in this way,

because it is not the intention of the poet, as it is of the historian, to hand down

“things accomplished” to the memory ofposterity, but to teach men ofwhat quality

they ought to be in a given situation, or even what sort of life they ought to live.

Political philosophers also do this; however, the poet displays his own civil doctrine

[== political leanings] in the deeds of a certain hero, as if in some mirror, and by

praising him sets [the hero[forth as an example to others.''^^

Whatever the degree of idealization a given exemplum might present, verisimi-

litude remained a pivotal criterion in poetic invention. To be sure, there existed much
confusion concerning the definition of this concept. But, as Hardison explains, it is

more important to remember the objective of verisimilitude rather than the methods

employed to attain it. Didactic critics unanimously agreed that the audience would be

persuaded by the applicability of a moral lesson only if they actually believed that the

events depicted were true.^^

“[Pjhilosophia enim cotemplatur res in genere sumptas non singulas, cum de particularibus (ut

dialectici loquuntur) non detur scientia; dissidet tamen hac in re & a philosophia poesis; nam philo-

sophus generalia generaliter pertractat. nec ea adstringit singularitate. Poeta vero generalia quidem

seu vitia, seu virtutis depingit, sed tamquam singulares aliciiius personae actiones. Politiciis philo-

sophus docet talem debere esse virum fortem, poeta canit talem fuisse Ulyssem, talem Aeneam,

Poesis igitur & distal a philosophia atque historia. & illas veluti duplici bracchio quodammodc

attingit. Scribit poeta res gestas certarum personarum, quod tacit historicus; sed historicus.

quomodo gestae sint, poeta quomodo geri debuerint, exponit. Item contemplatur poeta generales

hominum actiones. sicut & philosophus; sed philosophiis eas niidas & sine exemplo considerat.

poeta certis personis attribiiit. Causa est cur hoc modo res tractare debeat poeta; quia poetae in

tentiim non est, sicut historici res gestas ad posteritatis memoriam transmittere. sed docere homines

quales hoc vel in illo vitae genere esse debeant. id quod faciunt etiam politici philosophi; poetc

tamen civilem suam doctrinam. veluti in specula quodam. in rebus gestis herois alicujus ostendit

eumque laudando ceteris proponit pro exemplo” (Prokopovich. Sochineniia, 291). Trans. Patricl

Conway and Natalia Pylypiuk.

Hardison. The Enduring Monument. 59.
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It is interesting to note in this context that exemplum was considered as a most ef-

fective device in rhetoric. In logic, however, where the main goal is formal proof rather

than persuasion, it was viewed as a third-rate tool.‘*° This difference between the goals

and methods of the rhetoricians, on the one hand, and the logicians, on the other, may

have contributed to the low prestige of poetry in the quadrivium, the upper sequence of

courses in the humanistic school.

The defense of poetry from the charge that it is insufficiently philosophical does not

appear frequently in Mohylanian manuals. When it does appear, it echoes the standard

arguments concerning allegory and fable, and their ability to convey moral principles

or useful doctrine. In some cases preceptors designate poets as the interpreters of God:

“There is nothing nobler than poetry. After all, poets are the interpreters of the words

and thoughts of God, whose essence they reveal, teaching people the divine services

and reverence toward God; thanks to the poets, mortals learn all kinds of good things”

{Liber artis poeticae ...,1637-38).'*' In his manual Prokopovych emphasizes that the

earliest poetiy was philosophical and relied on hieroglyphics and other symbols:

Therefore from the very evidence that it takes in hand, poetry acquires its great

importance. In addition, philosophy, that great light of the human mind, was either

bom from or nourished by poetry. For those authors who have written about the

various schools and different types of philosophers say that the very first, most

ancient philosophy was poetic ... It was done after the custom of the Egyptians (who

by all indications were the first to philosophize), for they wrap all the more divine

conceptions in hieroglyphics and certain signs, subject to [their] likeness ...'*”

Lavrentii Horka, on the other hand, distills the exemplum of actiones humanas to

the point that it becomes an allegorical type. Consider the discussion concerning the

depiction of the courageous ruler as a type that appears in his Idea artis poeseos ...

(1707):

[WJhether the poet invents a topic or only its manner, he is singularly required to ...

depict universal virtues ... for example, that heads [of state] intelligently govern the

state, draft laws, decree rights, judge, give out awards, and so on. Such virtues are

universal because they befit every head [of state]. But there also are individual

virtues, such as, for example, when a head [of state] draws, sings, [or] plays the harp.

However, this can befit him [merely] as a [private] individual; it does not befit [him]

qua head [of state]. The poet, disregarding whatever contradicts the authority of a

head [of state], will find in the famous hero only those deeds that speak of his

leadership. In other words, [the poet] writes not what was actually accomplished, but

what could have been accomplished. If he wishes to praise a courageous military

'*'*

Ibid., 53-54.
41

“LL[o ujJiHxeTHime, ni>K noesia. A.a>Ke noexn - TiiyMani cjiis i noMncjiie Bora, bohh po3Kpn-

BaioTb ixHK) cyxb, ynaxb aioiien CBJiuieHHoaiHHHio i doronoKjioHinHio: saBjuiKH noexaM CMepxni

HaBHaioxbCH Bci.HHKOMy iio6py” (cited according to Krekoten, “Kyivska poetyka 1637 roku,” 126).

“Vel ex ipso igitur argumento, quod tractat, magna momenta pretii sui accepit poesis. Adde,

quod ingens illud mentis humanae lumen philosophia aut nata aut enutrita a poesi est: qui enim de

variis seetis & diverse genere philosophorum seripserunt auetores, primam eamque vetustissimam

philosophiam dieunt esse poeticam . . . Sive id ex more Aegyptiorum factum est (qui primi videntur

coepisse philosophari) illi enim omnia diviniora sensa hyeroglyphicis & signis quibusdam sub

similitudine involvebant” (Prokopovich, Sochineniia, 234).
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leader, he need not describe in detail how he actually waged war, but needs to invent

the manner in which evefj courageous military leader ought to wage war and then

attribute this to his hero.^

The fable and those allegories that were devoted to topics other than actiones hu-

manas represented two kinds of writingthat were not strictly regulated by the criterion

of verisimilitude. Prokopovych, for example, while emphasizing that the fable had to

be invented verisimilarly, allowed that it was not a truthful narrative. He also recom-

mended it as a tool for the instruction of the uneducated.'^ In a similar vein, Mytrofan

Dovhalevsky distinguished two distinct types of poetic invention. He maintained that

verisimilitude assists the poet in avoiding the incorrect and naive portrayal of reality.

But he also acknowledged that poetic invention in allegory is quite different, because it

depends on imaginary rather than true verisimilitude. Unlike Prokopovych, however,

he argued that the fable does not observe verisimilitude at all:

What are the virtues of poetic invention? ... [T]hat it be verisimilar ... so that things

do not hurt our ears with their incorrect and naive depiction. For this reason the poet

ought to invent things that could have probably happened....

Note the difference between invention and allegory. Allegory concerns all kinds

of imaginary similarities, which invention entirely does not. Allegory attributes to

inanimate objects the qualities of animate [beings], whereas invention ascribes to

people real deeds, intentions....

Remember: the fable and invention, taken not in their narrow but in their wider

sense,are one and the same thing, but there is one [significant] difference between

them. Poetic invention has a certain dose of reality, and this thing, upon which it is

grounded like on a foundation, is also seemingly real. The fable does not have this.'*^

“[B]biMbimjifleT jiH no3T caMbin npe^Mex, hjih >k6 xojibKO cnoco6 ero, on aojoKen eanncxBeHHO

cxapaxbca o xom ... hxo6h yKaxbieaxb o6mi5i aobpoa'bxe.iH ... nanp. hxo naMajibHHKH 6jiaro-

paxyMHo ynpaejiaioxb rocy.aapcxBOM, nanepxbiBaioxb saKOHbi, nocxanoBJisioxb npaBa. cyaHXb.

pasaaioxb narpa/ibi n npoM. 3xn .aoGpoa'txejin cyxb o6mia, noxoiviy hxo nayxb BCBKOMy Hana-

jibHHKy, HO ecxb H MacxHbm, kbk nanp., ecaw HanajiHHK pncyex, noex, nrpaex Ha apijif - h xxo hc

Hiiex HanajibHHKy, kbk HanajibHHKy, ho Mo^ex h^xh kbk HacxHOMy HejiOBtKy ... Ho noxx,

npenebperuiH xtw, hxo npoxHBOpfHHXb aBxopnxexy HananbHHKa, naGjiioaaexb b mbb^cxhom repof

xojibKO HanaabHHHecKia afHcxBia. x.e. nHuiex ne o xom hxo cafnano, a o xom hxo moxjio Shxb

c^tJiaHO. Ecnii oh .wenaem eocnumb xapadpaeo nojiKoeodifa, xo oh hc aoji^en KypbesHO pas-

KaxbiBaxb o xom -kbkhm oGpasoM oh bcji bohhw, a aojoKen nabaioaaxb, kokum odpasoM Ka,)fcdbiu

xpadpbiii nojiKoeodeif doji.M-CH eecmii eoimbi, u smom mun npunucbieamb ceoexiy eepow (cited

according to Petrov, “O slovesnykh naukakh,” 318).

Prokopovich, Sochineniia, 266.

“MkI aocxoiHcxBa noexMHHOi BHiiyMKH? ... mo6 Bona 6yjia npaBaonoaiOnoK). [...] mo6 peni ne

Bpa>KajiM Ham cjiyx ix nenpaBHJibHHM xa naiBHHM 3o6pa>KeHH}iM. ToMy noex noBHHen BHayMyaaxH

peni, BKi ... MorjiH 6 npaBaonoaibno xpanajixHCb ...

SBepHH yaary na BiaMiHHicxb Mi>K BHayMKOio xa ajieropieio. Ajieropia .a6ac npo BCBKoro poay

ysBHy noaibnicxb. bkoi 30BciM ne Mac BnayMKa. Ajieropia npHnncye ne>KMBHM npeaMexaM

BjiacxHBOCxi >KHBHX, a BHZiyMKa npHHHcyc oco6aM naneOxo cnpaB>KHi bhhhkm, naMipn ...

SanaM’axafi; GahKa i BH/iyMKa. B3Bxa ne y By3bK0My, a b mupoKOMy poByMinni,—ue oane h xe

caMe, oanaK icnyc Mi>K hhmh xe>K BiaMiHHicxb. Hoexunna BuayMKa Mac neany Mipy npaBiiHBOCxi, i

UH pin, Ha BKih Bona rpynxycxbca bk na (JiynaaMeHxi, c xe>K nane npaBUHBOK). BahKa uboro >k

HeMac"( Dovhalevsky, Poetyka, 184).
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The preceding analysis suggests that Mohylanian authors viewed poetry as a tool

serving intramural concerns that oscillated between communication skills, moral

upbringing, and mental development.

More extensive and detailed than other Mohylanian manuals, Prokopovych’s De
arte poetica libri III (1705) is, by all indications, the only one to defend poetry as a

conduit for historical memory. In fact, its arguments concerning epic narrative carefully

prepare the ground for a discussion about the style and composition of historical works,

which appears in his next manual, De arte rhetorica libri

X

The latter is also

more ambitious in scope and, like the poetics, might have been composed for an

audience further advanced in the study of Latin.'^^ Nonetheless, it vehemently upholds

the teleological conviction of all Kyivan preceptors—inherited from Cicero via the

humanistic educational establishment—^that rhetoric is a most useful tool in a civilized

society.

In his manual of rhetoric Prokopovych devotes twelve chapters of book six to

history and epistolography, featuring elements not encountered in other manuals. If

we are to trust Prokopovych’s account in the initial chapter, professors of rhetoric in

Kyiv did not expend much effort teaching how to write history and letters. He begins

his lessons by citing Cicero’s De oratore (11; 9, 36) to define history as a “witness of

the times, the light of truth, memory of the past, life’s teacher, [and] a herald of an-

tiquity,” whom the orator immortalizes with his eloquence.'*^ Prokopovych also

indicates that the goal of history is to be useful. It can teach what we ought to do and

ought not to do through the examples of others, as if they were our own experi-

ences.'^^ Agreeing with Lucian of Samosata, he maintains that the usefulness of

history derives from its truthfulness. Thus, while Prokopovych agrees that history

—

like poetry—needs to be appealing, he considers this virtue merely an ornament

rather than the end of historical writing.

In the second chapter of book six, Prokopovych discusses the things an author must

avoid when writing history. Once again, his ideas are openly drawn from Lucian: The
three virtues of history are brevity, clarity, and probability ("'brevitas, claritas et

probabilitas’f The historical narrative may not be ignorant, enraptured and passionate,

or frivolous (^‘‘tres potissimum scopuli vitandi sunt: inscitia et affectus aut libido,

See the Ukrainian trans. in Feofan Prokopovych, Filosofski tvory v trokh tomakh: Pereklad z

latynskoi, vol. 1, comp. Myroslav Rohovych and Valeriia Nichyk (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1979).

This ed. excludes bk. 9, which is dedicated to sacred eloquence. Also see the complete Latin

original in Feofan Prokopovic[h], De arte rhetorica libri X, ed., with commentaries, by Renate

Lachmann (Koln: Bohlau, 1982).

For a hypothesis concerning the special audience of Prokopovych’s manuals in 1705-1706, see

my article “Kyivski poetyky i renesansni teorii mystetstva,” 97.

Cited according to the Ukrainian trans. in Prokopovych, Filosofski tvory v trokh tomakh, 1: 33

The text borrowed [cited?] from Cicero is not in Lachmann’s Latin edition of Prokopovic[h], De
arte rhetorica libri X, 343. Therefore it might be useful to consider Cicero’s original text: ""Historia

vero testis temporum, lux veritatis, vita memoriae, magistra vitae, nuntia vetustatis, qua voce alia

nisi oratoris immortalitati commendatur?'\c\tQd according to M. Tulli Ciceronis, De oratore ad
^uintum fratrem, liber secundus <thelatinlibrary.com/cicero/oratore2. shtml>).

“Historiae finis est prodesse vel utilitas. ut scilicet alicuius exemplis veluti prorpijs ex-

perimentis, quod aut avgendum, aut fugiendum sit, intelligamus” (Prokopovic[h], De arte rhetorica

libri X, 343).
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scribentis et levitas''). To avoid the first vice, the historian must be skeptical of all

accounts, even those by participants in an event. Trust should be accorded only to those

who are deserving. When describing something that happened long ago, the historian

needs to find the most authoritative narratives and imitate the most serious authors.

Prokopovych also recommends learning about the time and place of historical events

from the writings of geographers, chronologists, and other authors. When dealing with

more recent events, he advises visiting the places where they transpired.^®

Historians should not seek to win over readers by showing that they are inflamed

with love or anger. They should not be blinded by hatred or envy, nor should they take

sides with any one camp. When “going to battle,” let them stand in the middle, recom-

mends Prokopovych, acting like witnesses, not participants in the dispute. Always

standing on the side of truth, they should not give preference even to friends or their

own passions. Citing Lucian again, Prokopovych complains that most historians neg-

lect the description of events and engage in the praise of their own emperors and mili-

tary leaders—extolling them to the heavens while immeasurably deprecating those of

others. Thus historians forget that an immense, solid wall—^rather than a narrow isth-

mus—distinguishes and separates history from the encomium Q'Nescij historiam non

Angusto Isthmo, Sermago in tegerrimo muro, distinctam et divisam ab encomia

Citing Lucian, Prokopovych recommends that history be written for posterity. He
advises to write not for the sake of eliciting praise from contemporaries, but in order

to obtain deserved acknowledgement from subsequent generations. It is better to be

recognized in the future as a truly free human whose narrative merits the trust of

readers. Prokopovych indicates that this does not exclude the possibility of praising

or dispraising at the appropriate moment and in a balanced manner. But this needs to

be done with an eye on the future—^that is, on one’s descendants. He further explains

that praise or dispraise must flow from the truthful exposition of events.

Frivolity surfaces when historians depict a real event in a manner that it appears

unbelievable. Even more odious, according to Prokopovych, is the practice of de-

picting something that has never transpired. Such historians mock the subject matter

itself and all of humanity. But in the end they fool only themselves, because they are

easily discovered and deplored.^^

The third chapter of book six addresses, among others, the problems that arise

when—in the absence of written records—legends shape the historical imagination

or when anger or envy lead the historian to misrepresent the facts. Prokopovych re-

commends avoiding a difficult style and topics that have little relevance in the

historical account. He condemns casting aspersions on the courage of others but does

admit that this might be necessary when portraying the true character of an in-

dividual. In the case of contradictory pieces of information of equal reliability,

Prokopovych recommends dismissing them both or selecting what appears to be the

more reliable source. The fourth chapter concerns fictions in Latin writings about the

saints and their miracles. Here Prokopovych critiques many of the inventions in

Roman Catholic narratives, stating that even God would not be capable of similai

creations. He indicates that some such narratives are really based on superstition oi

Ibid. 345-46; and Prokopovych, Filosofski tvoiy, I: 339.

Prokopovic[h], De arte rhetorica libri X, 346-47; and Prokopovych. Filosofski tvoiy, 1 : 339-40.

Prokopovic(h], De arte rhetorica libri X, 348-49; and Prokopovych, Filosofski tvoiy, 1 : 340-41.
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stem from lack of faith. The fifth chapter addresses the things historians ought to

mention or pass over in silence. Recalling Cicero’s dictum that the historian dare not

tell an untruth and needs the courage to speak the truth, Prokopovych argues that

historians should not devote attention to details of quotidian life. For example, during

a march from one place to another a military leader might stop in a village to eat

some chicken or drink some beer. But such facts or the manner in which the leader

walks—no matter how true—are completely irrelevant to the history of a war and

should not be depicted. In sum, Prokopovych gives pre-eminence to “weighty” his-

torical matters.” He dismisses the kinds of details, including descriptions of land-

scape, clothing, and customs, that would be appropriate in a novelistic account.

In the sixth and final chaper dedicated to historical writing, Prokopovych, citing

Lucian once more, describes the ideal historian: he is intelligent and eloquent, well

versed in military matters, understands the strategy and vocabulary of war. He collects

previously dispersed material and first organizes it into a draft. A completed work of

history consists of three parts: an exordium (introduction), the narration, and an

epilogue. The first and last are brief The narration reveals the history, which itself

consists of many narratives. In his exordium the historian does not actively cultivate

the positive disposition of his readers Cbenevolentia non est captanda"), lest they think

he is guided by emotions. It suffices to elicit their inquisitiveness and attention. The

history’s title should accomplish the former. Attention will be garnered when the

historian demonstrates how long and difficult was the war. It is important to mention

one’s motives for writing the history, Prokopovych advises, and to speak about the

magnitude of the events and ensuing difficulties. Events need to be narrated in their

natural, chronological order. When many events take place simultaneously, it makes
sense to begin with the most important one. Then one can proceed to the circumstances

leading to it. The description of the battle must show the manner in which each side

fought and how long it resisted. If a soldier does something unworthy, he needs to be

identified by name. It is counterproductive to describe battle scenes one after the other.

Instead, other matters should be described in between to introduce variety in the

narrative. The conclusion may briefly speak about the life of an [important] man,
describing his character. If the history shows the downfall of a state or empire, some
sorrow may be expressed. Alternately, the historian may talk about the vicissitudes of

fortune. Toward the end he might lament over the vanquished, or he might refrain from
any epilogues. At the very end,the historian should emphasize that all along he cared

more about veracity than elegance and beg the reader’s forgiveness for any unwitting

lapses.

Relying on Lucian, Cicero, Dionysius of Halicarnassus, and Quintillian, Proko-

povych advises that the style of the historical narrative must avoid poetical excesses.

The reader needs to discern that the narrative was engendered by the historical event

rather than by artistic concerns. Prokopovych does, however, recommend a polished

and elegant style, the use of humble metaphors, and a tempered, easy-flowing rhythm.

The historian’s speeches may consist of everything found in the speech of an orator,

but they must be shorter, better prepared, and with less wordy amplification. Finally,

Prokopovych teaches that to succeed in this type of writing one must diligently and
constantly read the writings of the best historians.”

Prokopovic[h], De arte rhetorica libri X, 349-57; and Prokopovych, Filosofski tvory, 1 : 342-48.

Prokopovic[h], De arte rhetorica libri X, 358-63; and Prokopovych, Filosofski tvory, 1: 348-53.
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Prokopovych’s lessons about historical writing share the same ethical concerns we
find in the poetics manuals. The reading of history can and should bring pleasure, but

historians must inculcate values above all. In this they do not differ from the poets.

According to Prokopovych, history—like poetry—serves as a vast repository of

examples of human behaviour to be imitated or censured. However, unlike poets,

historians—at least in Prokopovych’s eyes—may not verisimilarly invent exempla

(i.e., ideal types). It thus appears that, while poetics preceptors entertained the pos-

sibility of historical fiction, Prokopovych the teacher of rhetoric altogether dismissed

the idea.

It is well known that within the overall structure of the average trivium sequence in

humanistic schools, the study of poetics did not necessarily nurture respect towarc

independent literary activity. The legacy of Mohylanian professors responsible for the

quadrivial curriculum has not been studied from a pedagogical perspective. Con-

sequently we do not know their formulations on the topic. But indirect evidence that

more mature students were not encouraged to engage in the literary game, in general,

and the writing of poetry or history, in particular, can be gleaned from the remarkable

oeuvre of the poet Ioann Velychkovsky (1630s?-1701?), the poet and philosophei

Hryhorii Skovoroda (1722-94), and the aforementioned Samiilo Velychko.

Inasmuch as my main goal here has been to cast some light on the references tc

history and historical fiction in the Mohylanian trivium, to substantiate my claim 1

will cite only from Velychko’s Discourse ...^^ In his brief “Foreword to the Reader,’

which explains both his motivation and method, the author from the very outse

vehemently rejects panegyrizing and poetry in historical writing, because it is ap-

propriate only for the uninitiated:

[Hjaving avoided [all] panegyrical and poetic refuse, which is fitting only for school

boys acquiring knowledge, I focused strictly on the war (like a blind man holding on

to a fence) and expounded the events, changing things in a few places only when

Twardowski’s versified sense posed difficulties. However, 1 did not change the

truthfulness of history and of military deeds.^^

As we can see from this passage, Velychko—unlike the preceptors of poetics at hi:

alma mater—is not at all concerned with verisimilar exempla. Instead he discusses tht

historical veracity of his account about the Cossack wars, just as Prokopovycl

recommends in his rhetoric.

Most importantly, Velychko also emphasizes the need to preserve for posterit}

memory of the valiant deeds of his (and the readers’) ancestors, whose knightly cour

For a discussion of Velychkovsky’s veiled eritique of the negative attitudes toward poeti(

activity nurtured at his alma mater, see my artiele “Poetry as Milk: A Seventeenth-Centur

Metaphor and its Pedagogieal Context.” Journal of Ukrainian Studies 17, nos. 1-2 (1992): 189-

203. For a discussion of Hryhorii Skovoroda’s rejection of panegyrical amplificatio, see my articl

“Praise in Skovoroda’s Garden,” In Nel Modo degli Slavi: Incontri e dialoghi tra culture: Studi U

onore di Giovanna Brogi Bercoff vol. 2: 469-79, ed. Maria Di Salvo, Giovanna Moracci, an(

Giovanna Siedina (Firenze: Firenze University Press. 2008).

“[OlMHHyBiuH nenoTpe6cTBa naHarnpuMHie n noexHUKie, yHaiunMca thjiko oxpoKOM

BH/itniK) HaJieJKamie, caivioe xoMiio bochhoc (bk cjitnHH iiep>KaHHCB njioxy) BHBOimaeM ;itHCTBi€

n jno6o /laa xpyaHOCTH BtpmoBOH cenc TBapjtOBCKoro b H'feKoxopnx Mtcuex nepeMtHBaeiv

rHCTopnn canaK h afncTBia bochhopo icTHOcxH ne nepevitHHjieM” (Velychko “Skazaniie o voin

kozatskoi z poliakami.” 4).
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;
age and heroism in the past remain unexplained and concealed by their own indolent

I scribes {"'Haiuux Jtce capMamo-KosaifKwc npodKoe ... daema epcMen u eiKoe dueuiie

puifepcKie omeaeu u doeamupcKie dinniM, eudix des onucanm u odRCHenm npes ix

f enacHUX nucapoe ocmaejicHnie, u eceedaumoeo sadeenm HiKneMmm Jiinocmu ix

ruiauiCM yeudix noKpumie."f Thus, rather than deprecating the courage of those who
: fought against the Cossacks, Velychko merely seeks to balance the historical record by

1
elevating those whom history has neglected and forgotten.

j

As if following Prokopovych’s precepts, Velychko indicates in the foreword that he

opted to conduct his narration in a simple style and the Cossack language {'‘‘eueecmu

j
npocmim cmwieM u napinicM K03aiiKim’f Noting the contradictions in, and doubting

j

the truthfulness of, the sources he consulted {"'noMeHCHHUu npepenonux d'Mnuu

onucamejii e ceoux ne ucmmcmeyiom nucaninx’'’), Velychko concludes that there

might be some lapses in his own account (“c humu ne icmuncmyeio u <33”), for which he

begs the reader’s forgiveness.^^

Although Velychko was critical of the poetic exercises conducted in the trivium,

\

he—like many other alumni of the Kyiv-Mohyla Collegium—was their direct

I

beneficiary. In fact, the marvellous inventions of his monumental work, which still

I

await the detailed analysis of literary scholars, reveal his training at every step.^^ I

I
propose that his narrative may be regarded as a conscious experiment with various

types of prose genres, including historical fiction. For now suffice it to say that

I

Velychko’ s love of reading and desire to know about human actions and behaviour

I

(in his own words, ''eidenie ... diRniu u noeedenuu juodcKux''), as well as his ability

' to access the chronicles and historical works of “foreign peoples” {"‘‘jiimonucnaH u

cucmopinecKaH mocmpaHnnx napodoe nucanm u were initially nurtured

at his alma mater, where—with the help of poetry—he studied Latin, Polish, and

Slavonic, among other languages. This initial upbringing gave him the tools to

describe for posterity the deeds of native heroes, thus redressing the absence of

Ukrainian illustrative material from Mohylanian manuals of poetics and rhetoric.

Ibid., 2.

! 59
4 -

j

For the first sustained attempt to view Velychko’s Discourse as a work of historical fiction, see

Bohdan Nebesio, “Skilky prozy mozhe buty v kozatskomu litopysi?” Slovo i chas, 1993, no. 9: 22-

!

30.

i

Velychko, “Skazaniie o voini kozatskoi z poliakami,” 2.
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i

Reconstructive Forgery: The Hadiach

Agreement (1658) in the History ofthe Rus'

Serhii Plokhy

Few events in Ukrainian and Polish history have provoked as many what-ifs as the

agreement concluded between the Cossack hetman Ivan Vyhovsky and representa-

tives of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth near the city of Hadiach in the autumn

of 1658. Long before the rise of virtual and counterfactual history, historians in

Poland and Ukraine defied the maxim of positivist historiography—^that history has

I

no subjunctive mood—and plunged into speculation on how differently the history of

both countries would have turned out if, instead of fighting prolonged and exhausting

i

wars, Poland-Lithuania and the Hetmanate had reunited in a new and reformed Com-
' monwealth. Would this have stopped the decline of Poland, the ruin of Ukraine,

Ottoman interventions, and the rise of Muscovy as the dominant force in the region?

j

The Union of Hadiach, as the agreement became known in historiography, had the

,

potential to influence all these processes. It envisioned the creation of a tripartite

I !

Commonwealth—the Kingdom of Poland, the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, and a

jl
Principality of Rus', with the Cossack hetman as its official head. The union was the

culmination of the activities of moderate forces among the Polish and Ukrainian elites

i

and the embodiment of the hopes and dreams of the Ruthenian (Ukrainian and Bela-

I

rusian) nobility of the first half of the seventeenth century. Nevertheless, the com-

I promise that the union embodied was rejected by mainstream forces on both sides. The

I

I

Commonwealth Diet ratified the text of the treaty with a number of important omis-

I : sions, but even in that form it was viewed with suspicion and rejected by the Polish

;

i nobiliary elites, which could not reconcile themselves to the prospect of Orthodox

!

' Cossacks enjoying equal rights with Catholic nobles. On the Ukrainian side, the

j

Cossack rank and file rejected a treaty that proposed to give all rights in the new Princi-

i
pality of Rus' to a limited number of representatives of the Ukrainian nobiliary and

' Cossack elites at the expense of the Cossack masses and rebel peasantry, which would
I have to submit once again to the noble landlords’ Jurisdiction and control.'

j

' On the Union of Hadiach, see Vasyl Herasymchuk, “Vyhovshchyna i hadiatskyi traktat,”

1 Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva im. Shevchenka 87 (1909): 5-36, 88 (1909): 23-50, and 89 (1909):

46-91; Mykola Stadnyk, “Hadiatska uniia,” Zapysky Ukrainskoho naukovoho tovarystva v Kyevi 7

jl (1910): 65-85 and 8 (1911): 5-39; Waclaw Lipihski [Viacheslav Lypynsky], Z dziejow Ukrainy:

I

Ksi^ga pamiqtkowa ku czci Wiodzimierza Antonowicza, Paulina Swi^cickiego i Tadeusza Rylskie-

I go, wydana staraniem dr. J. Jurkiewicza, Fr. Wolskiej, Ludw. Siedleckiego i Waclawa Lipihskiego

j

(Kyiv and Cracow, 1912), 588-617; Mykhailo Hrushevsky, Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, vol. 10 (New
York: Knyhospilka, 1958), 288-359; Wladyslaw Tomkiewicz, Ugoda hadziacka (Warsaw: Instytut

i' Badah Spraw Narodowosciowych, 1937); Stanislaw Kot, Jerzy Niemirycz: W 300-lecie Ugody

\

Hadziackiej (Paris: Instytut Literacki, I960); Andrzej Kaminski, “The Cossack Experiment in
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Since its inception in the early nineteenth century, modern Ukrainian historiog-

raphy has been largely positive in its assessment of the Union of Hadiach and its

authors’ actions and intentions. This applies particularly to the views of twentieth-

century Ukrainian historians not subject to Soviet control. After the fall of the USSR
and the collapse of Soviet historiography, whose practitioners condemned Vyhovsky
as a ‘'traitor to the Ukrainian people” and cited the Hadiach Agreement as proof of

that treason, positive assessments not only of Vyhovsky but also of the Union of

Hadiach made their way into historical writing. One of the deans of contemporary

Ukrainian historiography, Natalia Yakovenko, sees the Hadiach Agreement as “a

striking monument of the political and legal thought of its time, which, had it been

realized, would indeed have had a chance of laying firm foundations for the future of

the Polish-Lithuanian-Belarusian-Ukrainian community and renewing the Common-
wealth by establishing new forms of coexistence for its peoples. This in turn would

have guaranteed the protection of what had already been achieved—recognition of

the right to freedom of the individual, property, and political expression.”^ The
revival of interest in the agreement has been influenced,

,
inter alia, by the increasing

of Polish historiography, which has traditionally been friendly to the Union of

Hadiach. For many Polish historians, the union has remained a symbol of Poland’s

civilizing mission in the East, religious tolerance, and ability to solve nationality

problems within the context of a multiethnic state.^

***

This article examines the origins of the positive image of the Union of Hadiach in

modern Ukrainian historiography, trying to understand how that image was created

and the meaning it conveyed during the first decades of the Ukrainian cultural

revival. At the centre of this discussion is the History ofthe Rus' (Istoriia Rusov)—

a

historical pamphlet that captivated the imagination of the Ukrainian elites of the

1820s, 1830s, and 1840s, when the Ukrainian national project took shape. If one

were to seek the single most important work of Ukrainian nineteenth-century histori-

ography, the History of the Rus' would certainly stand out. It also comes to mind as

Szlachta Democracy in the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth: The Hadiach (Hadziacz) Union,”

Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1, no. 2 (June 1977): 178-97, here 195-97; Janusz Kaczmarczyk.

“Hadziacz 1658: Kolejna ugoda czy nowa unia.” Warszawskie Zeszyty Ukrainistyczne 2 (1994):

35-42; Antoni Mironowicz, Prawosiawie i unia za panowania Jana Kazimierza (Bialystok:

Orthdruk, 1997), 149-89; and Tatiana Yakovleva, Hetmanshchyna v druhii polovyni 50-kh rokiv

XVll stolittia: Prychyny ta pochatok Ruiny (Kyiv: Osnovy,1998), 305-23.
^ See Natalia Yakovenko, Narys istorii Ukrainy z naidavnishykh chasiv do kintsia XVlll stolittia

(Kyiv: Heneza, 1997), 212. Cf idem, Narys istorii serednovichnoi ta rannomodemoi Ukrainy, 2nd

ed. (Kyiv: Krytyka, 2005), 373-74.
^ See Andrzej Kaminski, Historia RzeczypospoliteJ wielii narodow, 1505-1795: Obywatele, ich

panstwa, spoleczenstwo, kultura (Lublin: Instytut Europy Srodkowo-Wschodniej, 2000), 134-35.

For a survey of the ideas that informed traditional Polish historiography, see Hrushevsky, Istoriia

Ukrainy-Rusy, 10: 354-55. On the approaches dominant in modem Polish historiography, see A. B.

Pernal, “The Union of Hadiach (1658) in the Light of Modern Polish Historiography,” in Millen-

nium of Christianity in Ukraine, 988-1988, 177-92, ed. Oleh W. Gerus and Alexander Baran

(Winnipeg: Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in Canada. 1989).
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the work that contributed most to the popularization of a positive image of the Union

of Hadiach in modern Ukraine.'^

sjc^s):

The author of the History of the Rus' took the dry narrative inherited from the

Cossack chronicles and filled it with heroes and their deeds. Readers brought up on the

ideas of the Enlightenment and the works of the early Romantics found the kind of

storytelling they craved in the pages of the History of the Rus'. Even so, its histori-

ographic canvas and some of its important ideas harked back to past chronicles. That

was certainly true of the work’s protagonist—^the Rus' nation, which had its origins in

I the writings of the seventeenth-century Ruthenian chroniclers. To be sure, the author of

;

the History of the Rus' picked and chose from the historiographic tradition: for

! example, he insisted on the exclusive use of the Rus' name for his country and people

j

while rejecting the term “Ukraine,” which had been just as current in the seventeenth

[

century and was becoming increasingly popular in the eighteenth.^

I

Facts and ideas borrowed from previous authors had to fit the author’s paradigm: if

I

there were not enough facts, they could easily be invented in the manner of James

Macpherson and his Ossian. Like Macpherson’s Ossianic poetry and the historical

I forgeries of Vaclav Hanka, the History of the Rus' came into existence at a time of

I

cultural upheaval and growing interest in the preservation of local heritage. All these

' mystifications were responses to a longing for (invariably glorious) local tradition,

: which was considered lost beyond recovery by any other means. The Ukrainian

,
antiquarians of the first decades of the nineteenth century, like their Scottish and Bo-

' hemian counterparts, hoped for a miracle, a recovery of a national Homer, and a sort of

! miracle did indeed take place. It came in the form of “reconstructive forgeries”

—

freshly created literary and historical texts that recovered parts of the otherwise lost

national narrative. The “signatures” of Ossian in Scotland and Konysky in Ukraine

gave these works an authority and appeal they would otherwise have lacked.^

See Istoriia Rusov Hi Maloi Rossii: Sochinenie Georgiia Koniskago, arkhiepiskopa Belo-

russkago (Moscow, 1846; repr.; Kyiv; Dzvin, 1991). The History of the Rus' v/as a mystification

i attributed to the Hetmanate-bom Orthodox archbishop of Belarus Heorhii Konysky; his authorship

!
was not challenged until the second half of the nineteenth century. There is an extensive scholarly

' literature on the History. For a survey, see Volodymyr Kravchenko, Narysy z istorii ukraimkoi is-

1 toriohrafii epokhy natsionalnoho vidrodzhennia (dniha polovyna XVIII-seredyna XIX st.)

ti (Kharkiv: Osnova, 1996), 101-15; and idem, "'Istoriia nisiv u suchasnykh intepretatsiiakh,” in Syn-

!j

opsis: Essays in Honour of Zenon E. Kohut, 275-94, ed. Serhii Plokhy and Frank E. Sysyn (Ed-

i
monton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2005) = Journal of Ukrainian

I

Studies 29, nos. 1-2 (2004).

1 On the concepts of fatherland and nation in the Histoty of the Rus’, see Frank E. Sysyn, “The

I

Persistence of the Little Rossian Fatherland in the Russian Empire: The Evidence from the History

1 ofthe Rus' or ofLittle Rossia (Istoriia Rusov Hi Maloi Rossii)f in Imperienvergleich: Beispiele und

\ Ansdtze aus osteuropdischer Perspektive. Festschrift fur Andreas Kappeler, 39-49, ed. Guido
Hausmann and Angela Rustemeyer (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2009). On the use of the terms

;
“Rus'” and “Ukraine” in the History of the Rus', see my article “Ukraine or Little Russia?

!
Revisiting the Early Nineteenth-Century Debate,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 48, nos. 3-4 (Sep-

;

tember-December 2006); 335-53.

j On historical and literary mystifications in Eastern Europe, see Nick Groom, The Forger’s

i
Shadow: How Forgery Changed the Course of Literature (London: Picador, 2002); Margaret
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The anonymous author’s interpretation of the Hadiach myth gives a fairly good
idea of what the new generation of Ukrainian elites expected from the history of their

land and of the way in which the author tried to meet those expectations. One of the

challenges that that myth encountered in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries was the growing anti-Polish sentiment in Ukraine and the Russian Empire

at large. That new mood was fully reflected in the History ofthe Rus', making it one

of the most anti-Polish historical works ever produced in modern Ukraine. Judging

by the introduction to the History, one of its major tasks was to debunk the “tales” of

Polish and Lithuanian authors and their followers in Ukraine. The anonymous author

set out to prove that Ukraine had been settled by the Rus' princes, not by the Polish

kings; that Little Russia had fought numerous battles with Poland for its liberation,

joined the Russian state of its own free will, and deserved recognition for its martial

deeds.^ Could the Hadiach myth really fit this historiographic paradigm?

Apparently it could, though not without certain difficulties and transformations.

The Union of Hadiach emerges from the pages of the History ofthe Rus' in a version

most unexpected for anyone familiar with its actual history and the texts of the agree-

ment. Indeed, the anonymous author offers the most counterfactual account of the

union ever written. First of all, we learn from the History that although the treaty was
based on the Hadiach articles, it was not negotiated at Hadiach at all, but in the town

of Zaslav (a.k.a. Zaslavl). Second, its principal Ukrainian initiator was not Yurii

Nemyrych or Ivan Vyhovsky, but Yurii Khmelnytsky, who allegedly lost his

hetmancy for agreeing to the union’s conditions. The text of the agreement presented

in the History ofthe Rus' finds little corroboration either in contemporary versions of

the treaty or in the variant summarized by the Polish historian Samuel Twardowski

and later used by the Cossack historians Samiilo Velychko and the author of the

Hryhorii Hrabianka Chronicle.

According to the History, the treaty was mainly concerned with the rights and pre-

rogatives of the Rus' nation, not with the hetman or the Cossack state—^the two subjects

that took centre stage in the account of the agreement in the Hrabianka Chronicle. The

Rus' nation of the History ofthe Rus' cm\Q from the same Sarmatian stock as the Polish

nation and occupied the principalities, or palatinates, of Kyiv, Chemihiv, Siversk, and

Volodymyr. It was equal to the Polish and Lithuanian nations under the king’s rule. Its

leader was the Cossack hetman, who assumed supreme command in wartime and held

the title of prince of Rus' or Sarmatia. The hetman was the commander in chief of a

forty-thousand-strong army and had the right to recruit additional troops from

volunteers and Zaporozhian Cossacks. He also supervised the regional governors or

palatines, conducted elections to the General Council, and was in charge of the defense

and internal security of the Rus' land. That land participated in wars conducted by the

Russett. Fictions and Fakes: Forging Romantic Authenticity, 1760-1845 (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 2006); K. K. Ruthven, Faking Literature (Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 2001); and Susan Stewart, Crimes of Writing: Problems in the Containment of Repre-

sentation (Durham, N.C.: Duke University Press, 1994). On literary mystifications in Russia and

Ukraine, see George G. Grabowicz, "National Poets and National Mystifications,” in Literdrni

mystifikace, etnicke myty a jejich liloha pri formovdni ndrodniho vedomi: Sbornik pnspevku z

mezindrodni konference konane ve dnech 20.-2 1. 10.200 1, 7-24, ed. Blanka Rasticova = Studie

Slovdckeho muzea: Uherske Hradiste 6 (2001 ).

^ See Istoriia Rusov. 4.
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Polish Crown only by express agreement. The right to elect the hetman and the

palatines belonged exclusively to the local Cossack elite (“knights”); foreigners were

excluded. The treaty guaranteed the equality of all representatives of the Rus' knightly

estate and nation with their Polish counterparts, and the equality of the “Rus' Catholic,

or Greek, religion” with the “Polish or Roman Catholic” one.^

What should one make of this account of the Union of Hadiach? It certainly tells

more about the anonymous author’s views than about the agreement. Still, in order to

reconstruct those views, one must be able to separate what the author borrowed from

his sources from what he contributed himself Thus the first step in recovering the

“value added” component of a given narrative should be the identification of the

sources the author used. A detailed study of those sources remains a task for the future.

However, research by previous generations of scholars about the History of the Rus'

indicates its close relation to two eighteenth-century Ukrainian texts—^the Short Chron-

icle of Little Russia, published in St. Petersburg in Mil by Vasyl Ruban, a native of

the Hetmanate,^ and the Chronicle ofLittle Russia, published in French as the second

volume of Jean-Benoit Scherer’s Annales de la Petite-Russie in Paris in 1778.'® Both
' monuments actually represent different versions of the same basic text, the Brief

!

Description of Little Russia, by far the most popular chronicle in eighteenth-century

i

Ukraine.
'

'

1 While the author of the History ofthe made use of the Short Chronicle ofLittle

Russia for his coverage of the eighteenth century, he appears to have drawn on

Scherer’s Annales de la Petite-Russie for his account of the Union of Hadiach.

Scherer’s version of the Hadiach story begins with the Polish mission that came to

I Vyhovsky to confirm his title of hetman and enact the agreement he had negotiated

I
earlier, together with Yurii Khmelnytsky, at Hadiach. Scherer lists the conditions of the

I

treaty, which included recognition of the hetman’s authority over Ukraine as a whole.

Ibid., 143-45. On the treatment of the Union of Hadiach in the Cossack chronicles of the first

decades of the eighteenth century, see my article “Hadjac 1658: The Origins of a Myth,” in Nel

Mondo degli Slavi: Incontri e dialoghi tra culture. Studi in onore di Giovanna Brogi Bercoff, vol.

1: 449-58, ed. Mario Di Salvo, Giovanna Moracci, and Giovanna Siedina (Firenze: Firenze

University Press, 2008).

See Kratkaia letopis Malyia Rossii s 1506 po 1776 god (St. Petersburg. 1777). On the parallels

between the Short Chronicle and the Histoiy ofthe Rus', see Mykhailo Vozniak, Psevdo-Konysky i

Psevdo-Poletyka (“Istoriia Rusov” v literatiiri i nautsi) (Lviv and Kyiv: Ukrainska Mohyliansko-

Mazepynska akademiia nauk, 1939), 135-59.

1 See Jean-Benoit Scherer, Annales de la Petite-Russie, 2 vols. (Paris, 1778); Ukrainian trans.:

Litopys Malorosii, abo Istoriia kozakiv-zaporozhtsiv ta kozakiv Ukrainy abo Malorosii, trans.

Viktor Koptilov (Kyiv: Ukrainskyi pysmennyk, 1994), on-line at <litopys.org.ua>. On the parallels

between Scherer’s version of the Brief Description and the History of the Rus', see Mykhailo

I

Hrushevsky, “Z istorychnoi fabulistyky kintsia XVIII v.,” repr. in Ukrainskyi istoryk, nos. 1 10-15

1 (1991-92): 125-29; Oleksander Ohloblyn, “‘Annales de la Petite-Russie’ Sherera i ‘Istoriia

i Rusov,”’ Naukovyi zbirnyk Ukrainskoho vilnoho universytetu 5 (1948): 87-94; and Ivan Dzyra,

“Vplyv ‘Litopysu Malorosii’ Zhana Benua Sherera v ‘Istorii Rusiv,”’ Problemy istorii Ukrainy

\
XlX-pochatku XX St., 2003, no. 6: 412-25.

i
One of the eighteenth-century Ukrainian historians who used the text of the Short Chronicle as a

: source on the Union of Hadiach was Oleksander Rigelman, who wrote his historical chronicle of

I Ukraine in the 1780s. See his Litopvsna opovidpro Main Rosiiu ta ii narod i kozakiv uzahali (Kyiv:

I

Lybid, 1994), 276-77.
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the election of the hetman and senators by the Cossacks from among their own candi-

dates, and the right of the Cossack Host to remain neutral in wars conducted by the

Poles. Scherer also considered the agreement to have resulted from a Polish plot. He
wrote that although Vyhovsky accepted the agreement, many Cossacks were more
skeptical in their assessment of Polish intentions, suspecting that the Poles would

renege on their promises. Thus it was Vyhovsky, not the entire host, who was blamed

for entering into an agreement with the deceitful Poles.

The author of the History of the Rus' was generally much more positive in his

assessment of the Union of Hadiach than Scherer. He did not interpret it as a Polish

ploy, noting only that it was rejected by the Cossack Host, provoked accusations

against Yurii Khmelnytsky, and cost him the hetmancy. With reference to the

conditions of the union, the anonymous author wrote: “But when they were announced,

representatives of the officers and rank-and-file Cossacks, having learned of a change

of such importance and so shameful to all, immediately abandoned the hetman, heap-

ing abuse on him, cursing his base behaviour and villainous intentions, and returned to

the town of Chyhyryn.”'^ These were harsh words of condemnation, but the author of

the History of the Rus' gave no indication that he shared the sentiment he described.

Like all Ukrainian chroniclers before him, he preferred to blame Ivan Vyhovsky for the

union while sheltering Yurii Khmelnytsky from direct criticism. According to the His-

tory ofthe Rus', the younger Khmelnytsky was rejected by the Cossack Host but found

support among the Zaporozhian Cossacks, who were unhappy with the union with

Russia largely because they were routinely insulted by Russian soldiers during joint

military campaigns.

In this conflict between the Zaporozhians and the Muscovites, the anonymous

author sided with the former. “Those [Muscovite] soldiers,” he wrote, “then still in

gray topcoats and bast shoes, unshaven and bearded, that is, in their full peasant aspect,

nevertheless had an incomprehensible arrogance or some kind of vile habit of giving

contemptuous names to all peoples, such as poliachishki, nemchurki, tatarishki

[derogatory names for Poles, Germans and Tatars], and so on. According to this strange

habit, they called the Cossacks forelocks and topknots, and sometimes brainless

topknots, and this sent the Cossacks into frenzies of rage; they often quarreled and

fought with the soldiers, and finally the Cossacks became irreconcilably hostile and

breathed a constant aversion to them.” It is hard to escape the impression that by telling

this story, which depicts the Cossacks as victims of culturally inferior but arrogant

Muscovite soldiers, the author of the History of the Rus' was not only trying to

exonerate Yurii Khmelnytsky but also to justify his union with Poland.'"^

Scherer is partly responsible for the major confusion the author of the Histoiy ofthe

Rus' created in his account of the Union of Hadiach. In an apparent effort to make

sense of the complex history of the removal of Yurii Khmelnytsky from the hetmancy

and the ascension of Ivan Vyhovsky to that office, the author seized on the reference in

the chronicle used by Scherer to Khmelnytsky as one of the negotiators of the Hadiach

Agreement. It seems that the author was unsure whether it was Bohdan Khmelnytsky

or his son Yurii who negotiated the deal. Thus the author mentioned Bohdan

See Scherer. Annales de la Petite-Russie, vol. 2.

Istoriia Riisov, 144.

Ibid., 145.
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Khmelnytsky as the negotiator of the Hadiach articles but presented that information as

not entirely reliable: it was divulged to the younger Khmelnytsky by the Poles. In the

History ofthe Rus' Yurii Khmelnytsky figures as the main promoter and victim of the

union, which he accepted on the basis of the Hadiach Articles at the Congress of

Zaslav. There the articles were guaranteed not only by representatives of Poland but

also of the Habsburg and Ottoman empires—^a “true” international congress, not unlike

those the European powers conducted in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries. The participation of representatives of the great powers certainly lends

prestige and international legitimacy to the agreement in this account, but why did the

“congress” take place in Zaslav? There may never be an answer to this question, but

from the viewpoint of the author of the History of the Rus' it probably made sense to

“organize” a congress featuring representatives of the Cossacks, Poles, Habsburgs, and

Ottomans in a town that he mentioned repeatedly as a Ukrainian-Polish-Ottoman

border point. Besides, Zaslav was designated as the capital of a new imperial

vicergency immediately after the Second Partition of Poland in 1793.'^

The anonymous author of the History of the Rus' was clearly an admirer of the

Hadiach Articles. He returned to them again and again in his text, writing about Yurii

Khmelnytsky’ s second election to the hetmancy, his appointment as prince of Sar-

matia by the Ottomans, and the election of Mykhailo Khanenko as hetman.'^ Each

time he referred to the Hadiach or Zaslav Articles, he mentioned that they had been

approved and guaranteed by representatives of the great powers. It was easy for the

author of the History of the Rus' to endorse the agreement, given that not only the

Zaslav Congress but also most of the Hadiach text was of his own creation. Most of

the text of the Hadiach Agreement as it appears in the History ofthe Rus' came from

a source that had nothing to do with the 1658 union. This was the text of the Zboriv

Agreement of 1 649, which appears about a hundred pages before the account of the

Union of Hadiach. That text, in turn, had little to do with the actual text of the

agreement, but neither was it a product of the anonymous author’s pure imagination.

Why would someone create a forgery by recycling a document cited earlier in the

same work? It would appear that the anonymous author thought of himself as a

careful researcher of historical fact, not a literary criminal. His sources claimed that

the Hadiach Articles had originally been proposed by Bohdan Khmelnytsky. In fact,

Hrabianka, who may have been known to the author through other versions of his

abridged chronicle, stated that these were Khmelnytsky’s “well-known” articles. The
only well-known articles of the old hetman to which the author seems to have had

access were the ones negotiated at Zboriv. He presented a long and elaborate history

of the negotiation of the Pereiaslav Agreement, but summarized its text in a few
relatively short sentences. Thus he used an apocryphal text of the Zboriv Agreement
in his possession to reconstruct the text of the Hadiach Articles. In his view, the latter

could not be less advantageous to the Cossacks than their precursor, the Treaty of

Zboriv. A comparison of the texts of the Zboriv Agreement and the Union of

Hadiach, as presented in the History of the Rus', leaves little doubt that if the latter

text was a creation of the author of the History, the former (or at least parts of it) had

See Istoriia Rusov, 129-30, 143-44; and “Iziaslav (Zaslav),” in Encyclopedia of Ukraine, vol. 2

(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1988).
^ Istoriia Rusov, 150, 157, 170.
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a different author. The text of the Zboriv Agreement is full of Ukrainisms, many of

which the author of the History of the Rus' corrected in his reconstruction of the

Hadiach Articles. For example, a passage from the text of the Zboriv Agreement,

“From now on the Ruthenian nation is and shall remain independent of all but itself

and its government,” was rendered in the text of the Union of Hadiach as “Let the

Ruthenian nation and its land ... remain free, depending on themselves and their

government.”'^ Each of the texts has its share of Ukrainian linguistic influences, but

the most obvious ones, like “From now on ... is and shall remain independent of all

but itself,” are to be found only in the text of the Zboriv Agreement. The anonymous
author of the History ofthe Rus' clearly had a much better command of Russian than

the authors of some of his sources.

The author of the History ofthe Rus' was evidently prepared to improve not only

the language of his sources but also their content. He began his version of the

Hadiach Agreement not with a reference to the abolition of the church union, as did

Hrabianka and his editors and continuators, but with a chapter affirming that the Rus'

nation was free, that it was joining other “Polish nations” as equals, and that all

earlier conflicts between them should be forgiven and forgotten. In essence, the first

clause of the new Hadiach Agreement, with its emphasis on the Rus' nation, was little

more than a conflation of the first two clauses of the alleged Zboriv Agreement. It

declared the anonymous author’s primary interest in the history of the Rus' nation

and his readiness to interpret major events of the Cossack past as episodes of that

history. The author borrowed from the alleged text of the Zboriv Agreement,

transferring to his text of the Union of Hadiach provisions that stipulated the

independence of the Rus' government; the supreme authority of the hetman, elected

exclusively by his own Cossack Host without the involvement of foreigners; the nu-

merical strength of the Cossack Host (forty thousand, plus an unlimited number of

volunteers); and, finally, the Rus' nation’s right to defend its homeland and to choose

whether to participate in the Commonwealth’s wars or remain neutral. The provision

on the equality of the Orthodox and Catholic churches may have come from the

apocryphal text of the Zboriv Agreement or from any of the accounts of the Hadiach

Agreement that the author had in his possession.

The author also made some additions to the apocryphal text of the Zboriv Agree-

ment and dropped some of its provisions, turning his version of the Hadiach Articles

into a document inspired by, but still very different in its political message from, the

text of the agreement. Interesting in this regard is the author’s definition of the

territory claimed by the Rus' nation. If in the case of the Zboriv Agreement the Rus'

nation’s western boundary was defined by the Horyn River (a historically correct

border of the Hetmanate), in the case of the Hadiach Agreement the territory claimed

by the Rus' nation included the “principalities or palatinates” of Kyiv, Chernihiv,

Siversk, and Volodymyr(-Volynskyi). The author was clearly a patriot of the Siversk

land. Although there was a medieval Novhorod-Siverskyi principality and, for a brief

period, an eighteenth-century governorship of Novhorod-Siverskyi, no palatinate of

Siversk ever existed. More important in retrospect is that the author claimed for his

Rus' nation all the Ukrainian lands attached to the Russian Empire as a result of the

partitions of Poland, including Volhynia.

17
Ibid., 94, 143.
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I
In political terms, the major departure from the apocryphal text of the Zboriv

I
Agreement was the anonymous author’s emphasis on the powers of the hetman and

j

the rights of the nobility (“knights”). He declared that in wartime the hetman could

!
become an autocratic Csamovlastnyr) prince of Rus' and Sarmatia, a title apparently

' based on the one Yurii Khmelnytsky used in the 1660s. The author of the History of

the Rus' referred to it in relation to Khmelnytsky’s installation as ruler of Ukraine by

I

the Ottomans, allegedly on the basis of the Hadiach Articles. He considered the pro-

j

vision about the hetman’s absolute powers to be one of the most important articles

I

and made reference to it in his account of the installation of Mykhailo Khanenko as

,

hetman—again, allegedly, on the basis of the Hadiach Articles. According to the

i author’s variant of the articles, the hetman supervised the activities of the elected

I

palatines and was in charge of elections to the General Diet—an institution not men-

tioned in the text of the alleged Zboriv Agreement. The anonymous author replaced

j

the agreement’s provisions stipulating the election of the hetman and the government

! by the Cossack officers and the whole host, or even the population at large, with

I
references to election by the nobility (“knights”) alone.’*

’ The major omission concerned the provision for the abolition of the church union.

I

Although that provision appeared in all the sources on the Union of Hadiach available

j

to the anonymous author—^the two versions of the Brief Description of Little Russia

I and the apocryphal text of the Zboriv Agreement—it was dropped in his account of the

I

Hadiach Agreement. Did the author—who, as students of the History ofthe Rus' have

' shown, was influenced by Enlightenment ideas—prefer toleration to violence in the

j
sphere of church-state relations, or was he trying to accommodate new members of the

) Rus' nation, which now included largely Uniate Volhynia? None of these assumptions

j

helps explain the strong anti-Uniate statements elsewhere in the History of the Rus'.

j
Did the author simply forget to “adjust” the anti-Uniate tone of his sources to fit his

\
own enlightened views on the subject? We lack answers to these questions and must

!
leave them open for now. It seems quite obvious, however, that the author dropped all

1
references to the church union not because he gained access to the version of the Treaty

j

of Hadiach approved by the Polish Diet in 1659, which indeed did not stipulate the

j
liquidation of the Uniate Church, but for ideological reasons. While the author was

j

quite limited in his selection of historical sources, there were almost no bounds on his

j

imagination and ability to create texts reflecting the ideas, tastes, and preferences of his

(
own era.'^

A careful reader of the History of the Rus' might conclude that the Rus' nation

I

emerged from the Hadiach Agreement with a larger territory than the one provided

j

by the Treaty of Zboriv, with a much more powerful hetman who could act as an

I independent prince in wartime and a much stronger elite that deprived the Cossack

I

Host of the right to elect its hetman and local governors. The numerical strength of

I

the Cossack Host remained the same, as did the status of the Rus' nation in the Com-
ij monwealth. The only negative feature of the agreement in this account, it would
seem, was its association with Ivan Vyhovsky. The anonymous author continued the

,

well-established tradition of Cossack historical writing that distanced the good agree-
' ment from the evil Vyhovsky. He added another negative feature, referring to

1

'*
Ibid., 143-44, 157, 170.

I

Cf. the texts of the Zboriv and Hadiach agreements in ibid., 94-95, 143-44.
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Vyhovsky as an ethnic Pole {^"prirodnyi poliaJc")—in a world of rising nationalism,

this served to explain Vyhovsky’ s treasonous actions better than earlier references to

his Polish schooling and sympathies.^®

The image of the Hetmanate that emerges from the text of the Hadiach Articles as

presented by the author of the History of the Rus' may be distant from mid-

seventeenth-century realities, but it was fairly close to what prevailed—or, at least, to

what the Cossack officers wanted—in the mid-eighteenth century. Strong rule by the

hetman; the political dominance of the Cossack elites; the establishment of a local

Diet—all these were features of the reform program for the Hetmanate advanced by

the last hetman, Kyrylo Rozumovsky. This was the image remembered and cherished

by the Ukrainian nobility at the turn of the nineteenth century.^' The anonymous
author ascribed special importance to the Rus' nation, depicted as equal to other

nations, its rights not only recognized by the Polish Crown but also guaranteed by the

major European powers. This was a nation that tolerated other major religions in the

spirit of the Enlightenment, and whose own religion was tolerated in return. It was a

nation of which the reader could be proud, and the author of the History of the Rus'

could also be well satisfied, knowing that the goal declared in the introduction to the

work—to render due homage to the glorious deeds of the Rus' nation and its leaders

—was well served by his account of the Hadiach Agreement.^^

The introduction proposed that such homage could best be rendered by narrating

the numerous battles of the Rus' nation against the Poles, but the anonymous author’s

treatment of the Union of Hadiach proved that agreements concluded with the Poles,

presented in an appropriate light, could do just as well. Indeed, the author of the His-

tory of the Rus'—the most anti-Polish work in Ukrainian historiography—managed to

appropriate even the myth of Hadiach for his purpose. While the author clearly located

his Rus' nation within the Russian imperial historical space, he needed the Polish

“other” to fully define his people within that space. His account of the Cossack wars

with Poland was meant to emphasize the importance of the Rus' nation for the empire,

while the Cossack treaties with the Polish kings—evidence of the seriousness with

which the Cossacks were treated in the Commonwealth—gave the Rus' nation a claim

to special status in the imperial setting. Both elements promoted national pride among
the Ukrainian elites, thereby contributing to the process of nation building in modem
Ukraine. Myths like that of Hadiach were indispensable to the success of the national

project. The author’s treatment of the Hadiach myth in the History of the Rus' shows

him adapting it to the requirements of a national narrative—a new genre of historical

writing establishing itself in a world characterized by the rise of exclusive national

identities.

***

The History ofthe Rus' played an important role in the development of Ukrainiar

historiography, serving as a bridge between eighteenth-century Cossack historical

-® See ibid., 143.

On Rozumovsky ’s attempted reforms in the Hetmanate, see Zenon E. Kohut, Russia)

Centralism and UHainian Autonomy: Imperial Absorption of the Hetmanate, 1 760s-I830i

I^Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1988), 86-94.

See Istoriia Rusov. iii-iv.
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writing and modem Ukrainian historiography of the nineteenth century. Its impact on

Taras Shevchenko and his generation of Ukrainian nation builders has been well

documented. It is safe to say that the History of the Rus' was one of the most influ-

ential historiographic texts of the Ukrainian cultural revival."^ When the first modem
history of Ukraine by Dmitrii Bantysh-Kamensky (1822) was criticized for being

little more than a history of one Russian province, Ukrainian authors turned to the

History of the Rus' in search of the authentic flavour of Ukrainian history.^" Mykola

j

Markevych, the author of the multi-volume History ofLittle Russia (1842-43), used

the History ofthe Rus' not only for patriotic inspiration but also as a historical source,

never doubting the authenticity of its data.‘^ Along with Bantysh-Kamensky ’s narra-

tive, Markevych’s History remained the only synthesis of the Ukrainian past avail-

able in the Russian Empire until the publication of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s Survey

History of the Ukrainian People (1904).^^ Thus its influence on the formation of

Ukrainian historical and national identity can hardly be exaggerated.

For better or worse, like Shevchenko’s poetry, Markevych’s History disseminated

I

not only the ideas but also the confusions created by the anonymous author of the

History of the i?w5'.The history of the Union of Hadiach was one of the primary

beneficiaries and victims of that process. If Bantysh-Kamensky preferred to ignore

I
the account of the Hadiach/Zaslav Agreement in the History ofthe Rus',~^ Markevych

I

was at pains to reconcile the text of the Hadiach Articles that he found there with the

I

text that he knew from the so-called Froliv Chronicle. Nor could Markevych find

corroboration of the anonymous author’s claim that the Union of Hadiach had been

I

concluded by Yurii Khmelnytsky, as opposed to Ivan Vyhovsky. Ultimately Mar-

I kevych printed both texts of the Hadiach Treaty available to him. The first text, taken

i

verbatim from the History of the Rus', he called the Zaslav Articles. He referred to

i

the second, taken from the Froliv Chronicle, as the Hadiach Articles. Both treaties

I

were allegedly negotiated by Vyhovsky, whom Markevych, following the author of

I
the History of the Rus', called a Pole. “The ambitious, money-grubbing Vyhovsky,

1

foreign by birth to Little Russia, indifferent to the welfare of a people to which he

I

was not related, did not fail to betray Ukraine, which had done him a great favour,”

j

wrote Markevych, adding a dose of mid-nineteenth-century populism to the

j

anonymous author’s nationalism.^*

' On the influence of the History of the Rus' on Ukrainian literary and cultural figures, see

I
Vozniak, Psevdo-Konysky i Psevdo-Poletyka, 5-60.

j

“ See my Unmaking Imperial Russia: Mykhailo Hrushevsky and the Writing of Ukrainian History

j

^University of Toronto Press, 2005), 153-55.

See Nikolai Markevich, Istoriia Malorossii, 5 vols. (Moscow, 1842-43); and Mykola
' Markevych, Istoriia Malorosii (Kyiv: In iure, 2003). Markevych referred to Heorhii Konysky as the

j

author of the History ofthe Rus'—a belief shared by everyone familiar with it until the second half

j

of the nineteenth century.

I

Mikhail Grushevsky, Ocherk istorii ukrainskago naroda (St. Petersburg: Obshchestvennaia

I

^olza, 1904).

I

Bantysh-Kamensky used a copy of the Hadiach Articles from the archive of the College of

1 Foreign Affairs in Moscow. See his Istoriia Maloi Rosii ot vodvoreniia slavian v sei strane do
unichtozheniia getmanstva (Kyiv: Chas, 1993), 225-26.

Markevich, Istoriia Malorosii, 250. The “Zaslav Articles” introduced into historiography by the

I

author of the History ofthe Rus' and further popularized by Markevych were considered authentic
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Continuing a long-established tradition in Ukrainian historical writing, Markevych

distanced Vyhovsky from the treaties (now two) the latter had negotiated. Indeed,

Markevych was the first author to praise them openly for the benefits they offered the

Cossacks. Commenting on the Hadiach Articles, which he took from a source other

than the History of the Rus', Markevych wrote: “And what would Little Russia be in

reality if the Hadiach Articles could actually have been fulfilled at some point? We
have our own troops, our own academies, schools, printshops, our own government,

our own currency, our own faith; the hetman distributes awards, confers noble status,

and acts as commander in chief even of the Polish armies in Ukraine. We have the right

to make an alliance with the Crimea but not with Muscovy; we have our own trade; our

own navigation; we are even entitled to maintain neutrality in wars between the King-

dom of Poland and other states—^this is no longer a protectorate; it is an independent

power; a separate state within a state.”^^

This was the most positive assessment that a mid-nineteenth-century Ukrainian

historian could give of any treaty of the past. It certainly expressed the feelings of

generations of Cossack chroniclers before him, who had so faithfully copied the

conditions of the Union of Hadiach into their works but were never able to express

openly the reasons why they cherished that document so much. Markevych was not

entirely free of self-censorship in this regard. To explain why the union was rejected

by the Cossack Host and never implemented, he stated that the promises the Poles

gave were insincere and meant to deceive the Cossacks. Commenting on the “Zaslavl

Articles” taken from the History of the Rus', Markevych added a national dimension

as well: “In those articles we see one of two things: either senselessness or treason.

They conform neither to common sense nor to politics; nevertheless, they conformed

to the characters of the two nations whose rivalry would remain unresolved even

today had it not been for Khmelnytsky. One was the pursuer, the other the pursued;

one boundlessly proud, the other grateful but self-regarding; one giving promises that

could not be fulfilled, the other having lost his former credulity. Their disunion was

irrevocable, their friendship, beyond recovery.”^® Through his interpretation of the

Hadiach Agreement, Markevych contributed to the “nationalization” of Ukrainian

history. He also prepared the ground for the interpretation of the Union of Hadiach as

a treaty that guaranteed Ukraine full autonomy, if not outright independence—a view

shared to one degree or another by most Ukrainian historians and political thinkers of

the twentieth century.

There is something fascinating about unfinished lives, unfulfilled promises, and

unrealized agreements. People want to know how history would have turned out if

those incomplete projects had come to fruition. The Union of Hadiach is no excep-

tion to that rule, and it still attracts the attention of historians of Eastern Europe.

Today some of them regard the union as a monument to shattered dreams of the

peaceful coexistence of two nations that missed their chance to achieve an under-

standing and paid a high price for their failure. Others see in it a failed attempt of one

nation to re-establish control over the other. Whatever the current interpretations, the

by some historians as late as the 1880s. One of them was Nikolai I. Pavlishchev, the author of

Polskaia anarkhiia pri Yane Kazimire i voinaza Ukraimi, 3 vols., 2d ed. (St. Petersburg, 1887).

Markevich, Istoriia Malorosii, 260.

Ibid., 251.
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I

^myth of Hadiach seems alive and well three and a half centuries after the event. It no

j

longer addresses the needs, interests, and fears of royal houses or social estates, but it

i serves the interests of nations. It seems that myths never die: they only reappear in

[new guises.
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Is Gogol’s 1842 Version of Taras Bulba

Really “Russified”?

Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj

I

The established orthodoxy of Gogol scholarship holds that the 1842 redaction of

j
Taras Bulba is “Russified,” i.e., an expression of Russian nationalism and, by ex-

I

tension, a sign of Gogol’s retreat from Ukrainian patriotism, which was symbolized

I

by the original 1 835 Mirgorod edition of the tale. This view reinforces the notion that

j

Gogol is an exclusively Russian writer because he transferred his national loyalties.

||

My paper, an abridged version of a longer work (minus several examples), chal-

!

lenges this interpretation as well as the uses to which Taras Bulba is put in shaping

Gogol’s “national” persona. Analysis centres on the meaning and inter-relationship

of several key words (Ukraina, russkaia zemlia, russkii, svoi tsar) that serve as the

i mainstay of the Russocentric exegesis.

1
According to Soviet scholars, Taras Bulba represents the distinctive qualities of the

I

“Russian soul” and “Russian feeling” {russkoi dushi, russkogo chuvstva)} Donald

f
Fanger claims the rewritten novel shifted “the patriotic burden from Ukrainian to

j'
proto-Russian'' and that “the [earlier] patriotic Ukrainian emphases [were] changed to

Russian ...”^ Geoffrey Hosking characterized ‘Ihe Cossacks of the Ukrainian frontier”

! as “a romantic portrait of the alternative [N.B.] Russian ethnos.^ Meanwhile Simon
: Karlinsky observed that “Russian governments—from that ofNicholas 1 to the present-

|l

day Soviet one—value it for its insistence on the eternal unity of the Russian and

i|

Ukrainian people under Russian rule and its implicit opposition to any Ukrainian

j

separatist tendencies.”'*

!
Karlinsky calls the tale “one of the most ultra-nationalistic works in all literature,”

I;

which portrays “Cossacks as staunch defenders of Orthodoxy and passionate Russian

I

patriots” (p. 79). Judith Deutsch Kornblatt promoted the thesis that Gogol “does not

present the Cossacks in contrast to Russians, but as though they themselves are the

I

Russians.”^ And Saera Yoon says “the earlier Ukrainian story [1835] [is transformed]

,

N. V. Gogol, Polnoe sobranie sochinenii, vol. 2 ([Moscow]: Izdatelstvo Akademii nauk SSSR.
' 1937), 725-726. This edition is henceforth abbreviated PSS. It is available on-line at <http://feb-

' web.ru/febupd/gogol/default.asp?/febupd/gogol/texts/psO/ps0.html>. My quotations are taken from

I

there.

j

Donald Fanger, The Creation of Nikolai Gogol (Cambridge, Mass.: Belknap Press of Harvard

University Press, 1979), 97-98; 192-93. Emphases added.

Geoffrey A. Hosking, Russia: People and Empire, 1552-1917 (London: Fontana Press, 1998),
' 297.
4

Simon Karlinsky, The Sexual Labyrinth of Nikolai Gogol (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Uni-

versity Press, 1976), 77.

1
Judith Deutsch Kornblatt, The Cossack Hero in Russian Literature (Madison: University of

j

Wisconsin Press, 1992) 45. Emphasis in the original.
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into an epic-historical novel ... that promotes Russian virtues in the face of an en-

croaching Western civilization [Poland].” Yoon describes the Cossacks of the Mir-

gorod redaction as “separate and disinterested in Russia,” but the Cossacks of 1842

“completely internalize a form of the Russian identity. They... adopted the pa-

triotically charged epithet‘ Russian’ to describe themselves.” For Yoon this becomes
evidence of “Gogol’s transformed ideological position.”^

The most sophisticated expression of the Russification idea—and the one on

which I will focus here—belongs to Edyta Bojanowska. In her excellent book she

states that Gogol’s “only fiction that glorifies Russian nationalism remains the 1842

redaction”^ of Taras Bulba.

Gogol greatly expanded the Mirgorod version of Taras Bulba and changed its

national profile.... The 1835 version celebrated the Cossacks as freedom-loving

Ukrainians fighting for the preservation of their religion and customs that had come

under assault from Catholic Poland. The word “Ukraine” {Ukraina) appears

frequently (PSS 2, 283, 285, 299, 310, 311, 327, 344, 349); the concepts of a

“nation” {natsiia) or a “Cossack nation” are also mentioned (PSS 2, 348, 349). The

Ukraine of the 1835 Taras is contiguous with the Ukraine of Gogol’s historical

writings whose echoes resound in the narrative: an entity that was a nation by virtue

of its cultural specificity and unique historical experience. This changes in 1842.

Though in the least reworked passages some references to Ukraine remain, Gogol’s

overall strategy is to eliminate them and to identify the place of action as “Russia”

(“eastern Russia” or “the original Russia”; PSS 2, 64, 46, 78) and the protagonists’

national identity as “Russian” or “southern Russian” (PSS 2, 41 46, 47, 48, 65, 124,

133, 138-140). The Cossacks’ “physiognomy” remains unique, yet this no longer

signals their national separateness. Gogol now presents this uniqueness as a

peculiar stamp, a flourish that the Cossacks impart to a general Russian nature. The

Cossacks come to express Russianness, which the text bounds, as 1 mentioned, to

Orthodoxy and East Slavic ethnic ties that have historically united the Muscovites,

the Ukrainians, and the Belorussians. Their heirs all form a nation of “brothers”

(PSS 2: 65) ...*

Bojanowska believes that Gogol renounces “his earlier [Ukrainian] autonomist

leanings” (256). In place of pitting “Ukraine against Russia and accentuat[ing] nationa

differences” (371), he embraces a nationalistic Russian ideology, based on the amal-

gamation of “East Slavic Orthodox domains into a ‘greater’ Russian nation” (304).

Bojanowska’ s emphatic “Russian” interpretation loses some of its edge in light o1

certain ambiguities, which she admits exist. For example, there is not “a single eth-

nically Russian character in” Taras Bulba (256)—an obvious problem for the “amal-

gamation” thesis. She draws attention to the odd fact that Gogol chose to glorify

^ Sacra Yoon, “Transformation of a Ukrainian Cossack into a Russian Warrior: Gogol’s 184^

Taras Bulba,'’’ The Slavic and East European Journal, 49, no. 3 (Fall 2005): 431, 432.

^ Edyta M. Bojanowska, Nikolai Gogol: Between Ukrainian and Russian Nationalism (Cam-

bridge. Mass.: Harvard University Press, 2007), 255. “PSS” is also Bojanowska’s abbreviatior

forGogoFs Polnoe sobranie sochinenii (cf n. 1 above); the number “2” indicates vol. 2. Owing t(

length constraints, I shall not comment on some of the arguments she raises. For my review of he

book, see “The Nationalism of Nikolai Gogol': Betwixt and Between?” Canadian Slavonic Paper.

49, nos. 3-4 (September-December 2007): 349-68.
^ Bojanowska, Nikolai Gogol, 266 (emphases added). See also 256-57.
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“Russian nationalism” by embedding it “in a theme from Ukrainian history, the topic

on which his Ukrainian nationalism had run at its highest” (255). She recognizes

uncertainties in Gogol’s use of russkii (“this [word] can in fact be read to mean Ukrai-

nian” [304]) as well as the meaning of tsar, saying that “troubling incongruities” arise

in ‘4he [Russian] nationalistic message” of the novel’s “grand conclusion” (304). But

despite these misgivings, she remains true to the “Russified” reading, persuaded that

Taras Bulba is about an “idea of Russia” (i.e., a “greater” Russia) and that Gogol’s

goal is to tie “Ukraine’s national potential to Russia” (371).

This paper makes a case for a diametrically opposite interpretation. It treats the

novel’s incongruities—i.e., Gogol’s apparent inability or unwillingness to espouse

forthrightly the Russian nationalist position attributed to him, as well as scholarship’s

reliance on overly vague definitions of “Russian” (proto-Russian, alternative Russian,

Orthodox East Slav)—as aporias that invite a reassessment of the standardized reading.

I propose that Taras Bulba is really about an idea of Ukraine, whose origins Gogol

establishes in Kyivan Rus'—which, him, is not “Russia.” The novel does not depict

two nations—Ukrainians and Great Russians—brought together into a “greater” Russia

through the intermediacy of a Russian tsar. It is an account of Ukraine alone as a

Cossack-Rus' state on the cusp of a political rebirth. As an alternative to the view that

Rus' and Cossack Ukraine must exclude each other
—

“In the 1 842 edition the Cossacks

no longer celebrate their Ukrainian uniqueness but rather their loyalty to the concept of

Rus” (Bojanowska, 256)— I show that Gogol treats them as complementary societies

that together form a historically “greater” Ukraine, which he names Ukraina or rus-

skaia zemlia.

In this sense Taras Bulba has a lot in common with what Bojanowska called

Gogol’s “fairly risky direction of ... historical thinking about Ukraine” (127) during

the 1830s. Whereas Bojanowska, like most scholars, construes the array of termi-

nology in the novel (e.g., Ukraina, russkaia zemlia, iuzhnaia pervobytnaia Rossiia)

as ideological vacillation in favour of Russian nationalism, I deal with this as

ordinary practice, completely in line with nineteenth-century historical writing—an

[

innocuous and unavoidable way of identifying Ukraine and East Slavdom.^ If one is

I

to glean Gogol’s political and patriotic views from the revised novel, then the focus

I

should not be on verbal shifters like Rossiia and russkii, whose meaning is relative

I

and entirely dependent on context, but on the modifiers “north/south” to which

Gogol consistently turns as markers, respectively, of Russian and Ukrainian nation-

lality. The novel is ideologically homogenous because it rigorously invokes only

i
Ukrainian territories to the exclusion of Great Russian areas in the empire. With

I

respect to national difference, I also take the absence of Great Russians as significant

'

I cannot develop this idea in detail here for lack of space, but, as an example, compare the usage

I

of Rossiia and russkii in Mykhailo Maksymovych’s writings. See M. O. Maksymovych, Vybrani

I

ivory z istorii Kyivskoi Rusi, Kyieva i Ukrainy, ed. P. H. Markov (Kyiv: Vyshcha shchkola. 2004).

j

Like Maksymovych (cf. 48-49), Gogol adheres to the scholarly terminology of his day, in which

I Rossia is frequently used to mean East Slavdom, while Ukraine and Russia are differentiated with

I

the adjectives “southern” and “northern.” These terminological tendencies are evident in Gogol’s

|“Vzgliad na sostavlenie Malorossii” (1832 [?], pub. 1835), where the first references to Ukraine as

“south Rossiia' is followed by this statement: “3xa aeMjia, noayHHBLuaH nocjie HaasaHHe

lYKpaHHbi” (PSS 8: 45). As Bojanowska aptly notes: “Since history writing featured too many hot

i

buttons, Gogol resorted to geography to make his point” {Nikolai Gogol, 132).
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and reject giving them a virtual presence through the mechanism of defining words

like russkii and tsar in the “Great Russian” manner, for which the novel makes no

allowance. 1 will prove that Gogol’s “imagining” of the Cossack nation has nothing

in common with an all-inclusive Russia. I conclude that interpretations of Taras

Bulba are guided too much by ethnocentric Russian cultural and political perspec-

tives and too little by the Ukrainian.

^^Ukraina** and ‘‘Russkaia zemlia**

Bojanowska’s Russification thesis has a quantitative aspect. The purportedly fewer

uses of the word Ukraina lead to a qualitative deduction about the “national profile” of

the novel. She says that in the 1835 version “the word ‘Ukraine’ {Ukraina) appears

frequently,'' but in the 1842 edition, “in the least reworked passages,” only '‘'some

references to Ukraine remain." She claims that the “overall strategy is to eliminate" the

word Ukraina and “to identify the place ofaction as ‘Russia (‘eastern Russia’ or ‘the

original Russia’'® [...]) and the protagonists’ national identity as ‘Russian’ or ‘southern

Russian’” (266; my emphases). But does Gogol’s text support these statements and

conclusions? We can answer the question by looking at the frequency with which

Ukraina appears in both redactions.

Table 1

Word Form Frequency Version Word Form Frequency Version

VKpaHHa 2 1835 VKpaHHa 1 1842

YKpaHHe 2 1835 YKpaHHe 8 1842

VKpaHHy 3 1835 YKpaHHy 2 1842

VKpaHHbl 2 1835 YKpaHHbl 2 1842

Table 1 shows that the 1835 edition has nine occurrences of the word; the 1842

version has thirteen." Hence the word Ukraina does not simply “remain” but be-

comes more frequent. This means there was no “strategy” to “eliminate” the word

—

but, quite possibly, to increase it. Ideological interpretations of the novel need to con-

tend with this fact. In any event, a key mainstay of the “Russification” thesis is

simply wrong.

Four out of nine instances of Ukraina from the 1835 Taras Bulba were carried

over into 1842 (table 2 shows them in italic). Nine out thirteen uses of the word in

the 1842 redaction are entirely new. Table 2 (a list of all twenty-two uses of the

word) reveals that Gogol sometimes made minor changes to capitalization (lines 7-8)

but felt no obligation to alter the adjacent Ukraina. Line 5 illustrates that he inserted

po vsei Ukraine into a phrase that did not have it in 1835.'" Lines 16-17 show that

the distinction between Muscovy and Ukraine survives into the second edition. It

Gogol’s strategy was to “unify” two countries, then all the preceding editorial deci-

sions were clearly counterproductive.

'® Gogol actually writes “the southern original Russia [Rossiia].''’

'' See PSS 2: 43, 44, 62, 77 (2x), 79. 106, 107. 124, 125, 147, 160, 165.
'" The 1835 version reads: “H hto KceH;i3bi esiuix h3 ceaa b cejio b xapaTanKax ...”
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\ Table 2: All Occurrences of the Word ^^Ukraina^’’ in Context: 1835 and 1842

I Editions

’

... TO Mbi noBe^acM, Hxodbi snajia Bca YKpaHHa, jxa h /ipyrue 3eM.jiH ... 1835

' Kto CKaaaji, hto moh othmshb YKpaHHa? Kto mhc ee b othmshw? 1842

... cnopHbiM, HepemeHHbiM BjiaacHHeM, k kbkhm npHHaajie>Kajia xorjia YKpaHHa. 1835

YKpaHHC He BHiiaxb xo>Ke xpadpeHmero h3 cbohx iiexen, B3flBiHHxc}i 3amHmaxb

ee.
1842

1 ... paccKa>Ky: h KceH.n3bi e3iuix xenepb no Been YKpanne b xapaxaHKax ... 1842

i ... .ayMax, y>Ke ne nofouinxca 6oaee na YKpanne dopoiiaxbiMH cxapuaiviH-

cjienuaMH
1842

... He HaiHH, Hxo apen.aaxopcxByK)x na YKpanne! en-6ory, ne nainn! xo coBceM 1835

1 ... He HaiHH, xe, hxo apen.ziaxopcxByK3x na YKpanne! En-6ory, ne nauin! To

1

COBCeM
1842

... Hanajincb paabirpbiBaxbCH cxBaxKn n dnxBbi na VKpauHe 3a ynnio. 1842

j

HecMOxpa na cbok) nenajib n coKpymeHne o cjiyHnBinnxca na VKyaime

1 HeCHaCXHHX . .

.

1835

Box KaKne .aejia BO.aflxcfl na VKpauHe, nanoae! 1842

... hxo6 xaKHX nojiKOBHHKOB 6biJio nodojibuie na VKpauHel 1842

i
... KaK c.aejiajin ohh y>Ke c rexbManoM n jiyHinnivin pyccKHMn BnxaxBMn na

VKpauHe.
1842

1 ... 3JiHBaexca bojib n KoaaHecxBO na bck) YKpanny! 1835

... 3JiHBaexcH BOJiB n KoxanecTBO na bck> YKpanny! 1842

i ... nojiyaanaxcKnn yroji Eaponbi. Mockobhk) n YKpanny ohh noHnxajin ... 1835

... nojiyaanaxcKnn yroji EBponbi: Mockobhk) n YKpanny onn nonnxaan ... 1842

1

... cy.aapcxBeHHbix MarnaxoB, n OHnexnxb YKpanny ox )KnaoBcxBa, ynnn 1835

1
... BoncKa noKaaajiocb na rpannnax YKpannbi. 3xo y^e ne 6buia KaKaa-nnOyab ... 1835

: ... BoncKa noKaaajiocb na rpannuax YKpannbi. 3xo y>Ke ne 6buia KaKaH-nn6y.ab ... 1842

j* Xoxb ne>KnBoro, a .aoBeay xe6fl jio YKpannbi! 1842

' ... 3xy Boennyio lUKOjiy xoriiaiunen YKpannbi, npe.acxaBnx cbohm

1 coxoBapnmaM...
1835

i|

II

Bojanowska errs when she says that in eliminating the word Uh-aina Gogol iden-

jtified “the place of action as ‘Russia.’” A glance at table 2 shows that the locative

i form na Ukraine increases from two in 1 835 to eight in 1 842—a total that does not

ii include such expressions as do Ukrainy and po vsei Ukraine. In contrast, the word
1 Rossiia is used only twice in 1842 (once in 1835) and in both cases it is modified by

I

an adjective (“southern original Rossiia,'" “east Rossiia” [location of the Sich]). This

j

is done consciously to set Ukraine apart from Rossiia as a whole, and to continue the

, differentiating practice evident in the distinction between Moskoviia and Ukraina.

j

Significantly, it was only in 1 842 that Gogol adds the phrase iuzhnaia pervobytnaia

Rossiia (replacing line 3 in table 2) to denote Ukrainian lands, thereby implicitly

demoting the unmentioned “northern” Rossiia (a.k.a. Moskoviia) to separate and “un-

original” status. Gogol’s Rossiia, clearly, emerges not as one “greater” single Rus-
sian nation, but a binational East Slavic territory, where original political statehood

I

{RossHaness, if you will) belongs to Ukraine. Gogol essentially reiterates his early
' 1830s view of Ukrainians, whom he described as the '"original [NB], indigenous
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inhabitants of south RossUa^ a society speaking a language with a '"pure Slavic

southern physiognomy” very close to the Rus'ian^^ language of that time;

BojibiaaH nacTb axoro oGmecxBa [i.e., the Cossacks] cocxoajia oanaKO )k h3 nepe-

odbiniHbix, KopeHHbix oGHxaxejieH w.ytcHou Pocciiu. floKaaaxejibCTBO - b asbiKe,

KOTopbiH, HecMoxpa Ha npHHaxHe MHOKecxBa xaxapcKHx h nojibCKHX cjiob, hmcji

Bceraa micmo cjiaefincKyw lo.M'Hyio (pimioHOMino, npu6jiu.)HraeiuyK) ero k xoraaia-

HCiviy pyccKOJvty ... (PSS 8: 47)''^

It is meaningful that Taras Bulba constructs Rossiia in terms of difference and

gives Ukraine political primacy. As in his “Glance at the Making of Little Russia,”

Gogol associates Ukraine with southern Rus' instead of establishing connections with

the Muscovite “north.”

The reason “Russia” may appear to be the “place of action” is because the phrase

russkaia zemlia appears eleven times in 1842—yet not once in 1835. Nevertheless,

even at that frequency the phrase is used less often than Ukraina and never replaces

any occurrence of Ukraina in the 1835 edition. This raises a question: can russkaia

zemlia legitimately be read as “Russian land” or “Russia,” as is the norm among
scholars and translators?'^ Doubts are warranted, because, in revising the novel,

Gogol introduced an analogy between the Cossacks and Rus'

—

not Muscovy or the

Great Russians. In other words, he made Ukrainians Russians (not Russians)}^ More-

over, he is known to have insisted on a categorical difference between southern and

northern Rus'.'^ Consequently the rough parity in the use of Ukraina and russkaia

zemlia more readily suggests a synonymic bond between them rather than an allusion

to “Russia,” be it Muscovy or Rossiia as a whole. The place of action in Taras Bulba

bears variable names, but it always refers to the same southern, non-Russian space. A
few examples will reinforce the point.

The 1 842 edition has several equivalents for Ukraina besides russkaia zemlia:

Getmanshchina, Zaporozhe, Sech, or Sich. All are common, overwhelming the two

geographically modified uses of Rossiia and leaving no doubt as to where events

unfold. Take the speech of the “faithful comrade”:

Bojanowska is wrong to translate this as “Russian” (cf Nikolai Gogol, 141). Gogol clearly has

in mind a southern redaction of Church Slavonic.

All emphases in this and subsequent quotations from PSS in this article are mine unless noted

otherwise.

Bojanowska redefines “Russian” (putting it in quotation marks) to mean “a supratemporal

cultural community of Orthodox East Slavs” {Nikolai Gogol, 256), which includes the Great

Russians.

The use of russkaia zemlia for Rus' is attested in Gogol. Cf the following historical note: “Khji-

3ba Macro b KpHXHMecKHe MHHyxbi roBopujiH, HanoMHHajm o tom, mto Pycb rH6Hex, a Bparn

pa/iyiOTOi. Ha cchmc, co6paHHOM MoHOMaxoM, hbho CKasano: aa Gyitex sexuin pyccKan o6mnM
/ma Hac oTCMecTBOM” (PSS 9: 62).

“H BOX Hy.ywHaH Poccmb ... coBcpmcHHO ox;tejiHJiacb ox ceeepuoii. BcsKaa CBB3b MOKziy hmh

pa3opBajiacb; cocxaBmiMCb iiBa eocydapcmea, Ha3biBaBUJHecfl o.anHaKHM hmchcm - Pycbio ... Ho
y>Ke CHOuieiiMH Me>K/ry hmh we 6bino. Rpyeue saKoubi, dpyeiie odbinau, dpyean ifejib, dpyeiie cghsu,

dpyeiie nodemii cocnuwiuiu ua epeMH dea coeepuieuHO pasmmubie .xapaKinepa'' (“Vzgliad na

sostavleniie Malorossii,” PSS 8: 44-45). Cf Bojanowska. Nikolai Gogol, 143-55.
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XoTb HOKHBoro, na aoBe3y xeGa! ... flycTb >Ke xoxb h 6yziex opeji BbiCMbiKaxb h 3

xBoero jio6a omh, .aa nycxb >kc cxenoBOH nam opeji, a He muicKuu, He xox, mxo

npHJiexaex us nojibCKou je.Miii. Xoxb ne>KMBoro, a aoBe3y xeSa do yKpauHbil (PSS

f
2: 147; my emphases)

!
Tax roBopHJi BepnbiH xoBapnin. CKanaji 6e3 ox^bixy ahh h homh h npHBes ero,

6ecHyBCXBeHHoro, b caMyio Sanopo.y/ccKyfo Cenb. (PSS 2: 147)

The congruence of Ukraine and the Sich is indisputable. Interesting also is the

j

mention of the “Polish land,” which illustrates the opposition that Gogol establishes

!
between Ukraine and Poland, an antithesis that is completely absent when he uses

Ukraina and russkaia zemlia. Most scholars would argue that polskaia zemlia is to

“Poland” what russkaia zemlia is to “Russia,” but that clearly is not supported by

Gogol’s practice. He embeds russkaia zemlia in a wholly Ukrainian environment,

I

without a hint of Russianness. Consider the following passages, which occur within

the span of three pages (PSS 2: 77, 78, 79). To save space, 1 have removed all inter-

vening text that is irrelevant to this argument:

“A Bbi pa3Be HHMero ne cjibixajm o xom, mxo aejiaexca na Femb.MaHiiftiHe? [...] (PSS

2: 76)

“C.jiyuiaHxe!. eme ne xo paccKa>Ky: h Kcenasbi e3aax xenepb no eceii yKpauHe b xa-

paxaHKax ... Box KaKHe aeaa Boaaxca na yKpaune, nanoBe! A bw xyx cnaHxe na

Sanopojtcbe jxa ryjiaexe [...]” (PSS 2: 77)

I

“KaK! Hxodbi >KHabi aep>KanH na apenae xpHCXHancKHe uepKBH! ... KaK! Mxobbi no-

I nycxHXb xaKHe MyneuMH na pyccKou sejvuie ox npoKjiaxbix ueaoBepKOB! qxo6bi box

I xaK nocxynanH c nojiKoemiKOMu u eembAianoMl JXa ne 6yaex >Ke cero, ne 6yaex!”

!

(PSS 2: 78)

“KaK MO>KHO, Mxodbi Mbi ayMajiH npo sanopo.yfctfee wxo-HHdyab nexopoiuee! Te cob-

I COM He HaujH, xe, mxo apenaaxopcxByiox na yKpaunel EH-6ory, ne naiuH! To
coBceM He >KHabi: xo nepx 3Haex mxo.” (PSS 2: 79)

Bearing in mind the emphasized words, it is perfectly obvious that events are not

taking place in Russia and do not portray “a supratemporal cultural community of

Orthodox East Slavs” despite the appearance of russkaia zemlia. The Hetmanate, the

Zaporizhzhia, Ukraina, and russkaia zemlia are all one and the same unified and con-

tiguous space. This is the land of the Cossacks, the Zaporozhians and the hetmans.

And, as the novel will make clear, it is also the land of their Rus' fathers and grand-

fathers.'^ Chapter twelve of the 1842 edition corroborates the linkage between the

Cossacks, Ukraina, and russkaia zemlia:

\

OxbicKanca cjiea TapacoB. Cxo aBaauaxb xwchm KosaijKoeo eoitcKo noKasajiocb na

rpaHHuax yKpaiwbi ... noanajiacb Bca naifufi, h6o nepenojiHH.riocb xepneHHe na-

j

poda ... (PSS 2: 165)

HeMero onHCbiBaxb Bcex 6hxb, rae noKa3ajiH ceGa kosokii , hh Bcero nocxenennoro

xoaa KaMnaHHH: Bce 3xo BHeceno b jiemonucHbie cxpaHHUbi. H3BecxHO, KaxoBa b

pyccKou seMJie BOHHa ... (PSS 2: 166)

j

Bulba states: "Xonexca mhc Baw CKaaaxb, nanoBC, mxo xaKoe ecxb name xoBapHuxecxBO. Bbi

cjibiuiajiH ox omifoe u dedoe, b kukoh hccxh y Bcex 6bma seMJin nauia: h rpcKaM mJia 3naxb ce6a,

|h c Uapbrpaaa 6pajia nepBOHUbi, h ropojia 6bi.riH nuujHbie, h xpaivibi, h KHHSbH, KHHSbH pyccKoeo
poda, ceou KHHSbH, a hc KaxojiHHecKHe HCitOBepKH” (PSS 2: 133).
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The repeated close collocation of Ukraina and russkaia zemlia creates, in effect, a

reciprocal definition. The second of the two paragraphs above, with its reference to

chronicles, also explains why Gogol (and Bulba [cf note 17]) characterizes the

Ukrainian land by the adjective russkii: this is a replication of the chronicle tradition.

In case the reader missed the first cue, the next paragraph reiterates this: V
letopisnykh stranitsakh izohrazheno podrobno (PSS 2: 167). Russkii, in effect, is an

elevated, archaic reference to Ukraine, a word made relevant by the invocation of

chronicles and Rus' (but not Russia).

Particularly troublesome for the thesis that Taras Bulba has a “changed ... na-

tional profile” (Bojanowska, 266) are the new instances of Ukraina that appear in the

1842 edition and have no equivalence in the 1835 version. As mentioned, there are

nine such cases. Perhaps the most startling introduction of the word comes from the

lips of Andrii. In 1835 Gogol had him renouncing his father, brother, mother, and

fatherland. In 1842, instead of a vague fatherland, Andrii betrays Ukraine by name:

"'Kto skazal, chto moia otchizna Ukraina?'’" In this way Andrii’s treason is made
exclusively Ukrainian, suggesting, by extension, that it is this land (not Rossiia) that

demands his primary loyalty.'^ Three paragraphs later the 1842 edition invokes

Uh-aina again when Andrii kisses his Polish tsaritsa and his former Cossack self

“dies.” At this point Gogol emphasizes that Andrii’s betrayal leaves Ukraine defense-

less, because, she, a mother figure, is abandoned by one of her bravest children:

H noruG ko3qk\ flponaji aJia Bcero K03aijK030 pbiuapcxea! He BHaaxb ewy Gojibiue

HH 3anopo.wbfi, hh omijoecKia xyxopoB cbohx, hh uepxBH [BJoKbefi! yKpaune ne

Buaaxb xo>Ke xpa6peHiuero H3 cbohx demeii, e3Reuiuxc}i 3auiiiuiamb ee?' (PSS 2:

106)

Bojanowska takes the view that in the 1 842 redaction the Cossacks are less of a

nation, that the unity of East Slavs through Orthodoxy becomes more important than

their “national separateness.” She notes two instances of the word “'natsiia"" in the

1835 version but cites no examples for 1842, creating the impression that Gogol

might have downgraded “Ukraine” from its earlier “national” status. This is a flawed

presentation, because the idea of nationhood is strongly highlighted in 1842. The

Cossacks (their numbers increase from 30,000 to 120,000) are not just a “little group

or detachment” pursuing selfish goals, but members of an “entire nation,” elements

of a long-suffering “people.” They fight to redress more than the injuries to their

religion, which is referred to as the “faith of their ancestors’’’’ (not a formulation

found in 1835). In particular, this natsiia stands up for its rights, mores, and customs.

Compare the 1842 and 1835 texts:

’’ Bojanowska (p. 297) refers to this moment in Nikolai Gogol but does not acknowledge that

Gogol added the word ‘"Ukraina” to dramatize the national moment in the novel.
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i
1842 Version 1835 Version

HanpacHO Kopojib h MHorne pbiuapn,

npocBexjieHHbie yMOM n ayinoH,

f
npeacxaejiajiH, mxo no^oGnaa >Kec-

I

XOKOCXb HaKa3aHHH MO>KeX XOJlbKO

pa3>KeHb Mmenne KosaijKou Haifuu.

(PSS2:164)

OxbiCKajiCB cjiezi Tapacoe. Cxo ^lea-

auaxb xbicflM K03a^Ko^o BoncKa no-

i

Kaxanocb na rpannuax VKpauHbi. 3xo

y-MQ He 6bijia KaKaa-HH6y/rb.Mo//o^

I

nacmb mu ompnd, BbicxynHBUJHH na

ZloGbmy HjiH Ha yroH sa xaxapawH.

Hem, noziHHjiacb ecH Haifim, h6o

I

nepenojiHHJiocb xepneHHe uapoda, -

noflHHJiacb oxMcxHXb 3a nocMeaHbe

I

npae cbohx, sa nosopHoe yHU.)/ceHue

ceoux Hpaeoe^^ 3a ocKopGneHHe eepbi

I

npedKoe w cenmoeo odbiuan, 3a noc-

,

paMJieHHe liepKeeu, 3a decmiHcmea

My>Ke3eMHbix naHOB, layeHemeube, 3a

1

ymiK), 3a nosopuoe ejiadbmecmeo

1 ^H^OBCXBa Ha XpHCXHaHCKOH 3eMJie -

I

3a Bce, MXO KonHJio h cyryGHJio c

flaBHHx BpeivieH cypoByK) HenaBHCxb

j

(PSS 2: 165)

As is obvious, Gogol corrected and expanded the later version, making it, among
!
other things, more eloquent (“mshchenie kozachei natsii” is polished to “mshchenie

kozatskoi natsii”). Ukraina, natsiia, narod, and the Cossacks make up a single semantic

matrix, with the Cossack movement transforming itself into a national phenomenon.

These sections disprove the view that “The Cossacks’ ‘physiognomy’ remains unique,

yet this no longer signals their national separateness'' (emphasis added). Both national

and religious themes remain in these passages, but the 1 842 version clearly tips the

j

scales in favour of national concerns. In parsing the word natsiia, Bojanowska at one
1 point writes: “While natsiia ... unambiguously means ‘a nation’ and carries a political

I

overtone, narod ... is more vague and politically innocuous, as it may mean ‘a people’

II

or ‘a nation,’ depending on the context” (139^0). If we go by her own definitions,

I Taras Bulba obviously politicizes Ukraine, treating it unambiguously as a nation,

j!

This is an appropriate place to touch on a related claim. Bojanowska has the 1842

Taras Bulba emphasizing “ethnic ties,” “historical unity,” and support for “a nation

f In the print edition of PSS the underlined phrase above is gibberish: "3a no3opHoe cbohx

i yHHJKeHHe” (2: 165). My correction comes from N. V. Gogol, Sobranie sochinenii v semi tomakh

f,
(Moscow: Khudozhestvennaia literatura, 1967). Because of this error, Bojanowska (291) leaves out

I

I ""svoikh nravoV (our mores) in her English translation. She also leaves out "Ukraina” and

I
“ancestors.”

Oh oMCHb xopoujo BHaeji, mxo noao6-

Haa >Kecx0K0cxb HaKa3aHHH MO>Kex

XOJlbKO pa3>KeHb MLueHHe Kosaubeu

Haiiuii. Ho Kopojib He Mor cjtejiaxb

HHMero npoxHB aep3KOH BOJiH rocy-

aapcxBCHHbix MarnaxoB ... (PSS 2:

348)

Cjiea TapacoB oxbicKajica. TpHjtuaxb

xbicfliM KosaifKoeo bohckb noKaaajiocb

Ha rpaHHuax VKpauHbi. 3xo y>xe ue

dbiji KaKOH-HH6yjtb ompnd, Bbicxy-

naBUJHH jtJia JtoGbiMH hjih cboch

oxjtejibHOH uejiH: smo 6buio dejio

odipee. 3x0 ijejian HaifUR, KOXopoH

xepneHHe y>Ke nepenojiHHJiocb, nojt-

HJijiacb McxHXb 3a ocKopGjieHHbie

npaea cboh, 3a ynH^ennyio pejiHrHio

CBOK) H odbiuaii, 3a BepojiOMHbie

yduucmea rexManoB cbohx h

nOJlKOBHHKOB, 3B HaCWlUe )KHJtOBCKHX

apenziaxopoB h 3a Bce, b mom cMHxaji

ceGa ocKopdjieHHbiM yrnexeHHbiH

Hapod. (PSS 2: 349)
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of ‘brothers’”—tendencies that allegedly chip away at the Cossacks’ separateness

and subsume them “in the larger category of the Russians” (268). This is part of the

argument that Gogol changes “the protagonists’ national identity to “‘Russian’ or

‘southern Russian’” (266). To bolster this idea Bojanowska relies twice (266, 268) on

a passage in which the Ukrainian is called a “southern rossiianiny^ She elaborates:

Even the characteristic Ukrainian straight-face humor that Gogol had used elsewhere

to set the Ukrainians apart from the Russians here becomes attenuated within a

statement that asserts the kinship of the two ethnicities (“a sharp feature that even

now distinguishes a southern Russian from his other brothers ...”). (268; emphasis

added)

Again, I believe Bojanowska overstates the case to shore up the “Russification”

thesis. Gogol’s sentence emphasizes difference and separateness—^not kinship and

unity. He states: “the ‘southern rossiianin’ [i.e., the Ukrainian] is different to this very

day [otlichaetsia donyne] from his ‘other brothers’ [drugikh brat'ev]f who, oddly,

remain unspecified and without a geographic site. Surely, even when using “southern

rossiianinf Gogol is establishing past and present differences for Ukrainians in

Rossiia, just as he did when he called Ukraine “the southern original Rossiia'’' and

Ukrainians her “original and indigenous inhabitants.” The accent lies on the dif-

ferentiating word “southern,” not on the unifying concept rossiianin. Moreover, neither

the word Rossiia nor rossiianin foreground ethnic unity; they suggest civic or political

commonalities. If Gogol’s purpose was to underscore Slavic kinship and establish for

the protagonists a “greater” Russian national identity, the words russkii (yuzhnyi

russkii) or Rus' would have served him better. As it stands, in the only instance of the

novel where a Great Russian brother appears to be invoked, the best Gogol can muster

is a formula that distinguishes imperial subjects in the state rather than “amalgamating’

them into an “all-Russian” nation. Ukraine as a part of Rossiia is a contemporary fac

for Gogol. However, the ideology of his novel is geared toward separating Ukraine anc

establishing its uniqueness.

“RusskW^

B pyccKux H36ax npOKjiaTbie Kauanbi eesae nopasBoaujiH

TapaKaHOB. («MBaH OeaopOBHH LUnoubKa h ero TeTyiuKa»)

... njCH ero ... Kasajiacb HeoSbiKHOBCHHO aaHHHOK), KaK y

rex runcoBbix kotchkob . . . Koxopbix hocjit ua rojroBax

uejibiMH aecaxKaMH pyccKue uuocmpauifbi. («lIlHHejib»)

He 6buio peiviecjia, Koxoporo 6bi we suaji Kosan ... nuxb h

6pa>KHHMaxb, KaK xoabKO MO>Kex oauH pyccKuu. («Tapac

Byjib6a»)

All English translations of Taras Bulba convey every instance of russkii a;

“Russian” and each occurrence of russkaia zemlia as “Russia” or the “Russian land.’

Most scholars adhere to these meanings as well. What such interpretations have ir

“fBecejiocxb 3xo] ... peiKaa nepxa. Koxopoio onvniHaemcfi aoHbme ox apyrux Gpaxbes cboh:

lo.wHbiii poccuHHUu" (PSS 2: 65).
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common is the refusal to grant russkii a ’’Ukrainian” and/or “Rus'ian” status. The ex-

ception to this rule is Yurii Barabash:

The frequently used concepts in Taras Bulba—'"Rus', '‘‘‘nisskaia vera," '"russkaia

zemliaT' ''russkaia dusha'"—should not mislead us. For Gogol these [words] are

synonyms of everything native [rodnogo] Ukrainian that has roots in Kyivan Rus',

and under no circumstance in anything officially “all-Russian” and especially not in

anything “Great Russian.”... It is absolutely obvious that Taras in [his] famous

speech about comradeship—when speaking about ''zemlia nasha” about ‘’'kniazia

nisskogo roda''—has Kyivan Rus' in mind."

1 The word ''russkii,'' of course, appears in many of Gogol’s works and frequently

does mean '•‘Russian.” It figures conspicuously in the opening of Dead Souls, where

1

lit clearly (but redundantly) identifies two Great Russian peasants. In Taras Bulba,

naturally, the word cannot carry the same connotation because of the different

cultural context. Gogol’s entire literary career was based on differentiating Ukrain-

1
ians and Great Russians (a fact brilliantly demonstrated by Bojanowska)—and Taras

1

\Bulba is no exception.

!

I

The 1835 edition uses russkii three times;"^ it also had a single instance of vosto-

.

\chnaia Rossiia, a reference to (south)eastern Ukraine where the Sich was located. In

r
[short, these words were not special measures taken in 1 842 for purposes of

i

Russification; they were part of Gogol’s lexicon even during his so-called Ukrainian

rj
iperiod.^'^ True, the second edition uses russkii many more times (twenty-four to be

ij
[exact) in a variety of combinations, among them eleven times in "russkaia zemlia."

j'liBut if this word refers to Ukraine/Rus', it enhances the Ukrainian patriotism of the

rjl842 work rather than diminishes it. But what is the evidence that russkii means
i “Ukrainian”?

[i
I First, we should note that Taras Bulba is true to the diverse terminology of Gogol’s

1
time (and beyond) when conveying the meaning “Ukraine/Ukrainian. The words

\\Ukraina/ukrainets were in use, but the adjective ukrainskii was relatively rare both in

I

Yu. Barabash, Pochva i sudba: Gogol i ukrainskaia literature. U istokov (Moscow: Nasledie,

1995), 141. Bojanowska cites Barabash in Nikolai Gogol, 304.

' (1) "[PJyccKoe ayxoBCHCTBo”; (2) “TOJicxaa pyccKan Kynnuxa”; (3) “coctobbuimh h3 noatcKHX

H pyCCKUX ilBOpflH.”

|!

^
Speaking of the early period, "russkaia zemlia’' appears in Strashnaia mest ( 1 832) twice, as does

|the adjective "russkii." These words appear along with the expressions "narod ukrainskii''

Pukrainskii narod," "ukrainskii krai," "po Ukraine," and “v Ukraine." These collocations simply

lunderscore that the semantics of "russkii" was “Ukrainian” already in Gogol’s early period and was
Inot invented in Taras Bulba to “Russify” the novel.

i

Zenon E. Kohut writes that “an important factor in Western nationbuilding was the elite's iden-

jjtification of a specific territory and people by a single name. In the Ukrainian case establishing

;

(such a name was particularly complex, because, as Mykola Kostomarov pointed out over a century

ago, throughout history Ukrainians had used a multiplicity of names for self-identification. [The

,|i!t]erms used most frequently were “Rus',” “Little Russia” {Mala Rus', Mala Rossiia, Malorossiia),

and “Ukraine” (Ukraina). “Rus'” was, of course, the most ancient name originating with the Kievan

realm. It included the concept of “Rus'” territory, dynasty (the Rurikides), and church (the metro-

,

ipolitan of Kiev and all Rus')” (“The Development of a Little Russian Identity and Ukrainian

iNationbuilding,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 10, no. 3-4 [December 1986]): 562, 564).
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general usage and in Gogol’s work;^^ Shevchenko, for example, never used it in his

poetry The Ukrainian language was known either as malorosiiskii yazyk or yuzhno-

russkii yazyk. There was a Yuzhno-russkii sbornik (Kharkiv, 1848) and a Yuzhno-

russkii almanakh (Odesa, 1900). Rus'ka khata (Lviv and Chemivtsi) appeared as late as

1877. Taras Shevchenko published the Bukvar yuzhnorusskii (1861). Nikolai (Mykola)

Kostomarov wrote about the “dve russkiia narodnosti,” one Ukrainian, the other Great

Russian.^^ The Ukrainian land was called Yuzhnaia Rossiia or Yuzhnaia Rus' as well as

Malorossiia. For our purposes, the most interesting example comes from Gogol’s chief

historical source—Istoriia Rusov Hi Maloi Rossii—which uses ruskii (with one “s”) to

designate its Ukrainian subject matter alongside the word Ukraina. Therefore the

presence of russkii and yuzhnyi rossiianin in Taras Bulba must be seen as a matter of

standard practice. It cannot be construed as Gogol’s furtive betrayal of Ukraine foi

Russia."^

One of the most transparent uses of russkii to mean “Ukrainian” in the high style

surfaces in the phrase ''russkimi vitiaziami na Ukraine’’' (PSS 2: 124). Here both rus-

skii and the noun vitiaz (knight) raise the tone. The national location is explicit {"'nc

Ukraine"), and everything that precedes these three words refers to Ukrainiar

military men:

Tbi xoneiiJb, BHano, hto6 Mbi ne yea>KHJiH nepeoro, CBJiToro BaKona moeapmqe-

cmea: ocxaBHjiH 6bi coGpaxbeB cbohx na xo, nxoGbi c hhx c hcmbbix coapann KO>Ky

HJiH, HcnexBepxoBaB na HacxH KosaifKoe hx xejio, pasBOBHan 6bi hx no ropoaaM h

ceaaM, kbk caeaann ohh ya<e c eembManoM h jiynmuMU pyccKiiMU eiimRSHMU hq

VKpauHe. (PSS 2: 124)

To argue that Gogol is treating Ukrainians as Russian, or portraying “a genera

Russian nature” while referring to hetmans and Cossacks, is to strain credibility t(

the utmost.

Gogol used the adjective ‘'"ukrainskir in his article “O malorossiiskikh pesniakh” and in some o

his tales.

Cf. Oleh S. Ilnytzkyj and George Hawrysch, A Concordance to the Poetic Works of Tara

Shevchenko, vol. 3, 1901-1905 (New York and Toronto: Shevchenko Scientific Society in the U.S

and Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2001). Shevchenko used "'rus'ka zemlid" in th

j^oem “Z peredsvita do vechora” for Rus', and the word "'rusychC to denote its people.

N. Kostomarov, “Dve russkiia narodnosti,” Osnova (St. Petersburg), no. 3 (1862): 33-80. Th

article opens with this statement: “... Ocnoea noaHHMaexb BnaMH pyccKoii HapoanoexH, a

omjiimHou oxb xoh pyccKOH, KaKoii mhofhmh HCKaioMHxeabHo npHCBoeno 3xo HaBBanie. O e

cymeexsoBaniH ne MO>Kexb 6bixb coMH-fenia, Koab cKopo ona cavia o ceST sajiBajiexb. HxaKT> xi

Koxopbie roBopnan: pyccKaa Hapoanoexb, w noHHMaan noax neio mxo-xo eduncmeeHHoe

caMocymee, omn6aaMCb; ohm aoaacHbi Gbian roBopnxb: pyeexia HapoanoexH. OxaBbiBaexca, mx

pyeexafl Hapoanoexb ne eanna; hxt> aef, a xxo BHaexb, MO>xerb 6bixb HXb oxxpoexca n Goafe,

xtivi-b He MCHte OHt - pyeexifl” <http://litopys.org.uaykostomar/kos38.htm>. Here Kostomaro

repeats what he had written much earlier, in 1843: “Ho Hapoanoexb MaaopoccHH ecxb oco6cHHa5

oxaHMHaa ox napoanoexH BeaHxopoccHHCxoH” (“Obzor sochinenii, pisannykh na malorossiiskor

;^azyke,” in M. 1. Kostomarov, Tvory v dvokh tomakh, vol 2 [Kyiv: Dnipro, 1967], 377).

In one of Gogol’s historical notes, Ukrainian (Kyivan) territories are designated as the "russk

southwest”: “BaHauHe Pocchh na toeo-sanad pyccKuii cxaao BuaHHxeabHO MCHbiue” (PSS 9: 65

See also n. 30 below.
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i There are other episodes in the novel proving that russkii can only mean “Ukrain-

|ian.” Take the passage about Kyiv’s high society in the 1842 version, which is

^virtually identical to the 1835 version:

I

3te 6ypca cocxaejiajia coBepmenHO oxaejibHbiH Mnp: e Kpye ebicmtm, cocxohbiijhh

‘ H3 nojibCKUx u pyccKux deopRH, ohh ne aonycKanncb. Cem BoeBoaa AaaM Kncejib

... He BBoaHJi Hx B o6mecxBO h npHKasbiBaji aep>Kaxb hx nocxpojKe. (PSS 2: 54)

j

The historical framework eliminates any possibility that Gogol might be speaking

m one breath about Polish and Great Russian gentry. Moreover, there is proof that

'these russkie are indeed Ukrainians: in only a slightly different context Gogol labeled

them malorossiiane. Here is a scene depicting Andrii’s wanderings through Kyiv

(preserved without changes in the 1842 version):

MHor/ia OH [AnapHii] sabHpajica h b yjiHuy apucmoKpamoe, b HbiHeiuHCM cxapoM

Khcbc, rae h<hjih MOJiopoccuucKiie ii nojibCKue deopRne ... (PSS 2: 56)

As a digression, I draw attention to Gogol’s historical notes, which contain jot-

tings about King Wtadyslaw II JagieRo’s unification of Poland, Malaia Rossiia, and

Lithuania. He records that three equal hetmans were established for each ''natsiid'’:

l“Hetman koronnyi polskii; Hetman litovskii; Hetman russkii^ The last, of course, is

a reference to \Jkx?i\ndMalaia Rossiia?^

\ Now that we have seen how ''russkir functions, we can turn to a paragraph in the

first chapter of Taras Bulba, which features the word in the phrases ''russkaia pri-

\rodd" and ''russkaia sild'—^typically understood and translated as “Russian nature”

'and “Russian power.” For many critics this is the ultimate proof of Gogol’s Russian

ipatriotism.

Byjib6a 6bui ynpaM cxpaiuHO. 3xo 6bui oahh h3 xex xapaKxepoB, Koxopwe MorjiH

I
eosHUKHymb xojibKO b xa>KejibiH XV bck he nojiyKonyiomeM yrjiy Eaponbi, Koraa

BCH K>,RCHaR nepeodbimHQR Poccm, ocmaejieHHQR ceouMU KHRSbRMU, 6buia onycxo-

uiena, Bbi^Mcena aoxjia neyKpoxHMbiMH uaGeraMH MonrojibCKHX xhluhhkob; Koraa,

j

jiHuiHBUiHCb aoME H KpoBJiH, cmcui 3/iecb omea.RceH nejioeeK’, KoraE he nojKEpMuiEx,

B BHay rpo3Hbix coceacH h bchhoh ohechocxh, cemiJicR OH H npHBbiKEa raaaexb hm

npEMO B OHH, pE3yHHBUIHCb 3HEXb, CymeCXByCX aH KEKEE 60E3Hb HE CBCXC; KOraE

6pEHHbiM naEMeneiH o6x.5iac5i apcBae MHpnbiH cjiaeRHcmiii dyx w saee/iocb Kosa-

Hecmeo - mupoKOR, pa32yjibHQR soMauiKa pyccKOU npupodbi, - h KoraE Bce no-

peHbE, nepeB03bi, npH6pe>KHbie noaorne h yao6nbie mccxe yceRjiucb KosaKOMu,

KoxopbiM H cnexy hhkxo hc BeaEa, h cMeawe xobephihh hx Sbian BnpEBe oxBCHEXb

cyaxEHy, noaceaEBiueiviy 3hexb o HHcae hx: “Kxo hx 3HEex! y hec hx pECKHaano no

I

BceMy cxeny: hxo 6ehpek, xo kosqk” (mxo MEaenbKHH npnropoK, xem yn< h kosok).

3mo 6biao, xohho, HeodbiKHoeennoe Rejienbe pyccKoit cwibi: ero Bbiuindao H3

i HapodHOu epydii ofhhbo 6ea. (PSS 2: 46)

I
Gogol’s modern-day narrator describes here the revival of the Kyivan Rus' lands

'jthrough the agency of the Cossacks, who, thanks to their courage, become the very

^embodiment of the former Rus'ian temperament and power (hence russkaia priroda,

See “1386. .HrEnaoM coeaHHHioxca floabUJE, MaaaH Pocchh h JIhxbs” (PSS 9: 79). Another

jnote hES the following: “1342. ycxsHOBaeHHe pyccKoeo BoesoacxBE. H3 ceBepnlon] hecxh

|rojiuiiuu OHO pscnpocxpEHHaocb BnocaeacxBHH do eepiuuHbi /Jnenpa"' (PSS 9: 78). Here, again,

iwe have a clear reference by Gogol to Ukraine using the word russkii.
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russkaia silo). Observe that the Cossacks speak to the sultan in Ukrainian, which
requires a parenthetical translation for Russophone readers. They are heirs to the

original Slavic state, Kyivan Rus' (here 'yuzhnaia pervobytnaia RossUd'), which was
abandoned by its princes {''ostavlennaia svoimi kniaziami"). The ancient, peaceful

Slavic spirit—^tempered by the dangerous southern environment—reacquires the

characteristics {''zamashkd') of the Rus'ian nature in the form of Cossackdom (“A:oz-

achestvd’'). Bojanowska, referring to this section, writes: “The warlike Cossacks now
represent ‘the broad, robust [razgul'naia] manifestation of the Russian nature'...

[Gogol] now presents these saviors [of Europe] not in opposition to the Russians but

as ‘an extraordinary phenomenon of Russian power'" (268; emphases mine). In her

reading the Cossacks and Russians are two separate peoples, with the former acquir-

ing the features of the latter while surrendering their own. In other words, Bojan-

owska sees an integration of Ukrainians and Russians in line with the “amalga-

mation” ideology that purportedly governs the text. In actual fact, however, there is

only one nation here Q'kozakHkozachestvo") that traces its lineage and temperament

to Rus' princes through the adjective russkii. This nation manifests in its current

(Cossack) guise all the noble qualities of the “southern original” Rus' state. Bulba

will make this absolutely clear at the end of his “comradeship” speech when he links

the Cossacks—^through the uninterrupted memory of their “fathers and grand-

fathers”—^to Kyivan Rus' (cf note 1 8).

Where Gogol portrays a single uninterrupted national history, Bojanowska sees

“Cossacks [being] subsumed in the larger category of the Russians” and “Cossacks

expressing ‘Russianness’” (268). Through these phrases, she becomes a victim of her

own mistranslation: russkii as ""Russian" instead of Rus'ian?^ However, Gogol’s

“larger category” (or nation) is not some expanded entity that consists of Little

Russians and Great Russians. It is a fusion of Cossack Ukraine and Rus' {""russkaia

zemlia"), both of which are congruent with the “southern original Rossiia." ""Rus-

skaia priroda" and ""russkaia sila" are not mentions of Russia “proper” but southern

attributes, i.e., manifestations of the Cossacks’ Rus'ian heritage. The Cossacks

appear, {""vozniknut"), rise {""stal"), are bom {""zavelos"), and settle {""selilsia," ""use-

lialis") on the very same territory that the Rus'ian princes vacated. The Cossacks

come to manifest in the present the Rus'ian power of the past. None of this has

anything to do with Great Russians, since they are not in the novel and, according to

Gogol, as we saw above, do not share in the “southern original” heritage of Kyivan

Rus'. Taras Bulba embodies an idea Gogol expressed in 1834 in the journal Sever-

naia pchela, when he was announcing his impending history of Little Russia:

namely, that Ukraine acted for almost four centuries separately from Great Russia

(cf Bojanowska, 124-26).

*'Svoi tsar**

Bulba’s farewell remarks just before his death are key to the Russocentric read-

ing:

Interestingly, when Bojanowska discusses one of Gogol’s historical notes about Kyiv, she

correctly (in my estimation) translates "nisskir as “Rusian” (with one “s”), namely, as referring tc

Rus', not Russia. The phrase in question is: “BjimiHHe Poccuu na loro-sanaa pyccKuii crajic

anaHHTejibHO MCHbrne,” which Bojanowska translated as the “influence of Russia on the Rusiat

southwest became significantly smaller” {Nikolai Gogol, \52: see also 128).
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i Is Gogol's 1842 Version o/Taras Bulba Really "Russified”?

i “npomaHxe, moeapunfiil - KpHnan oh hm ceepxy. “BcnoMHHaHTe mchh h Gy^ymeH

I

TKe eecHOH npH6biBaHTe cioaa bhobb aa xopomeHbKO noryjiHHxe! Mxo, b3hjih,

,

McpxoBbi jiaxti? J^yMaexe, ecxb Hxo-HH6y;ib Ha CBCxe, Hero 6bi hoGobjich kosqkI

I

riocxoHxe »e, npH^ex BpeMa, 6yaex BpeMB, ysHaeme eti, hxo xaxoe npaeocjiaeHcm

.
pyccKQR eepal Y^e h xenepb nyiox aaubHHe h Gjimbkhc napoabi: noabiMaexcH h3

pyccKou 36MJIU C60U ifQpb, H HO 6yziex B MHpe CHJibi, Koxopaa 6bi He noKopHJiacb

eMy!”(PSS2: 172)

I

As Taras’s body is engulfed in flames, the authorial voice adds:

i

A y>Ke oroHb noabiMajica naa KOCxpoM, 3axBaxbiBaji ero hofh h pa30cxjiajic5i njiaxie-

,
HeM no aepeay... Jla pa3Be Haft^yxcH na CBexe xaxHe oruH, luyKH h maKan cwia,

5 KOxopaB 6bi nepecHJiHJia pyccKyro cmy\ (PSS 2: 1 72)

S These paragraphs purportedly contain evidence of Russian ultra-patriotism, defense

j

of the Russian faith, and the unity of the Ukrainian and Russian people under Russian

j

authority. George Grabowicz has written: “the Cossacks—as we see at the end of

j

Taras Bulba—become a foreshadowing of imperial Russian Orthodox power.”^^

J

Myroslav Shkandrij extrapolates an even more specific meaning: “Ukrainian salvation

depended on the coming to power of the Romanov dynasty in 1613.”^^ Bojanowska

views this scene as confirmation that Ukrainians will come “[u]nder the leadership of

the mighty Great Russian tsar” (256).^"^

I

Clearly, for those who read Taras Bulba as a Russian nationalist paean, the words

\^russkaia zemlia and tsar are mutually reinforcing. Tsar seems to be prima facie evi-

jdence for treating russkii as “Great Russian.” To defend a “Ukrainian” interpretation

jof russkii, one would need to decouple tsar from its “Great Russian” associations,

j

Taras Bulba actually does this with the little word svoi, but most readers are con-

j
ditioned to ignore it.

j

Taras predicts: "'one ’s own [5vo/] tsar will rise from the russkaia zemliaT First, we

I
should note that this is hardly a declaration of “unity,” “amalgamation,” and other

I
forms of Ukrainian subordination to the Great Russians. Moreover, the sentence cannot

jbe referring to a “Russian land,” because Gogol associates "'russkaia zemlid' with

I

southern Rus' of the Cossacks. Futhermore, (1) the Great Russians (to cite Yurii

Barabash) already had a tsar when Taras utters his prophetic words and hence would
not be anticipating his “rising” from the “Russian land” in the near future; and (b) for

the Cossacks and Taras the Russian tsar would not be "svoid^^ Surely, had he intended

jit, Gogol could have expressed unification with Russia more clearly, as did all

(Contemporary histories. Some translators simply ignore "svor or replace it with the

word “Russian” to uphold the “Russian” reading of the novel.^*^ Scholars, in their turn.

' George G. Grabowicz, “Three Perspectives on the Cossack Past: Gogol, Sevcenko, Kulis,”

{Harvard Ukrainian Studies 5, no. 2 (June 1981): 189.

]

Myroslav Shkandrij, Russia and Ukraine: Literature and the Discourse ofEmpire from Napole-

onic to Postcolonial Times (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen's University Press, 2001), 107.

Later Bojanowska adds: “Taras forecasts a broadened scope of the war, with the Russian tsar as

! its new participanf’ {Nikolai Gogol, 293).

i Barabash, Pochva i sudba, 141.
' Peter Constantine renders the sentence this way: “Word has already spread through every nation:

!
A Russian Czar will spring forth from the Russian earth”(Nikolai Gogol, Taras Bulba, trans. Peter

(Constantine (New York: Modem Library, 2004), 141.

I

I
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typically sidestep or rationalize away these difficulties, unwilling to state the mosi

obvious: Taras is predicting that the Rus'ian land {''Ukraina-russkaia zemlid’') wil

raise its own tsar. The novel is not a call to unity with Great Russians. Only BarabasF

acknowledges this forthrightly, saying that, given demonstrated Cossack self-reliance

it is more reasonable to assume that the reference to a tsar signals “the ancient dream o

Ukrainian Cossackdom about its own statehood—^the direct descendant of the state

traditions of Kyivan Rus'.”^^ Unlike the “Russian” interpretation, this Ukrainian one

makes logical sense.

In fact, the obsession with linking "'tsaf' to Muscovy and a host of hypothetica

Russians (proto-, alternative, or a supratemporal cultural community) deflects attentior

away from Taras Bulba’’ ‘S, obvious concern with ‘“its own” Ukrainian things (e.g.

''prava svoi, svoi nravy, svoia tserkov, svoe dukhovenstvo, svoi kniazid"; '"nash orel

nasha zemlia”). In his novel Gogol is especially interested in the problem of one’s own
native Ukrainian leadership, as Bovdiug’s words attest:

A BOT HTO CKa>KeT Moa apyraa penb: GojibiiiyK) npae/^y CKasaji h Tapac-nojiKOBHHK,

- aaii [B]o)Ke eiviy nodojibiue BCKy h nmod maKwc nojiKoemiKoe 6buio nodojibiue na

VKpauHe! (PSS 2: 125)

Taras is described earlier (PSS 2: 48) in these words: "'Taras byI odin iz chislc

korennykh, starykh polkovnikovd As we saw already, Gogol accentuates the fact tha

Rus' was “abandoned by her own princes'"’ {"iuzhnaia pervobytnaia Rossiia, ostavlen

naia svoimi kniaziami"). In his comradeship speech, Taras mentions that the Rus'iar

land ("zemlia nashd') had at one time its own rulers i^'byli kniazia, kniazia russkogc

roda, svoi kniazia, a ne katolicheskie nedoverkT). In this context, it is understandabh

why Bulba would anticipate an indigenous {svoi) leader rising again from the Rus'iar

land. In place of the Catholic heretics, Ukraine will have its own ruler, as in the days o

yore.^^ It is also telling that as the Cossacks sail off at the end of the novel, they “spok(

about their own otaman" ("govorili pro svoego atamand'). Through the use of th(

word russkii, everything points to a pride in native leadership and history, not to ai

interest in a simulated unification with Great Russians.

Although the meaning of “5voz tsar” is now clear, we still need to ask why Gogo
chose to designate the ruler of Rus'-Ukraine by this particular word instead of, say, pol

kovnik or hetman. A number of explanations suggest themselves. Taras may hav(

wanted to endow the Ukrainian leader with status equivalent to the Muscovite tsar, th

better to frighten the Poles. Gogol may have chosen the word for the benefit of Grea

Russian readers to help them appreciate the calibre of leadership the Cossacks wil

Barabash, Pochva i siidba, 141. Bojanowska cites his words and concedes that “Barabash ha

valid reasons to regard the mention of the Russian Isie] land’s rising tsar as ambiguous” because

she continues, “instead of using 'rossiiskii' to describe the ‘Russian’ land, which woul

unambiguously mean (Great) Russian, Gogol opts for russkii, Iwhich] can in fact be read to mea

Ukrainian, since ‘Rus,’ from which this adjective comes, was also an old designation for Ukrainia

lands” {Nikolai Gogol, 304).

In Taras’s farewell speech (quoted at the beginning of this section), the addressee {"uznaete vy'

can be plausibly understood to be the Poles. This means that at that at the end of the novel Gog(

continues to maintain the opposition between Orthodox Ukrainians and Catholic Poles, threatenin

the latter with a Ukrainian tsar rather than Russian unity. The Russians may very well be one of th

""blizkie narody" about to witness Ukraine’s might.
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have. More dangerously, it hints at possible political parity between Ukraine and

Muscovy, recalling Gogol’s words in “A Glance at the Making of Little Russia” about

the two being separate states {"'’gosudarstvd'’). The word may simply be a stylistic

flourish, i.e., an attempt to maintain the exalted tone of the conclusion—quite similar to

another moment in the novel when Andrii turns to the Polish girl and exclaims, rather

incongruously for a Ukrainian, "'Tsaritsar But the most probable explanation is that

Gogol simply borrowed ""tsar" from his historical source, Istoriia Rusov Hi Maloi

Rossii, where the word figures as a title for the princes of Kyivan Rus' (Volodymyr the

Great^^ and Volodymyr Monomakh'*”) and is even associated with Hetman Bohdan

Khmelnytsky."*' Thus there are two “tsars” in Kyivan Rus'.” And since in Taras’s mind

(and, more importantly, Gogol’s) the Cossacks and Rus' are one, the sudden evocation

of a “tsar” is most appropriate. The Rus'ian kniazi will return to Ukraine under the

historical name tsar. In general, the difference between Istoriia Rusov' s ""tsar ruskii"

(Monomakh’s sobriquet) and Taras Bulba’s ""podymaetsia iz russkoi zemli svoi tsar" is

negligible.

Gogol’s decision to follow Istoriia Rusov's terminology is not surprising. How-
ever, it is quite amazing that he chose not to borrow the history’s most conspicuous

argument, namely, that Little and Great Rossiia are one. He avoids Istoriia Rusov'

s

repeated description of Ukrainians and Russians as people “of the same faith and

tribe” {""edinovernyi i edinoplemmennyi"), choosing instead to emphasize difference

and political self-sufficiency.'*^ Gogol’s other important source, Bantysh-Kamensky’s

Istoriia Maloi Rossii, is also focused sharply on the Ukrainian-Russian unity theme.

In both histories Russians are given a clear presence. They have none in Taras Bulba.

The absence of Great Russians speaks volumes about Gogol’s ideological orientation

and goes counter to his 1834 plan of writing a history of Ukraine that would demon-
strate not only its “original character” but eventual unification with Rossiia!^^

Bantysh-Kamensky’s history (cf. the full title) solidly focused on Ukraine after

unification with Russia, and its “original status” is a postscript. In Gogol’s case the

G. Koniskii, Istoriia Rusov, Hi Maloi Rossii (Moscow, 1846). The reference to Volodymyr

1

(Vladimir) as tsar reads: “H cen BjianHMHp-b ... coejrHHHBTj Bcfe .apyria CaaBancKia Kna>KeeTBa ...

I

Gbiaij oaHH-b Haat hhmh Cajitodep.)HrifeM-b h nasbiBaaca BeaHKHM-b KnaseMt PycKHM-b h RapuKOMh
[HaaTj BctMH KnasbaMH ...” (<http://litopys.org.ua/istrus/istrus02.htm>).

“BaaaHMHpt BropoM, nasBaHHbiH MonoMaxoMt no afay ero ct MaTepnen CTopoHbi HMne-
jpaxopy FpenecKOMy, KoHcraHTHny MonoMaxy, no KOTopoMy n om> npHanamj orb FpeHecKon

I
Hiunepin L(apeMi> PycKUMh h noayHHar na to ataoBcxyio Kopony, co BefMH apyruMH llapcKUMu

i^eraaiaMH” {Istoriia Rusov <http://litopys.org.ua/istrus/istrus02.htm>).

I
Istoriia Rusov draws a parallel between Hetman Khmelnytsky (described as “leader of the

\Russy') and Caesar by quoting a poem that accompanied the Hetman’s posthumous portrait. See

<http://litopys.org.ua/istrus/istrus09.htm>.

In his article “A Glance at the Making of Little Russia,” published in Uvarov’s Zhurnal Minis-

terstva narodnago prosveshcheniia, Gogol did use phrases reminiseent of Istoriia Rusov: “Kaxoe

yxcacHo-HHHTOJKHoe BpeMa npe.acTaBjuieT /yia Pocchh Xlll bok! Cothh mojikhx rocyztapcxB eduuo-

\eepubix, odHomeMeuHbix, OimoasbiHHbix, oxHaneHHbix OiiHHM o6mnM xapaxxepoM h Koxopbix, xa-

sajiocb, npoxHB bojih coeaHHHJio po;icxBo”(PSS 8: 40).

Istoriia Maloi Rossii so vremen prisoedineniia onoi k Rossiiskomu Gosudarstvu pri tsare

Aleksee Mikhaloviche, s kratkim obozreniem pervobytnago sostoianiia sego kraia (Moscow, 1822).

I

“Obiavlenie ob izdanii istorii Malorossii” (PSS 9: 76).
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priorities are reversed. He, obviously, was more interested in embracing the “origina

state of Little Rossiia'' than making a clear-cut case for unification.

Conclusions

I have tried to demonstrate that Gogol’s terminology has an internal logic anc

works as a well-defined signifying system, which always points to Ukrainian realit}

and the history on its territory, including Rus'. The prevailing wisdom, in contrast

holds that Taras Bulba transmogrifies two nations into a single “Russian” one.

believe this traditional position is completely untenable under closer examination

Taras Bulba is about one nation (the Ukrainians) depicted through the prism of twc

historical periods (Cossack and Kyivan Rus') and three terminological tradition:

(Ukraina - russkaia zemlia - yuzhnaia Rossiia). The inconsistency of Gogol’s termi

nology is not a sign that he shifted “the patriotic burden from Ukrainian to Russian,’

but simply a sign of the times, when there was no single designation for Ukraine

Gogol’s stubborn insistence on a difference between Ukrainians and Great Russians

between the empire’s south and north, is the true lesson of Taras Bulba. It turns ou

that rather than backing away from his Ukrainophile positions of the 1 830s, as mos
critics maintain, Gogol actually reinforced them in the 1842 redaction by establishini

roots for the Ukrainians in Rus'. This was an ideological gesture that directly chal

lenged Great Russian self-representations and official imperial historiography. At th(

end of the novel it is not unity with Russia that Gogol extols, but the impendin]

restoration of a mighty native leadership in a historically greater and independen

Rus'-Ukraine.

20 April 200c
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The Feminine Ideal and the Critique of Gentry

I

Sentimentalism in Taras Shevchenko’s

j

“Khudozhnik”
li

j

Myroslav Shkandrij

I

,j

iThe overture ended, the curtain shuddered and lifted. Everyone, including myself,

gazed at the curtain. The ballet began. Up to the cachucha everything went well, the

public behaved like any well-mannered public. With the first clash of castanettes a

shudder and trembling was felt by all. Applause ran through the hall quietly like

|rumblings of distant thunder, then louder and louder, and, when the cachucha ended,

jthe thunder broke out. The well-mannered public, my sinful self included, lost con-

|trol of itself and roared at the top of its voice: some shouted bravo, others da capo,

jand some simply groaned and worked their hands and feet. After the first fit I

I

glanced at Karl the Great, and saw sweat pouring from the poor man; he was working

!,his hands and feet as hard as possible and shouting as loudly as he could: “Da capo!”

IGuber was doing the same. I took a breath and imitated my teacher. Gradually the

hurricane began to pass, and the enchantress who had been called back ten times flut-

jtered on the stage again and, after several most gracious curtseys, was gone. Karl the

'Great rose, wiped the perspiration from his brow, and, turning to Guber, said: “Let’s

|go back stage. Introduce me to her.” “Let’s go,” said Guber enthusiastically. Behind

jthe curtains swarmed a crowd of her admirers, consisting mainly of venerable bald

'heads, spectacles, and binoculars. We joined the throng, making our way not without

[some difficulty to its centre. And, heavens, what a spectacle we saw there! The en-

Ichantress who had flitted light as a zephyr was lying on a couch with her mouth
lopen, her nostrils dilated like those of an Arabian steed, and down her face perspir-

|ation mixed with powder and rouge ran like muddy streams in springtime. “Revolt-

ing!” said Karl the Great and turned around. I followed him, while poor old Guber,

jWho had just finished a compliment that fitted the occasion and uttered Briullov’s

name, turned to see that the latter had disappeared. I do not know how he extricated

I

himself from his predicament.'
' Shevchenko’s story “Khudozhnik” is set around 1839 in Karl Briullov’s circle, a

milieu that worshipped literature and the arts. An elevated, almost ecstatic tone is

I

adopted by young people when they discuss aesthetics: a great painting brings

visitors from all of Europe; a view of the sunrise from a bridge in St. Petersburg is

sought out by artists; and great performances on stage are greeted with unbridled

enthusiasm. An important aspect of this reverence for beauty is the cult of women,
who are idealized as goddesses and the sources of inspiration. The true artist

i' Taras Shevchenko, “Khudozhnik,” in his Povne zibrannia tvoriv u shesty tomakh, vol. 4 (Kyiv:

lAkademiia nauk Ukrainskoi RSR, 1963), 152-53.
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dedicates himself to a woman who can stir him to great feelings. His devotion to

refined pursuits elevates him above the mass, with its mercantile interests and un-

refined tastes, and insulates him from the surrounding barbarism of social life. In the

quoted passage the greatest artist of his day, Briullov, who is at the height of his fame

after completing the great painting Last Day ofPompei ( 1 833), attends the ballet with

his friends and is swept away by the performance of the incomparable Maria Ta-

glioni, the foremost ballerina of the Romantic age. Why, however, when the womar
is seen close up, is the artist revolted? How is it that the aesthetic effect produced b>

her dancing is instantly shattered? This essay argues that the passage and the entire

story can be read as a challenge by the emerging new “realism” to the Romantic

tastes and sentimental gentry manners of the 1830s. A new focus on the close up anc

the corporeal destroys carefully elaborated illusions, which depend on distancing

ugly details. The puncturing of sentimental illusions is most evident in the collapse o

the masculine image of woman. This occurs repeatedly in the story: Briullov be-

comes aware shortly after marriage that his image of his fiancee is completely false

the young artist and chief protagonist is shocked to learn that his adored young pro

tegee Pasha, whom he considers a “vestal virgin,” has been made pregnant by i

brutish, detested sailor; the artist’s friend Shtemberg is heartbroken when the womai
he adores marries a rival for money; and the aging narrator describes his disillusion

ment with a woman he had once idolized.

Shevchenko wrote this story, which has strong autobiographical elements, seven

teen years after the events described, following the death of Nicholas I, the tsar wh(

had sentenced him to exile with an added ban on writing or practising art. The stop

is a retrospective meditation on his youthful years in St. Petersburg and an attempt b;

Shevchenko to come to an understanding of his fate. The narrative is constructed ou

of a clash between two different cultural codes in the imperial capital during a tim

when strong contrasts were contributing to an intense intellectual life. Shevchenko

perhaps as much as anyone, embodied the confrontation and mingling of heteroge

neous cultural layers in the cauldron of the capital’s life. Bought out of serfdom i

1839 by the Briullov circle, he had become immersed in the life of St. Petersburg’

artistic elite. The ultimate outsider, the serf, was allowed to pass as an insider. Th

young Shevchenko was acutely aware of the elite’s failure to understand, or often t

even notice, the suffering the socio-political system had caused.

In 1856, as he looked back on these years, the aging writer wrote nine short storie

in Russian that reassess his early infatuation with the ideals of the Romantic agt

“Naimichka” (The Servant Girl, 1844), Varnak (The Escaped Convict, 1845), Knic

ginia (The Princess, 1853), “Muzykant” (The Musician, 1855), “Neschastnyi” (Th

Wretch, 1855), “Kapitansha” (The Captain’s Wife, 1855), “Khudozhnik” (The Artis

1856), “Progulka s udovolstviem i ne bez morali” (A Pleasant Trip Not without

Moral, 1858), and “Bliznetsy” (Twins, 1859). Although the first two are given a

earlier dating, Mykola Zerov has expressed the view that they were also produced i

the mid- 1850s and that Shevchenko dated them to precede his 1847 arrest so as t

avoid trouble in case of their confiscation in a police raid.“ During his exile he had bee

subjected to searches that revealed his non-compliance with the injunction again:

writing or practicing art. It is therefore likely that he wrote all of the stories after th

^ Mykola Zerov, Tvoty v dvokli tomakh, vol. 2 (Kyiv; Dnipro. 1990). 175-76.
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linew tsar, Alexander II, came to the throne in 1855. At this time Shevchenko hoped to

i share in the amnesty that had been granted to many prisoners. The stories often deal

|with Ukrainian themes and are interspersed with Ukrainian words and conversations.

I
“Khudozhnik” is the best of them. It is built on a collision of the Romanticism

iand sentimental manners of the 1 830s on the one hand, with an emerging ironic, de-

iflating realism concerned with prosaic details of everyday life on the other. Both

-icodes are present in the work, and readers experience a jolting shock when they

iisuddenly have to switch from the first to the second. Yurii Lotman has described lit-

(ierature as creating

a model of the extra-systemic out of its own inherently systemic material. In order to

appear “accidental,” an element in a work of art must belong to at least two systems

and must be located at their intersection. That element which is systemic from the

point of view of one structure will appear “accidental” when viewed from the

vantage point of another.The capacity of a textual element to enter into several

contextual structures and to take on different meaning in each context is one of the

most profound properties of the artistic text.^

I

The interaction and of two codes is the mechanism that operates throughout the

story. It allows for a binary reading: both a nostalgic review of artistic life in the

capital and a subversive critique of this life by the Ukrainian outsider.

The debt to Romanticism and sentimental manners is acknowledged primarily

through the references to Friedrich Schiller, whose writings were an important in-

fluence in the 1830s. The German writer had lamented the fragmentation of the

modern artist and contrasted this cultural condition to that of ancient Greece. The
naive creators of the ancient world, he felt, possessed a unity with nature, which

allowed them to produce harmonious works, something that the modern artist, in

whom nature and reason clash, cannot accomplish. Noble natures are therefore

obliged to transform the world through aesthetic education in order to restore whole-

ness, spontaneity, and unity. Only then will the individual cease to be a fragment

incapable of dealing with the world’s universal and varied concerns. In Shevchenko’s

Istory Briullov and his circle recognize the young artist’s noble nature and great

^talent, rescue him from serfdom, welcome him into their circle, and provide him with

Ithe required aesthetic education. The young artist offers the same kind of education

«ito his beloved Pasha.

The results, however, are tragic. The second code-system with its hard realities

^intrudes to destroy the dream of reforming the world through beauty. The implication

?is that social and economic conditions cannot be ignored. They are vastly different

jfor the elite, which pursues the aesthetic ideal while ignoring worldly needs, while

"the lives of impoverished artists and of the population at large are ruled by brute

ftnecessity. Schiller had already indicated the distance between the ideal and its actual

ijpossession and was “unable to reconcile the labouring and the contemplative classes,

|ito provide for all men the sort of activity that would be compatible with contem-

Jplation.”'^ Shevchenko’s story presents the aesthetic ideal (aesthetic sensibility,

r,

U
lurii Lotman. The Structure of the Artistic Text (Ann Arbor; Dept, of Slavic Languages and

hLiteratures, University of Michigan), 59-60.

1
Philip J. Kain, Schiller, Hegel, and Marx: State, Society, and the Aesthetic Ideal of Ancient

[Greece (Montreal and Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1982), 23.
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gentility, woman worship, the cult of love, detachment from worldly cares), and

then—particularly in its story’s second half—questions whether such an attitude can

be maintained in straitened circumstances. In the final pages the Ukrainian writer

suggests that the ideal might itself be misguided.

Briullov’s circle contains philanthropic and sensitive men who are appalled by the

“barbarism” of serfdom and try to rescue talented serfs by buying their freedom. The

serf-owning society acts as a reproach to the privileged artists, whose lives consist ol

fine dining, entertainment, and devotion to self-improvement. At one point Briullov

forces the young artist to skip class and then humiliates him for doing so. By bring-

ing about the young man’s irresponsible behaviour and then criticizing it, he appears

to be making the point that the well-heeled can follow their whims and ignore classes

but the struggling student cannot. At another point in the story the reader is told that,

“like a true socialist,” the great artist refused offers of a covered table and a private

room at Madam Jurgens’ s restaurant. The unmistakable irony here suggests that the

privileged can profess egalitarianism while continuing to live in a world far removec

from that of the recently emancipated youth. More significantly, these episodes in-

dicate a fundamental incoherence in the Romantic-sentimental code: one can onl>

pursue an aesthetic education and mock the labours of this world if one has achievec

complete social and economic independence. Uncomfortable in high society, in the

end the young artist admits that he prefers the more intimate company of fellow

artists, which includes his soulmate Shternberg, the Pole Demski, and the quiet Ger-

mans Yoakhim (Joachim, Jokisch) and Fitstum (Fitztum). He is also drawn to the

Schmidt family, which comes closest to representing his ideal of domestic happiness.

The young artist, even while enjoying the friendship of Briullov and other leading

lights of St. Petersburg, lives among half-starving artists and low-life characters. He

therefore witnesses the clash of Romantic-sentimental ideals with ugly realities a

every level—social, political, artistic, and domestic. Marriage and family happiness

become the test of these ideals. The story describes life in several family units anc

shows that domestic harmony can sooner be found within the lower middle class thar

in high society. It also indicates the capacity of the least privileged for deep feeling*

and artistic achievements. Grace, art, and beauty are to be found even amon^

ordinary people. During a trip to Rome a friend of the young artist witnesses com-

mon folk dancing the cachucha. The performance is described as “elegant anc

passionate, the way it is among the folk themselves, and not tidied up and painted

the way we see it on stage.”^ The gentry, in short, is taught to admire an artificial anc

mannered elegance and is blind to the spontaneous and uninhibited life of the com
mon people.

The story’s first half retells Shevchenko’s life in St. Petersburg in the years 1837-

43 and contains portraits of the individuals he knew. It has often been examined ii

the light of the author’s biography. Another biographical approach has focused oi

the writer’s disillusionment with women, especially with Agata Uskova, whom h
met in exile in 1 854 and who is described in the diary that he kept at the time.^ Then

is no reason to doubt biographical influences, and the background detail is certainh

^ Shevchenko, “Khudozhnik,” 225.

^ M[ykhailo] Rudnytsky, “Povist ‘Khudozhnyk’,” in Taras Shevchenko. Povne vydannia tvonx

vol. 6 (Chicago: Vydavnytstvo Mykoly Denysiuka, 1959). 31 1-23.
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richly evocative of the period; the story can serve as a guide to what artists were

studying and reading, the operas and plays they attended, and the works of art they

discussed. But there are obvious departures from biographical fact. The young hero’s

age in 1837 is given as “fourteen or fifteen,” whereas Shevchenko would then have

been twenty-three. The primary narrator, who is based on the Ukrainian artist

Soshenko, did not apparently first meet with Shevchenko in the Summer Garden as

described. This (now, for many, iconic) moment from Shevchenko’s biography is

apparently a fictionalization of their first encounter, one that appears to have been

borrowed from the life of his friend and fellow artist David Shternberg.^ Moreover,

the young artist presents himself as a non-Ukrainian: in a letter to the narrator (who

is identified as a Ukrainian) he uses the terms “your” native land and “your” country-

men. The story’s second half is entirely invented. Consequently the text is more

properly viewed as a work of fiction. Its meaning is to be found in the youth’s disap-

pointment, not with particular women, but with the cultural code of St. Petersburg’s

artistic set of the late 1 830s. The plot works to seduce readers with a picture of the

milieu’s attractions and then to shock them into an awareness of underlying false-

hoods. This is achieved, as in the passage quoted at the beginning of this essay, by

sudden shifts in perspective and focus.

Mykola Zerov has identified three periods of Ukrainian Romanticism: the Khar-

kiv (mid- 1830s to 1843), the Kyiv (early 1840s to 1847), and the St. Petersburg

n 855-63).* If this periodization is accepted, Shevchenko’s story can be seen as the

third period conducting an examination of the first. The atmosphere of St. Petersburg

in Shevchenko’s youth was dominated by certain Romantic themes. Characters,

images, and plots from classical literature were used as guides to conduct and were

set as subjects to be painted by all students in the St. Petersburg Academy of Art,

ivhich Shevchenko attended. Contemporaries were, for example, familiar with Cato

[he Younger’s suicide in 46 BC, caused by his witnessing the fall of the Roman re-

|?ublic, and with Plato’s discussion of immortality in Phaedon. In the opening to Pan
Tadeusz (1834), Adam Mickiewicz has the hero’s eyes fall upon a painting of a

patriotic Pole who committed suicide in 1780 after the partitioning of Poland, and he

informs the reader that both Cato’s story and Phaedon are illustrated in the painting.

[The intelligentsia of the 1830s in both Russia and Ukraine had been nourished on

^chiller’s dramas, in which young men pledge to dedicate their lives to fighting

tyranny and to sacrificing themselves for the good of humankind. The Marquis of

j^osa from Schiller’s Don Carlos became a household name and an example of

integrity in human conduct. This character counsels his prince to avoid egoistic, per-

sonal passions, to open his heart to the whole world, and to pity the unhappy fate of

bis subjects in Flanders. He argues that humankind needs to be roused to a sense of
Its own innate worth. As he prepares to die, he thinks of the prince: “O bid him
(ealise the dream, / The glowing vision which our friendship painted, / Of a new

—

[)erfect realm !”^

Anatolii Tataryn, ‘“Mii iskrennyi druzhe Do 130-richchia z dnia smerti Ivana Soshenka.”

Obrazotvorche mystetstvo, 2006, no. 2: 22-25.

f Zerov, Tvory, 2: 76.

I Friedrich Schiller, The Works ofFriedrich Schiller: Piccolomini, Wallenstein, Don Carlos, Maiy
Stuart, ed. Nathan Haskell Dole (Boston: Wyman-Fogg, 1901). 219.
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In his memoirs Byloe i dumy (My Past and Thoughts, 1861) Herzen describes

how in 1 827 he would retire to the woods to read Plutarch and Schiller, imagining

that he was in the Bohemian forests that are the setting for some of the German
writer’s works. The young Herzen thought of Schiller’s dramatic heroes as “living

men” and dreamed of speaking to his sovereign, as does the marquis, about the way
the empire oppresses its people, and of then being sent off to the mines or executed.'^

The first two parts of these memoirs appeared in 1854 and 1856. They were im-

mediately successful with the reading public, and Shevchenko most likely read them,

Part 1, which was published in Poliarnaia zvezda in 1856 and describes Herzen’s life

before his arrest, shows nostalgia for the impractical idealism of youth and appears tc

have influenced Shevchenko’s story.

The Romantics of the 1830s took an intense interest in the inner life, particularly ir

the friendship of “soulmates.” They sought out spiritual “brothers” or “sisters” with

whom they could merge their souls and for whom they could sacrifice themselves. The

ideal was a life spent in an atmosphere of love and veneration. Personalities who coulc

inspire such sentiments were adored. A kind of hothouse atmosphere, dominated by the

cult of friendship and femininity, tender feelings, and refined beauty, could be found ir

artistic groups and on gentry estates. In Shevchenko’s story love between soulmate:

pervades the artist’s relationship with Shtemberg, Yoakhim, and Demski. Love also

unites the young artist with the upright and sensitive souls of the older generation, sucl

as Briullov, who is a great inspiring personality surrounded by acolytes.

However, by the 1840s, under the influence of Hegelian logic, a philosophy tha

emphasized the real was becoming fashionable. The pursuit of all-embracing lovi

was surrendered to a more clear-eyed view of humanity’s weaknesses and immora
behaviour. As Romantic disillusionment set in, the rarified emotions of the 1830s

along with the literature and art they encouraged, were viewed as divorced from th<

experiences of the broader society. To make this point, forms of vulgarity and ugli

ness that sentimentalism had ignored began to find their way into literature. In hi

poetry of the 1 840s Shevchenko broke taboos by writing about serfdom, rape, incest

child abuse, and national oppression. In “Khudozhnik,” after recreating the elevatei

atmosphere of the late 1 830s, the author deliberately distances himself from it: th

artist’s great friendships are broken by death (Demski) and separation (Shtemberg

Yoakhim); his love for the young girl Pasha is shown to be a misguided form of self

sacrifice, not a meeting of minds; and even Briullov is shown to be misguided. A
one point he is associated with the frightening image of Saturn devouring his child.'

Because the greatest Russian artist of his day refuses to look reality squarely in th

eye, he fails to see the frivolous nature of his own fiancee. His refusal to pain

Pushkin’s wife because she is “squint-eyed” confirms that he prefers the beautift

illusion and refuses to admit imperfections or deal adequately with the disappoint

ments that come from a squaring up to reality.

An interesting aspect of “Khudozhnik” is the strong focus on emotions, whic

includes frequent weeping, especially in the presence of art, and the love of womer
Shtemberg warns the young artist about his infatuation with fifteen-year-old Pasha:

Alexander Herzen, My Past and Thoughts (Berkeley: University of California Press. 1982). 64

65. Originally published in Russian in his 5v/o^ i dumy {\^6\).
'

' Shevehenko. “Khudozhnik.'’ 227.
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a woman is a sacred and inviolable thing, and at the same time she is so seductive

that no power of will can withstand that seduction except for the feeling of the

loftiest, evangelical love. It alone can protect her from shame and us from lifelong

reproach. Arm yourself with that beautiful sentiment like a knight with an iron

shield, and advance boldly on the foe.'“

This attitude, which recalls the times of courtly romances, is countered by the

more practical advice the story’s primary narrator (the older artist Soshenko) offers.

He represents the steadying realism of an older man. Looking back on his own life,

he says: “now that imagination and common sense have reached a balance, when one

does not look at the future through a rainbow prism, but clearly, involuntarily one

thinks of the proverb ‘a bird in the hand is worth two in the bush.’”'^ In his view true

artists are guided by noble, altruistic motives and are capable of extraordinary acts

beyond the capacity of most people, but unfortunately their natures are “amazingly

indiscriminate in questions of love.” They set up “idols” of unworthy subjects and

become “victims of their beloved idol—beauty.” The beauty of women in particular

‘acts upon them all-destructively [vseokrushitelno]. There can be no other way. This

is the muddy, all-poisoning [vseotravliaiushchii] source of all that is beautiful and

great in life.”*'^ The problem, according to the narrator, is that men have made idols

out of women. By focusing exclusively on external attractiveness, they themselves

have contributed to developing women into egotistical, vain creatures.

A number of Shevchenko’s stories from this time deal with the issue of educating

peasant girls. In Varnak the main character, who is seventeen, decides to help a poor

mother bring up her young daughter of ten, whom he later hopes to marry: “I ima-

gined all the happiness, all the delight of my future family life.”'^ He is devastated

when the lord takes the girl and makes her his lover. As a result the hero becomes an

outlaw. In “Muzykant” a neighbouring gentry woman educates her daughters in

isolation from high society. The two girls benefit from being raised in the warm, un-

pretentious atmosphere of a Ukrainian country home while their mother devotes

herself to balls and receptions in the imperial capital.When one of the girls is later

taken into the household of a landowner who keeps a harem, her character makes a

dramatic change for the worse.

As Tolstoy was to do in the 1880s, Shevchenko in the 1850s expressed profound

distaste for what was considered at the time to be appropriate female education, and

dismay at the roles for which young women were being trained. In another story,

‘Progulka s udovolstviem i ne bez morali”(1858), he writes: “It is widely accepted

that if a woman is stunningly beautiful, it means she is good, and clever, and edu-

cated, and endowed with angelic rather than human characteristics. However, the

more beautiful a woman is in reality, the more she resembles a beautiful but soulless

doll.''

According to the writer, because of their exclusive concern with appearances these

women lack both intellectual interests (they do not read or take an interest in socio-

Ibid., 201-202.

Ibid., 173.

Ibid., 233-34.

Shevchenko, “Varnak.” in his Povne zibrannia tvoriv, 3: 156.

Shevchenko, “Progulka z udovolstviem i ne bez morali,” in his Povne zibrannia tvoriv, 4: 266.
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political issues) and moral values (they are snobbish and insensitive toward others).

Moreover it is clear, especially from Shevchenko’s focus on harems, that he blames the

situation largely on the dissolute and corrupting power of male landowners.

The education of women was an important theme in the literature of the day. From
the mid- 1850s the idea of gender equality and therefore the need to develop similar

principles of education for young men and women became an article of faith for

“democratic pedagogy.”'^ According to Lotman, the standards in elite schools such as

the Smolny Institute were depressingly low: “Girls left the institute with no idea of real

life. They thought that outside the wall of the institute an endless holiday, a palace ball,

awaited them.”’® The situation was little better in home schooling or the pensions,

which were mostly run by French emigres who had escaped the revolution. Girls were

expected to learn polite conversation in one or two foreign languages, dancing, eti-

quette, and some drawing, singing, musicianship, and elementary history, geography

and grammar. Their education ended as soon as they were introduced to society.'^

In “Khudozhnik” the narrator makes it clear that he favours reforming women’s

education. However, he also indicts the young artist’s blindness to his pupil’s rea

character and interests. The would-be educator sees Pasha as a vestal virgin and ever

paints a portrait of her as such. In reality she is not what her educator imagines her tc

be. This is a challenge to the premises of Romanticism and sentimentalism: the femi

nine mystique is shown to be an illusion, and aesthetic education alone cannot hel^

Pasha or save the artist from self-destruction. His death, after all, is in part the resul

of his own delusions. His marriage to the pregnant Pasha might be a noble gesture

but it prevents him as a married man from continuing his education in the art aca

demy and leads directly to his mental collapse and death.

Briullov’s female ideal suffers a similar crushing disillusionment. The first timi

occurs in the meeting with the enchanting dancer. It is the image of female grace an(

beauty that he admires, while contact with the real woman appalls him. This initis

episode prefigures his disappointment in marriage to a woman who values looks an(

frippery. Like Pasha, she aims to please men by her attractive appearance and expect

rewards for this alone. All the episodes of male-female contact follow a similar patterr

They begin with an infatuation, during which the woman is seen as pure and mai

vellous, capable of inspiring the artist, and satisfying the male craving for an ideal, an

are followed by a collapse of this image and a rejection of the woman. In Shtemberg’

case it is the male who suffers rejection. Broken-hearted, he continues to pine for hi

lost love. Moreover, the wider male society outside the high-minded Briullov circle i

portrayed as prone to a low form of carousing, coarseness, and lust.

The switching between the two codes is facilitated by shifts in the narrative voic

from the primary narrator (Soshenko) to the young artist (who writes several letters

and then to the cynical Mikhailov (two letters). These different perspectives on th

young artist’s life produce an estrangement from Romanticism and sentimentalisn

The strongest and most convincing criticism of the young artist’s character and HI

Yurii Lotman, “Zhenskoe obrazovanie v XVIII-nachale XIX veka.” in his Besedy o russk

kiilture: Byt i traditsii nisskogo dvorianstva (XllH-nachalo XIX veka) (St. Petersburg: Iskusstx

SPB, 1994), 77.

'®
Ibid., 82.

Ibid., 87.
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loccurs in the final pages and is presented in the voice of experience—^that of the older

lartist and primary narrator, who passes judgement on the young man’s bohemian

existence, spontaneous enthusiasms, uncritical attitude toward his surroundings, quick-

Iness in drawing close to people, and unguarded nature. But the primary narrator also

lexpresses disapproval of St. Petersburg generally, especially of its vain beau monde.

He prefers the calm life of the countryside, where communion with nature teaches

deeper lessons—a reflection of the Romantic turn toward the local, rooted, and native,

jit might be recalled that in the third book of Mickiewicz’s Pan Tadeusz, when the

.Count states that Italian scenery and the portrayal of the ideal should be the landscape

artist’s goal, the hero chides him for failing to recognize the beauty of his own native

land. The Count then meets a young girl whom he elevates to the status of goddess or

nymph, only to feel immediate disillusionment when he realizes that she might be

nothing more than a simple peasant girl. The point is that the focus on an abstract

image of beauty drawn from classical sources prevents appreciation of other forms

closer to home.

Shevchenko’s story is therefore much more than a recreation of the author’s

lyouth. It is a commentary on the artistic atmosphere of an age. It looks back at the

(past in a tone similar to Herzen’s memoirs. The Russian writer described the Euro-

pean civic activists who had been displaced to the Russian empire in the 1830s as

lost in an artificial life of “sensual pleasure” and “unbearable egoism.”^® However, at

the same time he gave this idealistic generation credit for championing progressive

ideals, among which are the emancipation of women and more naturalness in sexual

relations:

On the one hand came the emancipation of woman, the call to her to Join in com-

mon labour, the giving of her destiny into her own hands, alliance with her as with

I

an equal.

On the other hand the Justification, the redemption of the flesh, rehabilitation de

la chairl

Grand words, involving a whole world of new relations between human beings; a

I

world of health, a world of spirit, a world of beauty, a world of natural morality, and

I therefore of moral purity. Many scoffed at the emancipated woman and at the

recognition of the rights of the flesh, giving to those words a filthy and vulgar

meaning; our monastically depraved imagination fears the flesh, fears woman."'

' Shevchenko’s attitude is also close to Herzen’s with respect to the cult of art in

khe 1830s. For all its impracticality, it is still seen as preferable to the outright

ijcontempt for idealism among contemporaries. Herzen made this point in his memoirs
jwhen he wrote that the Schiller period had in the 1 850s given way to an inferior Paul

de Kock period—one characterized by a wasting of human drives and energies in

mercantile affairs.^^

The story also captures the apocalyptic tone that has often been attached to des-

criptions of the imperial capital. Buckler has written of St. Petersburg’s fondness for

aligning itself with the famous ruined cities of world civilization—Babylon, Sodom
and Gomorrah, Carthage, Troy, and Pompei: “The poetics of disaster figures through-

1 Herzen, My Past and Thoughts, 66.
1^'

Ibid., 114-15.

Ibid., no.
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out Petersburg cultural history in the apocalyptic presentiments that skulk like an evil

twin alongside the city’s imperial posturing.”^^ This sense of impending doom,

captured in Briullov’s great painting, haunts Shevchenko’s story, indeed much of the

poet’s work. In “Khudozhnik” the recurring symbol of Saturn eating his child acts as i

reminder of disturbing undercurrents. The image can be related to the idea of the

regime destroying its citizens. But it can also be seen in metaphysical terms, ai

Chronos devouring time or as harsh reality consuming the talented but vulnerable

Much of Shevchenko’s work reveals a yearning for a nurturing and protective environ-

ment, one that would provide selfless love. The young artist in the story searches for i

unsuccessfully in the capital while being pursued by the threatening image of Saturn

The god’s symbolic image might suggest the tsar or the monarchy, but it might alsc

indicates the first stage in human evolution. As such, Saturn represents the threat o

civilization’s collapse, of a return to primordial chaos. It is a reminder of an inchoate

and destructive universe hidden beneath the surface of polite society, of primitive

passions that might rise to destroy the refinements of the human spirit. Romantic artist:

saw themselves as doing the work of God by developing the higher, spiritual forms o

life. The lurking destructive impulse that is associated with the fall into chaos and thi

work of Lucifer threatens to pervert this drive for the ideal.

Seen in these terms, the story asks whether the human race is to sink into an ugh

Saturnalia or to strive for the perfection that the Creator wishes it to achieve. Th
ugly statues, and that of Saturn in particular, indicate that humanity might be de

generating. This atmosphere of metaphysical unease dominates the story and is Shev

chenko’s tribute to the ambivalent St. Petersburg myth that was being elaborated i

the first half of the nineteenth century. But the Ukrainian writer constructs the myt
somewhat differently from most Russian authors. Petersburg, according to Toporov

was frequently described as soulless, official, regimented, unnaturally regular, ab

stract, uncomfortable, and un-Russian, in contrast to Moscow, which was seen a

spiritual, domestic and intimate, patriarchal, comfortable, natural, and Russian.'"* I

Shevchenko’s myth of St. Petersburg the city contains both positive and negativ

characteristics; the juxtaposition occurs more along class and national lines. Soulless

official, regimented, abstract, and uncomfortable Petersburg tends to be the realm c

the rich, conservative, politically powerful, and reactionary, while the spiritual, dc

mestic and intimate, comfortable, and natural tends to be associated either with run

life beyond the city or with the urban middle and lower classes, the artistic bohemii

and often with non-Russians (Germans, Poles, and Ukrainians). Up to a point th

class-national divide separates patriarchal forces from those that favour women
emancipation, and serf owners from abolitionists, although it is clear that victimizei

and victims are to be found throughout imperial society.

In psychological terms the depiction of the young artist’s psychological breat

down, like the disastrous love affairs among his friends, can be analyzed as displace

ments of the libido onto ideal images that are deceptive lures and fantasies created b

an unnatural society. The sudden and traumatic collapse of illusions suggests

Julie A. Buckler, Mapping St. Petersburg: Imperial Text and Cityscape (Princeton: Princete

University Press, 2005), 229.

V. N. Toporov, Mif, ritual, simvol, obraz: Issledovaniia v oblasti mifopoeticheskogo. Izbranm

(Moscow: Izdatelskaia gruppa "Progress” and "Kultura.” 1995), 268.
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ifundamental fragility in this symbolic order and in civilization as a whole. Those

)who are unable or unwilling to recognize the harsh realities that lie just beneath the

surface of the literary-artistic symbolic order are doomed to irrelevance or destruc-

tion. The reader is also left with a pervasive feeling that the whole edifice of cultural

life hangs in a fragile balance. This is a Schellingian view: the philosopher was a

dominant intellectual influence in the imperial capital in the 1 830s. The fate of Shev-

chenko’s young artist therefore illustrates a metaphysical point: reality itself is a

precarious balance of antagonistic forces in constant danger of destabilization. The

threat of a sudden eruption, such as that of Vesuvius in Briullov’s painting, hangs

over individual lives and over the delicate ecological balance that we call civiliza-

tion. The threat of a cataclysm is ever present.
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“Icarian Flights in Almost All Directions”

Reconsidered

Yaroslav Hrytsak

A.mong the many works John-Paul Himka has written about Habsburg-ruled Galicia,

nis article “Icarian Flights in Almost Every Direction” stands out as the most imag-

inative.' It is the most comprehensive attempt at bringing studies of Galicia’s Ukrain-

ians (Ruthenians) in line with recent theories of nationalism. It also symbolizes a

radical departure from the conventional scheme of nation building as a unilinear pro-

cess, and it suggests a more nuanced approach to various options and unrealized possi-

jbilities. Last but not least, the article is a good example of how a complicated topic can

(3e presented in a lucid and, to a large extent, witty manner. I have constantly included

this article on the reading lists of courses 1 have taught both in Ukraine and abroad, and

it has been unremittingly popular among students.The article was published in an

influential collection on the role of intellectuals in the articulation of nations.

1
It is exactly because of its outstanding quality that this article deserves further re-

ponsideration. After all, a good theory is defined not only by the number of facts it

covers and explains, but also by the number of discussions it provokes ... almost in all

directions.

The word “almost” in the article’s title suggests that the number of options for the

evolution of Galician Ruthenian identity was unlimited. It is true that when one looks

through relevant sources, one may come upon quite unexpected options. For example,

there is a murky reference to a local Ruthenian belief of the early nineteenth century

that St. Paul’s letters to the Galatians were actually addressed to the Galicians.^ The
equation of Habsburg-ruled Galicia and biblical Galilee can be found in historical

sources on more than one occasion. Some Polish and Ukrainian intellectuals in the

Russian Empire used it in a deprecating way to underline Galicia’s backwardness and

provincialism.^ But no one was considering “Galilean” identity seriously, and thus the

Repertoire of identity options was not boundless.

' However, there were serious discussions about a separate, multi-ethnic “Galician”

identity that, according to Habsburg plans, was to emerge in Galicia in a result of

tbringing civilization to that backward land. The primary targets of this project were the

I

John-Paul Himka, ‘The Construction of Nationality in Galician Rus': Icarian Flights in Almost

lAll Directions,” in Intellectuals and the Articulation ofthe Nation, 109-64, ed. Ronald G. Suny and

jMichael D. Kennedy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999). Prof Kennedy once said to

me that he considers Himka’ s article the best contribution in that book.

Ewaryst Andrzej hr. Kuropatnicki, Geografia albo dokladne opisanie krdlestw [sic] Galicyi i

'Lodometyi{L\\\, 1858), 1.

I See Ewa Wiegandt, Austria Felix, czyli o micie Galicji w polskiej prozie wspolczesnej (Poznan:

jWydawnictwo Naukowe Uniwersytetu im. Adama Mickiewicza w Poznaniu, 1998), 5-12.
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local Polish nobles, whom Vienna considered uncivilized and rebellious. Thus Klem-

ens von Mettemich, in a letter to Emperor Francis I in 1814, wrote that the long-terrr

goal of Habsburg policy should be to encourage Polish nobles to become Germans. Bu
he was against the accelerated implementation of that policy; “The tendency [of ou

policy] must primarily go not towards making Poles into Germans all at once, bu

above all first making them true Galicians—^thereby halting them from perceiving

themselves as Poles’’'^. It is not quite clear, however, whether this community was con-

ceived of as a national or a supranational one, and further investigations need to b(

conducted to identify the intentions and perception of this experiment.^ One may risk £

generalization that its character depended on its perception: while in Vienna’s plans i

was a non-ethnic civil izational project, Polish patriots treated it an artificial nation tha

was being created in order to block their own national aspirations.^ In any case, th(

experiment fared rather poorly. By the 1 850s and 1 860s some literati did think of them

selves first and foremost as “Galicians” and rejected any clear-cut ethno-national self

identification. But their number was rather small, and with the growing nationalizatioi

of the political and cultural scene they became almost extinct.^

Even if we to include this Galician identity in the repertoire of national identitie

that Galician Ruthenians could choose from, it does not dramatically increase th(

number of possible choices. It seems that John-Paul Himka pushed his constructivis

approach too far by stating that national identification might evolve in almost al

directions. Even if we drop “almosf’ as a metaphoric embellishment, the very ide;

that the Galician Ruthenians faced that many choices sounds like an exaggeration,

have never come across any hint that the Ruthenians identified themselves with th

Chinese, the Finns, or the Portuguese. Their choice was rather limited, as it was ii

the similar cases of the Balkan ethnic groups,* the Czechs (Bohemians),^ the Crimeai

Tatars,'® and the Ukrainians under Russian rule," to give a few examples.

^
Arthur Haas, Mettemich, Reorganization and Nationality: A Story ofForesight and Frustratio

in the Rebuilding ofthe Austrian Empire (Wiesbaden: F. Steiner, 1963), 167-69, as quoted in Hug
Lane, ‘The Galician Nobility and the Border with the Congress Kingdom beforef] during[,] an

after the November Uprising,” in Die galizische Grenze, 1772-1867: Kommunikat oder Isolation:

159, ed. Christoph Augustinowicz and Andreas Kappeler (Berlin: LIT, 2007).

^ In that respect, Larry Wolffs The Idea of Galicia: History and Fantasy in Habsburg Politicc

Culture (Stanford University Press, 2010) offers very important insights.

® See, e.g., the complaints of the Polish noble and Catholic writer Maurycy Dzieduszycki (1813

77) that the Habsburgs wanted ‘‘to create some kind of non-historical Galicians” (quoted i

Zbigniew Fras, Galicja [Wroclaw: Wydawnictwo Dolnoslqskie, 1999], 89).

^ Kazimierz Chl^dowski, Pami^tniki, [t. 1 ], Galicja 1843-1880, ed., with an intro, and notes, b

Antoni Knot (Wroclaw: Wydawnictwo Zakladu Narodowego im. Ossolihskich, 1951), 41, 200; an

W. F., “Z okazji odbytego wiecu rabinow zydowskich i ‘cudotworcow,’” Przeglqd Spoleczn

(Lviv), 1887, no. 1: 76-80.

See Paschalis M. Kitromilides, “‘Imagined Communities’ and the Origins of the National Que;

tion in the Balkans,” in Modern Greece: Nationalism and Nationality, 23-66, ed. Martin Blinkhor

and Thanos Veremis (Athens: Sage-Eliamep, 1990).

® See Jifi Kofalka, “Tschechische Nationsbildung und national Idenitat im 19. Jahrhundert”, i

Nationalismen in Europa: West- und Osteuropa im Vergleich, 306-21, ed. Uhlrike von Hirscl

hausen and Jdrn Leonhard (Gottingen: Wallstein, 2001).
'® See Hakan Kirimli, National Movements and National Identity among the Crimean Tata

(1905-1916) (Leiden: Brill, 1996), 301-33.
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1

( While the list of identities cannot be dramatically extended, some of them should

[be reconsidered in the light of recent studies. John-Paul Himka found it hard to find

traces of a hypothetical Ruthenian identity encompassing the former Rzeczpospoli-

Ita’s Eastern Christians (now the Ukrainians and Belarusians). However, such a

concept was actually featured in the first grammar of the Ruthenian language in the

1820s and, as Michael Moser has shown recently, in the Galician Polish revolution-

aries’ Ruthenian writings.'^ There are some interesting findings concerning the

\'Natione Polonus, Gente Ruthenus'" identity. David Althoen has shown that this con-

pept could be safely considered an “invented tradition” and that the usual references

b the sixteenth-century political writer Stanislaw Orzechowski (1513-66) as the

t

illeged originator of this concept are groundless. This identity was coined much
ater, during the Revolution of 1848, and it was then that a more distant origin was

ascribed to it.

These new findings bear little relation to the main arguments of Himka’s “Icarian

"lights.” There are, however, two exceptions: Anna Veronika Wendland, who in her

monograph about the Galician Russophiles'^ calls for a serious reconsideration of

Himka’s interpretation of the relations between the Ukrainian and all-Russian iden-

tities—Himka tends to treat them as “two very distinct and mutually exclusive

constructions”'^—and Paul R. Magocsi, who earlier suggested that these identities

[vere complementary and became separate only at the end of the nineteenth century.'^

Wendland basically supports Magocsi’s thesis. She shows that most Russophiles did

not want to accept an exclusive national identity; many of them, especially rank-and-

ple ones, co-operated with Ukrainophiles; some of them even changed their identity

as a results; and in the end only a small group adopted a Russian orientation. The
kussophiles’ imagined motherland—Rus'—was an ambiguous and vague concept

|hat could be interpreted as either Ukraine or as Russia, depending on the context.

For the Russophiles, however, “Russia” sooner meant the ideal of Holy Rus', with its

Symbolic centres in Kyiv and Moscow, than the modern Russian empire corrupted by

me West. More often than not, they were not eager to define their conception of Rus'

r See Leon Wasilewski, Drogi Porozumienia: Wybor pism (Krakow: Osrodek Mysli Politycznej,

boOl), 66-70.

P Himka, “The Construction of Nationality,” 152.

I Mikhael Mozer [Michael Moser], Prychynky do istorii ukrainskoi movy, ed. Serhii Vakulenko

I

Kharkiv: Kharkivske istotyko-filolohichne tovarystvo, 2008), 337-38, 567, 587n.

David Althoen, “That Noble Quest: From True Nobility to Enlightened Society in the Polish -

dthuanian Commonwealth, 1550-1830.” (Ph.D. diss.. University of Michigan, 2000); and idem,

Natione Polonus and the Narod Szlachecki: Two Myths of National Identity and Noble Soli-

darity,” Zeitschriftfiir Ostmitteleuropa-Forschung 52, no. 4 (2003): 475-508.

I

Anna Veronika Wendland, Die Russophilen in Galizien: Ukrainische Konse)~vative zwischen

psterreich und Russland, 1848-1915 (Vienna: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissen-

Bchaften, 2001).

I

Himka, “The Construction of Nationality,” 1 12.

!; Paul R. Magocsi, “Old Ruthenianism and Russophilism: A New Conceptual Framework For

Analyzing National Ideologies in Late-Nineteenth-Century Eastern Galicia”, in American
Contributions to the Ninth International Congress ofSlavists, Kiev 1983, vol. 2: 305-24, ed. Paul

IDebreczeny (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica, 1983); repr. in his Roots of Ukrainian Nationalism: Galicia

as Ukraine's Piedmont (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2002), 99-1 18.
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clearly, and even when they did they did not think such a definition should impl)

Ukrainian or Russian irredentism.

Unlike Magocsi, Wendland considers Russophilism to have been a stage in the

evolution of the Ukrainian national movement and argues that the victory of the

Ukrainian orientation among Galicia’s Ruthenians was prepared by the Russophiles

cultural work in the 1860s, 1870s, and 1880s. She even suggests taking a further step

namely, treating the Russophiles as the conservative wing within the Ukrainiar

camp. According to Wendland they played a role similar to that of the so-callec

malorossy (Little Russians) in the Russian Empire: both were recruited from among
the lower gentry (in the Galician case, from among the Greek Catholic clergy, whict

was a quasi-gentry); both combined their Landpatriotismus with a loyalty to a ruling

house; and both displayed conservative attitudes. If one is to stick to the metapho

Himka has suggested, then the Russophiles were not the equivalent of Icarus—rathe

they resembled Icarus’s father, the skilful and proficient Daedalus, who made hi:

son’s wings.

Icarian Flights?

Most contentious is the final part of Himka’ s article, in which he ponders wh}

some constructions failed and the Ukrainian project succeeded. It is an exemplary

exercise in counterfactual history: Himka carefully weighs various factors in a “wha
if?” way, eliminating those he considers less important and underlining those that, ii

his opinion, played a crucial role in the final (Ukrainian) solution of the Galiciai

Ruthenians’ identity crisis. Since, as he believes, Polish identity had little chance o

winning over the hearts and minds of Galician Ruthenians and the Rusyn am
Ruthenian identities were of a purely hypothetical character, he focusses on th(

rivalry between the Ukrainian and Russian identities. In a nutshell, his point can b
presented as follows: it was the Habsburgian repression of the Russophile movemen
in the early 1880s that sealed the Russophiles’ fate and brought about their failure

Vienna saw this movement—rightly or wrongly—as Russian irredentism and couh

not tolerate it in the atmosphere of the growing Austrian-Russian tensions portendinj

war. “The result was the creation of a climate in which Russophilism found i

difficult to flourish.... Ultimately, I think, the crucial factor in the victory o

Ukrainophilism in Galician Rus' was the Austrian state,” Himka writes.'* Conversely

if the Russophile movement had been left on its own, it would have most probabl;

won over the Ukrainophiles. If this had happened, then Galicia would have becom

another Russian land, and consequently the map of Central and Eastern Europ

would look quite different today.

This line of argument calls for counterarguments. If the Russophiles’ failure ca

be attributed to state repression, then why did the Ukrainian movement in th

Russian Empire—which faced similar, if not worse, repression as an “Austriar

Polish/German intrigue”—succeed? If an explanation lies in the fact that Ukrainia

patriots from the Russian Empire moved the centre of their activity to Austrian-rule

Western Ukraine and managed to create their own “Galician Piedmonf’ there, wh
then did the similar efforts of the Galician Russophile emigres in the Russian Empir

18
Himka. “The Construction of Nationality,’' 129, 145.
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produce poor results? After all, the Galician Ukrainian socialists of the 1870s and

ll880s suffered no less repression under the Habsburgs than the Russophiles did, but,

pnlike the Russophiles, they nonetheless found ways to flourish in 1890s.

1 Arguments and counterarguments of that kind are of somewhat limited value. As

Tony Judt wrote, the trouble with counterfactual history is that “[i]t takes the last

nove in a sequence [of historical events], correctly observes that it might have been

different, and then deduces either that all the other moves could also be different, or

^Ise they don’t count.”'^ Therefore 1 suggest a different approach: to confront the

(exts that articulated the alternative national identities with their social perception. So

ar historians of Habsburg Galicia have focussed on what has been written and by

vhom, but they rarely analyze who read what was written.’® This is rather odd: after

ill, reading is the most crucial factor in the imagining of a nation. To put it another

ivay, “nations are book-reading tribes.”’’

I Consequently let us turn to data, which 1 came across while working on my
piography of Ivan Franko, regarding literary production in the Austro-Hungarian and

kussian empires in the early 1 880s—^the period Himka sees as crucial for the rivalry

between the Ukrainophile and Russophile orientations. They were painstakingly

Compiled by a Polish bibliographer in Lviv who was concerned about the prospects

p Polish nationalism vis-a-vis other national movements in the Austro-Hungarian,

Russian, and German empires.^^ Therefore he organized his analysis according to

I

hno-linguistic groups, and the main criterion was the number of periodicals per

ipita. These statistics (in the table below) reveal that the Poles were doing relatively

ell in the Austro-Hungarian and Russian empires. Although in the German Empire

eir situation was rather alarming, it was a far cry from the modest production of the

absburg-ruled Ruthenians, who had the fewest of publications in their own
nguage. Franko’s joke that before 1840s it would only take a few wheelbarrows to

ither all Ruthenian publications in one place testifies to the paucity of Ruthenian

:erary production.^^ Between the 1840s and the 1880s the situation changed

•amatically. With the liberal imperial reforms of the 1 860s and the introduction of

for Galicia (1867), a vibrant public space emerged, with numerous news-

)apers and journals among other venues for publication. By that time Franko had

)ecome a dominant figure in Ruthenian/Ukrainian cultural production and one of the

nost productive and widely read Ukrainian authors in both the Habsburg and the

(Russian Empire. But his reading public never exceeded 1,000-1,500 persons at

|)est—^the maximum number of subscribers that Ruthenian (both Russophile and

Ukrainophile) periodicals could boast (usually there were fewer than 1,000). This

John-Paul Himka’ s Galician Villagers and the Ukrainian National Movement in the Nineteenth

Zentury (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1988) is a rare exeeption.

f
Yuri Slezkine, The Jewish Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004).

' See Komeli Heck, “Bibliografia Polska z r. 1881 w porownaniu z czesk^. w^giersk^ i

fossyjsk^,” Przewodnik naukowy i literacki: Dodatek miesi^czny do «Gazety Lwowskiej», 1882, no.

;

Ivan Franko, “Metod i zadacha istorii literatury,” in his Zibrannia tvoriv u p’iatdesiaty tomakh,

'ml. 41, Literaturno-krytychni pratsi (1890-1910), ed. P. Y. Kolesnyk (Kyiv: Naukova dumka,

1984), 21.

I® Tony Judt, Reappraisals: Reflections on the Forgotten Twentieth Century (London: Penguin,

b09), 190.

0: 1096.
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number was a drop in the bucket, if one compares it with, say, the 185,000 Rutheniai

students in Galicia in the 1 880s or, for that matter, with the Polish press, which a

that time had three to six times as many titles as the Ruthenian press and a print rui

that was seven to eight times greater.'"^

Periodicals per capita, 1881

10 20 30

y y -|- —
t'

40 50 60 70

^ y.
i...

90 10

Swedes 1:1 1,000

Germans in Moravia 1 ; 1 4,000

Germans in Russ. Emp. 1 : 1 5,600

Germans in Bohemia 1 : 1 6,000

Germans in Hungary 1 : 1 9,500

Hungarians 1 :28,40()

Czechs 1:30,840

Poles in Habs. Emp. 1:37,225

Finns 1:55,000

Croats 1:60,00(1

Slovenes 1:59,000

Poles in general 1 :64,500

Poles in Russ. Emp: 1 :85,800

Poles in Ger. Emp. 1 :90,000

Slovaks 1:132,000

Serbs 1:133,000

Romanians 1:136,00(

Ukrainians in Habs. Emp. 1 :164,00(

Given these modest statistics, the Galician Ruthenians’ nation-building effor

appear more like crawling than “Icarian flights.” We may split hairs over the issue (

which national orientation was more or less successful,"^ but we do so at the risk (

Yaroslav Hrytsak. Prorok u svoii vitchvzni: Franko i voho spilnota (Kyiv: Krytyka. 2006), 36‘

75. I
In Himka’s words, "The highest Icarian (light was that of the Russophiles; (lights of RusynisB

and “Ruthenianism” were not undertaken; [and] the (light of the Ukrainophiles proved not to iD

Icarian at all" (“The Construction of Nationality," 153). D
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1

ailing to see the forest for the trees—namely, that that success was rather dubious

ind in no way absolute. At the time the Ukrainians (“Little Russians”) of the Russian

Empire had no journals whatsoever: this illustrates vividly the fact that the Ukrainian

novement there was arrested in its development. But the empire’s ethnic Russians,

vhose cultural production was never suppressed, did not fare much better. They

night have had a great national literature, but its distribution was very modest, to say

he least. Indeed, the empire’s Swedes, Germans, and Finns fared much better in that

egard. Even when periodicals in Russian were freely allowed in Galicia, they would

prdly help to create a “Russian” nation there,—and the local Russophiles’ literary

production was also insufficient for that purpose.

I I do not have such statistics for a later period. However, data regarding literacy

luring the years 1897-191026 seem to confirm a similar tendency: the Ruthenians in

he Hapsburg Empire and the Little Russians in the Russian Empire were among the

ess literate ethnic groups in Europe, and the Russians did not fare much better. Data

egarding literary production and literacy in those empires cluster together rather

|

;atly according to religious affiliation: the most literate communities were the

•otestants and the Jews; the Roman Catholics stood somewhere in the middle; while

e Eastern Christians (the Armenians, Georgians, Romanians, Russians, Ruthenians,

id Ukrainians) lagged far behind, outstripped only by the Muslims.

Applying Benedict Anderson’s theory, one may conclude that until the very

iginning of the twentieth century the Eastern Christians in the Habsburg and Russian

npires remained pre-national and largely illiterate “sacred societies” rather than

odern national “imagined communities.” To a large extent these statistics confirm

^mo Mayer’s earlier conclusion about the persistence of the old regime throughout

Lurope until the very beginning of the First World War,^^ with an important quali-

ication that Eastern Europe and the Eastern Christians were among the most persistent

sacred societies.”

In that context, John Armstrong’s scheme of nation building in that historical region

eserves special attention. In his opinion, the national identities of local ethnic and

eligious groups were largely indistinguishable. Most of them spoke a mutually

omprehensible patois, had a diffuse historical memory of their common descent, and a

[lore acute sense of religious distinction than those who did not belong to their

lenomination (i.e., the Western Christians, Armenians, Jews, and Muslims). Only

gradually, under the centrifugal influences of large cultural centres such as Kyiv, Lviv,

nd Vilnius did distinctive national identities emerge.^* At first glance, there is nothing

pecifically “regional” about this scheme: it could be applied elsewhere. Armstrong

imself suggests the Mediterranean world of Romance languages as a close parallel.

Another comparison that comes to mind is the large German-speaking area of Central

Europe, even though, as some philologists suggest, the German dialects’ differences

Hrytsak, Prorok u svoii vitchyzni, 544.

i Amo J. Mayer, The Persistence of the Old Regime: Europe to the Great War (New York;

'antheon Books, 1981).

See John A. Armstrong. “Myth and History in the Evolution of Ukrainian Consciousness,” in

'Ikraine and Russia in Their Historical Encounter, 129-30, ed. Peter J. Potichnyj et al (Edmonton:

Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1992).
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were much more pronounced than was the case among the numerous Slavic dialects i

Eastern Europe.^^

What was specific was that in the latter region, owing to the mixing of Easter

Christianity with local political traditions, pre-modem identities and intellectual prac

tices proved to be extremely persistent. They were symbolized by the perseverance o

“Rus',” a vague notion of the Eastern Christian community characterized by tits use o

Church Slavonic, whose cultural achievements were rather poor by Western standard'

Under these circumstances, local nation builders had no choice but to deconstruct thi

community, rejecting some of its elements (like Church Slavonic) and modernizin

others. By the end of the nineteenth century Lviv was one of the most crucial centre

where such deconstruction was occurring. Judging by the intensity of its culture

production in the 1880s, it compared favourably with St. Petersburg and Warsav

leaving Moscow, Kyiv, Vilnius, and other cities that had a large share of Easter

Christians far behind.^'

Regarding the formula by which this deconstruction was undertaken in Lvi\

Wendland’s monograph provides some important insights. In her opinion, controvei

sies between the Galician Russophiles and Galician Ukrainophiles can be rendered a

opposition(s): as Orthodox Ruthenian (Rus') civilization vs. “European” Ukraim

conservative vs. democratic, old ways of defining the culture of Rus' vs. new wa>

(e.g., the etymologic vs. the phonetic system of writing). Or, as a leading Galicia

Russophile put it, “Ukrainian identity [ukrainizm] is the result of a new trend in th

spiritual life of Europe that grew slowly, starting from the second half of the eigh

eenth century, from west to east until it reached Russia and made a revolution in th

worldviews of the educated classes of the Russian people. In the field of science

gave birth to empiricism, in belles lettres, to realism, and in political and socii

relations, to the idea of personal liberty and equality of all people.

My claim is that before 1914 nowhere else was the concept of Rus' as radicall

unmade as it was in Habsburg-ruled Galicia. This unmaking occurred as that crowr

land underwent a dramatic transformation from a provincial corner of the largel

cosmopolitan German cultural space to a leading centre of the national(izing) Polis

space as a result of its new autonomous status (from 1 867). As 1 tried to show in m
biography of Franko, Ukrainian national identity was strongly affected by this tran:

formation. It became more sophisticated and articulate on the one hand, and moi

exclusive on the other. In the final result it was more attuned to modern culture an

mass politics, and that largely determined its victory by the turn of the twentiel

century.

G[eorge] Y. Shevelov, ‘‘Language,’', in Encyclopedia of Ukraine, 3: 36 (Toronto: University

Toronto Press, 1993).

On these topics see George Schoepflin. “The Political Traditions of Eastern Europe," Daedah

1 19, no. 1 (Winter 1990): 55-90; and Ihor Sevcenko, Ukraine betw>een East and West: Essays c

Cultural History to the Early Eighteenth Century (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute

Ukrainian Studies Press, 1996).

Korneli Heck, “Bibliografia polska z r. 1881 w porownaniu z czesk^ wt^giersk^ i rosyjskg

Przewodnik naukowy i literacki: Dodatek miesi^czny do «Gazety Lwowskiej ». 1882, no 10: 1096.

Flylyp] S[vystun], Chini est dlia nas Shevchenko? Kiytychnoe rozsuzhdenie (Lviv: Yzdan

redaktsii “Novoho Proloma." 1885), 24.
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I However, the victory was not absolute: the Russophile movement was still rela-

ively strong. The Russophiles’ fate was finally sealed by the First World War, when,

»ecause their ideology and symbols were deeply entrenched in conservative thinking,

hey lost their legitimacy and appeal with the demise of the old regime.

Conclusions

;

John-Paul Himka conceived his article as an attempt “to explore the utility and

he limitations of the new thinking [i.e., since the 1980s] on nationalism.” While he

bcceeded brilliantly with the first part (“utility”), he did not do so in the second part

[‘limitations”). When Himka was working on his article, modernist theories of

ationalism were still going strong. But, as frequently happens, at the height of its

night the modernist paradigm showed some signs of its subsequent decline. Since

ie 1990s there has emerged a new, fierce, and, I would say, reasonably well substan-

fated attack on what is now called “modernist orthodoxy.” These new critics do not

ecessarily reject what is the strongest part of modernist theories of nationalism

—

iamely, the emphasis on the social construction of nationality and national cultures,

pstead they focus on the role of other factors that have not been taken sufficiently

[ito account, such as religion, wars, and the international context.^^

It is against this new background that I believe the Galician case should be tested,

t would, however, be unfair to blame John-Paul Himka for his failure to show the

llimitations” of modernist theories. All of us who were raised to view things from a

Marxist perspective can easily agree with Lenin’s dictum that persons should be

adged not by what they have not done, but by what they have achieved. It is hard to

jnagine that the currently flourishing state of nineteenth-century Galician Ukrainian

tudies could have occurred without John-Paul Himka’ s innovative and substantial

cholarly contributions of the 1970s, 1980s, and 1990s. Since the 2000s his focus has

hifted elsewhere. But all of us who continue working on the history of Habsburg-

pled Galicia cherish the hope that he may one day return to our fold.

See Adrian Hastings, The Construction oj Nationhood: Ethnicity, Religion and Nationalism

pambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997); "Subjecthood That Happens To Be Called

Citizenship,’ or Trying to Make Sense of the Old Regime on Its Own Terms: Interview with Peter

lahlins,” Ab Imperio, 2006, no. 4: 39-58; and Wilfried Spohn, “Mutltiple Modernity, Nationalism

|nd Religion: A Global Perspective,” Current Sociology 5\„ nos. 3-4 (May-July 2003): 265-86.
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The Greek Catholic Rustic Gentry and the

Ukrainian National Movement in

Habsburg-Ruled Galicia

I

Andriy Zayarnyuk

This article discusses the national allegiances of the Byzantine-rite Galician petty

;entry during the second half of the nineteenth century and the early years of the

wentieth century. Noble status set this social group apart from other Ruthenian

ihabitants of nineteenth-century Galicia. Both contemporaries and later scholars saw

he Galician Ruthenians as a typical “non-historic,” or “plebeian,” nation consisting

if “priests and peasants.” However, the petty gentry did not fit into this picture.

%oughout much of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries both the Polish and the

Ukrainian national communities claimed that the Galician Greek Catholic petty

[entry was theirs. The petty gentry’s position in between these two communities

felped attract public attention, but at the same time it determined the partisan char-

cter of the study of this question. For non-partisan scholars, a major limitation was

le acceptance of a framework that emphasized sociological differences between

historic” and “non-historic” nations in determining the character of the nation-build-

ng process: the petty gentry did not fit well into either of these “ideal types.”

The Ukrainian descendants of petty-gentry families were for some time their only

tudents. They tended to stress the importance of the petty gentry in the history of the

iJkrainian nation, viewing the latter as a community stretching over many centuries,

^fter the Soviet interlude, during which the Ukrainian petty gentry were lionized

jnly in diaspora publications,' a renewed interest in that gentry arose in western

Jkraine in the 1990s.“ Even well-known historians succumbed to the temptation to

Overestimate the impact of this unusual social group. In his scheme of the nineteenth-

entury Ukrainian national awakening, the late Harvard historian Omeljan Pritsak,

vho was a descendant of the petty gentry on his mother’s side,^ claimed that the

£astem-rite gentry that dominated in Galicia’s organized Ukrainian life uninter-

, In Soviet Ukraine researching this subject was taboo for ideological reasons. Meanwhile the

ditors and authors of post-war emigre Ukrainian publications about the regions where the Galician

ietty gentry once lived compactly were preoccupied with the latter.Articles about individual

iiembers of the gentry in the Boiko region can be found in almost every issue of Litopys Boi-

Hvshchyny (Philadelphia, 1969-89).

Panegyrical articles about the petty gentry appeared in Litopys Boikivshchyny after the Boikiv-

hchyna History and Ethnography Museum in Sambir, Lviv Oblast, revived that publication, and in

umerous local miscellanies and new books, e.g., Ivan Volchko-Kulchytsky, Istoriia sela Kiilchytsi

rodu Draho-Sasiv {Urohohych: Vidrodzhennia, 1995).

!
Hryhorii Demian, Talanty Boikivshchyny Kameniar, 1991), 292.
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ruptedly for several centuries also played a key role in Ukraine’s nineteenth-centur

national awakening.'*

Since their emergence, these Ukrainian narratives have been contested by struc

turally very similar Polish ones. However, unlike their Ukrainian counterparts, Polisl

historians have tended to attribute Polish identity to Galicia’s Greek Catholic pett;

gentry. In the absence of direct evidence, such an identity was inferred from som(

actions by members of the gentry, for example, their participation in the Polisl

uprisings of the nineteenth century.^ For Polish historians, the ultimate proof of tha

gentry’s Polishness was their sharp dissociation from their peasant neighbours. Fo

the most part, both Polish and Ukrainian historians have sought to essentialize th

gentry’s identity, despite the volatility of the gentry’s national allegiances.

Armed with Ernst Gellner’s theory of nationalism, John-Paul Himka was the firs

scholar to discuss the Galician petty gentry’s national affiliation in the context of th

formation of a nation that did not previously exist. His thesis was that although th

petty gentry was Ukrainian according to the two most important ethnographic cri

teria—^religious affiliation and language—^the heritage of the feudal era turned ther

into an ally of the Polish nobility and an enemy of the overwhelmingly peasar

Ukrainian national movement. Although Himka’s analysis ends with the 1880s, h

believes “that with the passage of time, as one moved away from the feudal era and a

the Ukrainian movement grew more differentiated, the petty gentry also found a plac

in the movement.”^

This article re-examines Himka’s arguments and pays closer attention to the yeai

before and after the 1880s. Following Himka’s methodology, it explores the relatior

ships between the petty gentry and the national movement, not the petty gentry’

identity per se. This choice is based on the assumption that national identity is

historical phenomenon sustained by the purposeful effort of social institution:

groups, and individuals, which inevitably change over time. Accordingly, the onl

meaningful way to establish the “identity” of a group is to trace the relationship b(

tween the group and nationalized or nationalizing agents’ efforts and representation

This paper will deal only with the period in which such agents can be identified.

The term “petty gentry” is a confusing one. In the context of the nineteen!

century its usage is a misapplication of the social reality of the Polish-Lithuania

Commonwealth to the new social order created during Habsburg rule. This paper wi

discuss only the so-called “rustic gentry”—^the petty gentry that owned “rustica

(peasant) and not “dominical” (demesne) land. These gentry folk either lived in the

own villages or, more commonly, shared villages with their peasant neighbour

Other kinds of petty gentry (i.e., impoverished dominical, service, employed by tl

state or the the church, or leasing and purchasing dominical estates) are not coi

^
Omeljan Pritsak. “Prolegomena to the National Awakening of the Ukrainians during tl

Nineteenth Century,” in Culture and Nationalism in Nineteenth-Century Europe, 109, ed. Rolai

Sussex and J. C. Fade (Columbus. Ohio: Slaviea, 1983).
^ Krzysztof Slusarek, “Szlachta zagrodowa w Galicji, 1772-1939: Stan i przeobrazenia warstv

pod zaborem austriackim i w okresie niepodleglosci,” in Galicja i jej dziedzictwo. vol. 2, Spol

czehstwo i gospodarka, 120, ed. Jerzy Chlopiecki and Helena Madurowiez-Urbahska (Rzesz6\

Wydawnictwo WyzszeJ Szkoly Pedagogicznej, 1995).
^

John-Paul Himka. Galician Villagers and the Ukrainian National Movement in the Nineteen

Cert/u/v (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1988), 212-13, 214.
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idered, even though in most cases their ancestry can be traced to the rustic gentry,

"he majority of the Galician Greek Catholic rustic gentry in the first half of the

jineteenth century lived in the Habsburg administrative territory called Sambir

(circle” (German: Kreis).

i

From the point of view of the late eighteenth-century Habsburg state, the rustic

;entry was not much different from the peasants. State governance of the countryside

elied on the manors {dominia) and not on those claiming noble blood. Rustic gentry

lommunities frequently had a history of conflicts with the dominia not unlike the

jonflicts that peasant communities had.^ The rustic petty gentry did not have to

perform corvee labour and allegedly had a greater number of literate people, but their

Written and customary culture was very much like that of the peasants.* In the 1840s

i

peasant impostor bom in a state-owned village could present himself as a member

t

f the petty gentry in another district of the same circle without arousing suspicion.^

he rustic gentry maintained their distinctiveness from the local peasants, but

larriages between their members, although not frequent, were not considered ab-

lormal.'®

: When the national movement was making its first inroads into the villages of

fambir circle, the petty gentry reacted much as the peasants did. Individuals from

oth groups took part in the Polish nationalist conspiracies of 1846. Although the

dstic gentry’s involvement was proportionately somewhat higher," nonetheless the

lajority of both the rustic gentry and the peasants did not take part. In 1848

ppresentatives of both groups participated in the activities of the Ruthenian Council

iiat was formed in the mountainous area of Sambir circle.The council was chaired by

!

peasant but included a number of rustic gentry from several villages, and once

gain members of the the rustic gentry were proportionately more involved than the

easants." In the circle’s lowlands both the rustic gentry and peasants abstained from

iking part in the Ruthenian Council."

In the 1 860s, with the return to the constitutional system and with the granting of

|*eedom of the press and of association, the issue of the rustic gentry’s national

jffiliation was raised in public debates for the first time. During the 1860s the num-

Antoni Schneider, Encyklopedya do krajoznawstwa Galicyi po wzgl^dem historycznym,

tatystycznym, topograficznym, orograficznym, handlowym, przemyslowym, sfragistycznym ..., vol.

,
pt. 7: 288, 289 (Lviv; Drukamia J. Dobrzahskiego, 1874); Ivan Franko, “Zapysky ruskoho

dianyna z pochatku XIX v.,” Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva imeny Shevchenko 115(1913): 157.

I Franko, “Zapysky ruskoho selianyna,” 155-66; ZoQa Strzetelska-Grynbergowa, Staromieskie:

\iemia i ludnosc (Lviv, 1899), 330, 545-50.

The case of Onufer Stebelsky is described in my monograph Idiomy emansypatsii: « Vyzvolni»

roiekty i halytske selo v seredyni XIX stolittia (Kyiv; Krytyka, 2007).

Narrative testimony can be found in Mykhailo Zubrytsky’s autobiography, preserved in the

jlanuscript Division of the Lviv National Scientific Library (hereafter VR LNNB), fond (hereafter

j 206, spmva (hereafter spr.) 922, papka (file, hereafter p.) 27, arkush (folio, hereafter a.) 3.

larriages between members of the rustic gentry and peasants were recorded already at the end of

iie eighteenth century: see, e.g., the Central State Historical Archive of Ukraine in Lviv (hereafter

;sDlAL), f 201, opys (hereafter op.) 4a, spr. 635.

See my Idiomy emansypatsii, passim.

TsDIAL, f. 180, op. 1, spr. 4, a. 51.

F TsDIAL, f. 180, op. 1, spr. 4, a. 184.
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ber of Ruthenian deputies in the Diet was higher than it was in following decades. A:

a rule, circle and, later, county (German: Bezirk) administrations were manned b)

Austrian bureaucrats and had not yet been taken over by the Polish nobility. In th(

1860s the villagers of Sambir circle were represented in the Diet by a Rutheniai

whose election may have been backed by the administration. Already in 1861 th(

newspaper of the Polish “democrats” (the mostly urban-based opponents of the parb

of large landowners) published a rebuke directed at Ruthenian politicians that wai

allegedly written by Ruthenian petty gentry from a particular village.’" The Ruthen

ian side replied that most rustic gentry supported the movement.'^ A number of rusti(

gentry were involved in the Polish uprising of 1863, but there were peasant volun

teers as well. The fate of these participants in the uprising’s aftermath was equall;

unenviable, and Ivan Franko claimed that it contributed to the decline of pro-Polisl

attitudes among the rustic gentry.'^

The elections of 1870 were the first ones in Sambir county to be manipulated i

favour of the Polish candidate after the Polish landowning nobility made a deal wit

Vienna to secure the crownland’s autonomy and their own political dominance then

These elections give us a glimpse into the rustic gentry’s behaviour in the ne^

conditions that were shaping the confrontation between the two national camps. In th

small landowners’ curia in the Staryi Sambir-Sambir electoral district, a Polis

candidate, Michal Popiel, ran against the Ruthenian Yuliian Lavrivsky, who ha

represented the district’s villagers in the Diet in the 1860s. Both candidates were fror

the petty gentry and both of them had connections to the area. But Popiel ’s wer

stronger—^he was born and grew up in one of the local gentry villages. Since th

elections were held in two stages, much depended on the profile of the one or tw

delegates village communities (Gemeinde) sent to vote in the county centre. Som
mixed (peasant and gentry) villages and the purely gentry village of Silets, sent Gree

Catholic priests, who voted for the Ruthenian candidate. The rustic gentry’s delegate

voted for Popiel, with the exception of one from the village of Berezhnytsia.'^

In the 1870s the rigging of elections in favour of Polish candidates by the admir

istrative authorities of the newly autonomous crownland became a commonl
accepted practice. The number of Ruthenian deputies shrank, and peasant deputie

disappeared from the Diet. At first, reports to the Ruthenian patriotic press from tli

Sambir area complained about “selfish peasants guided by outside influence.”'* Bi

once the populist trend in Ruthenian politics gained momentum, blame was laid o

the leaders— local educated patriots—and later on the rustic gentry. In 1877 tl

area’s rustic gentry, with the exception of the Silets and Kulchytsi communities, m
described as “decisively hostile towards the Ruthenian cause.”'^ Nonethele*

neighbouring mountainous Turka county (part of Sambir circle before the admii

istrative reform), which was equally densely populated by members of the rust

gentry, continued electing Ruthenian candidates throughout the 1870s. In this ca:

Mykhail Kropyva, “Iz Ozymyny, blyz Horodyshcha kolo Sambora." Slovo, 1861, no.lO.

“Iz Sambora.” S'/ovo, 1861,no.l0.

Ivan Franko, “Dovbaniuk,” in his Zibrannia tvoriv u p’iatdesiaty tomakh vol. 16, Povisti

opovidarmia (1882-1887), 207-208, ed. O. Ye. Zasenko (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1978), 207-208

TsDlAUf 165, op. l.spr. 299.
'* [A voter,] “Iz Sambora.” 5/ovo, 1874, no. 43.

“Iz Sambora,” 67ovo, 1877, No.41
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kowever, the Ruthenian press did not single out the gentry among other Ruthenian

pters.^° Evidently it was not some distinct group identity but other factors, such as

Candidates’ personalities and the strength of patriotic networks in the county’s

rillages, that determined the rustic gentry’s electoral behaviour.

In the 1880s the pattern of blaming the rustic gentry for the Ruthenian move-

fient’s electoral failures continued. Contributors from Sambir county to the Ruthen-

an press praised the peasants and described the petty gentry as “a totally different

ype of people, not like our Ruthenian one.”“' The petty gentry was allegedly moti-

[ated by venality and sold its votes for the best price. For Himka’s analysis of the

lituation in which the petty gentry found itself in the 1880s, the accusatorial writings

f Ivan Mykhas, a peasant activist from the Sambir county, served as an important

puree. Mykhas claimed that the petty gentry “does not consider peasants to be God’s

reatures and fraternizes with the Poles,”^^ and that it conspired with the local Jews

I

gainst the peasants.^^ Mykhas also complained that the petty gentry “in some places

ppresses peasants and considers them to be something as base as cattle.”^'* During

le 1880s the Ruthenian movement’s discourse about the petty gentry became so

adical that in 1889 a Ruthenian newspaper for the first time identified the petty

entry as Polish: “there are ... many Poles, especially the so-called petty gentry.”^^

The first attempts to explain the petty gentry’s apparent alienation from the

Ukrainian national movement were also made in the 1880s. Ivan Franko pointed to

iie rustic gentry’s relative economic decline vis-a-vis the peasants after the abolition

(f robot in 1848.^^ Mykhas made the same claim at thetime.^^ Describing the petty

entry’s self-awareness as based on their fresh memories of their privileged position

nder the feudal order, Himka developed this line of argumentation into an elab-

rated scholarly interpretation.

Such an interpretation is, however, based on the assumption that the petty gentry

ps to blame for the poor relationships between its members and the Ruthenian

lational movement. It ignores the earlier contacts between the rustic gentry and the

movement and the fact that the antagonism between the petty gentry and the peasants

lame under public scrutiny only in the 1 880s. These two facts seem to indicate that

jie Ukrainian national movement played a much greater role in the abatement of

lese relationships, especially if we take into account the fact that during this decade

le movement reoriented itself towards the peasants. Only then did the old particu-

iristic conflicts between the peasants and the petty gentry start to matter for the

lovement. The rustic gentry, in its turn, might have been dismayed by the

[lovemenf s pro-peasant rhetoric and the advances it started making towards the

jeasants in the 1880s. Peasant activists entering politics and public discussion during

pis decade brought with them their own animosity towards the petty gentry.

I “Ot Sambora,” Slovo, 1879, no.71.

^

“Iz Sambora,” 5'/ovo, 1885, no. 54.

Ivan z nad Dnistra [Ivan MykhasI, “Pysmo z Sambirshchyny”, Batkivshchyna, 1884, no. 48.

Idem, “Pysmo z Sambirshchyny,” Batkivshchyna, 1886, no.3.

[Idem, “Pysmo z Sambirshchyny,” Batkivshchyna, 1886, no. 45.
’ Batkivshchyna, 1889, no. 35.

l’

Ivan Franko, “Prychynok do piznannia ekonomychnoho pobytu nashoho selskoho dukhovenstva

pershii chetvertyni seho stolittia,” Dilo, 1884, no. 109.

f Ivan z nad Dnistra, “Pysmo z Sambirshchyny,” Batkivshchyna, 1884, no. 48.
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The irony of this situation was that the only rural Ukrainian reading club active ii

Sambir county in 1884 was located in the petty gentry village of Stupnytsia.^* Th(

gentry village of Silets had been voting for Ruthenian candidates since at least 1861

and in the 1880s its mayor, who was also from the local petty gentry, became th(

village’s leading Ruthenian patriot, replacing the priest.^^ In the 1880s the village o

Kulchytsi voted for Ruthenian candidates as well. Already during that decade somi

members of the rustic gentry from Luka and Dorozhiv had become members of thi

Prosvita popular-enlightenment society.^® The same year that the peasant Mykha
founded a reading club in his native Morozovychi, reading clubs were also foundei

in the petty gentry villages of Berezhnytsia and Kulchytsi.^' Some petty gentry fron

these villages became activists of the Ukrainian movement on the county level.^^

By 1895 there were seven village Prosvita reading clubs in Sambir county. Thi

four of them were in petty gentry villages shows how engaged the petty gentry was i

the Ukrainian national movement.^^ But there are also different statistics regarding th

petty gentry. Out of thirty-seven petty gentry votes in the 1 895 elections, the Ruthenia

candidate received only four, whereas he received twenty-one out of fifty-two vote

from Ruthenian peasants.^'^ However, if we take into account that many of those “peas

ant” voters were priests, the difference between peasant and petty gentry voting pai

terns almost disappears. Both petty gentry and peasant delegates were equally tempte

by bribes they were offered during the voting, and representatives of both sides wer

deceived and terrorized by paid agents and hooligans. A teacher from Sambir claime

that during the pre-election campaign in 1 897 “many from the gentry, even mayors, ai

zealous adherents of the national-populists, and we can count on them.”^^

Even Mykhas revealed that the petty gentry’s allegiances were ambiguous: “Th

petty gentry is against the committee, saying that peasants took it over, and [the pett

gentry] would like to play the role of both Poles and Ruthenians, oppositionists an

opportunists, to be on the people’s and county list. And, in general, the petty genti

keeps with the gentlemen.”^^

In the 1880s the Ruthenian movement could not afford to alienate its newly di:

covered peasant constituency: after all, peasant activists and peasant organizatior

would become its backbone. At the same time the movement sought a solution th

would also accommodate the petty gentry. Hryhorii Tsehlynsky’s 1887 comedy 77

Petty Gentry presents such a solution, albeit in a fictionalized form.^^ The author, lit

many other leading Ruthenian intellectuals in Galicia, was himself the child of rust

gentry. The plot of his play revolves around the community council elections in

village where both gentry and peasants live and compete with each other in politics ar

in love. Good judgement helps to overcome old prejudices, and at the play’s end

^
I. S., “Z Sambirshchyny,” Dilo, 1890, no. 30.

TsDIAL, f 348, op. 1, spr. 4892, a. 1-6.

VR LNNB, f 167, op. 2, spr. 291, a. 15.

TsDIAL, f. 348, op. 1, spr. 4892, a. 21.

Visti Prosvitni,” Chytalnia, 1895, no. 23.

Tovarysh narodnyi [Ivan Mykhas], “Z Sambirshchyny pyshut nam,” Dilo, 1895, no. 217.

VR LNNB, f. 1 1, spr. 626, p. 59, a. 32.

[Ivan Mykhas], “Z Sambora (Kandydaty do rady povitovoi),” Batkivshchyna, 1896, no. 13.

Hryhorii Tsehlynsky, Shliakhta khodachkova: Komediia v IV diiakh (Lviv, 1887, 2d ed. 1911).
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letter community government, consisting of both petty gentry and peasant members, is

ilected and champions the interests of the entire village. Conjugal love and marriage

Iso unites male peasants and female petty gentry.

:

The implicit message of Tsehlynsky’s play is that the petty gentry and peasants

;ave the same interests, but local Jewish middlemen incite antagonism between them

nd exploit both groups for their own profit. The sameness of the peasants and the

etty gentry is emphasized. Like the peasants, the petty gentry preserved their

luthenian language and religion, while the higher nobility forsook them in order to

ibtainmaterial and social privileges.

j

Efforts in Sambir county’s mixed villages to implement the solution Tsehlynsky

jffers in his fictional account also date from the end of the nineteenth century. Local

latriotic Ukrainian village priests, who were typically of petty gentry origin, opposed

le gentiy’s particularism. They fought against those local customs that were remi-

iscent of the gentry’s privileged status and estranged the gentry from the peasants.^^

Numerous incidents at the turn of the twentieth century prove that, for the move-

lent’s leaders, the danger of alienating the peasants outweighed the prospects of

winning over the petty gentry. In the 1908 Diet elections, Andrii Chaikovsky, by then a

i/ell-known writer of popular fiction who hailed from the rustic gentry, ran as a

landidate of the Ukrainian National Democrats (at the time the largest Ukrainian

lolitical party in Galicia) in the Sambir electoral district.^^ The local petty gentry al-

^gedly supported his candidacy But Ivan Mykhas, the well-known peasant activist in

|ie area and a member of the Radical Party, also decided to run in the elections. For the

lake of uniting the Ukrainian vote, Chaikovsky withdrew in favour of Mykhas.'^'

Within the Ukrainian political spectrum, the clerical and conservative right wing

ps especially interested in the petty gentry as potential supporters. The representative

|f this group in Sambir believed that the comparison between the attitudes and abilities

If the petty gentry and the peasants showed the former in a more favourable light.'^^

llready in 1905 he suggested inventing “some kind of organization for them.” Some of

W petty gentry in the villages allegedly supported thisplan.'**^ Local secular Ukrainian

latriots of petty gentry origin who were active in the Prosvita society also supported

|iis initiative. They believed that only a petty gentry organization could win over

pmbers of the petty gentry who had strong particularist sentiments. There was also a

bar that the Russophiles could exploit tensions if they tried to mobilize the gentry

[gainst the peasants."*"*

? Mykhailo Zubrytsky, an ethnographer, Ukrainian patriot, and parish priest in the village of

pshanets, believed that “our influential people should be watchful about this and by all means

rase these differences [between the petty gentry and the peasants].” In 1895 he abolished the

jstom whereby the gentry had their baskets of Easter food blessed inside the village church while

le peasants had to wait for the blessing outside in the cemetery. See VR LNNB, f 206, spr. 922, p.

7, a. 27.

^ Svoboda, 1 908, no. 6.

* Svoboda, 1 908, nos. 6-7.

Svoboda, 1908, no. 10.

• VR LNNB, f 1 1, spr. 628/59, a. 14.

f VR LNNB, f. 1 1, 626/p. 59, a. 83.

Ivan Fylypchak, ‘“Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty v Halychyni,’” Ukrainskyi Beskyd, 1939, no. 28:
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Eventually a petty gentry organization was founded in Galicia in 1907—the Associ

ation of Ruthenian Gentry {Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty). Its creation was initiated b;

Petro Pohoretsky, the parish priest in the petty-gentry village of Bilyna Velyka an(

himself a member of the gentry. Theassociation’s local founders consulted the write

Chaikovsky, who drafted the association’s statutes. He also warned Pohoretsky that th

National Democrats might possibly be negatively disposed: “Politics would rathe

allow for [the founding of] 100 peasant societies than one for the [petty] gentry.

T

forestall a negative reaction, Chaikovsky suggested submitting an article to the leadin

Galician Ukrainian daily, demonstrating the benefits of such an association for th

entire national community

The National Democrats’ executive committee, the National Chancery, did nc

show any particular enmity towards the enterprise. Although the committee refused t

share its list of its “trusted men” in the counties, it nonetheless supplied the associatio

with information about the counties where petty gentry were concentrated.'

Symptomatically, it was not Pohoretsky who approached the National Chancery, bi

another local activist who was a priest of peasant origin.

The educated members of Galician Ukrainian society were told that the majc

goal of the Association of Ruthenian Gentry was to impel the petty gentry to join th

national movement. With the creation of the association, the gentry had an o{

portunity to meet and interact without “encountering rebukes and ridicule from oi

peasants.”'** The association’s statute emphasized its apolitical nature: “Th

association’s goal is education, enlightenment, and the raising of the well-being (

the Ruthenian gentry in Galicia, excluding all political matters.” At the same time, j

the association’s first general meeting Pohoretsky appealed to the petty gentry’s egc

and explained that the goal was “to elevate them again to a leading position in Ri

thenian society, to the position they once occupied in ancient times.”'*^

Sambir, Staryi Sambir, and Turka counties were the association’s strongholds.^® 1

petty gentry villages the association tried opening “gentry casinos” as alternatives '

the village “reading clubs” The first such casino was established in 1909 in the villa^

of Chaikovychi.^' That year the association had 242 members and its general meetir

was attended by the county leader of the Ukrainian National Democrats. He left tl

meeting convinced that the association’s leaders were striving to work for the benefit (

the entire Galician Ukrainian community, and not simply to satisfy gentry whims.^^

It is difficult to judge what impact the association had on the petty gentry’s nation

allegiances. By 1909, out of five villages with a petty gentry majority in Staryi Samb
county, four adhered to the Ukrainian national movement, and only one was dominaft

by Russophiles.^^ However, the leader of county’s Ukrainian National Democrats—

rural parish priest named Ivan Yavorsky—and not the Association of Ruthenian Gent

State Archive of Lviv Oblast (hereafter LODA), f. 1245, op. 2, spr. 18, a. 6-7.

Ibid.

LODA, f 1245, op. 2, spr. 18, a. 8.
'**

“Deshcho pro ‘Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty v Halychyni,”’ Osnova, 1908, no. 6.

Fylypchak, “‘Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty v Halychyni,’” Uh-ainskyi Beskyd, 1939, no. 29: 2.

Ibid., nos. 30: 2 and 31: 2.

LODA, f. 1245, op. 2, spr. 24.

Fylypchak, “‘Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty v Halychyni,’” Ukrainskvi Beskyd. 1939, no. 31: 2.

^M.ODA,f 1245,op.2,spr.24.
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hould be credited with the Ukrainian movement’s success there. In addition, it was

eported that in mixed villages where the gentry did not constitute a majority, they were

nerging with the peasants and become virtually indistinguishable from them. The

(lovement was clearly reaping the fruits of the strategy Tsehlynsky advocated and local

latriotic priests implemented.

In the immediate area of Pohoretsky’s activity, his efforts provoked peasant resent-

lent. There were complaints about the “gentry casinos” and separate gentry reading

llubs, and local peasant correspondents branded Pohoretsky as one who obstructed the

jllagers’enlightenment.^"** What is more, Pohoretsky was officially investigated by

jcclesiastical authorities. Some parishioners claimed he had been appointed to the

jarish by bribing local petty gentry, And peasants complained that he had charged

liem excessive fees for performing religious rites.^^ The peasant community of Bilynka

jiala, which belonged to Pohoretsky’s parish, complained that he had favoured the

etty gentry at the expense of the peasants.^^ Rev. Andrii Detsko, the local dean and a

riest of peasant origin in the petty gentry village of Luka, investigated these

omplaints and concluded that they were justified.^* There were also charges that

[ohoretsky had engaged in land speculation and usury and had otherwise abused his

jffice.^^

In 1909 Pohoretsky withdrew from being actively involved in the Association of

f.uthenian Gentry. Dmytro Hordynsky, the parish priest of Kulchytsi, whose
lolitical preferences were similar to Pohoretsky’s, became the new chairman. In

i910 the association reported that its membership had increased to four hundred. At

le same time, however, mass meetings of the association were taking place only in

linages that had a long history of involvement with the Ukrainian movement

—

tupnytsia, Silets, Horodyshche, and Chaikovychi.^'

1

In 1911 the Russophiles, who had been losing out to the Ukrainophiles in the

ontest for the loyalty of the Galician Ruthenians, tried to exploit the rustic gentry’s

articularism and patchy history of relations with the Ukrainian movement. The
.ussophile candidate in that year’s elections in Sambir county, Ivan Volchko Kul-

hytsky, was a member of the local petty gentry in the village of Kulchytsi. Another

^olchko Kulchytsky, apparently a relative of the candidate, even proclaimed during

n election rally in Kulchytsi that “now we have recovered our sight and shall not

lllow the bastards to trick us with Ukraine.... You should know that from now on we
•0 not give a damn for Ukraine and have returned to the historical road.From now on

l^e are Russians.”^^ The mayor of Chapeli, who was from the petty gentry, allegedly

upported this Russophile candidate as well.^^ But in other places tensions between

I Narodne slovo, 1909, no. 168; “Z Sambirshchyny,” Dilo, 1909, no. 25.

I

State Archive in Przemysl, Archive of the Greek-Catholic Bishopric (hereafter APP, ABGK),
/gnatura 4273.

f APP, ABGK, sygnatum 4047

APP ABGK, sygnatura Mil.
* APP, ABGK, sygnatura 4048.

^

APP, ABGK, sygnatura 5810.

I Fylypchak, ‘“Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty v Halychyni,”’ Ukrainskyi Beskvd. 1939, no. 32: 2.

Ibid., 1939, no. 33:2.

Golos naroda, 1911, no. 17.

;

Golos naroda, 1911, nos. 18, 19, 21, and 22.
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the peasants and the petty gentry turned the latter against the Russophiles. In Luka,

where local peasants had been under the influence of a Russophile parish priest for

several decades, the petty gentry was decisively anti-Russophile.^'^ Even though Ivan

Volchko Kulchytsky was paired with the Russophile peasant activist Stefan Pele-

khaty as his substitute, he suffered a devastating defeat, receiving only 334 votes in

the county while the Ukrainian candidate—a rural priest—received 12,052.^^

While the formation of the Association of Ruthenian Gentry signalled that there

was now room in the Ukrainian movement for the petty gentry’s particularist senti-

ments, the movement had not given up the strategy that it had formulated in the

1880s. But the gentry found the peasant-oriented economic and professional associ-

ations that penetrated the villages beneficial, because their main occupations

economic position, and economic interests were identical to those of the peasants

Cells of the Ukrainian economic associations and co-operatives mushroomed in Sam
bir county, especially around 1910.^^ The winner of the 1911 parliamentary elections

the parish priest Stefan Onyshkevych, was a leading member of the Silskyi Hospoda
society, which had been conceived as a trade-unionlike organization for the Galiciai

Ukrainian peasantry. In 1914 circles of that society were founded even in Bilyn

Velyka and Ortynychi, two strongholds of the Association of Ruthenian Gentry.^’ A
Tsehlynsky had envisioned in the 1880s, the petty gentry and the peasants cam
together in one organization to defend the Ukrainian villagers’ interests. It was n

accident that the second edition of his play was printed in 1911. By 1912 the onl

petty gentry village in the Sambir county still voting for the Polish candidate wa
Rosokhy.^* In 1913 the petty gentry of Kulchytsi, Luka, Hordynia, and Bilyna wer I

reported as showing a remarkable unanimity in voting for the Ukrainian candidate.^^ I

While conservatives and activists of the Association of Ruthenian Gentr

emphasized its contribution to the petty gentry’s conversion to the national cause,

the association’s role should not be overestimated. The new national co-operati\

and farming associations and new representations of national history were at lea:

equally as important.

In May 1913 fewer than fifty members of the Association of Ruthenian Gentr

took part in its general meeting.^' Members constantly complained about the ridicu

the association suffered from agencies and activists of the national movement. 1

1914 the celebration of Taras Shevchenko’s centennial in Lviv turned into

manifestation of the strength and spread of organized Ukrainian society in Galici

The association planned to dispatch a detachment of petty gentry cavalrymen to pa

ticipate in the Ukrainian parade but the idea was never implemented, partly becau

of the negative attitude of some Ukrainian leaders, who perceived the association

“backward” and “anachronistic.”^"

""Lukdir Golos naroda, 1912, no.8.

“Rezultaty druhykh vyboriv,” Golos naroda, 191 1, no. 30.

Hospodarska chasopys, 1913, no. 6.

Hospodarska chasopys, 1913, no. 24.

Dilo, 1912, no. 227.

'

“Po vyborakh,” Dilo, 1913, no. 146.

'‘Dopys z Sambirshchyny,” Ruslan, 1913, no. 11.

Fylypchak, ‘“Tovarystvo ruskoi shliakhty v Halychyni,’" Vkrainskyi Beskyd, 1939, no. 33: 2.

Ibid., no. 34: 2. I
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A visible demonstration of the petty gentry’s return to the nation’s bosom was

taged in Sambir county in 1912 during the commemoration of the early seventeenth-

ientury Cossack hetman Petro Konashevych-Sahaidachny in his native village of

tulchytsi by both the petty gentry and peasantry Sahaidachny was celebrated as a

ymbol of the petty gentry’s involvement in the Ukrainian national past, and the

possacks were represented not as merely peasant runaways but as noble defenders of

e nation. The gentry’s participation in heroic Cossack feats was incorporated into

krainian academic history at approximately the same time.^"^

Ivan Fylypchak, an enthusiastic historian of the region and writer who had

|escribed the nationalization of the local rustic gentry in the early twentieth century

ji one of his semi-documentary novels, emphasized the role of historical narratives

;n this process. His novel also ended in 1912, the year when the petty gentry became

^questionably Ukrainian. As one of his characters proclaims, “there shall be no

;entry and no peasants from now on, only noble Ukrainian citizens.”^^

When the interwar Polish state launched an action to “reclaim” the rustic gentry

or the Polish nation, Ukrainian patriots turned once again to the Cossack past to

punter the Polish narratives. Andrii Chaikovsky wrote a novel about Hetman Sahai-

achny,^^ while Ivan Fylypchak took up the figure of Yurii Kulchytsky, another

ative of Kulchytsi and the legendary saviour of Vienna during the famous siege of
683.^^ But these and other interwar developments deserve a separate study.

This article has demonstrated that by 1914 gentry villages were institutionally

bsorbed by organized structures of the Ukrainian national movement, that the

liajority of the rustic gentry were voting for Ukrainian candidates, and that the

entry’s particular pride and ambitions had found a rich source of nourishment in the

ew Ukrainian historical narrative.

As for the history of relations between the petty gentry and the Ukrainian national

lovement, representatives of the petty gentry became involved in the movement from

s inception. Identification with a national group was missing among the majority of

entry folk in the second half of the nineteenth century, but it was also missing among
le peasantry. The “problematic” character of the petty gentry’s identity was not

nusual. What was unusual, however, was the attention this question received from the

lovement and the discursive and institutional solutions with which the movement

\

“Vichevyi rukh,” Dilo, 1912, no. 125.

K
r See Waclaw Lipihski, Szlachta na Ukrainie: Udzialjej w zyciii narodii iikrainskiego na tie jego

U kiejow (Kyiv and Cracow: Leon Idzikowski, 1909); and idem, ed., Z dziejow Ukrainy: Ksi^ga

1 \amiqtkowa ku czci Wlodzimierza Antonowicza, Paulina Swi^cickiego i Tadeusza Rylskiego,

• \ydana staraniem Jozefa Jurkiewicza [et.al.] (Kyiv and Cracow: D. E. Friedlein, 1912). The latter

iicludes an excerpt from the monumental History of Ukraine-Rus' that Mykhailo Hrushevsky was

fill writing at the time.

! Ivan Fylypchak, Bratnia liubov kripsha vid kaminnykh stin: Povist z zhyttia zahonovoi shliakhty

pochatku XX viku {Samh'n: Filiia tovarystva “Prosvita” v Sambori, 1937), esp. 1 17, 224.

i" The first part of Chaikovsky’s Sahaidachny was published in 1918. After significant revisions,

le second edition appeared in 1927. Polish authorities destroyed the entire print run of the second

,art published in 1929. The complete edition of all three extant parts appeared seventy years later:

^haidachny: istorychnyi roman ii trokh knyhakh (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1989).

1 £ Ivan Fylypchak, Kulchytsky: Heroi Vidnia. Istorychna povist z pryvodu iuvileiii, 1683-1933
jkulchytsi Shliakhotski and Sambir: Tovarystvo “Boikivshchyna,” 1933).

[
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experimented, all of which may be explained by its movement’s pro-peasant profile

which had formed in the 1880s. There was no single moment when the petty gentry

suddenly became Ukrainian. The movement, working through its institutions anc

representations, generated a framework in which public choices and manifestation:

regarding one’s national identity became much less volatile and more conforming.

The story of the Greek Catholic rustic gentry’s relations with the Polish movemen
still has to be written. Only preliminary hypotheses can be offered as to why this gentr

ended up being Ukrainian and not Polish: the influence and constant presence of Greel

Catholic priests, who were frequently Ruthenian patriots; the weakness of Polisl

organizations in the countryside, where economically useful Polish associations wen
even more “’peasant” than the Ukrainian ones; and the centrality of the petty gentry ii

the new narrative of Ukrainian history and its marginality in the Polish one.
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Mi»c yKpaiHO(|)ijibCTBOM i naHCJiaeisMOM:

/1,0 iCTOpil 3MiH HailionajIbHOl iaeHTHHHOCTH

rajiHUbKO-pycbKHx aihhib y 60-x poKax XIX ct.

(cnpoSa nojii6iorpa4>iHHoro ijocjiiaMceHHH)

Ocman Cepeda

xpexiH MBepxi XIX cx., BHacjii/iOK po3BHXKy rpoMaACbKoro >khxxji b fajiHHHHi

cCpeA ocBineHHx rajmubKHX pycHHiB, nposBHjiHCH pji/i HauioHajibHo-nojiixuMHHx xa

’.yjibxypHHx xeniii: cxapopycbKa, nojiOHO(|)ijibCbKa, pyco4>iJibCbKa xa yKpaYHO(J)ijib-

;ibKa-HapoiiOBeu,bKa'. ^Ikuio nojiOHO(|)ijiM BBa^ajiH, mo pycHHH isiafoxb 3ajiMiuHXHC«

jacxHHOK) nojibCbKOi Hauii hk y KyjibxypHOMy, xax i b nojiixHHHOMy njiJiHi, xo cxa-

topycHHH 3anepeHyBajiM KOHuenuiio icxopHHHOi czihocxh nojiaxiB xa yKpa'muiB i,

ojiOBHHM HHHOM, opicHxyBajiHCJi Ha KHH>KHy HcpKOBHy Kyjibxypy. OO’e^HaHi no-

.|XyjiHX0M “mh - He hojihkh”, ocxanni BKjnoHajiH i npe/icxaBHHKiB bhuioi uepKOBHoV

[fepapxii (x. 3B. "’cBflxofopuiB”), i npora6c6yp3bKHx jighjiIcxIb, i npHOinHHKiB no-

[lajibuioY inxerpauiY b pociHCbKy xyjibxypy, i Bpemxi npHXHJibHHKiB meY Hauionajib-

|oY e^iHocxH 3 HaziAHinpjiHCbKHMM yKpaYHHHMH. y 1850-X pp. 3 cxapopycbKoro yrpy-

pBaHHH nixKime bhokpcmhjihch pyco(f)ijiH, mo BBa^ajiH fajiHUbKy Pycb nacxHHOK)

teraubHopycbKoro Kyjibxypnoro npocxopy. CnonaxKy KyjibxypHHUbKe pyco(J)ijib-

iXBo Hoe^HyBajiocji 3 nojiixHHHHM aBCxpo(j)ijibcxBOM, ane nicjia 1866 p. Bi/iBCpxo

iipoHBHjiocji i pyco(^ijibcxBO nojiixHMHe. HaxoMicxb panni HapoziOBui (x. 3b. “MOJio;ia

j*ycb”), npe;icxaBjieHi na nonaxKax 3/ie6ijibLuoro cxyAencxBOM, opionxyBajiHca na

foBonacHy yxpaYHCbKy Kyjibxypy, mo (|)OpMyBajiacH toj\i na Ha/mHinpflnmHHi.

||

/],oxenep b pa/ii cxymK npocxe^eno, hk b nojiixHHHiH axMoc(J)epi “KOHCxHxyuiHHHx

I'KcnepHMeHxiB” y nmaBCxpiHcbKiH fajiHHHHi BH3pijiH ochobhI 3acaaH ax napo-

i!

fli

ii‘ Zlei BiiiMiHHi Kji«CH(j)iKauiV HauioHajibHHX xeniH y PajiHHMHi. aanponoHoeaHi b pi3HHH nac

r|iBHiHHOaMepHKaHCbKHMH BHeHHMH FlaBilOM-PoGepTOM MarOHiCM xa iBaHOM-riaBJlOM Xhmkok).

ppoTHroM ocxaHHix iiecBTHJiixb 3HaHUJjiH Biao6pa)KeHH5i y npauax icTopHKia b VKpaiHi. /1,hb.: Paul

||. Magocsi, «01d Ruthenianistn and Russophilism: A New Conceptual Framework for Analyzing

jllational Ideologies in Late Nineteenth Centuiy' Eastern Galicia», 36. American Contributions to

ihe Ninth International Congress of Slavists (Kiev, September 1983), x. 2, Literature, Poetics,

f

istory, 305-23,
.
ynop. Paul Debreczeny (Columbus, Ohio: Slavica. 1983); John-Paul Himka.

The Construction of Nationality in Galician Rus': Icarian Flights in Almost All Directions)), 36.

itellectuals and the Articulation of the Nation, 109-64, ynop. Ronald Grigor Suny i Michael D.

ennedy (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 1999); Map’an Myiipnil. «HauionajibHO-

ioaixHHui opienxauii b yKpaiHCbKOMv cycnijibcxBi FajiHHHHH aBCxpinobKoro nepioity y
HCBixiienni cyHacnoi icxopiorpa(I)ii)), BicuuK ^flheiecbKoeo ymeepcumemy: Cepin icmopimua, bhu.

7, M. 1 (2002): 465-500.
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/loeeubKoro, xaK i pyco(J)ijTbCbKoro pyxy^. O^HaK MCHuie bIaomo npo BBaeMOAiK) uh)

cepeAOBHm, soKpeivia nepexoAH OKpeMMx Ai^niB 3 oahofo xaGopy b Ihlumh. Y 3b’ji3K}

3 U.HM LtiKABO nepCHeCTH ^OKyC AOCJliA>KeHHH 3 BHBMeHHil KOACKTHBHHX IaCHTHH

HOCT0H 6ijibUJHx rpyn HauioHanbHHx ai^hIb ha iHAHBiAyaAbHi bwhaakh, luo(

npOHCHHTH HK nepCOHAAbHi MOTHBH OKpCMHX OCi6, TAK i UIHpUli nOJliXHHHHH X<

KyJlbXypHHM KOHXCKCXH. L^C, 30KpeMA, A03BOAHAO 6 yHHKHyXH nOMHJlKM, npHXaMAHHO

6araxbOM cxyAiJiM 3 icxopii yKpaiHCbKoi cycniAbHoi AyMKH - a caivie, xpaKxyBaHH5i xh:

HH Ihuihx noxA^AiB AianiB, mo HaneGxo “npeAcxaBJiajiH” ncBHy xeniio, jik aBxoMaxHM

HO penpe3eHxaxHBHHX aji« hci, 6c3 BpaxyBAHHH OaraxoMAHixHOcxH ixHboro IhambIa

yaAbHoro cnpwHHaxxa xa moaoimboi CBOAiouii norAHAie, a xako>k BHyxpiuiHix po3

xoA^KCHb y KO)KHOMy 3 BHLueBKa3aHHx yrpynoBaHb, Y uIh cxaxxi a cnpoOyio npocAiA

KyBaxH iHAHBiAyaAbHi xpaeKxopii xpaHc^opiviauii HauioHaAbHOi iAenxHHHOcxH xpbo:

npeACXABHHKiB HapoAOBCUbKoro pyxy 1860-x pp. - Boaoahmhpa CxeOeAbCbKorc

KceHO(J)OHXa KaHMKOBHHA i KopHHAa yCXH5IHOBHHa, mo XHXAAHCH Mi>K yKpaiHO(l)iAt

cbKOK) xa naHCAABicxcbKOK) onui«MH, a xako>k achkhx ixnix cynacHHKiB.

^ocAiAHHKH yKpaiHCbKoro pyxy, bhbhaiohh iHxeACKxyanbHi kohxakxh yKpa'iHO

4)iAbCbKHx AiJiniB abox iivinepiH, nacxo po3FAHAaAH ix hk npouec nepCAani xoaobhh

3acAA HauioHanbHOi AyMKH 3 HaAAHinpHHmHHH na 3axiAHio nepH(J)epiK) yKpaiHci

KHX 30MeAb, HacnpABAi panni napoAOBui H0 6yAH AHU10 hachbhhmh p0u,HnieHxaM

iACH 3-HAA ^Hinpa. iBAH-flaBAO XhMKA BAyWHO 3ayBA)KHB, mo “yKpaiHCbKA mOH” i(

xoxHO xpaHC^opMyBanacH, noxpanHBmH ao faAHHHHH: “6yAO mocb iHaKui0 y xom)

HK raAMHAHH po3yiviiAH yKpaiHCbKy HauioHAAbHicxb: hk cnpaBAi mocb aOcoaioxh

BiAMiHH0 BiA pOCiHCbKOl HAHiOHaAbHOCXH, BHKAIOH0H0 3 H01, y XOH HAC JIK yKpAlHC

(|)iAbcxBO y PociY h0 6yAO xakhm paAHKanbHO aboha0hhhm”^ I cnpaBAi, bhxoa^hi

nOAiOnO ao KHpHAO-MOXOAilBCbKHX OpaXHHKiB, 3 AOMOKpaXHHHHX CAOB’HHO{|)iAI

cbKHx 3acaA^ panni napoAOBni 3iviiHHAH yaBAonna npo yKpaiHCbKy HauionaAbH

MicilO, nOCHAHBLUH AHXHpOCiHCbKi HAFOAOCH.

“ OjiCHa ApKyma xa Map’flH MyapHti, «Pyco(l)ijibcxBO b PajiHHHHi b cepcAHHi XIX - Ha noHaxi

XX CT.: fcHesa, exanH posBHXKy, CBixorji5iA», BicmiK .fIbeiecbKoeo ynieepcumemy. Cep

icmopiiHHa, bhh. 34 (1999): 231-68; Ocxan CepcAa, «HauioHajibHa CBiaoMicxb i noaixHMi

nporpaMa pawHix HapoAOBuiB y CxiAHia FajiHMHHi (1861-1867)», xaw caMo, 199-214; Am
Veronika Wendland, Die Russophilen in Galizien: Ukrainische Konservative zwischen Osterreu

und Riissland, 1848-1915 (BiACHb: Verlag der Osterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschafte

2000), 141-92; OjiCKcia CyxMH, Bid pycocjjijibcmea do MocK60(pijibcmea: Pociiicbmii hiihhuk

epoMadcbKiii dyMip ma cycnijibHO-nojiimimHOMy .wummi ecuimfbKia yKpa'iHijie y XIX cm.) (JlbBi

JIbBiBCbKHH HauioHaAbHHH yHiBcpcHxcx iM. iBaHa OpaHKa, 2003). B AocaiA^eHHax ocxaHHbo

Macy 3BepxaexbC5i yaara m na xe, mo hk peaKuin Ha picx pycbKoro pyxy b raAHUbKOMy rp

MaACbKOMy )KHxxi, cxac noMixHMM yrpynoBaHHH x.3b. "gente Rutheni natione Poloni”, h

nponaryBaAO noABiany (noJibCbKO-pycbKy) iAeHXHHHicxb. ^hb.: Map’sH MyApHH. «lAeH noji

CbKO-yKpaiHCbKoV ynii xa "pycHHH noabCbKoY Hauix' b exHonojiixHHHOMy AHCKypci faAHHHi

1859-1869 poKiB», BicniiK .flbeiecbKoeo yHieepciimemy. Cepin icmopimna, bhh. 39-40 (2005): 8

148.

^ John-Paul Himka. «The Ukrainian Idea in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century», Kritik

Explorations in Russian and Eurasian Histoiy 3, no. 2 (Spring 2001 ): 329.

Hpo cniBiAHomeHHH caoB’HHCbKoT xa HauioHaAbHoY Iach y pannho-napoAOBCubK

HyGAiuMCXHui ahb. OcAip CxcGaIh. «CjiOBNHCbKa Iach b inxepnpexauiY yKpaiHCbKoY ny

AiimexHKH B raAMMMui 60-80-x pp. XIX ex. (3a MaxepiaaaMH napoAOBCbKoY npecH)», b 36. JJpye
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Ox>Ke, HOBOHacHy yKpaiHCbKy i^eio sarajiOM AopewHiuje po3rjia/iaTH He jik hc-

MiHHy KOHCxaHTy, pa3 h Ha3ae>K;iH nporojiomeHy Kopw(j)e5iMH yKpaiHCbKoro b \ jx
-

ioA>KeHHfl, «Ky jiiflHaM MCHUJoro KajiiOpy 3ajiHuiajioc5i jiHiue nouiHpHXH cepCA Mac

lacejicHHfl, a bk 3MiHHy KOHuenuiK), hocxImho eiAHOBAioBaHy i AonoBHiOBaHy b xo-

onacHHX AHCKypcax. BaxcAHBo xaxoxc BpaxyBaxH ocoOjiHBOcxi paHHboro exany

3opMyBaHHfl HauioHajibHMx npoeKxiB, mo cnianaAae 3 enoxoK) poMaHXHHHoro Ha-

UOHani3My: BiAcyxHicxb KaH0Hi30BaHHx ynBucHb npo HauioHanbHy xyAbxypy xa

lacHXHHHicxb, Hec(j)opMOBaHicxb HauioHajibHoro KyAbxypHoro xaHOHy jik xaKoro, a

IbIach - HaflBHicxb mHpOKoro “BiKHa mokambocxch” aa« iHAHBiAyaAbHHx inxep-

mexauiH. Y xaKiw CMxyauiY 3HaHeHHJi noAixHHHoro KOHxexcxy, B3a€MOAii 3 iHuiHMH

ioaIxhhhhmh aKxopaMH, iHxeACKxyajibHHX (30KpeMa, AixepaxypHwx) bhambIb, a Ha-

ixb ocoOhcxhx iHxepeciB niAbHHx aI^hIb 6yAO BaroMiuiHM aaa HaiiioHanbHoro

|aMOBH3HaMeHHB, Hi>K, CKA^KiMO, HanpHKiHui XIX cx., KOAH Hau,ioHanbHa KyAbxypa

a iACHXHHHicxb yAce 3Ao6yAH b niAaBCxpiHCbKiH PaAHHHHi iHcxHxyuiHHy ocHOBy.

SoKpCMa, B xoronacHOMy AHCxyBaHHi xa ni3HiujHx cnoraAax ranHUbKO-pycbKi

[iAHi, noHCHK)K)HH A^ccpcAa xa HHHHHKH yKpaiHCbKOi’ iAeHXH^iKauii MH bIamobh bIa

lei, Hacxo BKa3yBaAH Ha bhahb xyAOACHboV AixepaxypH. Ma6yxb y ubOMy BHnaAKy mo-

(CMO roBopHXH npo “AixepaxypHO-3yMOBAeHHH” HauioHani3M, ockIabkh nauio-

lanbHO-noAixHHHi iAeann nacxo cniBnaAaAw 3 noexwHHHMH. Taxa Aixepaxypna 3y-

lOBACHicxb HauioHanbHoY iAeHXH(J)iKaHiH ne 6yAa hhmocb yniKaAbHHM. Tax,

OAbCbKHH icxopHK FcHpHK BepeujHHKi Bxa3yBaB, mo noAbCbxa poManxHHHa Aixepa-

ypa B axMOC(j)epi 1830-x pp. naBepxana na noAbCbxicxb chhIb aBCxpiHCbXHx 6fopo-

paxiB. Bh61p HauioHaAbHoY iAenxMHHOCXH b YxHbOMy koaI nepiAxo 3aAC}xaB i BHAHBy

iAnoBiAHO noAbCbxoY a6o )x HiivieubxoY poManxHMHoY AixepaxypH^. PoManxMAHifi

OHuenuiY oco6ahboY BcecBixHboY MiciY xoachoxo napoAy BiAnoaiAaAO hohaxxa na-

[ioHanbHoY IacY ax npHHHHny caMOcxiHHoro icnyBaHHA. OoAbCbXHH BneHHH

LHA>xeH Baniuxi CAyuiHo 3ayBa>XHB, mo MHCAenHA poManxHHHHMH xaxeropiaMH

|amoHaAbHoro MicionepcxBa moxao po3BMHyxH nepeOiAbuieny y«By npo BHHAxxoay

OAb BAacHoro HapoAy, ax xaxo>x i npHBecxH ao bobhoY 3HeBipH y cenc hoxo oxpe-

loro icHyBAHHA^. SmIhh HauioHaobHoY iAenxH(J)ixamY cnpHHMaAMCA i noACHfOBaAHCA

X HacAiAOx 6opoxb6H HauioHanbHHx iAeM, Axi oOnpanH a6o )x 3MimoBaAH na nepe-

OHAHBimi.

!

Baraxo aaxopia Bxa3yBaAH na xe, mo ao boabh napoAOBeubxoro pyxy b Fann-

HHi oco6ahbo cnpHHHHHAOCA noujHpeHHA yxpaYncbxoY xyAOxcHboY xa icxopHHHoY

ixepaxypH 3 HaAAHinpAHmHHH^. /^ocaIahhx HapoAOBeubxoro pyxy Bixxop flexpH-

:eBHH 3ayBaACHB, mo noe3iY Tapaca UJeBHeHxa, nepenHcani xa 3aBHeni HanaM’axb

jlOAOAHMH HapOAOBHAMH, icXOXHO 3MiHHAH YxhIh CAOBHHX Xa npHHeCAH y FaAHMMHy

4ijiCHapodHuu Konepec yKpaiHicmie (Jlbeie, 22-28 cepmH 1993 p.): /Jonoeidi i noeidoMJienHH.

:mopin, nacr. 1 (JlbsiB, 1994), 199-208.

I Henjryk Wereszycki, «The Poles as an Integrating and Disintegrating Factor», Austrian History

'earhook 3, HacT. 2 (1967): 295.

. Andrzej Walicki, «Polska. Rosja i Stany Zjednoczone w koncepcjach Adama Gurowskiego», b

:oro KH. Mi^dzy filozofiq, religiq i politykq: Studia o myMi polskiejepoki romantyzmu (BapmaBa:

lanstwowy Instytut Wydawniezy, 1983), 157.

FlpocaaB FopAHHCbKHH, /do icmopil Kyjibniypnoeo ii nojiirnmnoeo jicuniH e FanuHUHi y 60-mia

|P. XIX cm. (JlbBia: HayxoBe xoBapncTBO 1m. lileBMenKa, 1917), 40-43; Kmphao CxyAHHebKHH,

Ao icTopii BsaeMHH FajiHHHHH 3 YKpaiHOK) B pp. 1 860-1 873», VKpaiHa, 1928, kh. 2: 6-24.
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UijlHH HOBHX nOHHTb 1 TepNliHiBI “nCpenHCKa rpOMa^HH [hJIChIb HapOAOBCUbKHJi

rypxKiB] nepenoBHeHa cjioBaMw i uijiHMH pa^KaiviH BH6paHHMH 3 «Ko63apfl», aesKi

:

HHX npHHMaJlHCb HK CXaJli XepMiHH i 3BOpOXH B CXyACHXCbKiH mob!.... MhOxI ynCHH-

KH yHHJiHCb Ha naMflXb «Ko63apa», mo6H npH^OaxH co6i 3HaHC yKpaiHCbKOi mobh

mo6H 3 Hero npHCBoYxH co6i copiam verborum [baraxcxBO cjiIb].... CjioBa: npaBAa

BOJia, cjioBo i 3aBix Tapaca HaHHacxiHuie aBjuifOXb cji b npHBixax, i hhmm mojigaI)!

HaiibiAbuie 3axonAK)Bajiacb”^. HHMano napoAOBuiB 3roAOM cxBepA^yeanH, mo caivi(

hIa BHJiHBOM Hoe3iH Tapaca UleBMCHKa xa XBopia inuinx naAAHinpHHuiB bohp

ycBiAOMHAH ce6e nacxHHOio yKpaiHCbKoi Hauii. /],Afl ackofo HOBa HauioHanbHj

caMoiAeHXH(j)iKaui5i BH3HaHanacji napOAHHUbKHM couiaAbHHM cBixorASAOM yxpaiH

CbKHx aBxopiB, BiAnoBiAHO AO HKoro KyAbxypa npocxoro napoAy Mana cxaxH ocho

BOK) aa» po3BHXKy BHCOKOi KyAbxypH, i caivie HapoA po3rAsiAaBca ochobhok) Aino

BOK) 0C060K) icxopil. npoxe HaHbiAbuie 3axonAeHHH BHKAHKanH poManxHHHi XBOpi

npo K03aubKC MHHyae, BHacaiAOK hoxo lileBMCHKiB hocxhhhhh npocxip 3 /],HinpoM

cxenaMH i MorHAaMH cxabab HauionajibHHM npocxopoM i ranHUbKHx pycHHiB

yKpaiHuiB. Hk BKa3yioxb cxyAii TpHropia fpaboBHHa, noe3ii T. lileBHeHKa, ak xaxo^

i panimi xBOpH noAbCbKHx p0MaHXHKiB-“K03aK0(J)iAiB” na K03au,bKy xeMaxHKy, 6yAi

MHMOCb 6iAbUIHM, hIaC XyAOACHbOK) p03p06K0K) icXOpHHHOl X6MH. BOHH HHCaAHCA A

“cBAxa HpaBAa” npo K03aubKy MHHyBUJHHy, HaAaaanH K03auxBy yniBepcaAbHoi Bap

xocxH, HoeAHypoHH MHHyjie i cynacHe, bhachk)K)hh HaBKOAHUiHK) peaAbnicxb. A
KOACHa MixHHHa cxpyKxypa, Mix K03auxBa Mir cxaaaxH ochobok) aaa caMoiACHXM

(j)iKau,ii HHxaniB, BHKAHKaxH 3Miny uinnocxen i noBeAiHKH^. I cnpaBAi, paAHxaAbHH

nepCBOpox y CBiAOMOCxi cnpHHMaBCA 6araxbMa HapoAOBU,AMH ak 3Ao6yxxA hobc

iACHXHHHOCxH - BCxynajoHH AO rpoMAA, bohh Hacxo 3MiHK)BanH cboY iMena na xax

mo 3ByManH na K03aubKHH AaA’°.

Oahh i3 HaHeMOuiHHiuiHX pannix napoAOBuiB, BiKx caMbipcbKoY riMHa3iHH(

rpOMAAH BoAOAHMHp Cxe6cAbCbKHH (1847-91), BcxynHBUJH AO HapOAOBeubKoY rpc

MAAH, xaKOAc npMHHAB K03aubKe Im’a - “BorAan FaHAabypa”. Tax caMO, ak 61ai

ujicxb npeAcxaBHHKiB Horo noKOAinHA, bIh npOBiB ahxhhcxbo y noiibCbKOMOBHOM

cepeAOBHmi. Ha AyMxy Maxepi-noAbKH, BoaoahmhpobI “nobanaMyxHB roAOB)/

CaMbip, xoHHime naBHannA y CaMbipcbKiH riMHa3iY na noHaxxy 1860-x pp." Ta

noABHAacA OAHa 3 HaHpaniujHx napoAOBeubKHX rpoMaA, mo Haninyaana 6AH3bK

niBxopa AecAXKa riMHajMCxiB'". B^xe y cinni 1863 p. 3 hcfo AHCxyaanHCA na cxopif

BiKTop nexpHKeBHH, IcmopuH KVJibmy LUeenenKa ceped riMHasuHJibHOi MOJiodi.M'ii (OepB
MHiujib; 3 ApyKapHi rpeKo-KaxojiHUbKoi KanixyjiH, 1914), xxxii, xxxiv, xl. Tyx i Aajii npaeoniW

UHTOBaHHX TCKCriB HaCTKOBO ocyHacHeHHH. II
^ George G. Grabowicz, «The History and Myth of the Cossack Ukraine in Polish and Russi®
Romantic Literature” (Ph.D. diss.. Harvard University, 1975), 183; idem, «Three Perspectives W
the Cossack Past: Gogol', Sevcenko, Kulis», Harvard Ukrainian Studies 5, M> 2 ( 1 98 1 ): 1 71-94. Ki

Hpo AiBAbnicTb nepmHx napoaoBeubKHX rpoMaa y PajiHHHHi b 1860-x pp., ahb. mok) posBiAK®

«rpoMaAH pannix napoAOBuia y CxiAnin LaAnMnni (60-i poxn XIX CTOAiTTH)». VKpaina: Kyj]^

mypna cnadufuna, HaifiouajibHa ceidoMicnib, dep.Mcaeuicntb (JlbBia), bhh. 9 (2001): fOeiaeiiHl^

ddipniiK ua nouiauy 0eodociH Cmedjii^, 378-92. H
" BiAbmicTb 6iorpa(l)iHnHX Aannx npo CxeGeAbCbKoro noneponyxi si cxyAiV lOaiana Mali

KiBCbKoro. BojioduMiip CmedejibCbKuii: )Kumenuc i xapaKinepucmiiKa (JlbBiB. 1905). H
Hpo napoAOBeubKy rpowaAy y CaviOopi amb. mok) posaiAKV «rpoMaAH pannix napoAOBui®

382. ®
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jax npecH jibBiecbKi HapoAOBui’^ BiHroM rpoMa^H cxaB CTe6ejibCbKHH. /l,ocMTb

loBHO sGeperjiocfl Horo jiHCxyBaHHa 3 npoaiAHHKOM rpOMaAiBCbKoro pyxy J],aHHjioM

jaHHHKCBHHeM 3a 1863-66 pp., cnoBHCHe Mawxce Ihxhmhhx 3i3HaHb npo nomyK

InacHoro “a” i cxaBjiCHHa ao yKpaiHCbKoY xyjibxypH xa iAei. Ha ochobI ahx jihcxIb

bBiBCbKHH icxopHK lOjiiaH HaHKiBCbKHM Ha noHaxKy XX cx. HanHcaB uixaBy po3-

iAKy npo iACHHO-HauioHajibHi XHxaHHJi Cxe6ejibCbKoro. Ha >xajib, aocjtIahhk noac-

K)BaB IX BHKJiFOHHO oco6hcxhmh npHRMCxaMM - “M’flXKicxK), THyMKlcxio xa HOAax-

S

IBicXK)” - HOrO HaxypH, “Hep03yMiHHHM i He3HaHHflM” XBOpiB T. lUeBMCHKa,

lOBCpxoBicxK)” yKpaiHo4)iAbCbKHX noHyBaHb xoiao"^. (OckIjibkh Hiujioca npo no-

flAH 30bc1m MOAOAoro lOHAKa, He ahbho, mo y nojie aHajii3y bhchoxo noxpaoHjiH

HaubKi eMouiHHi nepOKHBanHa, Mpii xa po3HapyBaHHfl.) Ajie MaHKiBCbKHH He

kpnyB yaarH na 3arajibHi xenAenuii (j)opMyBaHHfl HauionajibHoV iACHXHHHOcxH

iflHiB xoro nacy. HacnpaBAi BHnaAOK Cxe6ejibCbKoro po3KpHBae ocoGjihbocxI ca-

pajii3auii HauionajibHoi iAei panniMH napoAOBUfliviH.

y jiHcxax Cxe6ejibCbKHH 3i3HaBaBca, mo “me ne oohjib oobho i AOCKonano bojih-

pro Ayxa yKpainmHHH. Bo i\ hk? HpoMHxaBmH JiHm KijibKa khh>kok yKpaincbKHx

^inbm He 6yjio)”, - ajie hbm BHAaexbCfl, mo ue 6yjin xhoobI jxnn rajiHUbKOi MOjiOAi

DHyxxH HauioHanbHHx “Heo(|)ixiB”.BiH nocxinno HaronomyaaB na xoMy, mo JiHme

3AaBHO ni3HaB xAHGHHy “yKpaiHCbKOi iAei.” HepeA xhm bIh xojiobhhm hhhom ne-

JHMaBCfl “MFJiaBHMH XeopHflMH HilVieAbKOi mKOJlH”, “CHaMH Mexa(})i3HHHHMH

|iMu,iB”, mo HaaiiOBanH “rpy6o MicxHMHi Mpif’, 30Kpeivia xBopaMH Kanxa i Oixxe, a

^KO^ pOMaHXHHHHMH noe3i«MH BaHpoHa i LUijiJiepa, o6pa3aMH OpaHuy3bK0i

pBOJiiouii ao6h Po6cn’epa, ^anxona i Mapaxa. (Tyx cjiiA 3ayBa>KHXH, mo xBopH

I

Hxa, Oixxe xa ^paHuy3bKHX 4>iJioco4)iB Mann oco6jiHBe 3HaHeHHJi AJia (JiopMyaaHHJi

1 KOJieKXHBHOi CB060AH xa HapoAHboro cyaepenixexy, a ox^e, hk BiA3HanaB

;ixaHCbKHH AOCJiiAHHK Anxoni Cmhx, 6yjiH CBoepiAHOio npeAxeneio AOKXpHHH
)oneHCbKoro HauioHajii3My'^).

HiA BnJlHBOM yKpaiHCbKHX KHHX - XBOpiB LUeBMeHKa, r. KBiXKH-OCHOB’jlHeHKa,

ipKa BoBHKa, xoMiB “Ochobh” - Cxe6ejibCbKHH BiAuypaBCH nonepeAHboi “cijiepM

)ro Ayxa”; a Bpa^xennHa BiA Cxopo>KeHKOBHx onoaiAanb BHxicHHjiH nepe^KH-

iH«, BHKjiHKaHi xBopaMH BaHpoHA i mijijiepa (caM caivi6ipcbKHH HapoAOBeubKHH
ix He pa3 HarojiomyBaB na xoMy, mo 3aAJiH yKpaiHH 3piKca nonepeAnix iAeajiia:

KpaiHO MOfl! BeaHKa cjiaana noAonxana yKpa’mo! xe6e noKHnya a uijiHH

fiHCKyHHH cBix, ooKHHyB meajiH cnoBHxi rapjiHHM AyxoM, a xom HacaMH jiHxa Mapa
DHHece Ayiny mok) nepeAHio ... a xepnjno, a 6opiocb aji« xe6e, Taoero

b6pa!”'^).

i

Be3nocepeAHiM BHHxejieM i nopaAHHKOM Cxe6ejibCbKoro 6ya npoaiAHHK rpoMa-

jacbKoro pyxy TaHHHKeaHH. SaipaioHHCb Hoiviy 3 cboVx apa^Kenb aiA “ni3HaHH5i

iKpaiHH”, Cxe6ejibCbKHH BAaaaBca ao mobh HoaoHaaepHeHoro, npoxHcxaBjunonn

AeajibHy yKpainy” HaBKOJiHuiniM neaximniM o6cxaBHHaM: “OGh^b a moio CBHxy

iKpainy uijiHM ^apoM caoro Ayxa. OKpy>KMB MyqeHHAbKy iT rojioay ainueM neBany-

BeuepHuurb, 1863, h. 2 (10 cinwH): 16.

MaHKiBCbKHH, BojiOiiHMHp Cxe6e.ribCbKHH.

Anthony D. Smith, National Identity {hondon: Penguin, 1991), 94.

JlbBiBCbKa HauioHajibHa HayKOBa 6i6jiioxeKa iM. B. Cxe(l)aHHKa (.ztajii - JIHHB), BizutiJi

KonHciB, 4>. 1 1, oa. 36. 3789, apK. 1-1 3b.
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Hoi cjiaBH; 3a CBaxy mok) YKpaiHy npHcar h Ha tIhh Tapaca Ha motojih KOsaubKi i Hc

t1 Moi /],o[B]6yuieBi ropH - TepnixH i cniBaxHl”; “hcaobojich cbIxom, hcaobojicf

co6ok), n )KHBy hhui b moih iAeajibniH yKpaiHi, a >KHBy jihui b To6i, hchhh miv

Bhhxcjik)!”’^ HaxoMicxb >khxxh pycHHiB y CaiviOopi HaraAyBajio “Mepsenny neno-

HHXHy KapxHHy”.

y uIm AyanicxHHHiH chcxcmI Cxe6ejibCbKHH 6aHHB ce6e, hIjikom b Ayci xhhobh)

XIX cx. poManxHHHHx yaBjiCHb, y pojii nponoBi/iHHKa hobofo oakpobchha, b1;^

KHHyxoro 6e3AyuiHHM OXOH6HH5IM. “Cxapujl OAUypajiHCb CBaxoi Hamol mei. Cxapmi -

a e IX rpOMaiia - cyxb ropHHHMH axHxaxopaMH Mockobihhhh. foBopH 3 hkhm hohom, <

bIh, yHHxejib MajiopycbKoro JHOAy, cxane xh noraHHXH CBaxi nami /]yMKH, cxaH(

roBopHXH npo «eAiHCXBO nepaa^ejibHOH Paccii»”; “a roBOpHB noOpaxHMaM 3a CBaxyn

npaBAy, roBOpHB, KpHnaa - ax laan na nymi - noOpaxHMH o6cMiajiH! Bpaxixy! j

roBopHB AiBHHHi 3a HpaBAHBy noe3iK> acHxxa - Bona He nonajia! Cepue Moe! i

roBOpHB poAHHi npo Moi iAeajiH - bohh aaryjnoKajiH, 3arojiOMuiHJiH!”'^ - cKapJKHBc;

bIh TanaHKeBHHy.

KOH(})JliKX MOJIOAHX HapOAOBUiB 3 HaBKOAHUIHiM CepCAOBHUlCM ICHyBaB He AHUJe

yaai CxeOejibCKoro. Cxapmi xajiHUbKO-pycbKi axHX y Caivi6opi onojiiOBa

MHxaHJio KaHKOBCbKHH, 3aHenoKoeni nojiixHMHOK) xa KyjibxypnoK) paAHKajii3auieH

MOJioAi (cnpHHHaxxaM meBHeHKiBCbKoro nanpawy b jiixepaxypi ax BHmoro bIa BJiac

hoY rajiHHbxo-pycbxoi xpaAHuii, BHxopHCxanHaM (|)OHexHHHoro npaBonncy b napoAO

BepbxoMy HacoHHci “Mexa”, 3BHHyBaHeHHaMH na aApecy “cxapoi PycH” y npH

xoBanoMy MocxBO())mbcxBi) 3!viiHHjiH CBoe npHXHjibHO-neHxpajibHe cxaBiienna a
yxpaiHO(^ijibcxBa na neraxHBHe. Pyco(J)ijibCbxo-HapoAOBeHbxe p03Me)xyBaHHa cepe,

pycbXHx ocBiHCHHx xiji y FanHMHHi ocoOjihbo norjiHGHJioca y 3B’a3xy 3 nojibCbXHi

CiHHeBHM HOBCxaHHaM 1863 p. CepcA cxapopycHniB xa pyco(J)ijiiB cnonaxxy 3pocji

H060K)BaHHa mOAO M05XJ1HBHX XepHXOpiaUbHO-HOJliXHHHHX 3m1h Ha XOpHCXb nojiaxii

a nicjia nopaaxH noBcxaHHa nomHpHJioca 3axonjieHHa Pocieio. 3 Apyroro 60x3

nojibCbXHH BHCxyn axxyani3yBaB cepcA napOAOBuiB nHxanna 6opoxb6H 3a HC3i

jioxnicxb npoxH u,apH3My. JlbBiBCbxi napoAOBm najiaroAHJiH xoHxaxxH 3 nojibcbxc

yxpaiHCbXHMH “xjionoMaHaMH”, a 3roAOM i 3 nojibCbXHM HauioHajibHHM ypaAoiv

OAHax yace caM (|)axx xoHxaxxia napoAOBuiB 3 nojibCbXMMH xoAaMM, nyxxH npo ai

HomHpK)BanHca y fajiHHHHi, AHCxpeAnxyaaB yxpaiHo4)iJiiB b onax cxapopycbXHX

pyco4)iJibCbXHX xiji.

Icxoxne 3HaHeHna iviajio xaxoac nomHpcHHa na xepenax ra6c6yp3bxoi Monapx

pociHCbxoV JiixepaxypH xa naHCJiaBicxcbXHX iACH. SoxpcMa, CjioB’ancbxe OjiaroAiHH

xoBapHcxBO, 3acHOBaHC B MocxbI y 1858 p., bIa cepcAHHH 1860-x pp. 30cepeAHJioc

Ha cnianpaui 3 inxeiiirenuieK) cjiOB’ancbXHx napoAia Monapxii ra6c6ypriB xa na 6(

poxb6i 3 nojibCbXHM pyxoM. B yxBepA^xcHHi npopociHCbXHx nacxpoiB BH3HaHanbP

pojib BiABOAMJiaca BHJiHBOBi pocincbxoY xyAoa<HboV JiixepaxypH. y cijiepy AiH-ntHoc™

xoBapHcxBa noxpanMJiH i rajiHHbxi pycHHH. Bace BiA 1863 p. boho cxajio cnoHC(||

pyaaxH nocxanaHHa pociHCbXHx xhhf y FajiHHMHy'^.

TaM caMO, (}). 1, oji. 36. 560, apK. 403b„ 713b. U
TaM caMO, apK. 52, 713b. H
AcTajibHiuie npo piani Kanajin (jiiHancoBoro xa inxeaeKTyajibHoro Bnanay pociwcbKM

riancaaBicTiB na caoB'ancbKHX iiianiB y PaOcSypabKiH MOHapxii, iOKpeivia na rajiHUbKHX pycHHiB|ll

1860-x pp. iiHB. MOKi po3Bi/iKy «Eni30ii 3 icTopiV nomnpeHHfl pocificbKHX nancaaBicTCbKHx ijieH|j|i
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f

TaKHM HHHOM, lAHJliHHHH ncpioZl rapMOHiHHOrO CniB>KHTTH “M0J10j[10r’ i “cxapoT’

lycH saBepiiiHBCfl y CaMOopi, h b uijioMy b fanMHHHi, kojio 1863 p. lU,e y 1862 p.

fepiiiHH MysHMHO-AeKJiaMauiHHHH BCHip, Ha aKOMy /leKjiaMyBajiHCfl noesii UleBMCHKa,

ixaKO^ i Cxe6ejibCbKoro, BwOyBCfl 3a ynacxK) riMHasiwHHX npo4)ecopiB xa ypazioBuiB

noMeuiKaHHi KaHKOBCbKoro. Ajie cnpo6a caivi6ipcbKHx rpoMaAiBuiB npoBCCXH ac-

JlHMauiHHHH BCHip Ha mCBHCHKiBCbKi pOKOBHHH y 1864 p. HamXOBXHyAaCfl Ha

mBcpxy npoxHAifo xa ocyA xoro >k KaHKOBCbKoro“®. Ha AyMKy caMGipcbKHx na-

OAOBuiB, caMC Bin hoabb cxapry na “rpoMaAHH” ao naMicHHUxBa, sbIakh ao Gaxbxa

fxc6eAbCbKoro, noAaxKOBoro ypflAWHKa, HaAiHUiOB jihcx 3 3acxepe>KeHHaM moAO
lOBCAiHKH CHHa. BaxbKO 3a6opoHHB BoAOAHMHpoBi 6paxH ynacxb y 6yAb-flKiH yKpai-

0(J)iAbCbKiH AlHAbHOCXi^'.

! Oahak HaBpJiA hh pi Hcnopo3yMiHHJi mofah BiABcpnyxH Cxe6cAbCbKoro bIa

fcpaiHCbKoi iAei, 3a axy bIh ACKAflpyBaB roxoBHicxb cxpa>KAaxH (“foxob h xepnixH 3a

3flxyK) cnpaBy, 3a BCAHKy yKpaiHCbKy iACio” - hhcab bIh ao Ihuihx caM6ipCbKHx

30MaA«H caMC y UCH MOMCHX). CKOpime FAH6HHHC HCBAOBOACHHH BHKAHKanO xe, mo
ipo Hboro 3a6yAH xa HCAOOUiHMAH, BHKOpHCXOByiOHH AJ1« ApyrOpAAHHX CnpaB, Ha-

PAOBCUbKi npOBiAHHKH. CcpCA HHX HOUIHpfOBanHCA HyXKH npo xe, mo Cxe6CAb-

f>KHH 6paB rpomi bIa KaHKOBCbKoro, mo o6paAcaAO moaoaofo lonaKa. Po3HapyBaHHfi

HCAABHix HapOAOBCUbKHX XOBApHUiaX BHABHAOCA CHAbHimHM 3A Bipy B “CBAXy

kpaiHCbKy iACK)”, i Cxe6cAbCbKHH Bpemxi BmpixcA cbofo HacxaBHHxa - Tahah-

CBHHa. B ocxAHHbOMy AHCxi 3 1 866 p. Bin yce me ACKAApyBAB Bipnicxb cboim “AyM-

Am, iACAM xa MapaM”^^, ane xoro tk poxy, BcxynHBmH y JlbBiBCbKHH yniBcpcHxex,

pHHHAB npono3Huiio BoPAana /],iAHUbKoro, pCAaxxopa AbBiBCbKoY raaexH “Caobo” xa

^xcACKxyaAbHoro AiAepa “cxapoi PycH”, cxaxH pcAaxxopoM npopociHCbKoro

pCOHHCy “BoAH.” ripOXAFOM 1867 p. UCH HaCOHHC 3MaraBCA 3 HapOAOBCUbKOm

hpABAOK)” 3a npaBO 6yxH foaobhhm opranoM ranHUbKO-pycbKOi moaoaI. /lyMKH xa

pHyBAHHA Cxe6cAbCbKoro xoro nacy KOHUCHxpyBanMCA habkoao xhhobhx nancAa-

fecXCbKHX KOHUenxiB - pOAi i 3HaHCHHA CAOB’AHCbKOY U,HBiAi3aHiY xa “iHXpHf” HOAAXiB.

liAbme xoro, CxeOcAbCbKHH mBHAKO ohhhhbca y uenxpi nyOAinHoro KOH(j)AiKxy 3

anxcACHMOHOM KyAimcM^^.

Ha ubOMy iACHHi nomyKH CxeOcAbCbKoro hc 3aBcpmHAHCA. HpoxAroM 1870-x pp.

IH 6yB AKXHBHHM AiHHCM y pyC04>iAbCbKHX CXyACHXCbKHX KOAAX, HyOAiKyBAB CBOY

8opH y AbBiBCbKOMy “^py3i”, h ncBHHH Mac 6yB npOBiAHHM noexoM uboro cepe-

pBHma. y Bipmax 3 1872-74 pp. bIh HaiviaraBCA noeAHaxH naxpioxHHHi nonyxxA

a6c6yp3bKiH MOHapxii (1868 piK)», Bichuk MbeiecbKoeo yHieepcumemy: Cepin icmopuHna, bha.

p,
H. 2(2002): 106-18.

!
JIHHB, Biaaiji pyxonHciB, (}). 1 1, oa. 36. 3789, apK. 333 b.

j

TaM caMO, apK. 100, 1003B.

“O TAMKy 3a MCHC A HC npoiuy, a xenepi. ocBiAHaio A<ejiaHHC 6yxM aaOyxHM. He xax oGMCAccHi

iy3Aa B MCHe, mo6 hc ni3HaxH, xy^H pinH HAyxb. A mo a xe Ha ycxax, mo b cepuH - xaAcy Bavi

3-npocxy npHHHHy cei' Bamoi' HarAOi xHMcpH. Bh AyMaexe, mo a nepemyeHHH [B.] /(wHUbKHM
10 Bamiil xeopii OAce aioac xpocTMHaMH) i cxaBb KauanoM. /JyMaHxe co6i rapasA - Ha xe bh

AbKH B5KC BHAyMaAH, a A C06i npOA<HBaXHMy XHXO, CMHpHO, B C06i 3apHXHH, C CBOIMH MMCAAMH,
:CAMH, XaH 3 MapaMH CBOIMH - BipHHH AO CKOHy 1m!” (XAM CAMO, apK. 1 16-163B.).

I

Oaecb OcAopyK, «yKpaiHCbKO-noAbCbKi bIahochhh y nepuenuii HanxcACHMOHa KyAima
^OHXCKCxx raAHUbKoro cycniAbHO-Aixepaxypnoro npouecy 60-x pp. XIX cx.)», VKpaiHa

pdepna, h. 8 (2003): 101-104.
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OAHonacHO ao FajiHUbKoV PycH, YKpaiHH i Pocii^'^, a y AonHcax ao JibBiechKon

“CjioBa” po3MipKOByBaB y raMjiexiBCbKOMy cthjiI - 6yxH hh hc 6yxH “oHxaHHH

YKpaiHH”?^^ >1k BCxaHOBHB K). MaHKiBCbKHH, nicjiji 1873 p. CxeOejibCbKHH B^e h

AeKjiapyBaB ce6e pyco(J)moM: HaxoMicxb 3 1880-x pp. bIh bbahcbb ce6e nojibCbKHP

ACMOKpaxoM xa npHHxeACM rajiHU,bKHx HapoAOBuia. OepeixaBuiH y 1886 p. ao Bap

uiaBH, HanpHKiHui )khxxh bIh 6paa ynacxb y noAbCbKOMy AixepaxypHOMy pyci^^.

LJ,iKaBO, mo H HauioHaAbHO-noAixHHHi nepcKOHaHHH mIabhhx raAHU,bKHx pyco

(J)iAiB, mo y 1866 p. nepexaxHyAH Cxe6eAbCbKoro Ha cbIh 61k, xe^ noMixHO mIh

JIAHC5I BnpoAOBxc XHX poxlB. HpaBHAO, y paHHlH MOAOAOCxi (ncpcA 1848 p.

HHMaAO 3 HHX 6yAH hIa BHAHBOM HOAbCbKOV KyAbXypH xa nOAiXHHHHX Iach, a Bnpc

AOBx< 1850-60-xpp. xHxaAHCfl m1>k yKpaiHO(^iAbCbKOK) xa npopociHCbKOio opiei-

xauiHMH. OepexiA Ha naHCAaBicxcbKi no3Huii mIabhhx aihhIb raAHUbKO-pycbKor

BiApOA^KCHHJi AHKxyBaBCfl Ho6oK)BaHHaM nepCA He6e3neKOJO noAbOHi3au,ii. He
pe6yBaK)HH na nepexpecxi noAbCbKHX xa pociMcbKHx HauionaAbHO-KyAbxypHH

bhahbIb, yKpaiHCbKi Aiani, 30Kpeivia xaAHUbKi, hk npaBHAO, pearyBaAH 3pocxaHHai

npopociHCbKHX HacxpoiB y nepioA 3arocxpeHHfl noAbCbKO-yKpaiHCbKHx KOH(J)AiKxiB

HaanaKH^^. ToMy icxoxne 3MiuHeHHJi no3HuiH noAbCbKHx kIa y Apyrifl hoaobhf

1860-x poKia, mo anacAiAOK pe(j)opM b iMnepii ra6c6ypria 3Ao6yAH naniBHi hoa

xhhhI no3Hmi y PaAHHHHi, 3po6HAO npHBa6AHBiiHHMH pociHCbKi naHCAaaicxcbi

iAei xa nocHAHAO naAii na BxpynaHHA PociMCbKOi iivinepii b noAbCbKO-pycbKH

KOH(l)AiKX y faAHHHHi, a xaKOAC Ha cxBopCHHA y MaH6yxHbOMy bcahkoi caob’ahcbkc

ACpACaBH hIa npOBOAOM Pocii^*.

Tax noAixHMHa CHxyamHnicxb cxae (J)aKxopoM, mo BH3HaHae HauioHanbHy Iachxj

(J)
iKauiK) aBxopa nporpaMHHx 3aAB pyco^iAbCbKoro pyxy o. laana HayMOBHHa y 186(

X pp. BnpoAOBAc Hboro AecAXHAixxa bIh - npHHaHMi y nyOAiHHHX AOKAApauiAX

HocxiHHO cxaBHB CBOl AH, mo MOFAM 6 npHBCCXH AO KOH(J)eciHHOi xa HauioHaAbH(

KOHBepcii y npaaocAaBHoro “aeAHKopoca”, b 3aAe>KHicxb bIa bmhhkIb onoHCHxiB

HOAbCbKHX kIa. 3 Uboro OXAAAy UixaBO nOpiBHAXH pHXOpHKy 0. HayMOBHHa, BHKOpH(

xany b cxaxxi “Hoxaha b 6yAyHHOcxb” (8 cepnHA 1 866 poxy), mo cxaAa icxopHHHH

MaHi(J)ecxoM raAHUbxoro pyco(J)iAbcxBa, 3 Ihuihmh hoxo ny6Aixam«MH uboro nepioA

Y hIh bIaomIh nporpaMHiH cxaxxi o. HayMOBHH apryMonxyaaB noxpe6y aiAaepi

3i3HaxHCA y cnopiAHCHOCxi 3 pocianaMH Heo6xiAHicxK) 3axHCXHXH FaAHUbxy Pycb b

3arpo3H cnoAbmoHHA, no36yxHCfl 3aACACHOcxH bIa noAixHHHoro xoHxexcxy i bhahi

noAbCbXHX noAixHxia b FanHHHHi"^. Panime xoro m poxyain noACHfOBaa BAacny 3miv

^IpocAaB PpHuaK, ripopoK y ceo'iu eimmism: 0paHKO ma uoeo cnijibHoma (1856-1886) (Khi

«KpHTHKa», 2006), 123-24.

Cjioeo, 1871, H.l (14ciHH5i): 1-2.

MaHKiBCbKHH, Bojiodimup CmedejibCbKiiii, 41.

^IpocaaB IcacBHH, «yKpai'HCbKe HauioHajibHO-KyabyTpHc BiApoA^ccHHa b XIX ex.: OepeAyMOB

KOHTCKCT, 3HaHeHHH», lUauiKeeiiHiaHa (JlbBiB i BiHHiner),BHn. 3 (2000): 18.

Oahh is paHHix HapoAOBuiB. Teo(})iA CKo6eabCbKHH, tbk nepcAaBaB MipKyawHB cBoro OaxbKa

1864 p.: “mh PycHHH hc mwkcm ch HHHi cbmh yxpHMaxH, e 6o Hac ahuichb 15 viHAioHiB. a hh

naHbcxBO 3 15 MHAioHaMH HiMo He SHawHx, 6a h hc AapeiwHO JIbxh y6HBaK)XH« o Polsk? w stary

granicach, e 6o ix AHiuenb 7 1/2 MHAiona, a ue nanbcxBO a la Lichtenstein, ox>Ke nain xpe

(j)eAcpaHiH CaaBSHbCKOH niA noKpoBOM Mockbh” (JIHHB, BiAAiA pyKonneiB, (j)OHA 1, oa- 36. 5(

a|)K. 92sb).
^

Oahh HMeneM mhophx [I. HayMOBHn], «Hohhch. Ox JlbBOBa (OorASA b 6yAyHHocxb)», Cnot

1866, H. 59 (8 cepnHB [27 ahhhh]): 1-2. U,ji cxaxxa HaHAOKAaAHime npoaHaAisoBana b kh. IBa^
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xaBJieHHfl iio HauioHajibHoi iAei' MiHjiHBicxK) nojiixHHHoY CHxyauii b FajiHHHHi. 3a

oro cjiOBaMH, “MajiopycbKHM ^ia-ncKx” Mir 6h cxaxH khh^hok) mobojo, 6o “wapoA,

oxpHH MHCAHXb 15 MijiiowiB oci6 ... Mir 6h bhxbophxh co6i, npn cnpwaxAHBHx

6cxaBHHax, oHxoMy, bw BCAHKOpycbRoY HesajiencHy, Jiixepaxypy.” 3Ba>KaK)HH Ha

oiHHpeHicxb Ha HaAAHinpaHmHHi BCJiHKopycbKoY mobh, o. HayMOBHM BBa>KaB, mo
MajiopycHHHa” Morjia ^opMyBaxHca jiHUie b faAHHHHi 3a cnpHanna noASKiB.

liAMOBa >K HOAbCbKHx ACHyxaxiB PajiHUbKoro ceHMy na^axH (J)iHaHCOBy cy6cHAiK)

ycbKOMy xeaxpoBi HaHe6xo nepeKOHajiaworo b xoMy, mo aah MajiopyciB cahhhm
opaxyHKOM BiA noAbOHiaauiY - npHAynenHA ao BHCOKOCBineHoY, khhachoY, 6araxoY

pciHCbKoY AixepaxypH^®. >Ik 6aHHM0, nepexoAH 3 oahoY HauionaAbHoY cniAbHoxH b

3my noACHK)BaAHCb naaBHicxK) a6o BiAcyxnicxK) BipH b iY cnpOMO>KHicxb

b3BHBaxMCA caMocxiHHO, a xaKO)K 6e3HOcepeAHbOK) noAixHKOto cyciAHix cxopin.

HeoAH03HaMHOK) y nepmiH noAOBHHi 60-x pp. XIX cx. 6yAa h no3Hai« pCAaxxopa

pAOBa” B. /],iAHUbKoro^'. BIaomo, mo napOAOBU,! BHHyBaxHAH iioro b CBiAOMOMy

MocKOBmcHHi” raAHUbKO-pycbKoY mobh, 30KpcMa y nocMax “Kohfoujhh” xa “Oxeub

[^HaxiH” xa b pCAaroBaHHx hhm “
3opi TaAMUbKiH” xa “CaobI.” Cbm. /],iAHUbKHH

roAOM 3i3HaBaBCA, mo BHmeBKaaaHi xyAOAcni xBopn 6yAH nanHcani hIa bhahbom M.
lepMOHXOBa xa M. foroAA 3 mcxok) “BceMOAoiHBoro GAHaHHH MaAopycbKoY 6eciAH 3

bAHKopycbKOfo”^^. 3 Apyroro 6oxy, napaAOKcaAbHHM hhhom, na nonaxKy 1860-x pp.

(iAHAbKHM HBACACaB AO AKXHBHHX HOUlMpiOBaHiB XBOpiB T. LUeBMCHKa B FaAHHHHi Xa

la 3aKapnaxxi, BMimyaaB y “CaobI” lileBHeHKOBi noe3iY xa aohhch npo Hboro, xa

jCryAApHo BiABiAyBaB npaaocAaBHi nanaxHAH b piHHHu,i CMcpxH noexa^^. 3a pcAaKuiY

(iAHUbKoro “Caobo” 3a nepmi n’axb poxiB CBoro icnyBaHHA (1861-65 pp.) ony6AiKy-

bAO ACKiAbKa ACKAApaaiH, B AKHX 6yAO BiAMCAcoByBaHO yKpaYnuiB-MaAopociaH bIa

jociAH-BeAHKOpOCiB. KwpHAO CxyAHHCbKHH BBAACAB, mO “b AyUli AWHUbKOrO bIA"

'yBBAacA B Aixax 1861-65 bcahka nepcMina. h KOAHmHboro‘o6’eAMHHxeAA»

MpOCXaB HOBHH HOAObIk, npHXHAbHHH AO yKpaYHCXBA xa Horo p03BHXKy”^'*. mo-
IpaBAa, y cnoraAax, HanHcaHHX HanpHKinm jkhxxa, /(iAHUbKHH npHOHcyaaB T.

[leBMCHKOBi xa MapKOBi Bobmok naMip cxBopeHHA xaxoY AixepaxypH i xyAbxypH, axa

lyAa 6 3p03yMiAa ak yxpaYHUAM, xax i pociAHaM, i cxanoBHAa Yxne cniAbne HaA6an-

!A^^ Bin BBa>KaB, mo xBOpH yxpaYHCbKHx HHCbMeHHHKiB HaHe(})eKXHBHime bIa-

kyBBAH raAHHan bIa noAbCbKoY Manepn naroAornyBaHHA caIb xa BipmyaaHHA, a oxAce

faBJia Xhmkh (John-Paul Himka), Religion and Nationality in Western Ukraine: The Greek

Catholic Church and the Ruthenian National Movement in Galicia, 1867-1900 (Montreal and

|.ingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 1999), 23-28.

[
CxaTTA noBHicTK) UHxycxbCH B KH. OcHna A. MoHMaAOBCbKoro )Kumbe u dmHmejibHOcmb

feana HayMoeuna (JlbBia: FlojiHTHHHe o6urecTBo «PyccKaA Paaa», 1899), 65-67.

ripo nonepeAHi xpaHC(j)opMauii iioro iAeHXHHHocxH, mo BiAo6pa3HAHCA y npHHHHxxi iivieHH

jSorAaH”, ahb.: ilpocAaa FpHuaK, «PycaaH, BorAan i MnpoH: xpn npHKAaAH KOHcxpyioBaHHA

neHTHHHOCxi cepeA raAHUbKHX pycHHO-yKpaiHuiB», ynpaina Modepna, h. 8 (2003); 32-36.

I “[B]ceB03MOACHoro eAHHeniH MaAopyccKOH GectAu ct> BeAHKopyccKoio” (BorAan /('bAHUKHH,

'ipoejfcumbeebiu sanucKU, Hacx. 1 [JlbBia. 1908], 33).

i iBan BepxpaxcbKHH, «3 nepBHX ait napoAOBUiB (1861-1866)», SanucKU HayKoeoeo Toea-

\icmea m. IIleenenKa 122 (1915): 82-83; CxyAHHCbKHH, «7(o icxopii BsaeMHH FaAHMHHH 3

iKpaiHOK))), 16-23.

I

CxyAHHCbKHH, «/(0 iCTOpil B3aCMHH FaAHMHHH 3 VKpaiHOK))), 23.

t A'bAHHKHH, CBOCACHTbCBblH 3aHHCKH, 45.
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cnpHHJiH noiuHpcHHK) pociHCbKoro CHJia6iHHoro Jiaay (hofo bIh HasHBae “hojtobIhhm

i npOTHCTaBJlflB “^KiHOHOMy” - nOJlbCBKOMy). TaKHM HHHOM, i I. KOTJTHpCBCbKHH i 1

LUeBMCHKO, Ha Horo AyMKy, 6yjiH “noHeBOJibHHMH” nepCMHTHHKaMH JiijepaxypHH

6araxcTB, cxBopeHHx “Ha Pyci”^^. Taxy nanpycbKy cnpo6y xpaKxyBanna yKpaiHCbKC

(“ManopycbKoT’) cnaAUj,HHH xa KyjibxypH MO>KHa nacnpaB/ii noGaHHXH b Icxophhhh

npapax xa rasexHHx ny6jiiKauiax J^iAHUbKoro Kinua 1860-x pp. (soKpeivia, b hox

“HapoAHiH icxopii PycH”, onyOaiKOBaniH b xpbox nacxHHax y 1868-70 pp.^^). Oahaf
MoacnHBo, 3m1hh iAenxHHHOcxH /],iAHHbKoro AopeHHime po3raaAaxH ne ax kojimbahh

M iac nixKO OKpecjienHMH yKpaiHCbKHM xa nanpycbKHM npoeKxaMH, a paAuie a

HocxiHHe HaMaraHHa nepeocMHCJiHXH YxhIh 3m1cx xa BH3naHHXH Mead xoro, mo i

o6’eAHyBano.

OepexiA na 3acaAH pociHCbKoro naHCJiaBl3My, 3yMOBJieHHH 3MiHOK) Oananc

HOJiixHHHHx CHji B ra6c6yp3bKlH iMnepil xa p03HapyBaHHaM y nojiixHHHHx xa Kyjii

xypHHx nepcneKXHBax yKpaiHCbKoro pyxy, cxaB noMixHOio xenAenuieio cepe

xanHHbKO-pycbKHX AianiB xoro nacy. OcoOjihbo moxyiOHOK) 6yjia 3Mina norjiaAi

Kceno4)OHxa KjiHMKOBHna (1835-81), aaxopa ochobhhx nporpaMHHX cxaxxcH m
poAOBCUbKoro cnpaMyBAHHa, onyGaiKOBaHHx b pcAaroBanoMy hhm HaconHci “Mexa
(1863-65)^^. CaMe I^hmkobhh BiAirpaB icxoxny poAb y (^opMyBanni rajiHUbKor

BapiaHxy yKpaiHCbKoi HauioHanbHoi iAei. Iaci aBCxpiHCbxoro (|)eAepani3My, Bt

cjiOBJicHHX Ha cxopiHKax “Mcxh” y 1865 p., p03uiHpHJiH nonepcAHK) BHMory cxj

popycHHiB moAO noAiJiy fajiHHHHH 3a cxhIhhhm hphhuhhom i naKpecjiHJiH uuiax

yxBopenna OKpcMOi yKpaiHCbKOi nojiixHHHOi oahhhhI b Meacax MailGyxHbc

“aBcxpiHCbKOi (j)eAepaHii‘”. Micia ABCxpii nojiarajia y npoxHCxoanni pociHCbKH

nancjiaBicxcbKHM BnjiHBaM. LU,o6 cxaxn ajibxepnaxHBHHM ao Pocii uenxpoM cjiOB’a?

CbKoro >KHxxa, Bona noBHHHa 6yjia nepexBopHXHca y (j)eAepauiK) neHxpanbH(

CBponeHCbKHx (ax cjiOB’ancbxnx, xax i HecjiOB’ancbXHx) napoAie, ao cxnaAy axoi

nepcnexxHBi Mann yaiHXH ax oxpcMC nojiixHHHe yxBopenna Bci yxpaiHCbxi 3eMji

HaxoMicxb cxBopcHHa ^eAepauii cjioB’an na ochobI PociHCbxoi iMnepii BHAaBajioc

HapoAOBCubXHM ny6jiiuHcxaM 6e3nepcnexxHBHHM, ocxijibXH y hIh ne 6yjio 6 Moa

jiHBocxH 3a6e3neHHXM piBHonpaBHOcxH naniH. Ha AyMxy KjiHMXOBHHa, 30BHiuiF

nojiixHxa Pocii 6yjia cxepoBana na 3axonjieHHa PanHHHHH xa pycHcJiixaniK) yc

cjiOB’an, a oxace nojiixHMHa Micia yxpaiHuiB nojiarana y 6opoxb6i npoxH pociiicbxr

cnpo6 niAxopHXH xa acHMijiiOBaxH cjiOB’ancbxi napOAH^^.

TaM caMO, c. 31. LU,e y cepe.aHHi 1880-x pp. Ohjimh CeHCxyH CTBepa>xyBaB, mo pyco(})ijiH mbj

6 poayMHO CKopHCTaxHCs nonyjiapHicxK) noesin T. LUeBMCHKa sazyia 36jiH>KeHHH 3 pociHCbKO

KyjibxypoK): “yKpaHHH3M He OT^ajiHex nac ox BeaHKopycKoro viipa; oh npoxHBHo npH6aHa<a

Hac K ayxoBHOH >kh3hh BeaHKOH PycH” ([O. CBHCxyn], ^lai ecmb djm hqc UJeeHenKo? Kp
muHHoe po3cy.yKdeme [JlbBia, 1885], 20).

y hIh HonyaapniH npaui, mo 6yaa no cyxi nepmHM chhxcxhhhhm BHKaaaoM yKpaiHCbK

icxopiV B FajiHMHHi, /I,mHHbKHH npnaiaHB naHOiabrny yaary KoaaubKiH ao6i. SaKamnna nacxHi

3araaoM 6yaa npHCBaHena “MoryxHbOMy rexbMany pociHCbKOi YnpainH” Boraanoai Xwea
HMUbKOMy. roaoBHMM icxopHMHMH HoaBHF rcxbMaHa aBxop B6aHaB y nparHCHHi 06 ’eana'

^oa’canani nacxHHH Pycn.

ripo poab KaHMKOBMwa b yKpa'mcbKoiviy cycniabHO-KyabxypnoMy a<Hxxi FaaHMHHH.ocoOaH

Horo MOBHi rioraflaw, ana. Philipp Hofeneder, «Ksenofont Klymkovyc und die zweite ukrainisc

Erneuerungsbewegung», Stiidia Slavica 54, J\» 1 (Hepaenb 2009): 77-97.

Cepeaa. «HauioHaabHa caiaoMicxb i noaixMHHa nporpaivia pannix HapoaoBuiB», 199-214.
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I

nicjia Toro, JiK y 1865 p. nepes (})iHaHCOBi npo6jieMn “Mexa” nepecxana bhxoahth,

tjlHMKOBHH BHMymeHO BHlXaB 31 JlbBOBB HB CeJlO. BCCHOK) 1867 p. bIh OApy>KHBCa id

wpa3y nicjra xoro nepe’ixaB y jie HecnoAiBano cxaB ApyrwM cniapcABK-

ppOM naHCAaBicTCbKoro pociHCbKOMOBHoro naconHcy “CaaBSHCKafl 3apa” (xoaob-

HM pCAaKTopoM 6yB bIaomhh pyco(J)ijibCbKHH xcypnajiicT Hochh JliBMaK). BHAaHHH

aconHcy 6yao oahhm is HacaiAxiB CAOB’aHCbKoro s’lSAy 1867 p. y MockbI, soKpeMa

/CTpini JliBHaKa 3 pociilcbKHM MiHicxpoM ocbIth J\. A. Tojicthm. Ha hIh 6yAO o6-

bBopcHO BHAaHH5i HBConHcy noiiiHpcHHJi pociilcbKoY MOBH cepeA caob’hh b

!a6c6yp3bKiH iivinepiV. Ha AyMKy MinicTpa bIh mbb cxaxH AieBHM sacoGoM 6opoxb6n

pKpeMa i npoTH ranHUbKHx yKpaiHO(J)iAiB. 3 ^ohaIb pociilcbKoro MiHicxepcxBa

^poAHOi ocBixH xa 3 6K)A>Kexy UapcxBa HoAbCbKoro JliBwax oxpHMaB SHaHHi cyMH (1

00 ryjibAeHiB i 1 000 py6Aia) Ha hobc BMAaHHa'^'. Y nporpaMi hobofo Maconncy

OrpyHxoByBaAaca noxpe6a o6’eAHaHHH ra6c6yp3bKHX caob’hh pociiiCbKOPO mobok)

nn AOcarHCHHa cniAbHHX noAixHHHHX saBAaHb. TaKHM saBAaHHHM 6yAO cxBopeHHfl

icpeMoY BiA PociY “saxiAHbo-CAOB’aHCbKof’ Aep>KaBH niA npoBOAOM AHHacxiY

a6c6ypriB'‘“.

1

A B)Ke y ApyroMy mhcaI “CAaBHHCKOH 3apM” s’flBMAacb ApyKOM cxaxxa Kahm-
3BHMa niA npOMOBHCXHM saroAOBKOM “CAtAyexi. ah 6bixb ManopyccKOMy Bonpocy?”

Bxop saACKAApyBaB OaAcaHHA, mo6 “cxoAb 6ah3kh Apyrb Apyry nACMena cabbah-

kie, coeAHHHAHCb nocpeACXBOMT> oahofo AHxepaxypHOFO opFana h cocxbbhah 6bi

any BCAHKyK) xyAbxypHyK) HaaiK).” Y Ayci pociHCbKHx naHCABBicxcbKMx sacaA

PHOBy aaa oO’eAHBHHA Fa6c6yp3bKHx caob’ah BiH bObhbb y pociHCbKifi AixepaxypniH

|OBi. Ti 7K caob’ahh, mo CBiAOMO npaFHyAH noAaAbiuoFo po3APo6achha caob’ahcxbb

[OKpeMa H yKpaYncbKi Ai^ni), hb AyMKy aaxopa, ahuic ujkoahah babchhm iHxepe-

CynacHHKH Kahmkobhmb bhcaobafobbah nepeKOHBHHA, mo npH sMini hofo no-

lAAiB nepmoMcpFOBy poAb siFpaAM MaxepiAAbHi hhhhhkh, a b Ayiai Bin sSepiFBB

ipHicxb cboYm nonepeAHiM iAeaAaM, “ntFAC He cnpoHCB'fepHB'b ca CBotii napoAHOH
AeH”'’'^. Ho cyxi niAXBepA>KyK)HH urn xesy, Ahbxoab Bbxhahhh, soKpeivia, sfoaom

'BAyBaB npo “xaiiHi cxoahhh” yKpaYHO(|)iAbCbKoY moaoaI y BiAni 3 Kahmkobhhcm y
367 p., Ha AKHX XOH “pOSKpHB AiWCHi HBMipM JliBMBKa - FCCte PaeBCbKOFO”'^^

Oahbk, Ma6yxb, ne CAiA h a6coAK)XH3yBaxH SHaneHHA pociRcbKHx (binancoBHX

y6cHAiH. 3BepHeHHA sa niAxpHMKOK) ao pociiiCbKHx naHCAaaicxiB 6yAO BHKAHKane

j

B. Fp. K,. «Bji. n. KceHO(})OHT Kahmkobhm (UlKiu 6iorpa(})iHHHH)», 3opn, 1881, m. 24 (27

Wahh): 299-300.

Mieczyslaw Tanty, Panslawizm, Carat, Polacy {BapuiaBa: Wydawnictwo Naukowe, 1970), 117;

fendland, Die Russophilen in Galizien, 433.

I

Cepeaa, «Eni30A 3 icropii noujHpeHHA pocincbKHx naHCJiaeicxcbKHx iAeH», 111-14.

K. r. Kjihmkobhh, «CA'feAyeTB ah 6bixb MajiopyccKOMy Bonpocy?», CjiaenncKaH sapn, 1867, JVb.

1(13 [1] cepnHA), ac. 37-43.

: KopHHAO H. ycTHAHOBHH, M 0.Pa€6CKiu u pocciucKiu naHCJiaeu3Mh: CnoMUHKu 3h ne-

?.)tcumoeo u nepedyManoeo (JlbBia, 1884), 39. Flpo MaxepiAAbHy AonoMory o. M. O. PacBCbKoro

. KAHMKOBHHCBi Xa BHAaHHB “CAOB’jIHCbKOV 30pi” AHB. MOK) p03BiAKy«Eni30A 3 iCTOpil

DUIHpeHHfl pOCiHCbKHX HaHCAaBiCTCbKHX Hch)), 1 1 1-14.

H. BaxHHHHH, «CnoMHHH npo 3acHOBane “CiHM”», b 36. «CN»: AjibManax e noMHmb 40-ilx

^KoeuH ocHoeaHH moeapucmea«CiH» y Bidni, 3i6pajiH i bhabjih 3enoH Ky3eA« i MHKOAa
laHKiBCbKHH (JlbBiB, 1908), 9-10.
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posHapyeaHHHM y nojiiTHHHMx nepcneKTHsax aecTpocjiaBiSMy nicjia yKJia/ieHH

aBCTpo-yropcbKoro KOMnpoMicy. Ha Hamy AyMKy, Mapoxb pauiio xi jtocjiiAHHKH, hk

ujyKaioxb A>Kepejia naHpociwcbKHx xeH^ieHuiH He b py6jieBHx cyGcH^iax, a pa^me
iHxejieKxyajibHHx KOHxaxxax, i^eMHOMy KJiiMaxi xa nojiixHHHOMy KOHxeKCxi xi'

enoxM. Kjihmkobhh He 6ya gahhhm snaHHM yKpaHO(l)ijioM, mo b3ab ynacxb

BHAaHHi “CjiaBflHCKOH 3apH.” Hepme hhcjio BMicxHJio jihcx Mhkojih KocxoMapoB
HKHH HaMaraBCH inxepnpexyBaxH iT nporpaiviy na cbIh jia^. Hicji^ HeBAajioro saiviax

KapaK030Ba na iivinepaxopa A^eKcaHApa II b 1866 p.KocxoMapoB naninHo 6ojibc

penpeciii, xo>k ne ahbho, mo Bin noroAHBCH nanHcaxM ao pociHCbKoro Acypnajiy

BiAHi. Oahak y HbOMy b!h KpHXHKyaaB xpaAHuiHHHH pociHCbKHH naHCAaBi3M

niAxpHMyBAB iAem cxBopeHHH oKpeMoY caob’shchkoY Aep>KaBH na 3axiA bIa Poci

Hobhh naHCAaBicxcbKHH npoexx Mir npHBa6AK)BaxM i Kahmkobhha MO>KAHBicxF

xicHoY cniBpapi 3 inuiHMH cAOB’aHCbKHMH AianaMH b ra6c6yp3bKiH MonapxiY

3MiHH AyaAicxHHHoY cHcxeMH, AKA He BAamxoByBAJia npaKXHMHO AcoAHe yrpynyBAh

HH cepeA rajiHUbKHx pycHHia.

Oahak naHCAABicxcbKHH eni30A b Ai«AbHocxi Kahmkobhha noxpHBAB AHme a
3aBepmeHHA bhaahhb “Caabahckoh 3apH” y xpaani 1868 p. BoceHH xoro poxy ai

noBepHyacA b FaAHHHHy, a aecHOK) 1869 p. aiAHOBHB kohxakxh 3 raAHUbXHMH m
poAOBUHMH, HAMaraiOHHCb noBepnyxHCH ao cboYx AaBHiuiHx OAHOAyMuia'*^, i 3foao

6paa axxHBHy ynacxb y BHAanni HapoAoaeubKoY raaexH “Ochoba” (1870-72

AaeKAHMKOBHHy BAce ne babaoca noBepnyxMCA na noBHuiK) npoaiAHoro nape

AOBeubKoro nyOAiuHcxa, a iioro o6pa3 BiAcxynHHxa bIa yxpaYHCbKoY iAeY, Hexail

xHMHacoBoro, Ha6ya caoepiAHoro xpariMHO-AHxoaicHoro aiAxinxy b ohax cynacHHKi

HanxeAeiiMOH KyAim Ha3HBaa Horo b 1868 p. “naAmHM anreAOM”, a Ibah Opanx
3POAOM 3ayBa>XHB, mo Ha HbOMy HA3aB>XAH 3aAHmHAOCH ‘"XABpO BiACXynHHXa Bi

cboYx npHnuHniB”"^^.

Oahax He yci xpaexxopiY po3BHxxy iAenxHHHOcxH y faAHHHHi b 1860-x pp. aeA

AO pyco4)iAbcxBa hh naHCAaai3My. /j,eAxi 6yAH cxepOBani h b npoxHAe^cHOMy h

npAMi - AO yxpaYHO(J)iAbcxBa. Chh bIaomofo ranHU,bxoro yxpaYncbxoro noe

KopHwio VcmimHoem (1839-1903), cam - 3hahmh xyAOACHHx xa HHCbMeHHH
npoHiHOB uiAHH p»A exAHia nepexoAy bIa naHCAaaicxcbxoY ao yxpaYncbxoY \jxqi

xHHHocxH, aoxaaaho OHHcaHHx B HOFO CHorAAax “M. O. PaeBCxiH H pocciiicxi

naHCAABHBM'b” (1884). U,A eaoAiomA e oco6ahbo uixaBOio me h xhm, mo oahohach

XOH i He CHHXpOHHO, 3 HHM XHXABCA m 1>X pi3HHMH XOHU,enmAMH BAACHOY “pyC

xocxh” i Horo CAaBH03aicHHH 6axbxo, npHAxeAb Ai^nia “PycbxoY xpinui” xa npe;

cxABHHx reHepauiY pycbXHx naxpioxia 1848 p. - o. Mhxoaa YexHAHoaHH (181 1-85)

Hornyx o. YexHAHOBHAa caoro mIcha y cnexxpi HauioHaAbHO-xyAbxypHHX opiei

xauiH xpHBAB, no cyxi, ao CMepxH. Y poxH mxiAbHoY fohocxh bIh 6ya ynacHHXo

AnaTOJib BaxHJiHHH, Jlucmii do riaHmejieiiMOHa Kymuia (1869 p.) (JlbBie: K. CxyAHHCbKH

1908 ), 95 . Ajie noeepHCHHA KjiHMKOBHHa ao HapoAOBuiB He npoHuiAO tabako, ocKiAbKH xi aob

He MorAH npo6aHHTH Howy 3paAy. “lHo6 mm KAHMKOBHMa a6o CxeOeAbCKoro hphhhah y nau

rpoMBAy - xopoHH HacT> Bo>Ke!” - aapiKaBca toh Ace A. BaxHAHHH me y einni 1869 p. OAHax b)

y AFOTOMy, o6AyMyK)MH nAann saenyBaHHA y JlbBOBi napoAOBeubKOi noAixHMHoV raaexH, b

3MymeHHH 6yB BH3HaxH, mo "'y nac KpiMb Kahmkobhmb - maleum neeessorium - ne Mac raxoA

[AFOAen]; mo ACb aIatm ... Bin-b oahht> noBiBb 6h aIao re Ao6pe" (xaM eaMO, 31 , 41 ).

^ rianxeAeMMOH KyAim, Jliicmu do M. JJ(. SijiosepcbKoeo, ynop. OAecb OeAOpyx (JlbBiB i HbF

HopK: M. 11. KoHb, 1997), 163; Ibbh OpaHKo, «yKpaVHCbKi napoAOBui i paAHKaAH», b ho

lidpanHi meopiey 50 moMox, x. 28 ( Kmib: HayKOBa AyMxa 1980). 199-200.
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ojibCbKHx KOHcnipaxHBHHx yrpynoeaHb, HanpHKiHui 1830-x pp.; poBwapyBaBLUHCb

,
iUMpocri HaMipiB nojibCbKHx peBOJiiouioHepiB, bIh HajiOKaB zio KOJia “PycbKoV

piHUi”; a b Mac “Bcchh Hapo^iB” bIh npoMOBjisB Ha Co6opi pycbKHX yncHHx y
bBOBi (31 >KOBTHH 1849 p.) Hpo BOCKpcciHHH '’‘pycbKoi BCiviJii”, posxaujOBaHoV

OMi^ Bhcjiokom, J],ohom i Bcckhaom, sk cepua “cbhxoi caoBHHmHHH”'**. HaxoMicxb

Hce y 1850-x pp. o. YcxHaHOBHM Bcynepen cxapopycHHaM nwxpMMyBaB npocKXH

^6yHHo’f’ pe(j)opMH 1859 p. (mo 6yjio piBH03HaMHHM nojibOHO(j)ijibcxBy), xom Ha

bnaxKy 1860-x poxiB nepeHuiOB ao pyco(|)iAiB. V cboVh aBxo6iorpa(|)ii hphmhhh
cxaHHboi xpaHC(j)opMaLiH bIh noHCHK)BaB no-pi3HOMy: nepeKOHanicxK) y
nopiAHCHOcxi pociHCbKoY xa pycbKoY khh>khhxY mob (mo h16hxo 3’flBHAacH y Hboro

le 1849 p.) xa anxHpycbKHMH 3aaBaMM noAbCbKoro noaixHKa AnexcaHApa /^ynina-

opKOBCbKoro y CchmI b 1866 p. (mo)kahbo, huiaoch npo abb exanH pyco4)iAbcxBa-

yAbXypHMH,bKHH Xa nOAiXMMHHH). HanpHKiHUi A^HXXA, npOACHBaiOMH Ha ByKOBHHi,

. yCXHAHOBHH Ha6AH 3HBCJI AO HapOAOBUlB, BAC yCC >K bIh BBAHUJaBCA XHHOBHM
ycbKHM “naxpioxoM cxapoY abxh”, mo, 3a BAyHHHM bhcaobom ^IpocABBa

OpAHHCbKOrO, xilHHBCA KO>KHHM pyCbKHM CAOBOM, HC BHHKBK)MH y XC, AK0 BOHO -

aBHbO-KHM>KHe, yKpaYHCbKC MH pOCiHCbKC. y Bipuii, HanHCBHOMy HanpHKiHUi

[hxxa, bIh paAHB moaoahm ajoahm o6ox HanpAMiB (napoAOBeubKoro i

/co4)iAbCbKoro) 06’eAHaxHCA i cniAbHo bkaohhxhca ak moxhaI Tapaca na YKpaYHi,

i “3AaxoBepxiH MockbI”"^^.

y cboYx cnoraABx KopnwAO ycxHAHOBHH hc npnxoBye xoro, mo, Haaixb 6yAyHH
jAHUbKO-pycbKHM HBxpioxoM y ApyroMy noKOAinni, bIh 3B3HaB y ahxhhcxbI xa

mocxi 3HBHHoro BHAHBy noAbCbKoY KyAbxypM. y aomI 6axbKB AO 1860 p. po3mobhok)

[OBOK) nepcBajKHO 6yAa noAbCbKa, hhxbahca 3Ae6iAbmoro noAbCbKi Aixepaxypni

JOpH, XOM 0 . M. yCXHAHOBHM H HAMaxaBCA BHXOByBBXH CBOK) pOAHHy “b pyCXlM

axpioxHMHOM Ayci”^”. Ma6yxb xbkh hIa bhahbom AOMamHboro bhxobbhha K.

[CXHAHOBHM, ChIaBHO 3 CMHOM MapKiAHB LUaUIKeBHMa - BOAOAHMHpOM, CHpoOyBBB y
857/1858 HaBMBAbHOMy poui nepcKonaxH cboYx xoBapHuiiB 3 AbBiBCbKoY xiMHa3iY

[lOMaxH Mi)K C060K) roBopHXH no pycbKH”, monpaBAa 6e3ycniujHO. J\o xoro tk pycb-

HH naxpioxH3M HCBCAHKoro rypxKa moaoaI 6ya aochxb aMOiBaACHXHHM: xxocb 3 Horo

ICHiB 3FOAOM BHYxBB AO PoclY, mO XXOCb 3aulKaBHBCA He HapOAHbOK), a KHHACHOK)

OBOK)^'. npoxe Ha noMaxxy 1860-x pp. npocxo noMynaxHCA pycHHOM 6yAO B>Ke

iMBAo: xoroMBCHC cycniAbHe >khxxa BHMaraAO achoY HauionaAbHoY IacY i nporpaMH
a MailGyxHe^^. OoxpeGa mIxkoY aepciY babchoY meHXHMHOCxM BiAo6pa3HAHCA y
anHXBHHi 19-AixHboro KopHHAa, CKcpoBanoMy ao 6axbKa y 1858 p.: “CKBAcixb mchI,

^xy, mo MM BAacxHBO e? Mh mmcahmo ho HiMeubKH, roBopHMO no noAbCbKH, a

HuieMo AK? - no pocciHCbKn!”^^

I

Uht. 3a KH. flucbMeHHUKU SoxidHot VKpaiHU 30-50-x poKie XIX cm., ynop. 1. HiAbryK (Khib:

[(Hinpo», 1965), 413-17.

i
^IpocABB FopAHHCbKHM, «/],o 6iorpa(j)iY m xapaKxepHCTHKH Mhkoah ycTiAHOBHMa», 3anucKU

[oyKoeoco Toeapucmea ixt. lUeencHKa 104 (191 1): 83-122.

M. O. ycTHAHOBHH, M. O. PacBCKiu u pocciucKiu naHCJiaeu3M, 8.

,

K. ycTHBHOBHH, «PycbKa MOBa cepeA MOAOAi>Ki riMH. b 50-hx poKax», )Kume i cjioeo (JlbBiB),

395, KH. 3: 468.

“[.H] 6yB me PycHHOM - xiabKO 6c3 scHoi HAei, 6e3 HBAiV Ha 6yAyme h 6c3 nporpaMH”
^CTHHHOBHH, M 0. PacecKiu u pocciiiCKiii nancjiamaMh, 15).

:

TaM caMO, 1

1

.
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3ro^OM, 3 nepcneKTHBH abbauhth pOKie, Ycthhhobhh posrASAaB ())opMyBaHH:

CBOei iAeHTHHHOCTH HK npopCC 6opOTb6M lAeH, nOHepnHyTHX rOAOBHHM HHHOM
AiTepaxypHHX xBOpia xa iHxejiCKxyajibHHx 6eciA - “uinpiiia, BHcma, acHiHiiia mac

nwKepjia MCHiuy, HeAou,BHBiiiy; a sanaAMBCb ao nanpycHSMy ... h 6ya roxoB ixH xox

6h i Ha xpecx sa cbok) iAeio” (npHKMexHo, mo luoao HapioHaAbHoY Iaci 3acxo

coByBajiHCb xepMiHH 3 pepKOBHo-peAiriHHOi c(|)epH). Ha hoxo nepeKOHaHHii, Iac

3aKopiHeHoi b ceppi, MO>KHa 6yAO 3peKXHCH ahpjc hIa maxhckom “Kpapi,oi, flcpimoi

cnaceHHiiHOi iAef’, a He HKorocb inpioro, nanpHKAaA, MaxepijiAbHoro, MHHHHKa.

MoAOAOMy K. YcxHflHOBHHy HapnepeKOHAHBipiHMM y nepuiin hoaobhhI 1860-

poKiB BHAaBaAHCH IacY naHpycH3My xa naHCAaBi3My. I xona bIh BBaxcaB, ipo 3apoAO

naHCAaBi3My bhhIc 3 AOMy, noAixHHHi xa KyAbxypni Konpenpii, ipo C(J)opMyBaji

Horo iAenxHHHicxb y nepuiiH hoaobhhI 1860-x pp., bIh nepeHHHB bIa kIabkox hIai

HHX rpoMaACbKO-noAixHHHHX Ai^niB cbofo nacy, a xaKO)K hIa bhahbom oxphmahh

bIa HHX xBopiB JlepMOHxoBa, nymKina, foroAfl i XoM’sKOBa^"^. Ycxhhhobhh b 1;

KHAaB 3HaMeHHHa (})iHaHC0BHx cyOcHAip AA3 piHpeHHfl naHpycH3My cepeA raAHnai

npHHaHMi y pio Ao6y^^. Y 1858-63 pp., naBHajowHCb y BIahI, bIh ne 6yB hoIf

^)opMOBaHHH npo paHHin napoAOBepbKHH pyx, naxoMicxb naAexcaB ao npoaiAHor

ocepeAKy pociHCbKoro nancAaBlBMy b Fa6c6yp3bKiH MonapxiV - BiAeHCbKoro rypxK

oxpa M. O. PaeBCbKoro. 3xoaom bIh xax onncaB hoxo y cboix cnoraAax: “mo hcaIa

a 6yB3AO H mo nexBepra, cxoahah ch btj ero MeujKaHK) 3HaKOMi CMy Aiani cac

bhhckI, a 3 HHMH H moaoaIac, mo HpoOyaaAa y BIahh. Ohh xoAxyBaAH h cnopHAH

CBOIX napOAHHx aiaax, a npHBixHHH, CHMnaxHHHHH H ocBineHHH rocnoAap ^p^

CAyxyBaB ca hhabho BccMy, AaroAUB cnopH i no3HaKOMAK)BaB Bcix 3 Poccieio i (

nepeAOBHMH CAaBaHO(|)iAaMH, hk Xomhkob, AxcaKOB, CaiviapHH, HoroAPH h hhujI .

Xxo xaM HonaB, nonyB cji bIa paay hachomx. bcahkoY CAaBHHCKOi poahhh, a no6i

HHBiHH xaMx. Hacxo Bclx - He BHKAK)MaioHH H HoaskIb - hIa oahok) cxplxoK) Myci

3axyACHXH 3a HHMCb, Horo MOAce H hIkoah He 6yAO, a 3a6aAcaxH xoro, mo Bon> 3H£

HH KOAH H 6yAC, - XO CCXb OCymOHA HAei BCeCAaBAHCXBa”^^.

BiAAanicxb YcxHAHOBHHa “iAeaivi Xom’skoba” niABaxcyBaB AHme “roAoc Tapac

lileBMCHKa”. AocbIa cniAKyBaHHA 3 panniMH HapoAOBpAMH hphbIb ao xoro, mo 1a<

naHpycH3My nocxynoBO nocxynaAHCH y Horo cbIaomocxI “napoAHin MaAOpycbKi

iAef’. OAPaK pen npopec 3axHrHyBC« npHHaHMi na AOCAXb poxiB. HanpHKini

1860-x poxiB Ycxhahobhh yce me mbb “noAiAcne ceppe” mIac “loppAMH” (xo6x

“cBAxoK)ppAMH”-cxapopycHHaMH) xa “yKpaYHo4>iAaMH”^^.

Y xoH nac Bin AyiviaB hoaIOho ao cxapopycbXHx xoHcepBaxHBHHX kIa (h, 30xpeM

CBoro Oaxbxa): “xxo ham 3apyHHXb, mo 3a 100 Aix 6yAe? Hame aIao paxyBaxH py
xicxb. Hh OHa 6yAe mockobcka, hh yxpaiHCKa - a6n pycxa”^^. CA0B’AH0(|)iAbcxB0 Aa
3aHMaAO MiAbHC Micpe b Horo “iepapxiY AOAAbHocxcH.” Oahak nepeocMHCAioBaAOC

“BiA03BaB Cfl AO Mewe 3 noe3iH Xombkobb takhm naxpioTHHHbiH omaHHH Ayx BcecaaBHHCKi

KHniaa Bt hIm tbk ropana ak)6ob ao Bcix wapoAiB CaaBH ... bIhao 3 hhx takhm napiBHi

6a6ckom, mo OHM cxajiHCb bIa paay moim CBaHrcAicM, a Xomakob iAeaAOM naxpioxa, npopoi

BcecAaBAHcxBa” (xaM caMO, 16).

TaM caMO, 19.

TaM caMO. 5-6.

TaM caMO, 39.

TaM caMO. 34.
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(icue Pocii y cjiOB’aHCbKoiviy cbItI. U'm nac noi3/iKH j\o PociHCbKiM iivine-

ii ycTHHHOBHH ooHaB sayBa^KyBaxH “pociHCbKHH AecnoTH3M”, noropziy pocijiH imoao

31UHX cjiob’hh, i bIh cxaB AyMaxH npo 3arpo3y, axy Hece naHpycn3M I’xHboV

bo6o/ih. >1k i HapoAOBui, Ycxhhhobhh npHHUJOB ao BipH y xe, mo icHyBaHHH

KpcMoro yKpaiHCbKoro HapoAy, «k npoxHBaxH ao AecnoxH3My pocisH, e aanopyxoio

B060AH MaH6yxHboY cAOB’HHCbKoi (j)eAepauiV. Jlexxypa xBopiB T. UJeBHeHKa, 0.

lyAiiua, I. HeHya-JlcBMUbKoro, MapKa BoBHKa xa Ihluhx yKpaiHCbKHx nHCbivieHHHKiB

pHBCAa AO xoro, mo bIh Bpeuixi “3H6HaBHAiB Iack) 3M0CK0BmeHa Haiuoro HapoAa”.

OepejioM, BHacjiiAOK hkoxo bIh “3 MOCKBO(j)iAfl cxaB ca ropaHHM yKpai'HueM-

apoAOBueM”, caM Ycxhjihobhm bIahochb npH6AH3HO Ha xiHeub 1860-x pp. BocbMoro

pyAHa 1868 p. bIh y3HB ynaoxb b ycxaHOBHHx 36opax HapoAOBCUbKoro xoBapwcxBa

npocBixa”, Ha hkhx hofo 6yjio naaixb o6pano ao BHAiAy^^. XapaKxepHHM chomhh

po ucH eniaoA 3ajiHmHB Thx PcBaKOBHM: “KopHHAa ycxianoBHHa, KOxpHH nepcA thm

OBopHB: “111,0 xo 3a MOBa? - Tpncxa caIb?” - Sapeann i PcBaKOBHH hIb xcapxoM

axflXHyAH hohIa pyxH na caAfO, i bIh 3anHcaB ca b hachh “FlpocbBixH”... Ooxoiviy 6ya

aHmHpiHiHHM yKpaiHucM 1 ooaHyBaBUJH Hamy MOBy xax, hk xpoMi Opanxa nixxo y
ac, caM nepcKOHaBca npo lY 6e3Me>KHe 6orau,xBo”^°. A y^e na nonaxxy 1 870-x poxia

'cxHflHOBHH ycniujHO BHCxynaa ax AexjuiMaxop na HapoAoaeubxnx HjeBHCHxiBCbXHx

enopax^'. >Ix bIaomo, po3xaix hoxo xBOpHOi Ai^JitHOCxH npHnaa y>xe na nianimHH

epioA (80-90-i poxH XIX cx.). FIpHXMexHO, mo b OHax cynacHHxiB bIh aajiHmaBca

cxpaBHM npcACxaBHHxoM nonepeAHboY enoxH, oahhm 3 “ocxannix Morixan Hamoro
0MaHXH3My”^^.

OpHXJiaAiB nepeocMHCJieHHH caoeY HauionaAbHoY npHHaAexcHOCXH ynacHHxaiviH

apoAoaeubxoro pyxy Moxcna naaecxH 3HaHH0 6iAbuie. OopMyaaHHs xa noAaAbUji

^Ihh HauioHaAbHoY iACHXHHHocxH y nepexiAHHH nepioA noAixHHHHx xpaHc4>opMauiH

b-70-x pp. XIX cx. 6yAH 3yM0BAeHi «x inxeAexxyaAbHHMH BnAHBaMH (aoxpeivia, a1-

epaxypHHMH xyAOACHiMH xBopaMM), xax i hoaIxhxok) “cyciAnix” yrpynoaaHb (noAb-

^xoro, pociHCbxoro naHCAaaicxcbxoro). CaMc b xoh Mac y niAaacxpiHCbxiH raAHMHHi

pHHO nOCHAHAHCA iHXCACXXyaAbHi xa (})iHaHCOBi BHAHBH HX HaAAHinpflHCbXHX

xpaYHCbXHx aIsmIb, xax i pocincbXHx naHCAaaicxcbXHx xIa. HanpHxinui AecaxHAixxA

cxoxHO 3MiuHiAH H03HUH HOAbCbXHx xIa, mo BHacAlAox pc(j)opM B iMncpiY FaGcGypriB

|;o6yAH naniBHi noAixHMHi noanmiy FaAHHHHi.

j

3b 1cho, nepexoAH 3 oahofo xa6opy b Ihlumh xpnaaAH m haabaI. Flpoxe bIa 1880-x

p. BOHH BiAiFpaiOXb MCHUJ HOMlxHy pOAb y FpOMAACbXOMy ACHXXi, CXaiOMH paAUie

hhaxxom 3 HpaBHAa^l Ha namy AyMKy, nepexiAHHM py6e>xeM y (|)opMyBaHHi ho-

I

i

«CnpaB03AaHHe 3 nepiuHx 3arajibHHx 36opiB xoBapHCXBa "‘npocBixa” (JlbBiB 26 naAOJiHcxa)»,

^paeda, 1868, h. 44: 528

I

O. HaaapyK i O. Oxphmobhb, «XpoHiKa pyxy yKpaiHCbKoi aKaacMiMHOi MOJiOAi>KH y JlbBOBi

I'Ha niACxaBi cnoMMHiB Taxa PeBaKOBHMa”]», y 36 . «Ciu»: AjibMaHOX, 395.

I
rioxBajibHi BiAPyKH npo ACKAaMauii K. ycxnaHOBHHa ahb. b ra3. flpaeda, 1870, h. 3: 144-45; i

!h<. OcHoea, 1871, H. 28 (21 kbIthh): 218.

I
BoPAan JlenKHH, «lBan OpanK0», b 36 . Cnoeadu npo leana 0panKa, ynop. M. 1. rnaxiOK

jlbBlB: «KaMeH5ip», 1997), 239.

,

IcxopHK BoPAan 51hhiijhh BiAananae, mo y nen nepioA “Man^KC noBnicxK) npHnnwHAHCH noAi-

MMHi (a B xopoHacHHx BiAHOcnnax - i nauionaAbHi) MippaniV 3 oahopo xaGopy b inmnn, mo 6yAO
laHHOK) MipoK) xapaKxepHHM aaa noAixHHHOPO )KHXxfl xaAHUbKHX yKpaiHuiB y nonepcAHi

pcflXHAixxa” (hopo >k «HapoAOBui na py6e>Ki 70-80-x pp. XIX cx.: Tbopchhh hoboi moacaI

pAixHHHoi KyAbxypn», YnpaiHChKiiu icmopuHHiiu .vcypnan, 2001, 6: 93).
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BonacHHx HauioHajibHHx iiieHTHHHOCTeil cjae npouec HauioHanbHM

iHCTHTyuiil, niA jikhmh (BiAnoeiAHO ao KOHCTpyKXHBicTCbKOi reopiY Flerepa Beprepa

ToMaca JlyxiviaHHa) mo^kcmo posyMixM h pisHoro poAy rpoMaACbKi xoBapwcTBa,

B3arajii 6yAb-JiKi cxani cycnijibHO-KyjibxypHi npaxxHKH, cniBynacxb y hkhx cbIahhj

npo npHHajie>KHicxb ao neBHoi Hauif'*. HanpMKAaA, luopinHe npoBCACHHa “LUei

MCHKiBCbKHX BeHepHHUb” CXAG ySBHHaCHOFO npaKXHKOK) XpOMaACbKOrO )KHXXa JlbBOB

a xoAi H MCHiiiHx Micx ranHHHHH y 70-x pp, XIX cx. TaKo>K Ba^KAHBO, mo y 1860-70-

pp. 3a3Hae aokopIhhhx 3m1h CHCxcMa lUKijibHoY ocbIxh, axa me Ha nonaxKy 60-x p
XIX cx. cnpHHMaAacfl hk xaxa, mo npHXAymyBaAa y mKOJiapia HauioHajibHi n(

HyxxH^^. HanpHKiHm AecaxHAixxa BOHa h HaAani (j)opMy€ AOSAbHHx niAAaHHX iivinepj

ane iHKopnopye HHMajio HauioHanbHHx ejieMCHxiB. BIaxoaI mojioaI rannubKi yKpaiHi

BHBHatoxb Ha xiMHaaiHHiH Aani yKpaiHCbKi Aixepaxypni xBopH xa bIaomocxI np

icxopifo xa xeoorpa4)iK) yKpaiHH «k HacxHHy o6ob’h3koboi mKiAbHoi nporpaMi

SoKpeMa, y riMHasiHHi “pycbKi HHxaHKH” (xpecxoMaxii) 3a pcAaKuiem OACKcia T(

poHCbKoro (1868) xa oco6jihbo OacKcaHApa BapBiHCbKoro i OiviejiHHa OapxHUbKOi

(1871) 6yAH BKAiOHeHi xBOpH T. meBMCHKa xa Ihujhx HaAAHinpancbKHx nHCbMei

hhkIb XIX cx.^^ TaKO>K y 1870-x pp. y mKiAbHHX 6i6AioxcKax nofiBHAHca yxpaiHCb

xyAO^Hi KHHXH. 3 Apyroi hoaobhhh uboro AecaxHAixxa yHHi xaAHUbKHx riMHaxi

HonanH HHcaxH Ichhxh 3 Aixepaxypw na xcmh, noB’H3aHi 3 xBopnlcxm T. LUeBMCHKa'

Be3yMOBHO, BajKJiHBC 3HaMeHHa MaAO h xe, mo y nepmiH hoaobwhI 1870-x pp. T(

BapHCXBO “OpocBixa” 3aHH5iAoca BHAaHHJiM yKpaiHCbKMx niApyHHHKiB AJiH nona

KOBHX mKiji (3a u,eH nac 6yAO BHAano 22 niApyMHHKH 3arajibHHM xHpaAccM nonaA 1

XHCHH npHMipHHKiB). SxOAOM U,i (|)yHKmi nepCHHHJlH TOBapHCXBO iM. lileBHCHKa '

“PycbKc ricAaroriMHe ToBapMCXBo”^^ Ox>Ke, nepuie noKOAinna xaAHUbKO-yKpaii

cbKMx a^hIb, hkc cHCxcMaxHHHO BMBHajio xBopH T. LUcBMCHKa HA xiMHaaiHHiH Jiai

3’hbhaoch BAacHC HanpHKiHui 1870-x pp.

BMpo6AeHHH xa nocHJieHHa incxHxymHHHx paMOK cniBnaAano 3 KOAH^iKauie

pi3HHx Bepciil Hau,ioHajibHOi KyAbxypn (cxBopcHHJiM BmnoBiAHMX cjiobhhkIb xa rp

MaXHK, “3anOBHeHHHM” HOBHMH XBOpAMH ycix AlxCpaxypHMX )KaHpiB, BHpoGACHHa

BAacHHx “nauioHajibHHx” cxhaIb xomo). noKOJiinb, mo cnpHHManH HamonanbF

KyAbxypy B^e hk “Aany o6’eKXHBHy peaAbnicxb”, HauionanbHHH cbIx, nepe4)p

30ByK)MH Beprepa i JlyRManna, “3Ao6yBae cxajiicxb y CBiAOMOcxi; bIh cxae peanbHHM

mopa3 noxy>KHimHH cnoci6 i B>Ke 6iAbme He Mo>Ke xaK npocxo 3MiHtoBaxHca”‘

SacBOCHHa HauioHanbHMx KanoniB Kyjibxypn b pannbOMy Bim 3a AonoMoroK) per

Peter L. Berger and Thomas Luckmann, The Social Construction of Reality: A Treatise in t

Sociology ofKnowledge (New York: Anchor Books, 1966).

AnaTOJib BaxHJiHHH, araiiyiOHH npo naBHanHa b riMnasiY y 1850-x poKax. sasHaHaB: ”n|

icxopiio PycH mh ne Maan ni HanMenmoro noHBTXB. B mKOJii ne arajiyBano npo Pycb. a icTopn

Horo ni/ipyHnHKa ne 6yjio niBKoro.... Mn naaHBajin ce6e PycHnaMH, o6nji>KajiHCB, kojih 6 nac x

3BaB riojiBKaMH, ajic nosaTHM 6yjin mu HanionajibnnM 3epoM*’ ( noro >k CnoMiiun, 23).

TIhb. PycKa HumaHKa dnn Gbicuwu emwasiu, cocTaBjiena A-ToponbCKHM-b, t. 3, nacT. 1 (JlbB

1868): PycKa HumanKa 6jih Gbicuioit eiiMHasiii, yjio>KHB A. BapBincbKHH. nacT. 2-3 (JlbBiB, 1871)

PvcKa HumaHKa dan husuiux kjihc cepedniLX uikIji, nacx. 2. y.io>KMB O. riapTHiibKHH.(JlbBiB. 1871)

B. rieTpHKeBMH, IcmopuH Kyjibmy LllcGHenKa. lx.

A. Cepe/iHK, «JliaabHicTb roBapncTBa “PlpocBiTa" b 1868-1914 pp.». b kh. Hapuc icino}

«TlpocGimu» (AbbIb: «llpocBiTa», 1993). 25.

Berger and Luckmann. The Social Construction of Reality, 55—56.
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flpHHX npaKTHK LUKijibHoY ocBixH, a TaKO>K nocxiHHa yHacxb y uijiiH cHcxeivii Hauio-

lajibHMx iHCXHxyuiH bcjih ao xoro, mo 3MiHHi h Hacxo CHxyauiHHi nauioHajibHi

seHXH(J)iKau,iV nocxynoBo Ha6yBajin xapaxxepy cxiwKHx iAeHXHHHOcxeM.
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Bukovyna: A Border Region with a

Fluctuating Identity

Anatoliy Kruglashov

Debates about issues of national and regional identity have recently occupied a

central place in the work of historians, political scientists, and sociologists. On the

one hand, the growing interest in these issues and their pre-eminent position in con-

temporary academic discourse testify to their topical nature; on the other, this trend

signifies a certain methodological lethargy in the theoretical and categorical

apparatus used to research past and present ethno-national and ethno-political pro-

cesses. Such investigations have gained prominence in the context of the social and

Ipolitical transformations underway in Central and Eastern Europe. Indeed, they are a

necessary component of the sustainable development of the nascent national states

and democratic regimes that have risen on the new terrain. Ethno-political stability

may be the final determinant of these societies’ transformation into well-balanced

^nd efficient democracies. However, the path of democratization has proven to be

longer and more difficult than the advocates and masterminds of totalitarianism’s

collapse initially expected.

Relations among Ukraine’s leading ethnic communities have drawn justified at-

|bntion from scholars in that country and from their foreign colleagues, as well as

from policy-makers and ordinary citizens.' The stability of the ethno-political situ-

ation within the country and decision-makers’ well-elaborated measures aimed at

promoting inter-ethnic harmony guarantee the advancement of democracy and serve

|as an important stimulus and prerequisite for the formation of a civil society in this

post-Communist country. At the same time, the situation in this sphere of political

relations is a litmus test for the alignment of the nation’s political direction with the

strategic goal of integration with European structures, as proclaimed by Ukrainian

policy-makers and supported by a significant number of Ukrainian citizens. The
jEuropean democratic standard of tolerance as the basic model for developing the

[Ukrainian political nation requires respect for the inter-ethnic dialogue that occurred

pver the last few centuries, as well as the scrupulous study of modern tendencies in

this area. It is imperative to implement timely countermeasures against potential

sources of inter-ethnic tension and, in the worst case, conflict between the country’s

' See, for instance, V[iktor]. O. Kotyhorenko, Etnichni protyrichchia i konflikty v suchasnii

Ukraini: Politolohichnyi kontsept (Kyiv: Svitohliad, 2004); Raul Chilachava, ed., Mizhnatsionalni

yidnosyny i natsionalni menshyny v Ukraini: Stan i perspektyvy (Kyiv: Holovna spetsializovana

fedaktsiia literatury movamy natsionalnykh menshyn, 2004); Vladimir Kulik [Volodymyr Kulyk],

rNatsionalizm v Ukraine: 1986 - 1996 gody,” in Natsionalizm v pozne- i postkommnnisticheskoi

^vrope, 101-26, ed. Egbert Van [Jahn] (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2010); and Ihor Burkut, Rusynstvo:

istoriia i suchasnist (Chernivtsi: Prut, 2009).
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leading ethnic communities. At the same time, Ukraine faces not only internal bi

also growing external challenges to its ethno-political stability as well as threats to it

territorial integrity and statehood.

These challenges demand serious attention, particularly in the multi-ethnic region

of Ukraine, that is, where ethnic Ukrainians have traditionally lived side by side wit

other ethnic groups. Chemivtsi Oblast is a case in point. Ukraine’s smallest oblast, it i

comprised of parts of two historical regions—Bukovyna and Bessarabia. Thes

territories have never been ethnically homogeneous, though Ukrainians have Ion

inhabited them, and they have “enjoyed” a historical destiny typical of East Europea

lands—multiple changes in their territorial-administrative status. In the twentiet

century alone Bukovyna and Bessarabia have been part of the Austro-Hungarian an

Russian empires, the Kingdom of Romania, and the Soviet Union. Their colonial stati

was reflected in the mentality of the local population. Bukovynians were repeatedl

urged, if not forced, to change their political identity, civic allegiance, and attitude t

the dominant cultures.

Consequently Bukovyna has always been a very interesting example of an evei

changing value system whose identity has gradually developed into a mutable bi

relatively stable hierarchy. Its hierarchical structure has been comprised of th

following components: ethno-cultural, social, religious, and others characterizing th

region’s inhabitants. As a result, over the last few centuries local self-perceptions an

self-representations have engendered a regional identity and even the phenomenon c

so-called Bukovynism.

In this article I offer a general picture of the multi-ethnic environment in Chemivt

Oblast, summarize the historical experience of its formation, and focus on outstandir

problems regarding the region’s past that have been raised by contemporary scholar

first and foremost by historians and political scientists. The results of sociologic

surveys that academic staff of the Department of Political Science and Publ

Administration at Chemivtsi National University carried out in 2002-2003 and 20C

form the basis of my assessment of the oblast’s current ethno-political situation, tl

identities of its inhabitants, and the region’s identity.

The Bukovynian Phenomenon:

The Origin of^Golden Age'' Myths

Despite Bukovyna’ s unexpected historical turns, its inhabitants’ experiences ha\

led to rather stable traditions of ad hoc multiculturalism marked by a prevale

attitude of respect for the languages and customs of their compatriots with oth

ethnic roots, as well by an ability to sustain more than tolerant inter-ethnic relatioi

in present-day Chemivtsi Oblast. It is noteworthy that such relations have been di

tinguished by a high degree of stability. Although the tensions and conflicts th

occurred in the past between Bukovyna’ s largest ethnic communities should not I

ignored, it is important to underline that these conflicts were, as a rule, more oft(

than not artificially instigated by policy-makers and not by the local population. Tl

period of Austrian rule in Bukovyna (1774-1918) should be acknowledged as tl

one that contributed most to the culture of ethnic and religious tolerance among tl

region’s residents. Discussion of inter-ethnic relations there in the past is necessari

speculative, because historians have mostly ignored the ethnic dimension or, at be:
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(iven only superficial accounts of it.‘ Archeological findings have produced similarly

canty results.^ Therefore our imagined journey into the tradition of Bukovynian

lulticulturalism and tolerance should begin at the time when this former periphery

if the Ottoman Empire became part of the Habsburg Empire.

There is no need for a consensus of opinion regarding the Austrian period of the

3gion’s history. It suffices to say that during this period Bukovyna experienced

^gnificant progress in its economic, social, and cultural life.'^ From the mid-nineteenth

pntury, the city of Chemivtsi (German: Czemowitz) underwent a rapid development

h its urban culture and communications network, which increasingly connected the

bgion with central and western Europe^ On the whole, however, Chemivtsi, and

lukovyna in general, modernized and industrialized gradually, if not slowly. The

kablishment of Chemivtsi University in 1875 and later of a large theatre building

jeralded the city’s further development, and this autonomous crownland capital

iradually became a regional academic and cultural centre.^ The opening of various

jthnic—Romanian, Polish, Jewish, German, and Ukrainian (the narodnii dim)

—

ommunity halls in Chemivtsi emphasized the growing role and prestigious status of

lie city’s ethnic communities.

i

These local achievements of the Habsburg era, which still impress, were offset by

legative developments. Bukovyna was one of the Austro-Hungarian Empire’s most

jnpoverished and economically underdeveloped provinces and a cultural backwater,

hd this influenced relations between the local ethnic communities. The two largest

jthnic groups in the Duchy of Bukovyna—^the Ukrainians and the Romanians

—

onstituted a pre-industrial, agrarian, patriarchal society whose social structure was

runcated. However, the local Romanians were more advanced because they had a

kded aristocracy consisting primarily of the descendants of medieval Moldavian

|oyars. This social stratum controlled Bukovyna’s rich and influential Orthodox

barchy with its see in Chemivtsi. The status and activities of the Romanian
pmmunity there were greatly supported by the neighbouring Romanian kingdom,

/hich cherished the dream of incorporating Bukovyna.

See, for instance, Pavlo V. Mykhailyna, “Vysvitlennia istorii Pivnichnoi Bukovyny na

orinkakh sloviano-moldavskykh litopysiv,” Arkhivy Ukrainy, 1969, no. 4: 81-84; idem,

Vidomosti z istorii Pivnichnoi Bukovyny XV-pershoi polovyny XVII st. v moldavskykh

topysakh,” in Mynule i suchasne Pivnichnoi Bukovyny, vyp. 1: 13-18, ed. 1. 1. Kompaniiets (Kyiv:

aukova dumka, 1972); V. M. Kurylo, Pivnichna Bukovyna, ii mynule i suchasne (Uzhhorod:

arpaty, 1969); and B. O. Tymoshchuk, Pivnichna Bukovyna ~ zemlia slovianska (Uzhhorod:

Larpaty, 1969).

' See Kurylo, Pivnichna Bukovyna', and Tymoshchuk, Pivnichna Bukovyna.

See M[ykhailo]. V. Nykyforak, Derzhavnyi lad i pravo na Bukovyni v 1774-1918 n\

hemivtsi: Ruta, 2000).

:

For a detailed discussion, see my article “Chemivtsi: (Ne)porozuminnia mizh spadshchynoiu ta

padkoiemtsiamy,” in Chemivtsi v konteksti urbanistychnykh protsesiv Tsentralnoi ta Skhidnoi

yropy, 5-34, ed. Michael Dippelreiter and Serhii Osachuk (Chemivtsi: Zelena Bukovyna. 2008).

I

See V. Bilyk et al, Vitannia z Chernivtsiv (Chemivtsi: Prut, 1994); S. S. Kostyshyn et al, eds.,

'Ihernivetskyi universytet, 1875-1995: Storinky istorii (Chemivtsi: Ruta. 1995), 5-72; and Tamara
tiarusyk, “Teatralne i muzychne zhyttia Pivnichnoi Bukovyny (druha polovyna XlX-poch. XX
(.),” in Z istorychnoho mynuloho Bukovyny, 137-47 (Chemivtsi: Chernivetskyi derzhavnyi

iniversytet, 1996).
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However, Bukovyna’s two most numerous ethnic communities did not dominah

the region’s political and administrative structures, and even less so its financial ani

commercial life. The local imperial bureaucracy consisted mostly of ethni(

Germans,^ but members of the rather small but active and well-educated local Polisl

community also occupied many administrative positions and served as mayors am
members of the crownland’s diet.*

During the second half of the nineteenth century the gradual advancements in loca

(particularly municipal) self-government and the liberal constitutional reforms in th

Habsburg Empire introduced Bukovyna’s inhabitants to the traditions of Europea

liberal political culture, while competing for parliamentary representation and access t

other elected and appointed positions necessitated reaching consensual decision

among candidates representing various ethnic groups and social strata. Thes

circumstances contributed to forging the regional elite’s typically “Bukovynian

political qualities and a regional identity. The elite highly valued and even cultivate

the art of political compromise through constant dialogue and co-operation instead o

confrontation. Potential ethnic conflicts and divergent political or social interests wer

moderated by overlapping religious identities. For instance, most of the Romanians an

Ukrainians who contested the official status of indigenous ethnic group and th

collective rights associated with it were members of the Orthodox Church, while mos

of the region’s ethnic Germans and Jews belonged to the German-speaking cultuK

community.^ The list of overlapping identities of the region’s ethnic groups could b

extended. Consequently Bukovynians were distinguished by their conspicuous regiom

identity while remaining loyal to the ruling imperial dynasty and cultivating a feelin

of personal allegiance to the ruling monarch. These stabilizing factors dampened th

escalation of ethnic confrontations, as did the influence of German “high” cultun

which played an integrative role and not merely dominated in the region.

At the turn of the twentieth century all of central Europe witnessed the rapid m
tionalization (nation building) within its various local ethnic communities, a rise i

national awareness, and the development of discrete and, at times, bellicose natiom

identities. But these tendencies did not essentially transform the patterns of cc

operation among Bukovyna’s ethnic groups. The region’s residents often saw then

selves as Bukovynians first, and only then as Ukrainians, Romanians, Jews, and so oi

While they might be treated as archaic, these phenomena were unique at that time f(

the Danubian empire, which constantly sought a balance between the requests an

demands of its ethnic groups and regional elites. The absence of a dominant ethnc

ensured ethno-political stability in Bukovyna, while the two numerically dominai

groups—^the Ukrainians and the Romanians—remained mostly outside the main site (

^ See Serhii Osachuk. Nimtsi Bukovyny: Istoriia tovaiyskoho nikhii (druha polovyna XI}

qochatok XX St.) (Chernivtsi: Zoloti litavry, 2002), 12-17.

See V. Strutynsky and Andrii Horuk, “Kulturno-prosvitnytska diialnist Bukovynskoi polonii

druhii polovyni XlX-na poehatku XX st.,” Naukovyi visnyk Chernivetskoho imiversytetu: Istorii

politychni nauky, mizhnarodni vidnosyny, 2002, 341-50; and Andrii Horuk, Natsionalno-kulturn

nikh poliakiv na Biikovyni (dniha polovyna XIX st .- 1914) (Chernivtsi: Zelena Bukovyna, 200^

49-53.
^ See Alfred Ablaitinher [Ableitinger], Natsionalni siiperechky na Biikovyni do 1914 rokii: Yii

spetsyjyka u konjliktakh natsionalnostei Tsislaitanii. Mini-kosmos Bukovyny. Kultiirni zdobut

rehionu (Chernivtsi: Zelena Bukovyna, 2006), 1 12.
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iter-ethnic tensions in eastern Europe—^the urban environment—or were marginalized

iiere. Therefore ethno-political mobilization and conflictual situations were rather

nprobable; and owing to their unanimous Austrian state patriotism and personal

|)yalty to the emperor the political elites of the various ethnic communities did not play

;ie role of “mobilizers”. The region’s ethnic-community leaders perceived the empire’s

entral authorities as a desirable and most powerful ally as well as a welcomed

mediator in conflict situations. They appealed to their co-nationals mostly to confirm

lie importance of their position of loyal servants of the monarch and the empire.

! The social roles that the leading ethnic communities played rarely resulted in

[lashes of interest or direct confrontation between the Ukrainians and the Romanians,

lie Germans and the Jews, and so on. However, this did not mean that fully peaceful

oexistence characterized the region. “Clouds” of conflict were sometimes visible, but

^ey did not gather over this territory overtly and did not lead to popular unrest and

^hnic calamities. It is also noteworthy that the central authorities in Vienna and the

peal authorities in Chemivtsi highly valued the internal stability of this border region,

/hich could at any time become a battlefield between competing imperial rulers (this

pdeed happened during the First World War).'® These tendencies provided Austrian

|olicy-makers with ample opportunities for learning lessons about political manoeuv-

jng and ethno-political diplomacy via conducting negotiations with representatives of

)e region’s diverse ethnic groups and religious communities. Such negotiations touch-

d upon a wide spectrum of problems, unanimous solutions to which were hardly ever

chieved. A commonly known fact is testimony to the socio-linguistic tendencies of

lose days: both average Bukovynians and local policy-makers could freely communi-
^te in four or five major regional languages—German, Ukrainian, Romanian, Polish,

nd Yiddish. Such historical “invariables” of relative peace and the slow development

f an “East Tirol” helped to create a Bukovynian myth of a friendly, peaceful,

pspitable, multicultural, somewhat patriarchal and peripheral land that was relatively

foblem-free from the standpoint of the imperial authorities.

The cultivation of traditions of inter-ethnic balancing, the relative parity of interests

1 their regional hierarchy, and the local culture of communication and compromise
mbodied in the regional Bukovynian identity of the Habsburg era were jettisoned soon

fter this region and Bessarabia (which had developed under the a quite different

dlitical, administrative, and socio-cultural conditions of tsarist rule since 1812) were

nnexed by Romania in 1918." This “great reunion,” which remains not only a

Lomanian national holiday but also a national ideal for a sizeable part of Romanian
bciety, became first a drama and then a tragedy for the national minorities of the

3gion. Since then, for the first time in the history of the region as a separate territory,

lere emerged a dominant nation that considered itself hegemonic and behaved

ccordingly. The leaders of this nation perceived this territory exclusively as part of

Romanian history, culture, and national traditions.'^ During the interwar period official

See V[olodymyr]. Fisanov, “Bukovynske i halytske pytannia u mizhnarodnykh vidnosynakh

eriodu Pershoi svitovoi viiny,” Visnyk Tsentru Bukovynoznavstva: Seriia istorychna (Chemivtsi),

p 1 (1993): 143-52.

See Khotynu — 1000 rokiv: Materialy Mizhnarodnoi naukovoi konferentsii, prysviachenoi 1000-

\ttiu Khotyna, ed. V. M. Botushansky (Chemivtsi, 2000).

I

Igor [Ihor] Burkut, “Istoricheskie etapy formirovaniia bukovinskoi polietnichnosti,” in his

*olitychni protsesy: Istoriia, mify, realnist (pohliad z rehionu), 74-81 (Chemivtsi: Prut, 2005).
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Bucharest perceived and treated regional ethnic communities at the very least as <

suspicious and potentially dangerous factor of instability in poor and politically un

stable Romania.

The Romanian authorities’ elimination of the institutions and traditions of the Habs
burg era was not limited to the liquidation of Bukovynian autonomy. From the earh

1920s on efforts directed at the Romanianization of non-Romanians increased, whicl

in turn increased dissatisfaction in almost all regional communities. Ion Nistor, thi

leading Romanian historian of the time and a later statesman, succinctly formulated thi

position of the new rulers: he claimed that the “reunion” of Bukovvna with Romani
left no space for homo bucovinensis, but only for civis Romaniae. Inter-ethnic ten

sions increased considerably during and after the 1 930s. Ethno-cultural contradiction

were complemented—and aggravated—by discord over agricultural issues, contro

over local finance, and competition in the scarce labour market. Ethnic Romanian

constantly demanded and received the more prestigious positions in the public servic

with the support of the national government. Campaigns directed at imposinj

Romanian traditions upon the local Ukrainian population were conducted with th

consent of the central authorities, and Ukrainians reluctant to refuse their origin wer

discriminated against in a number of ways. Discriminatory measures also targeted th

Jewish minority, which Romanian financiers and entrepreneurs viewed as a powerft

and dangerous competitor.

Similarly, other regional communities could hardly boast of evident achievement

in the interwar period. And yet, the main source of ethno-national instability in th

region was the tensions between the Romanians and the Ukrainians, which constant!

increased owing to the activities of both pro-Soviet and anti-Soviet Ukrainian nation

alist guerrilla movements. In any case, these groupings represented a threat t

Romania, and therefore local Ukrainians suffered from numerous constraints an

repressive measures. It is worth noting that in their Romanianization efforts i

Bukovyna both the central and local authorities successfully divided and conquere

by neutralizing the usual anti-discriminatory solidarity of other ethnic groups. As
result, the region’s local Romanians and Ukrainians supported official Romania
anti-Semitism to a certain degree, as did the indigenous Germans, who were increa'

ingly influenced by Nazi ideology. Meanwhile anti-Ukrainian sentiments spread n(

only among Romanian chauvinists.

This has led me to conclude the regional pattern of the elite and mass culture c

ethnic relations in the Habsburg era as neither absolutely solid nor self-sufficien

This culture—sometimes defined in the literature as the phenomenon of “Bukc

vynism” and a vivid example of a specific regional identity—was not capable (

resisting the radical nationalism and chauvinism that spread throughout Europe in th

interwar years.*'* The competition for resources, better developmental prospects, lani

capital, education, and spiritual influences all affected society in the previous perio

as well. The difference was that now politicians, bureaucrats, official Bucharest, an

its local representatives fanned and cultivated these contradictions.

Cited in Irina Livezeanu, Cultural Politics in Greater Romania: Regionalism, Nation Buildin

and Ethnic Struggle, /P/S-yPit? (IthacarCornell University Press, 1995), 49.
*'*

See Ihor Burkut, “Bukovyna u planakh Velykoi Rumunii,” in Bukovyna 1918-1940 ri

Zovnislmi vplyvy ta vnutrishnii rozvytok. 49-51, ed. Serhii Osachuk (Chemivtsi: Zelena Bukovyn

2005).
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After the Soviet invasion of northern Bukovyna and Bessarabia on 28 June 28

i940, those regions radically changed politically, economically, socially, and

ulturally. However, with the exception of official propaganda and punitive measures

It is important yet very difficult to trace any kind of ethnic priority regarding the

itter), the Soviet authorities did not manage to elaborate specific policy instruments

nth regard to regional ethnic communities. The very entry of the Red Army as stipu-

^ted by the Ribbentrop-Molotov Pact is still a bone of contention among statesmen

ad historians in independent Ukraine and post-Ceausescu Romania who have tried

) assess the events of 1940.'^ (Their views are beyond the scope of this article.) It is

oteworthy that the establishment of Soviet rule radically changed the ethnic and

)cial situation in Bukovyna for the first time. The mass emigration of ethnic

iermans ensued,'^ as did the exodus of a sizeable number of members of the Buko-

ynian intelligentsia and representatives of the business elite, who were not pro-

oviet and were aware of realities in Stalin’s Soviet Union. A previously unified

;gion ceased to exist, and Chemivtsi Oblast of the Ukrainian SSR was formed in

940.The remainder of this article will focus on this oblast.

! The entry of the Romanian army into the territory of northern Bukovyna in 1941

sgatively influenced the ethno-political situation there. The period of wartime

omanian occupation is, undoubtedly, the most dramatic page in the history of local

thnic relations: it was characterized by flagrantly chauvinist, terrorist policies, the

istigation of civilian anti-Semitism with pogroms as its culmination, and later by

:ts of genocide against the Jewish population. The Ukrainian population of the

:gion also suffered from repressive Romanian policies. The dictator Ion Antonescu

id his entourage even envisioned measures for “cleansing” Bukovyna of ethnic

krainians.

It would be an overstatement to claim that the return of Soviet rule in 1944

rought desired peace and stability to the region’s still multi-ethnic community,

ocal inhabitants who did not manage or did not want to leave their homeland with

le retreating Romanian forces experienced the “peculiarities” of Stalin’s regime

—

lass repressions, forced collectivization, violent campaigns against “bourgeois na-

onalism,” and so on—^to the utmost.'^ It is noteworthy that the comprehensive and

idical changes that occurred in the ethnic composition of Bukovyna during the first

alf of the twentieth century continued into the second half of the century. They
psulted in irreparable deformations in regional identity and in the local population’s

srceptions of the “Other.” As a consequence of the constant changes in the region’s

blitical status, the voluntary and forced migration of the population (as a side effect

For reflections about this event, see 28 chervnia 1940 roku: Pohliad cherez 60 rokiv. Materialy

mkovo-praktychnoi konferentsii, m. Chemivtsi, 29 chervnia 2000 roku, ed. V. M. Botushansky

’hernivtsi: Prut, 2000).

V. Kholodnytsky, “Z istorii vzaiemovidnosyn mizh radianskymy i nimetskymy predstavnykamy

radiansko-nimetskii zmishanii komisii po evakuatsii bukovynskykh nimtsiv u Chemivtsiakh,”

aukovyi visnyk Chernivetskoho universytetu: Istoriia, politychni nauky, mizhnarodni vidnosyny,

yp. 123-24(2002): 193-206.

j

Tamara Marusyk, Zakhidnoukrainska humanitarna intelihentsiia: Realii zhyttia ta diialnosti

bhemivtsi: Ruta, 2002), 134, 141, 144-49; V. Kholodnytsky, “Z istorii pereselen i deportatsii na

jukovyni v 40-kh rokakh XX st.,” in Istoryko-politychni problemy suchasnoho svitu, vol. 8, 51—62,

|l. Yurii Makar (Chemivtsi: Ruta, 2001).
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of those transformations) on the eve of the Second World War, and the evacuation o

the overwhelming majority of Bukovynian Germans to the Third Reich in 1940.'^

All ethnic communities inhabiting the region suffered tremendous social

demographic, and ethno-cultural losses as a result of the Holocaust (in the case of th(

Jews and Roma), exodus, mass repressions, and mass violence. Changes in the ethnii

and sociocultural composition of the urban population were especially marked. I

would not be an overstatement to claim that in the postwar period Bukovynian urbai

culture on the either side of the Soviet-Romanian border differed dramatically from th

regional pattern of the pre-1918 era. In the post-Stalin period, local policies in th

sphere of ethnic relations became more reserved and balanced. Soviet policy-maker

were keen to show the advantages of “Lenin’s national policy,” “proletarian interna

tionalism,” and the “eternal friendship of nations” that had “blossomed” in the USSR
On the one hand, phony attention was paid to the Ukrainian population through th

formal Ukrainianization of educational and cultural institutions. On the other hand, th

activities of educational institutions and the mass media took into account, to som
extent, the linguistic and cultural needs of local communities, including the Romanian
Moldovan community, mostly in the countryside. The aforementioned policies wer

aimed at demonstrating harmonious ethnic relations. However, there were actuall

many unresolved ethnic problems.'^ For instance, policy measures were directed at th

Russification of local cultures and education, especially in the region’s capita

Chemivtsi. Unfortunately these measures and their consequences have not yet been th

focus of much attention by contemporary Ukrainian researchers. This lack of interest i

rather surprising. It testifies indirectly to the insufficient critical and scholarl

assessment of this very important component of the Soviet legacy, and it confirms th

endurance of the Soviet theoretical heritage: both average citizens and decision-makei

still revere this legacy, which is often perceived as an exemplary solution to ethni

challenges. However, this tendency is hardly deserving of admiration.

Some problematic aspects of the postwar years in Chemivtsi Oblast merit furthe

attention. During that period numerous anti-Semitic campaigns were launche

concurrently with the first mass exodus of the Jewish population, which was activel

facilitated by Soviet authorities and the KGB. Persons of Jewish origin were banne

from certain occupations and professions and were discriminated against durin

enrolment procedures at some departments of Chemivtsi State University. Regiom

authorities also persecuted, at times quite harshly, members of the Ukrainian an

Romanian intelligentsia suspected of harbouring the slightest measure of “nationali:

sentiment.” From time to time acts of closed-door or public chastisement of thos

suspected of anti-Soviet “deviations” were initiated. Illustrative of the period was als

the notorious practice of “ratio equalization,” which in the minds of the Sovii

nomenklatura was supposed to ensure equitable representation in government an

elected Party and Soviet bodies and meet all of the social, ethnic, and even gend(

needs of the population.

* See Serhii Osachuk, “Sotsialna dynamika i politychni oriientatsii nimtsiv Bukovyny 1918-19^

rr.,” in Bukovyna 1918-1940 rr.: Zovnislmi vplyvy ta vmitrislmii rozvytok. 116-18, ed. Serh

Osachuk (Chemivtsi: Zelena Bukovyna, 2006).

See Ihor Burkut. “Istorychni ta etnichni osoblyvosti rehionu,“ in Kurs Ukrainy na intehratsi

do Evropeiskolio Sohizii: Rehionalni vymiiy hromadskoi pidttymky, 16-17, ed. Anatoliy Krugt

shov (Chemivtsi: Prut, 2002).
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To claim that ethnic relations in the USSR were harmonized in this way would be

misleading. The postwar Soviet period was far from being devoid of manifestations

If ethnic intolerance, and the traditional ethnic structure that existed in Bukovyna

I
bring the first half of the twentieth century was considerably deformed as a result of

lemographic changes and in- and out-migration artificially stimulated by the Soviet

;gime. Also, the urbanization of agricultural areas did not occur without ethno-

[altural tensions. Suffice it to mention the wide circulation, if not cultivation, of

lany far from innocent ethnic “jokes” about Jews and Moldovans that still remain

brrent in the region.

Nonetheless, despite these negative tendencies the Soviet period was marked by

jrtain stability in ethnic relations, even if this goal was achieved through forceful

leans. The gradual but continually increase in intermarriage rates during that period

vital indicator of ethnic tolerance.

The various problems that were overlooked and even concealed became evident

ith the advent of Perestroika. That period of reform was marked by new ethno-

blitical changes in Chernivtsi Oblast particularly a powerful cultural revival within the

3lasf s various ethnic communities. This revival not only brought about elation but

so presented new, as well as forgotten, challenges requiring the development of skills

1 public politics, dialogue, and democratic forms of co-operation between policy-

lakers and the ethnic communities, as well as between the associations and

•ganizations representing the latter. However, the rapid and at times not at all positive

langes in Ukrainian society exacerbated the sensitive nature of inter-ethnic relations,

ot only have feelings of pride for one’s nation and its past been manifested, but also

'eviously suppressed ethnic phobias and even chauvinist attitudes when the desire to

iclaim one’s own rights is intermingled with the temptation to overlook similar claims

1 the part of other citizens.

Since 1991 ethnic relations in Chernivtsi Oblast have gained particular political

gnificance. During the first years of post-Soviet independence, not only some
3cision-makers but also governing bodies in neighbouring Romania demanded that

le current state borders with Ukraine be redrawn and laid claim to territories that

ere part of interwar Romania. As a result, relations between ethnic Ukrainians and

hnic Romanians in Chernivtsi Oblast deteriorated. Fortunately, however, despite

[tempts to establish a Romanian irredentist movement there, ethnic tensions in the

l3last have not culminated in open confrontation. In addition, under the pressure of

ATO and the European Union, Romanian decision-makers have tried to improve

Nations with Ukraine. Even though this process is still under way, this Romanian-
krainian detente has had a positive influence on ethnic relations in Chernivtsi

blast. During this difficult time, oblast authorities have tried to foster the revival of

1 of the oblast’s ethnic communities and to respond favourably and respectfully to

leir needs, albeit haphazardly and irregularly.^®

Much is still left to be done in this regard, but Ukraine’s legislative efforts and its

spirations to meet the Council of Europe’s high standards have resulted in attempts to

See V. Kotik [Kotyk], “Natsionalnye menshinstva v ramkakh mezhdugosudarstvennykh

inoshenii Ukrainy, Respubliki Moldova i Rumynii,” in Ramochnaia konventsiia o zashehite

^tsionalnykh menshinstv:Mekhanizmy realizatsii. Po matehalam mezhdunarodnogo seminara,

phineu, Komrat, Belts, 9-1 1 noiabria 1999 g., 116-27 (Chi§inau, 2000).
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solve the burning problems of ethnic politics through the application of fair legj

procedures. Meanwhile both Romania and Moldova—and, more particularly, open!

irredentist political forces in those countries calling for the revision of the current stat

borders—have been especially attentive to the ethno-political situation in Chemivts

Oblast. Their influence has grown as a result of the ethno-demographic changes in th

oblast. According to the published results of Ukraine’s 2001 census, the oblast’s Jewis

population has almost entirely emigrated; there has been a downward trend in th

number of residents who identified themselves as Russians before 1989; the ratio c

ethnic Poles and ethnic Belarusians in the oblast has similarly diminished; while

sizeable percentage of those who previously declared themselves Moldovans hav

switched to identifying themselves as ethnic Romanians.^' Because of thes

considerable changes, the traditions of regional multiculturalism, which had bee

nurtured for centuries, and the peculiar informal system of checks and balances withi

the ethnic communities have been abandoned. This presents a certain challenge, if not

threat, to regional stability.

The problem of adopting Romanian identity by some part of the Moldovan popi

lation is not merely the result of successful propaganda regarding the twin notions of

united Romanian nation and Romania Mare among the local communities, althoug

their influence cannot be denied. This trend may be explained by the improving socij

and economic conditions in Romania and as a side effect of that country becoming pa

of the EU in 2007 (it became a NATO member in 2004).'^ Considering the unfortunatB

social and economic conditions in independent Ukraine, and particularly in Moldov||

additional opportunities, such as obtaining a Romanian passport (even if this
||

obviously illegal according to Ukrainian legislation), have appealed to marm
Romanian-speaking residents of Chemivtsi Oblast. These and other measures that thH

neighbouring country has implemented towards its co-nationals in the oblast havj

raised questions to which adequate answers are yet to be found. These factors havH

exerted a negative influence on ethnic relations in the oblast and provoked oblast an

even Ukraine’s central authorities to adopt active measures aimed at preventing an

resolving undesirable conflicts. Nevertheless, sporadic confrontations and an escalade

of ethnic tensions are still evident. It is equally important to acknowledge northei

Bukovyna’s geopolitical peculiarity: now it is not only the Ukrainian-Romaniai

Moldovan borderland, but also a Ukrainian region bordering on such powerful politic

structures as NATO and the EU. In addition, Chemivtsi Oblast has encountered varioi

problems regarding its role and prospects within the framework of the Upper Pr

Euroregion are problematic.^^

“ See V. Kaminska, ed., Natsionalnyi sklad naselennia Chernivetskoi oblasti ta yoho mov
oznaky (za danymy Vseukrainskoho perepysu naselennia 2002 roku) (Chemivtsi: V. D. Liva

2003), 4-8.
" See Anatoliy Kruglashov, “Vid ‘levropy natsii’ do Mevropy rehioniv,’” Polityka i chas, 200

no. 10: 69-78; and S. Mitriaeva, “Terytorialni pytannia ta etnichni chynnyky v protsesi druh

khvyli rozshyrennia NATO: Rehionalnyi vymif' <vvwvv.Ji-magazine.lviv.ua/conf-march(

/mitriajeva.htm>.

See S. Gakman. “Stan mizhetnichnykh vzaiemyn na terytorii ievrorehionu 'Verkhnii Pru

Dynamika. realii ta perspektyvy,” in levrorehiony: Potentsial mizhetnichnoi harmonizatsii. Zbir

naukovykh prats, 180-90, ed. Anatoliy M. Kruglashov et al (Chemivtsi: Bukrek, 2004)

.
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It is for these and other reasons that not only the achievements of ethnic dialogue

ind co-operation in the oblast should be highlighted, but also those latent, not easily

>bservable challenges to amicable social and political life there. The latter pose a

)Otential threat to the oblast’s security and stability. If these dangers are continuously

gnored and not addressed in an adequate and timely fashion, they may very soon

>ecome a scourge for Ukrainian policy-makers, and not only for them.

biased, ifNot Corrupt, Judges: A Reflection ofEthnic

delations in National Historiographies

Academic approaches to the history and modem condition of Bukovynian multi-

thnicity are an important instrument of forming well-balanced and efficient ethno-

lational policies at the oblast and national level. However, thorough analysis of the

xisting academic literature reveals numerous lacunae regarding the historical

onditions for the formation of multi-ethnic tolerance in the oblast as well as challenges

b its further positive development. Historical arguments aimed at tracing the roots of

ontemporary ethnic relations in the oblast do not always facilitate a better

inderstanding of the processes underway, or the elaboration of effective national and

egional policies.

j

Serious research of the phenomenon of this “Europe in miniature” or “East Euro-

wean Switzerland” reveals isolated archipelagos of scholarship and political

pumalism amidst an ocean of diverse national historiographies. One rarely en-

lounters any commonalities therein. Thus, intellectuals have reproduced not one but

everal nationally oriented or at least ethnically coloured images of “Bukovyna,”

ach of which is produced and consumed by different segments of the population,

lome important tendencies are discernible in the ethno-national reconstruction of the

egion. The Ukrainian and Romanian historiographies of Bukovyna and, along with

[lem, the histories of the various ethnic groups that have inhabited this region have

E a crucial role in defining the intellectual climate and the formation of mass

ypes and ethno-national myths, and have influenced the ideological positions

f national leaders and decision-makers. Representatives of the two national his-

orical schools have engaged in open “confrontations” and in tactical debates that, in

neir extreme form, have manifested themselves in radical and nationalist ways.

[Regarding the latter, on the Romanian side the latter position has been most vividly

epresented by the famous historian, professor, government minister, and rector of

Chernivtsi University in interwar Romania, ton Nistor (1876-1962)—the leading

jepresentative of the historiographic position that Bukovyna is a historical Romanian
bnd and that its indigenous Ukrainians are immigrants or Slavicized Romanians.^'*

arious interpretations of this “classical” model of the past can be found in mono-
raphs by contemporary Romanian researchers, who, even if they skirt the thesis that

l^ukovyna is exclusively Romanian, insist that the Romanians must have an

xclusive status and special rights as the indigenous ethnos of Chernivtsi Oblast.“^

Ion Nistor gradually developed this idea for his book Romdnii sj Rutenii in Bucovina: Studiii

doric sj statistic (Bueharest; Socec s) B. Sfetea, 1915).

A review of some of them is in 0[leksandr], Dobrzhansky, “Etniehnyi sklad naselennia

pukovyny kintsia XVIIl - pershoii polovyny XIX st. v suehasnii istoriohrafii,” in Materialy IV
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Teachers in the oblast’s Romanian-language schools similarly prefer the exclusivis

approach to teaching the history of Bukovyna, based on the idea of the autochthonou

character of the Romanian population. The inexhaustible well of Nistor’s wisdor

continues to be the source of political inspiration for the ideologues of the modem-da
nationalist right wing in Romania, and first and foremost for the members of th

nationalist-royalist party. The latter still cherish dreams about Romania Mare of 191 ?

which they would like to become reality in a new, united Europe(!).

The aggressive and sometimes arrogant stance on the part of the authors of thi

historiography and political tradition has engendered similar academic retorts fror

the Ukrainian side. Exemplary among them is Arkadii Zhukovsky’s classic history o

Bukovyna, He wrote this work in response to Ion Nistor and inverts the Romania
formula for writing the history of the region. In Zhukovsky’s view, Ukrainian Buko
vyna has continuously restrained Romanian aggressive tendencies toward Ukraine.2(

Zhukovsky’s monograph is an important landmark of Ukrainian national historic

graphy; it is highly polemical and critical of the prevailing views in mainstrear

Romanian historiography. In his book the reader may also find radical, partisan claim

that reflect the intellectual and political climate of the 1930s and 1940s, during whic

the author’s views and writing style were formed.

It is doubtful whether similar Romanian or Ukrainian monographs written at a tim

of aggressive ethnic confrontation and totalitarian and authoritarian experiments o

European soil may serve as the starting point and theoretical basis for a tolerant an

multicultural perception of Bukovyna’ s history. This can happen only if natiom

leaders and often repugnant regimes view this history not only as a product but also-

from a positive perspective—as the common achievement of many generations of th

region’s residents with various ethnic origins. The new generation of Ukrainian an

Romanian historians are trying to find new forms and instruments of profession!

dialogue and compromise, and it has become ever more obvious that there is an urger

necessity for the elaboration of truly scholarly approaches to understanding th

Ukrainian-Romanian past, with the focus on the “problem of Bessarabia and Bukc

vyna.”^^

On the Ukrainian side, valuable research has been being pursued by such Chemivt

scholars as Oleksandr Dobrzhansky, Ihor Burkut, Hanna Skoreiko, Serhii Osachul

Serhii Hakman, Ihor Piddubny, Volodymyr Fisanov, and this author. Among Romar

ian researchers, the Suceava historians §tefan Purici (a graduate of Chemivtsi Un

Bukovynskoi istoryko-kraieznavchoii konferentsii, 367-73. ed. S. S. Kostyshyn et al (Chernivts

Ruta. 2001).

For Zhukovsky a burdensome and alienating factor in the history of Bukovyna was the influx (

Romanian settlers, who displaced the indigenous Ukrainian population and persistently tried

denationalize and oppress them. The struggle between then two groups was the cornerstone of tl

region’s history. See Arkadii Zhukovsky, Istoriia Biikovyny (Chemivtsi; Chas, 1994), 195.

See, for example, V. Boiechko, “Pivnichna Bukovyna i Prydunavia - spokonvichnyi tert

Ukrainy,” Polityka i chas. 1992, no. 5: 47-51 and no. 6: 66-71; P. Symonenko. I’ichnozhyvi hiU

Ukrainy: Pivnichna Bukovyna i pivdenna Besarabiia (Kyiv, 1992); 0[ksana]. M. Pavliuk, ed., B
kovyna: I'yznactmi postati 1774-1918 rr. Biohrajiclmyi (Chemivtsi: Zoloti litavry. 2000

Nicolae Ciachir, Din istoria Biicovinei, 1775-1914 (Bucharest: Editura Academiei Romane, 1993

and 1. Luceac, Familia Hiinmizaki: Itre ideal si realizare (Chemivtsi: Editura Alexander Cel Bu

2000 ).
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lersity) and his colleague Florin Pintescu deserve particular mention."^ Since 2001 four

'iennial international academic conferences titled “Ukraine-Romania-Moldova: His-

L)rical, Political, and Cultural Relations”—^the first such conferences in the entire

istory of Ukrainian-Romanian-Moldovan relations—have become an important step

1 fostering understanding between scholars of these neighbouring countries. The first

|f these conferences, held in Chernivtsi, in May 2001, brought out the long-standing

iommunication difficulties between the scholars. At the same time, however, it facili-

i^ted the articulation of desired joint academic co-operation aimed at overcoming the

egacy of national romanticism, radical nationalism, and the many falsifications issued

uring the Communist period. In pursuit of this goal, it was recommended that joint

jroups be formed to elaborate common conceptions and textbooks on Ukrainian-

omanian-Moldovan relations, the history of their common region, the integration of

, Jkraine, Romania, and Moldova into European and Euro-Atlantic structures, and post-

pmmunist processes in those countries.^^

In September 2004, on my initiative, the second such conference was held in

'hemivtsi^° to continue the dialogue begun in 2001. The third triennial conference,

leld in September 2007, showed that this meeting was becoming a permanent forum

n a broad range of issues in Ukrainian-Romanian-Moldovan relations.^' The fourth

bnference, held in September 2010, proved the vitality of this forum. Unfortunately,

^cept for some positive changes in terms of closer scholarly communication at con-

jrences, seminars, and symposia, no other forms of collaboration have arisen.

One of the most serious drawbacks has been the failure to implement, let alone gain

Lipport for, joint research projects and publication of academic and educational

terature at the regional, let alone international, level (e.g., joint projects involving

:holars at Chernivtsi, Suceava, and Ia§i universities, considering that these universities

ave signed official agreements on mutual co-operation and partnership). But the

reatest challenge is that these efforts have not attracted the attention and support of

iey decision makers in the three countries. Ukrainian, Romanian and Moldovan
:holars have been reluctant to abandon their traditional, or rather inertial, methodo-

ibgical approaches to the complicated and, at times, conflictual “grey zones” of the

thno-political history of Chernivtsi Oblast and the heritage of the past. Overcoming

Ik domination of these approaches is yet to be achieved even at the level of the cor-

Ipsponding conceptual frames. Left for the future is the task of compiling a Ukrainian

See §tefan Puriei, “Trecutul Bueovinei in viziunea istoriografiei ucrainene contemporane (1991-

002),” Codrul Cosminului (Sueeava), 2002-2003, no. 8-9: 43-52; Daniel Hrenciuc, "Integrarea

'plonezilor din Bucovina in Regatul Romdniei Mari (1918-1923): Un stiidiii de caz, ” in Omagiu
toricu\m Raimund Friedrieht Kaindl, 83-90, ^Chernivtsi, 2005); idem. Din istoria polonezilor in

ucovina (1774-2002) (Suceava: Uniunea Polonezilor din Romania, 2002); Florin Pintescu,.

Bucovina - zona de convergen(a etnica §i spirituala," Revista romdnd de studii culturale

^uceavaj, 2000, no. 1: 9-16; George Ostavi Ost, “Etnic si economic in Bucovina.” Suceava:

nuarul Muzeului Judetean a! Bueovinei (Suceava) 24-25 (1998-99): 215-78; and Traian Poncea.

Bucovina istorica: Evolutie geopolitica §i demografica,” Foaie na(ionald (Bucharest), 2010, no. 4:

5-36.

Ukraina-Rumuniia-Moldova: Istorychni, politychni ta kultiirni aspekty vzaiemyn v konteksti

'uchasnykh ievropeiskykh protsesiv (Chernivtsi: Bukrek, 2002).

Ibid., vol. 2 (Chernivtsi: Bukrek, 2006).

Ibid., vol. 3 (Chernivtsi: Bukrek, 2009).
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textbook on the history of Romania and Moldova; nor have scholars obtained financie

support for the their initiative to found an academic centre on European and regions

studies in Chemivtsi that, among other areas of research, would also deal with ethnc

political processes in contemporary Romania and Moldova.

This does not mean that historians belonging to the minority ethnic communities i

Chemivtsi oblast have ignored the processes of regional mythology. Scholars of Jewis

origin have been particularly prolific in this respect, and there are obvious grounds fc

that: it is impossible to imagine the nineteenth- and twentieth-century history of Bukc

vyna and Bessarabia without the Jewish population, which sometimes dominated an

was the most active and organized among the ethnic communities there. Therefor

close attention to this community’s past is well justified, and a number of serioi

monographs have been produced as a result. At the same time, however, Jewish intei

pretations of the regions’ histories and ethnic relations there have left a certain irr

pression regarding their ethnocentric and, partly, even nationally exclusive perspec

tive.^“

In many accounts by Jewish scholars, the other ethnic communities, their activitie:

and their co-operation are represented mostly as background to the Jewish communit

or as a threat to its existence. However, such particularities do not represent a direc

threat to ethnic stability in Chemivtsi oblast. It is evident that contemporary migrator

and demographic trends are increasingly marginalizing this segment of the ethnc

cultural spectrum of opinion in the oblast: as previously underlined, the size of th

Jewish population has speedily and irreversibly diminished. Moreover, the opinion thi

Bukovyna and the city of Chemivtsi lost an important, if not essential, part of its legac

with the wartime genocide of the Jewish community and emigration of the survivoi

can now be found within the local non-Jewish population as well.

The Polish historiography of ethnic relations in Bukovyna is also of undeniabi

value. Despite the seemingly negligible ratio of ethnic Poles in the region’s ethni

structure, region, their high intellectual and social status has fostered a “Polis

discourse” about the history of Bukovyna. Kazimierz Feleszko’s contributions to th

discourse have been the most outstanding ones.^^ Polish historians of Bukovyna hav

tried to present a well-balanced version of its ethnic history.^'* But the German-lar

guage and particularly the Austrian historiography of Bukovyna and ethnic relatior

on its terrain also merit special mention.^^

3'y

See Albert Lichtblau and Miehael John. Jewries in Galicia and Biikovina, in Lemberg ai

Czernowitz: Two Divergent Examples of Jewish Communities in the Far East of the Aiistn

Hungarian Monarchy (\996) <www.ibiblio.org/yiddish/Tshernovits/Liehtblau/liehtblau.html>.

Kazimierz Feleszko, Jerzy Molas, and Wlodzimierz Strutyhski, eds., Bukowina: Blaski i cien

“Etiropy w miniaturze. ’’(Warsaw: Energeia. 1995); Kazimierz Feleszko, ed., Bukowina po stron

dialogu- {^e]ny: Pogranieze, 1999); and idem, "Bukovyna - miniaturna levropa. Lehendy, metod

diisnist,” in Materialy III miznarodnoi istoryko-kraieznavchoi naukovoi konferentsii, prysviachen

120-richchiu zasnuvannia Chernivetskoho iiniversytetu, 29 veresnia-I zhovtnia 1995 rokii, e

Anatoliy Kruglashov (Chemivtsi: Chernivetskyi derzhavnyi universytet. 1995), 179-87.

See also Zbigniew Kowalski et al. eds.. Bukowina: Tradycje i wspolczesnosc (Pila.ChernivtM

and Sueeava:Dom Polski, 2006). D
See Mariana Hausleitner, Die Rumanisierung der Bukowina: Die Diirchsetzung

nationalstaatlichen Anspruchs Grossrumaniens, 1918-1944 (Munich: Oldenbourg, 2001); HannIJ

Hotbauer and Viorel Roman. Bukowina, Bessarabien, MoldaM’ien: Vergessenes Land zwischM
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Here, it is possible to discern two different schools of research. The Austrian

njlchool’s members mainly study the Habsburg period of Bukovyna’s history and often

epict it as its “golden age” ( there are grounds for such a views). The other school is

presented by German emigres from Bukovyna who settled in Bavaria after the

econd World War II and founded the Institute of Bukovynian Studies in Augsburg.^^

Although the seriousness and academic value of the findings of the best interpreters

if the histories of Bukovyna’s and Bessarabia’s various ethnic groups cannot be

li(| enied, it must be noted that their efforts have been methodologically diverse,

ieologically biased, and, most importantly, limited by their authors’ ethnicity and

thnically determined perceptions. By relying on received tradition, these authors have

ecome hostages in the fortresses that they enthusiastically erected, and these fortresses

/hich have often been “besieged” by representatives of other ethnic and religious

inj roups. The problem is not that certain scholars are nationalist or chauvinist, but that

leir views have been propagated and circulated among other members of their ethnic

mmunities both in the region and elsewhere.

Writing an integrated, common version of the region’s past that would focus on

thnic relations is still on the agenda. It is evident that this would have to be an

iternational project or, even better, various projects. Logistically and financially

oj'bmplicated as it may seem, Ukrainian researchers should play an important and

fttiating role in this regard. Surely this would be possible in close communication

hd partnership with their Romanian and Moldovan counterparts and with the active

itellectual and financial participation of European and transatlantic institutions (in

anada and the United States, first of all). Implementation of this project might be a

ifficult task, but it is achievable.

Such important geopolitical processes as the enlargement of NATO and the EU
id Ukraine’s aspirations to become part of “Europe” require the sustained develop-

lent of regional borderlands. Implementing related large-scale research projects

i'ould not only have academic value, but also useful socio-political applications.

Current Ethnic Relations in Chernivtsi Oblast

Sociological surveys of the ethno-political situation in Chernivtsi Oblast were

onducted in 2002, 2003, and 2009 under my direction by the Department of Political

[Cience and Public Administration (previously Political Science and Sociology) of

Shemivtsi National University in co-operation with the Chernivtsi Regional Centre for

j le Professional Development of Public Servants of the Chernivtsi Oblast State

i; Idministration.^^ A total of one thousand respondents living in the oblast’s eleven

! aions or in the oblast capital city were interviewed. They comprised a representative

‘
I ^mple in terms of age, gender, educational background, and ethnicity.

(esteuropa, Russland und der Tiirkei (Vienna: Promedia, 1997); Emanuel Turczynski, Geschichte

?r Bukowina in der Neuzeit: Zur Sozial- und Kulturgeschichte einer mitteleuropdisch geprdgten

andschaft (Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1993); and Andrei Corbea-Hoisie, Czernowitzer

\eschichten: Uber eine stadtische Kultiir in Mittel(Ost)Eiiropa (Vienna: Bdhlau, 2003).

j

See Johannes Hampel and Ortfried Kotsian, Das Biikowina-Institiit in Augsburg, 2d ed.

Wsburg: Das Bukowina-Institut, 1994).

I thank the centre’s director, Mykola Yarmysty, for his assistance in implementing the first part

f the project.
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The survey’s results revealed that peaceful relations among the various nationalities

in Chemivtsi Oblast have been maintained up to the present day. The overwhelming

majority of the respondents (69.7 per cent in 2002, 70.5 per cent in 2003, and 80.27 pei

cent in 2009) defined their attitude to representatives of other ethnic groups as positive

A much smaller percentage (13.0 in 2002, 14.5 in 2003) was neutral in this regard, and

only 4.5 per cent in 2002 and 5.9 per cent in 2003 was negative. In 2009 16 per cent

stated that inter-ethnic relations in the oblast were strained, but only 3.72 per cen

assessed them as conflictual (the evaluation scale had been somewhat changed at thal

time).

Altogether up to 5 per cent of the oblast’s population had a negative attitude towarc

representatives of ethnic-minority groups. On one hand, this figure does not seem

alanning. On the other hand, however, sociometric analysis reveals that this group ol

negatively inclined respondents is overwhelmingly represented by ethnic Romanian oi

Moldovan residents and members of other ethnic minorities,
,
while the ratio of such

attitudes among the oblast’s Ukrainians and Russians is considerably lower. Moreover

in 2003 the ratio of the Romanian or Moldovan population who were negative toward

other ethnic groups doubled from what it was a year earlier. By 2009 this percentage

was 14.91 per cent of all Moldovan and 16.02 of all Romanian respondents. The

Romanian or Moldovan population and representatives of other ethnic minorities have

exhibited the highest degree of ethnic prejudice towards the Ukrainian, Russian, anc

Jewish communities. A general overview of the surveys conducted in 2002 and 2003

indicates that the ratios of negative attitudes in Chemivtsi Oblast were the following.

• Ukrainians: up to 3 per cent toward Moldovans and up to 2 per cent toward

Russians;

• Russians: 14 per cent toward Jews and up to 3 per cent toward Ukrainians,

Romanians, and Moldovans;

• Romanians: 7 per cent toward Ukrainians, 5 per cent toward Russians, and 8 per

cent toward other nationalities;

• Moldovans: 10 per cent toward Ukrainians, 7 per cent toward Russians, and 13 per

cent toward Jews and other minorities;

• Jews: almost 10 per cent each toward Romanians and Moldovans, Russians, and

Ukrainians;

• Other nationalities: 7 per cent toward Romanians and Moldovans.

In 2009 an amended measurement scale provided the results enumerated in table 1.
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Despite a climate of generally friendly ethnic relations in Chemivtsi Oblast, then

have been tensions between certain ethnic communities, in particular between th(

Romanians and Moldovans on one side and the Jewish and other minorities on the

other.

Special attention should be paid to the ethno-social needs of individuals of othei

ethnic minorities (e.g., Belarusians, Germans, Georgians) who have not livec

compactly in the oblast. Of the respondents in this category, 83.3 per cent stated the>

occasionally experience negative attitudes from persons of other nationalities, anc

66.7 per cent believe they have limited opportunities to achieve their personal goals.

In 2009 the Department of Political Science and Public Administration conductec

a study of the most general indices of ethnic tensions in the oblast and the well-bein^

of its residents. The data are reflected in table 2.

Table 2. Ethnic Tensions

How often have you experienced negative attitudes because

of your ethnic background?

No. of

respondents
Percentage

Quite often 16 1.98

Often 25 3.09

Seldom 51 6.31

Quite seldom 97 12.00

Never 619 76.61

It is unfortunate that socio-cultural, informal conflicts lead among the manifesta

tions of ethnic tension. This fact points to lacunae in educational, cultural and infor-

mation policies, which would prevent such phenomena. It is also curious that ir

2003, as compared to 2002 (data of 2009 are not applicable in the case), a greatei

number of respondents pointed to the interference of neighbouring countries in ethnic

relations in the oblast. Obviously, one may observe signs of cultural segregation be-

tween the Romanian and Ukrainian community in the oblast. It is evident that sucl

feedback reflects respondents’ perception of a clear and present danger of deteriorat-

ing stability in the oblast due to hostile activity by external actors.

And yet, it is not the external but internal factors that play a crucial role ir

forming the ethno-political situation in the oblast. The analysis of variables tha

influence ethnic relations in the oblast revealed an overwhelming impact of socio-

economic factors as compared to political ones. For instance, 43.8 per cent of the

respondents suggested that ethnic relations depend on living standards; 23.1 per cen

stated they depend on political and civic associations. Thus, the unsatisfactory pact

of post-communist transformations and the contradictory nature of reforming effort*

nurture both social and ethno-political tension in society. Interviewing also disclosec

increasing negative tendencies. Inequitable redistribution of the common wealth ir

Ukraine is oftentimes explained by deteriorating attitude to residents of other na-

tionalities.

Over the recent years, the tendency of loosening civic allegiance, and, concomit-

antly, rising emigration aspirations, which may be inferred from responses to th(

question about respondents’ preferred citizenship, has been observed. The majorit}

of the respondents would, under propitious conditions, opt for the citizenship of othei

countries: Europe, the former USSR, the United States, Canada, Australia, and so on

Such sentiments dominate among ethnic Ukrainians and Russians (see table 3).
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rable 3. Distribution of citizenship preferences in 2002 and 2003, in per cent

Ukraine A European The former Elsewhere

country USSR

;

Ukrainians
2002 49.0 36.9 9.0 5.4

2003 50.1 35.9 6.7 7.5

,

Russians
2002 29.2 33.7 27.0 10.1

2003 34.0 34.0 30.2 1.9

Romanians
2002 21.7 63.9 10.8 3.6

2003 40.7 41.6 11.9 6.2

Modovans
2002 17.7 51.2 25.2 6.1

2003 33.3 52.4 9.5 4.8

Jews
2002 29.2 50.0 4.2 16.7

2003 80.0 20.0 NA NA

Other
2002 33.3 33.3 NA 33.3

2003 50.0 37.5 12.5 NA

I

In coming years the ethno-political situation in Chemivtsi Oblast may deteriorate

because of land claims by states bordering on the oblast. Recent events on the

jJkrainian-Romanian border have highlighted existing problems. The number of

Respondents who emphasized the urgency of revising the border doubled from 8.4 per

pent in 2002 to 17.0 per cent in 2003. Despite governmental efforts on both sides to

Resolve issues, this position is ubiquitous among the oblast’s Romanian and Mol-

: liovan population, suggesting that anti-state, unfriendly sentiments proliferate among
1 3art of that population. This attitude has been exacerbated by the circulation of ideas

I ibout the “historical justice” of the existing borders both internally and externally,

‘^uch surveys were not repeated in 2009. But this indicator needs to be revisited,

' because the number of ethnic Moldovans in the oblast opting for border revision had

increased threefold, from 11.5 per cent in 2002 to 38.1 per cent in 2003, and 2.5

limes among ethnic Romanians, from 7.2 per cent in 2002 to 17.7 per cent in 2003.

i \t the same time the number of ethnic Ukrainians favouring political irredentism

i ;imilarly increased, from 7.4 per cent in 2002 to 16.1 per cent in 2003.

Conclusion

The multi-ethnic phenomenon of Bukovyna remains important for research as a

mccessful example of the regional model of ethnic relations well grounded in a

pulture of tolerance and co-operation between major ethnic groups. The regional

iiodel of ethnic coexistence had been established in the Austrian period as a result of

iboth internal and external factors favourable and complementary to a culture of

pthnic tolerance. The interwar period of Romanian rule in Bukovyna started the

process by which the structure and value system the regional society and authorities

lad elaborated before 1914 began crumbling.

I

The Soviet regime suppressed ethnic tensions, but they had accumulated and were
subsequently revealed at the end of Gorbachev’s Perestroika. In Chemivtsi Oblast the

30st-Soviet independent Ukraine has had to face a dissolving traditionally multi-

ethnic community that is becoming more ethnically and culturally homogeneous and

structurally simpler than it was during previous historical periods. All of the stages in

the region’s history have contributed to shaping a specific type of regional identity
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there, combining and integrating competing or overlapping ethnic, religious, an

social cleavages and identities. This Bukovynian identity has become flexible an

ambiguous, and its carriers have tended to avoid sharp and confrontational manife*

tations of their cultural distinctions.

Preliminary analysis of the ethno-political situation in the Chemivtsi oblast ha

not revealed any flagrant, direct threats to ethnic stability. However, there are a num
ber of challenges that may provoke ethnic confrontation and demand our attention.

1 . The negative, periodically intensive interference of certain political and non-gov

ernmental organizations in ethnic relations in the oblast.

2. Low living standards, which have prompted large-scale emigration and occasior

ally engendered negative and aggressive socio-political sentiments and ethnic ir

tolerance.

3. Relations of the oblast’s ethnic Romanian and Moldovan inhabitants with the

Jewish, Russian, and Ukrainian neighbours have been characterized by mistrus

alienation, and even open hostility.

4. Representatives of other nationalities that are under-represented in the regio

have exhibited high levels of dissatisfaction with their ethno-cultural prospect!

and the authorities’ efforts at addressing these needs have been inadequate.

5. Very low levels of civic consciousness, national allegiance, and Ukrainian poli

ical identity, that is, of the bases for consolidating the titular nation and oth(

ethnic communities in support of a democratic Ukrainian state.

6. The conspicuous popularity of revisionist ideas, particularly among the oblast’

Romanian and Moldovan population, that threaten the territorial integrity an

sovereignty of Ukraine.

7. The dissemination of intolerant and prejudiced attitudes by the Romanian an

Ukrainian mass media, highlighting issues in a provocative manner and exploi

ing ethnic stereotypes of the “other,” thereby exacerbating ethnic tensions in th

oblast.

8. A lack of resources for academic analysis and permanent monitoring of th

evolving ethno-political situation, and in their stead a Pandora’s box of incon

petent speculations and the repetition of popular prejudices and negative sten

otypes.
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Orthodox Clergy and the Jews in Kyiv Eparchy,

1860-1900
*

Heather J. Coleman

\
2l sermon he gave in the spring of 1881, the priest of the village ofNova Hreblia in

^iv county described his incomprehension upon hearing about the pogroms that had

gently engulfed the Southwestern Land. How, he asked, could such behaviour be

[ected at the Jews, whom he described as “our long-standing cohabitants [dav-

ishikh sozhiteleiY'^ “Cohabitants” is an interesting, and indeed appropriate, term to

ve chosen: Jews and Ukrainians occupied Kyiv province (gubernia) like room-

ates, familiar yet apart. One has but to think of the literature of the day: in Sholom

leichem’s Tevye ’s Daughters, relations with the local priest appear at once familiar,

;d cordial, and suspicious; likewise, Jews figure prominently, but not intimately, in

lives of the characters in Ivan Nechui-Levytsky’s novel about clergy in Kyiv

^rchy, Starosvitski batiushky ta matushky (Old World Priests and Their Wives,

183).'

i

Kyiv eparchy was a diverse environment in the late imperial period, both in eth-

p
and religious terms. It was a borderland, a “contact zone” between Ukrainians,

iles, Jews, and Russians.^ Like other borderlands, it was a place where new
: mtities were forged and contested. The historiography of the region has tended to

:us on a series of solitudes—Jewish, Polish, Ukrainian—rather than the

ationships between these groups. What studies there are of the relations between

ws and their neighbours have, not surprisingly, centred on two issues: violence and

nversion.'^ But there has been little attention to the meanings each group attributed

\n earlier version of this paper was presented in New Orleans on 17 November 2007 at the

ivention of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies. For their helpful

tnments 1 thank Jeffrey Mankoff, Victoria Khiterer, and audience members there, as well as the

onymous reviewers for JUS. I also thank my research assistant, Mariya Melentyeva.

iGrigorii Shimansky, “Pouchenie k poselianam po sluchaiu volnenii i bezporiadkov v Yugo-

badnom kraie,” Kievskiia eparkhialnyia viedomosti (hereafter KEl'), 1881, no. 22: 5.

'Sholom Aleichem, Tevye’s Daughters, trans. Frances Butwin (New York: Crown, 1949), 99-

|3; Ivan Nechui-Levytsky, Starosvitski batiushky ta matushky (Kyiv: Dnipro, 1973), 127.

[In 1897, just under eighty-four per cent of the population of Kyiv province (identical to Kyiv

archy) was Orthodox, twelve per cent was Jewish, and three per cent was Roman Catholic. See

pntralnyi derzhavnyi istorychnyi arkhiv Ukrainy v Kyevi (hereafterTsDIAK), f 442, op. 702,

r. 348, ark. 2-3. Regarding the term “contact zone,” see Mary Louise Pratt, Imperial Eyes: Travel

nting and Transculturation (London: Routledge, 1992), 4.

See, for example, John D. Klier, “Christians and Jews and the ‘Dialogue of Violence’ in Late

perial Russia,” in Religious Violence between Christians and Jews: Medieval Roots, Modern
rspectives, ed. Anna Sapir Abulafia (Houndmills: Palgrave, 2002), 157-70; idem, ‘“Popular
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to its relationship with its neighbours, and especially to the place of Jews in

Ukrainians’ self-understanding. Yet both national and confessional identities are, in

fact, interdependent. As Helmut Walser Smith and Chris Clark have argued with

respect to imperial Germany, we need a history that reaches across the invisible

boundaries that divide the various religious groups—in this case, primarily Orthodox

Christians, Jews, and Catholics—and explore how they affected one another, how
confessional identities “thrive on mutual misunderstandings, how impossible it is to

make sense of one confessional affiliation without reference to the others by which,

or against which, it defines itself”^

This article explores one important facet of this interaction, the relationship

between Jews and the Orthodox clergy in Kyiv eparchy, focusing on the period from

the 1 860s to the turn of the century. These years saw the emancipation of the peasantry,

the Polish Insurrection, rapid social and economic change, the development of the

Ukrainian movement, intensified Russification and de-Polonization, and the first of a

series of waves of anti-Jewish violence.^ Against this turbulent background, this article

tells a story of conflict, but also of exchange, of commonalities, even of shared

experience. Church archives and journals offer frequent, but tantalizingly fragmentary,

references to the Jews—both to social proximity and relations, and to the significance

of the Jews’ presence for the work of the church in what was known as the

Southwestern Land—consisting of Kyiv, Podillia, and Volhynia provinces—of the

Russian Empire. Although priests did write for a range of secular periodicals, this study

draws most of its evidence from the Kyiv-based church press, especially but not

exclusively the eparchial gazette, Kievskiia eparkhialnyia viedomosti (hereafter KEY),

which was an important venue for the development of the local clergy’s identity. It

catalogues how dealings between the Orthodox clergy and the Jews manifest

themselves in these sources with a view to exploring less the actual nature of these

relations than how Orthodox priests talked about their Jewish neighbours and

understood their relationship with them. For the Kyivan clergy, Jews made up but one

component of the broader challenge of ministering in a multi-ethnic and religiously

Politics’ and the Jewish Question in the Russian Empire, 1881-2,” Jewish Historical Studies 33

(1992): 175-85; Mikhail Agursky, “Ukrainian-Jewish Intermarriages in Rural Areas of the Ukraine

in the Nineteenth Century,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 9, no. 1-2 (June 1985): 139^4; idem.,

“Conversions of Jews to Christianity in Russia,” Soviet Jewish Affairs 20, nos. 2-3 (1990): 69-84;

Viktoriya Khiterer, “The October 1905 Pogrom in Kiev,” East European Jewish Affairs 22, no. 2

(1992): 21-37; Chaeran Freeze, “When Chava Left Home: Gender, Conversion, and the Jewish

Family in Tsarist Russia,” Polin,. vol. 18, Jewish Women in Eastern Europe (Oxford: Littman

Library of Jewish Civilization, 2005), 153-88; and Howard Aster and Peter J. Potichnyj,

Ukrainian-Jewish Relations in Historical Perspective, 2d ed. (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies, 1990). A recent exception is Natan M. Meir, “Jews, Ukrainians, and Russians in
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2006): 475-501.
^ Helmut Walser Smith and Chris Clark, "The Fate of Nathan,” in Protestants, Catholics and Jews

in Germany 1800-1914, 3, 6-7, ed. Helmut Walser Smith (Oxford: Berg, 2001).
^ See Theodore R. Weeks, Nation and State in Late Imperial Russia: Nationalism and

Russification on the Western Frontier, 1863-1914 (DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press,

1996); and Daniel Beauvois, “Les russes et la ‘depolonisation’ religieuse de FUkraine rive droite

( 1 863-1914),” Revue des etudes slaves 70, no. 2 (1998): 443-67.
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heterogeneous community. As they chronicled their encounters with the Jews, they also

constructed an image of themselves and their peasant parishioners as inherently

Orthodox, pious, and victimized by both Jews and Poles. In so doing, they revealed a

highly ethnicized understanding of moral reform and pastoral work and contributed to

an emerging, and still highly variegated, local patriotic populist rhetoric about the

oppression of the Orthodox population of the Southwestern Land and the need for

ethnic and religious “self-defence.”

So, what did cohabitation involve? By their very nature, archival and press

sources are generated by conflict or at least a break from day-to-day relations; getting

at a relationship of “long-time cohabitants”, at peaceful interaction, represents a

challenge. Yet we certainly glimpse such dealings. For instance, an obituary for

Archpriest Mykhailo Dashkevych, the long-time pastor of the Church of the

Assumption in the county centre of Berdychiv, described his funeral in the first days

of 1861, noting that “Many Catholics and Jews in great numbers participated in the

procession to the grave.” Indeed, the eulogist emphasized the Orthodox pastor’s

warm relations with the Jewish community, which dominated Berdychiv’ s popu-

lation. “The Jews,” he explained, “also felt a particular respect both for his sincere

qualities as well as his knowledge of the holy Hebrew language. Without a doubt his

philanthropy played a role here too, for his giving hand never turned away even from

poor Jews.” Apparently Dashkevych had finished first in Hebrew at seminary and

had retained a lifelong scholarly interest in the language.^ And this intellectual

interest seems to have been translated into a broader affinity with his Jewish neigh-

bours.

Another aspect of peaceful relations was the ritualized greeting of important

visiting Orthodox clerics. In one of many examples, the newly appointed Metropolitan

Platon (Gorodetsky) of Kyiv devoted the summer of 1 883 to touring the towns and

villages of the eparchy. Strikingly often, the local Jewish community formally greeted

Platon with bread and salt. For instance, in the village of Moshny, Cherkasy county,

when Platon emerged from the church, “He was met with bread and salt by a Jewish

deputation, which expressed to the Right Reverend feelings of deep respect and

thankfulness, and through him to the clergy, in particular the local priest. Father Lev

Kramarenko, for defending the Jews during the recent pogrom.” The report continued:

“Jewish boys and girls, just like the Christian [children], also kissed the blessing hand

of the metropolitan, even the adult Jews imitated them, and the metropolitan blessed

them by laying his hand on their heads.” Overall, it noted, “The Jewish communes
brought bread and salt in many places; a multitude of Jews attended meetings with the

metropolitan not only around the church, but in the actual church buildings.”*

On one level, there can be no doubt that such displays constituted part of a Jewish

community strategy to be left alone. It would certainly be in the interest of Jews to

’
“Nekrolog.” 1861, no. 1:34-36.

ji Zamietki i izviestiia o puteshestviiakh Ego Vysokopreosviashchenstva, Vysokopreosviashchen-

t nieishago Platona, mitropolita Kievskago i Galitskago dlia obozrieniia eparkhii v miesiatsakh

I

iunie, iulie i avgustie (Kyiv: Tipografiia G. T. Korchak-Novitskago, 1883), 26-27; see also 24, 30,

|i 34, 37, 54, 62. For another example of Jews physically entering parish churches, see the case of the

I

priest from the town of Smila, Cherkasy county, who was accused in 1905 of holding meetings of

j!

Christians and Jews in the local church: TsDIAK, f. 442, op. 855, spr. 440, ch.2 (1906), ark. 57.

I
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take advantage of large public gatherings of Orthodox to emphasize that the church

condemned violent pogroms and also to remind the church hierarchy of their

professed religious tolerance.^ And, of course, two could play this game: during an

1894 tour of the eparchy by Metropolitan loannikii (Rudnev), the rabbi of Bohuslav

presented bread and salt and gave a long speech thanking the Orthodox clergy for

preventing pogroms through their influence on the people; the visiting metropolitan

responded by agreeing that the clergy could only disapprove of anti-Jewish violence,

but added that the Jewish leadership too needed to supervise its own “dark masses”

to ensure that they did not do anything to arouse popular dislike. These accounts

also reflect mutual knowledge that is referred to elsewhere. For instance, one convert

remembered her first stirrings of attraction to Christianity while observing Metro-

politan Arsenii (Moskvin, served 1860-76) blessing the peasant boys and giving

them small crosses during a visit to Mezhyrich, Kaniv county, where she lived.*’

Indeed, accounts of baptisms of Jews also reveal a world of exchange across the

divide. For example, an 1882 local report from Uman county in KEV described the

recent baptism of the son of a local Jewish liquor trader in the village of Nerubaika,

Uman county. Proximity with Christian communities, argued the priest who wrote

the article, worked in favour of conversions. “The closeness of Jewish children to the

surrounding Christian population in villages, especially to the children, public use of

the sign of the cross by the population, of short Christian prayers, the visible cere-

mony of burial of the dead, and other visible particularities of Christian liturgy in-

spire the impressionable childish mind to renounce family, kinsfolk, dead Judaism,”

he claimed.'^

But, as Metropolitan loannikii implied in his response to the rabbi’s speech, there

were tensions in the relationship of Jews with the Orthodox clergy and their parish-

ioners as well, of course. Familiarity did not necessarily breed understanding or friend-

ship. As the priest Kypriian Petrushevsky wrote in a description of the town of Katery-

nopil, Zvenyhorodka county, for the provincial gazette: “Who among the inhabitants of

our region does not know, if not in all their details, the religion, morals, habits, [and]

folkways of the Jews—those energetic, trading individuals convulsively clashing with

other people’s interests at every step, wherever they go.”'^ Not surprisingly, the main

issues of contention centred on economic relations, space issues, and religious con-

cerns, (especially conversions). And these three components were often inextricably

intertwined.

^ See also, for example, the 5 September 1887 letter of congratulations from the Kyiv Jewish

community to Metropolitan Arsenii on the sixtieth anniversary of his ordination (no title, Russian

National Library, shelf mark 18.253.2.387); and V. M. Skvortsov, Boguslavskoe obshchestvo

trezvosti i borba so shtundoiu (Kyiv: Tipografiia G. T. Korchak-Novitskago, 1895), 69.

*° Skvortsov, Boguslavskoe obshchestvo, 70.
'*

“Poviestvovanie Marii Leshchinskoi o svoei zhizni i ob obrashchenii iz iudeistva v khristian-

stvo,” KEV, 1879, no. 25: 6.

Fr. Viktor lliashevich, “Iz Umanskago uezda (Korrespond. Kiev. Ep. Vied.),” KEV, 1882, no. 6:

110 .

Fr. Kiprian Petrushevsky, “Miestechko Ekaterinopol (Kalniboloto tozh),” Kievskiia gubernskiia

viedomosti, 1859, no. 6: 41. The rest of the article was ambivalent and even positive in its evalu-

ation and revealed considerable mutual knowledge. Petrushevsky had been inside the synagogue,

and he also pointed out that the Jews lived a decent, but not rich, life.
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The clergy’s interest in social and moral reform and in temperance in particular

^ generated the all-too-familiar, nasty language of Jewish immorality and exploitation,

j

This was combined with a parallel construction of the local Ukrainian peasantry as

an oppressed moral counterweight. In 1860 Father Lev Kramarenko (whom we met

earlier) of Moshny wrote to the new Kyiv-based journal aimed at enlivening pastoral

work by the clergy, Rukovodstvo dlia selskikh pastyrei (Guidance for Village

Pastors), to report on priests’ efforts to promote sobriety in the eparchy. The princi-

[
pal challenge, as he portrayed it, was the struggle against the Jewish tax-farmers who

I

had been spreading rumours among the peasants that if the government did not

receive the taxes it required from vodka sales, it would not give them their promised

freedom. But their efforts were in vain, according to Father Lev: “the unremitting

I

activity of parish priests and the awakening moral force of the peasants themselves

triumphed over all their unscrupulous fables. Narratives of struggle against the

1

“Jewish tavern” recurred regularly.'^ So did complaints about the deleterious moral
' and economic influence of the Jews, focused on moneylending and the control of

!
markets.

i
Clergy believed that a pastoral response to these challenges would involve build-

;
ing up oppressed Orthodox communities as much as calling on the government for

I
restrictive legislation. The novelist Ivan Nechui-Levytsky, remembering the devotion

of his father, a priest in Kyiv eparchy in the mid nineteenth century, to Ukraine and

j

its people in the face of alleged Polish, Russian, and Jewish domination, noted that

I

i “In order to tear away trade from the Jews, he erected a building using brotherhood

I money [na bratski hroshi] and planned to set up community shops” before his pre-

I
mature death.

A

generation later, although the balance of power in the region had

5: surely been altered, these themes continued. A correspondent of KEV from Berdy-

li

j

chiv declared in 1879 that “Jews populate our small towns and villages like locusts”

I

I

and that in years of tough harvests peasants were forced to borrow money from these

'j “parasites.” The solution, the author asserted, would be for priests to pay more

I

attention to their parishioners and offer them material as well as moral support.

1

1 |

Indeed, they should model themselves on Father Vyshny of Berdychiv county, who
: had persuaded his parishioners to use the money received for liquor licenses to set up

[

a credit union. Another priest renewed the theme of the peasants’ oppression and

.fl
essential moral strength in an account of an alleged resolution to move the market

|;

days in Ruzhyn, Skvyra county, from Sunday to a weekday. His hand seemed evident

'

J

Lev Kramarenko, “Izviestie o razprostranenii trezvosti v Kievskoi gubernii,” Rukovodstvo dlia

1 selskikh pastyrei, 1860, no. I: 27. On the Jews, taverns, and Orthodox temperance campaigns (and
I their interference with tax revenues) in the Pale of Settlement, see W. Arthur McKee, “Taming the

! Green Serpent: Alcoholism, Autocracy, and Russian Society, 1881-1914” (Ph.D. diss.. University

of California Berkeley, 1997), 70-77, 298-99.

See, for example: S., “K voprosu ob umenshenii pianstva v narodie,” KEV, 1881, no. 45 (11

November): 10; and Fr. A. Vasilevsky, “Evreiskaia rasplata vodkoiu (Kor. ‘Kiev. Ep. Vied.’)f’

‘ KEV, 1881, no. 49: 9.

j

“Zhyttiepys Ivana Levytskoho (Nechuia), napysannyi nym samym,” in Sami pro sebe: Avto-
' biohrafii vydatnykh ukraintsiv XlX-ho stolittia, ed. Yurii Lutsky [George S. N. LuckyJI (New York:

I

Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., 1989), 230.

I

Pravoslavny [pseud.], “Iz Berdicheva,” KEV, 1879, no. 46: 8. See also Russky [pseud.], “K
|:

evreiskomu voprosu,” KEV, 1883, no. 7: 154.
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in the text of the resolution, which stated that Sunday were a “sad historical monu-
ment to the mockery and moral violence upon us of the former Polish landowners

and their helpers the Jews, which [the markets] it has long been high time to

destroy.”'^

Yet portrayals of the Jews in these discussions of moral and community reform

remained ambivalent. Whether it was the 1860s or the 1880s, priests praised the

Jews’ exemplary devotion to their Sabbath and religious holidays. The Ruzhyn
priest, writing in 1883, had opened his article by noting that the Jews “piously

respect the Sabbath.” During an 1862 discussion in KEV of the perennial issue of

Sunday markets, one article bemoaned the fact that “Christian trade here has been

brought to such a decline that without the Jews there can be no market.” Yet it went

on to wonder why the peasants were so respectful of Jewish holidays, which closed

down the bazaars, and not their own.'^ Another contributor reported having told his

parishioners about the observance of Sunday rest in England, and pointed out “the

nearby example of the Jews’ honouring of their holidays” as a model.^°

A broader intertwining of religious, economic, and space concerns also appears in

the recurring complaints about the making and selling of Christian religious wares. In

1883 Archpriest Miron Akimovich of Bohuslav, Kaniv county, reported to the

metropolitan that in his town there were “about fifty shops with groceries and in

almost every shop the Jews have and sell wax candles.... Bohuslav’s Trinity Church

stands right in the bazaar, and people coming to church bring candles that they have

bought from the Jews, and through the sale of Jewish candles the church loses its

only income.”^' Back in the mid- 1860s priests in Kyiv had expressed a similar but

more particular concern when they alleged that the influx of (illegal) Jews into the

central parts of the city was squeezing out Orthodox inhabitants and thus reducing

the incomes of priests in certain parishes."^ Yet some priests apparently did not

necessarily regard selling objects of religious significance to Jews as sacrilege.

Indeed, in the early 1880s the metropolitan complained in his annual report that

priests were selling antique church items that were not being used for services, such

as chalices, altar cloths, icons, or crosses, like “useless, half-rotten rubbish” to Jewish

traders. These items then found their way to Jewish-owned antique shops in Kyiv."^

Competition over space had both religious and practical dimensions. Reports

could combine noise complaints with evocation of moral threat. Thus, in 1857 Father

Myron Akimovych complained to the metropolitan that “on a high spot, in close

proximity to the newly built stone St. Paraskeva Church in the town of Bohuslav, the

Jews have begun ... to build for themselves a huge school and synagogue with the

Fr. V. Radetsky, “'K istorii peremeny iarmarki v m. Ruzhinie s prazdnichnykh dnei na budni,”

KEV, 1883, no. 6: 132.

“Vopros o yarmarkakh v voskresnye i prazdnichnye dni,” KEV, 1862, no. II; 388. See also “Ob

;^armarkakh. (Do silskikh parafiian),” Osnova, no. 6 (.lune 1861): 74-75.

“Izviestiia: Mnienie naroda o iarmarkakh v voskresnye i prazdnichnye dni,” KEV, 1862, no. 17:

591.

Quoted in Volodymyr Pererva, Pravoslavne Nadrossia u XIX stolitti (Bila Tserkva; Oleksandr

Pshonkivsky, 2004), 169.
““

“O chisle postupaiushchikh v Kievskii universitet iz dukhovnykh seminarii.“ KE\\ 1866, no. 3:

\ 22 .

Quoted in Pererva. Pravoslavne Nadrossia, 167.
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I permission of the steward. The Jews say their prayers so loudly that the echo is

carried through the entire town; since the new synagogue is being built not even

seventy sazhni [150 metres] from the church, will this not serve as a distraction and a

temptation for the praying Christians[?]”"'* Yet in another case, in 1864, a local

Orthodox dean did not seem as concerned about the moral aspect as about space,

j

When complaining about a proposal to build a new Jewish prayer house in the town

: of Bilylivka, Berdychiv county, in addition to the synagogue and school, which he

judged to be enough for the number of Jews in town, he said: “It does not threaten to

undermine Orthodoxy, but it will threaten the Orthodox Trinity Church with the

danger of fire, for the crowding of Jewish houses is amazing.”^^

One aspect of relations between Orthodox clergy and the Jews that has received

more scholarly attention is conversion. Certainly archival files and occasional press

articles about the cases of individual Jewish converts make up a substantial part of

available evidence on relationships between the two groups. On the whole, however,
' an examination of these reports confirms the findings of John Klier and Hans Rogger

! that mission to the Jews was a low priority for the Orthodox Church and its parish

I clergy.'^

Two main narratives dominated clergy’s accounts of conversions of Jews. The

i

first and positive one recounted the story of baptisms in order to show the inherent

Orthodoxy and good will of the peasantry; the other, darker tale portrayed the

i converts and clergy as victims of Jewish fanaticism.

I

A good example of both of these themes is a parish priests’s account of the

I baptism of a young Jewish woman in the village church of Perehonivka, Vasylkiv

county, in March 1869. Indeed, the priest who performed the sacrament noted that

I

“this event deserves, in our view, a few words in the press, all the more because here

we find aspects that characterize the attitude of our Orthodox population to such

I

circumstances.”^^ The convert had worked from a very young age as a servant.

According to the priest, people were drawn to her fine character, intelligence, and

good heart, she told him that since childhood she had sought “something higher and

better than the Jewish life and religion.” Villagers responded to her questions about

Christian teachings and rituals as best they could. By the autumn of 1868 some of

them began noticing that she seemed to be having a crisis of faith. Some peasants

I

took this as an overt cue to encourage her to consider baptism; others made various

j
wisecracks about how there was no point in witnessing to her since she would just

TsDlAK, f. 127, op. 659, spr. 351, ark. 1. The consistory appealed to the governor general to

have the synagogue construction stopped. The law stated that a synagogue could be built no closer

than 100 sazhni (213 metres) from a church if the two buildings were on the same street, or fifty

sazhni if they were on separate streets; see E. V. Vainshtein, Dieistvuiushchee zakonodatelstvo o

evreiakh (Kyiv, 1911), 332-33.

TsDlAK, f. 127, op. 667, spr. 239, ark. 1. Another example is in TsDlAK, f 127, op. 699, spr.

1016.

John Klier, “State Policies and the Conversion of Jews in Imperial Russia,” in Of Religion and
Empire: Missions, Conversion, and Tolerance in Tsarist Russia, 92— 112, ed. Robert P. Geraci and

Michael Khodorkovsky (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2001); Hans Rogger, Jewish Policies and
Right-Wing Politics in Imperial Russia (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1986), 33-35.

Fr. Konstantin Volkov, “Prosvieshchenie sv. Kreshcheniem evreiskoi dievitsy,” KEY, 1869, no.

11:417.
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remain a Jew. The combination strengthened her resolve, and she confided her

decision to a young householder, who began “pulling his hair out about where to hide

her from her Jewish family and then get her to Kyiv and so on.” It took a respected

elderly peasant to point out to the young man that he should inform the priest. When
the priest heard of the situation, he ordered the woman brought to his house and

promised to take care of the matter further. In the dead of night on 7 March, accom-

panied by four parishioners, she left her “native Jews” and came to his home.

“Now at this point there [began] a rather interesting disturbance among the Jews

and a rather reassuring movement among our Orthodox population,” the author con-

tinued. “Of course, everyone should know that ... if one of the Jews wants to accept

Holy Baptism he must complete his intention in great secrecy from other Jews ... or

else he will be subjected to considerable danger from the Jews’ fanaticism and

barbarity The following day, after they realized the young woman had disappeared,

her family set up a search. According to the following account by the priest, it was only

when a passing Jew saw her in his yard that they realized she might have converted.

Word spread like wildfire among both Jews and Orthodox. Well over fifty peasants

rushed to their pastor’s house to protect him and the potential convert. “In this way,” he

wrote, “the sympathy of our Orthodox Christians, who stayed the whole night in

groups around the lot, prevented any access to the Jews.” The next day, the priest

called one of the Jews to him and delivered a rather condescending speech in which he

said that the girl’s intention to convert was incontrovertible and that since the law was

“on the side of the Orthodox,” the Jews would only bring misfortune on themselves by

objecting. This reprimand, the priest contended, had prevented the “harsh endeavours

of which they [the Jews] are all too capable in such cases.” Over the next days the girl

remained in his home and the peasants stood guard as their pastor awaited permission

from the metropolitan in Kyiv to baptize the girl. When she was at last baptized, many
villagers crowded into the church and, on the spot, collected over thirty silver rubles to

aid the new Christian.

The villagers are as much the focus of this account as the young convert, for it is

they who brought her to the faith. As the priest proudly concluded, “I must not fail to

mention here that to their credit, they [the peasants] were happy, glad, and interested I
in this event, [and]that according to their understanding they spoke out about the

importance and high level of Christianity in comparison with other religions; how
deeply and sincerely they declared their devotion to Orthodoxy, proving how pleas-

ing to God is any soul who joins the Orthodox faith, of what respect, good will, and

love such a soul deserves from us Orthodox Christians, and so on.”^^ This theme of

community celebration and generosity, and of the true Orthodoxy of the seemingly

ignorant peasants, appears in accounts of baptisms that occurred in other villages.^®

Such accounts, organized around the reactions of the villagers, were aimed as much

at constructing Orthodox identity—at demonstrating the essential soundness and

piety of the common people—as at recounting the welcoming of a convert. And the

foil to that Orthodox piety and self-defence, as in this Perehonivka story, is the

fanatical Jewish community and the danger it presented to priests and converts.

Ibid., 419.

Ibid., 422.

See, for instance, lliashevich, “Iz Umanskago uezda,“ 1 10.
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Jewish communities frequently accused the clergy of kidnapping their children.

These abduction narratives were countered in the Russian-language press with

accounts of Jewish fanaticism.^' An important theme in the clergy’s baptism accounts

is the victimization of the Orthodox priest who helps a convert. For instance, in 1872

Father Petro Bobrovsky wrote asking the St. Vladimir Brotherhood for help with the

case of a twelve-year-old boy whom he was scared to christen. He described his and his

colleagues’ troubles upon baptizing Jews. “On Trinity Sunday last year I baptized a

Jewish woman, and what happened?” he wrote. “The whole time the Yids [zhidy] in

jkagals, especially at night, walked around my house with the intention of stealing a

j horse or doing some other evil. And seven weeks after the baptism they kidnapped the

I

woman, who was already engaged, and what they did with her is unknown.” In another

case, a fellow priest baptized a Jew and had four horses stolen for his trouble. “Such

bitter experiences take away any energy for mission among us,” he lamented.^^

1 In fact, despite this priest’s comment, one gets very little sense from published or

I'

archival sources of an active mission to the Jews. On the contrary, most clergy

{presented their role in conversions in very passive terms, at best. As in the Perehonivka

[case discussed above, where the young woman confided her intention to convert to a

{fellow peasant who did not even think to refer her to the priest, the village pastor often

presented himself as the last to hear that someone desired to convert. KEV did publish a

{translation of a German brochure of advice on how to missionize the Jews in 1892.^^

jBut this was the only article directly on the subject to ever appear in that periodical.

I

The passive way in which priests tended to present their role in converts’ spiritual

'|joumeys suggests that they did not see missionary activism as particularly likely to

j

please their superiors.

i When mass popular violence against Jews began to roll across the Southwestern

[Land in the spring of 1881, AEF at once condemned violence and endorsed anti-Jewish

j

attitudes. An editorial declared that the clergy would naturally heed the appeal of the

[governor-general to speak out against the violence to their parishioners. But while

[agreeing that it would not be hard for priests to make the point that the disorder was
Ijagainst God, Christianity, and the tsar’s wishes, it argued that “It will be more difficult

I

for the clergy to refute references to everyday sources of the general popular irritation

[against the Jews.” The editorial continued: priests should not dwell on these issues,

[though; instead, they should focus on pointing out that beatings would not solve social

[problems. Rather, the Orthodox ought to live sober, hardworking lives so that the Jews
il“cannot overpower us.”^"^ Thus the emphasis continued to be on the need for moral self-

j

improvement to solve ethnic problems.

{i Although there is little indication of particular clerical activism in preventing

jpogroms, there is also no evidence that priests directly promoted such violence, at

{least before 1905.^^ Sermons by village pastors published in KEV'm the wake of the

P Freeze, “When Chava Left Home,” 164, 170, 187.

t Derzhavnyi arkhiv Kyivskoi oblasti (Kyiv), f 2, op. 8, spr. 135, ark. 2-2ob.

I “Nieskolko sovietov missioneram sredi iudeev,” KEV, 1892, no. 3: 76-77.

f;

j

“Prizyv g. glavnago Nachalnika kraia, obrashchennyi k prikhodskomu, osobenno selskomu
t' dukhovenstvu,” KEV, 1881, no. 18: 7.

1'
I 1 found no mention of clergy in the massive collection of documents in TsDIAK, f 274, op. 1,

1 ispr. 238, t. 1, relating to the pogroms in late April 1881 in Kyiv province. On the case of a priest

I [put forward for a reward for helping to avert violence, see: TsDIAK, f 190, op. 1, spr. 75. See also
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pogroms emphasized the universality of God’s love and the applicability of his laws

(and those of the tsar) to all people regardless of race, religion, or status.^^ The
prevention of violence, and even the promotion of ethnic peace, continued to be a

theme in KEV. For instance, in the 1900 obituary of Archpriest Nikolai Uspensky,

the author presented defence of the Jews as one of the deceased’s virtues. Indeed, he

observed that “During the Jewish pogrom in Kyiv, thanks to the influence of Father

Nikolai, the crowd did not touch one single Jewish shop in the Halytskyi bazaar. The
Jews remember this, which explains why many of them were in attendance when the

deceased’s body was carried out and followed it to the grave, openly expressing their

sorrow.”^^ What is particularly notable about this description is its place in the larger

final point of the obituary about Father Nikolai’s “humane attitude” toward both

Poles and Jews. Uspensky had spent a dozen years in Chomobyl as a young pastor,

years that coincided with the Polish Insurrection of 1863. According to the eulogist,

“The Poles did not much like Father Nikolai because of his patriotic outlook. In spite

of this, he used his influence more than once to stop the peasants from bloody

reprisals against the Poles.... Once, at night, a crowd of peasants went to Father

Nikolai and declared: 'Batiushka, bless our knives; before the sun rises, not one Pole

will be left alive in the town [Chomobyl].’ The departed [Fr. Nikolai] spent a long

time convincing the peasants not to turn to popular summary justice, and the word of

their respected pastor had its effect.”^^ The parallel set up in this obituary suggested

that the successful Kyiv eparchial priest walked a delicate line between national

religious “self-defence” and the prevention of violence with respect not just to Jews,

but to Poles as well.

This juxtaposition of a pastor preventing violence against both Jews and Poles, and

the importance that a short obituary placed on demonstrating the deceased’s ef-

fectiveness as a pastor in a multi-ethnic environment, hints at a crucial feature of the

story of relations between Jews and Orthodox priests in Kyiv eparchy: this relationship

must be understood in the broader context of anxiety about the ethnic and political fate

of the region and about that region’s essential Orthodoxy in the face of ethnic diversity.

In their memoirs and their writings on a variety of pastoral topics, the clergy of Kyiv

eparchy constantly emphasized the special challenges the church faced in Ukraine’s

Right-Bank provinces.^^ Reflecting the longstanding popular tradition of seeing “the

1. Michael Aronson, Troubled Waters: The Origins of the 1881 Anti-Jewish Pogroms in Russia

(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1990), 140. The role of the clergy in anti-Semitic

activity after 1905 needs further exploration; see Khiterer, “The October 1905 Pogrom,” 27, and

her “Jewish Life in Kyiv at the Turn of the Twentieth Century,” Ukraina moderna (Lviv), no. 10

(2006): 90. The tone of articles in remained similar to the earlier period. See, for instance, Fr.

A. Glagolev, “K pravoslavnym khristianam.” KET, 1905, nos. 43-45): 1084. Ricarda Vulpius

suggests that the clergy were ver>' ambivalent about the anti-Semitic right wing; see her

“Ukrainische Nation und zwei Konfessionen: Der Klerus und die Ukrainische Frage, 1861-1921”

Jahrbiicherfiir Geschichte Osteuropas 49, no. 2 (2001): 250-51.

See Shimansky, “Pouchenie,” 5-7; and Fr. Ioann Nemerovsky, “Pouchenie o samovolnoi

raspravie s evreiami, proizvodimoe 9 maia,” KET, 1881, nos. 24-25: 5-6.

Fr. K. Korolkov, “Protoierei Nikolai Grigorevich Uspensky.” KET, 1900. no. 24: 1 105.

Ibid., 1104.

See, for instance, KEV. 1866, no. 19: 585; and P. Petrushevsky, “O shtundizmie.” Trudy Kiev-

skoi diikhovnoi akademii 25, no. 1 (January 1884): 46.
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:Jew as an integral part of the system of exploitation imposed upon Ukraine by the

Poles,” they frequently coupled “the Poles and the Yids,” using the phrase as a short-

hand for this perceived challenge to Orthodox identity.'*® Thus, for example, the son of

a village priest in Kyiv gubernia who served in the early and mid-nineteenth century

recalled how his father complained that the “local Yids and [Polish] lords [zhidy i

\panyY had allegedly started whispering campaigns to foment conspiracy at the time of

|the 1830 uprising.'*' This pattern also arose in the obituaries of notable priests of the

I

eparchy.

For instance, when Father Petro Antonovych Petrushevsky, renowned for his fight

with evangelical sectarianism, died in 1907, his obituary emphasized that he regarded

j

.sectarianism as just one more sorrow—^this time a Germanizing one—for a region that

I
already suffered from Polish influence. In his retirement, it reported, he worried about

1 the effects of the Revolution of 1905: “regarding the obvious participation of inorodtsy

i

[aliens], especially Poles and Jews, in all deplorable events of our fatherland, he often

i said: T’ve been expecting this for a long time already.”'*' And when the eparchial

Ischool council launched the Journal Zapadno-russkaia nachalnaia shkola in 1906, the

I lead articles still emphasized the significance of the perilous ethnic condition of the

Ijregion. As one author noted, “There is no doubt that here the need for such schools was

I

far more palpably felt than in Russia’s central provinces, in view of the almost open

,'iattack on our faith and nationality on the part of the eternally hostile [non-Orthodox]

ijother-believers [inoverskie] and alien [inorodskie] elements (Catholic Poles and

jlJews).”'*^ Pastoral work seemingly inevitably confronted ethnic complexity.

^ In general, the writings of priests in Kyiv eparchy reveal a strong sense of place

land regional identity.'*'* As they wrote of their experiences with Jews or spoke of

Ijthem in their pastoral work, they contributed to a discourse of ethnic threat from the

jjews and the Poles, with the Ukrainian peasantry as both their victims and the

'jrepository of authentic Orthodox values. This discourse played an important role in

jthe definition of a regional “South Russian” or “Little Russian” identity in the mid-

]to late nineteenth century.'*^ Indeed, as both John Klier and Faith Hillis have suggest-

jed, anti-Semitism was a common feature of what eventually became characterized as

ihUkrainophile” and “Russophile” outlooks in the region—a feature that reflected

'*®
John Doyle Klier, Imperial Russia’s Jewish Question, 1855-1881 (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press, 1995), 207.

“Ukrainskaia derevnia vtoroi chetverti nynieshniago stolietiia, po vospominaniam dietstva,”

iKievskaia starina, 1882, no. 4: 39.

Sviashchennik Petr Antonovich Petrushevsky (Nekrolog) (Kyiv: Tipografiia Imperatorskago

Universiteta sv. Vladimira. 1907), 14.

P. Petrushevsky, “Tserkovno-shkolnoe obrazovanie preimushchestvenno v Zapadno-russkom

\Vsa\QP Zapadno-russkaia nachalnaia shkola, 1906, no. 1 (January): 19.

See my artiele Khezer Kolman [Heather Coleman], “Pravoslavnoe dukhovenstvo, istoricheskaia

pamiat i malorossiiskaia identiehnost v Kieve XIX v.,” in Istoricheskaia pamiat i obshchestvo v

Rossiiskoi Imperii i Sovetskom Soiuze (konets XIX - nachalo XX veka) (St. Petersburg,

fortheoming).

On “Little Russian” identity, see Andreas Kappeler, ""Mazepintsy, Malorossy, Khokhly: Ukrain-

ians in the Ethnic Hierarchy of the Russian Empire,” in Culture, Nation, and Identity, ed. Andreas

Kappeler et al (Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2003), 174-
i75.
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local preoccupations much more than those of the imperial state."^^ For instance, in

the mid- 1860s, when ethnic tensions were high after the Polish Insurrection, a village

pastor in Kyiv eparchy, Afanasii Nedzelsky, published luzhnorusskaia narodnaia

pravda, a virulently anti-Polish and fervently Russian monarchist catechism of

“South Russian” history and identity. Nedzelsky reformulated the ordeals of the past

into articles of a “South Russian” faith designed to politicize the peasantry and turn it

away from alleged Polish Catholic propaganda. The Jews appeared as a component

of the Polish threat, in particular as the Polish landlords’ allies who had been

awarded the lease to the village church and demanded money from the parishioners

for its use.'*^ Similarly, in the 1880s Petro H. Lebedyntsev, a prominent Kyiv

clergyman, historian, and Ukrainophile, recalled his first impression, as a young

priest in the 1850s, upon coming to take up his parish in the town of Bila Tserkva.

“To a person travelling through,” he wrote, “this ancient Cossack stronghold would

seem like nothing but a Polish-Jewish small town \polsko-zhidovskoe mestechko]C

Lebedyntsev would henceforth make use of his pastoral visits with parishioners to

record the oral history of the town and devote his ministry and his spare time to the

reclaiming of Bila Tserkva for Orthodoxy For these priests, local ethnic self-

defence was intimately bound up with their pastoral mission.

Thus moral reform and pastoral work were highly ethnicized in the under-

standings of Kyiv eparchy’s parish priests. The argument about the need for moral

self-improvement to solve ethnic problems underpinned the 1864 founding document

of the St. Vladimir Brotherhood, an association of clergy and laity in the eparchy

often represented in the literature on Jewish-Christian relations as an agency for

conversion of the Jews.'*^ Although it certainly did establish an asylum for converts

from Judaism in 1871, the brotherhood was initially launched to combat Polish

influence in the wake of the 1863-64 revolt. The society’s charter noted that the

brotherhood had not “declared irreconcilable blind hatred toward the Poles, but rather

the development of the internal strength of Orthodoxy in the mass of the people, and

wants to put Latin-Polish propaganda in a position to be unable to endanger us

substantively.” Over the years the primary threat to Orthodoxy would change as the

brotherhood’s priorities shifted towards mission to the Jews in the 1870s, then to

evangelical sectarians in the 1890s. But the strategy remained one of strengthening

the Orthodox in the face of heterodoxy

^ See Klier, Imperial Russia's Jewish Question, 203, 220; and Faith C. Hillis, "Between Empire

and Nation: Urban Politics, Community, and Violence in Kiev, 1863-1907” (Ph.D. diss., Yale

University, 2009), 9-10, 89, 1 10.

Afanasii Nedzelsky, luzhnorusskaia narodnaia pravda (Kyiv: Tipografiia Kievo-Pecherskoi

Lavry, 1866), 7, 8, 10. For a refutation of this stereotype, see 1. Galant, Arendovali-li evrei tserkvi

na Ukrainie? (Kyiv: Rabotnik, 1909).

P. L-v [Lebedyntsev], "Razskazy starykh liudei o staiy kh vremenakh," Kievskaia starina, 1884,

no. 8: 716-17.

See, for example: Agursky, "Ukrainian-Jewish Intermarriages,” 140; and Klier, "State Policies,”

105.

Otkrytie Kievskago sviato-Vladimirskago, pri Sqfiiskom soborie, bratstva i proekt ustava brat-

stva (Kyiv: Tipografiia 1. i A. Davidenko, 1864), 5; Protopriest 1. Troitsky, 50-lietie Kievskago Sv.

I'ladimirskago bratstva (Kratkaia zapiska) (Kyiv, 1914), 10-1 1.
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'I'

There was not just one voice or just one story in the encounter between Jews and

; Orthodox priests in late imperial Kyiv province. Rather, this is a profoundly

t ambivalent tale. Histories of violence have quite naturally dominated the narrative, as

I

has suspicion of conversionary ambitions. These components were certainly present.

I
[But we need to conduct examinations of violence with new lenses in order to expand

jour knowledge of these relationships. The sources examined here reveal fairly

jpredictable economic and social tensions, but also peaceful cohabitation and even

jgrudging admiration for Jewish piety. No religious prejudices against the Jews, such

as the blood libel or responsibility for the death of Christ, appeared.^' Certainly, as

I

John Klier pointed out, proximity may have generated curiosity, but not necessarily

1 understanding.^' However, as Smith and Clark point out, “living together entailed

arrangement. Historians have often overlooked this rich world of give and take,

ij knowledge and ignorance, living together and apart.”^^ An examination of how
jlOrthodox clergy perceived the Jews helps to uncover some more aspects of the day-

to-day interaction of Jews and their neighbours and how these relationships shaped

iljeach side’s understanding of itself as well. It also provides a corrective to each side’s

I

[rhetoric of conflict and persecution.

I

j

Encounters with Jews and the way they were recounted worked together to

'generate a discussion about identity—of the peasants with whom the priests worked,

'jof the priests as defenders of the Orthodoxy of their region, and of the leaders of the

[common people—and about the fate of the Southwestern Land. Kyiv eparchy’s

jclergy brought their local voices and experiences and interpretations to the state-

Isupported campaign to “reclaim” Right-Bank Ukraine for Orthodoxy. They

“understood their pastoral mission in ethnic terms as religious self-defence in a drama
jin which they and their parishioners were the victims of alien intruders on their

{Orthodox territory. In the piety and devotion of those parishioners lay the hope for

jthe region; their religious failings could also be blamed on the confusion and

[temptations such an environment presented.^"* The Jews thus constituted only one,

jalbeit an important one, of several “Others” in relation to whom the identities of

[Kyiv eparchy’s priests were being formed and reworked in the mid- and late

Inineteenth century.

,

John-Paul Himka notes similar attitudes in Austrian-ruled Galicia in his “Ukrainian-Jewish

Antagonism in the Galician Countryside during the Late Nineteenth Century,” in Aster and Potich-

n^j, Ukrainian-Jewish Relations, 147.

Klier, “Christians and Jews,” 163.

Smith and Clark, “The Fate of Nathan,” 19.

See, for example, Petrushevsky, “O shtundizmie,” 46.

I
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! When Churches Emigrate: Some Observations from

. the Canadian Experience

Frances Swyripa

I

The arrival of Easter in the spring of 1897 caught a party of Ukrainian immigrants

from the Austro-Hungarian Empire at the railway station in Calgary, still far from

I

their destination of homesteads among their compatriots east of Edmonton. As Greek

I
Catholics, they would normally take baskets laden with decorated eggs and rich

I

I

foods that broke the Lenten fast, including the ritual round bread or paska, to church

|to be blessed. Tradition was important, especially at a time of personal upheaval, so

lithe Ukrainians gathered together bread, eggs, and butter and approached a local

ij Roman Catholic priest. Unable to communicate, he assumed the food was a gift and,

i worried that the donors could ill afford such generosity, politely ate only a little of

'{each item. Horrified, his guests beat a hasty retreat with the remains. Apparently,

(speculated an amused Edmonton EB, they preferred an unblessed half loaf to no loaf

ill at all.’

1

This unintentionally entertaining and seemingly simple incident, one of many re-

jjflecting the mutual incomprehension between newcomers and hosts, had implications

llbeyond disappointed and shocked believers and an obliging but clueless priest.

j{ Emigrating without their familiar clergy, and to a country where the Eastern-rite

ijGreek Catholic Church headed by Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky in Lviv had no

jjurisdiction, Ukrainians came under the control of the French-dominated Roman
jiCatholic hierarchy in western Canada. In other words, the Calgary priest was spiri-

lltually responsible for the Easter faithful with their baskets, and over the coming years

I

both he and his church would have to change to accommodate their needs.

Ultimately, and despite initial resistance, the Roman Catholic hierarchy agreed to

jshare its space with a separate and parallel ecclesiastical structure. But if the estab-

liishment of the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church in Canada in 1913 created a novel

Isituation for Canadian Catholicism, the new immigrant institution also looked quite

(different from its Galician counterpart. Not only were married priests, the norm in

the Eastern rite, forbidden to serve in North America, but what had been a “national”

jchurch at home found itself demoted to a lesser “ethnic” entity abroad. The face of

;Latin-rite Catholicism in the Canadian Prairies was itself changing. English-speaking

Irish bishops increasingly replaced or augmented French ones, and new immigrant

i

groups—whose churches in their homelands were also often “national” institutions

—

Competed with Native and French followers inherited from the fur trade,

j

The Canadian experience offers a fascinating example of what happens when
I ^churches emigrate, especially if they are national or quasi-national in character, rep-

t

Edmonton Bulletin, 20 April 1897.
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resent well-established societies, and have long enjoyed unchallenged power and

status. For much of its history not only a fluid frontier society but also a nation in the

process of formation, post-Conquest Canada lacked both entrenched religious

interests and an established church. Except for the Roman Catholic Church under the

Jesuits in New France, immigrant churches entered an environment that undermined

their accustomed prominence and authority. This novel situation forced them to

adjust their self-image, negotiate for position and recognition, and learn to function,

at least in dealings with the surrounding society, as minority institutions. Moreover,

the constant fluidity of that environment made the outcome of interaction un-

predictable, even unprecedented. Most of these Old World national or quasi-national

churches arrived more or less simultaneously, during the great immigration boom of

the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, and had a particular resonance in the

Prairies. Perhaps most crucially, they tended to come without a prior tradition of

emigration and/or missionary impulse to provide guidance and assist with the

transition, and without a minority tradition and consciousness to profit from a well-

developed survival mentality or strategy.

This essay identifies four phenomena emerging from the Canadian experience

that merit further research, both for their impact on individual transplanted churches

and their emigrant/immigrant faithful and for the evolution of Canadian Catholicism,

Protestantism (specifically its Anglican and Lutheran variants), and Orthodoxy. They

are the transformation of national or quasi-national churches into minority ethnic

institutions that maintain, or try to maintain, their distinctiveness, inclusion within

continental organizational frameworks, denominational co-operation across national

or ethnic lines, and relations between the parent church in the homeland and its

Canadian offspring. More generally, these four phenomena illuminate the role

religion played in Canadian society as a function or facet of ethnicity, and they

comment on the contribution of religion to homeland-diaspora relationships and the

Canadian-American dynamic.

National Distinctiveness Undermined

In the homeland, national or quasi-national churches help to define the nation-

state and/or to inform a sense of peoplehood. As such, the images, rituals, and pro-

nouncements associated with sacred space not only foster a group’s uncontested

religious identity but also blur the distinction between faith and secular political

consciousness. Emigration, however, strips these familiar and unquestioned national-

religious identifiers of their presumed universality and authority." Most importantly,

they are no longer equated with the imagined essence and unity of the nation—be it

Catholic Poland or Italy, Orthodox Russia of the tsars, or Anglican England under

the British monarch and archbishop of Canterbury. Rather, they now define simply

one ethnic group among many and stress its difference from other Canadians. Unlike

its parent, the emigrant church also encounters individuals and institutions of the

same faith but different national origins, with whom it competes and must negotiate.

" The phenomenon is explored in my article “The Mother of God Wears a Maple Leaf: History,

Gender, and Ethnic Identity in Sacred Space,'’ in Sisters or Strangers? Immigrant, Ethnic, and

Racialized Women in Canadian Histoiy, 341-361, ed. Marlene Epp, Franca lacovetta, and Frances

Swyripa (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2004).
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Its new role thus entails a jockeying for position and power for which it is ill

:

prepared, at the same time as having to recreate an infrastructure in an alien and often

unsympathetic environment with limited resources on which to draw. A second

}

feature of such emigrant churches is a magnified cultural identity fashioned around

I

symbols that express a “national” identity in homeland terms, but an “ethnic” one in

jithe Canadian context. Finally, in a peculiar twist, some emigrant national or quasi-

!
national churches find their Old World balance upset when the bulk of group

1 members in Canada belong to a minority or regional faith in the homeland.

I Historically the most pervasive symbols serving simultaneously to distinguish

j
groups and rally members around an Old World national identity and its unifying

I

faith were the saints in whose honour emigrant churches were named. In addition to

being holy men and women, many of these individuals were also kings, queens, and

other figures important in the identity of the nation. Thus early nineteenth-century

Irish immigrants in Montreal chose St. Patrick, who brought Christianity to Ireland,

[for the church where they could pray in English surrounded by reminders of their

Irishness and not the Frenchness of mainstream Catholicism in the city. Early

[twentieth-century Ukrainian Catholic and Orthodox immigrants in the Prairies

favoured their own Christianizers, SS Volodymyr and Olha, rulers of Kyivan Rus',

the precursor of modem Ukraine. Poles preferred St. Casimir (king, benefactor of the

poor, and Poland’s patron saint) or St. Stanislaus (bishop, martyr, and symbol of

Polish unity). Germans liked northern saints: Bruno, Hubert, Oswald, and Gertrude.

And in the late twentieth century Our Lady of Guadalupe, the Blessed Virgin of

Medjugorje, and the Vietnamese Martyrs showed recent arrivals from Latin America,

Europe, and Asia perpetuating the pattern. All such saints expressed a politicized

religious consciousness as well as faith, and they divided worshippers and the places

where they worshipped into “us” and “them.” No Ukrainian parish, for example,

would pick St. Patrick or Our Lady of Guadalupe as its patron, just as no Irish parish

would instinctively gravitate to the Vietnamese Martyrs or to the Marian apparition

at Medjugorje, whose promise of peace resonated among Croatian refugees from

wartom Yugoslavia. Far from all-embracing Christian symbols, such saints

functioned as ethnic symbols inaccessible or undesirable to outsiders, even within the

same denomination, whose internal divisions emigration brought to the fore. There

were, of course, exceptions (like Andrew, the patron saint of Scotland and apostle to

the Slavs), whose multinational appeal forced emigrating peoples to rethink their

I

special relationship to them.

In the homeland the exclusivity of national saints and the broader implications

were never an issue, at least from the perspective of national or quasi-national

churches. French, Polish, Irish, and Italian Catholic faithful could simply be Catholic

and take their accompanying Frenchness, Polishness, Irishness, and Italianness for

granted. The same held true for Greek, Russian, and Serbian Orthodox faithful,

Swedish and Norwegian Lutherans, or English Anglicans. In challenging Old World
certainties and privileges, the Canadian environment both made emigrant churches

more aware and protective of their national (ethnic) peculiarities and obliged them to

adapt to the new country’s multicultural reality. Despite underlying similarities, the

Orthodox, Anglican, and Catholic examples that follow represent a variety of
national (ethnic) experiences, both before and after emigration, that elicited distinc-

tive responses to the Canadian situation.
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Under the tsars Russian nationality, Orthodoxy, and autocracy officially re-

inforced each other, underscoring not only the alliance of church and state but also

the assumption that to be Russian was to be Orthodox, and that to be Orthodox was
to be Russian. However, the pre-1917 Russian Orthodox Church in Canada, its

missionaries subsidized and controlled by the Holy Synod in St. Petersburg, found

itself serving a primarily Ukrainian and Romanian population in rural Alberta that

came not from the Russian Empire but from the crownland of Bukovyna in Austria-

Hungary; its Edmonton-based priests also ministered to a sprinkling of genuine

Russians, Greeks, and Serbs both in the city and as far away as the mining commu-
nities of the Crowsnest Pass. And for Ukrainians at least, given the denial of a

separate Ukrainian people in the Russian Empire, the political agenda of Russian

Orthodox priests stimulated a debate over national identity. These priests’ Com-
munist successors, as the Bolshevik Revolution subordinated a much diminished

church at home to the atheistic Soviet state, also put Ukrainian-Canadian adherents

of the patriarchal Russian Orthodox Church outside the mainstream of Ukrainian life

in Canada. Eventually Canadians of Romanian, Greek, and Serbian origin acquired

their own ethnic Orthodox churches, preserving (or recreating) “national” churches

without, however, the infrastructure or standing in society their homeland counter-

parts enjoyed. But the experience of the pioneer Russian Orthodox Church and

Orthodox faithful in Canada begs the question: How do religion and ethnicity interact

when the emigrant church possesses a national identity and/or political agenda

different from that of believers?

This question touched the emigrant Anglican Church in Canada only peripherally,

and only in the context of Native converts, not Old World believers seeking a fresh

start in Canada. (Similarly, proselytizing among the Natives had also compromised

the ethnic exclusivity and identity of the Roman Catholic Church in New France.) As
essentially a settler church, the Church of England in Canada did not possess the

same missionary thrust that characterized the Anglican experience in British colonies

in Africa. Nonetheless its role in Christianizing Canada’s aboriginal population and

eagerness in assisting the government in their assimilation had a huge impact. It

culminated, at the end of the twentieth century, in the collective soul-searching

arising from residential school abuses and the threat of financial bankruptcy in the

wake of lawsuits seeking victim compensation.^ But the issue that most distinguished

the Church of England in Canada in the early years concerned its establishment

status in the homeland and sense of entitlement to equivalent standing in British

North America. In Upper Canada (present-day Ontario), created after the arrival of

United Empire Loyalists from the newly independent United States at the end of the

eighteenth century and thereafter attracting British settlers from abroad, the emigrant

Anglican Church fought vigorously to retain its Old World privileges. The campaign

focussed on access to the Clergy Reserves, land set aside in the Constitutional Act of

1791 for the support of “Protestant”clergy.* ** That it ultimately failed, in the face of

In 2003 the Anglican Church of Canada and the Federal Government in Ottawa formalized a

deal in which the former would be responsible for no more than thirty per cent of the cost of

validated claims and the latter would pick up the tab for the remainder. See <cbcnews.ca>, 1

1

March 2003, accessed on 16 November 2008.
** See Curtis Fahey, In His Name: The Anglican Experience in Upper Canada, 1791-1854 (Ot-

tawa: Carleton University Press, 1991); and, for the two main protagonists over the Clergy
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strong Methodist opposition to preference for the Church of England, raises tan-

I

talizing questions about not only the impact of emigration on national churches,

especially when their position in the homeland was arbitrarily secured against other

denominations, but also the democratizing influence of the frontier. Anglicanism

[itself emerged from the experience aware that it could not automatically assume pre-

I
eminence by right or tradition and would have to readjust accordingly.

As for Canadian Catholicism, it is of utmost significance that in 1774, after the

j

Conquest of New France, the British formally recognized the Roman Catholic

(Church in Quebec. This gesture set the stage for the church to identify Catholicism as

lone of the pillars of French-Canadian identity and to become itself the champion of

jFrench-Canadian survival. With the arrival of first Irish immigrants in Quebec and

!' then a host of immigrant peoples in the Prairies, where the French formed a minority

of a minority Catholic population, language and identity issues (including, for

Ukrainians, their distinctive rite) challenged this specific equation of nationality and

[faith. The repercussions have never been thoroughly addressed by either Canadian

j
Catholic or Canadian ethnic historians, perhaps because they undercut the notions of

ja universal church and multicultural harmony. Nonetheless a few observations are in

jorder. Irish-French struggles for parish and diocesan control and Ukrainians’ efforts

i;to secure their own bishop and Eastern-rite Ukrainian priests have received the most

^attention, with the focus on creating and preserving ethnic identity and communities

I
I
in Canada.^ Much less attention has been paid to non-French, non-English-speaking,

j!Latin-rite Catholics, especially in the experimental days of the settlement-era Cana-

'Idian West. Raymond Huel has argued that in defending the French language and

Catholic institutions, the French hierarchy and its priests in the Prairies became

I

defenders of multiculturalism, thus making a “distinctive contribution” to the evolu-

jtion of the West as a mosaic. Crucially, he said, they realized that the way to safe-

liguard the faith of non-English-speaking immigrants was through their national

ilanguages, and so committed themselves to securing priests and religious orders of

jthe same background and financially supporting minority-language newspapers.^

([However, the evidence suggests a different interpretation of French clerical attitudes

Hand actions on the part of the peoples affected. Hungarian-Canadian historians, for

(example, have criticized the lack of effort by the archbishop of St. Boniface to

i

('Reserves, J. L. H. Henderson, ed., John Strachan: Documents and Opinions (Toronto: McClelland

land Stewart, 1969), and Egerton Ryerson, The Story ofMy Life: Being Reminiscenes ofSixty Years ’

\Public Service in Canada. (Toronto: W. Briggs, 1883).

I

On Ukrainians, see, for example, the articles by Andrii Krawchuk and Mark McGowan in

{Canada’s Ukrainians: Negotiating an Identity, ed. Lubomyr Luciuk and Stella Hryniuk (Toronto:

[(University of Toronto Press, 1991), 206-237; and Orest Martynowych, Ukrainians in Canada: The

[Formative Period, 1891-1924 (Edmonton: CIUS Press, 1991), 155-236, 381-409, 486-96. On
Irish-French relations in the Canadian West, see, for example, Brian Rainey, “The Fransaskois and

the Irish Catholics: An Uneasy Relationship,” Prairie Forum 24, no. 2 (1999): 211-17; Robert

Ghoquette, “John Thomas McNailly et Terection du Diocese de Calgary,” University of Ottawa

{Quarterly 45, no. 4 (1975): 401-16; and Raymond Huel, Archbishop A. -A. Tache of St. Boniface:

\The "Good Fight” and the Illusive Vision (Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 2003).

[

Raymond Huel, “French-Speaking Bishops and the Cultural Mosaic in Western Canada,” in

{Religion and Society in the Prairie West, 53—65, ed. Richard Allen (Regina: Canadian Plains

[Research Centre, 1974).
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provide Hungarian settlers with Hungarian priests, blamed the church leadership in

the Prairies for retarding the growth of Hungarian ethnocultural institutions, and

called Central and East European Catholics “pawns” in the church’s campaign to pre-

serve the linguistic and cultural rights of francophones in the West7
A final issue, originating entirely in the vagaries of population movements abroad,

highlights an unusual phenomenon in the relationship between faith and national

churches in the homeland and their fate in emigration. Here Ukrainians offer the best

example. While the great majority of Ukrainians in Europe in the late nineteenth cen-

tury lived under Russian rule and were Orthodox, Eastern-rite Catholics from Galicia

in the Habsburg Empire dominated the movement to Canada. Thus the religious

heritage and identity of Ukrainian Canadians contrasted sharply with the homeland,

vaulting the provincial Galician Catholic church into the voice of Ukrainian “national”

interests in Canada and making it more than competitive with its emasculated and

assimilationist Russian Orthodox rival. But then unanticipated developments in the

Prairies intervened, with major consequences for both Canadian Catholicism and Or-

thodoxy. In 1918 creeping denationalization within the Ukrainian Catholic Church in

the Prairies (notably Latinization under the influence of French and Belgian priests and

bishops) led to the establishment of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox of Church of Cana-

da as a genuinely independent and “national” Ukrainian church. In other words, the

new institution owed its existence equally to the specific Ukrainian immigrant ex-

perience and the repercussions of the response of emigrant churches more generally to

their changed circumstances. At the same time Ukrainians (unlike Orthodox Roman-
ians or French Catholics, for example) were left with two claimants to the title of the

“true” Ukrainian church embodying the essence of the Ukrainian people, eliminating

any synonymity between religion and ethnic (national) identity.

Canadianization and Continentalism

If the founders of the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church and Latin-rite Catholics

like the Hungarians identified the French-dominated Roman Catholic hierarchy in the

Canadian West with unwanted national assimilation, within mainstream society the

Prairie experience became a catalyst to ecumenism. Among those of both recent and

distant British origin, small and scattered settler populations encouraged the biggest

and most “Canadian” of church unions, the formation of the United Church in Canada

in 1925 from a merger of Methodists, Presbyterians, and Congregational ists. Less

inclined to see their religious identity swallowed because of the related ethnic asso-

ciations, foreign emigrant churches also Canadianized at different speeds. For example,

while the Benedictine monks who established St. Peter’s Colony of German Catholics

in east-central Saskatchewan represented a North American movement, relocating their

community from Illinois and maintaining ties south of the border, the German-

speaking female religious they invited to provide health care and education came from

Austria (Sisters of St. Elizabeth, 1911) and Germany (Ursulines, 1913).^ The pioneer

^ See N. F Dreisziger et al.. Struggle and Hope: The Hungarian-Canadian Experience (Toronto:

McClelland and Stewart. 1982), 69-70, 80-81.

^ Peter Windschiegl, Fifty Golden Years, 1903-1953: A BriefHistory of the Order ofSt Benedict

in the Abbacy Nullius of St. Peter, Muenster, Saskatchewan (Muenster: St. Peter’s Abbey, 1953),

47-61.
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I

j

Ukrainian Catholic Church stood in marked contrast, precluding facile conclusions

i

about the gendered dimensions of becoming Canadian. The Sisters Servants of Mary

Immaculate who accompanied the Basilian Fathers to Alberta in 1902 quickly

Canadianized, attracting their first novice almost immediately, but the clergy (perhaps

because readily available land deterred would-be priests) tended to come from Galicia

I

until the Second World War intervened. For many emigrant churches arriving in the

settlement-era Canadian West, however, the neighbouring United States was the

I

primary factor in their subsequent evolution and identity. Cross-border denominational

j

ties rooted in a common homeland church most frequently relegated the Canadian body

I to a subordinate role at the same time as it chafed against American values and control.

I

Only rarely did control lie north of the border: rural Alberta, for example, long served

as the headquarters for the combined Canadian-American province of the Ukrainian

Sisters Servants and Basilian Fathers.

;

The first examples of an American shadow come from the Orthodox world, past

[and present, and illustrate American advantages in terms of the emigrant church’s roots

5 and/or the number of faithful south of the forty-ninth parallel. The pioneer Russian

jOrthodox Church in the Prairies fell under the jurisdiction of the Diocese of the

I

[Aleutians and North America, headquartered in San Francisco and successor of the

j

I
Russian Orthodox Mission in Alaska. The current Orthodox Church in America, which

I

(inherited many Russian Orthodox congregations in both Canada and the United States

iin the decades after 1917, maintains its seat in the state ofNew York. And the earliest

I ll

Romanian Orthodox parish (established 1898) in rural Alberta now belonp to a

ijcontinental Romanian church whose archdiocese is in Chicago. Even that distinctly

I

Canadian immigrant and fiercely independent creation, the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox

1 1| Church of Canada, initially looked south, and in 1924 it accepted Archbishop loan

iljTeodorovych of the Ukrainian Orthodox Church in the United States as its primate.

[The ensuing relationship between these two churches is significant for what it reveals

,jl about the Canadian body’s attitudes towards external control. Its governing consistory

{insisted upon administrative freedom (that Teodorovych resided in the United States

(proved helpful in this regard), and when the Canadian church eventually broke with

(Teodorovych, it did so in part because he refused to consult it over his controversial

[reconsecration.^

1 The remaining examples involve Scandinavian Lutheran churches, whose pioneer

IPrairie congregations consisted of new immigrants from overseas joined by former

l| compatriots relocating from the American Midwest. Personal ties with Swedish and

(Norwegian communities south of the border, together with already existing emigrant

[Swedish and Norwegian churches in the United States, had a profound impact on

[Canadian religious life. Congregations were not only often served by American

:
pastors, but also often by “junior partners” in denominational structures emerging

i from and reflecting the American experience and headquartered in the United States.

:
For example. New Stockholm Lutheran Church, established in 1889 to serve the

Swedish settlement in southeastern Saskatchewan, relied on the Swedish Lutheran

I

Ghurch (Augustana) in the United States for its literature, hymns, Swedish and Eng-

i
lish translations of the Bible, and pastors. It affiliated with the Minnesota Conference

I
I See Oleh Gerus, “The Reverend Semen Sawchuk and the Ukrainian Greek Orthodox Church of

i CmdiddC' Journal of Ukrainian Studies 16, nos. 1-2 (1991): 67-77.
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of the Augustana Synod, which provided financial support and, in 1913, helped

create the synod’s Canadian Conference. New Stockholm became a “Canadian

church” only in the 1980s as part of the newly formed Evangelical Lutheran Church

in Canada, two decades after being affected once again by a major reorientation

within Lutheran ranks in the United States.

The actual impact of American influences has been addressed more directly in the

Norwegian case. Calling Lutheranism one of the principal identifiers of Norwegian-

ness in Canada, the author of the Norwegian-Canadian history From Fjord to Fron-

tier assessed the fallout from the fact that until 1967 the Norwegian Lutheran Church

belonged to “a larger continental church body” led from Minnesota. A clear benefit

was the establishment, in 1911 and 1915 respectively, of Lutheran colleges in Cam-
rose, Alberta, and Outlook, Saskatchewan. Less positively, by insisting on use of the

Norwegian language well into the interwar years (unlike the American churches),

Canada attracted more conservative, less assimilated pastors from south of the

border. Yet an American-trained and transient ministry ignorant of Canadian condi-

tions simultaneously fanned nationalist sentiments, resulting in the opening of a

Canadian theological seminary in Saskatoon in 1939. From Fjord to Frontier com-

mented as well on the reorientation within continental Lutheranism in the 1960s that

also affected New Stockholm. Canadian Norwegian churches, it said, objected to

“American” in the name of the new merger and the subordination it conveyed, spur-

ring them to help form the new (and autonomous) Evangelical Lutheran Church of

Canada in 1967. Finally, the book complained about what it described as middle-

class conformity, formality, and liberal values (such as social dancing) in late

twentieth-century American Lutheranism, and commented on Canadian resistance to

American pressures, especially from certain faculty members at Camrose Lutheran

College.”

The Homeland Relationship

The relationship between Canadian churches and their homelands involves a 0
number of dynamics that attest to the ongoing relevance of Old World history and

current events to the ethno-religious identity of Canadians as individuals and of their

churches as institutions. It raises questions about whether, and in what circumstances,

those Old World ties undercut or complement an evolving Canadianism and how the

repercussions reverberate in the larger society. It also raises questions about the

power balance between Canadian and parent churches, including whether, and with

what implications, the junior institution graduates from a position of dependence

and/or subordination to one of autonomy or, more rarely, superiority. Finally, and

most crucially, it raises questions about what in these processes is common to emi-

grant churches regardless of their location, and what reflects the peculiarities of

Canadian history and society. The examples below suggest the complexity of the

answers.

See Virgil Lundquist, A Century of Faith: New Stockholm Lutheran Church, 1889-1989, Stock-

holm, Saskatchewan (Stockholm, SK: Centennial Committee, New Stockholm Lutheran Church

1
1989]), 3, 8-9, 11, 14, 16.

' Gulbrand Loken, From Fjord to Frontier: A Histoiy of Norwegians in Canada (Toronto:

McClelland and Stewart, 1980), 127-46, 165, 200-206.
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!
First, there are the homeland symbols that the faithful and their priests place in their

1

1

churches, enabling private sacred space to reverse the transformation from national into

1
1
ethnic institutions that occurs in their contacts with mainstream society. Here Old

ji World saints face no competition, so that their presence restores and even intensifies

II
their power as politicized national symbols. Some such symbols identify worshippers

1

1 with the nation-building aspirations of the homeland. Hungarian pioneers in rural

I
Saskatchewan, for example, painted the coat of arms of Hungary (which includes the

|j

Crown of St. Stephen, Hungary’s first king and patron saint) on the wall of the

I

sanctuary of the stone church built in 1908.'“ Completed in 1947 and painted inside by

I

Ian artist from the post-war anti-Communist displaced-persons immigration, St.

I

Josaphat’s Ukrainian Catholic Cathedral in Edmonton featured not only the trident,

i Ukraine’s national emblem banned in the Soviet Union, as a decorative motif, but also

il
Hitler, Stalin, and Lenin among the damned in the Last Judgement.'^ Given the Cold

I War and its own sacrifices fighting the Nazis, the Edmonton public would undoubtedly

jhave countenanced this mixing of religion and contemporary homeland politics. The
1

1|

experience of the Italian parish of La Madonna della Difesa in Montreal, however,

I

I

revealed the dangers of an emigrant church identifying with “un-Canadian” political

I (symbols from the homeland. It started innocently, when the Italian-born artist Guido

iNincheri commemorated the 1929 Lateran Pact between Benito Mussolini and Pope

jPius XI creating the Vatican City State with a fresco above the altar that included the

{fascist dictator on horseback, the dominant figure in the tableau. But when Italy entered

I

the Second World War beside Germany and a nervous Canadian state began to hunt for

I

homegrown fascists, Mussolini’s presence no longer celebrated a much-welcomed

;

Catholic event. Instead, it suggested political disloyalty, and Nincheri (who had added

: the dictator on orders from church officials) was arrested and interned together with

I

! several hundred suspect Italian “enemy aliens.” Half a century later, although some

Mtalian Canadians considered the painting an embarrassing and painful reminder of a

j

difficult time, to most it symbolized the perseverance and resilience of their community

ijand they wanted it kept. Rehabilitation was also forthcoming within mainstream

j|

circles, despite war veterans’ demands that Mussolini be removed, and in 2002 the

f Church of La Madonna della Difesa became a national historic site.'"

I Second, secular homeland symbols and related rituals can privilege certain ethnic

churches at the expense of others. For example, in 1901 in Edmonton memorial

(services for Queen Victoria were held not only in All Saints’ Anglican Cathedral, an

I

official gesture replicated in Anglican churches across the country, but also in the

(Russian Orthodox chapel, underlining family ties between the British monarch and the

I

Our Lady of Assumption Roman Catholic Church, Kaposvar, Saskatchewan, visited 1 1 August
^ |;2002; there is also a statue of St Elizabeth of Hungary in the sanctuary.

See, for example, Orest Kupranets, Katedra 5v. Yosafata v Edmontoni (Edmonton: Ukrainska

i

(Katolytska Eparkhiia Edmontonu, 1979); and Mykhailo Khomiak, ed., Yidiian Butsmaniuk (Ed-

: monton: Kanadske Naukove Tovarystvo im. Shevchenka, Oseredok na Zakhidniu Kanadu, 1982).

,
Globe and Mail, 27, 28 August 2002; and Montreal Gazette, 25 August 2003. See also Roberto

jjlPerin, “Making Good Fascists and Good Canadians: Consular Propaganda and the Italian

I

I'i

Community in Montreal in the 1930s,” in Minorities and Mother Country Imagery, 136-58, ed.

1 1 Gerald Gold (St John’s: Institute of Social and Economic Research, Memorial University, 1984);

land Franca lacovetta, Angelo Principe, and Roberto Perin, eds., Enemies Within: Italian and Other

(Internees in Canada and Abroad (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000).

i
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Russian tsar and briefly destigmatizing otherwise marginal Slavic peasant immi-

grants.'^ Nonetheless, the Church of England was unique, becoming an established

church in English-speaking Canada in all but name. The comfortable symmetry that

long existed between Britishness and Canadianism clouded the distinction between

sacred and secular to elevate Anglicans’ English ethnicity and homeland-based

political identity into a class of its own. Hanging the Union Jack or a picture of the

reigning monarch in an Anglican church, secular images that epitomized Canadians’

imperial identity and constitutional underpinnings, was quite different from painting

Stalin or Mussolini on the walls. Similarly, hosting the rituals that commemorated
landmark events in the collective life of the nation elevated the Church of England

above other Christian denominations—identifying Anglicanism with the state and state

interests and equating its agenda and priorities with those of the community at large.

Edmonton’s All Saints’ Cathedral, for one, initially refused to relinquish its

establishment functions, insisting in 1967 that it and not St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic

Cathedral should host the memorial service for Canada’s first French-Canadian (and

devoutly Catholic) governor general, Georges Vanier.'^ Canadian Anglicanism was

clear proof that a religious hierarchy complemented and reinforced the country’s

historical ethnic hierarchy, with the British at the top.

Third, as faith communities, emigrant churches can evolve in directions that set

them apart from their non-emigrating counterparts. Both Canadian Anglicanism and

the Episcopal Church in the United States came to hold more liberal attitudes than

not only the Church of England but also its offshoots in other one-time colonies,

especially in conservative Africa. By the late twentieth century, for instance, tensions

over the ordination of female and openly gay bishops and the blessing of same-sex

unions threatened to destroy the worldwide Anglican communion. The differences

are explained in part by Anglicanism’s experience on the two continents: in North

America, an “emigrant” church proper serving a largely British population; in Africa,

an imperial proselytizing church serving non-white converts. But the differences

conceivably also lie in the peculiar secular and frontier forces brought to bear on

religious institutions and their followers in the New World. Historians of Canadian

Mennonites and Doukhobors, religious minorities in the Russian Empire who came
to the Dominion to escape persecution, have commented on the abandoning of Old

World restraints within those two groups. Frank Epp attributed the unparalleled

“denominationalism and fragmentation” plaguing Mennonites in North America to

“perhaps the frontier ... perhaps the individualistic emphasis not only in economics

but in religion.” George Woodcock noted how the extremism of the Sons of

Freedom—nudism, arson, and dynamiting—was peculiar to Doukhobors in Canada,

as much the product “of stresses generated in a society emerging from the pioneer

stage, as any of their more conformist neighbours.” Like the Metis, he said, they

were “representatives of simple cultures caught in the trap of a closing frontier, with

nowhere farther to go in their efforts to escape from the modern state.”'^

Edmonton Bulletin. 2A idinn^ixy 2r^\(^ 1 February 1901.

See the discussion in my article ‘The Monarchy, the Mounties. and Ye Olde English Fayre:

Identity at All Saints’ Anglican, Edmonton (1875- 1990s)," in Canada and the British World. 322-

38, ed. Philip Buckner and Ken Coates (Vancouver: University of British Columbia Press, 2006).

Frank Epp. in Mennonite Mirror, .lanuary 1975; and George Woodcock, The Doukhobors

(Eondon; Faber and Faber, 1968). 10-1 1.
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Fourth, and again qualifying the transformation of national into ethnic institutions,

war or revolution in the homeland can upset the traditional relationship between the

parent church and its Canadian progeny, giving the latter prestige, status, and

responsibilities separate from its position in Canadian society and facilitating a

Canadianization of outlook and personnel. Among Doukhobors and Mennonites, large-

scale emigration from the Russian Empire in the nineteenth century, augmented by

flight from Soviet rule and attrition within the Soviet Union in the twentieth, created

the unusual situation where the fall of the Iron Curtain saw as many Doukhobors living

in Canada as in the successor states to the USSR, and proportionately more Mennonites

living in Manitoba than anywhere else in the world. Canada as a haven or “saviour”

for churches under attack in the homeland is best illustrated, however, by the Roman
Catholic Church in Quebec. Whatever else they thought of British rule, French-

Canadian clerics rejoiced at avoiding the excesses and impiety of the French

J

Revolution, which, in crippling the church in France, increased their own authority and

prestige.'^ Something similar happened when the Soviet occupation of Western

Ukraine in 1944 destroyed the Greek Catholic Church in Galicia (it was formally

banned in 1946), forcing its remnants underground and depriving the people of one of

their biggest defenders. For the duration of the Cold War unprecedented obligations

and prominence accrued to the Ukrainian Catholic Church in Canada (from providing

bishops for Europe to sending priests and nuns to Brazil). Since 1991 it has been

i indispensable in rebuilding the church infrastructure in independent Ukraine.'®

An unexpected legacy of the dismantling of the Greek Catholic Church in Galicia

comes from the beatification of two dozen martyrs arrested and imprisoned by the

1 Soviets, by Pope John Paul H during his historic visit to Ukraine in 2001. Two of these

individuals spent time in Canada, prompting their evolution into New World ethnic

symbols and breaking sharply with the traditional preoccupation of saint making in

Canada—French or Native and Roman Catholic. Nykyta Budka, who died in a Soviet

concentration camp in central Asia, served from 1912 to 1927 as the first bishop of the

Canadian church. Vasyl Velychkovsky, the secret bishop of the underground church in

j Galicia, survived years of forced labour and torture before being sent into exile and

brought to Winnipeg by Metropolitan Maxim Hermaniuk. In 2002 Blessed Vasyl’s

body was exhumed and transferred to a newly built shrine in St. Joseph’s Ukrainian

Catholic Church, where pilgrims venerate his holy relics and pray for his intercession."'

Invitation, centennial exhibit, “Spirit Wrestlers: The Doukhobors,” Canadian Museum of

Civilization, Hull, Quebec, 18 January 1996 - 12 October 1997 (author’s private collection); and,

for Mennonites, Gerard Jennisen in the Manitoba Legislative Assembly, quoted in Preservings 8

(June 1996): 50.

Ronald Rudin, Making History in Twentieth-Centuiy Quebec (Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 1997); Michel Grenon, ed., L’lmage de la Revolution Frangaise au Quebec, 1789-1989

(Montreal: Hurtubise, 1989); Susan Mann Trofimenkoff, The Dream of Nation: A Social and
Intellectual History of Quebec (Toronto: Gage, 1983), 18; and, originally published in French in

1906, Andre Siegfried, The Race Question in Canada (Toronto: McClelland and Stewart, 1966),

29-35.

For the impact of the Second World War and its aftermath in Ukraine on the Sisters Servants of

Mary Immaculate, see Claudia Helen Popowich, SSMI, To Serve Is To Love: The Canadian Stoiy

o^the Sisters Servants ofMary Immaculate (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1971), 174-290.

See, for example, the newsletter Fully Alive: A Bishop Velychkovsky Martyr’s Shrine Publi-

cation (beginning January 2003); John Sianchuk, ed.. Blessed Bishop Nicholas Charnetsky, CSsR,
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Bishop Velychkovsky also links Ukrainians in Canada, especially the post-war anti-

communist displaced-persons immigration, to the suffering of a persecuted homeland

and people under Soviet rule. His Winnipeg shrine is also only Canada’s second

martyr’s shrine (the other, in Ontario, honours the seventeenth-century Jesuits tortured

to death by the Iroquois), so that Velychkovsky puts Ukrainians on a par with one of

Canada’s “founding peoples” and, as a Catholic phenomenon, gives the group a special

cachet in the Canadian West. Bishop Budka is more complicated. His fifteen years as

head of the fledgling Ukrainian Catholic Church in Canada were controversial

—

internally for the schism that produced a Ukrainian Orthodox rival, externally for the

pastoral letter he issued on the eve of the Great War urging immigrant support for the

Austro-Hungarian “fatherland.” This letter has been blamed for much of the suspicion

with which Canadians regarded Ukrainian immigrants, who, as subjects of the

Habsburg Empire, became prey to a host of restrictive measures, including internment.

Budka himself was twice arrested for treason. To Ukrainian Canadians who consider

Canada’s wartime treatment of their people unjust and a national shame, Budka’s

beatification represents not only the bishop’s own redemption but also the vindication

of a wronged ethnic group. For some, his martyrdom transcended his fate at the hands

of the Soviets to include his persecution in Canada. The mainstream Canadian press

satisfyingly adopted the same sympathetic tone, embracing the former enemy alien as a

“Canadian” and one of the nation’s own.“

Conclusion

Emigrant churches do not remain emigrant churches. Over time they become im-

migrant and Canadian, although, as the above observations suggest, what those two

transformations entail depends on a unique combination of circumstances. As has been

seen, “national” (often state-supported) churches in the homeland are reduced to mi-

nority “ethnic” institutions in Canada, for the most part powerless and unnoticed except

in their own communities, themselves subject to assimilatory pressures. In the process

of transformation some churches acquire multicultural overtones or form productive

intra-denominational relationships across ethnic lines. Others resolutely try to maintain

their national (ethnic) distinctiveness. Many continue to be shaped by and to respond to

homeland politics, which affects not only their own internal dynamics but also outside

relationships, even within the same denomination. In rare instances a diminished

homeland church results in unprecedented responsibility and status for its Canadian

offspring. Finally, some churches enter an American orbit, although the Canadian

response to subordination points to an ethno-religious nationalism that parallels the

anti-Americanism observed in other contexts. None of these phenomena have been

sufficiently examined, however, to understand what exactly is taking place or what

overall conclusions can be drawn.

and Companions: Modern Martyrs ofthe Ukrainian Catholic Church (2002); and the official Web
site “Bishop Vasyl Velychkovsky Martyr's Shrine” <www.bvmartyrshrine.com> (accessed 1

August 2008).

See, for example, <www.infoukes.com/history/internment/> (accessed 1 September 2008),

especially the image of the Canadian flag with embroidered panels, wrapped in barbed wire; Globe

and Mail, 1 1 and 23 June 2001; and Calgaiy Herald, 16 June 2001.
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The Fourth Rus': A New Reality in a New Europe

it

Paul Robert Magocsi

In May 2006 an international scholarly conference took place in Przemysl, Poland,

|j

under the title “Does a Fourth Rus' Exist?” Reviewing the conference program, it

became obvious that the title was basically a euphemistic substitute for an otherwise

i

j

rhetorical question: “Are Carpatho-Rusyns a Distinct Nationality?”

' For those who have long been skeptical about Soviet propagandistic “scholar-

i
ship” on that topic, such a question may have had some validity during the height of

jthe Cold War in the 1970s. And it was certainly a legitimate question to ask after the

il] revolutions of 1989, when the profound political changes taking place throughout

j

pendent states and the reassertion of identities among seemingly forgotten stateless

ij

peoples, including Carpatho-Rusyns. But we are already well into the twenty-first

i century, by which time Carpatho-Rusyns have de jure or de facto become recognized

li
as a distinct nationality in Poland, Slovakia, Romania, Hungary, Serbia, Croatia, and

I
the Czech Republic.' They have been recorded in the official censuses of those coun-

I
tries and also in Ukraine,^ the only country that still does not recognize formally their

II
status as a nationality.^

j

Much of the scholarly world has also recognized this new reality. In the past decade

I alone, numerous publications have appeared in which Carpatho-Rusyns are described

I

^ 1 am grateful to Dr. Bogdan Horbal of New York Public Library for his very useful comments on

an earlier version of this essay.

' In Slovakia, Romania. Hungary, Serbia, and the Czech Republic, Carpatho-Rusyns are classified

jas a nationality. In Poland, Lemko Rusyns are classified (along with Karaites, Roma/Gypsies, and

I

i Tatars) as an ethnic group, although Polish law states that there is no substantive difference be-

tween how ethnic groups and nationalities are treated; see <www.msw.gov.pl/portal/pl/178/2958

j/Ustawa_o_mnieJszosciach_narodowych_i_etnicznych_oraz_oJezyku_regionalnym.html>.

Il

The national censuses of 2001 and 2002 produced the following results regarding the number of

I

persons who indicated that their nationality was Carpatho-Rusyn; Slovakia—24,000; Serbia

—

-1 16,000; Ukraine— 10,000; Poland—5,900; Croatia—2,300; Hungary— 1,100; Romania—200. All

of these national censuses, except Ukraine’s, also asked a question about native language. The

|i figures for Carpatho-Rusyn as native/mother language were quite similar to the nationality response

f|in all counties except Slovakia, where nearly 55,000 persons responded that Carpatho-Rusyn was

>

ji
their native language.

^

I

This blanket statement is now technically incorrect. On 7 March 2007 the Transcarpathian Ob-

it
last Council adopted by an overwhelmingly favourable vote (71 for, 1 against, 2 abstentions) a res-

liolution recognizing Carpatho-Rusyns as a distinct nationality (natsionalnist) in the Transcarpathian

I

(Oblast and requires that the category “Rusyn” is entered in the official list of nationalities in the

i
oblast. The resolution also called on Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada to recognize Carpatho-Rusyns as a

I
distinct nationality at the national level. That request has not yet been fulfilled.
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as a distinct nationality and culture. Among these are five volumes of what might be

called a “national bibliography,” containing 4,242 annotated entries of mostly scholarly

literature about Carpatho-Rusyns published during the last quarter of the twentieth

century; two editions of an encyclopedia with over 1,100 entries on Carpatho-Rusyn

history and culture worldwide; and a scholarly series commissioned by an international

committee on Slavic languages based in Poland that recognizes Carpatho-Rusyn as one

of the fourteen Slavic languages that exist today."* Consequently it would seem

superfluous to speculate on the existence of a “fourth Rus'.” The discipline of

Carpatho-Rusyn studies, however, does face problems and challenges that warrant

discussion. I will focus here on a few conceptual and terminological issues.

***

As strange as it may seen, there is not yet a consensus about what to call the terri-

tory, or historic homeland, inhabited by Carpatho-Rusyns. There is confusion about the

meaning of the names Subcarpathian Rus', Transcarpathia, and Carpatho-Ukraine. For

some writers these names refer to only one part of Carpathian Rus', but for others they

refer to all of the lands Carpatho-Rusyns inhabited on the southern slopes of the

Carpathians. Less problematic are two other terms: Lemkovyna (the Lemko Region),

which generally refers only to Carpatho-Rusyn-inhabited lands within present-day

southeastern Poland (although there is debate about Lemkovyna’ s eastern border); and

the Presov Region, which refers to Carpatho-Rusyn-inhabited lands within present-day

northeastern Slovakia. There is also a part of Carpathian Rus' located south of the Tysa

(Tisa) River in present-day Romania. I would suggest referring to this area as the

Maramure§ Region, using the Romanian form of the name in order to distinguish it

from pre-1918 Maramorosh (Hungarian: Maramaros) county, most of which was

located north of the Tysa River in present-day Ukraine.

Unfortunately, those who write about Carpatho-Rusyns (whether or not they are of

Carpatho-Rusyn orientation) tend to forget two important principles: that there is a

difference between states and peoples, and that a given people may live within the

boundaries of one state or several states. We should also never forget that states come
and go, but peoples remain. It is not the Carpatho-Rusyns’ fault that their historic

homeland, Carpathian Rus', has at times been within the framework of one state and at

other times divided between several states.^ As the “land of the Carpatho-Rusyns,”

Carpathian Rus' is defined by the numerically dominant people or nationality that lives

on its territory, not by the states that may have ruled the area at one time or another.

"* See Paul Robert Magocsi, comp., Carpatho-Rusyn Studies: An Annotated Bibliography, vol. 1,

1975-1984 (New York: Garland, 1988), and vols. 2-5, 1985-1994, 1995-1999, 2000-2004, 2005-

2009 (New York: Columbia University Press/East European Monographs, 1998-2006); idem and

Ivan Pop, eds.. Encyclopedia ofRusyn History and Culture (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

2002, rev. ed. 2005); and Paul Robert Magocsi, ed., Rusynsky iazyk, 2d, rev. printing (Opole:

Uniwersytet Opolski, Instytut Filologii Polskiej, 2007).
^ Until 1772 Carpathian Rus' was divided between the Polish Kingdom and the Hungarian

Kingdom. From 1772 to 1918 it was entirely within the Habsburg Monarchy or Austro-Hungarian

Empire (i. e., Austrian-ruled Galicia and the Hungarian Kingdom). From 1919 to 1938 it was

divided among Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Romania; from 1939 to 1944 among Nazi Germany,

Slovakia, and Hungary; from 1945 to 1991 among Poland. Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union, and

Romania; and from 1991-93 to the present day among Poland, Slovakia. Ukraine, and Romania.
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At this point it may be useful to address the misplaced belief, or myth, that has

1 come to dominate the mindset of some Carpatho-Rusyns—namely, that Subcarpa-

thian Rus' (Ukraine’s present-day Transcarpathian oblast) is the homeland of all

Carpatho-Rusyns and, therefore, that Carpatho-Rusyns in Poland (the Lemko
I Region), Slovakia (the Presov Region), and elsewhere should show deference to

^ Subcarpathian Rus'. Such views are not tenable on either historical or demographic

I

I

grounds. For example, Carpatho-Rusyns living south of the Carpathians were not

divided by international borders until as recently as 1939. Moreover, the earliest and

jjmost influential figures connected with the first national awakening (Aleksander

I' Dukhnovych and Adolf Dobriansky) were based in the Presov Region, not in Sub-

I

Carpathian Rus'. Even more important is the demographic factor. In 1910, a time

I

when political manipulation regarding census data was relatively limited, there were

1

1,102 villages in which at least fifty per cent of the inhabitants were ethnic Carpatho-

Rusyns. Of these villages, fewer than half—forty-six per cent—were in Subcarpa-

thian Rus', while nearly the same proportion, forty-four per cent, were in the Lemko

ji

and Presov regions.^ Why, then, should we speak of the Lemko and Presov regions as

j
some kind of appanage to the “historic homeland” of Subcarpathian Rus'?

if Scholars and other writers on Carpatho-Rusyn topics not only need to keep in

i

mind the distinction between states and peoples; they should also not allow their

research agendas and conceptual understanding to be determined by the existence of

|i
present-day political boundaries. The one homeland of the Carpatho-Rusyn people is

j
Carpathian Rus', a territory that straddles the slopes of the Carpathian Mountains

I

roughly from the Poprad River in the west to the upper Tysa River in the east. At the

present time it is divided among four countries—Poland, Slovakia, Ukraine, and

Romania; or perhaps it would be just as reasonable to say that (as of the year 201 1) it

I

is divided between only two political entities—the European Union and Ukraine.

1

“ Like any territory, Carpathian Rus' has regions within it. Specifically there are

four such regions, which happen to coincide more or less with state boundaries: in

Poland, the Lemko Region, or Lemko Rus'; in Slovakia, the Presov Region, or

Presov Rus'; in Ukraine’s Transcarpathia oblast, Subcarpathian Rus'; and in Roma-
nia, the Maramure§ Region.

It is true that one of these regions, Subcarpathian Rus', had the status of an auton-

omous territory at certain periods in the twentieth century, although its self-rule was

!
quite limited and certainly not the equivalent of sovereignty or statehood, as some

[

authors would have us believe.^ Another region, Lemko Rus', claimed to function as

^ A list of all Carpatho-Rusyn villages and the administrative entities within which they were

I

located throughout the twentieth century is found in my book Our People: Carpatho-Rusyns and

\

Their Descendants in North America, 4th, rev. ed. (Wauconda, IL: Bolchazy-Carducci, 2006), 1 10-

!
206. The figures here are based on my map Carpatho-Rusyn Settlement at the Outset of the 20th

[Century with Additonal Data from 1881 and 1806, 3d ed. (Glassport, PA: Carpatho-Rusyn Re-

search Center, 201 1), which indicates all villages where Carpatho-Rusyns lived between 1806 and

1920.

I It is interesting to note that a recent history of Subcarpathian Rus’ by Ivan Pop, Podkarpatskd

\\Rus (Prague: Libri, 2005), appeared in a series by a respected Czech publisher (Lidove noviny)

devoted to the history of states (Historie statu). Subcarpathian Rus’ came into existence in 1919

B

and was promised autonomy within the framework of Czechoslovakia. But real political autonomy
was not granted to the region until October 1938. That autonomy came in the wake of the Munich
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a republic for several months after the First World War, but its “independence” came
to an abrupt end as soon as the authorities in Warsaw decided to give greater

attention to integrating under its rule that part of interwarPoland.* * Then there was the

much heralded symbolic “republic for a day” of Carpatho-Ukraine (March 1939),

and later Transcarpathian Ukraine. The latter entity, which functioned for about

seven months in 1 944-45, proclaimed from the very outset its intention to unite with

Soviet Ukraine. Therefore, it can hardly qualify as an entity that achieved indepen-

dent statehood in reality or as a goal.^

Certainly Carpathian Rus' as a whole has never had independence of any kind.

But the fact that it never achieved statehood does not make Carpathian Rus' any less

real. After all, Friesland, Flanders, Catalonia, or Lombardy have also never (if ever)

functioned as states in the modern era, yet no one questions their existence. Like

Friesland, Wallonia, Occitanie, and the numerous other stateless regions of Europe,

Carpathian Rus' is inhabited by a people with a distinct historical, linguistic, literary,

musical, and artistic heritage that has been and continues to be the subject of an

increasingly sophisticated scholarly and popular literature. The veiy names and

concepts of Carpathian Rus' and Carpatho-Rusyns are not anything new. As a geo-

graphic concept, Carpathian Rus' was used by the early twentieth-century historian

Nykolai Beskyd, and it was the term used by Carpatho-Rusyn activists who put forth

political demands to the Paris Peace Conference in 1919.'° And with regard to the

appropriate ethnonym for the group, we should not forget that the renowned

nineteenth-century national awakener, Mykhailo Luchkai, entitled his six-volume

magnum opus A History ofCarpatho-Rusyns}^

Pact, which marked the first stage in the dismantling and eventual destruction of Czechoslovakia

(and short-lived autonomous Subcarpathian Rus’ as well) in March 1939. That Subcarpathian Rus’

could not be eonsidered a state at this time is made elear in the artiele “Autonomy” in Magocsi and

Pop, Encyclopedia ofRusyn History and Culture, 22-23.
* The most comprehensive study of the little-known Lemko republics (there were two) is by

Bogdan Horbal, Dzialalnosc polityczna Lemkow na Lemkowszczyznie, 19I8-I92I (Wroclaw:

Arboretum, 1997).

° A good example of the tendentious effort to link all these short-lived experiments (excluding the

Lemko republies) and to argue that their existence allegedly Justifies speaking about Carpatho-

Rusyn statehood is found in Petro Hodmash and Ivan Turianytsia, comps., Od avtonomnoi

Podkarpatskoi Rusy do suverennoi Zakarpatskoi Ukrainy (Uzhhorod: Obshchestvo podkarpatskykh

rusynov, 1996).
'° As early as in the 1870s the Galician Rus' scholar Yakiv Holovatsky also used the term “Car-

pathian Rus',” athough he understood the term to mean all Rus'-inhabited lands in the Habsburg

Empire, i.e., eastern Galicia, northern Bukovyna, and Subcarpathian (“Hungarian”) Rus'.”

" The work, written in Latin, was completed in 1843 but not published in the original language

(together with a Ukrainian translation) until the second half of the twentieth century, first as His-

toria Carpato-Ruthenorum/Istoriia karpatskykh riisyniv in several volumes of Naiikovyi zbirnyk

Muzeiu ukrainskoi kultury ii Svydnykii (1983-99), then separately as Mykhailo Luchkai, Istoriia

karpatskykh rusyniv: Tserkovna i svitska, davnia i nova azh po nash chas, napysana na materiali

dostovirnykh avtoriv, korolivskykh hramot ta arkhivnykh dokumentiv Mukachivskoi ieparkhii, 6

vols. (Uzhhorod; Zakarpattia, 1999-201 1).
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I Let us move from names to content. In other words, what are the criteria that jus-

1 tify our use of the concept Carpathian Rus' and what distinguishes Carpatho-Rusyns

as a people from their neighbours?

Carpathian Rus' is the name of a territory comprised of settlements (mostly vil-

lages), fifty per cent or more of whose inhabitants at the outset of the twentieth century

were Carpatho-Rusyns. It is certainly true that, like many other historic regions, not all

[the inhabitants were adherents of the “titular” nationality. Hence, throughout Car-

jpathian Rus' there lived several other peoples (numerical minorities), who in some

I

cases formed a plurality, or even a majority, of the inhabitants in certain villages and

;

towns. As for the “titular” group, the criterion used here for determining who was a

Carpatho-Rusyn is self-ascription—namely, persons who answered on three decennial

censuses (1900, 1910, 1920) conducted in the former Austro-Hungarian Empire and

the successor states of Poland and Czechoslovakia that either their mother tongue or

theimationality was Carpatho-Rusyn.'^

!
In order to not be accused of proposing a circular argument—^that is, Carpathian

Rus' is where Carpatho-Rusyns live, therefore Carpatho-Rusyns exist because there

i is a place defined as Carpathian Rus'—it seems appropriate to address the proposition

I

that Carpatho-Rusyns are a distinct people. When, in the course of the nineteenth

century, ethnographers and linguists began turning their attention to Carpathian Rus',

[there arose a debate about the relationship of its inhabitants to neighbouring peoples.

It was relatively easy to draw distinctions between, on the one hand, the East Slavic

i Carpatho-Rusyns and, on the other, the West Slavic Poles and Slovaks to the north

and west, the Finno-Ugric Magyars to the south, and the Latinate-speaking Romani-

jans to the southeast. More problematic was to determine the relationship between

Carpatho-Rusyns and other East Slavs living north and east of the mountain crests in

i what were then the Habsburg-ruled Austrian crownlands of Galicia (east of the San

I River) and Bukovyna. The East Slavs in these two crownlands also called themselves

Rusyns, although during the first decades of the twentieth century an ever increasing

number began to identify as Ukrainians. Today virtually all East Slavs in eastern

Galicia and northern Bukovina consider their identity and language to be Ukrainian.

Only in Carpathian Rus' is the term “Rusyn” (with its variants “Rusnak” and “Lem-
iko”) still used as an ethnonym by large numbers of East Slavs, a certain percentage

of whom consider themselves as belonging to a distinct nationality.'"

On these groups and their relationship to Carpatho-Rusyns and Carpathian Rus', see “Czechs,”,

“Germans,” “Gypsies/Roma,” “Jews,” “Magyars,” “Poles,” “Romanians,” “Russians,” “Slovaks,”

and “Ukrainians” in Magocsi and Pop, Encyclopedia ofRusyn History and Culture, 83-87, 135-36,

217-21, 314-16, 387-89, 418-19, 429-31, 464-67, and 51 1-14.

I ' 1 give priority to Austro-Hungarian statistical data (1900 and 1910), because census-takers asked

the question about mother tongue. For example, and by way of contrast, interwar Czechoslovak

censuses asked the question about nationality. This often led to confusing results, whereby

traditionally Carpatho-Rusyn-inhabited villages may have had very few Carpatho-Rusyns in one

census (1921), but many more in another (1930), the “missing” ones having identified themselves

as Czechoslovaks—which they certainly were according to citizenship.

While it is true that the term “Rusyn” is widespread as a self identifier, we know that some
persons consider it to indicate a distinct East Slavic nationality, while others believe it is only an

older or regional name for the Ukrainian nationality. Some limited but instructive sociological

research has been done precisely on this topic for Ukraine’s Transcarpathian oblast—Aleksandr
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The problem of the relationship between Carpatho-Rusyns and other East Slavs

was reflected in the manner that scholars classified the inhabitants of Carpathian

Rus'. Most literature published during the twentieth century refers to the East Slavic

ethnographic groups living along both slopes of the Carpathian Mountains as

Lemkos, Boikos, and Hutsuls. This tripartite formulation is repeated without re-

flection, effectively as if it were a litany, in a wide body of scholarly and non-

scholarly publications. But does this repetition of the tripartite litany, even by schol-

ars who have no political agenda, necessarily mean that it is a correct or reasonable

reflection of reality?

In fact, the earliest scholarly studies about Carpatho-Rusyns that date from the

second half of the nineteenth century speak of four, not three, groups who were

differentiated by their dialectal speech, material culture, and cultural values. These

groups, roughly from west to east, included the Lemkos, Krainiane, Dolyniane, and

Verkhovyntsi. It is instructive to note that these terms were not used by the in-

habitants themselves, but were given to them by their neighbours. Instead the East

Slavs of Carpathian Rus' traditionally described themselves simply as Rusnaks,

Rusyns, or as the people of the Rus' faith {rus'ka vira). During the first decades of the

twentieth century some local leaders managed to convince Rusnaks living on the

northern slopes of the Carpathian Mountains (and west of the Ostawa River) that

they should call themselves Lemkos, a term that became the group’s ethnonym after

a few decades.'^

Some combination of the four ethnographic subdivisions listed above was adopted

by scholars of various political and national persuasions, including the Austrian Her-

mann Bidermann,'^ the Russians Grigorii De-Vollan and Timofei Florinsky,’^ the

Pelin, “Dinamika mezhetnicheskikh otnoshenii Zakarpatia 1995-1998 gg.,” Uchenye zapiski Sim-

feropolskogo gosudarstvennogo universiteta, 1999, no. 11; 76-84; and for eastern Slovakia—Maria

Homisinova, “Nazory na etnicku identifikaciu a etnonym rusinskej/ukrajinskej minority na Sloven-

sku,” in Marian Gajdos et al., Ruslni/Ukrajinci na Slovenskii na konci 20. storocia: K vybranym

vvsledkom historicko-sociologickeho vyskumu v roku 2000 (Presov: Universum, 2001), 90-96.

^ The term “Lemko” first began to be used to describe an ethnolinguistic group in the 1820s, but it

took more than a century before it became widespread among one group of Carpatho-Rusyns

—

those living north of the mountain crests in western Galicia. Until well into the twentieth century,

Poles referred to all Ukrainians as “Rusini.” Not wanting to be confused with Ukrainians in eastern

Galicia, the intelligentsia speaking on behalf of East Slavs living in Galicia west of the Oslawa

River proposed the term “Lemko” as an ethnonym. By the 1920s most of the East Slavs in the area

now known as the Lemko Region had adopted “Lemko” instead of “Rusnak” or “Rusyn” as a self-

designation. For details, see Ivan Teodorovich. “Lemkovskaia Rus',” Nauchno-literaturnyi sbornik

Galitsko-Russkoi Matitsy (Lviv) 8 (1934); 11-13; and Bohdan O. Struminsky, “Nazva liudei i

kraiu,” in Lemkivshchyna: Zemlia - liudy - istoriia - kiil’tura, vol. 1; 1 1-22, ed. Bohdan O. Stru-

minsky, vol. 206 (1988) of Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva im. Shevchenka (New York).

Hermann Ign. Bidermann, Die iingarischen Ruthenen, ihr PVohngebiet, ihr Ei^erb und ihre

Geschichte, vol. 1 (Innsbruck, 1862), 71-100. Bidermann spoke of three groups; Verkhovyntsi,

Dolyshniany (or Blpjakhy), and Slovakized Rusyns Cslovakisirten Riithenen'"). He did not

consider the Hutsuls part of the the “Hungarian Rusyns.”

G. A. De-Vollan, Ugro-russkaia narodnyia piesni (St. Petersburg, 1885), 5-26. De-Vollan

spoke of three groups; Verkhovyntsi, Dolyniane, and. together, Spyshaky (the Carpatho-Rusyns of

Spish county) and Krainiane (referring to the Rusnaks of present-day northeastern Slovakia).

Timofei Florinsky, in his Slavianskoe plemia: Statistiko-etnograjicheskii obzor sovremennago
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Galician Ukrainophile Vasyl Lukych,'* the Bukovinian Russo^hile Hryhorii Kup-

chanko,'^ and the Subcarpathian Rusynophile Yurii Zhatkovych.‘° These writers also

agreed that the most important group in terms of numerical size and geographical

extent were the Dolyniane, and that the second numerically largest groups were the

Krainiane (that is, the Rusnaks of present-day eastern Slovakia) and the Lemkos. At the

same time they pointed out that the Verkhovyntsi and Hutsuls were peripheral in terms

of their small numbers and location along the edges of Carpathian Rus'. In the literature

that appeared before the First World War, only one author, the Hungarian scholar of

Carpatho-Rusyn background Antal Hodinka, considered some Hutsuls as part of the

Rus' people of Subcarpathia."'

Despite these earliest writings on the subject, during the first half of the twentieth

century Ukrainian scholars adopted another analytical schema. They divided Car-

pathian Rus' from west to east into only three ethnographic and linguistic regions

—

Lemko, Boiko, and Hutsul—each of which included territory on the northern and

southern slopes of the mountains. This tripartite categorization allegedly proved that

the East Slavs on the southern slopes of the Carpathians were the same as those on the

northern slopes. In other words, they were Ukrainian. The most influential scholar to

propose the tripartite schema was the Galician-Ukrainian linguist Ivan Pankevych. This

conceptual framework has been subsequently adopted in Ukraine by regional

ethnographers (e.g., Yurii Hoshko) and historians of wooden church architecture, and it

dominates in all Ukrainian and some non-Ukrainian encyclopedic literature.^^

Subsequent research (including that of the Russophile linguist Georgii Gerovsky,

his Ukrainian contemporary Ivan Zilynsky, and the Transcarpathian Ukrainian ethno-

slavianstva (Kyiv, 1907), 41-42, refers to five groups: Lemkos, Verkhovyntsi, Dolyniane, Kra-

iniane, and “a few” Hutsuls.

Vasy Lukych, “Uhorska Rus',” in Vatra: Literaturnyi sbornyk (Stryi, 1887), 177-83. Lukych

also omitted the Hutsuls and spoke of three groups: Verkhovyntsi, Dolyniane, and, together,

Krainiane and Spyshaky.

Hryhorii Kupehanko, Uhorska Rus' y ey russky zhytely (Vienna, 1897), 46-62. Kupchanko

referred to three groups: Verkhovyntsi, Dolyniane, and Krainiane-Spyshaky.

Yurii Zhatkovych, “Zamitky etnografichni z Uhorskoi Rusy: Podil uhorskykh rusyniv,” in Et-

nografichnyi zbirnyk Naukovoho tovarystva im. Shevchenka, vol. 2 (Lviv, 1896), 1-2. Zhatkovych

spoke of three poups: Verkhovyntsi, Bliakhy (or Dychky), and Dolyshniaky (or Namuliaky).

Anton Hodinka, “Die Ruthenen,” in Die osterreichisch-ungarishche Monarchic in Wort und
Bild, vol. 5, pt. 2 (Vienna, 1900), 401-18.

Already in the nineteenth century Lukych (see note 18) used the Lemko-Boiko-Hutsul classi-

fication when referring to language. The tripartite schema formed the conceptual framework for

Ivan Pankevych’s major monograph on Carpatho-Rusyn dialects, Ukrainski hovory Pidkarpatskoi

Rusy i sumezhnykh oblastei, no. 9 (Prague, 1938); see esp. pp. 356-98. His linguistic classification

was subsequently adopted as an ethnographic concept, and it has continued to appear in all Soviet

and non-Soviet Ukrainian-language reference works. It is elaborated upon in encyclopedic works
for each region: Yurii H. Hoshko et al, eds., Hutsulshchyna: Istoryko-ethnohrafichne doslidzhennia

(Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1987); idem, Boikivshchyna: Istoryko-ethnohrafichne doslidzhennia

(Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1983); Struminsky, Lemkivshchyna, 2 vols (1988); Yurii Hoshko, ed.,

Lemkivshchyna: Istoryko-etnohrafichne doslidzhennia, 2 vols. (Lviv: Instytut narodoznavstva NAN
Ukrainy, 1999-2002); and the Soviet-Marxist historiographical work that praises “progressive

scholars” for having decisively undermined the view that Carpathian Rus' is distinct from the rest

of the East Slavic world: Roman F. Kyrchiv, Etnohrafichne doslidzhennia Boikivshchyny (Kyiv:

Naukova dumka, 1978).
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grapher Mykhailo Tyvodar) suggests that the tripartite Lemko-Boiko-Hutsul classifi-

cation schema cannot be supported by either linguistic or ethnographic data.^^ It

therefore seems appropriate to return to a variant of the subdivisions first proposed in

the late nineteenth century and continued by a few scholars since then.^" This would
suggest that Carpatho-Rusyns are divided into two basic groups, western and eastern,

separated more or less along the Oslawa and Laborec rivers.

The western group consists of the Lemkos on the northern slopes of the Car-

pathians (present-day southeastern Poland) and the Rusnaks on the southern slopes

(northeastern Slovakia). Until World War II the Lemkos inhabited 179 villages and

the Rusnaks 283 villages, which together accounted for 44 per cent of all villages in

Carpathian Rus'.Despite living on both sides of the Carpathian crests, the Lemkos
and the Rusnaks have maintained close contact over the centuries. Such contacts

were enhanced by the fact that the Carpathian ranges are at their lowest precisely

between the Poprad and Oslawa/Laborec rivers along the Polish-Slovak border. In

particular, it was the Lemkos who went southward for employment as annual sum-

mer-season agricultural workers (in the Hungarian plain) and also to participate at

various times of the year in pilgrimages and other religious festivals at sites in

Carpatho-Rusyn-inhabited northeastern Slovakia. One result of such social inter-

action was frequent intermarriage between Lemkos and Rusnaks as well as wide-

ranging mutual cultural and linguistic relations between these two subdivisions of the

western group of Carpatho-Rusyns.

The eastern group of Carpatho-Rusyns consists of East Slavs living only on the

southern slopes of the mountains. These include the Dolyniane and the Verkhovyntsi.

The Dolyniane inhabit 401 villages, which account for thirty-eight per cent of the

The Russophile linguist Georgii Gerovsky identified eight basic dialects and six transitional

dialects in Carpathian Rus' south of the mountain crests. See his “Jazyk Podkarpatske Rusi,” in

Ceskoslovenskd vlastiveda, pt. 3, Jazyk (Prague: Sfinx, Bohumil Janda, 1934), 460-80. Even earlier

the Galician Ukrainian linguist Ivan Zilynsky indicated four dialectal groups (Lemko, Boiko,

Central Transcarpathian, Hutsul) in Carpathian Rus'. He designated the largest dialectal region,

which coincided with villages inhabited by the Dolyniane, as Central Transcarpathian and distinct

from Boiko dialects in the highlands (Verkhovyna) and in Galicia. See his Karta ukrainskykh

hovoriv, in Pratsi Ukrainskoho naukovoho instytutu (Warsaw), vol. 14 (1933). Zilynsky’s classi-

fication has been followed by subsequent Ukrainian linguists, including those who prepared the

authoritative Atlas ukrainskoi movy, vol. 2, Volyn, Naddnistrianshchyna, Zakarpattia i sumizhni

zemli, ed. Ya. V. Zakrevska et al (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1988); see esp. map 4 therein.

Aleksander Bonkalo, a Hungarian scholar of Carpatho-Rusyn origin, spoke of four ethnographic

subdivisions: Lemkos, Dolyshniane, Boikos (who called themselves Verkhovyntsi), and Hutsuls.

See Sandor Bonkalo, A Rutenek (Ruszinok) (Budapest: Franklin-Tarsulat Kiadasa, 1940), 70-90;

and its English translation: Alexander Bonkalo, The Rusyns (New York: Columbia University

Press/East European Monographs, 1990), 60-84. It seems remarkable, but even after Soviet rule

was established in the region, one Soviet Ukrainian scholar, Hryhorii Stelmakh, argued that Trans-

carpathia should indeed be considered a distinct ethnographic region because both its highlanders

(Verkhovyntsi) and lowlanders (Dolyniany) form a distinct people. See H. lu. Stelmakh, “Etnohra-

fichno-folklorna ekspedytsiia 1946 roku v Zakarpattia.” Naiikovi zapysky Instytutu mystetstvo-

znavstva, folkloru ta etnohrafii AN URSR (Kyiv), 1947, 300-303.

For details on these close ties, see Roman Reinfuss, “Zwiqzki kulturowe po obu stronach Karpat

w rejonie Lemkowszczyzny,” in Lemkowie w historii i kiilturze Karpat, vol. 1: 167-81, ed. Jerzy

Czajkowski (Rzeszow: Spotkania, 1992).
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I total in Carpathian Rus'; they cover most of the Transcarpathian oblast (historic Sub-

!
Carpathian Rus') of Ukraine from the Shopurka River in the east to the border with

Slovakia and beyond (south of the Vihorlat Ridge). The Dolyniane are considered the

oldest East Slavic settlers in Carpathian Rus', their ancestors having come from

I

Polissia and Podillia sometime during the eleventh and twelfth centuries. Conse-

quently the Dolyniane have retained some of the most archaic and distinctive forms
' of Carpatho-Rusyn speech. For centuries they were isolated from contact with other

I East Slavs to the north (Galicia) and east (Bukovyna); on the other hand, their

material and spiritual culture as well as their language has been strongly influenced

I'

by the Magyars, with whom they share a common ethnographic boundary enhanced

by easy access between the Carpathian foothills and the Hungarian Plain.^^

! The Verkhovyntsi are a geographically peripheral group, inhabiting only sixty-

nine villages along the upper slopes of the Carpathians in the northwestern and north-

i central part of the Transcarpathian oblast. Whereas they share many features with the

!
Boikos living on the northern (Galician) slopes, the high mountain crests and few

passes have rendered contacts with Galicia limited and difficult. Geography has

i
clearly made a difference in relations between the inhabitants in this part of the Car-

pathians. In contrast to the mountain crests farther to the west, where Lemkos and

Rusnaks have traditionally remained in close contact, the Boiko inhabitants of

!

Galicia did not look southward, but rather were drawn by geography and communi-
1 cation routes northward and eastward toward the rest of Galicia,

i Finally, there are Hutsuls who live east of the Shopurka River and in the valleys of

the upper Tysa River and its tributaries (Chorna Tysa, Bila Tysa, and Ruskova). They

I

inhabit only twenty-four villages, which represent a mere two per cent of all villages in

Carpathian Rus', and are the most recent settlers in the region, with most of their

I

villages dating from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. They have traditionally

used the ethnonym “Hutsul” to distinguish themselves from the Dolyniane/Rusnak

lowlanders and have maintained close contacts with the Hutsuls north and east of the

mountain crests, in Galicia and Bukovyna respectively. There is yet no consensus

whether Hutsuls—at least those living on the southern slopes of the mountains—should

(or want to) be considered a Carpatho-Rusyn ethnographic group,

i

Despite the peripheral nature of the Verkhovyntsi and Hutsuls (whose villages

;

together total only nine per cent of all villages in Carpathian Rus'), it is these two eth-

nographic groups that have received the most attention in scholarly writings. This is

I

perhaps because their geographic isolation has prompted some scholars to believe

that they represent the purest, or least corrupted, version of some earlier form of

culture.'^ By the same token the Dolyniane, whose cultural characteristics represent a

t)
j

;

For details on the Dolyniane and onCarpatho-Rusyn-Magyar cultural and linguistic relations,

li

see Alexander Bonkalo, “Die ungarlandischen Ruthenen,” Ungarische Jahrbiicher (Berlin and

, Leipzig, 1921) 1: 318-341; and Retro Lyzanets’s linguistic atlas in 3 vols.; Magyar-ukrdn nyelvi

5 \

kapcsolatok (Uzhhorod: Uzshorodi Allami Egyetem, 1970), Vengerskie zaimstvovaniia v ukrain-

skikh govorakh Zakarpatia: Vengersko-ukrainskie mezhiazykovye sviazi (Budapest: Akademiai

„
' Kiado, 1976), and Atlas leksychnykh madiaryzmiv ta ikh vidpovidnykiv v iikrainskykh hovorakh

\Zakarpatskoi oblasti (Uzhhorod: Uzhhorodskyi derzhavnyi universytet, 1976).

: Ivan Pop has argued that the populist interest in patriarchal societies, which allegedly preserved

i(
i

elements of a “true national culture” (istynno narodnoi kul’tury), is what motivates on-going interest

j

in the Hutsuls and Verkhovyntsi at the expense of the numerically larger and more representative
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kind of amalgam (bricolage) with their Magyar neighbours, are considered of less

scholarly interest, even though they clearly comprise the numerically largest group of

Carpatho-Rusyns.“^ The emphasis that scholars have given to the peripheral Ver-

khovyntsi and Hutsuls, whose ethnographic and linguistic characteristics are more
similar to the inhabitants living just north and east of the Carpathians, lends credence

to the argument that allegedly all of the East Slavs of Carpathian Rus' are culturally

and linguistically Ukrainian. More systematic study of the Dolyniane and Lemkos/

Rusnaks shows, however, the fallacy of assuming that the periphery is representative

of the whole.

Having just emphasized that the Verkhovyntsi and Hutsuls living on the southern

slopes of the Carpathians have characteristics that are more in common with in-

habitants on the northern slopes, what justifies including them within the boundaries

of Carpathian Rus'? Here one needs to look to geography and history as a deter-

mining factor.^^ Since the establishment of the first states in central and eastern

Europe, the crests of the Carpathian Mountains formed an administrative boundary

that separated the inhabitants on the southern slopes from those on the northern

slopes. Those same Carpathian crests also coincided with a dividing line that de-

termined different geographic spheres. The southern slopes are part of the Danubian

Basin. There all rivers, transportational patterns, and centres of trade and commerce
point southward. For nearly a millennium the dominant state structure in the

Danubian Basin was the multinational Kingdom of Hungary, of which the Carpatho-

Rusyn area was an integral part. Thus, while it is true that there may be some
similarities in the language and religion of the East Slavic inhabitants on both sides

of the Carpathian Mountains, those living on the southern slopes were part of an

entirely different geopolitical sphere until as recently as 1945.

Within that geopolitical sphere, the inhabitants of Carpathian Rus' developed a

common political culture and sense of historical tradition that was enhanced by de-

velopments connected with demands for political autonomy. For nearly a century,

from 1849 to 1944, during every significant political crisis in central Europe Car-

patho-Rusyns demanded—and most of those living south of the Carpathians were at

times accorded—autonomy. Lemko Rusyns living north of the Carpathians also

hoped to join their brethren to the south. It was in fact the Lemko Rusyns who were

among the first to formulate maps (submitted to the Paris Peace Conference and

other international bodies) that outlined the boundaries of Carpathian Rus' from the

Poprad River in the west to the upper Tisza River in the east. Thus geopolitical, his-

torical, and ethnographic characteristics, not to mention self-ascription, are the most

important criteria in defining Carpathian Rus' as a territory and Carpatho-Rusyns as

the numerically dominant—though not exclusive—people within its borders.

groups in Carpathian Rus'; that is, the Dolyniane, Rusnaks, and Lemkos. See his article "Ethnog-

raphy.” in Magocsi and Pop, Encyclopedia ofRusyn Histoiy and Culture. 107-12.

The most systematic discussion of the Dolyniane is found in Mykhailo P. Tyvodar, "Etno-

hrafichne raionuvannia ukraintsiv Zakarpattia.” Carpatica-Karpatyka (Uzhhorod) 6 (1999); 32-44.

However, Tyvodar considers the Dolyniane, Hutsuls. Boikos, and Lemkos part of the Ukrainian

ethnos.

The following discussion is described in greater detail in my article "Mapping Stateless Peoples:

The East Slavs of the Carpathians,” Canadian Slavonic Papers 39. nos. 3M (September-December

1997): 301-31. esp. 312-18.
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1 The Fourth Rus': A New Reality in a New Europe

I

***

In conclusion, there are a few principles that warrant repeating for those of us

who research and publish on topics of central and eastern Europe in general and in

the field of Carpatho-Rusyn studies in particular. The subject of our discipline is the

I historic land called Carpathian Rus’, a territory whose inhabitants, at least until 1920,

I

were in the majority Carpatho-Rusyns. Scholarly projects may deal with Carpathian

j

Rus' as a whole or with one or more of its component regions.

I
Those authors who decide to deal with a particular region, whether Subcarpathian

Rus', Presov Rus', Lemko Rus', or the Maramure§, should never forget that they are

j

writing about only one region that is part of a larger whole—Carpathian Rus'. As for

the appropriate ethnonym for the people who are the primary subject of our discipline,

it is Carpatho-Rusyn. When writing about inhabitants in specific parts of Carpathian

J
Rus', one might wish to use related terms like Lemkos, or preferably Lemko-Rusyns,

j

Rusnaks (in reference to Carpatho-Rusyns in present day Slovakia), and Subcarpathian

|i Rusyns for Carpatho-Rusyns in Ukraine (but certainly not the ethnically meaningless

I term zakarpattsi [Transcarpathians]).^° If the subject of inquiry is immigrants and their

I descendants, it is most appropriate when dealing with Serbia and Croatia to speak of

I

Vojvodinian Rusyns, Bachka Rusyns, or Srem Rusyns, and, in the case of North

America to speak of American Rusyns or Canadian Rusyns. Finally, recognizing that

English has become an important instrument of international communication, the

appropriate terms to describe the subject of our inquiry in that language are: “Carpatho-

Rusyn” or simply “Rusyn” (but not “Ruthenian”^') for the people, and “Carpathian

1 Rus'” for their historic homeland.

By the outset of the twenty-first century Carpatho-Rusyn studies has certainly

! developed into a serious scholarly discipline in which a wide variety of scholars

worldwide are directly or indirectly engaged.^" At the very least scholars within this

I

community should promote a certain degree of terminological and conceptual

consistency in their publications.

It seems that during Soviet times those Carpatho-Rusyns in Transcarpathia (Subcarpathian Rus')

who wanted to maintain some sense of distinctiveness could do so only by using the territorial

designation “Transcarpathian.” Consequently, there were—and still are in post-Soviet Ukraine

—

references in verbal discourse and in print to the “Transcarpathian people,” “Transcarpathian

songs,” even the “Transcarpathian language” ipo-zakarpatsky). Since the Transcarpathian oblast in-

cludes Magyars, Roma. Slovaks, Ukrainians, and Romanians, as well as Carpatho-Rusyns and

other nationalities, the adjective “Transcarpathian” is meaningless in ethnic terms. Therefore one

should not confuse “Transcarpathian” with ethnic categories and. where necessaty, refer only to the

Carpatho-Rusyn people, Carpatho-Rusyn songs, the Carpatho-Rusyn language, and so on.

Some authors still use the term “Ruthenian” as an ethnonym for Carpatho-Rusyns. The term

derives from the Latin word for Rus' and is still used by the Vatican to describe the Greek Catholic

Eparchy of Mukachevo in Ukraine and the Byzantine-rite eparchies in the United States. In the

interest of impartiality, “Ruthenian” should be avoided, because in the eyes of many Orthodox it is

associated (often negatively) with the Vatican and the Roman Catholic world.

For a list of over a hundred scholars whose publications confirm that they accept the view that

Carpatho-Rusyns represent a distinct people and culture, see <www.rusyn.org/pdf

/WARCListOfScholars.pdf)>.
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Groping toward Soviet Power in the Countryside:

The Non-Party Peasant Conferences of

Kharkiv Province in 1920

Mark R. Baker

Soviet power, or more accurately, the Moscow-centred, Bolshevik-controlled variant of
'

“Soviet power,” came very slowly to the peasants of Kharkiv province (gubernia). In

I

fact, one could argue that in many villages of Soviet Ukraine the centre’s control was
’ never solidly established before Stalin’s forced collectivization drive initiated another

!

civil war in the late 1920s. This interpretation challenges a quite common assumption

I

evident in some recent works by Ukrainian historians on the “establishment of the

[

Soviet regime” in the countryside. These historians portray this “establishment” as one

j

of all-powerful, malevolent Bolsheviks bent on forcing all peasants to submit to their

authority while brainwashing them with propaganda.' Such a view belies the story

found in the documents of the period. The relationship between peasants and Bolshe-

! viks was not simple or purely antagonistic. At times peasants supported the Bolsheviks,

I

even called themselves Bolsheviks, and fought for them; at other times they resisted

(both passively and violently) the Bolsheviks and their policies. A discussion of this

I

protracted process, however, is too vast and complicated to describe in an article of this

length. Instead, I will examine only one episode in this longer story: early 1920, when,

despite two previous failed soviet governments, many peasants of Kharkiv province

welcomed the return of “Soviet power” and sought accommodation with what they

viewed as the lesser evil—^the newly reformed Worker-Peasant Government of

Ukraine. Although this is a relatively brief and early event in a longer process, it

reveals a great deal about peasants’ desires and attitudes towards soviet power and

i
about communists’ responses to peasants’ expressed concerns. The basic positions in

j

this long struggle can already be seen in formation.

ji Following the debacle of June 1919, when, on a wave of large-scale anti-Com-

jmunist peasant revolts. General Anton Denikin’s Volunteer Army advanced easily

across Ukraine, pushing out the second “Worker-Peasant Government” and Red Army,

I

the leaders of the Russian Communist Party (of Bolsheviks) (RKP[b]) and, following

: closely, those of the Communist Party (of Bolsheviks) of Ukraine (KP[b]U), sought to

make amends in Ukraine. In November 1919 the RKP(b)’s Central Committee passed

the resolution “On Soviet Power in Ukraine,” laying out the Party’s new position.

The most pertinent studies include O. I. Hanzha, Ukrainske selianstvo v period stanovlennia

totalitarnoho rezhymu (1917-1927 rr.) (Kyiv: Natsionalna akademiia nauk Ukrainy, Instytut istorii

Ukrainy, 2000); and various works by Yaroslav Malyk, especially, his and Oleh Bereza’s

Zaprovadzhennia radianskoho rezhymu v ukrainskomu seli (1917-1920) (Lviv: Vydavnychnyi

tsentr Lvivskoho natsionalnoho universytetu imeni Ivana Franka, 2001).
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Supposedly drafted by Lenin himself, the resolution demanded that Communists take

all possible measures to eliminate anything hindering the development of Ukrainian

language and culture. In addition, great effort was to be made to win over poor and

middling peasants. While affirming its food-supply policy of state procurement at set

prices and compulsory quotas (prinuditelnaia razverstka), the Party stressed that the

extraction of peasants’ surplus be limited to that strictly necessary for the Ukrainian

poor, workers, and the army, ‘"paying special attention to the interests of the middle

peasantry.” Concerning the communes and other collective forms of agriculture, the

Party stressed that “no force would be permitted,” threatening severe punishments “for

any attempts to implement this matter by the use of force. On 2 1 December the newly

created All-Ukrainian Revolutionary Committee (Vseukrrevkom) basically repeated

this resolution in its proclamation of victory over Denikin’s forces in Ukraine.^

For their part, the peasants of Kharkiv province appear to have greeted the return of

the Communists if not with hyperbolic enthusiasm (as Soviet historians often claimed),

then at least with a willingness to co-operate. One might suppose that these peasants

had many reasons to fear and loathe the return of “Soviet power” to their villages, at

least as much as any of the other regimes that had been contesting for power in the

region since 1917. Having experienced the tsarist government’s repeated mobilizations

of their men and livestock during the Great War and then the hopes of the February

Revolution, after which they seized most of the land in the agrarian revolution of

1917-18 and subsequently suffered through the battles between pro-Bolshevik forces

and the Ukrainian Central Rada’s troops, the German army’s brutal and arbitrary

plundering during its occupation of Ukraine in 1918, the invasive and forceful actions

of the second Soviet government of spring 1919, and then the Volunteer Army’s
occupation, these peasants were exhausted, very confused, frustrated, and afraid; what

they desired most of all was to be left alone. None of the governments pretending to

power in Ukraine would have given them this, least of all the Communists, bent on

creating a new world order. And yet, what the documents on this period reveal is

peasants’ almost unbelievable readiness to seek a middle ground with the new Soviet

authorities, along with repeated expressions of and insistence on their understanding of

“soviet power.”'^

“ A. G. Egorov and K. M. Bogoliubov eds., Kommunisticheskaia Partiia Sovetskogo Soiuza v

rezolintsiiakh i resheniiakh sezdov, konferentsii i pleniimov TsK, vol. 2, 1917-1922 (Moscow:

Izdatelstvo politicheskoi literatury, 1983), 199-201; and M. 1. Ksenzenko, Zavershennia revo-

liiitsiinykh zemelnykh peretvoren na Kharkivshchyni (hriiden 1919 — berezen 1921 rr.) (Kharkiv:

Vydavnytstvo Kharkivskoho universyteta. 1968), 47-48. Two weeks later, at the Eighth All-

Russian conference of the RKP(b), held on 2-4 December 1919, the resolution ‘*On Soviet Power

in Ukraine” was unanimously approved.
^ Cited in Jurij Borys, The Sovietization of Ukraine, 1917-1923: The Communist Doctrine and

Practice ofNational SelfDetermination rev.ed. (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies.

1980), 256-57. The Vseukrrevkom was created in Moscow, as Soviet troops were marching into

Kharkiv on 11 December 1919, by a joint meeting of the Presidium of the All-Russian Executive

Committee and the Council of People’s Commissars of the Ukrainian SSR. The Vseukrrevkom was to

be the ruling body in Ukraine until the "Petliurists” and "White Guardists" had been completely

removed from Ukrainian territory. See V. M. Volkovynsky and S. V. Kulchytsky, Khiystyian

Rakovsky: Politychnyi portret (Ky'w: Vydavnytstvo politychnoi literatury Ukrainy. 1990). 125.

In this article, 1 will use lower-case "sovief to refer to peasants’ use and understanding of the

term, and capitalized "Soviet” to refer to its use by the emerging Soviet state. One might prefer to
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: Some of the most illuminating sources on this issue are the records of the “non-

' party” peasant conferences (bezpartiini selianski konferentsii), which were first held in

February 1920, about two months after the Red Army’s return. These conferences have

been largely overlooked as a source. Soviet historians either mentioned them only in

j

passing as evidence of the peasants’ support for the new regime,^ and the new land law

:

in particular, or dismissed them as poorly organized, “kulak-infested” affairs, not

' expressing the views of the poor and middling peasantry.^ Indeed, this interpretation

i
sprang from the sanitized official reports produced after the conferences. But if one

I looks a little deeper into the documents, and especially at the available stenographic

I records, quite a different picture emerges. These conferences were in some sense “non-

j

party,” more literally “without parties” (bezpartiina), which did not mean that no

j

parties were represented, but that all “legal” parties were. The term “non-party” seems

to have referred only to the presumed political mindset of the peasants and not to the

1 content or subject matter of the conferences themselves. Party representatives from the

i

KP(b)U, Borotbists, Borbists, and Left Socialist Revolutionary Internationalists spoke

[

at these conferences, presenting peasant delegates with political alternatives on the

j

current situation, the new land law, and food-requisition policies. More important,

f
unlike most later, massive. Communist-led assemblies, these conferences were not well

f orchestrated affairs. Thus the conferences’ records reveal much about peasants’

attitudes toward the authorities, their own ideas about “soviet power,” and how it

should be organized at this crucial historical Juncture.

The reasons the KP(b)U gave for calling these conferences were expressed in a

circular to all Party organizations from the head of the Department for Work in the

! Village (Otrabsel), V. Nevsky, dated 26 December 1919. Nevsky explained that “a

\

necessary condition for our successes in the rear and at the front is the participation of

the wide labouring masses in Soviet construction and our Party life.” The conferences

[I were to be both a forum for propagandizing to peasants the importance of Soviet power

I

and for attracting them to help in “Soviet construction,” the rebuilding of the economy,

I

and the implementation of the Party’s policies. Nevsky explained in great detail how
I

j

the conferences were to be carried out, stressing intensive preparation. Before calling

> the conferences. Party workers were to determine local conditions and attitudes and to

i consider the more general military and political situation. They were to carry out ex-

li haustive agitational and propaganda work before and during the election of conference

:|i delegates. Party leaders at the county (povit) level were to prepare reports well in

I !|

advance, stressing all the good that Soviet power was doing for the people, the

ilj importance of the Red Army’s victory over the counter-revolution, that its defeat meant

I

the return of the landlords (pany), and finally, that only with the peasants’ energetic

I help and support could the Red Army accomplish this task.^

use Ukrainian “rac/a,” since most peasants in Ukraine were Ukrainian speakers. However, I almost

never encountered documentary evidence of peasants in Kharkiv province or elsewhere in Ukiraine

using ""rada."

For examples, see M. I. Kulichenko, Bolsheviki Kharkovshehiny v borbe za vlast sovetov (1918-

1920 gg.) (Kharkiv: Izdatelstvo Kharkovskogo universiteta, 1966), 188; and K. K. Shyian and S.

Ya. Ostrovsky, Mynule i suchasne sela (Kharkiv: Kharkivske knyzhkove vydavnytstvo, 1963), 129.

See Ksenzenko, Zavershennia revoliitsiinykh zemelnykh peretvoren, 56.

Spravochnik partiinogo rabotnika, 83-85; quoted in full in 1. P. Voloshchuk, M. A. Rubach. et

al., eds., Radianske budivnytstvo na Ukraini v roky hromadianskoi viiny, 1919-1920: Zbirnyk
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Unfortunately for the Party, these instructions appear to have had very little im-

pact on the conferences’ progress. Ambiguity over what the centre meant by “non-

party” gave peasants the opportunity to employ their own interpretations of the

conferences’ purpose. The clearest example of this clash of interpretations occurred

right after the conferences began across the province. At the opening of every county

conference the local party organizers presented to the peasant delegates a presidium

composed of the leaders of the county’s party organizations (mostly Communists),

and in every case the peasants rejected it.

The most emphatic example occurred at the Kharkiv county “non-party” peasant

conference that began in Kharkiv (the centre of Communist support in Ukraine) on

the morning of 8 February 1920. In his opening speech to the 322 assembled peasant

delegates, comrade Nakonechny, one of the province’s leading Bolsheviks, informed

the delegates that this conference had been called “in order to hear the voice of the

peasants, to observe here those shortcomings that were made in the localities, and to

take measures on this account to solve these questions as the peasants express them.”

The conference was called from “the thick [tolshcha] of those ‘non-party’ peasant

masses who, closest of all, clash with the very question of life.” The peasants were to

discuss the most crucial questions in order that the authorities might better resolve

those questions so that the peasants would come to understand that “worker-peasant

power is their own authentic power. And that it was created for them, by them, and

from them. Hence, comrades, I wish you happy success in the resolution of our

questions (applause).”^ Nakonechny then presented the proposed presidium’s mem-
bers, who had been nominated “by the agreement of the [party] fractions” in advance

and who included three “Communists-Bolsheviks,” two “Communists-Borotbists,”

two from a “group of non-party [gruppa bezpartiinykhY delegates,^ and one Left

Socialist Revolutionary Borbist.'® With considerable overconfidence he then stated:

“in order that we do not spend a lot of time here on these elections, I propose that

you confirm this presidium.”"

The clamorous melee that Nakonechny’s words provoked cannot be recounted here

in detail; it lasted the entire first day, late into the night of the evening session.'^ Most

dokumentiv i materialiv (Kyiv: Akademiia nauk Ukrainskoi RSR, 1957), doc. 12, pp. 31-35 (quo-

tations on 31). Elections were to be carried out in phases, from the village assembly to the county

conferences with a ratio of one representative per five thousand citizens.

^ Derzhavnyi arkhiv Kharkivskoi oblasti (hereafter DAKhO), f R-202, op. 2. spr. 19, ark. 4.

^
It seems that a group of peasants had secured sufficient numbers before the conference opened

to elect leaders to represent them.

This is not the place to discuss the intricate political and programmatic differences amongst the

political parties, which the new regime allowed to operate legally at this time. 1 should note,

though, that by early 1920 the KP(b)U had formed an alliance with the Left SRs and the Borotbists;

see James E. Mace, Communism and the Dilemmas ofNational Liberation: National Communism

in Soviet Ukraine, 1918-1933 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1983), 59. The Borot-

bists’ basic programmatic difference from the KP(b)U was their desire to create a truly independent

Ukrainian Soviet republic with a separate army and administration; See Borys, The Sovietization of

Ukraine, 271.
'

' DAKhO, f R-202, op. 2, spr. 19. ark. 4.
,

In the stenographic report this took up 47 single-spaced, tightly typed pages: DAKhO, f R-202,

op. 2, spr. 19, ark. 4-51.
i
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I peasant delegates opposed the pre-selected presidium; in expressing their opposition

they revealed much about their interpretations of the conference’s purpose and the

political situation in general. A few quotations from them will suffice:

Comrades, 1 myself think that if this is our peasant conference that has gathered here,

I then we must ourselves elect the presidium, but we do not have to elect that [presidi-

i

um] proposed to us. If we choose from our own midst, then we will know whom we

,

elect....

!

[another]: 1 will add to what the previous speaker said that if you [party leaders]

provided the liberty [svobodu] to gather today, then could you please [budte dobri]

give us the freedom [voliu] to elect the members of the presidium from amongst our-

selves, those whom we ourselves propose? Once we, non-party [peasants], have

gathered, then we must express our will. So be good and give us the will to propose

I

non-party [peasants] to the presidium....

[another]: We must elect those people who will express the voice of the people and

not vote for any kind of party, and therefore we should elect from among the con-

I

ference [participants] and not from parties.’^

j

Re-entering the fray and attempting to re-establish order, Nakonechny tried to ex-

I plain “normal conference procedure” to the delegates. He claimed that all conferences

1;
were carried out in this way, noting the examples of the recent Kharkiv “non-party”

I

workers’ conference and the working women’s conference (then taking place right next

I door). It was simply more efficient and less time-consuming to elect the predetermined

I

presidium. Moreover, those already proposed were also “from the conference”; they

I

were “just like you, who have come forth here, but they can better conduct the meeting

j

of our conference than just anyone.” He noted that there were in fact two “non-party”

I
delegates on the proposed presidium. If the peasants chose from amongst themselves,

I
then, he predicted, “from the 36 volosti [rural districts of Kharkiv county] there would

1 be no fewer than 36 candidates,” and in the end “happenstance people [sluchainye

j!

liudiY not capable of leading the conference would end up on the presidium.

1 1

Not heeding Nakonechny ’s plea, from his seat the very next speaker, retorted, “It

i
I seems to me that this presidium that has already been nominated is not from this

conference, but from separate groups [ot otdelnykh grupp], because many people did

[i not participate [in their nomination]; everyone is here and we must elect the presid-

i| ium from our own midst.”'^ After him another peasant spoke at length; he concluded:

j

“we need those representatives who know our peasant life, those who will stand up

for our peasant interests.”*^ After several more attempts by Nakonechny to control

the debate, still another peasant expressed what must have been a common feeling

among the delegates: “The thing is that you [the party leaders] say that we [the

I peasants] or someone who we propose will not be able to direct the conference. But

;

what sense is there in that if on the presidium [only] parties’ representatives will be

I

sitting, [and] who will speak while the people will sit and listen. You ask [us] why

I

DAKhO, f R-202, op. 2, spr. 19, ark. 5-7. As will become clear, to the peasants “the con-

ference” meant the peasant delegates, and definitely not the party leaders.

! DAKhO, f R-202, op. 2, spr. 19, ark. 7-8.

jl Ibid., ark. 8. It seems that the conference organizers held a meeting the previous day at which

the proposed presidium was chosen. Most of the peasant delegates were not at that meeting,

j

Ibid., ark. 10.
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we are afraid of party representatives we would approve, but we ask you: why are

you afraid of those peasants we would elect [?]”'^

Thus continued the debate for many hours, the peasants certainly not speaking in

unison but universally opposing the party list. Moreover, they repeatedly drew a

distinction between “we”—the peasants (the “non-party” or “the conference”) and

“you”—the parties. Eventually some peasant delegates began proposing alternative

methods for electing the presidium: some suggested simply that each candidate from

the proposed party list step forward and say who he was and from where so that the

peasants could determine whether he was “of them” (svoi) or not. Others proposed

that new “non-party” candidates be nominated “from the conference” and voted on

individually. Finally, someone proposed that a recess be declared so that all repre-

sentatives from each volost could gather together and select one candidate from

amongst themselves; then those thirty-six volost representatives would gather and

select the presidium. When Nakonechny managed to stop the debate and put his

proposed pre-selected party list and the three other proposals to a ballot, the first

three received very few votes, but the last proposal—^to elect by volostwas “accepted

unanimously.”'^

After a recess Nakonechny presented the new presidium, composed of seven

“non-party” delegates, to the conference.'^ Not only all party leaders, but even the

two peasant delegates representing the “non-party group” in the originally proposed

presidium were not elected, perhaps tainted by their association with the parties. Sur-

prisingly, many peasants were still not satisfied, complaining that of the thirty-six

volost representatives chosen, only seven ended up on the presidium. Expressing the

fear that those seven delegates would only speak and fight for the interests of their

own volost, several peasants demanded that each of the newly proposed presidium’s

members step up to the podium, say who he was and, “recount his own biography,”

as one peasant put it.“° In the end, however, the overwhelming majority of the dele-

gates confirmed the non-party presidium as a whole."'

The peasant delegates elected to the Zmiiv county conference were also confused

about the meaning of the term “non-party.” An official report on this conference

claimed that “kulaks” manipulated this misunderstanding in order to sneak their

representatives into the conference, thus explaining the undesirable outcome.^"

" Ibid., ark. 11.

Ibid., ark. 13.

Ibid., ark. 14. These were: M. Kovalenko, D. Zakharchenko, S. Tomakh. D. Semenenko, F.

Verizhenko, B. Derecha, and E. Dolgoruchenko.

Ibid., ark. 15.

Ibid., ark. 22-24, 51. Actually, this was not quite the end of it. After a short break, the party

leaders convinced the newly elected presidium to ask the conference to allow five party members

(three Bolsheviks, two Borotbists, and one Borbist) onto the presidium while preserving the chair

position for a “non-party” peasant. After more debate the parties' “additions” were accepted unani-

mously except for seven abstentions.

Of course, only those who wrote this report knew what they meant by "kulak elements.” As was

pointed out some time ago, the term “kulak” {kiirkiil in Ukrainian) signified “in any particular

period, different things amongst the Bolsheviks themselves” (Moshe Lewin, "Who was the Soviet

Kulak?” Soviet Studies 18, no. 2 [October 1966]: 191). In general, the Soviet authorities used this

term to label and criminalize any peasants who resisted or challenged them, regardless of those
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Strangely, the same report provided data contradicting the “kulak” accusation by

listing the party and social breakdown of the delegates: ten “Communist-Bolsheviks”

with twenty-five sympathizers, five Borotbists with five sympathizers, and three

Borbists with five sympathizers. The rest were “non-party” delegates: twenty “poor

peasants,” thirty “kulaks,” and “about 1
50” “middling peasants.”"^ During the elec-

tions to the presidium the “kulaks” had supposedly argued that because the confer-

ence was composed of “non-party” delegates, the presidium must be “non-party” as

well. The conference delegates rejected the list of candidates proposed by the three

party fractions and instead elected “unsuitable people” to the presidium.^'* By con-

trast, the stenographic report on the same conference noted: “all Communist Bol-

sheviks were consciously rejected, because before the election each candidate was

asked about [his] party affiliation \partiinosty'^^ In fact, two party leaders were

eventually elected to the presidium: Lobanov (a Communist), chair of the county

revkom (revolutionary committee), and Levchenko (a Borbist). However, “under

complicated circumstances,” during which “all possible exclamations [vozglasy]

were poured down on Lobanov, such as, ‘Go away! There is the road,’” they quit the

presidium. The next day, 7 February, at the party leaders’ insistence— “almost in the

form of an ultimatum”— a compromise was reached, and the delegates re-elected the

presidium. The new presidium was composed of two Bolsheviks, one Borotbist, one

Borbist, and three “non-party” individuals.^^

Long debates about the presidium’s composition occurred at every county

conference. However, that some conferences eventually accepted a presidium that

included party members suggests that these peasants wished to be heard, to feel they

were in control of the conference, but that they also saw a need to co-operate with

party leaders.

After the peasant delegates finally elected their own presidiums, the county con-

I ferences moved on to discussing what was referred to as “the current moment.”

I

Under this topic KP(b)U leaders sought the peasants’ confirmation of “Soviet power”

and their ruling position, but the debate often widened into a discussion of how
power should be organized in Ukraine. The most radical position on this issue was

I taken at the Bohodukhiv conference, about which regrettably little information has

peasants’ economic or social position. For a similarly styled report on the Bohodukhiv conference,

see DAKhO, f R-202, op. 2, spr. 18, ark. 16.

Ibid., ark. 1 9. The report claimed that because the mandate forms of many of the delegates had

not yet been confirmed in the localities, it was not possible to confirm how many kulaks “concealed

their property positions.” Unfortunately I have not yet managed to uncover any other data on the

conference delegates’ social position or on how they were elected. It does seem that all of them

were male and knew some Russian; they were likely literate and mostly leaders of village and

volost communal assemblies.

The deputy chairman, Bocharov, was described as “an old man, a speculator from Chuhuiv

volost, who constantly complained about a wagon of salt that had been taken from him” (Ibid., ark.

19-1 9ob). The term “old man” was frequently employed as a euphemism for “kulak,” probably

because most of the wealthier people in the village who controlled the skhod (village assembly)

were older men. Those using the label may also have hoped in this way to appeal to younger men,

anxious to get away from their old patriarchs.

Ibid., ark. 25.

Ibid., ark. 19ob.
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survived. Revealing the great influence of the Borotbists in this county, the con-

ference resolved that “Ukraine, with its socio-economic and politico-national particu-

larities, should constitute itself as a separate national economic organism and can be

developed successfully only when it will have its own Ukrainian ruling centre.”^^

The first task of the Ukrainian proletariat and poor peasantry was proclaimed to be

“the creation of a united Ukrainian ruling centre, which will be subordinate only to

the Third Communist International and a United Ukrainian Communist Party.”^^ It

should be made clear that this was the only county conference at which national

independence played an important role.

At all the other conferences, for which we have much better documentary records,

debate on the “current moment” centred around whether to trust the new Soviet

government, “the Bolsheviks,” and party intellectuals in general. At the Valky county

conference, after the Communists had laid out their position and the other party

leaders had criticized them at length, peasant delegates launched into another pro-

tracted and critical debate.^^ In the end the parties proposed two different resolutions,

but peasant delegates refused to accept either; instead they proposed electing a com-

mission of five delegates to work out a separate resolution. The peasants’ resolution

proposed a rather eclectic set of new measures: the complete abolition of the death

penalty; the establishment of a united revolutionary front of political and economic

equality for workers and labouring peasants; the creation of a “united revolutionary

front of left-socialist soviet parties” (clearly bemoaning the party leaders’ mutual

mudslinging); and the establishment of a barter system {tovaroobmin) and labour ex-

change (trudoobmin) between the city and the village. In addition, this resolution

recognized as “essential the existence of a strong regular Red Army under the united

supreme command of Soviet Ukraine and [Soviet] Russia, tightly bound in a single,

revolutionary discipline.” Almost all peasant delegates accepted their commission’s

resolution; most of the party leaders abstained from voting.^®

One of the most revealing debates occurred at the Kupiansk county non-party

conference, following a speech on the current moment by the Communist Sazonov,

who called on poor and middling peasants “to unite in fraternity with the workers” in

reconstructing the ruined economy and helping to consolidate soviet power.^* The

peasants’ responses suggest that they were either not listening very closely to the party

leaders’ speeches or had other priorities. Delegate Yevremenko, the first to speak after

On the Borotbists’ influence in Bohodukhiv county, see: DAKhO, f. R-431, op. 1, spr. 3., ark.

13. This fond should contain the protocols of the Bohodukhiv "non-party” peasant conference, but

they are missing; nor is it in f. R-203, op. 1, spr. 129, which is supposed to contain the protocols of

meetings of Bohodukhiv county’s soviet organs, conferences, congresses, and so on. 1 was not able

to find any further references to the Bohodukhiv "non-party” conference anywhere in the DAKhO.
DAKhO, f. P-1, op. 1, spr. 141, ark. 2.

Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi arkhiv hromadskykh orhaniv Ukrainy (hereafter TsDAHO), f I, op. 20,

spr. 269, ark. 23.

^ DAKhO, f. R-89, op. 1, spr. 173, ark. 1-2. Delegates attending the Izium county conference ex-

pressed similar distrust toward the Bolsheviks and the county revkom, and they also drafted and

passed their own resolution on the current moment. See Tsentral’nyi derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh

orhaniv vlady ta upravlinnia Ukrainy (hereafter TsDAVO), f. 2, op. 1, spr. 827, ark. 11-13, origi-

nally cited in Voloshchuk and Rubach, Radianske budivnytstvo, doc. 1 14, 201.

DAKhO, f. R-203, op. 1, spr. 144, ark. 137.
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Sazonov, asked the party leaders why the county remained under martial law, and he

propsed that the conference pass a resolution for the swift election of executive

committees of soviets (instead of the imposed revolutionary-military committees).

Then a delegate named Honchar declared: “tsarism has ended, but in place of tsarism

I

someone is again oppressing us worse than tsarism.” A delegate named Popov

]

disagreed, stressing that under tsarism they had been treated like cattle: the power of

the people had been proclaimed in 1917, but in fact it still did not exist, and he warned

I

that if workers continued to act separately from peasants, “there will never be any

I

understanding.” Obviously perplexed by the proceedings, a delegate named

Hryhorenko then asked why the conference had been called. A delegate named

Shapovalov complained that although the dictatorship of the proletariat had been ruling

(“tsarstvuet”) since October 1917, peasants continue to be oppressed: “Peasants were
' oppressed by the Whites, [and] they were oppressed by the Reds. Peasants are like

I

cattle.” He insisted that the revkoms stand “on the side of the revolution, and not the

I

dictatorship. We peasants have not seen freedom since 1 October 1917.” Demanding

that the peasant conference not disperse until it had called for the immediate election of

j

executive committees, he concluded: “as long as there will be a military dictatorship,

there will be evil.” One peasant delegate complained about “the food-supply agents’

1
“merciless requisitions”; another, that party members were receiving privileges, such as

I riding in the heated cars on trains. Party leaders tried to call peasants to unity and to

! support the new regime, but they had no success.^^

I

The third crucial issue discussed at these conferences—^the new land law—^was the

I
one question on which peasants expressed general agreement with the party leaders.

I

Almost all non-party delegates approved of the new law, though a few did express

j

concern about confiscating lands belonging to “kulaks.”

j

At all county non-party conferences it was the government’s next position—on

I

food supply—^to which peasants most unequivocally objected. Bolshevik leaders

I stressed the disastrous state of the economy and the sacrifices peasants had to make
to restore it, mainly by supplying food to workers to enable them to rebuild and

|i
construct new industries. The leaders proposed three crucial measures: (1) a monop-
oly on all necessities; (2) the elimination of speculation and free trade in these items;

li

and (3) the well-planned, state-controlled distribution of them among workers and

jl

labouring peasants. They stressed that much of what was requisitioned would be used

Ij

to feed Red Army soldiers and “the starving workers of the Donbas,” and that the

burden placed on poor and middling peasants would not be great, “because the grain

I and forage will be taken mainly from the kulaks’ surpluses.””

I

When party leaders opened up the issue to debate, however, peasant delegates

!i
immediately began listing numerous arbitrary and unjust actions food-supply agents

had committed while requisitioning. At the Kupiansk county conference, for example,

a delegate named Dralov complained that an agent, Stadnik, had shot one of his

volost's best breeding bulls. A delegate named Pleskach reported that in his volost

agents had arrested the chairman of the revkom and held him hostage in a cold bam
until the mostly poor peasants delivered all the requisitioned grain. Others confirmed

his story, especially noting the activities of one agent, Galygin, who had been seizing

Ibid., ark. 138.

Ibid., ark. 1 50-50 zv.
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grain from the poor and arresting those who refused to give. A delegate named Sazinov

complained that “agents seize almost everything and, besides, do not protect the

people’s wealth.” Warning that the agents’ behaviour would only lead to disaster, he

accused the authorities of ignoring these abuses. Emboldened by these complaints, a

delegate named Gerasimov declared: “all agents are the same.” He especially objected

that when the agents arrived, they did not allow the peasants to call an assembly to

decide whether to give grain or not.^'^

The Communist Party leaders became increasingly frustrated with the delegates’

complaints and unwillingness even to discuss what the leaders thought was the central

issue. A Communist, Ruban, demanded that delegates stop conversing amongst them-

selves and focus instead on the food-supply question. Another Communist, Liuksen-

berg, admitted that mistakes had been made and that many of the delegates’ complaints

and censures were just. He stressed, however, that Soviet power was at a crucial

moment when whether “ soviet power will remain on the map or not” would be deter-

mined. The Communist Sazonov was granted the final word in the debate: he claimed

that the delegates had not criticized the essence of his party’s position and that to allow

free trade would mean “to sign the death sentence of Soviet power.” He then read out

the Communists’ resolution on food supply, noting the three main points, and con-

cluded with a call to “all for whom Soviet power, the power of peasants and workers, is

dear, to execute their sacred duty before the valiant Red Army and all toilers and to

surrender surplus grain to the state food-supply organs.”^^

Delegate Tur, who had assumed the role of the peasants’ leading spokesman, then

stepped up to the podium and pointed out that the Communists’ resolution would

install “the laws of Great Russia, but in Ukraine these laws are not acceptable to us.”

He proposed (as usual) that the delegates form a committee to work out their own
resolution. The Communists reacted with great frustration. Liuksenburg insisted that

“we must decidedly know whether you support Soviet power’s policy on the food-

supply question or not. Once you recognize Soviet power and [its] state [and] that

you will support it in everything, clearly you must accept and implement all the

principles for the construction of Soviet power and in particular the food-supply

question.” The majority of delegates acquiesced to this near ultimatum, but a few still

insisted on changes and noted other agents’ abuses. The conference eventually ac-

cepted the Communists’ resolution with some minor amendments.^^

At other conferences intense debate on the food-supply question led to some

concessions, but when Communist leaders insisted, the delegates gave in. The peas-

ant delegates at the Izium county conference refused to vote for the Communists’

resolution; instead they elected a forty-eight-member commission to draft their own
resolution, but tweleve hours later the latter was still unable to do so. A second com-

mission was then elected consisiting of twenty-seven members;, it managed to draft a

resolution proposing that free trade be allowed, but that there be an intensive struggle

against speculation. However, when the county revkom leaders (all Communists)

pushed peasants to decide between their resolution and “the return of the counter-

revolution,” most delegates rejected their own resolution and voted for the revkom's

Ibid., ark. 150zv.-51.

Ibid., ark. 151-52; quote on 152.

Ibid., ark. 152zv. and 153.
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after gaining acceptance of a few important amendments: food-supply agents were to

calculate a volost's requisition quota based on the amount of land sown and not the

volost's total arable land; and they were to take into account Red Army detachments’

requisitions and determine universal standards for requisitioning raw versus milled

grains.^"^ In a sense, the peasant delegates had forced the party leaders to regulate the

requisitions with greater precision, and they let the authorities know that demands

they considered unjust would not be tolerated.^^

The food-supply question was also hotly debated at the Kharkiv county conference.

Peasant delegates insisted so strongly on consulting with their constituents that

eventually the conference was forced to take a week-long break so that delegates could

go home and discuss the question with their voters. After this recess and party leaders’

failed attempts at regaining control of the conference’s presidium, the peasant delegates

proposed and then adopted their own resolution, which placed numerous conditions on

the Communists’ proposals. Eventually a Communist named Sosnovsky managed to

convince the peasants to admit the necessity of fulfilling the food-supply quotas as an

amendment to their resolution. But the debate did not end there. On 25 February the

peasant-chairman, Tomakh, managed to get one more amendment into the final reso-

lution: “those volosti that do not possess the forces to fulfill the assigned requisition

quota will have the right to petition about decreasing the quota or about its complete

removal.

Clearly the sources on these conferences reveal several aspects of peasants’ atti-

tudes toward the new regime at the moment of its final assumption of power in

. Ukraine. First, at these conferences peasants sought to take the new regime’s propa-

I

ganda at its word. The conferences were supposed to be “non-party,” and peasant

I

delegates repeatedly resisted the election of a presidium pre-selected from amongst

I
party leaders. Second, the delegates’ resistance to these leaders’ rule over the con-

ferences suggests their great and continuing distrust of non-peasants, and of political

parties in particular. Third, peasant delegates at some conferences expressed ideas that

suggest an emerging sense of national consciousness amongst some delegates.

^
j

Probably, largely as a result of exposure to the Borotbists’ ideas, perhaps even at the

!
conferences themselves, these peasants were beginning to get a sense of themselves as

part of a Ukrainian nation extending beyond their very local village lives. Fourth,

peasant delegates expressed a near-universal approval of the new land law because it

1

gave them most of the land, did not force them to redistribute their own land, and

forbade all coercion in the creation of collective farms. Fifth, almost all peasants

strongly resisted the food requisition policy proposed at the conference, often obtained

major concessions, and sometimes replaced it with their own resolution. Finally, when
party leaders demanded that peasants choose between their numerous disagreements

with soviet power and support for the latter, the peasants consistently chose com-

promise. Although they disagreed with a number of the new regime’s policies and

Voloshchuk and Rubach, Radianske budivnytstvo, doc. 114, 201-202; and “Informatsiia Khar-

kivskoho hubkomu KP(b)U pro robotu povitovykh bezpartiinykh selianskykh konferentsii. Liutyi

1920 r.,” cited from TsDAVO, f 2, op. 1, spr. 827, ark. 1 1-13, and TsDAHO, f. 1, op. 2, spr. 366,

ark. 4-6.

Voloshchuk and Rubach, Radianske budivnytstvo, doc. 1 14, 203-204.

TsDAVO, f. 5, op. 1, spr. 166, ark. 32; and DAKhO, f. 202, op. 1, spr. 21, ark. 102.
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actions, they still preferred it to the most easily imaginable alternatives—^the return of

the Whites or the Germans.

Unfortunately, Communist leaders seem to have paid very little attention to these

peasant delegates’ many and varied criticisms, comments, and protests of party poli-

cies and, at the same time, not sufficiently appreciated peasants’ willingness to

compromise for the sake of soviet power. As official summaries of the non-party

peasant conferences suggest, these leaders wrote off these conferences as “kulak-

infested,” unwilling to believe that poor and middling peasants would “consciously”

object to their policies or have different ideas of how “soviet power” should be or-

ganized. In late spring 1920 the head of the Kharkiv Provincial Soviet’s information

department sent the People’s Commissariat of Internal Affairs a report on these con-

ferences, claiming that they had been characterized by “the struggle of kulaks with

the poor.” He boldly stated that the clearest evidence that most of the conference

delegates were “kulaks” was their “attitude toward the Communists during the

election of the conference’s presidium.” In other words, class position did not deter-

mine one’s political views; rather, one’s political views determined one’s class. The

department head noted that the Communists’ food-supply resolutions in particular

had provoked “bitter arguments
,
and in the majority of cases, if they were not

outright rejected, then they were accepted with great changes, mainly concerning the

necessity to preserve free trade, supposedly temporarily.” Claiming that the main

reason for these problems at the conferences was that “the village was still not differ-

entiated” between poor peasants and kulaks, he recommended intensive work in the

village and the organization of committees of not well-off peasants instead of a

second attempt at the non-party peasant conferences."*®

Hence, one of the major conclusions one might draw from these non-party peas-

ant conferences is that the “great misunderstanding” between the peasants of Ukraine

and the Communists of the Worker-Peasant Government of 1919, which Andrea

Graziosi has well described,"*' was only one of many similar misunderstandings that

were never really cleared up by either side. One of the main results of these mis-

understandings, and especially the regime’s insistence on implementing its food-

supply policy, was a large number of violent peasant uprisings across Ukraine,

beginning in April 1920 and continuing (off and on) until 1924, at least in Kharkiv

province."*“ Somewhere inside such evidence there lies the basis for imagining an

alternative historical scenario. Peasants were interested in and willing to support

some form of soviet power and a socialist program, but they were also looking for a

compromise with the regime. The Communists were simply not capable of making

such compromises or listening to peasants’ frequently conciliatory positions. The

result was a protracted period of repeated government requisitions that provoked

peasant uprisings followed by violent suppression.

"*® TsDAVO, f. 5, op. 1, spn 166, ark. 32 zv.
"*' Andrea Gratsiozi [Graziosi], Bolsheviki i krestiane na Ukraine, 1918-1919 gody: Ocherk o

bolshevizmakh, natsional-sotsializmakh i krestianskikh dvizheniiakh (Moscow: Airo-XX, 1997);

and idem. The Great Soviet Peasant War: Bolsheviks and Peasants, 1917-1933 (Cambridge,

Mass.: Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute, 1996).
"*

For reports on outbreaks of what the regime called "banditry” continuing to the end of 1924 in

Kharkiv province, see DAKhO. f. R-200, op. 1, spr. 59, ark. 131 and 133 (for statistics).
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Concerning the establishment of Soviet power, then, perhaps the best that can be

said is that an uneasy and ambiguous “truce” slowly and unevenly took shape

between the Soviet authorities and the villagers. Peasants never did obtain what they

called “soviet power”—control over their daily lives and work, “free trade,” and the

!
right to dispose of the fruits of their labour as they saw fit. And they certainly did not

j

receive freedom from outside interference. One could argue that such dreams could

j

not have been realized by any of the governments pretending to power in this space

and time. If Ukraine and Russia were to modernize, peasants had to become modern

I
citizens and come to grapple with an intrusive and pervasive state. However, the

|l

approach and methods of this “Worker-Peasant Government,” even this second-time

returned, reformed, and more conciliatory version, did little to appease the peasants

I

and much to provoke them. In response, peasants complained loudly, resisted ful-

filling and delivering desperately needed and insistently demanded foodstuffs,

deserted from the Red Army, and, when pushed sufficiently, rose up against the

government they had once thought shared their understanding of “soviet power.” The
regime responded with violence, greater attempts at infiltrating the villages and

dividing the peasantry, and, eventually and, begrudgingly,with the New Economic
Policy—a less than complete compromise. The violence eventually waned, but an

j

understanding between peasants and the Party was never really achieved. The

j
temporary “truce” would not last through even the first renewed attempts at forcing

I

peasants onto collective farms. The results would prove disastrous, most of all for the

j

peasants themselves, so many ofwhom died of starvation in the famine of 1932-33.

s
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^OKTop OaycT. Mothbh icTopioco(t>ii Oceajibaa

lUnenrjiepa b jiireparypHiH nySjiiuHCTHui

^MHTpa ^OHUOBa

Ojih rnamwK

;
Kokch pa/iOK, HanHcaHHH He iiJia xoro, mo6H cjiy>KHTH

I

aKTHBHOMy M<HTTK), BBa>KaK) MapHHM.

Oceojibd UJneHrjiep,

(dlecimisM? »

TijibKH «EBpona», tIjibkh 3ax'm BHXOBye ^JaycxiBCbKy

jxyuiy, mo poGHXb iT rocno/iapeM CBixy.

JlMumpo /JoHijoe,

j

«0aycm Koumpa JJpa20MaHoe»

AKXHBiBM HK o^HH 3 \ duia^HHKiB KOHuenuiY iHxerpajibHoro Hau,ioHani3My /],MHTpa

/],0HU0Ba 6epe nonaxoK y xoroHacHiK eBponeHCbKiM AyMui, Ha hkIh cnHpajiHCH npaai,

soKpeMa H HauioHajiicxHHHi iAeoaorii. Bhjihb (|)ijioco(|)ii OcBajib^a lilneHraepa Ha

4)opMyBaHH5i cBponeHCbKHx HauioHanicxHHHHx iAeojioriH e nesanepeHHHM. npo
3b’h30k llJneHrjiepai3 po3bhxkom pieY xeniY nanHcano 6araxo, naxoMicxb MaH>Ke

HeAOCJiiA^KCHHM 3anHuiaexbca bhjihb Horo icxopioco4)iY na KOHuenuiFo yxpaYHCbKoY

icxopiY xa xyjibxypH 1920-x poKia. /:^ocJ^iAHHKH 3BCpxajiH yaary nepe^OBciM na xBopH,

oco6jihbo Ha naM^jiexH Mhkojih XBHjibOBoro. TijibKH ^Boe KanaACbKHx /locjiiAHHKia

- PoMaH PaxMaHHHH' (PoMaH OjiiHHHK) xa MHpocnaB LUKaHApiH^ - BKaaanH na

I

6e3HocepeAHiH 3b’h30k J],OHLi,OBa 3 (|)ijioco(|)ieio LUneHmepa. /l,euj,o 6ijibuie yaarn

U,bOMy HHXaHHK) npHAijlHB nOJTbCbKHH icxopHK TOMam CxpHeK^.

LUneHraepoBa npaua «CyxiHKH Ebpohh» aiairpajia aa>KaHBy poaio b nepe6iry

I

xoroHacHoY ^HCKyciY npo eaponeHCbKicxb yKpaYncbKoY xyabxypH. Tyx OApaay caia

I

3ayaaacHXH, mo UJneHraepOBy Bi3iio icxopiY, mo nocxaaa o^paay nicaa nopaaKH

HiivmiB y OepuiiH CBixoaiH BiKni h Maaa nixKc aaBaanna moao niivieubKoY nauiY,

yKpaYncbKi MHcaHxeai b piani chocoGh aocxocoByaanH ao noxpe6 cnxyauiY, b axin

!
OHHHHaacb Yxna aaacna nauia, a xpaHCcJ)opMauiY, KoxpHM niaaaBaaH KOHuenuiio

I

I

LUneHraepa, HacoM 6yaaaH xaxi aoKopinni, mo 3 pieY KonpenmY aaaHmaaacb anuie

j

aiarnoaa CHxyauiY aaxiaHboY KyabxypH - xieY, mo HeMHHyne KoxHXbca ao aanenaay.

POMBH PaXMaHHHH, “/I,MHXpO /],OHUOB i MHKOaa XsHJlbOBHH, 1923-1933”, B HOrO KH. PosdyMli

i npo VKpaiHy. Budpani ecei ma cmammi, 1945-1980 (Khib: «ripocBixa», 1997), 506—507.

Myroslav Shkandrij, Modernists, Marxists, and the Nation: The Ukrainian Literary Discussion

i

in the 1920s (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 1992).

Tomasz Stryjek, Ukraihska idea narodowa okresu mi^dzywojennego. Analiza wybranych kon-

cepcij (Wroclaw: Funna, 2000), 181-88.
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npHKMexHO, mo aBTopH, oco6jihbo cyHacHHKH lUneHraepa, BHKOpHCTOByioMH caMC

uefi ejiCMCHT h Horo icTopioco(J)ii, ni^AaiOTb iHxepnpeTauii HasBy hofo rojiOBHOi

npau,i - «Der Untergang des Abendlandes» («CyxiHKn EBponn», nojibCbKOK) -

«Zmierzch Zachodu», pociHCbKHw nepeicnaA 1923 poKy «3aKax EBponbi») hk «3a-

HenaA»a6o «naAiHHH»'* SaxoAy. HoAidHo po6hb ^ohuob, bh61pkobo xpaKxyiOHH Iaci

lUneHrAepa. Oahak, ha npoxHBary ao yKpaiHCbKnx nHCbMCHHHKiB i kphxhkIb, hkI

OXOXO>KHK)BaAH Ce6c 3 MapKCH3MOM, A XAKO>K AO XHX, XXO HAilOKAB AO XCHil HCO-

cjiOB’HHO(|)iAbcxBa, bIh 6yB AaAeKHH bIa npopoxyBAHHa kIhua 3axiAHboi u,HBiAi3auii.

51 k oHiue Tomaui CxpHOK, «HiMeu,bKHH (|)iAoco4) npeACXABHB ... iAei 6opoxb6n “6iAOi

pacM”, ado tk Eaponn (niA npoBOAOM HiivieMHHHH) 3 “KOAbopoBOio”, cedxo Pocieto,

caoB’aHaMH H 6ajixiHu,5iMH. y xaKHM cnocid bIh 3anponoHyBAB Iack) MeciaHcxBa

HiMeHHHHH Ha CxoAi, a J],ohaob bhkophcxab iT, BAaBUJHCb jiHiiieHb ao reorpa(|)iHHoro

- Ha YKpaiHy - 3MimeHHH (“cxiAHiR py6i)K 3axoAy”)»^-

Ha IHnenrAepoBi xBOpH nocHAAAHCH bcabivih hacxo, npoxe y aochxb AOBiAbHHH

cnocid iHxepnpexyBAAH hofo KOHuenuiio. BIa nonaxKy 1930-x ao kIhuh 1980-x pokIb

B CoBCxcbKOMy CoK)3i LUneHrjiepa xpaxxyBajiH hk npCATeny (|)aiHHcxcbKoi iAeoAOFii'^,

mo 6yjl0 OHeBHAHHM HAAy>KHXXaM, 6o HOFO KaxaCXpO(|)i3M He mIf y3FOA>KyBaXHCb i3

o6oB’a3KOBHM IcXOpHHHHM OnXHMi3MOM HamOHAA-COmJIAicxiB. TaK CAMO H y HOAbmi

hIa Kineub 1930-x poxia bhcjiobahdbaah nepeKOHanicxb y xoMy, mo hofajiah

LUneHrAepa cxahobhah «AKmo ne niAcxaBH, xo b KoxcHOMy pa3i Ay>Ke noBAAcni cxh-

MyAH po3BHXKy lAeoAoxii Hau,ioHaA-comAAi3My»^. Aaxop camhoY noAbCbKoV moho-

Fpa(j)ii, npHCBAHeHoY niMeubKOMy icxopioco(|)y, bhcaobhb nepeKOHanicxb, mo «noAi-

xHHHi Iaoi LUneHrAepa cxanoBAAXb topoi bcakoi aHXHAeMOKpaxHHHoY AyMKH y BaR-

MapcbKiR Pecny6Aiu,i»^. HaRodrpyHxoBAHiiiJMM 3AaexbCA bhahahha LUnenrAepa ak

OAHOFO 3 nepinnx npeACxaBHHxiB xeniV xak 3BAHoro peBOAiou,iRHoro KOHcepBaxH3My^,

mo myKAB XpeXboY AOporn nOMixC MapKCHCXCbKHM COUiAAi3MOM i AOMOKpaXHHHHM

Ai6epaAi3MOM. CxocynoK uboro nanpAMKy ao 4iaiiiH3My ne 6ya 0AH03HaHHHR, xona

AerKO MOACHA BKA3axH HA lAei, AKHMH 3FOAOM CKOpHCxaAacb rixAepiBCbKA nponaraHAa,

mo He 03HaHae, h16hxo moacha oxoxoACHiOBaxH (|)aiiJHCxcbKy iAeoAorim 3 noFAAAaMH

LUnenrAepa xa inmHX npeAcxaBHHxiB peBOAfouiRHoro KOHcepBaxH3My (lOnrep,

Eo(})MaHCxaAb, LUiviixx) ado R Roro nonepeAHHKia (HiAine).

OcBajibA LLJneHrjiep,«naAiHH5i 3axoAy». OcHoeu, 1997, 33 (1 1): 123-32.

^ Stryjek, Ukrainska idea narodowa, 188.

^ LUneHrAepa KpHTHKysaAM ne AHiue npeACTaenriKH o4)iniHHoT iAeoAoriV. Aac hIak ne o(j)iuio3HHH

nnebMennnK AnApen UAaTOHOB 1938 poKy y peuenaiY «HamecTA eaAaManAp» KapeAa Hanena

nneaB: «CyHacHHH (l)aiiJH3M mnpoKO BHKopnexoByc khh>kkh LUnenrAepa ak (l)iAoco(l)iio BOAOAapiB

xa iAeoAoriK) (l)K)pepiB, ak 3aci6 yxncKy xnx, xxo npamoe. ak 3napAAAA Yx nporpeeyKJMoV ex-

enAyaxauiV, mo aeae AioAen ao AyxoBHoV xa (j)i3HHHOi CMepxi» (A. UAaxonoB. «Pa3MbimAenHA

nncaxeAA», e. 192. unx. 3a: Adam Pomorski. Duchowy proletariiiszlll Przyczynek do dziejow la-

markizmu spolecznego i rosyjskiego kosmizmii XIX-XX wiekii [na marginesie antyiitopii Andrieja

Piatonowa] [Bapmaaa: OPEN, 19961, 242).

^ Zygmunt Lempicki, «Oswald Spengler». b noro kh. Wybor pism, x. 1 (BapmaBa; Panstwowe

Wydawnietwo Naukowe, 1966). 44.
^

Andzej Kolakowski. Spengler (BapmaBa; Wiedza Powszechna. 1981 ), 121.

^ Wojciech Kunieki. «Wprovvadzenie». b kh. Rewolucja konsenvatywna Niemczech, 1918-

1933, ynop. Wojciech Kunieki (llo3HaHb: Wydawnietwo Poznahskie, 1999), 81.
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HaHBa>KJiHBima lUneHmepOBa npaua, «Der Untergang des Abendlandes», nepiuHH

TOM aKOi nodaHHB cbIt 1918 poKy, b piK, kohh saKiHHHuacb Oepiua cbItobb BiwHa, a

ApyrHH - 1922 pOKy, 6yjia BH^aHa b nepioA, mo 6yB BejiHHesHHM noxpaciHHJiM a-hh

HiMeHHHHH - nicAa bochhoi nopasKH xa, ak HacAiAOK, BxpaxH sHaMHOi nacxHHH

! xepHxopii. Kaxacxpo(|)iHHa Bisia icxopii, npoBimeHHa lubhakoxo BaHena^y ocxaHHboi

i BCAHKoV UHBiAisauil, npeAcxaBACHa y LUncHraepa, He nocxae, OAHaK, 6e3nocepeAHbo 3

j

aHajiiBH noAixHHHoY CHxyauii, b hkIh onHHHJiacb HiMenMHHa nicAa Oepiiioi cbIxoboi

I

bIhhh. AOBOAHXb y CBoeMy AOCAiA^eHHi deAbxiHCbKHH icxopHK Iach EAeapA Bep-

I
ro(|)iiixaAT, «ocHOBHa iAea i HacxKOBa iT po3po6Ka Aaxyioxbca me nepeABoeHHHM

Ij

HacoM»’°. OxojK Mo>KHa npHnycxHXH, mo ao BCAHHeBMoro ycnixy, mo Horo 3a>KHAa ua

KHH)KKa aK y HiMCMHHHi, xaK i 3a lY Me^KaMH, cnpHHHHHAOca He xaK xe, mo LUneHrAep

BHHcaB CBOK) bIbIfo b o6pa3 peanbHOi nopaaKH HiMeHHHHH, ax xe, mo Bona nodanHJia

I

CBix xoAi, KOAH cycniAbHi HacxpoV cnpnaAH BiaiaM xaKoro uixndy, a 6a>KaHHa MaxH

4ii-fioco(J)CbKy iHxepnpexauiK) Kinua nacia cepeA HHxaubKOi nydAiKH 6yAO BeAHneane.

i Ocb aK OHHcye xoronacHy inxeAeKxyaAbHy axMOc4)epy ToMac Mann y nanponyA

I
KpHXHHHiH pe^AeKcii Ha «CyxiHKH EBponH»; «npou,Bixae HHxaHHa. I akdah HHxamxb

He AAa poBBaxH a6o OAypManeHHa, aAe aaAAa npaBAH, a6n AyxoBHO oadpoixHca. B in-

I

xepecax nydAiKH “xpacHe” nHCbMencxBO y ay>KHOMy aHaneHni nocxynaexbca

Aixepaxypi KpHXHHHO-(j)iAOCO(|)CbKiH, eKcnepHMenxoBi Ayxy»".

y uin Ai»rHoai - BHpaani aHanorii' ao xoronacHOi CHxyaHii' b CxiAnin Eaponi. Hpo
icxopioco^iio LUneHrAepa inxeHCHBHO xoHHAHca AHCKycii ne AHuie b HiMeHHHni, ane

H B MiACBOOHHiH Peni riocnoAHxiH i B CCCP. Horo iAeV «6yAH achbo npHcyxni b eapo-

1 neHCbKiH ryManixapHCXHui (y xoMy hhcaI h noAbCbKin) y MiACBoenni poKH»'^. Bohh
‘ cxaAH H05KHB0K) AAA eBpoHeHCbKoro Kaxacxpo^iaMy, cniBXBopaHH, a MO>xe naBixb

(|)opMyK)HH iHxeAeKxyanbHy axMoc(J)epy 1920-x poxia.

f

OiA0C0(|)ia IHnenrAepa BHpocxae a xenii, kphxhhhoi ao 4)i-noco4)ii‘ noaHXHBiaMy h

I CHHpaexbca na niMeubKy ^iA0C0(|)iK) >KHxxa. BeanocepeAHiMH nonepeAHHKaMH

I

LUneHrAepa 6yAH Hiuuie, J],iAbxeH i Beprcon. Mexa(|)i3HHHy HacxanoBy Horo koh-

uenuii icxopii cxanoBHAO nepeKOHanna npo CAHicxb KOCMocy h yniBepcanbHHx

aaKOHiB, mo xepyioxb >KHxxaM: napoA^cenna i cMepxH, noaBH xa aarndeAi, nonaxKy i

Kinua Bcix penen. UlnenrAep y axoMycb cenci nepenocHB icxopiio b ccjiepy npn-

!jl poAH, npeAcxaBAaioHH dioAoricxcbKe poayMinna icxopii, b (|3iAoco(|)ii axoro aci

il;4)opMH acHxxa niAnopaAKOBani xhm caMHM aaxoHaM, mo h opraninna npnpoAa:

|||
«npoMHHaHHa, BHHHKHCHHa i aHHKHCHHa e (|)opMOK) BCboro, mo peanbHe: aiA aipOK,

I

AOAi aKHx He MOAceMO BiAraAaxH, a>K ao aMop^Hoi AioACbKoi mach na Hamin haa-

iiHexi. iHAHBiAyanbHe >khxxa xBapHHH, pocahhh hh aioahhh xak camo MHnyne, ak

j

acHxxa HapoAiB i KyAbxyp. KoAcne xBopinna niAnopaAKOBano aanenaAy, Ko>KHa

AyMKa, KOJKHA Ai«, KoaceH BHHAxiA - aadyxxK). CKpiab aobkoaa hac moacha aiAnyxH

j

axpaneni icxopii bcahkoi AOAi. Bcioah nepeA namHMH ohhma Aeacaxb pyi’HH AaBHboi

I
!

icxopii 3MepxBiAHX KyAbxyp»*^

E. Verhofstadt, «Oswald Spengler - Tomasz Mann: Spotkanie na nizinie», Literatura na

swiecie, 1977, 11: 360.

1

Thomas Mann, «0 nauce Spenglera», Literatura na swiecie, 1977, JSf« 1 1 : 346.

Andrzej Kolakowski, «Wst^p», b kh. Oswald Spengler, Historia, kiiltura, polityka: Wybor pism

^Bapuiaea: Pahstwowy Instytut Wydawniezy, 1990), 6.

^ Spengler, Historia, kultura, polityka, 36-37.
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IcTOpin jiK)ACTBa 6yjia ajih Hboro jiHiue momchtom y nepcneKTHsi icTOpii KOCMOcy.

Bee >KHBe MycHTb npoHTH Heo6xiAHi crami p03BHTKy, b1^ HapoA>KeHH5i i mojio^iocth

Hepe3 3pijiicTb jxo cxapocTH, Bi/iMMpaHHfl i cMepTi. yHiBcpcajibHi 3aKOHH npo-

HBjiHfOTbCH B AHHaMiui ABOx (|)0pM GyTTfl! Daseiu i Wachsein, ce6xo icHyBaHHH hccbI-

AOMoro, BerexaTHBHoro, pocAHHHoro xa icHyBaHHa cbIaomofo, xBapnHHoro xa

jiFOACbKoro. IcHyaaHHB HecaiAOMe Mae pwxM i HanpaMOK, HaxoMicxb icHyBaHHH

6aAbope - Hanpyry i npoxjoKHicxb. BAacxHBicxK) nepmoro e nepioAHMHicxb, Apyre >k

xapaKxepH3ye nojiapHicxb. Y AOCAiA^KCHHi «JlfOAHHa i xexHiKa» 3 npoxHcxaBACHHB

Dasein i Wachsein lilneHrAcp bhboahxb ono3HuiK) noMi>K xpaaoiAaMH h xn>KaKaMn,

HKa BHJIBHXbCH 3aCaAHHHOK) p03pi3HK)BaJlbH0K) 03HaK0K) B (})iAOCO(j)iY J^^OHUOBa.

y CBOiH KOHuenuil llJneHrAep noeAHaa abb nop«AKH - GioAorinHHH i aKcioAO-

riHHHH, npH HOMy «uiHH0cxi, mo 3aKAaAaK)Xb xyAbxypy, BHHBJiaioxbCJi uIhhocxhmh
‘‘
jkhxxh”, BKopiHCHHMH 6ioAonHHO»’'*. LiebensphUosophie Mae y UlneHraepa KpaMHiii

npojiB: «lAea >KHxxfl cKpi3b Mae noAi6Hy BHyxpiujHK) (J)OpMy: nAOAiwHH, HapoA^KeHHH,

picx, B’HHeHHfl, BiAMHpaHHs - lAeHXHHHy bIa HaHMeHiuoV iH4)y30piY a>K ao MoryxHboY

KyAbxypM»'^ OcHOBOK) KyAbxypH, Koxpy poayMiioxb hk umicxb, e, bIaxar, HBHma
HecaiAOMoro icHyaaHHH. B npoueci po3BHXKy KyAbxypn 3’aBJiHexbCH nanpyra noMi>K

HHMH xa HBHmaMH CBiAOMOXO iCHyaaHHH - BHXBOpaMH AIOACbKOY Ai«.nbHOCXH. P03Kb1x

KyAbxypH Haexae koah bohh nepe6yaaK)Xb y exani piaHOBaxH. Koah >k u,i Apyri ABHina

3Ao6yaaK)Xb nepeaary, nepmi HaxoMicxb noexynoBo aiAMHpaioxb, Hacxaioxb Yx cyxiH-

KH. nepeBa>KaHHA abhia caiAOMoro icHyaaHHA npHxaMaHHe a-ha ocxaHHboY cxaAiY

po3BHXKy KyAbxypH, ycBiAOMAfOBAHoY AK OAHe uiAe, a uieK) ocxaHHboio cxaAieK),

cxaAieK) cyxiHKia KyAbxypH, e uHBiAiaauiA'^. B yeix uHBiAi3auiAX, mo 3HHKaK)Xb,

3’ABAAexbCA iMHepiAAi3M 1 ue3apH3M, a B Ai^AbHoexi oco6ncxocxeH - arpecHBHa ak-

xHBHicxb i BiAHAHAyuJHHH xepoY3M. Ha HOAi Aep>KaBH, KOAH KyAbxypa nepeGyaae b

cxAAiY p03KBixy, cxoYxb MOHapx; a koah boha bxoahxb y nepioA 3aHenaAy - aoACAb i

AHKxaxop. CaMe uen lUneHrAepiB moxhb oco6ahbo paAO niAxoHAiOBaB ^ohu,ob.

y 3araAbHiH iexopiY lUneHrAep BHOKpeMHB bIcIm bhcokhx KyAbxyp; babhaoh-

CbKy, ernnexcbKy, KHxancbKy, iHAincbKy, MeKCHKAHCbKy, aHXHHHy, 3axiAHboeapo-

ncHCbKy xa pocincbKy. >Ik cxaepA>Kye (^IaococJ), bohh e abxohomhhmh h i30Mop^-

HHMH, XOHA YxhI IcXOplY MAJOXb aHAAOriHHHH p03BHX0K. U,i KyAbXypH e BHpA3HHKOM

xpbox Ayui: MariHHoY (nepmi n’AXb), anoAAOHiacbKoY (KyAbxypa cxapoAABHboY

FpeuiY xa PnMy) i (J)aycxiBCbKoY (BaxiAHboeaponeHCbKa KyAbxypa). LJ,eH ooaIa

noxoAHXb i3 (|)iAOCo4)iY Hiu,me («HapoA>KeHHA xpareAii») xa po3pi3HeHHA anoAAO-

HiacbKoro h AioHiciHCbKoro nepBHia, 6e3nepepBHa 6opoxb6a akhx AOAae eapo-

neHCbKin KyAbxypi ApaMaxH3My. Aaxop «CyxiHKia 3axoAy» npAMO noKAHKaexbCA ha

H iume'^, oahak 3anpOBAA>Kye HOBe oohaxxa 3AMicxb abox cxHxin - Ayuiy anoAAO-

HiacbKy H (j)aycxiBCbKy; BHXBopoM u,ieY ApyroY e baxIaha KyAbxypa. OaycxiacbKy

KyAbxypy xapaKxepnaye AWHAMiaM i aKXHai3M. LUneHrAep 3AiHCHioe ABHe nepene-

ceHHA BAACXHBOCxeH onHcyBAHoY XAK KyAbxypH B 3acAr repMAHCbKoY KyAbxypn;

3axiAHA KyAbxypa, KyAbxypa c})aycxiBCbKa, BHABAAexbCA (J)opMauieK), npnpoAa AKoYe

HiMeubKOK). .^K cxaepAAcyBAB AnA>KeH KoAAKOBCbKHH, mneHTAepiBCbKi «chmboah

Kolakowski, Spengler, 8.

Oswald Spengler, «Problemy metafizyczne», b kh. Kolakowski. Spengler, 150.

Kolakowski, Spengler. 66.

Spengler, «Dusza kultury», b kh. Kolakowski, Spengler. 224.
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,

^aycxiBCbKOi KyjibxypH BBOA^xb wac y koho xhoobhx '"'vdlkische''’ Iach, mo BHxaioxb

y HiMeubKiH Kyjibxypi bijx ao6h poMaHXH3My»*^ B Me>Kax saxiAHboeBponeHCbKOi

KyjibxypH bIh npoxHCxaBJiae niBHinHy, npoxecxaHxcbKy nosHuiio niBACHHiH, Kaxo-

jiHUbKiH nosHuii; npHOHcye phmcbkhh poAOBm nepuiiH i, HaanaKH - cxapo^aBwix

! pHMJiHH HaAiJise npycbKHMW pHcaMn. noHHxxa ^aycxiBCbKoi KyabxypH, Oaycx hk

i cHMBOJi eBponcHCbKOCXH, s’HBjiHexbCfl Majio He B ycix yKpaiHCbKHX eceicxia xoro

j

nacy: bIa floHUOBa i XBHjibOBoro ao, SAaBajioca 6, xaxHx AaJiexHX bIa nocxpo-

MAHXHHHHX KOHUeHUiH Hauil aBXOplB, HK BOFAaH-IrOp AhXOHHH a6o MHKOJia SepOB.

I OoHaxoK kIhuh saxiAHbocBponeHCbKoi KyjibxypH UlneHmep aGanae y OpaH-

I

HysbKiH peBOJHOuii, 3 iT racjiaiviH cbo6oah, pIbhocxh h 6paxepcxaa. YocoGAeHHflM

nepmoro e OpaHuia, Apyroro - Aarjiia, xpexboro tk - HiivieMHHHa, npH HOMy b hoxo

yflBjieHHi CBo6oAa CHMBOJii3ye p03KJiaA, acKpaBHM bhabom hoxo e cxoahcchha OpaH-

i

u,ii 3 apeHH icxopii. HeraxHBHO ouiHFoe UJneHrjiep i (J)paHuy3bKy npocaixHHUbKy (|)i-

: jioco4)iK), a xaKo^ peHecanc. Chmbojiom aejiHHi 3axiAHboi Kyjibxypw a^h Hboro e

roxHKa.

Baraxo yaarH LUneHmep npHcasMye xaKO>K pociHCbKiH Kyjibxypi xa noB’ 5i3aHHMH 3

!

iT P03BHXK0M He6e3neKaMH. Hoxo nepcKOHaHicxb y xoMy, mo b Maii6yxHbOMy, nicji 5i

I

«cyxiHKia Ebpohh» mohcc po3noHaxHCH AHHaMinHHH po3BHXOK pociHCbKoV KyjibxypH,

I

3AaexbCfl, BHpocxae He xax 3 i cnocxepe^enb, hk i3 HHxaHHfl pociiiCbKHX nancjia-

' bIcxIb’^, oco6jihbo 3 npaui HiKOJiaa /],aHijieBCbKoxo «Pocia xa EBpona» (1869), aBxop

HKOi, npeAcxaBHHK 6iojioxicxcbKOxo poxyMinna icxopii jiiOACXBa, BHAiJiHB Aecaxb

j

OKpeMiuiHix uMBijiixauiHHMx yxBopenb, mo poxBHBaioxbca xa oAnaKOBHMM xaKonaMH,

; a npoxe e uijiKOM ixoMop(j)HHMH, B KOHuennii /],aHijieBCbKoxo Pocia Mana BHKonaxH

CBOK) HHBijiixamHHy Miciio wepex o6’eAHaHHji Bcix cjiOB’jiHCbKHX napoAie i CHHxex

j

HoxHpbox ejieMeHxiB, mo paxoivi CKJiaAaioxb bojimh nonepeAnix UHBijiixauiH. LUneH-

I xjiep He 6yB xaxonjienHH xaKOK) Bixieio. V npaui «ripycbKHH Ayx i couiHJiixM» Bin

HHme: «xoh 6h hkhmh xjih6okhmh 6yjiH Ayxoani, a ox^e, pejiixiuni, nojiixHHni h

I
eKOHOMinni cynepennocxi noMi^ GpHxanuaMH, aMepHKaHuaMH, (JipanuyxaMH, nopia-

H 51HO 3 pOCiHCbKicXK) BOHH XJlHBBlOXbCJI B OAHH XaMKHyXHH CBix.... CnpaB>KHiH pO-

ciflHHH HaM AyXOBHO XaK CaMO qy>KHH, 3K pHMJlHHHH ix MaciB iMnepil HH KHXaeUb ix

AaJieKHX AOKOH(|)yuiHHCbKHx nacia, hkhh panxoM x’aBHBca 6h cepeA Hac»“°. CaMe
i xaxe npoxHcxaajieHHfl xaxiAHboi xa pociHCbKoi KyubxypH oco6jihbo oxone excnjiy-

I axyaaa /],ohuob, xona uio npoueAypy Bin ynepme XAincHHB xa KijibKa poxia ao 1919

j

poxy, xojiH 6yjio bhabho UHxoBany npamo lUneHrjiepa^'. /^ohuob, GexcyMniano, xnaa

(
xBopH )],aHijieBCbxoxo, npo mo caiAMaxb 6exnocepeAHi nocHjiaHHH^^. UlneHrjiepoBi

!j

BHCJiOBH npo MOJiOAy pociHCbxy xyjibxypy BHxopHCxann y cboix xonuenuiax xax

XBani eBpoaaiaxH b Pocii, a xaxo^x MHxojia XaHJibOBHH, hxhh xaIhchub xapaxxepne

nepenecenHA axuenxy x xyjibxypH pociHCbxoi na yxpaiHCbxy.

1

i:

19

Kolakowski, 105.

lUneHrjiep HiKO.nH He noKjiHKaBca OexnocepeaHbo Ha /],aHijieBCbKoro, oiinaK icxopHKH iaei

CTBepa)KyK)Tb, mo xaKHH BnaHB cnpaB.ai 6yB. Flop. Pitirim Sorokin, Modem Historical and Social

Theories (New York: Dover, 1963), 73-82.

Spengler, Historia, kultura, polityka, 228.

Ynepme /],ohhob bhcjiobhb eBOi anxHpoeiHebKi noraH.aM b npaui Modepue MocKeotpijibcmeo

^Khib: HaKJiaaoM asTopa, 1913).

Hop., nanp.,: AonuoBa «KpoK Bnepeu (Ao “JiiTepaxypHoro” enopy», JUmepamypHO-HayKoeim

eicmnuK, 1926, 10: 182-89.
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nicjia noHBH nepmoro TOMy «CyTiHKiB EBponH» lUneHrjiepoBi saKH^ajiH KpaHHiil

necHMisM. BiJ^6MBaK)HH saKHAH («riecHMi3M?», 1921), ^ijioco(|) Aeino yxoHHHB cbok)

KOHuenuiK), CTBepA>KyK)HH, mo bIh onepye hohjitthm «cyTiHKH» b 3HaneHHi aohob-

HeHHfl. 14,0 BiAKpHAO Aopoxy MeciAHicTCbKHM iHTepnpcTauiflM^^ a b ni3HiuiHx noAi-

THHHHX TBopax UJneHrAepa MOA<Ha 3HaHTH AOAaxKOBe niAXBepA^ewHA pe30HH0CXH

Uboro BHHHKy. niA nac ApyroV cbIxoboi bIhhm, nHiiiywH «/]yx Hauioi AaBHHHH»,

/1,0HU0B xaKOAC 3BepHyBCA AO M0ciAHi3My. LUneHrAep yBiHiiioB b icxopiio (j)iAOCO(|)ii ak

Kaxacxpo(j)icx. A oahak hc BHXAAAae Ha xe, iao6h peii npHHUHnoBHH aa« moxo ic-

xopioco(])iY MOXHB 3HaHmoB npoAOBJKCHHA B yKpaiHCbKHx (|)iAoco(j)iB. Ha nepuiHH

HAAH BHMIHOB M0CiAHi3M, AKHH y lUnCHrAepa HaMBMpaXHluie npOABAACXbCA B p03BiAUi

«npyCbKHH Ayx i COUiAAi3M». yiK CXBCpAACye KoAaKOBCbKHH, «M0Xa4)i3HHHa Bi3iA

KOCMOcy, mo nyAbcye cnoKOHBiMHHM pnxMOM, Bi3iA icxopii, BOHcaHa b uch phxm, bh-

ABAAIOXbCA - BpeiHXi-peUIX - paMKOK) AJia O3HaH0HHA MeciAHicXHHHOY pOAi Hiivieub-

Koro HapOAy, BHKOHaHHA 3 M0CXK) 1 rlAHlcXK) HOfO IVliclY “AOnOBHCHHA”, “yBiHHaHHA”

xoAy 3axiAHbO0BponeHCbKoY xyAbxypH.... FaAaHaxeopiA BHKOHye (|)yHKmK) Mixy))^"^.

Hi 41oHU,OB, Hi XBHAbOBHH H0 npCACXaBAAAH CBOYx HOFAAAiB HA MicilO HApOAy TA

Horo Micue b yce3araAbHiH icxopiY ak 3B’A3Hy KOHuenmio, 6a30BAHy na akhxocb xe-

opexHHHHx nepeAyMOBax. A oahak bohh o6oe 6araxo 3ABAAHyK)Xb LUnenrAepoBi

oco6ahbo b ubOMy nnxaHHi. HepeKOHanicxb y MiciY, Axy Mae bhkohaxh baacha nauiA

nepCA AHU0M Bce3aranbHoY KpH3H eBponcHCbKHx mnnocxen, ^hbhaa 6araxbox xo-

roHACHHx 4>i-aoco(j)iB. Hpoxe /],ohuob (a CAiAOM 3a hhm i Xbhabobhh) xBOpHO

BHKopHCXAB lUneHrAepoBi KOHuenuiY y cboYx xBopax, npn HOMy - na mo 3BepnyB

yaary Tomaui CxpHCK - b nepioA ApyroY CBixoBoY aiHHH LUneHrAepoBi meY HHMpa3

AyACMe npoHHKamxb y (|)iAoco(j)iK) 41,OHuoBa^^

nicAA xakoY npe3eHxauiY xoaobhhx Moxnaia (})iAOCo4)iY LUnenrAepa cnpo6yHMO
hoahbhxhca, ak Yx BHKopHCxoBye i 3Mimoe ^ohuob. B inxepB’io i3 noexoM i eceYc-

xoM lOpieM Kaohom, AaxoBAHHM 1933 poKOM, peAAKXop «BicHHKa» cxBepA^KyBAB:

«m,OAO LUnenrAepa ... a ne niAoro LUnenrAepa npHHMAK). LUnenrAepa - aaxopa

“xHACAKiB i xpaBoYAia”, LUnenrAepa - norpOMpK) “(J)eAarcxBa” i x.3b. “npoAexapcb-

koY peBOAionir - npHHMaio 6e3 3acxepe>KeHb. Aa0 inmoro - ne 30bc1m. Ho nepme,

niAK ne MOAcy nncaxncA na noro 3neBa>KAnBy KpnxHxy AnrAiY, Axy (AnrAim) a

BBAAcaio 3a naHKpamHH Bnxaip xenepimnboY uHBiAi3ami»“^. B>Ke 3 nnx caIb Bnpa3HO

BHAHO, mo /],OHnoB Bn6ipKOBO cnpHHMae XBopn LUnenrAepa, bIakhaaiomh, 30KpeMa,

KpnxHKy noAixHHHoY xyAbxypn 3axoAy i, bIatak, noro icxopnHHnn necHMi3M.

HoAi6HO, AK B inuiHx annaAKax, ain i xyx e exAeKXHKOM, 3ano3HHyK)HH norAAAn npo

cenc icxopiY b icxopioco(|)iY FereAA; a npoxe 3Aincmo€ MOAH(|)iKaniK), 3aMimoK)HH

panionaAi3M FereAA na ippanionaAi3M, a xakoac AOAaFonn 6ioAoricxcbKi eAeMenxn,

B3Axi 3 Hinme.

Flop. Hanp.: «Ue BJiacne mh, cynacHi saxiAHboeBponeHui, iviaeMO BxijiHTH ocxaHHi MO>KjiHBocxi,

mo MicxAXbCA B HamiH KyAbxypi i He e ao KiHua 3peajii30BaHHMH, a cepcA Hac caMe Hiivmi no-

KaHKani Yx BxiaHXH». (Spengler, Historia, kultiira, polityka, 1 1).

Kolakowski, 13-14.

Stryjek, Ukraimka idea, 188.

PoMaH PaxMaHHMH, ‘'/iMHxpo Aohhob i lOpiH KaeH, 1933-1939”, b kh. lOeijieuHiiu sdipam

yKpai'HCbKoi eijibHoi aKadeMi'i navK e Kanadi, ynop. OacKcaHAcp Bapan, Oaer B. Lepyc i >lpocaaB

Po3yMHHM (BinHiner, 1976), c. 120; hht. 3a; PoMaH PaxMaHHHH, «H,MHxpo 4ohuob i MwKoaa

XBMabOBHH», 507.
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^OHUOB npHOHcyeaB KyjibTypi oco6jiHBy pojiK), yBa^KaioHH, mo caMe 3 hci p03-

noMHCTbCH npouec napioHajibHoro Bmpozi^CHHa; 6a 6ijibiiie: Ha Horo AyMKy, 6c3

noBHOuiHHOi KyjibxypH He MO^e icnyBaxH 3AopOBa nauia. Y ny6jiiuHCTMui bIh npH-

j

cBHHyBaB 6ijTbme yBara TaapyBannio KyjibxypH, na Horo AyMKy HenoBHOuinnoi, HKy

' bIh 03HaMyBaB hk «npoBaHcajibCbKy». rioe3ifl OpoBancy CHMBOJii3yBana, 3a Horo

‘ TBepA^KCHHflM, napajiin KyjibxypH, 6paK AOCTaxHboi BOJii ao ^hxxh iT XBOpuia i caMoV

I

Hau,ii. 3a aHajiorieK), /],ohuob y ueH cnoci6 OKpecjiiOBaB ABHma yKpaiHCbKoro Kyjib-

xypHoro xa nojiixHHHoro jkhxxh, HecBiAOMi a6o HCAOCxaxHbo cbIaomI rojioBHOi mcxh

! CBoro icHyBaHHH xa AiaJibHOCXH, ce6xo 3Ao6yxx5i He3ajie>KH0CXH. LJ,k) nojiixHHHy Mexy

j

^OHUOB yaa^aB a6cojHOXHHM bhhbom yKpaiHCbKOCXH; Jinme b He3ajie^HOMy 6yxxi

ocxaxoHHO 6yAe 3peani30BaH0 Miciio nauii. OpoBaHcajTbCbKi pncH bIh yGanaa hk y
nojiixHHHOMy )KHXxi, xaK i b yKpaiHCbKiH Kyjibxypi. BjiH3bKHH /l,0HU0By Gbpch Ma-

1 jraHiOK 03HaHyBaB aHajioriHHi HBHma 3HaHHO 6e3nocepeAHiuie - ManopociHCbKicxK),

j

KOMHJieKCOM Forojia, a6o ^ «HeAoyKpaiHCbKicxK)», cjiobom, y mHpmoMy KOHxeKCxi,

KOJIH HACXbCH npo HBHUJ,a eBpOHeHCbKOl KyjlbXypH, HCAOCXaXHbO C(J)OpMOBaHOK) Ha-

uioHajibHOK) cbIaomIcxh). OpeAcxaBHHKaivi «npoBaHcajibCbKoi» xenii - a b hofo

! iHxepnpexauii hhmh 6yjiH Bci cynacni nojiixHHHi ohohchxh, a xaKO)K ixni meHni no-

i
nepeAHHKH - npHOHcano pHCH, hkI b lUneHrjiepa noB’a3aHi 3 «xpaBOiAHHMH» - npH-

1
peHCHHMH Ha xe, mo6H 6yxH jKepxBOK). Y cboih KpHXHui yKpaiHCbKoi KyjibxypH pe-

,

AaKxop «BicxHHKa» cxBepA^ye, mo cxan KyjibxypH e BiAA3epKajieHHHM cxany na-

j

uioHajibHoi cbIaomocxh - «npoBaHcajTbcxBa», mo nepe^ae CBixornHA nacHBHHx

j

«xpaBOiAiB».

npoxHjie^HicxK) A.n« «npoBaHcanbcxBa» b po3yiviiHHi /],OHUOBa 6yjio «(|)aycxi-

ancxBO», a6o tk
, y LUnenriiepoBiH xepMiHOJiorii, (|)aycxiBCbKa xyjibxypa, mo e chhohI-

MOM (y po3yMiHHi uhx (J)ijioco(J)iB) eBponeHCbKOi xyjibxypH. /^onpoBa pe B3ipeub,

AO HKoro Mae nparnyxH yKpaiHCbKa xyjibxypa, B3ipeub, nacxo npoxHCxaBJHOBaHHH

y6orocxi yKpaiHCbKoro KyAbxypnoro xa nojiixHHHoro ^khxxh^^, mo CHMBOJii3ye naaaa

I OAHoro 3 eceiB «OaBcx KOHxpa /],paroMaHOB». Phch npeAcxaBHHKia 4)aycxiBCbKOi

j

KyjibxypH y /],0HU0Ba BmnoBiAaioxb umeHrAepiBCbKOMy «xH^aKOBi».

TpexiM ejieMCHxoM, mo BHKonye ^ynKuim KOHxpanyHKxy, 6yjia pociHCbKa Kyjib-

xypa, mo, B po3yMiHHi /],0HU0Ba, e BxijieHHflM 3jia h a3iHxcbKoro BapBapcxBa. Bnac-

! JiiAOK KijibKacoxpiHHOi Hajie>KHOcxH yKpaiHCbKHx 3eMejib PociHCbKiH iMnepii, hk

I

cxBepA^ye /1,ohuob, 6au,HJiH pociHCbKoi KyjibxypH niATonye 3AopOBC xijio yKpaiHCbKOi

j
KyjibxypH. Ox}Ke, hk bhaho, b KOHAenuii yKpaiHCbKoro ny6jiiuHCxa icnyioxb abb

|jj

hojhoch: Pocifl - Eapona. Aaxop 0AH03HanH0 opinioe ejieMCHXH uiei cxcmh: Pociio

!

oxoxo)KHK)e i 3 rHo6jieHHHM Ayxy h nauii, Eapony >k noxpaxxoBye hk chmboji cbo6oah
I Ayxy. yKpaiHa, 3 pauii cbofo FeonojiixHHHOFo po3xamyBanna, npHpeHena na BH6ip

V noMi)K Pocieio xa EaponoK). TpaAHuia ynoBHOBaacye BH3naxH yKpainy ax «cxiAHK)

i cxiny 3axoAy», xoMy Bci npoaBH y3ane)KHeHHa («npoBaHcajibcxBa») J1,ohuob yaaacae
I 3a 3paAy ax xpaAHuii, xax i icxopuHHOi Micii yxpa'mn.

(I

y npaui «HauioHajii3M», nanHcaniH 1926 poxy, /],ohuob naHHOBHime BHxnaB i

ij oGrpynxyaaB iAeio AwxoxoMiHHOxo noAiay Hauin. CxaepA^yionn, mo BiKna e 6axbxoM
I ycix peneii. Bin BH3naBaB, mo CHJibni ocoGncxocxi 3aBacAn npaxnyxb niAxopHXH

|l cjia6xHx. y ubOMy Micpi nac oco6jihbo uixaBHXb HHxanna xjiacH4)ixauii Hauiii - na

Ij

niAxopeni h xi, axi niAxopioioxb, nacHBHi h axxHBHi, BacHBaiOHH ^opMyjnoBanb

!|

Hop.: AMHxpo A,ohuob, HaifioHcviisM, b hofo Teopax, t. 1 (JlbBiB: KajibBapia, 2001), 171.
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asTopa, Hauii «(J)ejuiaxiB», «njie6eiB», «pa6iB» (Kaxeropii, mo Bi/tnoBiAaioxb dohhxxk)

«xpaBo‘mHHx» a6o ya UJneHrjiepiBCbKHx «pocjiHHOiAiB») i Haiiii «rocnoAapiB», «bojio-

AapiB», «naxpHuiiB» (Kaxeropii, mo BiAnoBiAaioxb hohjixxk) «xH>KaKiB»). «TpaBo'mH»,

Hauii' pa6iB, nparnyxb ao 3jio6yxx5i cnoKoio, rapMOHii, cxaOijiisauii i BOanaioxb y
UbOMy HaHBHmy uiHHicxb, xaK po3yMiK)Xb macxji. «XH>KaKH», Hauii «rocnoAapiB»,

yGanaioxb cbok) Mexy b nanyBaHHi, b nparHCHHi 3Ao6yxH BJIa/^y. B 6ypxjiHBHx no^iax,

5iKi npHHecjia Flepuia cbIxobb BiHHa, ^ohu,ob OaHHXb iiiaHC Ha xe, mo Hauia-njie6eH

cxaHC Haui€io-BOJiOAapeM“^. Uh nepeMina e ajih Hboro rojiOBHOK) Mexoio. Bm xoro, ao
HKHX uiHHocxeH HOKjiHKaexbCfl Jlixepaxypa, Ha AyMxy /],0HU0Ba, 3aneHCHXb AyxoBHHH
cxaH Hau,ii, iT bojui m ^hxxa i caMopeani3auii. bIh yBa^Kae, yKpaiHCbKi HHCbMCH-

HHKH, HKHX, 3 oxjiH/iy Ha iXHC Niicue B cycnijibcxBi, Bin bbb^bb npoBO^HpaiviH nauii,

yxixaioxb bIa ^hxxji, e nacHBHHMH cnorAflAanaiviH, a He aKXHBHHMH Horo yHacHHKaMH,

xBopaMH ecxexHKy pa6ia, HaHHacxiuie Ao6poBmbHHx.
riaM’HxaiOHH npo lilneHraepoBe npoxHcxaBaenna xpaBoiAie i XH^Kaxia xa npH-

HHcyBany im BiAMinnicxb AyxoBHoro cxany^^ noAHBiiviocfl xenep hk /I^ohuob aoc-

xocoBye mo ono3HuiHHy napy ao noxpeO CBoei jiixepaxypHOi ny6AiuHCXHKH.

yaancae peAaxxop «JlixepaxypHO-HayKOBoro BicxHHKa», xoh yKpaiHCbKiH Aixepaxypi

3aAae «xpaBoiAHa ecxexHKa». Cynacny aixepaxypy ain Ha3HBaa Aixepaxypoio rpen-

KOciiB, a xaKO>K cxaepA>KyBaB, mo Aixepaxypy, axa penpe3eHxye AHU,apcbKi iAeanH,

oropnyAO aiAKOBHxe 3a6yxxa^°. Bin xaapyaaa iAHAiHHe ysBAenna aihchocxh, 4)iJio-

co^iio HenpoxHBAeHHfl 3Ay. VKpaiHCbKi nHCbMeHHHKH - HK Bin IX noAae - myKaioxb

rapMOHii xa chokok), aGanaiOMH b ahx uIhhocxhx xpacy, xmm hbcom hk cnpaajKHC

ACHXXH (i Kpaca) npojiBAflexbca b AHcrapMonii, cynepeHHOcxHX i 6opoxb6i: oahbk

xBopui BxiKaioxb bIa Hboro, «3aMHKaiOHHCb y aneMinHiH Kpaci caoro ecxexHHHoro

rexxo»^'. /],OHUOB BKaxaa na hphhhhh uiei XBopoOw, mo niATonye oprani3M nauiY xa iT

KyAbxypH, B>Ke b ecei, nanHcanoMy me Aecaxb poxia nepeA thm, «KpH3a HamoV

AixepaxypH». Hk bIh yjiBAJiB, npHHHH 6yAO abI: BHyxpimHH - ncHxoAori5i pa6a h

BAacxHBa HOMy nacHBHicxb, mo nopoA^xye «AexaAeHxcbxe p03yMiHHH xpacH», xa

30BHiiHH5i - HeBiAHOBiAHicxb xapaxxepOBi enoxH. yxpaiHCbxiH xyjibxypi 6paxye ah-

HaMi3My, BOAi >xhxxh. MHXu,i He xonyxb OaHHXH xpacy b CBixi, b axoiviy nimo He e, a

Bce cxaexbca, b axoiviy nanyioxb cynepeHHOCxi, b HxoMy - xyx /],ohuob nepe(|)pa30Bye

repaxjiixa - «BiHHa e OaxbxoM ycix peHeH»^l >Ix y AaBHi nacH, po3Ayiviye aaxop.

TaM caMo, 50.

Flop.: «XH>KaK e HaHBHmox) <|)opMOK) siabHoro >khtth. Boho osHanae MaKCHMyM cboOoah aas

iHiBHx i Aaa ce6e, MaKCHMyM BiAnoBiaajibHOcxi 3a ce6e, caMOXHOCxi, KpaHHio HeoOxiaHicxb yxpn-

MyBaxH ce6e npn >KMXxi 3a nocepeaHHuxBOM 6opoxb6H, nepeMOXH xa HHiiieHHH. Bhcokofo panry

aioacbKOMy poaoBi Haaae xe, mo bIh xH>xaubKHH.

OcKiabKH Aoaa xpaBo'mHHx - cxaxw 3ao6HHHK), bohm, BiaxaK, HaMaramxbCB yHHKHyxH CBoro

npH3HaHeHHH, BxixaioHH 6c3 6opoxb6M. HaxoMicxb xH>KaK 3iio6yBae 3ao6HH. IHChxxh uhx nepmHx c

B HaHraMOmiR Roro cyxi oOopoHHHM, apyroro - HacxynaabHMM, cyBopHM, a<opcxoKHM,

pyRHiBHHM.... y xpaBOiaHHX iHaHBiayaabHy R cnabHy aymy aaMmae iviHoacHHa. rpoMaaa. cniabHi

BiaHyxxa i aiaabwicxb MacH. A hhm MCHme noxpeOycm inmHX. xhm cnabHimHM xh e.... Oxo>k

icHye ... exHKa XMacaxiB i exHKa xpaBoiAHHx» (Spengler, Historia, kiiltiira, polityka, 40-42).

il,MHxpo /Yohuob, «KpM3a Hamo! aixepaxypH». .nimeparnypHO-HavKoeuii eicniHUK, 1923, 4,

UHX. 3a Roro kh. /Jei Jiimepamypii nauioi do6ii (Topouxo: FoMiu yKpaiHH, 1958; nepeapyK: JlbBiB.

1991), 48.

Aohuob, «Hame aixepaxypHC rexxo», b Roro kh. JJei Jtimepamypii Hauio'i dodiu 215.

i],OHHOB, «KpH3a HamoV aixepaxypH». b Roro kh.

/

lei Jiimepamypu nauioi do6ii, 48.
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,

jiixepaTypa Morjia rapMOHisyeaTH is AyxoM ceoei enoxH, xaK y nacH BejiHnesHHX

noxpHciHb i 3MiH - He xijibKH y cycnijibHOMy npocxopi, ane h y c4>epi Ayxy, b enoxy

«3aHena;iy MaxepiajiisMy i HapOA^KeHHfl ippanioHajibHoro, HecnoKiHHoro nparHeHHfl

xoro, mo HOBe», xaxi xeH/j,eHuii e cMepxejibHO HeOesncHHHMH ajih Hapii. Ua xBopo6a

i Moace 3hhili,mxh Becb opranisM Hauii', po6jiaHH Horo HCSAaxHHM ao onipHOCXH h

1 HecnpoMoacHHM 6yxH cynepHHKOM iHLUHM HauiaM^^ Aaxop BiAMOBjiae b \j\ xoro, uj,o6h

j

THaxHca 3a nyacHMH BsipuaMH, a HaxoMicxb pa^nxb noBepnyxHca ao BAacHOi, uiei «no-

cnpaBacHbOMy HauioHaAbHOi» xpaAHuii, hobhoi repoiHHoro naxocy i Ayxy SBHxaxH. 3-

I 3a H03HXHBHHX KyAbxypHHX BsipuiB AJia HacAiAyeaHHa, hkhm e, soKpeivia, «Caobo o

I

noAKy IropeBiM», nporAaAae pacHcxcbKa iAeoAoria: «Xi6a tk y u,hx repoax, y uin

MOBi, B ubOMy CBixoFAaAi He BHyBaexbca saBOHOBHHHbKO-XHacaubKHH Ayx 6iAoi' pacH,

xiei 6iAOi pacH, axa bIa [6hxbh npH] Flyaxbe na xaxaAOHCbKHX seiviAax, y nauiHx

I

cxenax - sajiisHOio pyKOK) cxpHMyBana noAi6Hi hoxoah MonroAia? Xi6a ac ue ne e

MOBa Bcix KOHKicxaAopia, mo saaoHOByioxb KOHXHHenxH? MoBa xhx, KOMy naneacHXb

I

CBix?»^'^.

noAiSny MOBy BacHBaa UlneHrAep, HHmyHH npo hoaIa na xpaBOiAiB i XHacaxia y

1
npau,i «JlK)AHHa i xexHiKa», ane h SHanno paAHKanbHimi, niac bIh, aaxopH

I

(PosenGepr, Kpix, lUe(J)ep), hhh sb’asok is (^amHSMOM aac naATO oneBHAHHH, a

I

xaKoac nonepeAHHKH ^auiHSiviy, noMiac inuiHx TiGGon, ToGino, lUaAbMaHep.

3oKpeMa, AO uhx ocxannix naneacaa F’iocxoh MeiviGepAeH, anrAO-HiivieubKHH

(J)iAoco(J) KyAbxypH, akhh y npaui «Die Grundlagen des XIX Jahrhunderts»

oGrpyHxyaaa «icxopHHHy Micim apiHCbKOi pacH». Y AHXoaanoMy (j)parMeHxi

UJneHrAepiBCbKHMH e «XH>KaKH» i Ayx GiAOi pacH (inma cnpaaa, mo, sa

LUneHrAepoM, caob’ahh ne naneacanH ao Gmoi' pacH; ain sapaxoayBaa ix cniAbHO 3

GanxiiiuaMH ao KOAbopoBoY pacH). 3aiviicxb osHaneHHa «aiKiHrH KpOBH»^^, /],ohuob

yacHBae «KOHKicxaAopH», GescyMniano, GyAynH saxonAeHHH icnancbKHMH

i) saBOiOBaHHAMH HoBOFO Caixy i, 3 Apyroro Goxy, npaxHyHH yHHKHyxH oneaHAHOi

HenocAiAOBHOCXH. Bo tk BixinrH (aGo ac aaparH) saBomaanH h seMAi KHiBCbKOi PycM,

npo mo HAexbca b UHXoaanoMy xexcxi IlIneHrAepa, oahbk /],ohuob naneano xoxia

yHHKHyxH sraAOK npo ue, ocxiAbKH ue pyiinyBano Gh hofo KOHuenuiK) noBepHenna

I

AO repoiHHHx nacia i saGyxoi xpaAHuiY AaBHboi KHaacoi PycH. Y ubOMy (J)parivieHxi

j

xaKoac sayHHXb BiAAynna xesH npo BwGpany pacy (xyx: Giny, b ocHoaniH aepciV

pacHSMy - HOpAHHHy pacy) ak pacy rocnoAapia (saBOHOBHHKia caixy) i cahhofo b

I icxopii XBopua cnpaaacHboi KyAbxypH.

j

y panime UHXOBaHiH cxaxxi 3 1932 poxy «Hame Aixepaxypne rexxo» /],ohuob

j:

nponoHye sa BsipueM UlneHrAepiBCbKOi cxhkh noAiAHXH h ecxexHxy, npH HOMy cxa-

paexbca nanepcA amGHXH axaxH KpHXHKH n MoacAHBC SBHHyBaHeHHa b xoMy, mo ain

I
npHnHcye Aixepaxypi CAyacGoay poAfo. Bin poGnxb ue, BAaiOHHCb ao apryMenxia

I

Hiume: uHxye posAori 4)parivieHXH «HeBHacHHx po3AyMiB». «MHCxeuxBO ak cxHMyA
acHxxA» - AO uboro sboahxbca bhchobok, GaaoBanwH na Hiume. Taxy nasay HOCHXb

iuma cxaxxA /^OHuoaa, b Axiii ain posnpaaAACxbCA 3 aaxoxeAiHHHM posyMiuHAM

MHCxeuTBa xa racAOM «L’art pour I’art))^^. Y ubOMy Micui bhaho, b axhh cnociG y

I

TaM caMO, 66-67.

jf
TaM caMo, 67.

I

Spengler, «Czlowiek i technika», b hofo kh. Historia, kultura, polityka, 68.

I /loHUOB, «L’art pour Part hh ak cxHMyji )KHTTfl?», b Horo kh. JJei Jiimepamypu Hauio'i do6u,

I
225-57.

I
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^OHUOBa {j)inoco(})iH Hiume noeAHyerbca h lUneHrjiepoBOK). Hiu,me e cyTreBHM

AonoBHCHHHM, a B DHTaHHi, HKC HBC xyx uiKBBHXb, bIh Bi^irpac pojiK) HesanepeHHoro

aBxopHxexy. Horo norjia^H no^aHO xaK, iuo6h BHSHaxH Yx HesanepeHHHMH xa Baro-

MiuiHMH CynpOXH iHUIHX i/lCH (J)ijlOCO(l)iB i nHCbMCHHHKiB, mo IX npHHMae /^OHUOB^^

06’cAHyK)HH noAiJi jiioach Ha «xpaBOiAHHx» i «xH5KaKiB» i3 HaAJnoAHHOio Hiu,uie,

/^OH^OB npHKJia;iae u} mei ao jiixopaiypH. Bopoxb6a BHyxpiuiHboi HaiypH 3

npHpoAOK), a He noKipna 3XOAa na aobkojihuihk) AiHcnicxb, i 3Mina, AHHaiviiHHHH

npouec, a ne xpHaanna - ui cynepeHHOcxi, hkhm /^ohuob npHHHcye, BCJii^ 3a

UlneHmepoM (i Ferejicivi), uinnicni xapaxxepHCXHKH, i Aajii BnHcani b ecxexHHHy

KOHuenuiK). HoBa exHxa ann Hboro HCBi/miJibHa nocxyjibOBanoY hoboY ecxexHKH b

yKpaYHCbKin jiixepaxypi: «iAea, npo axy xyx mobb, ue Iach ecxexHKH Bi^Ba^HHX

JifOACH, HKy a npoxHcxaBJisK) ecxexHui xpaBoYAHHx.,.. U,e ecxexHxa, mo B)Ke Mae b nac

cboYx repojibmB i noHHHae KpHcxajii3yBaxHCH hk OKpeMiuiHH xcHia; a Ha3BaB 6h iT

HOBO-pOMaHXH3MOM. BOHa HOCXae i3 HOBOY (aHXH-XpaBOYAHO'O eXHKH HOBOrO nOKO-

jiiHHfl, Koxpe Bi^KHAae “6e3npeAMexHHH Kyjibx xepniHHa”, a na ^Hxxeai y/iapH pearye

UK Ha “ocoOHCxy 3HeBary”»^^. XyAO>KHbOMy BxijieHHK) uieY CBoepiAHoY «ecxexHHHoY

XeOpiY» /],OHUOB npHCBflXHB HOXHpH pOKH HO XOMy poBBi^Ky «TpariHHi OnXHMicXH»^^

B jiKiH, noKjiHKaiOHHCb HB HiumeaHCbKC «amor fati» hk (|)ijioco(l)iK) BiAeara'^^ Bin

CXBOpHB o6pa3 HOKOJliHHfl XepoYHHHX XBOpuiB, HOB’jIBaHOrO 3 «BicXHHKOM», mO HOXO

Bin peAaryBBB. /],ohuob cxaepA^yaaB, mo xijibKH b uin (j)ijioco4)iY e cnpaB)KHfl xpaca.

OapaAOKC y XOMy, mo Bin noB’fl3yBaB iT 3 anoKanincHCOM. LJ,e oahh i3 He6araxbox

xcKCxiB JI,0HU0Ba, B HKOMy 3’flBjiaexbCJi Biaifl Kinua icxopiY; mojkjihbo, bIh niAAaBca

cyrecxHBHiH noe3iY xa npopoMHM Bi3i»M xaKoro 6AH3bKoro HOMy i oxone 3raAyBaHoro

MajiBHK)Ka. SAaexbca, mo MenmHH bhjihb xyx mbb UJneHrjiepiB Kaxacxpo(|)i3M. Oahbk
6e3cyMHiBHO, mo nocxyjisxH, hk! cxocymxbca hoboY ccxcxhkh b yKpaYHCbxiH

Jiixepaxypi, hoxoahxb am UJneHrjiepa. nopianaHMO xonajibHicxb abox 4>parMeHxiB:

MajiaHiOK, KjieH, Tejiira, MoceHA3, Ojib^hh - i MOH<e, me oahh a6o aboc - ocb ui

xpariMHi onxHMicxH, Koxpi noOaMHAH Kpacy b repoYsMi.... Y KOACHy xewy bohh

BHecAH meepdicmb, Hanojieajiueicmb, saesHmmfi i aOcoAioxHy BiAcyxnicxb U03h:

"eopda sejvtm ”, “eopdi dymi

TBepaicxb, pHMCbKa XBepaicxb noHHHae xenep nanyBaxH b csixi. UJbhako aah ho-

rocb iHmoro B>Ke He Oyae Micua. MHCxeuxBO - xaK, aAC b Gexoni h cxaAi, noesia -

xaK, aAe nHcana AiOAbMH si cxaAeBHMH HepBawH h nemaAHHM hofahaom, pcAiria -

xaK, aAe 6epH cniaaHHK, a ne KoH^yuia na nepnanoMy nanepi, i hah ao uepKBH, no-

'

BescyMHiBHO, Hiume He 6yB HesanepenHHM aBTopHrexoM aah XloHuosa. /I,ohuob, BOHesHAb, ne

npHHMaB KpHTHKH iCTOpHHHOrO MHCJICHHA, HKy 3AiHCHK)BaB HiumC, Xa HOrO CnpOTHB (})iAOCO^il

Fereas. 3a Hiume, icxopHHHa ceiAoviicTb MO>Ke 6yxH poaobhok) niACxaBOK) iHepxHOCxH oco-

GHCTOcxeH. Aohuob He Mir 6h noroAHTHca 3 tbkhm norAHAOM, a npoxe b A<OAHOMy si CBoix XBopiB

BiH He KpHTHKyc Hiumc; BAaexbca ao CBod CTpaxerii: BHOwpac noMi>K norAHAia Hiume xi, axi

MO>Kyxb 6yxH npHAaxni aah hofo uiAew.

Aohuob, «Hame Aixepaxypne rexxo», 224 .

AoHUOB,«TpariHHi onxHMicxH», b iioro kh. JJei Jiimepaniypu nauioi do6ii, 279-85 .

Hop.: «Bopoxb6a BHyxpimnboY npnpoAH is soBHimHboio B>Ke He BiAHyBaexbea ak nemaexa ...

aAe BiAHyBarrbea ak BeAHKHH cene )khxxa, akmh oOAaropoAAcye - xaK AyMaa Hiume: amor fati»

(Spengler, «Czlowiek i teehnika», b hofo kh. Historia, kiiltura, polityka, 43 ).

' TaM eaMO, 284. Kypena MiH - O. F.
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jiixHKa - xaK, ane saificHioBaHa aep>KaBHHMH aianaiviH, a He pe4)opiviaxopaMH caixy.

Himo iHUje 6epexbca zio yaarH'^".

^OHUOB noAae ue npoxHcxaejieHHH b KaxeropHHHMH cnoci6, cxBepA^yiOHH, mo

j

icHyioxb ABi AixepaxypH, cnpomeHO - Jiixepaxypa CAa6KHX akdacm, pa6ia, i Aixepa-

i xypa AfOACH BiAbHHX i CHAbHHX, mo caIa oahoshahho noB’flsyBaxH \3 KOHuenuieK)

haaaioahhh Hiuiiie. BaHCHHA hoboY AixepaxypH, mo BUHHKae Ha pyiHax cxapoi,

HCcnpoMOACHOi saAOBOAbHHXH BHKAHKH HOBOl CHOXH, bIsIa AixcpaxypH, mo (j)opMye

AFOACH HHHy, CynpOBOA^CyBBAA J^OHUOBa BiA MHXi, KOAH BiH OHOAHB pCAAKUiK) «JIi-

xepaxypHO-HayKOBoro BicxHHKa». Boabobc sycHAAA, Hanpyra, AHHaMisM - ue, 3a

^OHUOBHM, CACMeHXH, HcoOxiAHi A-HH Toro, mo6 yKpaiHCbKA Aixepaxypa cxaAa noB-

HouiHHOK). He AO KiHUA 3p03yMiA0, AKOMy exanoBi p03BHXKy KyAbxypH b 3araAb-

I

HOMy ceHci, BHAiACHOiviy b UJneHrAepa, BiAnoBiAaAa 6h onwcyBaHa xax xyAbxypa.
' Bo AC /],0HU0B He BnpoBAAAcye p03pi3HeHHA MiAc KyAbxypoio xa uHBiAi3auieK> ak 3a-

I

HenaAHHUbKHH exan p03BHXKy KyAbxypn; naneBHO, aji« Hboro ue 6yAO ApyropAAne

HHxaHHA B lUneHrAepOBiH KOHuenuii. Be3cyMHiBHHM, oahak, e xe, mo npHHUHn

npoxHAeACHOCxeH, mo Horo Bin npHHMae, nocxiiiHoi 6opoxb6H uinnocxeM, BKopine-

I HHX y «ACHXXi», i ABHm, CXBOpiOBAHHX AK)AbMH, BKA3ye HA CXAH piBHOBArH mIaC UHMH
HOAiocaMH, mo y UJneHrAepa xapaKxepH3ye BHCOxi xyAbxypH b noBHOxi po3KBixy"^^

I Te, mo y XBopax icxopioco4)a e onHCOM MHHyAoro cxany peneH (piBHOBara npoxH-

! AeACHOCxeH), y ^ohaoba BiAnoBiAae nocxyAbOBanoMy cxanoBi, mo Horo npHHece

HeAanexe ManGyxHe. Biaiio uiei MaROyxHboi xyAbxypH, b akIh 3anaHyioxb hoba exHxa

H ecxexHKA, nepeAano 3a AonoMoroFO Mexa(|)opH; haaba cxaxxi - «Hame AixepaxypHe

rexTO» - BiACHAae ahtaha ao oohaxxa, noB’A3anoro i3 nenpOHHKHicxio, aBxapKicK).

«LJa hoba exHKA H ecxexHKA - xiAbKH BOHH - 3pyHHyK)Xb Myp Hamoro rexxo, akhm, ao

I

neBHOi MipH, MH AoOpoBiAbHO ce6e oxohhah». /1,ohuob neBHnaAKOBO bhkophcxab

noHAxxA «rexTO», a ne «3aryiviiHOK», a6o hobcioaho BACHBane b AixepaxypniH AUCKycii

B CoBGTCbKiH YKpaiHi «npocBixa» ak CHHoniivi aBxapKiHHOi no3Hmi, 3aKpHxocxH ao

BCix BRAHBiB i330BHi. HiACHAPOfOMH HefAXABHO 3a6apBAeHi 03HAHeHHA XA

npOTHCXABAAIOHH IX uiHHOCXAM, mO MAIOXb npHHeCXH 6aACAHi 3MiHH, ABTOp CbIaOMO

MAHinyAioe eMouiAMH. HacKiAbKH xpHBOAcni ue 6yAH 3ycHAAA CBiAHHXb 3aBepmeHHA

I

cxaxxi: «I na paBHHiB i3 rexxo, ak i na caMe rexxo, npHHAC koahcb KiHeub». SaicHa pin,

I

He MOACHA BiAHHxyBaxM ui CAOBA Mepe3 npH3My BOCHHoro AOCBiAy xa foAOKOCxy,

I

ocKiAbKH ue 6yAO 6h uaAyACHXxAM: aaxop BHKopHCxoBye uk) Mexa^opy b cepeAHHi

j!

1930-x poKiB. Aue ckaaaho ne BH3HaxH, mo xaKoro mxH6y bhcaobh cniaxBopHAH
I axMoc(})epy HHMpaa OiAbmoi HenaBHCxn h B3aeMHHx ynepeuAcenb y 1930-x poKax.

h AHxoxoMiMHHM noAiAOM Ha «xpaBOiAiB» i «xHAcaKiB» y /],OHUOBa 6e3nocepeAHbo

I

noB’A3AHa KaxeropiA 4^aycxiBCbKoi KyAbxypH, nacxo 03HaHyBAHa ak 4>aycxiBCbKa
!

' AiOAHHA a6o AC (j)aycxiBCbKa Ayma (3a lUnenrAepoM) a6o ac Ayx Oaycxa (XaHAbOBuii).

I

LJ,iH KyAbxypi /],ohuob npHUHcye xaKi BAacxHBOCxi, ak aKXHBHicxb, eKcnancHBHicxb,

I
' iHAHBiAyani3M, necnoKiuHHH Ayx, ce6xo AKOcxi, aHaAorinni ao xhx, mo ix npHHH-

'
‘ cyfoxb «xHAcaKaM». Y lUneHrAepa'^'^ ueii 3b’a30k ne e xakhm 6e3nocepeAHiM: cckoachIh

Spengler, «Pesymizm?», b Horo kh. Historia, kultura, polityka, 100.

Spengler, Historia, kultura, polityka, 9.

Flop.: «AnojiJiOHiBCbKOK) BiAxenep HasHBaxHMy ayiuy aHXHHHoi KyAbxypH, «Ka oSpajia HyxxeBo

npHcyxHC, iHAHBiAyajibHe xiao hk HeajibHHH xhh aah xoro, mo npoxHACHc. Bm naciB Himue ue

03HaMeHHfl sposyMiae KOACHOMy. UpoxHcxaBAAK) ih (l)aycxiBCbKy uyuiy, chmboaom hkoY e hhcxhh,
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is LiHX Kyjibxyp npHOHcyiOTb hk xi BjiacxHBOCxi, mo 6yjiH xapaKxepni hccbI-

AOMoro icHyBaHHfl xa “achxxh”, xax i xi, mo i'x npHOHcyaanH icHyBaHHK) b 6aAbOpoMy
cxani xa UMBiaisauii))'*^. >Ik naM’axaeivio, «xpaBOiAHi» y UlneHmepa 6yjiH npHpeneHi

Ha xe, mo6H 6yxH ^xepxBOK), nacHBHa noKipHicxb AOAi, a «xH>KaKH» 6yAH xBopmiMH
CBoei AOAi. JlioAHHa, mo Hane>KHXb ao ^aycxiBCbKOi xyAbxypH, Mae HCHHCACHHi pHCH,

mo i'x npHHHcyFOXb HecaiAOMOMy icHyBaHHK) (Dasein) xa AOKijibKa pHC, ba>kahbhx

Ana «>KHxxa»: AHHaMisM, aKXHBHicxb xa icxopHHHicxb. Phch icnyBaHHa b OaAbopoMy
cxaHi (Wachsein), mo i’x UJneHrAep npHHHcye AioAHwi (J)aycxiBCbKo’i xyAbxypH - ue

caMOCBiAOMicxb, caMOXHicxb ao OesKiHCHHOcxH, BHyxpiuiHa posipBaHicxb, ApaMaxHSM.

HaHHOBHiuie pHCH «4)aycxiBCbKoi’ ak)ahhh» /],ohuob bhkaab y npaui «HauioHa-

Ai3M» (1926). ToMaui CxpHCK, aHanisyioHH u,e HHxaHHa, BHAiAae micxb eACMCHxiB, mo
paSOM CKJiaAatOXb /],OHU,OBCbKHH SpaSOK AIOAHHH: BOJllOHXapHSM i aHXHiHXeACK-

xyanisM; peBOAKmiHHicxb i aHXHnau,H4)i3M; poMaHXHSM, AorMaxHSM xa miosioHisM;

(})aHaxH3M i aMopanbHicxb; noxpeOa CHHxesy HauioHanisMy h iHxepHauioHaAisMy;

«xBopHe HacHAbcxBO» xa BHSHaHHa aBxopHxexy «iHipiaxHBHo’i mchuiocxh))^^. Y nyOai-

HHCXHHHHX xcKCxax i cccax xoro nepioAy Hacxo spHHae na npo6A6Ma, npoxe b 6iAbm

«AixepaxypHiH» (|)opMi. Aaxop noKAHKaexbca GesnocepcAHbo ao (})aycxiBCbKoii’ AereH-

AH, B6aHaK)HH B AOMOHiSMi nOSHXHBHi uiHHOCXH H CXBCpAACyiOHH, mO «HeraXHBHHH

nOAK)C XBOpMO’l CHAH, mO HpABHXb CBixOM» - H6, 3A CBOCK) npHpOAOK), pyilliHHa CHAa

Bcix BCAHKHX CHpaB, a acoAGH FCHiH HC Moacc 6c3 He’i' oOiHXHca. B ecei’ «KpoK BnepeA»

(1926), ony6AiKOBaHOMy xoro tk poxy, mo h «HamoHani3M», a oxace, acabc nepes

KiAbxa poxiB nicAa BHXOAy «CyxiHKiB EBponH», mo noHHHaioxbca 3 noBxopeHHa -

MaHace ceterum censeo - niACxaBOBo’i aaa /],0HU0Ba iAe’i - hcoOxIahocxh posipaaxH

SB’asKH 3 pociHCbKOK) KyAbxypoK) xa noBepHyxHca ao EaponH i xhm camhm AOAy-

MafOHHCb AO roAOBHoro cxpHacHa AixepaxypHo’i AMCKycii’ b yKpaiHi, aaxop onpHaBHHB

BAacHC posyMiHHa 4>aycxiBCbKoii’ apoahhh xa xyAbxypH, axy BOHa xBopHXb. Hhmh 6yAH

HccxpHMHe nparHCHHa ao ManGyxHboro, noxar ao CAaBH, ao BHpaaccHHa ce6e, ao

naHyaaHHa, ao noAOAaHwa Bcix nepeujKOA, mo cxoaxb Ha Aoposi ao uhx uIach. CaMe

HHX pHC, Ha AyMKy pcAaxxopa «BicxHHKa», 6yAa nosOaBAena yxpaiHCbKa Aixepaiypa.

/l,o uboro HaneOxo cnpHMHHHAHca napoAHHKH xa hocaIaobhhkh /],paroMaHOBa, xhm

caMHM nosOaBAaioHH yKpai’HCbxy xyAbxypy i caMy Hauiio nparncHHa ao MailOyxHboro,

U,eH eceil npHCBaneno axpas ananisoBi neraxHBHHx pHC yKpai’HCbxo’i’ xyAbiypH.

Baacani axocxi, saraAbni b eBponeHCbKiH xyAbxypi, s’aBAamxbca AHuienb y
HeHHCACHHMX HpCACXaBHHKiB yKpaiHCbKO’l KyAbXypH (UleBMCHKO, Jleca yxpaiHKa).

PeiHxa saAHiuaioxbca Bipni AipHSMOBi, ne oacHBACHOMy naBixb moHaHMenuiMM AyxoM
6ynxy, a6o ac GesAapno Koniioioxb xe, mo, na AyMxy )^OHUOBa, e caMOK) ecenuieK)

eBponeHCbKo’i xyAbxypH - AGMonisMy i npOMexei’sMy.

/],OHLi,OB, cnpomyKDMM KOHuenuiK) LUneHrAepa, BBaacaa, mo acHxxa cKAAAaexbca 3

ABOX nepBHiB - axxHBHoro xa nacHBHoro, 3 MacH i chah"*^, a yKpamcbKi XBopui

6e3Me>KHHH npocxip, a “xijioM” e Kyabxypa saxi^Hix xpaiH, mo posKBiraa b X CToairri BOAHonac is

HapoAJKeHHSM poMaHCbKoro CTHAK) Ha HopAHHHHx piBHHHax HOMi>K JlaOoK) i Taxo» (O. Spengler,

«Dusza kultury», po3A. 3, h. 2, b hopo kh. Zmierzch Zachodii, x. 1; hht. sa: Kolakowski, Spengler,

224).

Kolakowski, 103.

Stryjek. Ukrainska idea, 173.

J\. i3,OHHOB, «OaBCT ripoTH /l,paroMaHOBa». b iloro kh. Haiua doda i Jiimepamypa (JlbBiB, 1936);

nepcApyK. b hopo kh. JJei Jiimepamypu nauioi do6u, 40.
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1
KyjibTypH AoOpoeijibHO eiAMOBHjiHCfl bIa aKTHBisMy. Y xaKHM cnoci6 bohh npnpeKAH

Hauiio Ha nacHBHe 6yxTfl (sBaHC y lUneHrAepa HecaiAOMHM 6yTTHM) i no36aBHAH Horo

rOAOBHOl TBOpHOl pHCHI iHAHBiAyaJliSMy, Po6aHMH, BHaCAiAOK Uboro, 3 HapOAy 6C3-

j

BOAbHy Macy, cycnmbcxBO, HecnpOMO^He npopBaxHca jxo He3ajie>KH0CXH. Foaobhok)

' npHHHHOK) J],0HU0B yBBACBB 6paK BOAi. U,e xapaKxepHe aaa /],OHU,OBa nepenAexcHHA

' iACH xpbox 4)iAOCO(j)iB: FereAA (BCAHKa Hapia - icxopHHHa Hauia), Hipme (boaa chah)

i
xa lUneHrAepa (chphhhhxxa icxopii xa noAixHKH hk c4)epH chabhhx xBopnHX oco-

Ohcxocxch). U,eH ^iAOCO(J)CbKHH eKAeKXH3M BCAe 6e3HOcepeAHbo ao HapioHaAic-

' xHHHOi iAeoAorii. SAaxHicxb Hapii HaxHHyxH cbok) boak), AHKxyBaxH yMOBH b cxocyH-

Kax i3 iHUIHMH HauiAMH, /^OHUOB yBaACaB BHABOM iT ACHXXeBOl aKXHBHOCXH H HCOO-

xiAHOK) yMOBOK) 36epe>KeHHA HapioHanbHoro 6yxx«.

nOXAAAH /],OHU,OBa HA l\Q HHXaHHA HC BHpi3HAAHCA HiHHM 0C06aHBHM HA CBpO-

i neHCbKOMy xAi. Hauia, noxpaKxoByBAHa ak ochobha uiHHicxb, mo Mae Mexa(|)i3HHHe

I

oOrpyHxyBAHHA, ak i iT noxAX ao caMopeaAi3au,ii - ce6xo cxBopCHHA chabhoi Aep-

ACABH 3a AonoMoroK) Bcix AOCxynHHX 3aco6iB - u,e KaxeropiA, cniAbHa a-hh Bcix cb-

j

pOnCHCbKHX HauiOHAAi3MiB.

B ecei «PociA hh EBpona», mo 6yB CBoepiAHHM niAcyMKOM AixepaxypHoi ahc-

! Kycii B CoBCxcbKiH yKpaiHi, J],ohaob xicHime noB’A3ye 4>aycxiBCbKy AiOAHHy, Axy

I

6aHHXb AK ABHryH, mo e pymieM 3axiAHboi pHBiAiBauii, 3 hohaxxam pacH. Tyra 3a

I

BCAHKHM HpH3HaHeHHAM, HOBCAKHACHi HOpHBAHHA i p03MAX BOaI, BACC npHHHCy-

j

K)XbCA He 4)aycxiBCbKiH AiOAHni h He nauii, aAe eBponeHCbKiH paci (y LUneHrAepa -

jl

6iAiH paci). /1,ohuob xyx 3AiHCHK)e uixaBy pin: 6a5KAK)HH npHHHcaxH yKpaiHi eapo-

1

' neiicbKi pHCH, - xako>k i3 nepcneKXHBH xeopii pacH, - Bin BnpoBAA>Ky€ BapA3bKHH

eAeMenx, paniuje onpHABAeHHH y MaAaniOKa - ak y noe3ii, xak i b eceicxHui. y
XAKHH cnoci6 BapAriB (HopMaHAUie) 6yAO bh3haho npanpamypaMH yKpaiHuiB, mo b

I

Ayci xeopii pacH poOnxb i3 hhx 6iAy pacy, ao xoro >k pacy repMancbKy.

/],OHU,OB BAaeXbCA AO HOpiBHAHHA, 6a30BaH0F0 Ha aHAAOril AO (J)i3HHHHX npo-

ueciB. yKpaiHCbKa napiA - a xoHHime iT Ayma - nepeOyaae b cxaAii' KpHCxaAi3auii

AOBKOAa BapA3bKoro nepBHA, npoxe xaoc i 6e3AAA, mo ix BnpOBAA>Kye pociMcbKa
' KyAbxypa, nepemKOAAcaioxb Hau,ioHaAbHiH cxpyKxypi «3acxHrHyxH». Gahhhm Mexo-

; AOM, 3ABAAKH AKOMy MOACe BiAOyXHCA HpOUeC KpHCXaAi3auii’ (hHXAH: 03AOpOBAeHHA

Aymi) e «nepexoHAeHHA iT y Borni xa 3AAi3i xiei eBponeHCbKOi KyAbxypH, b AKiii

I
BHKyBanacb qyAOBa h chabha Ayrua eBponeiiuA, aka afoOhxb BnopAAKOByBaxH achxxa

3a CBOiM y^oAo6aHHAM»'‘^

I HanepeAOAHi Apyroi CBixoBoY BiiiHH /],ohu,ob 3BepnyBCA ao inmoro CHMBOAy. /]yx

I

Oaycxa, BOHeBHAB, bhabhbca 3AHaATO noexHHHOio Mexa4)opoio ak ha hach, mo
BHMaraioxb MHHy. y ny6AiuHcxHpi ^ohuoba ue Micpe 3aHMae hoba Mexa(|)opa - ce-

peAHbOBiHHoro AHpapcbKoro 3AKOHy, mo 6yB npe(j)irypauieK) napxii' (j)amHcxcbKoro

I

xHny"*^. MAeHH uboro opAcny e aioabmh, mo BAce npoHuiAH exan rapxyaaHHA, ne-

3AAMHi, HAAiAeni pHCAMH, mO HpHKMeXHi AAA KACXH BAXAACKiB. HaXXHeHHi CniAbHOK)

I

iACeiO, BOHH MAAH HpHmeHHXH iT BArAAOBi. B MACH ApyrOl CBixOBOl BiiiHH UeH ce-

j

peAHbOBiHHHH MOXHB 3Ao6yAC ueHxpAAbHe Micue B KOHuenuii' ^ohaoba. SaxonAeHHA

CepeAHbOBiHHAM, BHHHKHeHHAM PyCbKOl AOpACABH, MAG 06rpyHXyBAHHA HO AHme B

I

icxopiorpa(|)iHHiH xpaAHuii, ane ii y xoronacHHx noxAAAax, nouiHpeHHx y HiMeubKiri

/],. il,OHUOB, «Pocifl HH Gepona)), b Horo kh. Haiua do6a i jiimepamypa, 85.

/L- /Lohuob, riapmiH hu opden? (JTbBiB, 1938).
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icTopioco(J)ii, 30KpeMa y UlneHrjiepa, akhh BOanaB y cepej^HbOBinHi 3pa3KH, Bapxi

Hacjii/iyBaHHJi b cboroACHHi. Horo ni^xonHjiH cynacHi iAeojiora. Ha AyMKy HoraHHa

(J)OH Jleepca (von Leers), nauHCTCbKoro iAeojiora pacH3My, HopAHHna paca no-

Aapyaana CBixoBi, noMi>K iHuioro, jmuapCbKy i^eK) cepeAWbOBinMa, pOMancbKHH cxHjib

i roxHKy, BejiHKHx ryManicxiB BiApoA^Kenna, noe3iio JI,aHxe, UJeKcnipa h Texe, a

xaKO^ cynacHy xexHixy.

3aHapyBaHHH /],0HU0Ba cepeAHbOBiHMSM ax B3ipueM Bejinni xa chah KyAbxypH

6yAO noMixHe bIa nonaxKy 1920-x poxiB^®. HanGiAbuie yBarn Bin npncBHXHB re-

poiHHOMy enocoBi «Caobo o noAxy IropeBiM» i AHuapcbKin exnui, Axa b HbOMy
npoABAAexbCA. B noexHHHHX o6pa3ax u,boro xBopy Bin BiAHaxoAHB chmboah nany-

BaHHA, BiHHH, >KHxxeBoi eHeprii, ce6xo pncn, npHOHcyBani ^aycxiBCbRin KyAbxypi.

/(OHUOB cxBepAAcyaaB, mo noBepHeHHA jxo ahx A^epeA BiAHOBHXb boahh yKpaiHCbKoi

KyAbxypn: «/],HHaMiKy i nopHB, boak) MHHyAHX BixiB, koah ahdah me AyMaAH, mo
toute la vie est dans I’essor - xpe6a BOCKpecHxn b co6i Hauiin Aixepaxypi! Jlnme

noBopoxoM AO BeAHKHx cooMHHiB Hauil, KOAH BOHa He xepniAa, a xBopMAa, ACHAa He

KBHAiHHAM i MpicK), a BOAeK) i HHHOM, - 3aAaxoAHMo i KpH3y Hamol AixepaxypH, AKa e

AHuie HacxHHOK) 3aranbHOHauioHaAbHOi KpH3H»^‘. Y npaui «J\yx namoi AaBHHHH»

(3aBepmeHa 1943 poxy, BHAana b Hpa3i 1944-ro), rpynxyiOHHCb na UJneHrAepiBCbKiH

KOHCxpyKuiY pacH, /(ohuob xBOpHXb HOBy KOHuenuiio BmpoA>KeHHA, uboro paxy

OaxoBany na cepeAHbOBinHOMy iAeani AHuapn, HAena xacxH, «xBOpuA KyAbxypH xa

iMnepii».

3b’a3kh /],OHij,OBa 3i cynacHOK) HOMy eBponeHCbKOK) ^iAoco(|)ieK) He e AOCxaxHbo

AOCAiAAceni. HoaIOho ak VnaiviyHO a6o ac EboaI, HOMy npHHHcyBaAH - i neOex-

niAcxaBHo - nponaryBaHHA 4>amHcxcbK0i iACOAorii. Xona bIh 6yB ne hoaIxhkom, a

meoAoroM i BnpaBHHM nyOAiuHcxoM, xa aaa npHXHAbHHKiB HauioHaAicxHHHoro

pyxy bIh cxaB xapnxMaxHHHHM AyxoBHHM npOBiAHHKOM. Baraxo xxo xanAaxHB

ACHxxAM xa BiAAanicxb Iacam, mo nponoBiAyeaB /],ohuob. I AHme Ay^e HeMHCAenni

noKAOHHHKH /(oHU,OBa CHpoMOXAHCA XFOAOM HA KpHXHMHy nepeouinxy.

3anoxHMeHa b lilneHrAepa Mexa4)opa Oaycxa, mo CHMBOAixyBaAa xyAbxypy

3axoAy, xaxa BaAoiHBa b MiACBoenniH ny6Aiu,HCXHij,i xa xoHuenu,ii «xpariHHoro onxH-

MixMy» /^OHHOBa, cxana bIcck), habkoao axoi oOepxaAHCA yxpaiHCbxi Aixepaxypni

AeOaxH 1920-x poxiB. Boahohac boha cxaaa i npe4)irypaHieK) aoab uiei (|)opMau,ii.

Ahb. A- Aohuob, «KpH3a Hamoi JiiTepaxypn», b hofo kh. Haiua doda i jiimepamypa, 67-68.

TaM caMO, 68.
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The “Zborni” of Khortytsia, Ukraine:

The Last Stop for Some Kulaks En Route to

Stalin’s Special Settlements

Colin P. Neufeldt

In his review of Making Sense of Suffering: Holocaust and Holodomor in Ukrainian

Historical Culture, John-Paul Himka wrote:

Ukrainian history has been nation-centered, not state-centered history. If the

Ukrainian people is the subject of a historical narrative, then a story peculiar to

another people is Just a digression, something that does not fit.... It has always been

a problem to incorporate within national narratives the story of others, except when

they are the “others” that are important as opponents and as nations against which

the history-writing nation defines itself'

In making these comments Himka was reiterating some important observations

that Johan Dietsch recently made about how Ukrainians have dealt with the Jewish

Holocaust and the 1932-33 Famine in Soviet Ukraine (now often referred to as the

Holodomor). According to Dietsch, Ukrainians have not come to terms with the

Holocaust, and as a result they have had trouble integrating the Holocaust into the

history of Ukraine. One reason for this, writes Dietsch, is that Ukrainians view the

millions of Jewish victims of the Holocaust as being in “competition” with the

millions of Ukrainian victims of the Holodomor, an event often interpreted in

Ukraine and elsewhere as an act of state-sponsored genocide." Using the Holodomor,

The author thanks Lynette Toews-Neufeldt, Serhy Yekelchyk, and the anonymous reviewer for

their comments and suggestions in preparing this article.

' John-Paul Himka, review of Johan Dietsch, Making Sense of Suffering: Holocaust and

Holodomor in Ukrainian Historical Culture, and Stanislav Kulchytsky, “Holod 1932-1933 rr. v

I

Ukraini iak henotsyd / Golod 1932-1933 gg. v Ukraine kak genotsid,” Kritika 8, no. 3 (Summer
2007): 686.

:
See, for example, L. Stakhniv-Diachenko, "Novyny z Ligy proty zneslavlennia ukrainskoho

1

imeny,” Svoboda, 10 June 1980; Peter Borisow, “So-called Omissions in the Ukrainian Famine

j

Bibliography,” <eposhta.com>, 22 May 2003; Georgii Kasianov, “The Holodomor and the Build-

ing of a Nation,” Russian Politics and Law 48, no. 5 (September-October 2010): 32f, 40; Ivan

j

Katchanovski, “The Politics of Soviet and Nazi Genocides in Orange Ukraine,” Europe-Asia

\' Studies 62, no.6 (August 2010): 982; Tatiana Zhurzhenko, “‘Capital of Despair’: Holodomor
Memory and Political Conflicts in Kharkiv after the Orange Revolution,” East European Politics

iand Societies 25 (2011): 603; Glenn Sharfman, “The Quest for Justice: The Reaction of the

' Ukrainian-American Community to the John Demjanjuk Trials,” Journal of Genocide Research 2,

(no. 1 (2000): 68ff, 78; Johan Ohman, “From Famine to Forgotten Holocaust: The 1932-1933

!
Famine in Ukrainian Historical Cultures,” in Echoes of the Holocaust: Historical Cultures in
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Ukrainians, he says, have created their own “victimization narrative” and are

generally not interested in integrating the Holocaust into the Ukrainian historical

narrative because this “would seriously undermine the whole tragic conceptualisation

of the Ukrainian past.”^

Himka’s and Dietsch’s comments about Ukrainian reluctance to incorporate

narratives of “others” apply not only to the Holocaust and Holodomor, but also to

other events in Ukraine’s history. One such event is dekulakization, a campaign that

was integral to state-sponsored collectivization of the Soviet countryside in the late

1920s and early 1930s and resulted in the purge of undesirable elements through

extraordinary measures such as expropriation, arrest, imprisonment, exile, and exe-

cution. As is the case with the Holodomor, the dekulakization campaign in Ukraine

has often been interpreted by Ukrainian historians as part of a larger anti-Ukrainian

campaign initiated by the Stalinist regime to punish Ukrainians for past attempts to

exert their nationalist aspirations. As a result, the story of dekulakization in Ukraine

is often presented as a singular history of the Ukrainian people as victims;

consequently, Ukrainian historians have largely ignored the dekulakization expe-

riences of “others” or have given them short shrift.'*

Contemporaiy Europe, 242, ed. Klas-Goran Karlsson and Ulf Zander (Lund: Nordic Academic

Press, 2003); John-Paul Himka, “War Criminality: A Blank Spot in the Collective Memory of the

Ukrainian Diaspora,” Spaces ofIdentity 5, no. 1 (April 2005) <www.univie.ac.at/ spacesofidentiry/

_Vol_5_l/HTML/Himka.html> ; idem, “A Central European Diaspora under the Shadow of World

War II: The Galician Ukrainians in North America.” Austrian History Yearbook 37 (2006): 26;

Yuri Shapoval, ed.. The Famine-Genocide of 1932-1933 in Ukraine (Kingston, Ont: Kashtan Press,

2005), i, ii, 6; Stanislav V. Kulchytsky, Holodomor in Ukraine, 1932-33: Interpretation of Fact

(Kyiv: National Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, 2008), 13ff; and David R. Marples, Heroes and

Villains: Creating National History in Contemporary Ukraine (New York: Central European Uni-

versity Press, 2007), 59, 241 ff, 303ff.

Dietsch, 170, as cited in Himka’s review of Dietsch’s Making Sense ofSuffering, 686. See also

Elena Ivanova. “Changes in Collective Memory: The Schematic Narrative Template of Victimhood

in Kharkiv Museums,” The Journal of Museum Education 28, no. 1 (Winter 2003): 17-22; Elena

Ivanova. “Ukrainian High School Students’ Understanding of the Holocaust,” Holocaust and

Genocide Studies 18, no.3 (Winter 2004): 402-20; and John-Paul Himka. “Obstacles to the

Integration of the Holocaust into Post-Communist East European Historical Narratives,” Canadian

Slavonic Papers 50, nos.3/4 (September-December 2008): 359-72.
“*

See, for example, Volodymyr M. Danylenko, Heorhii V. Kasianov, and Stanislav V. Kul-

chytsky, Stalinizm na Ukraini: 20-30-ti roky (Kyiv: Lybid, 1991); Stanislav V. Kulchytsky, “Mizh

dvoma viinaiviy (1921-1941 rr.),” in idem, ed., Storinky istorii Ukrainy XX stolittia: Posibnyk dlia

vchytelia (Kyiv: Osvita, 1992), 61-104; idem, Ukraina mizh dvoma viinamy, 1921-1939 rr. (Kyiv:

Vydavnychyi dim “Alternatyvy,” 1999); Yurii I. Shapoval, Ukraina XX stolittia : Osoby ta podii v

konteksti vazhkoi istorii (Kyiv: Heneza, 2001); Mykola M. Shytiuk and Anatolii M. Bakhtin.
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ethnic minorities in Ukraine is Vasyl 1. Marochko. He argues that living conditions in Soviet

Ukraine's national raions in Ukraine in 1932-33 were not substantially different from

those in Ukrainian communities. To my knowledge, however. Marochko has not examined the

experience of ethnic minorities during dekulakization. See his chapter “Natsionalni menshyny v

roky holodomoru.” in Holod 1932-1933 rokiv v Ukraini: Piychyny ta naslidky, 527-37, ed. V. A.

Smolii et al (Kyiv: Naukova dumka. 2003); V. I. Marochko. ed.. Silskohospodarskyi soiuz na-
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But the history of dekulakization in Ukraine is not just a singular account of

Ukrainians. It is more variegated than this and includes the history of non-Ukrainian

ethnic minority groups whose experiences of what happened during the late 1920s

I

and early 1930s do not always square with the Ukrainian version of anti-Ukrainian-

ism. It may even come as a surprise to some historians that the majority of people

I

targeted for dekulakization in some regions of Ukraine were not Ukrainians but non-

! Ukrainian ethnic minorities. Such was the experience of Mennonite kulaks (better-off

Ij peasants) living in four zborni (collection settlements) established in the Khortytsia

I

German national raion situated along the Dnipro River near Zaporizhzhia, Ukraine.^

,

Located in some of the least desirable areas in the raion, the zborni served as transit

settlements for many of the raion’ s kulaks after they were evicted from their homes

and awaited exile to the Soviet government’s spetsposelki—special kulak settlements

' in the northern and eastern reaches of the USSR. The raion’s four zborni were

I
populated almost entirely by one group of people in 1930: Mennonite kulaks. In fact,

i
of the 452 individuals who were initially moved into the four collection settlements,

I

I 438 (96.9 per cent) were Mennonites.^ From these numbers one would expect that the

I

raion was comprised almost exclusively of Mennonites. While Mennonites and

I
ethnic Germans did constitute the largest ethnic group there in 1929—almost two-

I

i

thirds of the approximately 19,700 residents—the Ukrainian community that formed

I I the remaining one-third of Khortytsia raion’s population largely avoided the

l;li dekulakization process during the first years of collectivization.^

jj

l
These statistics call into question whether the singular interpretative approach of

ji
examining dekulakization in Ukraine solely from the perspective of ethnic Ukrain-

ians is a reliable interpretive paradigm. This paper will show that it is not, because it

1 1

fails to adequately explain the dekulakization experience of ethnic minorities in

shchadkiv hollandskykh vykhodtsiv na Ukraini (1921-1927): Zbirnyk dokumentiv i materialiv

Ij (Kyiv: Instytut istorii Ukrainy, Natsionalna akademiia nauk Ukrainy, 2000); and idem, “Holodomor

I

V Ukraini: Prychyny i naslidky (1932-1933),” Osvita, no. 21 (1993): 3-9.

The word zbornyi (pi. zborni) is an example of surzhyk, the mixed Ukrainian-Russian pidgin

I

vernacular. In the archival records “zbornyi" is sometimes used in conjunction with Russian

I
I
‘"poselok” (settlement) or Ukrainian “vyselok" (new settlement) to identify a collection settlement,

jji In some documents the Ukrainian word zbirnyi (pi. zbirni) is also used to identify a collection

!|

settlement. See Derzhavnyi arkhiv Zaporizkoi oblasti, fond 235, opys 3, file 48 (hereafter DAZO
;t'j

235/3/48 and so on).

/ DAZO 235/3/47. My use of the term “Mennonite” is not restricted to those who were active

I
members of a Mennonite church; it also includes ethnic Mennonites who belonged to the larger

I
!

Mennonite community. When referring to Mennonite villages and colonies, I will include both the

i

Ukrainian name of the village or colony followed by the common Mennonite name in parentheses:

i i.e., Pavlivka (Osterwick). The one exception to this practice will be the town, colony, and raion of
‘ Khortytsia (Khortitsa), which will hereafter be referred to only as Khortytsia.

I

: The Khortytsia national raion, which included thirty-eight villages, had a cultivated area of more

'

j

than 44,700 hectares and included the former Mennonite colonies of Khortytsia and Yazykovo. The
I raion was subdivided into twelve village soviets: (1) Khortytsia; (2) Nyzhnia Khortytsia (Nieder

jj

Khortitsa); (3) Kichkas (Einlage); (4) Baburka (Burwalde); (5) Smoliansk (Schoneberg); (6)

I

Pavlivka (Osterwick); (7) Shyroke (Neuendorf); (8) Nikolaipol (Nikolaifeld); (9) Zelenyi Hai; (10)
j' Veselivske; (11) Lukashevo; and (12) Novo-Zaporizhzhia. In 1929 the raion’s total population was

•\ just over 19,750 people (12,365 Mennonites and Germans, 6,569 Ukrainians, 530 Russians, and

I

286 Jews). See DAZO 235/1/757.
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raions such as Khortytsia. More specifically, this paper will analyze what factors led

to the creation of Khortytsia raion’s zborni, why the Mennonites were more likely to

find themselves in these settlements than ethnic Ukrainians, and what life was like

for the settlement residents. By examining the Mennonite experience in the raion’s

zborni it will become clear that a new narrative of dekulakization in Ukraine — one

that incorporates the voices of “others”—is long overdue.

Khortytsia raion’s zborni were established in response to comments that Yosif

Stalin made at a conference of Marxist agronomists in late December 1929, when he

boldly announced that the nation’s kulaks would be “liquidated as a class.”*

Although Stalin did not elaborate on what he meant by “liquidated,” it was not hard

to imagine what he had in mind. The Bolshevik regime had already implemented a

series of harsh economic and social policies in 1928-29 that initiated an all-out war

against the kulak. These policies included grain-expropriation campaigns, repressive

taxes, confiscation of property, and arrest—all of which were intended to isolate

kulaks from their family, neighbours, and communities.

Shortly after Stalin issued his order to liquidate kulaks, the Politburo prepared a

secret decree entitled Concerning Measures for the Liquidation of Kulak Farms in

Raions of Wholesale Collectivization (hereafter the Politburo Decree). When the decree

was issued on January 30, 1930, the Politburo deemed its contents too sensitive for

general publication. It subsequently issued a special order preventing the entire decree

from being published; instead, only excerpts were forwarded to okruha and raion Party

committees in early February. ^ The document was considered to be too sensitive to

release in its entirety because, among other things, it categorized kulaks into three

groups, stated the total number of persons in each category, and dictated what their fate

would be. The decree identified the most dangerous kulaks as the “counter-

revolutionary kulak aktiV' (“category- 1 kulaks”), and set their numbers at 60,000 in the

entire USSR, of which 15,000 were in Ukraine. The OGPU'° was ordered to sum-

marily execute any members of this group who were allegedly involved in counter-

revolutionary or terrorist disturbances, and to arrest and exile the rest. The second

group of kulaks listed in the Politburo Decree was the “kulak aktiV’ (“category-2

kulaks”). Approximately 150,000 families in the USSR (of which 30,000 to 35,000

households were in Ukraine) fell into this category, and they were to be exiled to the

Northern Territory, Siberia, the Urals, or Kazakhstan. The third group of kulaks

(“category-3 kulaks”) was considered to be the least threatening to the regime. Their

punishment involved confiscation of their property and their relocation to newly

established settlements in remote areas within their home raions."

Yosif V. Stalin, Sochineniia (Moscow; Gosudarstvennoe izdatelstvo politicheskoi literatur>'.

1946-1951), 12: 167.

^ Lynne Viola et al, eds.. The War against the Peasantry, 1927-1930 (New Haven: Yale Uni-

versity Press, 2005), 207ff, 228ff; V. Vasilev and Lynne Viola, eds., Kollektivizatsiia i krestianskoe

soprotivlenie na Ukraine: Noiabr 1929-mart 1930 gg. (Vinnytsia: Lohos, 1997), 147-51; and

Sheila Fitzpatrick, Stalin’s Peasants: Resistance and Survival in the Russian Village after Collecti-

vization (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 54.

The acronym of Obedinennoe gosudarstvennoe politicheskoe upravlenie (United State Politieal

Administration), the name of the Soviet secret poliee from 1922 to 1934.

" Vasilev and Viola. Kollektivizatsiia, 147f; and Lynne Viola. The Unknown Gulag: The Lost

World ofStalin 's Settlements (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007), 22ff
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The decree provided few details on how local officials were to implement the

Politburo’s wishes with respect to the establishment of settlements for category-3

kulaks. It stipulated that the latter were to be resettled on new plots of land away

I from collective farms—presumably to prevent kulak infection from spreading to

collectives. An excerpted version of the Politburo Decree sent to officials in Soviet

I
Ukraine also suggested that between ten and twenty families should be relocated in

I

each new settlement.'^ But the decree did not clearly indicate who was to be in

I

charge of selecting the sites for these settlements. It also did not state how far away

j

these new settlements were to be from urban centres, government installations, or

(

other kulak settlements, and it failed to indicate what amenities (such as access to

J water and food supplies) should be considered in selecting the settlement sites. Local

I

officials were left to work out these details on their own.

j
The Politburo Decree was also vague in its directions regarding the administration

of these new category-3 kulak settlements. It stipulated that after consulting with the

okruha (Russian: okrug) executive committee (hereafter OEC), the raion executive

committee (hereafter REC) was to appoint special three-man committees (troikas) or

plenipotentiaries to administer the kulak settlements. Unfortunately the decree did

not indicate the scope of these administrators’ authority and failed to provide them

with any guidelines on day-to-day operations. The decree was also silent about which

I
government body was responsible for overseeing all of these new category-3 kulak

settlements on a nation-wide basis. Was the OGPU in charge, or was some other

government body ultimately responsible for these settlements?

The Politburo Decree also hinted at the treatment of category-3 kulaks in their

new settlements, but specific details to help officials on the ground were absent. For

instance, the decree directed that resettled category-3 kulaks be allowed to retain

only “minimum quantities of the means of production” required for farming their

new plots. But what did such “minimum quantities” include? Could a category-3

kulak be allowed to keep any farm equipment (e.g., a plow) or a horse to work the

new plots of land, or was even this out of the question? If so, could the kulak be

allowed to keep a shovel or an axe? For officials responsible for running these new
settlements, the decree provided no guidance on these questions. The decree also

stated that category-3 kulaks were to be assigned compulsory agricultural-production

quotas to be delivered to both state and co-operative bodies.''* But what kind of

agricultural production could these kulaks engage in and what quantities were they

expected to produce? Were they only limited to growing crops, or could they also

raise livestock and poultry? What crops were they required to grow, and what per-

! centage of their production was to be earmarked for government quotas? Finally, the

!

decree ordered every OEC to establish programs to put category-3 kulaks to work in

! special labour units and “colonies” in lumber, road, land-reclamation, and other

projects.'^ But there was no mention of whether these kulaks were to be paid

anything for their labour or what kind of work regime was expected of them. Local

authorities were left to decide these matters on the fly.

I

Vasilev and Viola, A^o//e/:^/v/za/5//a, 148.

' Ibid.

I

Ibid.

i

Ibid.

i

1
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By early February 1930 the contents of the Politburo Decree, as well as other

directives from Stalin and the Bolshevik leadership, had filtered down to officials in

Soviet Ukraine. In mid-February the Central Committee of the Communist Party

(Bolshevik) of Ukraine had determined how many kulaks were living in each region

of the republic and declared that 472 kulak households (2,360 people) were to be

exiled from Zaporizhzhia okruha, where the Khortytsia national raion was located. It

also ordered the roundup and resettlement of category-3 kulaks on an expedited

basis.

Ukrainian, Russian, German, and Jewish authorities all played a role in the de-

kulakization process in Khortytsia raion, but a large number of the officials who
implemented the government’s dekulakization orders were ethnic Mennonites. This

was understandable, given the fact that Khortytsia raion had been a Mennonite

colony in tsarist times and Mennonites still comprised a significant portion of the

population. In fact, it was precisely because of the raion’ s large German-speaking

Mennonite population that the Soviet government officially recognized it as an ethnic

German national raion in September 1929, just a few months before Stalin’s Decem-
ber speech to the agronomists.'^ By then hundreds of Mennonites were serving in a

variety of government positions in the raion’s village soviets, collective farms, com-
mittees of poor peasants, revision commissions, people’s court, Komsomol cells.

Party Committee, and REC. Between 1928 and the summer of 1930 some of the most

influential Party members in the raion were Mennonites. Heinrich G. Rempel, for

example, served as the REC chairman until early January 1930; he was replaced by

another Mennonite, Johann P. Quiring, who served as chairman until the end of June
1930.'^

Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi arkhiv hromadskykh obiednan Ukrainy, Kyiv, fond 1, opys 20, list II,

file 3192 (hereafter TsDAHOUOU 1/20/11/3192 and so on), 1/20/11/3142, 1/20/11/3744, and

1/20/11/3190.

The decision to grant Khortytsia this status developed from an existing Soviet policy that gave

every Soviet nation its own national territory. This recognition of Khortytsia as a German national

raion also reflected the Bolsheviks’ korenizatsiia (indigenization) program that encouraged each

national group to develop its culture and use its language in government institutions within the

group’s national territory. By 1926 the Soviet Ukrainian government recognized seven German

national raions, two of which had substantial Mennonite populations: (1) Molochansk in Melitopil

okruha, which included the Molochna (Molotschna) Mennonite colony; and (2) Vysokopilskyi in

Kherson okruha, which included the Zahradivka (Sagradowka) Mennonite colony. See Meir

Buchsweiler, Volksdeutsche in der Ukraine am Vorabend iind Beginn des Zweiten Weltkriegs—ein

Fall doppelter Loyalitdt (Gerlingen: Bleicher, 1984), 147f; idem. “Die Sowjetdeutschen

—

auBerhalb der Wolgarepublik—im Vergleich mit anderen Minderheiten 1917 bis 1941/42.” in Die

Deutschen im Russischen Reich und im Sowjetstaat, ed. Andreas Kappeler. Boris Meissner and

Gerhard Simon (Cologne: Markus Verlag, 1987), 77f; Der Bote (hereafter DB, Winnipeg), 3 Jan-

uary 1929, 3; Natsionalni menshyny v Ukraini, 1 920-1 930-ti roky: Istoiyko-kartohrajichnyi atlas

(Kyiv: Chetverta khvylia. 1996), 63-79; and Terry Martin, The Affirmative Action Empire: Nations

and Nationalism in the Soviet Union, 1923-1939 (Ithaca: Cornell University Press. 2001), 12.

See DAZO 235/1/814. 235/1/808, 235/1/815. 235/1/781. 235/1/823, 235/2/138, and 235/1/811;

Oblpartarkhiv Zaporizkoho obkomu KPU.fond 7. opis 1, tile 138 (hereafter OZOKPU 7/1/138 and

so on); and my article “Separating the Sheep from the Goats: The Role of Mennonites and Non-

Mennonites in the Dekulakization of Khortitsa. Ukraine (1928-1930),” Mennonite Quarterly

Review 83. no. 2 (April 2009): 235ff
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' With Mennonites in charge of many of the most important political institutions in

Khortytsia raion, it was inevitable that they were thrust into the role of implementing

I

the dekulakization orders that came from Moscow, Kharkiv, Kyiv, and Zaporizhzhia.

!

The Khortytsia REC, for example, was responsible for co-ordinating the dekulak-

i
ization campaign in the raion; it issued orders to the village soviets to identify kulaks

;

in their locale and called upon village activists, committees of poor peasants, local

i

collective farms, and special liquidation commissions of poor peasants to finalize the

I

lists of kulak households for their areas. The lists were then forwarded to Chairman

Quiring and his secretary, Johann J. Wilms—two senior Mennonite officials in the

Khortytsia REC—who reviewed the kulak lists with other members of the REC and

subsequently forwarded orders to local soviets to commence the next stage in the

]

dekulakization process—the expropriation of kulak property and the eviction of

I

kulaks from their homes. Under their orders kulak land, homes, livestock, farm

equipment, and personal property were itemized, seized, and then transferred to local

collectives or auctioned off. The evicted kulak families were allowed to keep some
clothing, food, and tools, but the total weight of what they could retain was restricted

' to between twenty and thirty poods (720 to 1,080 pounds). The male head of the

I

kulak household was often arrested and brought to a local jail, where he was held

i

until imprisonment or exile. The remaining family members were ordered to move
I
into abandoned peasant shacks, where they waited for officials to decide their fate.'^

! From the outset the Khortytsia REC and the village soviets focused primarily on the

I Mennonite-populated villages to supply the three to five per cent of Khortytsia raion’

s

I

population needed to meet the kulak quota the government required from Zaporizhzhia

j

okruhar^ There were a number of reasons why so many more Khortytsia Mennonites

were selected for dekulakization than any other group in the raion. First, these

Mennonites generally had larger landholdings than their non-Mennonite neighbours,

and therefore they fit more easily into the government’s slippery definition of “kulak.”

Past counter-revolutionary activity—such as Mennonite opposition to the Bolsheviks

during and after the Revolution, support of the German-occupation troops during the

Civil War, and the demand for special treatment for their communities during NEP

—

was another reason why Mennonites were dekulakized in higher numbers than non-

I

Mennonite populations in Khortytsia. A third factor had to do with ethnic hostility:

I

anti-German sentiment existed at every level of the government, and officials

I supervising the Khortytsia national raion routinely complained about the

disproportionately high number of kulaks in the German (Mennonite) villages and the

I
need to clean up the raion, which had a reputation as one of the “worst” kulak-infested

i
raions in the region. A fourth reason for higher Mennonite dekulakization rates in

I

Khortytsia raion had to do with the strong religious cohesiveness that existed in the

;

Mennonite villages. Dekulakization, officials believed, would drive a wedge between
the Mennonite religious leadership and their congregations, ignite class warfare in the

communities, and coerce more Mennonites to join the collectives. The anti-sectarian

attitude of the Bolshevik leadership was another reason why Mennonite names

:

See DAZO 235/5/69, 235/3/49, 235/2/95, 235/3/47, 235/3/49, 235/3/50, 235/3/52, 235/5/76,

: 235/5/72, 235/5/79, and 235/5/76; and my article "Through the Fires of Hell: The Dekulakization

;

and Collectivization of the Soviet Mennonite Community, 1928-1933,” Journal of Mennonite

I 5/MC//C5 16(1998): lOff

j

OZOKPU 1/963/43.
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appeared on kulak lists in Khortytsia raion; in its decrees in early 1930 the Politburo

identified sectarian communities, as well as religious associations and church councils,

as possible bases of support for kulaks, disenfranchised persons, and anti-Soviet

elements. Finally, dekulakization was an effective means of punishing Mennonites for

their past emigration activities. This became evident in 1929, when more than 9,000

Soviet Mennonites fled to Moscow in a last-ditch attempt to obtain exit visas. Their

desperate plight made international headlines, created a foreign-relations crisis, and

embarrassed the Soviet government."’ Those who failed to escape from mother Russia

were either exiled or returned to their home villages, where most were summarily

dekulakized.

In the early months of 1930 local officials quickly attained their quotas of

Khortytsia raion’s kulaks, and final preparations were made to deport the raion’s

category- 1 and category-2 kulaks from Ukraine. By February 1930 the OGPU had

already scheduled rail transports for March 3-10 and March 23-27 to evacuate these

kulaks from Zaporizhzhia okruha?^

And what was the fate of those kulaks in Khortytsia raion who were considered to

be category-3 kulaks and allowed to remain in Ukraine? Raion officials held many of

the adult male kulaks in custody and temporarily relocated their families to huts that

had recently been vacated by widows and poor peasants who had taken possession of

the homes of evicted dekulakized peasants. Sometimes one village soviet exchanged

its kulaks for those of another village soviet. Kulaks from the villages of Pavlivka

(Osterwick) and Dolynsk (Kronstal), for example, were resettled in the Nyzhnia

Khortytsia (Nieder Khortitsa) and Baburka (Burwalde) areas, while kulaks from

Nyzhnia Khortytsia and Baburka were resettled near Pavlivka and Dolynsk.^^

This exchange of kulaks presented a series of problems for local officials. First, it

was not in keeping with the directives from Moscow. The Politburo Decree made it

clear that category-3 kulaks were to be resettled away from collective farms and that

the REC was to establish troikas or plenipotentiaries to administer the kulak settle-

ments.^'’ Inexplicably, this was not done in Khortytsia raion, at least not during the

height of the dekulakization frenzy in February 1930. Perhaps local officials were not

DAZO 235/2/138, 235/2/97, 235/3/47, 235/3/23 and 235/3/28; OZOKPU 9/879/4; Menno-

nitische Rundschau (hereafter MR, Winnipeg), 20 November 1929, 12ff; DB, 13 November 1929,

4; DB, 4 Mareh 1931, 3; DB, 25 March 1931, 3; Neufeldt, ‘‘Separating the Sheep from the Goats,”

287ff; H. J. Willms, ed., 4/ the Gates of Moscow, trans. George Thielman (Yarrow: Columbia

Press, 1964), 56ff; John B. Toews, Lost Fatherland: the Story ofMennonite Emigrationfrom Soviet

Russia (Scottdale, PA: Herald Press, 1967); Harvey Dyck, Weimar Germany and Soviet Russia,

1926-1933 (New York: Columbia University Press, 1966), 162ff; and my article “The Flight to

Moscow, 1929: An Act of Mennonite Civil Disobedience,” Preservings (Winnipeg), no. 19

^December 2001): 35ff
" Vasilev and Viola, Kollektivizatsiia, 171-73; and Colin Neufeldt, “Reforging Mennonite

Spetspereselentsy: The Experience of Mennonite Exiles at Siberian Special Settlements in the

Omsk, Tomsk, Novosibirsk, and Narym Regions (1930-1933)," Journal of Mennonite Studies 30

(2012): 278ff
^ DAZO 235/3/47. It is not entirely clear from the documentation why villages were ordered to

exchange category-3 kulaks. Perhaps officials believed that separating these kulaks from their

immediate families and neighbours would make it more difficult for them to receive food, money

and other assistance.

Vasilev and Viola. A"o//c/://v/r<7/5//<7, 147.
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I
aware of these provisions of the Politburo Decree or had assumed that resettling

,
category-3 kulaks was the OGPU’s job. It is also possible that local authorities had

i
been so busy identifying kulaks, expropriating their property, and preparing them for

I exile that they had little time to consider new settlement sites for category-3 kulaks,

i
A second problem with the practice of villages exchanging kulaks dealt with the

; challenge of monitoring them. Kulaks living in peasant shacks scattered throughout

I

the villages and countryside made it very difficult for officials to track their activities

and movements. This arrangement also created a logistical nightmare if it became

necessary to transport the kulaks elsewhere. A better, more permanent arrangement

had to be found.

Finding such an arrangement, however, was put on hold after an article by Stalin

I

appeared in Pravda on March 2, 1930. Entitled “Dizziness from Success: Concerning

Questions of the Collective Farm Movement,” the article claimed that in the drive to

I

collectivize and dekulakize the countryside, “excesses,” “violations,” and “distor-

tions” had been committed by raion-level Party and soviet officials who had become

]

“dizzy from success. The article seemed to call the whole dekulakization process

1 into question; not surprisingly, its publication had immediate reverberations, as peas-

,

ants soon began attacking local officials for going too far in their efforts to collec-

I

tivize the countryside and cleanse it of kulaks.

j

Despite this peasant backlash against local officials, Stalin’s “Dizziness from Suc-

* cess” did not result in an immediate moratorium on dekulakization efforts in Ukraine.

! In fact, dekulakization and evacuation operations continued in Ukraine for more than a

I

week after the article appeared. A total of 2,850 kulaks (519 families) residing in

j

Zaporizhzhia okruha were rounded up by the OGPU, herded into cattle cars, and

transported out of Ukraine between 6 and 9 March 1930.^^ The locomotives pulling

these wagons were headed for the spetsposelki—special settlements in the USSR’s
Northern Territory, the Urals, Siberia, and Kazakhstan, where kulaks were sent to work
as forced labourers in lumber, mining, construction, and agricultural operations

established to supply materials for the nation’s industrialization program.^^

After these kulaks had departed, the process of evacuating more kulaks from

Khortytsia raion came to a halt. By the middle of March the REC began to put the

brakes on the entire dekulakization campaign in response to the criticism that local

officials had been too zealous in their dekulakization and collectivization efforts.^^ The
Khortytsia REC now scrambled to determine what measures it should implement in

j

light of the new directives from Moscow. More specifically, something had to be done

I

with those category-3 families that had been dispossessed of their property and evicted

!

from their homes, but not yet resettled. Many local officials elected to keep the male
1 heads of the kulak households in custody while considering the options for dealing

I with their families.^^ In March 1930 Quiring, Wilms, and their Mennonite colleague

Stalin, Sochineniia, 12:191-99.

Vasilev and Viola, Kollektivizatsiia, 202.

For the Mennonite experience in the Gulag, see my Ph.D diss., “The Fate of Mennonites in

j

Ukraine and the Crimea during Soviet Collectivization and the Famine (1930-1933)” (University

i of Alberta, 1999), 95ff.

I

See OZOKPU 7/1 /1 20a; and Neufeldt, “Separating the Sheep from the Goats,” 280ff.

I According to Anganetha (Sawatsky) Pauls (interviewed by Harry Pauls in Abbotsford. BC,

I

October 2008), while many of the male heads of dekulakized households remained incarcerated
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Heinrich A. Dyck (the REC’s technical secretary) forwarded a directive to local village

soviets instructing them to set aside varying amounts of land in their respective areas

for category-3 kulak settlements. Some villages—such as Smoliansk—^were ordered to

set aside as little as eighteen hectares of land, while other villages —such as Dolynsk

(Kronstal) and Novo-Slobidka (Rosengart)—^were required to allocate as much as

ninety hectares. The directive also stipulated that one hectare of land should be set

aside for each member of a kulak household to a maximum of five hectares per

household. Although the directive was also sent to Ukrainian village soviets in the

raion, it was the Mennonite settlements that were ordered to set aside the largest tracts

of land for the proposed kulak settlements.^®

After the village soviets advised the REC of prospective sites for kulak settle-

ments, Quiring and Wilms sent a secret memo to the OEC of Zaporizhzhia okruha.

The memo—dated May 10, 1930—stated that given the number of dekulakized

households in Khortytsia raion there ought to be no fewer than four kulak settlements

in the national raion. The memo then listed seven possible kulak settlement sites,

highlighting the positive and negative features of each proposed location. It noted the

location of each site and its distance from the nearest villages and collectives, the

size of the site in hectares, the type of soil at the site, and whether or not the site had

access to water. Quiring and Wilms also commented on what made some sites more
suitable than others; for example, a site was less desirable if the land could not easily

be parcelled out for farming purposes or if it was too near a busy road, a collective

farm, another proposed kulak settlement site, or a government installation (such as

the Dnipro Hydroelectric Dam).^‘ Although the memo did not specifically mention

proximity to railway lines, it appears that this may have been a consideration, as a

number of the proposed sites were close to existing railway lines that could facilitate

the transportation of kulak families to and from the settlements.

Virtually no action was taken to create the kulak settlements in the first few

months after Quiring and Wilms submitted their secret memo to the OEC. It is not

clearwhy the OEC delayed taking action.^^ Perhaps the department was busy dealing

with other matters. It is also possible that the reverberations from Stalin’s “Dizziness

from Success” article had not yet run their course in the spring of 1930, and OEC
officials may have been waiting for clearer signals from Moscow and Kharkiv as to

how dekulakization should proceed. Quiring, Wilms, and other members of the

after the publication of “Dizziness from Success,” some of the dekulakized families were allowed

to return to their home villages and look for work. In some cases the adult children of dekulakized

households from Khortytsia were even allowed to travel, and some went to work in the former

Mennonite colony of Molochna (Molotschna) in the Molochna German national raion.

DAZO 235/1/825.

DAZO 235/3/47. The seven proposed kulak settlement sites varied in size from 52 to 113

hectares. They were located on poor-quality soil but had access to water.

It was not just the Khortytsia REC that was slow in resettling category-3 kulaks. A top-secret

OGPU directive dated May 6, 1930, stated that the resettlement of category-3 kulaks was taking

place in a chaotic manner and that resettlement had either not begun or was extremely sluggish in

many regions across the USSR. The directive also blamed local officials for not paying any

attention to the matter or believing that resettling category-3 kulaks was the OGPU’s responsibility.

See V. Ivnitsky et al, Tragediia sovetskoi derevni, 1927-1937: Dokumenty i materialy, vol. 2

(Moscow: Rosspen, 2000), 429ff.
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1
Khortytsia REC became preoccupied with other matters, such as defusing criticism

that the REC had been overzealous in its dekulakization efforts. After “Dizziness

i
from Success,” the REC received numerous petitions from dekulakized families

requesting reconsideration of their cases. By June 1930 it had reviewed at least

eighty-seven such petitions from dekulakized families, seventy-three of which were

from dekulakized Mennonite families. In considering these requests for leniency,

however, the Mennonite-dominated REC did not appear to be very magnanimous.

Only twelve petitions (half of which were from Mennonite families) resulted in the

I cancellation of dekulakization orders.”

I
Not long after Quiring, Wilms, and Dyck completed their review of kulak petitions,

I

major changes took place in the leadership of the Khortytsia REC. All three officials

{

either resigned from or were forced out of the REC by the end of July 1930 and were

j

replaced by non-Mennonites. One of the few remaining Mennonites who held a

significant position in the REC was Ivana Penner—a relatively low-level official who
was promoted to secretaiy of the REC. The change in leadership also marked the end

of the Khortytsia German national raion: after one year of existence, it was annexed by

the Zaporizhzhia city soviet in September 1930.”

The annexation of Khortytsia raion marked the beginning of a new round of
' repression for its kulaks. In the latter half of 1930 the Soviet government commenced
a second round of dekulakization, in which all peasants identified as kulaks were to

be exiled and resettled. This meant that category-3 kulaks would no longer be

permitted to remain near their native villages; instead they would eventually be

evacuated to spetsposelki. By August 1930 widespread dekulakization campaigns

had resumed in Khortytsia raion with the establishment of troikas that reviewed

kulak lists to determine which dekulakization orders should remain in force. These

troikas often rubber-stamped orders confirming the dekulakization of large numbers

of Mennonites inthe raion, and in some cases they issued new dekulakization orders

for families that had been rehabilitated.” As a result of the work of these troikas,

many of the raion’s dekulakized Mennonites who had not been exiled in February

and March were now on the list to be evacuated.

Shortly after Zaporizhzhia annexed Khortytsia raion, the new presidium of the

Khortytsia REC met in September 1930. Of those present at the meeting, the only

Mennonite was the secretary, Ivana Penner. The first order of business dealt with

kulak settlements. Having consulted with the OEC, the REC selected sites for four

i

zborni in the raion. In coming to its decision, it appears that the REC relied on the

information provided in the secret memo from Quiring and Wilms, as the sites

selected for the zborni were essentially the same as those they had proposed.”

Now that locations for the zborni had been finalized, representatives of the Zapo-

rizhzhia OEC and Khortytsia REC advised local village soviets about the settlements

DAZO 235/3/50; and Neufeldt, “Separating the Sheep from the Goats,” 280ff.

DAZO 235/1/808; and Buchsweiler, Volksdeutsche, 148. Mennonites, such as Penner and

I

Friesen (secretary of the REC’s finance commission), continued to serve in the REC in late 1930,

f
but they no longer had the same influence that they had between 1928 and mid- 1930. See DAZO

[,

235/2/158; 235/2/159.

f See Viola et al.. The War against the Peasantry, 322; and Ivnitsky et al, Tragediia sovetskoi

I derevni, 2; 495ff; and DAZO 235/2/97 and 235/3/48.
” DAZO 235/3/48.
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and their administration. Discussions ensued about how much land would be set

aside for each kulak family in a zbornyi. The general principle adopted was that each

resident of a kulak household would be allotted one hectare of land. But there were

two exceptions: a single kulak with no family members would receive a minimum of

two hectares, while kulak families with more than five family members would
receive no more than five hectares. This last exception was essentially a way of

punishing kulaks with large families; these households had to make do with whatever

food they produced from their five hectares, regardless of whether they had five

mouths to feed or eleven.^^

Three of Khortytsia raion’s four zborni were located relatively close to each other

in the Baburka (Burwalde), Nyzhnia Khortytsia (Nieder Khortitsa), and Pavlivka

(Osterwick) areas. Zbornyi no. 1 was a 120-hectare parcel between Baburka and

Kanzerovka (Rosental); a state farm bordered on one side of the settlement, the banks

of the Dnipro River on another, and land from neighbouring villages on the remaining

sides. It was the largest of the four zborni and could accommodate up to twenty-four

kulak households; it was also the only one of the four zborni that exceeded the

Politburo Decree’s recommendation of ten to twenty families per settlement. Zbornyi

no. 2 was located between Nyzhnia Khortytsia, Baburka, and Novo-Slobidka

(Rosengart), and could accommodate twenty kulak households on a 109.5-hectare

parcel. At zbornyi no. 3 eighteen households were resettled on 89.5 hectares situated

between Pavlivka and Novo-Slobidka (Rosengart). The first three sites were relatively

close to railway lines, which facilitated the eventual deportation of these families.

Zbornyi no. 4, which was located farther north and was more isolated than the other

three zborni, was the smallest kulak settlement in Khortytsia raion. It consisted of

83.56 hectares near Shyroke (Neuendorf) and Malashivka (Neuenberg), and could

accommodate seventeen households.^^

The majority of the first residents at Khortytsia raion’s four zborni were Menno-
nites: seventy-three families resettled from eight Mennonite village soviets in the

raion. Some of the kulak families arrived in the fall of 1930, while others came in the

spring of 1 93 1 . In many cases they arrived without their male heads, as these men
were still in custody. The first five Ukrainian families to arrive at the zborni were

from the Novo-Zaporizhzhia and Veselivske rural soviets; rather than being kept

together, they were assigned to different settlements. At zbornyi no. 1, for example,

two Ukrainian families were resettled among twenty Mennonite families.^^ At zbor-

nyi no. 2, one kulak household was Ukrainian and the remaining nineteen were

DAZO 235/3/47 and 235/3/48.

DAZO 235/3/48; and Vasilev and Viola, Kollektivizatsiia, 148.

Of the ninety-eight kulak resettlers at zbornyi no. 1, six were Ukrainians and ninety-two were

Mennonites. The two Ukrainian families were those of Ch. Kulbalka of Novo-Zaporizhzhia and

S. P. Misko of Nikolaipol (Nikolaifeld). The Mennonite families included those of Vasilii P.

Martens and Jakob H. Pauls of Khortytsia; Abram P. Harms of Pavlivka (Osterwick); Jakob J.

Prose of Smoliansk (Schoneberg), Abram K. Pauls of Baburka (Burwalde); Peter. P. Petkau of

Kichkas (Einlage); Abram P. Peters, Johann J. Klassen, Jakob A. Bergen, and Abram Braun of

Shyroke (Neuendort); Gerhard M. Penner, Abram J. Kroker, Peter P. Siemens, and Jakob P.

Petkau of Nyzhnia Khortytsia (Nieder Khortitsa); and Komei D. Peters, Heinrich H. Rempel,

Heinrich K. Peters, Peter F. Kasper, Heinrich Peters, and Kornei J. Zacharias of Nikolaipol

(Nikolaifeldl). See DAZO 235/3/48.
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Mennonite.'^® Two families at zbornyi no. 3 were Ukrainian and the other sixteen

were Mennonite."^* There were no Ukrainian families at zbornyi no. 4, which con-

sisted of seventeen Mennonite families.'*^

People of all ages moved into the zborni. At least forty-four (56 per cent) of the

seventy-eight families initially sent to these kulak settlements had a male family

member who was fifty or older. There was even a seventy-nine-year-old Mennonite

kulak registered for one of the settlements, but officials decided to allow him to stay

I

in his home village because of his advanced age. Because the overwhelming number

of families at the zborni had three or more children, a large percentage of the

resettlers were children.'*^

j

Each zbornyi was subdivided into five or six areas. An area for kulak accommo-

j

dations (17-22 hectares) was usually set aside near the centre of each zbornyi.

Surrounding the residence area were plots for growing cereal crops (62- 87.5 hectares),

I

a vegetable garden (4.25-6 hectares), some pasture land (4.5-15.6 hectares), and an

uncultivated area (1.56-18.03 hectares). The area set aside for accommodations was a

I precisely demarcated allotment subdivided into equal strips of land (i.e., 125 by 20
' meters). Each kulak household was assigned one strip; because there were no existing

! accommodations, the immediate task of each kulak family was to build a shelter on its

strip. This was no small feat, as most kulaks had been so thoroughly dekulakized that

they had only a few personal belongings, little or no money, and no access to building

materials. Consequently the shelters were often crude sod huts or wooden shanties that

' offered little protection from the winter cold.'^'^

At zbornyi no. 2 there were two Ukrainians and 132 Mennonites. The sole Ukrainian family

was that of S. M. Pratchko of Veselivske. The Mennonite families included those of: Abram J.

Dyck and Jakob A. Petkau of Khortytsia; Peter P. Janzen, Jakob J. Wolk, Peter P. Zacharias, and

Gerhard J. Sawatsky of Pavlivka (Osterwick); Peter J. Rempel of Kichkas (Einlage); Dietrich D.

Hildebrandt, Jakob H. Siemens, and Kornei K. Bergen of Shyroke (Neuendorf); Isaak I. Bergen,

Abram A. Schmidt, and Martin 1. Unger of Nyzhnia Khortytsia (Nieder Khortitsa); Peter A.

Bergman, Kornei D. Friesen, David I. Braun, David D. Letkeman, Heinrich P. Neufeld, and

Peter D. Peters of Nikolaipol (Nikolaifeld. See ibid,

i Of the 117 residents at zbornyi no. 3, six were Ukrainians and 1 1 1 were Mennonites. There were

I

two Ukrainian families: T. Koloiashnyi’s of Khortytsia and O. Moskalenko’s of Veselivske. The
' Mennonite families were those of Kornei K. Penner of Khortytsia; Isaak A. Klassen, Anton A.

Funk, Peter I. Wiens, and David J. Klassen of Pavlivka (Osterwick); David B. Klippenstein of

!

Smoliansk (Schdneberg); Heinrich P. Petkau of Baburka (Burwalde); Kornei K. Wiebe of Kichkas

I

(Einlage); Peter P. Dyck and Isaak F. Ens of Shyroke (Neuendorf), Johann J. Siemens of Nyzhnia

j

Khortytsia (Nieder Khortitsa); and Heinrich J. Zacharias, Abram J. Heinrichs, David M. Koz-

lovsky, Peter J. Hiebert, and D. A. Rempel of Nikolaipol (Nikolaifeld). See ibid.

! All of the 103 individuals at zbornyi no. 4 were Mennonites. They included the families of Peter

I

P. Janzen of Khortytsia; Johann I. Klassen, Abram P. Siemens, Jakob J. Winter, and Isaac Bergen

!

of Pavlivka (Osterwick); Abram K. Schapansky of Baburka (Burwalde); Johann K. Martens and

[

Heinrich G. Martens of Kichkas (Einlage); Abram A. Bergen and Franz K. Ens of Shyroke

[

(Neuendorf); Heinrich H. Pankratz and Heinrich A. Pankratz of Nyzhnia Khortytsia (Nieder

I
Khortitsa); and U (?) K. Heinrichs, D. H. Giesbrecht, Heinrich F. Kasper, Franz J. Peters, and

!' Abram A. Rempel of Nikolaipol (Nikolaifeld). See ibid.

' See ibid.

I See ibid.; DAZO 1429/1/35; DB, 1931, 4; DB, 20 May 1931, 5; DB, 10 June 1931, 4; and DB, 1

|i July 1931,4..
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Not everything that the kulak households grew on their plots was for their own
use. Local authorities routinely imposed unrealistic grain quotas on the zborni; they

often confiscated the resettlers’ surplus crops and occasionally their land to make up

for deficiencies in local grain procurement quotas. This practice was in keeping with

the provisions of the Politburo Decree, which stated that resettled category 3 kulaks

would only be allowed to retain the minimum quantity of the means of production

required for farming, and that they were to be assigned agricultural production quotas

that were to be delivered to local authorities. From time to time, authorities also

searched the resettlers’ residences for grain and required them to sign statements

indicating that they were not hiding or withholding any grain from the state. Not

surprisingly, these raids depleted what little grain the resettlers had. Packages with

food and foreign currency from relatives in the West helped some resettlers make up

for the shortfall, but local authorities usually took a sizeable cut of the contents of the

packages before they were released to their intended recipients.“^^

Unfortunately, resettlers without Western contacts could not count on local

relatives or friends to assist them; providing aid to the resettlers carried with it the

very real possibility that the benefactors would be labelled as kulak sympathizers and

end up in the zborni themselves. This effectively quelched the benevolent urges of

family or friends. Some kulak resettlers resorted to begging, but even this means of

survival was denied those who lived in zborni that prohibited panhandling. When
describing the plight of the resettled kulak families, one eyewitness reported the

following in early 1931:

How they are able to survive is a mystery, because the people have nothing except a

little bit of furniture which others have left behind for them. No horse, no cow, no

money, no obligations, everything was taken from them.... In the previous year

when dekulakization was being carried out, the German party members were of the

opinion that when dekulakization was carried out here then one could finally live in

peace and quiet... But up until today, dekulakization is still proceeding.'^^

Resettlement in the kulak villages was tantamount to internal exile—a life of toil

and poverty with virtually no rights or privileges. The Politburo Decree required

category 3 kulaks to work in special labour units on road construction, timber felling,

or land reclamation projects.'^^ Members of Khortytsia raion’s zborni were regularly

required to do back-breaking work for local officials who were under pressure to

complete local community, road, and construction projects (such as the Dnipro dam)

on time and under budget. Wages were low and payment infrequent; resettlers at one

settlement worked for 240 days before they received any payment for their labour.

These harsh working conditions, combined with the primitive living arrangements, se-

See DB, 10 December 1930, 3; DB, 17 December 1930, 3; DB, 1 1 March 1931, 4; D5, 18 May
1932, 4; D5, 26 July 1933, 3; B. H. Unruh, “Bericht XXI 1,” Centre for Mennonite Brethren Studies

(hereafter CMBS), Winnipeg, 9 January 1931, 1; idem, “Bericht XXIV.” CMBS, March 1931, 4;

DB. 18 May 1932, 4; DB, 10 December 1930, 3; DB, 17 December 1930, 3; and Neufeldt. “The

Fate of Mennonites in Ukraine and the Crimea,” 76ff.

DB, 20 May 1931, 5. Some of the resettlers worked on large-scale projects, such as the Dnipro

Dam.

Vasilev and Viola, A'o//e^r/v/ra/5'/Vt/, 148.
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Map ofzbornyi no. I. Threefields (I, II, and III) surround the area where the 24 kulakfami-

i lies had their huts. The map also lists the resettlers ' names on their vegetable plots (field II)

j

Source; DAZO 235/3/48.

verely weakened the health of many kulaks before their eventual deportation to the

spetsposelki.^^

I There is no doubt that the existence of the zborni eroded the cohesive structure of

! surrounding Mennonite and Ukrainian communities. By breaking up large numbers of

kulak households into small kulak enclaves and forcing them to live in harsh

1!

conditions, local authorities were better able to supervise and manage their kulak

ji

populations, and to demonstrate to non-dekulakized peasants what was in store for

I

those deemed to be enemies of the state. In this respect, the zborni played an important

j

role in softening opposition to joining Soviet collective farms: the kulak settlements

I served as blunt examples of what working conditions might be like in the exile camps

|!

and how miserable life could be for those who did not voluntarily join the collective

i;

farms.

I

Within a year of their arrival at the zborni, most of the resettlers were loaded onto

f the cattle cars and transported to Stalin’s spetsposelki. The trip lasted anywhere from

i one to three weeks, with as many as fifty people in one car. In these overcrowded

I See DB, 1 1 March 1931, 5; Z)5, 10 June 1931, 4; and Unruh, “Bericht XXV,” CMBS, 29 April

}

1931, Iff.
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conditions where food and water supplies were spartan and infrequent at best, and

where protection from the frigid cold weather was virtually non-existent, it was
inevitably the very young, the sick, and the old who succumbed to premature death.''^

Those who survived the horrors of the journey into exile were forced to create new
special work settlements with kulaks from other ethnic groups and regions in the

USSR. For many of Khortytsia raion’s Mennonite resettlers, their experience in the

zborni was the last time they were part of a Mennonite community.

What was clear to most residents of the Khortytsia raion zborni was that their

resettlement in the far reaches of the USSR had very little to do with an anti-Ukrain-

ian campaign aimed at punishing Ukrainians for their nationalist aspirations. From
the perspective of most residents, regional and local authorities had targeted the

Khortytsia raion Mennonite community to supply the bulk of the kulaks for the

national raion. The Mennonites comparatively large landholdings, their past counter-

revolutionary behaviour, the underlying ethnic hostility between local officials and

German-speaking minorities, the regime’s anit-sectarian attitudes, the religious

cohesiveness of the community, and the aggressive attempts by Mennonites to

emigrate were all factors that resulted in Khortytsia raion’s Mennonites being

dekulakized in much higher numbers than their Ukrainian neighbours. As a result, it

was the Mennonites—not the Ukrainians—who felt the brunt of the dekulakization

campaign in the Khortytsia national raion between 1928 and 1930.

The Mennonites were not exclusively passive victims of dekulakization, however.

Some were active participants in implementing Stalin’s dekulakization measures in

their villages. Mennonite government officials, for example, were involved in

identifying and dekulakizing the kulaks in the Khortytsia national raion in 1929-30;

some of these same officials also proposed the first sites for the zborni to regional

officials, and at least one Mennonite official participated in the establishment of the

Khortytsia raion’s four zborni. Mennonite officials often played a lead role in imple-

menting the process and creating the infrastructure that resulted in so many of their

coreligionists being identified as kulaks and resettled in the zborni. In this respect,

Mennonites share some responsibility for the creation of these category 3 kulak set-

tlements and the suffering of those who were forced to live there.

That the majority of the first residents of Khortytsia raion’s zborni were Men-
nonites—almost ninety-seven per cent—clearly shows that they were Mennonite

zborni. The Mennonites were the first to build shelters at the sites, plow the land,

grow crops, and devise survival strategies in this hostile environment. The Men-
nonites were the pioneer resettlers at the zborni, the test case for local officials to

determine whether it was possible for kulaks to survive in such an environment. But

throughout this horrible ordeal the Mennonite resettlers had others of like mind,

culture, and faith with whom to share their tribulation and offer mutual comfort and

encouragement.

For the Ukrainian community in Khortytsia raion, the zbornyi experience was

substantially different. Because Mennonites were the primary targets of the first

dekulakization campaign in the raion in early 1930, the overwhelming majority of

Ukrainians were able to avoid the most repressive measures. On the whole, the raion’s

Ukrainians were spectators rather than victims in the dekulakization drama that

49
Neufeldt. ‘The Fate of Mennonites in Ukraine and the Crimea." 93ff
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unfolded in 1930; many of them looked on as the dispossession, disenfranchisement,

and resettlement of their Mennonite neighbours took place. Five Ukrainian families did

find themselves in the zborni in late 1930 and early 1931, but the larger Ukrainian

I community dodged this first sweep of the dekulakization net. In this respect, being

Ukrainian in a German national raion had distinct advantages: Khortytsia raion was a

I

comparatively safe place for a Ukrainian to ride out the first year of dekulakization

I because ethnic Ukrainians were far more likely to evade dekulakization than their Men-
nonite neighbours.

The experiences of those evacuated to Khortytsia raion’s zborni clearly demonstrate

that dekulakization in some regions of Ukraine was not as anti-Ukrainian as some
historians would have us believe. In the case of Khortytsia raion, dekulakization had

very little to do with anti-Ukrainianism in 1930, and almost everything to do with

being a Mennonite. At the same time, the Mennonite experience in the zborni calls into

question conventional Ukrainian historiography on dekulakization, which, intentionally

or not, tells a Ukrainian narrative that excludes all “others.” Only when historians pay

more heed to the dekulakization accounts of ethnic minorities in Ukraine will more
^ comprehensive, state-centred narratives be written. Until that happens, our under-

j

standing of this tragic period in Ukrainian history will remain incomplete, and the

j

history of “others” will continue to be, as John-Paul Himka noted, “something that

i does not fit.”
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Edmonton Newspaper Reports about the

1932-1933 Famine in Ukraine

Serge Cipko

i

]

In 1993 an article in the Edmonton Journal entitled “The Politics of Famine” quoted
' the Harvard University economist Amartya Kumar Sen: “There has never been a

famine in any country that’s been a democracy with a relatively free press.” Sen

provided the example of India, which had no episodes of mass starvation since inde-

pendence in 1947 despite experiencing occasional years of food shortages. “My point

!

really is that if famine is about to develop, democracy can guarantee that it won’t.

' When newspapers are controlled, it’s amazing how ignorant and immune from pres-

sure the government can be” Sen contended.'

I
The famine of 1 932-33 in Soviet Ukraine took place under a totalitarian regime that

I

practiced censorship. At that time the daily Edmonton Journal (est. 1903) was one of

many newspapers in North America trying to make sense of the sometimes

i

contradictory information it was receiving about mass starvation in the Soviet Union.

1 Such information also appeared in other newspapers published in Alberta’s capital,

I

which then had a population of approximately 80,000: in the daily Edmonton Bulletin

1
(est. 1880); in Ukrainski visti (est. 1928), the Ukrainian-language weekly of the city’s

j

nearly 5,000-strong Ukrainian community;" and in the weekly Western Catholic of the

!
Catholic Archdiocese of Edmonton.

i This paper focuses on reports about the famine that appeared in Edmonton’s two

I

dailies. The Edmonton Journal (hereafter EJ ) was founded as a political rival to the

Edmonton Bulletin (hereafter EB). Although the EJ supported the Conservative Party

! of Canada and the EB was pro-Liberal Party of Canada, on occasion their coverage of

i the famine overlapped. One notable difference was the EB's reliance on dispatches from
' the Dutch-Canadian journalist Pierre van Paassen, who travelled to the Soviet Union.

During 1932 readers of the ^Jwere made aware that there were problems in the

: Soviet countiyside. In early April the newspaper quoted the Riga correspondent of The

\

Times about the temporary suspension of Soviet efforts to collectivize the peasantry

I while shock brigades were being organized to hasten spring seeding.^ An article in

! mid-May again referred to a scarcity of food in the countryside in the Soviet Union,

I

including Ukraine, where. The Time's Riga correspondent said, the “harvest was above

1 the average last year.”"* In early June the JE/made reference to a letter, dated 12 April,

“The Politics of Famine: It’s Never Fair to Blame Just the Weather,” Edmonton Journal, 24

January 1993; reprinted from the New York Times. Sen is the author of Poverty and Famines: An
Essay on Entitlement and Deprivation (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1981 ).

Kilko ye ukraintsiv v Edmontoni?” Ukrainski visti, 15 March 1933.

“Famine Feared in Russia; Grain Planting Neglected,” EJ, 6 April 1932.
^

“Russia’s Wheat Supply,” EJ, 17 May 193.
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from a man in the Belarusian district of Minsk to his daughter in northern Alberta. The
letter stated that wheat was scarce because “all the grain was taken away from us and

sold last fall.”^ Then, in August 1932, a report in the £7 indicated there were delays in

harvesting in Ukraine and the North Caucasus, areas which, it was said, had

experienced a devastating drought the previous year. Soviet newspapers blamed poor

organization and “increased activities of the Kulaks against collective farmers in the

form of grain thefts and general persecution” for the fact that only sixty-five per cent of

the grain had been harvested inUkraine.* *^

In 1933 the famine was discussed in the E/ alongside other Soviet-related stories,

such as the matter of lifting restrictions on Canadian trade with the USSR, the

possibility of U.S. recognition of the Soviet Union, and the threat of deportation of a

Doukhobor leader in Canada, Peter Veregin, to the USSR. At the start of the year

reports mentioned problems in grain requisitioning and food shortages in the Soviet

Union. An E/ story published on 3 January 1933 concerned the sentencing to death of

“three of the highest Communist party and Soviet officials in the Orekhovsky districf’

of Ukraine and eight others to imprisonment “upon their conviction of treason in

sabotaging the government’s grain collection plan.” The three to be executed were

charged with “arbitrarily lowering the government’s grain-collection quotas, and

falsely reporting on the extent of the crop to the central authorities, and branded as

counter-revolutionaries, traitors and betrayers of the working class.”^ Later in January

A. C. Cummings of the EJ’s London Bureau noted that some reports “say that before

the next harvest comes round [the Soviet Union] may face a worse food shortage than

she has known for years.”^

Other reports about the USSR published in early 1933 gave no indication that food

shortages were being experienced, in part becauset hey really concerned the period

before the famine. In its 1 1 February 1933 issue, for example, the the E7 published the

impressions of Charles Richert, an “irrigation expert from Alberta ... [serving as a]

consultant engineer in the building of a 100,000-acre irrigation project ... in the sub-

Caucasian lands at the eastern end of the Black Sea.” Writing in the summer of 1932,

Richert spoke of the Soviet people as “great lovers of music and the theatre, [who]

drink lots of wine and vodka and above all enjoy elaborate meals. I am told, however,

that the latter now bear only a faint resemblance to former times.” He added that “with

copious rains the crops are wonderful and soon will be ready for the combine. We have

fruits such as mulberries and strawberries in abundance and last fall ate the greatest

amount of grapes in our lives.”^

^
“In Russia Today,” EJ, 2 June 1932.

^
“Soviet Harvest Suffers Setbaek.” EJ, 1 1 August 1932.

^
“Prominent “Reds’ Get Death Terms,” EJ, 3 January 1933.

*
“Russia’s ‘Food-Battle,’” EJ, 31 January 1933. That seemed to contradict what Col. J. H.

Mackie, who was described as “prominent in recent years as an intermediate' between Canadian

and Russian industrialists,” suggested earlier in the month. Mackie wrote: “I discussed Russia’s

wheat supply with Mr. Bogdanov [chair of the Amtorg Trading Corporation],” whose “latest

information was that wheat collections in Russia during the past month were above expectations^]

and ... his opinion was Russia would not be forced to import wheaf’ (“Doubts Russia in Need

Wheat,” EJ, 3 January 1933).
^

“Soviet Russia Fascinates Young Lethbridge Couple.” EJ, 11 Februarv’ 1933. Before his

departure to the Soviet Union, Alsace-born Richert was employed by the Lethbridge Northern

Irrigation Project.
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The earliest sign that a famine was well under way in the USSR came in the Efs 1

7

February 1933 issue, which quoted an address Rev. E. E. Shields of Chicago delivered

in Toronto: : “[tjhere are well-authenticated reports of cannibalism in certain areas of

the U.S.S.R.”*® Then on 25 February the EJ reported that Ralph H. Webb, mayor of

Winnipeg and Conservative member for Assiniboia, told the Legislative Assembly of

Manitoba that he daily read between thirty and fifty letters from the USSR that “asked

for food, clothing, shoes, and not for money.” Webb added that people “would be

astonished if they learned how much was going out of Winnipeg every week for the

needy of Russia.”"

The following month the EJ reported that the Legislative Assembly of Saskatche-

wan was considering the offer of shipments of wheat to the starving people in the

USSR. On the afternoon of Wednesday, 15 March 1933, the legislature had suspended

its sitting on the motion of Dr. John M. Uhrich, the member for Rosthem. His motion

read that the assembly adjourn to “consider a matter of urgent public importance.”

Uhrich, a member of the assembly’s Liberal opposition, read letters that he and others

in the Rosthem area had received from the USSR. The Mennonite board in Rosthem,

he said, were receiving 700 to 800 letters a week from people in the USSR asking for

help. Members of both sides of the assembly, including the premier of the province,

James Anderson, agreed on the “urgent need of offering assistance, possibly by

shipping wheat to the starving people of Russia.” Uhrich suggested that the attention of

the federal government be drawn to the matter and steps be taken to ship 10 million to

20 million bushels of wheat to the USSR.'“

It is not clear if any action followed from this motion, but the news prompted W.
S. Plawiuk to write a letter to the editor. Plawiuk alerted the EJs readers about the

thousands of letters Ukrainian Canadians had received in the autumn of 1932 asking

not for money, but for grain and flour. “We tried to make arrangements to collect

400,000 to 500,000 bushels of wheat to be shipped to Ukraine,” he said, “but the

Soviet government through their charitable institutions refused to accept our offer,

stating: ‘In view of satisfactory harvest this year, proposal is not necessary in the

absence of real need’ [sic].”"

On 24 March 1933 the E7 wrote about Rose Kritzevosky, a thirty-year-old woman,
who “got out of Soviet Russia more by luck than good management” and was bound

I

for Alberta. When a reporter asked her what the USSR was like, she replied: “there was
terrible starvation and many people were dying in the rural districts.” The article did

not state where Kritzevosky was from, but only that her parents were “still in Russia.”"

As the year progressed, readers of the EJ came to know more about the famine of
1932-33 to some degree through the efforts by the Ukrainian community in Edmonton

“Say Cannibalism Exists in Soviet,” EJ, 17 February 1933. The report did not elaborate.

However, the EB quoted Rev. Shields about “instances where the authorities gave people

permission to go to the morgues and obtain bodies for human food” (“Toronto Speaker Charges

Russians with Cannibalism,” EB, 17 February 1933).
" See “Some Aid Needy of Russia,” EJ, 25 February 1933.

“Claims Russian People Starving,” EJ, 16 March 1933. The rarely used motion allowed a

member to raise an important matter and have it discussed, putting the business on hold until the

debate was concluded and the motion was withdrawn.
"

“Soviets Refused Wheat,” EJ, 20 March 1933.

“Russian Woman Reaches Tisdale,” EJ, 24 March 1933.
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to draw attention to it. In early April 1933 four hundred people attended a meeting of

the Ukrainian National Association and the Ukrainian War Veterans’ Association.

Referring to “Communistic internationalism” as a “new cover for extreme fascism,” it

was declared at the meeting that “thousands of Ukrainians are starving to death,

thousands have been exiled to Siberia, and thousands have been jailed for asking for

justice.”'^ On 13 April 1933 a more comprehensive report noted that at a recent mass

meeting of Ukrainian organizations in Edmonton, letters were read that referred to

famine in Soviet Ukraine and spoke of instances of cannibalism. One of the resolutions

at the meeting charged that “famine conditions in the Ukrainian territory, probably the

richest section of eastern Europe, were due to the Soviet system and acts of the Russian

authorities.” The account continued that “Action by the provincial, dominion and

British governments to initiate a movement with other nations and humanitarian

organizations to help the starving people and also urge upon the Soviet government the

need of stopping exports from Ukraine was urged in a resolution passed by the

meeting.” Dr. I. Verchomin, one of the speakers at the meeting, which also protested

Communist propaganda and actions in Canada, described the efforts of the Ukrainian

community through the Red Cross to have grain shipped from Canada to Ukraine. The
efforts were unsuccessful, he noted, because of Soviet unco-operativeness.'^

The Edmonton action was one of many that would be organized nationwide during

the spring and summer of 1933. The one held in Calgary on 3 June was typical for its

forwarding of resolutions to Premier John Brownlee of Alberta and Prime Minister

Richard Bennett.'^

On 7 June the EJ reported that while passing through Winnipeg on her way to

Edmonton to Join her husband, Sophie Sl[i]usarenko from the village of Perehonivka in

Soviet Ukraine spoke about widespread hunger in her country. “There is not enough

bread or potatoes in Ukraine, let alone other bare necessities,” she said, and went on to

add that in the previous year six hundred people in her village had died of starvation.'*

A couple of months later, on 9 August 1933, in response to the contradictory reports it

was hearing about the situation in the USSR, the EJ published an editorial stating that

when “much is being written about Russia by those who have had the opportunity of

acquiring a thorough knowledge of conditions there, little attention deserves to be paid

to conclusions reached by visitors who cannot have had the time to make anything

more than surface observations.” The editorial went on to say that many such visitors

came away with the idea that the USSR was in much better shape than the outside

world thought, but that was not the impression that the Labour Party MP for East

Hamilton, Humphrey Mitchell, received. Mitchell had sent a letter in which “he stated

that he had never seen such suffering as he did in Russia among those who appeared to

be peasants and unskilled workers.”'^

“Ukrainians Protest,” EJ, 4 April 1933.

“Charge Horrible Conditions Exist under Soviet Rule,” EJ, 13 April 1933.

“Protybolshevytski rezoliutsii v Kalgarakh,” Ukrainski visti, 21 June 1933. In Edmonton

Ukrainski visti called on the community to join together in a broad “anti-Bolshevik front.” See “Na

protybolshevytskyi front,” Ukrainski visti, 21 June 1933. Members of the community responded by

staging rallies in various locations of Alberta. In the spring of 1933 a rally was also held in

Saskatoon; see “Tells of Horrors in Russia Today,” Saskatoon Star-Phoenix, 2 May 1933.
'*

“Says Ukrainians Die of Starvation,” EJ, 1 June 1933.

“What to Believe about Russia,” EJ, 9 August 1933. Mitchell later served as the minister for

labour in the Liberal government of Prime Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King. The EB also
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Later in August the EJ published an interview with Peter J. Lazarowich, an Ed-

monton barrister who had recently returned to the city after nearly a year in Europe,

during which he had spent some time in Prague, a major centre of interwar Ukrainian

emigre life. In the interview Lazarowich mentioned the famine in Soviet Ukraine.

Ukraine had been considered the granary of Europe, he said, but “today it is the

centre of the most appalling famine in its history due to the internal strife and bad

government in the various states.”"® Lazarowich’s reference to a famine in Ukraine

prompted an editorial in the newspaper two days later. The editorial began by draw-

ing attention to Lazarowich’s statement, which “must have proved startling to many
readers.” How could this be so, the editorial said readers might ask, when during the

past two or three weeks there were reports of large crops in Europe and a reduction

of the supplies needed to be purchased. But Lazarowich’s statement was supported

by other sources of information, the EJ editorial continued, and it drew attention to

the appeal the archbishop of Vienna, Cardinal Theodor Innitzer, issued in which he

spoke of catastrophe even at a time of a new harvest. The editorial also pointed to

fund-raising efforts in Germany to “relieve distress among the Russo-German in-

habitants of the Ukraine” and that after hearing what a fellow American and two

Germans returning from the USSR had to say, an American correspondent “cabled

that the indications were that the estimate of 4,000,000 deaths due to malnutrition in

rural Russia during recent months was too low.” The EJ editorial further observed

that even Walter Duranty of the New York Times, who had dismissed the famine

reports as an exaggeration or malignant propaganda, acknowledged that there were

some deaths, putting the death rate in the winter and spring at four times the normal.

The editorial expressed the belief that unlike during the Soviet famine of 1921-22,

the current food shortage in the USSR was due not to climatic conditions but “solely

to the government’s farm collectivization policies.”^'

I

More corroboration of the existence of a famine came in two accounts published

I

in the E/in October 1933. One was provided by Mrs. H. Satanove, who had recently

i

returned to Edmonton after leaving in February for a tour of the USSR and Palestine,

i
Satanove, who herself had emigrated from the Russian Empire in 1911, described the

I

USSR as “a success” but stated that “her people have been caught in the wheels of

I

their own progress.” Disease, she said, was “rampant, terrible. I saw heartrending

I
scenes.” The EJ reported that as Satanove “stood talking to a banker in Romna,

;

Russia [i.e., Romny in northeastern Ukraine],” she felt “something beneath her heel,

j

She turned, looked down ... It was a child—dead of starvation.”^"

reported about Mitchell’s impressions, noting that he had written a message to Mayor John Peebles

stating that he had not seen “such suffering in my life” as he had witnessed in the Soviet Union. See

“Life in Russia One of Suffering Says Labor M.P.,” EB, 19 July 1933.

“War Certain Says Lawyer,” E/,30 August 1933.

“Russia’s Famine,” EJ, 1 September 1933 The EB also reported that Cardinal Innitzer advised

that even at a time of a new harvest catastrophe loomed in four months and, once again, millions of

lives would be lost. At a time when the world was almost choked with a surplus of wheat and food,

the cardinal said, people were starving in the USSR. The cardinal warned that famine, accompanied

by infanticide and cannibalism, threatened all religions and all races equally. See “Archbishop Says

Famine Sure to Come,” EB, 2 September 1933.

“Marching War Legions, Starving Children, City Woman’s Picture of Soviet Russia,” EJ, 5

October 1933. “Romna” is very likely the city of Romen in northeastern Ukraine.
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A few days later, the EJ cited letters Ukrainians in Canada received from Ukraine

and also referred to Maria Z[h]uk of Kalmazovka in the Odesa region, who, after

landing in Canada, on her way to Consort, Alberta, “told of a case last spring in

which a young married couple ... killed and consumed their two small children. The
gruesome crime was accidently discovered when a pig was stolen from the Kolhosp

[collective farm] ... and the members of the militsiia organized a search of all the

houses in the vicinity in an endeavour to locate the stolen ‘treasure.’” The head of

one child was apparently found in an oven. Cats and dogs had disappeared, Zuk
related, and “people also consumed all the field mice and frogs they could obtain.”

The only food the people could afford, she said, was a “simple soup prepared of

water, salt and various weeds.”^^

On 25 October 1933 the turned over space to Peter Lazarowich to discuss the

famine. In terms of the number of victims the famine had claimed, Lazarowich said:

“It is difficult to estimate the loss of human life but the consensus of opinion is that it

will exceed the figures reached during the famine in 1921-22, which was officially

placed at about 5,000,000.” As to why the famine was allowed to take place,

Lazarowich opined that the “Russian Soviet government is deliberately determined to

starve most of the population of the Ukraine in order to beat it into complete sub-

mission to the principles of Communism[,] which the Ukrainian peasant masses have

hitherto vigorously resisted and repudiated.”^"*

The following month, in November, the EJ published the impressions of George

Palmer, who had worked as a reporter for Moscow Daily News. When asked about

food shortages in the USSR, Palmer denied that there were any, remarking “I never

saw so many healthy, robust men and women as 1 did there.” Palmer’s claims

prompted a letter to the editor. The letter writer noted that it was surprising that

Palmer could miss the famine in his travels up and down the country when Men-
nonites in Saskatchewan and Ukrainians across Canada were receiving thousands of

letters that related deplorable conditions.^^ Palmer dismissed that letter and others:

“My own experience in the Soviet Union gives the lie to most of the assertions

made.” “1 want a letter that gives concrete details such as name of person who died

of starvation, the town or village, the time. Just one letter with these concrete details

so that an investigation could be made.” If thousands of people were dying of

starvation in Alberta, Palmer continued, he was quite certain that it would be possible

to obtain the details of at least one case. Until such proof was forthcoming, “I am still

of the opinion that the stories of famine, cannibalism, etc., purporting to be from the

Soviet Ukraine are, like Mark Twain’s death, ‘grossly exaggerated.’”'^

Palmer was unlikely to sway the members of the Ukrainian community in

Edmonton who had complained that offers of help to the starving were being turned

down by the Soviet side and who expressed the belief that because Ukrainians were

being repressed under Polish rule in Galicia and Volhynia and subjected to famine

under Soviet rule, the Ukrainian nation was threatened on both sides of the Polish-

Soviet border. In the evening of Sunday, 23 July 1933, a number of Ukrainians in

“Starving Parents Eat Own Children,” EJ, 10 October 1933.

“Famine in the Ukraine,” EJ, 25 October 1933.

“Ukrainian Citizen’s Reply,” EJ, 28 November 1933.

“Russian Conditions,” EJ, 20 December 1933.
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Edmonton met in the Eidelweiss club hall to hear speeches about the situation in the

partitioned Ukrainian lands. The EJ reported that a resolution “offering a protest

alleging a conspiracy between the Polish and Soviet governments” to exterminate the

people of Ukraine by “crucifying them on the Cross of Golgotha” had been passed at

that meeting.^^

Such protests as the one of July 1933 were also covered in the EB?^ On 1 1 May
1933 the EB published an article entitled “Hunger in the Ukraine” by a special

correspondent of the Manchester Guardian. The unnamed correspondent noted that the

population in Ukraine and northern Caucasus was starving. The correspondent further

related that he/she was told by Communist officials that now that heavy industry had

been built up, agriculture would be next.^^

On 8 August 1933 a letter to the editor appeared in EB under the heading “The Real

Russia.” Signed “Canadian,” it was written in response to Robert J. Cromie, publisher

of the Vancouver Sun, who in a recent interview about his trip to Moscow had spoken

(favourably of the USSR. In late July 1933, Cromie had stated that “some critics say

that conditions were not too bad in Moscow, but down in the Ukraine people were

starving. Someone from the Ukraine told me that the people in Moscow are starving,

I

too.” Everything that one heard about the USSR, he continued, was both “true and

I

untrue.”^® The letter-writer remarked that had Cromie gone to the provinces, he would
’ have seen hundreds of thousands of famished orphans and millions of “declassed”

i people without shelter and starving. People with relatives in the USSR, the letter-writer

t went on to say, could provide more reliable information about the real state of affairs

|there.^’

j

A week later, the EB announced that journalist Pierre van Paassen would be

I

sending “hot cables” on his “Russian trip.” Since van Paassen “speaks both German

j

and Yiddish,” the EB said, “he will be able to converse freely with the natives.”^^ Van

1 Paassen, who was bom in the Netherlands and educated in a Calvinist parochial school,

moved to Canada in 1911 and studied for the ministry at Victoria College in Toronto.

Before he embarked on a career in journalism, he served as an assistant pastor in a

Ukrainian (Ruthenian) mission in Alberta for the Methodist Church. During his career

“Alleged Perseeution in Ukraine is Scored,” EB, 24 July 1933.

r* “Ukrainians Make Strong Protest,” EB, 24 July 1933, 9. The Ukrainians, the EB said, had made

a “[sjtrong protest against alleged inhuman treatment” in the USSR at a meeting of the Ukrainian

'National Association in Edelweiss Hall. The protestors also drew attention to the imprisonment and

' sentencing of a large number of Ukrainians by the Polish government. According to the EB, the

i
resolution passed at the meeting read: “35 millions of Ukrainians are being persecuted, oppressed,

[starved and murdered by the Soviet government of Russia.” There were two reports published in

I

April, one of which noted that “[sjpeakers [at a meeting] charged the Soviet government with

artificially creating famine in the Ukrainian territory which is the richest part of Eastern Europe

I
because while people are dying of starvation at the same time the Soviets have exported abroad

many millions of bushels of wheat, com, oats and barley.” See “Edmonton Ukrainians Protest

Oppression Ukraine Population,” EB, 13 April 1933, 13.

“Hunger in the Ukraine,” EB, 1 1 May 1933, 4.

“Finds Russian Life is Normal,” EJ, 29 July 1933, 3. See also “Russian Life Given Praise by

[Publisher,” EB, 29 July 1933, 2.

“The Real Russia,” EB, 8 August 1933, 4.

“Pierre Van Paassen to Send Hot Cables on Russian Trip,” EB, 14 August 1933, 1.
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as a journalist, he wrote for several Canadian and American newspapers, and travelled

to different parts of the world. Beginning in 1932, van Paassen spent three years in the

Soviet Union as a correspondent for the Toronto StarP

As promised, van Paassen began to deliver his reports to the EB, which were also

carried by the Toronto Star. In a 12 September article entitled “Future of Soviet

Depends on Successful Harvesting,” van Paassen related that he had spoken to a

prominent Bolshevik official, who had just returned from a tour of inspection of a

railway system in Ukraine. The official spoke of a stampede when hunger came, so

urban workers were mobilized to cut grain. The Kulaks, van Paassen was told, had

such an influence on poorer peasants that “the whole rural Ukraine became the scene

last winter of a most bitter phase in the class struggle. There is no question but the

Ukraine is the most reactionary region in the Union. Besides the well-known causes

of drought and a bad crop last year, the peasants of Ukraine have not taken kindly to

the collective farm idea.”^"*

An article in the EB the next day placed van Paassen in Kremenchuk, Poltava

Oblast. In his report, van Paassen said that witnesses of all walks of life, some ofwhom
had lived through the 1921 famine on the Volga, “tell me that the privations in the

Ukraine did not quite reach the proportions of that earlier catastrophe when ten millions

died of hunger and typhus.” But everyone agreed, van Paassen continued, that from

January 1933 until a few weeks ago the situation had been calamitous. There was little

evidence of that situation at present, van Paassen went on to say, and so he could not

give an eyewitness account. He then added: “The grain collectors were ruthless last

year. There was a drought. There was a campaign to bring the government to a fall or

at least to embroil it in grave difficulties. There was a bitter social and political

conflict.” The bad times. Van Paassen said, lay behind, and he took that to be “the

simple explanation for the general reticence. People rather talk of the future than of the

past except historians.”^^

In the meantime Ukrainians in Edmonton continued to stage rallies to draw public

attention to conditions in Soviet Ukraine. On 14 October 1933 the EB reported that

local Ukrainians had gathered at the town hall to voice protest “against alleged ruth-

An anti-fascist, he interviewed Hitler in 1934 and was a guest of Mussolini for six weeks. See

New York Times, 9 January 1968, 43, which noted that he was fluent in “French, Italian. German

and Hebrew, in addition to Dutch and English, and in college had specialized in New Testament

Greek.”

“Future of Soviet Depends on Suceessful Harvesting,” EB, 12 September 1933, 3.

“Ukraine Practically Won Over to Soviet Farm Plan,” EB, 13 September 1933, 1. The EB had no

editorial similar to the EJ ’s “Russia’s Famine,” but in October 1933 it did comment on Ukraine

and the Soviet Union in light of Pierre van Paassen’s reports. “In the Ukraine, Mr. Van Paasser

writes, there is a good erop of wheat: but the peasants are not reaping it and will not eat it,” a 19

October EB editorial began. “The reaping is being done for the Government, by labour-saving

machinery operated by a few hands,” it continued, and added that the families “who formerly wor

their living from the land are wandering the roads.” The editorial then went on to note that the

USSR had largely accomplished in a few years the industrialization that took other countries

generations to achieve. But the achievement, it said, seemed to land them all in the same place

“where ‘wealth accumulates but men decay,’” remarking that “Humanity is about the least wantec

commodity on earth today, whether in Soviet Russia or in the countries where the citizen is allowec

to accumulate private capital and employ it” (“The Human Surplus.” EB, 19 October 1933, 4).
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less collections of grain from the people of the Ukraine, who are said to be in a starv-

ing condition at the present time.”^^

On 8 November the EB reported the arrival from Soviet Ukraine of the family of

Rabbi Isaac Haft. The newspaper described the newcomers as the “[f)irst family to

come to Edmonton with first hand information regarding conditions in southern

Russia in the last five years.” The EB was told that conditions in winter 1932 and the

summer of 1933 had been very severe; that there was hardly any crop in 1932 and

even coarse bread was a luxury; and that there had been an outbreak of typhoid in the

summer.^^

Then in December the EB carried a news item concerning an appeal made by

Cardinal Innitzer. The archbishop of Vienna had published an appeal on 1 December

for contributions to relieve “the starving millions in southern Russia.” The EB
reminded its readers of the appeal the cardinal had made in August 1933.^* There was

a similar story in the Edmonton Journal. While in his second appeal Cardinal Innitzer

said that the new Soviet crop was insufficient and predicted a famine would again

occur in the winter, the Edmonton Journal informed its readers that dispatches from

Moscow in October 1933 indicated that the crops were good which “gave assurance

of adequate food supplies.”^^

From where could Cardinal Innitzer’ s concern have stemmed? Perhaps articles in

the Western Catholic may offer a clue. Back in August 1933 that newspaper reported

that a Jesuit priest, after his return to the Vatican from a secret visit to the USSR,
informed Pope Pius XI of people wandering “aimlessly across the land in search of

enough black bread and dried fish to keep body and soul together.” When Pope Pius XI

heard the priest’s estimate that there would be “between ten and twelve million deaths

from starvation” occurring, “the Jesuit was shocked to see tears streaming down the

face of the Pontiff.”^®

Then in October 1933 the Western Catholic informed its readers of a joint letter

by the Ukrainian Catholic bishops in Galicia that declared “Ukraine to be in the

clutches of death, its people dying of starvation and the situation, resulting from

Bolshevik action, growing worse from day to day.” They appealed for a worldwide

protest.

I i
“Voice Protest Soviet Aetion in Ukraine,” EB, 14 October 1933, 8.

n;
“Rabbi Haft’s Kin Arrives from Russia,” EB, 8 November 1933, 13. See also “Wife and Family

of Jewish Rabbi Arrive from Ukraine,” EB, 8 November 1933, 6, and “Rabbi’s Family Here from

'Ukraine,” EJ, 8 November 1933, 14. Rabbi Haft’s family had come to Edmonton from Poltava,

nt

1^^ “Cardinal in Plea Asks Aid for Russians,” EB, 2 December 1933, 3.

j j

“Appeals for Aid Soviet’s Starving,” EJ, 2 December 1933, 19.

a
I

See “Pope Weeps As He Hears of Millions Starving in Russia,” Western Catholic, 30 August

1^1 1933, 6.

Hi 1 “Catholie Bishops of Ukrainia [^/c] Appeal to World against Soviet Injustice,” Western

or
Catholic, 18 October 1933, 1. The stoiy of the joint letter was also featured in Edmonton’s

lii
1
Ukrainian-language weekly Ukrainski visti. On 20 September 1933 that paper published a pastoral

i;,
'letter by Bishop Basil Ladyka, a former pastor of St. Josaphat Ukrainian Catholic Parish in

Of [ Edmonton, dated 13 September, on the subject of the famine. The letter spoke of the suffering of

If]
I

the Ukrainian people under the “tyrannical regime” of the “godless communists” that had been

fjl imposed by “Muscovite invaders.” Pope Pius XI had for the past three years been vigorously

protesting the anti-Christian policy of the Soviet regime, the spiritual leader of the Ukrainian
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In the autumn of 1933 Ukrainian groups in North America continued to urge that

attention be drawn to the famine in Ukraine. On 2 October, the Ukrainian National

Council in Canada, based in Winnipeg, wrote to President Franklin D. Roosevelt

“with an urgent request to take the necessary steps to arrange for an immediate

neutral investigation of the famine situation in Ukraine.” The council’s bulletin,

dated 15 September 1933, was submitted to the American leader. It included the

testimony of Maria Zuk of Kalmazovka."^^ In October 1933 readers of the EJ would

also hear her account.

Catholic Church in Canada noted, but since then the situation had beeome worse. People fortunate

enough to leave Greater Ukraine (the Ukrainian SSR), he said, provided stories of starvation and

cannibalism. Bishop Ladyka appealed to God to shorten the days of grief of the Ukrainian people

and asked that they may soon be able to pray to Him in freedom, under their own government, one

that would give to its citizens a “better destiny and the holy truth of Christ.” He called on all

believers to help with prayer and protest, and to announce to the world the calamity that had

befallen “Greater Ukraine” (Soviet Ukraine). “U khvyli narodnoho \\ov\ 2L.''Ukrainski visti, 20

September 1933.

M. Wayne Morris, Stalin’s Famine and Roosevelt's Recognition of Russia (Lanham, Md.:

University Press of America, 1994), 193-96.
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The Zhinviddil Resurrected: Soviet Women’s
Organizations in Postwar Western Ukraine

Yoshie Mitsuyoshi

j

Since the 1970s historians have examined various issues surrounding the important

|iWomen’s Department (Russian: Zhenotdel) of the All-Union Communist Party (of

1 Bolsheviks), ranging from the life and activities of its famous founder, Alexandra

Kollontai, through the Zhenotders struggle with the Bolsheviks’ misogynistic

attitudes, to the final phase of the Zhenotdel and its liquidation process in 1930,

Ithereby contributing greatly to the establishment of women’s studies within Soviet

jstudies in the West.'

Fewer studies have been undertaken of Soviet women after the official liquidation

of the zhenotdel, however, and the voices of women in political organizations has

become virtually inaudible. Although “work among women” continued in the form

of the zhensektor (women’s section), and, in the non- Russian republics, the

\zhenotdel and delegates’ meetings are said to have continued throughout the Second

World War, to date no major study of this work has emerged.^

Toward the end of the Soviet era, particularly during the perestroika period of the

late 1980s, a small group of British feminist historians examined another form of

women’s organization, the women-only zhensovety (women’s councils; Ukrainian:

Ehinrady). The zhensovety began appearing from the late 1950s, becoming the focus of

attention both in the Soviet Union and in the West by the mid-1970s, first during

International Women’s Year in 1975 and again in 1987, when Gorbachev advocated

the strengthening of the zhensovety in his speech at the Twenty-seventh Congress of

the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. While not denying the fundamental premise

of the Soviet one-party state—^that any independent or non-party groups and

movements were not formally permitted—Genia Browning, the sole Western scholar

jof the zhensovety, presented them as spontaneous organizations comparable to

(Women’s consciousness-raising groups in Western countries.^ However, the abrupt

collapse of the Soviet Union stalled further inquiry into these “Soviet” women’s
lorganizations. Instead, attention and interest in the 1990s was directed at the growing

' See, for example, Richards Stites, The Women’s Liberation Movement in Russia, Feminism,

Nihilism, and Bolshevism, 1860-1930 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1978); Elizabeth

iWood, The Baba and the Comrade: Gender and Politics in Revolutionary Russia (Bloomington:

Indiana University Press, 1997); and Wendy Z. Goldman, Women at the Gate: Gender and Industry

in Stalin ’s Russia (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002).

r Paula A. Michaels, “Motherhood, Patriotism, and Ethnicity: Soviet Kazakhstan and the 1936

Abortion Ban,” Feminist Studies 27, no. 2 (Summer 2001): 307-333.

Genia K. Browning, Women and Politics in the USSR: Consciousness Raising and Soviet

Women’s Groups (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1987).
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“real” feminist movement and women’s organizations in post-Soviet society. Under

these circumstances, the zhensovety, like all “official” women’s organizations through-

out the former Soviet-bloc countries, were discredited as superfluous, artificial organi-

zations unworthy of serious scholarly inquiry.'^

An effort to bridge the gulf between the Zhenotdel of the 1920s and the zhen-

sovety under Khrushchev and Gorbachev occurred in the late 1990s. A number of

studies of the obshchestvennitsa (wives’ movement of the late 1930s) in which

groups of women—mainly housewives—were organized according to their hus-

bands’ workplace and work status in order to engage in a variety of socio-cultural,

often female-oriented, activities, offer scholars of Stalinist society a lively discussion

topic.^ Indeed, Mary Buckley argues that the obshchestvennitsa movement actually

inspired both Khrushchev’s zhensovety and Gorbachev’s efforts to revitalize them

during perestroika. However, studies of the obshchestvennitsa have barely dealt with

the period after the Second World War.

This study examines women’s organizations in western Ukraine during the period

immediately after the Second World War. I argue in this paper that, in this region, the

seemingly straightforward transition of women’s organizations from the 1930s to the

1960s was not as smooth as one might imagine. The Organization of Ukrainian

Nationalists (OUN), one of the strongest national movements in Eastern Europe in the

twentieth century, traditionally involved women in its underground organizations and

worked with women’s own community movements.^ While some women chose to

devote themselves to the OUN-affiliated underground Ukrainian Insurgent Army
(UFA), others were turned off by the OUN’s paternalistic treatment of women. After

occupying Western Ukraine (eastern Galicia, western Volhynia, Transcarpathia, and

Bukovyna) in the wake of the Second World War, the newly arrived Soviet authorities

launched a Soviet-style “emancipation” of women under the slogan of gender equality

and sponsored a variety of welfare programs. Meanwhile the rest of the Soviet Union

had retreated into social conservatism and traditional values, a process in which women
had become “double-burdened” in paternalistic high Stalinist society. Caught in the

midst of a bloody war between the Soviet state and the Ukrainian nationalist

underground. Western Ukrainian women found themselves at a crossroads where two

opposing political ideologies. Stalinist Communism and Ukrainian Nationalism,

competed with each other for the recruitment of women. The women constituted an

indispensable reservoir of labour for both sides. The duties expected of them were far

removed from those suggested by the Stalinist gender policies imposed on women in

^
For a good overview of official women’s organizations in the former Communist countries, see

Barbara Einhom, Cinderella Goes to Market: Citizenship, Gender and Women's Movements in

East Central Europe (London: Verso, 1993), 182-215.
^ See Rebecca Balmas Neary, “Mothering Socialist Society: The Wife-Activists’ Movement and

the Soviet Culture of Daily Life, 1934-41, ’ Russian Review 58 (1999): 396-412; Thomas G.

Schrand, “Soviet “Civic-Minded Women’ in the 1930s: Gender, Class, and Industrialization in a

Socialist Society,’’ Journal of Women's Histoiy 1 1, no. 3 (Autumn 1999): 126-50; Mary Buckley,

“Untold Story of Obshchestvennitsa in the 1930s,” Europe-Asia Studies 48, no. 4 (1996): 569-586;

and idem, “The Soviet “Wife-Activist’ Down on the Farm.” Social History 26, no. 3 (October

2000): 282-98.
^ See Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak, Feminists Despite Themselves: Women in Ukrainian Com-

munity Life, 1884-1939 (Edmonton: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 1988).
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the rest of the USSR. A close examination of Soviet Communist Party archives reveals

a unique and complicated picture of women’s organizations in Western Ukraine, in

' which the ZhenotdeU delegates’ meetings, and zhinrady coexisted.

,

The mobilization of Western Ukrainian women in the postwar era has not always

been a neglected theme among historians. Soviet historians have produced several

studies on the Sovietization of Western Ukraine, mainly focusing on the region’s

I

collectivization and economic achievements. Works published in the 1970s and

! 1980s often contain, if in passing, a brief overview of women’s experience as an in-

tegral part of Western Ukraine’s Soviet transformation.^ Soviet scholars described

jthe Party’s organizational role in attracting women to the building of socialism

[through their participation in collectivization and politics. Some scholars studied the

Itopic in depth.^ Their heavily doctrinaire interpretations notwithstanding, these works

[have provided valuable data for this paper.
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The Women^s Departments, Delegates' Meetings, and

I

Women 's Councils

In late July 1944 the Soviet army entered Lviv, the historic capital of Western

Ukraine and embarked upon re-establishing the Soviet regime in the region, which

had been interrupted by the German invasion of the USSR that began on 22 June

1

1941. The major tasks facing the Soviet leaders were the restoration of the economy,

jthe re-establishment of state and Party organizations, and the consolidation of Soviet

power in Western Ukraine, all of which the underground OUN and UPA resisted

[militarily. In fact, the numerous decrees and measures that the Soviet authorities

implemented were, not coincidentally, related to changes in the tactics of the

Nationalist forces. Similarly, in terms of women, the Soviet regime’s decision to

organize women reflected the Nationalists’ tactical change in their recruitment

methods. In 1 944 and 1 945 the OUN and UPA considerably increased their efforts to

recruit women. Initially involving a handful of women in ancillary positions because

E.g., Ye. V. Safonova, Ideino-vykhovna robota Komimistychnoi Partii sered trudiashchykh

vyzvolenykh raioniv Ukrainy v roky Velykoi Vitchyznianoi viiny, 1943-1945 rr. (Kyiv: Vydav-

nytstvo Kyivskoho universytetu, 1971), 163-65; O. A. Kirsanova, Rozvytok suspilno-politychnoi

aktyvnosti trudiashchykh zakhidnykh oblastei URSR u protsesi budivnytstva osnov sotsializmu

[(Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1981), 146-58; and A. Kondratiuk, Ideino-politicheskaia rabota

partiinykh organizatsii v period sotsialisticheskoi perestroiki zapadnoukrainskogo sela, 1944-1950

':^g. (Lviv: Vydavnytstvo Lvivskoho universytetu, 1972), 96-97.

E.g., L. M. Bakhmatova, “Diialnist partiinykh orhanizatsii zakhidnykh oblastei Ukrainy po

zaluchenniu zhinok-selianok do kolhospnoho budivnytstva, 1945-1950,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi

zhurnal, 1969, no. 10: 49-55; Yu. M. Trofymiak, “Diialnist Komunistychnoi Partii Ukrainy po za-

luehenniu zhinok zakhidnykh oblastei do aktyvnoi uchasti v hromadskomu zhytti, 1944-1950 rr.,”

\Visnyk Lvivskoho universytetu, 1968, 54-59; idem, “Dobir i vykhovannia kerivnykh kadriv z

laktyvu zhinok, na materialakh zakhidnykh oblastei URSR, 1946-1955 rr.,” Naukovi pratsi z istorii

\KPRS, no. 37 (1970): 123-30; N. D. Bondarchuk, “Hromadsko-politychna i trudova aktyvnist

[zhinok Izmailshchyny, 1944-1952 rr.,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1984, no. 3: 95-102; Nina

i

|P. Shevchenko, Uchastie zhenshchin v sotsialisticheskikh preobrazovaniiakh v zapadnykh oblast-

iakh Ukrainy, 1939-1950 gg. (Lviv, 1989); and idem, “Borotba za likvidatsiiu nepysmennosti i

malopysmennosti ta pidvyshchennia zahalnoosvitnoho rivnia zhinok zakhidnykh oblastei Ukrainy,

J 945-1 950,” Ukrainskyi istorychnyi zhurnal, 1983, no. 6: 105-12.
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of the shortage of men, especially young men, in its armed struggle with Polish,

German, and Soviet military forces, the Ukrainian Nationalist underground began

relying increasingly on women and girls in every sector of its activities. Women’s
increased participation was reflected in their frequent appearance in Soviet reports.^

Consequently the Soviet side soon began applying its own gender-specific tactics to

counter those of the Nationalists.

Party leaders in Western Ukraine had previously expressed the need to organize

local Ukrainian women for the building of socialism. In Drohobych oblast there had

already been a sporadic effort to direct women, in the form of a women’s council,

against the Nationalists. The official announcement of the mobilization of women
occurred in April 1945, when a decree of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party (Bolshevik) of Ukraine, entitled “On Work among Women in the Western

Oblasts,” laid the foundation of Soviet gender politics in Western Ukraine for the

following years." The decree emphasized the importance of political work among
the female population, namely ensuring its support for the Soviet regime, its active

participation in social, economic, and daily life, and the organization of women in the

struggle against the “Ukrainian-German nationalists.” To accomplish these goals, all

local Party committees in Western Ukraine were instructed to organize delegates’

meetings and zhinrady.

As supervising institutions, departments for work among women {viddily po
roboti sered zhinok) were created in the Party committees of the eight Western

Ukrainian oblasts and Izmail oblast.'^ The organization of women assumed the form

of both delegates’ meetings and zhinrady, contrary to the fact that the latter were

understood to be the “spiritual heirs” and “continuation” of the former." Women’s
councils began appearing in the Soviet Union in the late 1950s as part of Khru-

shchev’s attempts to reorganize Soviet society. In the wake of his repudiation of

Stalinism, Khrushchev attempted to reconstruct the Soviet state and society by elimi-

nating bureaucratic privileges and encouraging mass participation in social orga-

nizations such as trade unions and volunteer groups, including women’s councils.

Loosely linked to trade-union or Party committees, women’s councils were engaged

in a wide range of political, economic, and cultural activities. Although the women’s

councils can not be attributed to a single founder (Khrushchev), unlike Kollontai’s

zhenotdel or Sergo Orzhonikidze’s obshchestvennitsa, archival evidence from West-

ern Ukraine actually indicates that they probably first existed there when Khrushchev

was first secretary of the CP(B)U. Also, according to Browning, some of the earliest

models of women’s councils were formed during the war, often in Ukraine or Mol-

dova.

^ See Jeffrey Burds, “Gender and Policing in Soviet West Ukraine, 1944-1948,“ Cahiers du

monde russe 42, no. 2-4 (April-December 2001): 279-319.
" Yu. Yu. Slyvkaet al, eds., Siispilno-politychnyi rozvytok zakhidnykh oblastei URSR, 1939-1989:

Zbirnyk dokumentiv i materialiv (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1989), 83.

" The text of the decree, signed by the Ukrainian Politburo on 5 April 1945, is in Tsentralnyi

derzhavnyi arkhiv hromadskykh obiednan Ukrainy (hereafter TsDAHOU), fond 1. list 6, file 859,

fols. 133-36.

" The territory of what became Izmail oblast was occupied by Romania from 1918 to 1940 and

a^ain from 1941 to 1944. It became part of Odesa oblast in 1954.

" Browning, Women and Politics in the USSR. 54.
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What was the relationship between the women’s councils, delegates’ meetings,

and women’s departments? Like its predecessor of the 1920s, the delegates’ meeting

organized the female population as a whole. According to the April 1945 Central

Committee decree, a delegates’ meeting consisted of twenty to forty women, each

elected from among every ten to fifteen women in villages, factories, schools,

administrative bodies, or collective farms. During their term of three to six months,

delegates attended meetings for their political education. In practice, the number of

delegates varied widely, depending on the number of adult women in each institution

or village. For example, in Kamianka-Buzka raion in Lviv oblast, which had 9,097

adult women in early 1945, 323 delegates were elected for twenty meetings, so that a

delegates’ meeting consisted of sixteen or seventeen delegates, with one delegate

elected from among every thirty women.'"* By contrast, for the delegates’ meeting at

Lviv University, which had 1 82 female employees, seventeen delegates were elected,

or one delegate from among every ten women.

The work of delegates’ meetings was aimed at “mass political education, the

liquidation of illiteracy and semi-illiteracy among women, mobilization of women
into the active struggle against the Ukrainian-German nationalists, [and] preparation

iof qualified female cadres for responsible positions in the economy.”'^ When a

i
delegates’ meeting was not in session, the women’s council was to perform the

' “daily guidance” of the work of the delegates’ meeting. A women’s council consisted

I of three to seven women chosen from the delegates; therefore when delegates were

I

re-elected, so were the members of the women’s councils. The plans of the activities

'Of the delegates’ meetings and women’s councils had to be approved by the Party

I

organizations. The work of women’s councils was divided into sections, such as

I

culture, education, industry, trades, school, elections, land, and sanitation. The type

I

of section varied, depending on the location of the women’s council. As a rule, each

I

section had to include at least three delegates. However, a women’s council did not

I simply involve the selection of more politically conscious women at a delegates’

1 meeting; it also included unelected delegates, who often were professionals (e.g.,

physicians, nurses, teachers, librarians). They would join a section or give lectures at

seminars or delegates’ meetings.

To implement the April 1945 decree’s intentions for delegates’ meetings, women’s

i
councils performed a variety of daily activities. Reports outlining what kind of work

I

women activists successfully did or did not perform reveal the wide range of their

I

expected duties. In the immediate postwar years, the members of women’s councils

[were engaged in activities directly related to reconstruction: helping families of soldiers

{with their agricultural work; repairing schools, hospitals, daycare centres, and

ij dormitories; and providing assistance to war orphans. With respect to cultural and

I

educational activities, they read newspapers to workers at factories, prepared news

broadsheets, and organized cultural exhibitions, film and theatre presentations, and

! concerts. These cultural activities were often held in connection with major political

events and meetings, such as the election of Soviet deputies. May Day, International

Derzhavnyi arkhiv Lvivskoi oblasti (hereafter DALO), fond P-3, list 2, file 291, fol. 19.

DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 491, fol. 1 14.

TsDAHOUO, fond 1, list 6, file 859, fols. 133-36.
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Women’s Day celebrations, the tenth anniversary (1949) of the unification of Ukraine,

and the anniversary of the October Revolution. During an election, delegates and

members of women’s councils often worked as “female-agitators” by organizing

people for special campaigns and conducting seminars, lectures, and “conversations.”

The duty of the women’s council was to make certain that the entire electorate voted. A
detailed report on the activities of a women’s council, especially of its chairwoman,

could reveal who the most active women were, thus creating a reservoir of personnel

for Party and state organizations. Being the chairwoman of a women’s council often

led to a series of promotions. In 1947 two of the four female deputies in the Ukrainian

Supreme Soviet from Lviv oblast were former chairwomen of women’s councils.

Unlike their counterparts in the rest of the Soviet Union in the 1960s, the women’s
councils in Western Ukraine in the late 1940s were not organized hierarchically.

Women’s councils, like delegates’ meetings, were set up at local soviets, factories,

administration buildings, schools, collective farms, and housing offices, but there were

no raion-, oblast-, or republic-level women’s councils or delegates’ meetings. The

women’s councils were supervised by “women’s organizers” and local Party com-

mittees that operated within the women’s department at the oblast Party committee.

Therefore, it is fair to say that even though women’s councils were not directly under

Party control, they were subject to the strong guidance of the women’s departments,

unlike many of their counterparts in the 1960s, which were closely linked to trade

unions. In short, women’s organizations in Western Ukraine functioned in a three-

tiered system of delegates’ meetings as broad mass organizations, women’s councils as

groups of more politically conscious women, and the Party’s women’s departments as

supervising bodies.

The oblast women’s department consisted of a chairwoman and three instructors.

Each instructor was assigned to supervise about twelve raions (in the case of Lviv

oblast) for inspection and consultation. The women’s organizers at the raion Party

committees were responsible for women’s affairs at the raion level; in fact, they had

the most direct contact with the local female population at large.

Officially the women’s department existed from 1945 to 1956, but sources

confirm that it was most operative and active from 1945 to 1951, the period when

social transformation occurred in Western Ukraine.'^ Large-scale general re-elections

of members of delegates’ meetings and women’s councils were held in Western

Ukraine in May 1946, June 1948, and December 1949. Each election was turned into

a propaganda campaign focusing on the major problems relating to the mobilization

of women in the region: the first re-election highlighted early organizational dif-

ficulties, while the next two addressed the Fourth Five-Year Plan and collecti-

vization. Each time, all Western Ukrainian oblasts steadily increased the number of

delegate meetings, delegates, and women’s councils. The first goal of the women’s

organizers was to provide all local soviets with a women’s council and a delegates’

meeting. When this task was not accomplished, raion Party committees and women’s

organizers were repeatedly instructed to do so. Especially in the countryside, the

number of women’s councils and delegates’ meetings often corresponded to the

number of local soviets. In the cities, in addition to the local soviet, women’s

“Zhinviddily." in Ukrainskyi radianskyi entsyklopedychnyi slovnyk, vol. 1 (Kyiv: Holovna

redaktsiia Ukrainskoi radianskoi entsyklopedii, 1986), 625.
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councils were formed at factories or other institutions. As the collectivization process

accelerated from 1947 onwards, the number of women’s councils at collective farms

increased.

Work and Organizational Problems

How did women’s departments, delegates’ meetings, and women’s councils work

in practice? In late May 1945, one month after the April decree, the first Oblast

Congress of Women was held in Lviv. Within less than a month after Germany’s

surrender, the Lviv Opera Theatre was filled with more than eight hundred people.

The congress was featured in the headlines of the local newspaper Vilna Ukraina for

four days.'* Women delegates gave speeches about their difficult experiences under

Polish rule and German occupation, and they thanked the Red Army for liberating

Lviv. Some women were already reporting about the work of their women’s coun-

cils, which had been officially launched only a month earlier. Olena Mykytenko, the

women’s organizer in Bibrka raion, explained that her women’s council had already

been operative for three months, helping the families of Red Army soldiers with field

I

work, aiding mothers with many children to obtain benefits, or doing repair work at

!

schools. She stated that her raion had 187 active delegates and twenty-four chair-

j

women in the councils. Their stated duty was “to struggle against the German-Ukrai-

inian nationalists.”'^ In July 1945, in Lviv oblast, which had 606 local soviets, there

were 808 delegates’ meetings, 484 of which were held in villages, and 342 in

I institutions. There were 8,626 delegates, of which 5,942 were from villages, and

*2,684 from institutions. Lviv oblast had 742 women’s councils, of which 447 were

j formed in villages, and 324 in institutions.^" Behind such numerically impressive

[reports and the bombastic celebrations, however, women’s organizational tasks had

ionly begun, and the difficulties women’s organizations faced even before starting

their work among women were overwhelming.

Among the many problems, three closely interrelated issues stemmed from

[Western Ukraine’s unique situation in the Soviet Union. The first problem, which

occurred during the formation of Soviet Party and state structures in Western Ukraine

in general, was that women’s organizational work suffered from ignorance,

inefficiency, and a lack of qualified personnel. The second problem, the lack of

“local” Ukrainian women in the Soviet administration, constituted the most serious

I

dilemma for the Soviet regime. The third problem was that the work of women
li
activists was considerably hindered by the OUN and UPA underground, which saw

Ijthem as collaborators and attempted to punish them by any means available.

In November 1945, six months after the April decree, the Party’s Central Com-
fmittee issued a decree urging that organizational work among women be undertaken

Ijmore effectively and appropriately."' The November decree specifically referred to

the unsatisfactory fulfillment of the April decree in Stanislav and Chemivtsi oblasts,

where women’s organizers had not been appointed in all raions. Ten of thirty-eight

raions in Stanislav oblast and two of twenty in Chemivtsi oblast had no raion

'*
Vilna Ukraina, 30 May and 1, 2, and 3 June 1945.

i'" DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 197, fol. 30.

DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 323, fol. 77.

TsDAHOUO, fond 1, list 6, file 841, fols. 32-38.
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women’s organizers. The decree also denounced local Party organizations for a

variety of offenses. They had failed to inform young women about the “fascist nature

of Ukrainian nationalist ideology.” Many villages in both oblasts had never elected

members for delegates’ meetings and women’s councils. Even where women’s coun-

cils and delegates’ meetings had been set up, they were functioning very poorly.

Meetings were being held rarely or informally. Important issues, such as “the

domestic and international policies of the Soviet Union,” “what the Soviet regime

was giving working women,” and “the perspective and tasks of the future develop-

ment of our state” were being unsatisfactorily explained to women.
To remedy this situation, the November decree instructed both oblasts to appoint all

of their raion women’s organizers by 1 December 1945, to improve other work among
women, and to report by January 1946 on how successfully the original April decree

was being fulfilled. Not surprisingly, the harsh wording of the announcement and the

allotment of such a brief time period did not improve matters, so the Party’s Central

Committee issued a third decree with similar content in the spring of 1946 urging the

completion of organizational work, this time accompanied by instructions to hold

general re-elections for all delegates’ meetings and women’s councils in all of the

Western Ukrainian oblasts.““ Stanislav oblast was again criticized for not fulfilling the

November decree, since it was still missing eight raion women’s organizers. The situ-

ation was no better in the other oblasts. In Rivne oblast five raions out of thirty-one had

no women’s organizers, and the oblast women’s department had only one instructor,

which was far from satisfactory. Lviv oblast, which had three instructors, repeatedly

told the Central Committee that it was being assigned too much work and could not

properly carry out its duties, which required travel to and supervision of several

raions.“^

The lack of qualified women was the major reason for the insufficient organiza-

tional progress. However, as a result of the Central Committee’s three decrees and

pressure from the oblast women’s department, women’s organizers were assigned to

most, if not all, raion party committees. The question whether these organizers were

capable of carrying out their duties posed another problem. Comments questioning

their capabilities abound in instructors’ reports. As well, women’s organizers often

divulged their inadequate qualifications in their own monthly, quarterly, semi-annual,

or annual reports to the oblast women’s departments by submitting them very late or

after long intervals or by not following the required format. In addition, the “work

among women” in the countiyside generally lagged behind that of their urban

counterparts. The organizers in Lviv’s five raions were efficient, worked diligently

among women, and submitted detailed reports to the women’s department of the Oblast

Party Committee (Obkom) every month. The official forms for women’s department

reports measured virtually all of ,the work among women in terms of quantity—the

number of delegates’ and women’s council meetings, conferences, lectures, seminars,

daycare centres, mothers with many children, or female Stakhanovites. In addition,

these numbers were inaccurate not only in terms of the reliability of the sources but

also with respect to simple arithmetic. After receiving the report from Krakovets raion

the director of the Lviv women’s department, Raisa Vyshemirska, asked the report’^

" TsDAttOUO, fond 1, list 9, tile 390. fols. 123-28.

DALO. fond P-3, list 2. lile 150. fol. 5.
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1

I author: “You said that in your raion there are twenty-three delegates’ meetings, of

: which eight are in villages, six at factories, four at institutes, and that the total is

I (eighteen. So which is the correct number, eighteen or twenty-three?”^'* On another

jtoccasion she kindly corrected the misspellings of her name and that of the department:

“It is called the Women’s Department of Work among Women at the Lviv Obkom, not

: the Women’s Organizational Department of the Lviv Obkom
: Such mistakes were plentiful, especially during the the first two years of women’s

work—1945-46—^when women’s organizers as well as local Party organizations did

not fully understand their duties. In Stanislav oblast, seven organizers out of thirty-

I seven were declared incapable of carrying out their duties because of their inexperience

t and semi-literacy.^^ The issue of literacy was in fact a very complicated and serious

e problem in Western Ukraine as a whole. The majority of women’s organizers were

c actually recruited from outside Western Ukraine, mostly from the eastern part of the

il republic and elsewhere in the Soviet Union. Many of them were Russian-speakers and

e had little or no command of the Ukrainian language.^^ It is surprising that the above-

i [mentioned problems were caused mainly by women from eastern Ukraine and Russia,

e who, one should except, would have been more qualified and efficient in comparison

e with the “illiterate and backward” local western Ukrainian women.
I The lack of local cadres was the most serious problem and therefore constituted a

i major obstacle to the Sovietization of Western Ulaaine."* While the exact number of

f,
Russians and “eastern” Ukrainians who immigrated to Western Ukraine after the

1
Second World War is unknown, it is generally estimated that more than half of the so-

ot
called “leading” cadres and administrative positions were occupied by the newcomers.

al
One study indicates that in 1946 native Western Ukrainians occupied fewer than

thirteen per cent of the nomenklatura posts.^^ Not surprisingly, the situation in

j.
women’s organizations was even worse because local women were severely under-

represented in the Party organizations (see table 1 ).

In 1947 every Western Ukrainian oblast except Transcarpathia recruited only one or

two women’s organizers from the local population. Drohobych, Lviv, Temopil, and

Chemivtsi oblasts had no local women’s organizers. In 1947 Lviv, the historic capital

of western Ukraine and the centre of the nationalist movement, had no local Ukrainian

women among its women’s organizers, and even the chairwoman of the oblast’s

[women’s department was not local. In Transcarpathia oblast, on the other hand, eight

out of fifteen women’s organizers were recruited from the local population, which

jresulted in a high percentage than elsewhere. One explanation for this stark contrast

( 1
^

iwas the unique situation in Transcarpathia: the relative weakness of the OUN and the

jUPA there, the local population’s relatively passive attitude and dependence on the

jSoviet authorities, and the ensuing relatively quick pace of collectivization.

r DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 265, fol. 1 13.

. DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 265, fols. 51, 57.
Jll.

5 9 9

TsDAHOUO, fond 1, list 23, file 4581, fol. 178.
}ll: 27

5 9 9 9

I

This was the case with the women’s organizer in Zhovkva raion. See DALO, fond 3, list 2, file

I

,150, fol. 54.

Yaroslav Bilinsky, The Second Soviet Republic: The Ukraine after World War // (Brunswick,

|nJ: Rutgers University Press, 1964), 91.

I

O. S. Rublov and Yu. A. Cherchenko, Stalinshchyna i dolia zakhidnoukrainskoi intelihentsii:

20-50-ti roky XX St. (Kyiv: Naukova dumka, 1994), 212.
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Table 1. Women’s Organizers in the Raion and City Party Committees in the

Western Ukrainian Oblasts, January 1947

Required number of Actual number of Number ofactive

Oblast organizers active organizers local organizers

Volyn 33 29 1

Drohobych 31 31 0

Lviv 37 37 0

Rivne 31 29 2

Stanislav 38 35 2

Ternopil 41 40 0

Transcarpathia 15 12 8

Chernivtsi 20 20 0

Izmail 16 16 2

Total 262 249 15

Source: TsDAHO, fond 1, list 23, file 4581.

Heavy reliance on outsiders was also evident in the ethnic composition of the

women’s councils. For example, in the fifty-six women’s councils in Chervono-

armiiskyi (now Lychakiv) raion in Lviv only seven chairwomen were recruited from

among the local female Ukrainian population. Of the remaining forty-nine chair-

women, twenty-four were Russian, eighteen were from “eastern” Ukraine (i.e., from

the territory of interwar Soviet Ukraine), four were Jewish, and one each was

Estonian, Armenian, or Polish.^®

Even if qualified women were available, many female activists were afraid of

OUN or UPA retaliation and therefore reluctant to support the Soviet regime openly.

Indeed, the work of women’s departments and women’s councils was hindered by

both competing camps. The Soviet authorities had to ensure that the female cadres

were also politically reliable and often did not trust the local women or their hus-

bands and sons, who could have been involved in the nationalist underground. The

OUN and UPA saw anyone who supported the Soviet regime as a “traitor to

Ukraine” and condemned him or her to death. A specially organized underground

intelligence service unit carried out punishments of suspected Soviet collaborators.^'

Reflecting the severity of the nationalist-Soviet confrontation, examples of nation-

alist obstruction of the women’s mobilization are abundant. During the 1947 elec-

tions to the Supreme Soviet, for instance, the OUN’s call for a boycott caused many

local Ukrainian women to abstain from voting. Furthermore, many women were

afraid to attend conferences or meetings because of OUN and UPA influence in the

villages. However, it is nonetheless important to note that the brutality and violence

of the Soviet forces surpassed those perpetrated by the nationalist undergrounds.

During the immediate post-Second World War period, Soviet military and security

forces began a brutal campaign of repression in Western Ukraine. Nearly 90,000

nationalist insurgents were killed by the Soviets, and more than 200,000 people from

DALO, fond 3, list 1, tile 490, fol. 139.

See Burds. "Gender and Policing in Soviet West Ukraine."
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Western Ukraine, including the families of nationalist personnel, were deported to

Siberia.^^

Among the many women who worked for the Soviets regime, the chairwomen of

the women’s councils and female collective farmers were two of the most visible

targets. In view of the fact that one of the reasons for organizing women was the

struggle against the Ukrainian nationalists—as stated in the Central Committee’s

decree—^women activists were expected to fulfill dangerous duties. In so doing, some

of the abler women activists were targeted as enemies by the the OUN and UFA.

Insurgents carried out reprisals against Soviet activists regardless of their ethnic

origins, even against local Ukrainian women who, in their view, had betrayed Ukraine.

At a delegates’ meeting that took place in Busk raion, Lviv oblast, in June 1945,

Zabronska, the chairwoman of the women’s council, spoke about how she had suffered

under Polish rule and German occupation and called on women to participate actively

in the “socialist economy.” The next day “Banderites” killed her. This incident

[undoubtedly made other women afraid of becoming visibly involved in Soviet work.^^

A more shocking incident happened in October 1948, when nationalists killed Mariia

jMatsko, a deputy of the Supreme Soviet of the Ukrainian SSR. Matsko was a peasant

'woman from Yavoriv raion, Lviv oblast, and a kolkhoz worker. Although the official

[press mentioned only that she had died “while on duty,”^'* secret Party documents

jindicate that “nationalists” murdered her in her apartment. The documents reveal that

Matsko was targeted precisely because she was a prominent Soviet activist and the

Ichairwoman of a women’s council. From 1945 on Party reports had frequently

[mentioned her as a leading local figure in organizing women, helping to organize the

jkolkhoz, and publicly condemning the nationalists. During the elections to the Supreme

iSoviet in 1946 Matsko served as the head of the electoral committee in her raion.

Despite death threats, she fulfilled her duties effectively, and the inhabitants of her

village finished voting much earlier than other villagers.^^ By 1947 she was a deputy in

|the republic’s Supreme Soviet.

The Representation of Women in Western Ukraine:

Locals vs. Outsiders

Although the majority of women activists were recruited from Ukraine’s “east-

|em” oblasts and Russia, it would be a simplification to conclude that the low number
of local women in leading positions was evidence that the Soviet authorities

extensively relied on outsiders and remained an alien regime for the population of

Western Ukraine. It is true that Soviet authorities were suspicious of local Ukrainian

women. At the same time, however, it was an absolute necessity to recruit members
the local population into the Soviet administration in order to justify the extremely

unpopular Soviet presence. Despite the danger women activists faced, directives

from Kyiv and the oblast women’s departments repeatedly instructed local Party

i

Serhy Yekelchyk, Ukraine: Birth ofa Modern Nation (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2007),

chap. 8.

1” DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 265, fol. 112.

Vilna Ukraina, 8 October 1948.

DALO, fond P-3, list 1, file 488, fol. 162.
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officials to increase the recruitment of local women to leading posts. The Soviet

authorities strenuously emphasized gender equality, sponsored welfare programs to

mobilize women for the transformation of the economy and society, and tried to

recruit local Ukrainian women who, ideally, embodied the “Soviet heroine” as model

Soviet workers and mothers. Women from other oblasts could not be represented in

Soviet public discourses in Western Ukraine. For any Soviet public event, such as

women’s conferences, elections to the Supreme Soviet, celebrations of International

Women’s Day, or the tenth anniversary of the 1939 unification of Ukraine, delegate

seats were reserved for local Ukrainian women.
In Januaiy 1947 the First Conference of Women from the Western Ukrainian

oblasts was held in Kyiv. It was one of the few occasions where women from Western

Ukraine were at the centre of publicity in Soviet Ukraine. The delegates celebrated

their “liberation” from Poland and Germany. Dressed in traditional and regional

Ukrainian costumes, they were photographed sitting together with Ukrainian leaders,

including Khrushchev. Out of 495 delegates, 468 were selected from among the the

local population of Western Ukraine;, half of them had a peasant background.^^ The

composition of the delegates and the minutes of the conference proceedings reveal the

image the official Soviet discourse sought to project of Western Ukrainian women: that

they were local peasant women. Lviv oblast sent the largest group of delegates. Out of

ninety-three delegates, only four were chairwomen of women’s councils, and only four

more were raion women’s organizers.^^ This suggests that the vast majority of the

women’s organizers and chairwomen of women’s councils in Western U^aine at that

time could not represent that region because they were not local Ukrainians.

Khrushchev’s speech at the conference clearly revealed the importance of local

Western Ukrainian women in the struggle against the nationalists:

Peasants are generally not very trusting people, [and] they definitely want to look for

and see what something is by themselves. So it is good that you have learned for

yourselves “what the Soviet state is about,” especially for women. Well, do not get

upset. I do not want to offend you, and it is not your fault. It is our universal

misfortune that women are backward in their political development. Peasants and

workers in Western Ukraine are backward, but peasant women lag behind even

more. This is a fact, and nothing can be done about it. Therefore, our enemies, in

their struggle against us, are relying on the backwardness of peasant women and

have believed that women could not support the Bolsheviks [and] did not support the

Communists because women wanted to return to the old system. They are depending

on this perception of women because most of them are illiterates.^^

Khrushchev then presented the delegates with a role model sitting at the presid-

ium—Pasha Angelina, the most famous female Stakhanovite in the Soviet Union

—

and called for their active participation in collectivization.^^ After the conference

ended the delegates toured Ukraine and visited factories, schools, and daycare

centres. The event was extensively publicized in the republican and local newspapers

and in the women’s magazine Radianska zhinka. After returning to Western Ukraine,

TsDAHOUO, fond 1, list 75, file 208, fol. 16.

TsDAHOUO, fond 1, list 75, tile 207, fol. 2.

TsDAHOUO, fond I, list 23, file 4579. fol. 26.

Radianska zhinka, 1947, no. 1-2: 1 1. Angelina was originally an ethnie Greek from Crimea.
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the delegates shared their experiences and impressions at local women’s conferences

and meetings.

The construction of the media image of Soviet Western Ukrainian women fol-

lowed the general pattern of the Stalinist heroine— a backward and uneducated

woman bom into a poor peasant family who rises, in the wake of collectivization, to

a responsible position within the kolkhoz."^® In Western Ukraine, ethno-national traits

were added to this image justify the “Soviet liberation” of both women and Western

Ukraine. Such women participated in the elections to the Supreme Soviets in 1947.

The sole female deputy elected from Lviv oblast to the All-Union Supreme Soviet

and the four women deputies elected to the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet were local

Ukrainian women. They all fit the model of the Soviet heroine, with emphasis on

their “Western Ukrainianness.” One deputy to the Supreme Soviet, Oleksandra

Pastushyna, had been an underground Communist activist since the interwar period,

and her husband had been killed by the Germans. Mariia Kikh, a former member of

the Communist Party of Western Ukraine and a Soviet partisan, became the deputy

chair of the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet and the next chair of the women’s department

in Lviv in 1948. Featured on the front page of an issue of Radianska zhinka as a

|“daughter of the people,” Kikh was a strong advocate of local female cadres. At her

Irequest, in the late 1940s Radianska zhinka began publishing a special section on

jwomen’s councils in Western Ukraine. In her memoirs published in the 1970s, Kikh

idescribed her devotion to the building of a socialist society Another deputy, Iryna

jVilde, was a renowned Soviet Ukrainian writer and a frequent contributor to Ra-

4ianska zhinka whose husband had been killed by nationalists. She masterfully

idescribed the life of Western Ukrainians from the perspectives of various social

Iclasses."^^ The other two deputies to the Ukrainian Supreme Soviet, Mariia Matsko

land Pavlyna Moskal, were the chairwomen of women’s councils. Matsko herself was

killed by nationalists in 1948.'^^ In order to increase the number of model Soviet

women in Western Ukraine, the Soviets repeatedly urged Party organizations to pro-

mote local women to leading posts. Indeed, the women’s organizers’ reports to the

authorities were always concerned with how many local women had been recruited,

promoted, or awarded. Being local became a crucial designation in the Soviet

Union’s affirmative-action programs for the local Ukrainian population.

Nevertheless, despite all the efforts at creating Soviet Ukrainian women, the di-

chotomy between local and non-local women continued. By the end of 1949, out of

thirty-seven women’s organizers, only four women, including Kikh, were recruited

from the local population. In comparison with the situation from 1 945 to 1 947, when

For the Soviet public discourse on women, see Choi Chatterjee, Soviet Heroines and Public

Identity, 1930-1939, The Carl Beck Papers no. 1402 (Pittsburgh: Center for Russian and East

European Studies, University of Pittsburgh, 1999); and Jeffrey Brook, Thank You, Comrade Stalin!

soviet Public Culture from Revolution to Cold War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2000),

89-93.

M. S. Kikh, Kraiu mii voz’ziednanyi (Lviv: Kameniar, 1979).

1
For a discussion of memoir and autobiographical literature by women activists, including Kikh

and Vilde, see my article “Public Representation of Women in Western Ukraine under Late

Stalinism: Magazines, Literature, and Memoirs,” Jahrbucherfur Geschichte Osteuropas 54 (2006),

fio. 1:20-36.

See Vilna Ukraina, 9, 1 1, 12, 25, and 31 January 1947.
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there were no local women’s organizers, this statistic may indicate progress, but the

number of Russian women’s organizers also increased from seven in 1946 to twelve

in 1949 (see table 2).

Table 2: Ethnic Composition of the Zhinviddil in the Lviv Obkom

1946 1949 1950

Ukrainian 28 (0 local) 23 (4 local) 28 (3 local)

Russian 7 12 7

Polish 1 2 2

Belarusian 1 0 0

Source; DALO, fond 3, list, 3, file 499, fols. 1, 188.

Despite the efforts of the women’s department and the authorities’ directives to

involve local women in socialist construction, the recruiting process did not succeed.

Moreover, the recruitment of local women was further hindered by local Party

officials, who were obviously reluctant to pay attention to women’s issues. Many
examples indicate that such officials, especially in the raion-level Party organi-

zations, did not pay adequate attention to the instructions to promote local women to

responsible positions. In Temopil oblast, for example, the head of the women’s

department, noted in her regular monthly report to Kyiv that no local woman had

been recruited into the Party in Vyshnivets raion, even though active and productive

women were available.'*'^

The circumstances of the non-local women also made the ethnic dichotomy diffi-

cult to overcome. From the perspective of such women. Western Ukraine could offer

an opportunity for upward mobility for Soviet women from elsewhere in Ukraine and

from Russia. In addition to their ideological reliability and the fact that most women
came to Western Ukraine because of their husbands’ postings there, economic and

social considerations also played a major role in the decision of these women to

migrate westward in their twenties and thirties: faced with the chaotic postwar

reconstruction and material difficulties, they may not have been able to find suitable

employment in their hometowns, where returning soldiers from the front were as-

suming the responsible positions that may once have been held by women during the

war.'*^ These women faced dangerous problems and difficulties, including the threat

of death. Even in the mid-1950s a woman from “eastern” Ukraine wrote a letter to

Khrushchev stating that she could not get a “responsible” Job or an education in

Western Ukraine: “You [Khrushchev] emphasized that there are no two Ukraines,

east and west, there is just one Ukraine, united within the brotherly Soviet state. So 1

am a Ukrainian, but 1 do not have the right to work in a responsible position or study

at school.”'*^ This letter indicates that as a result of the excessive pressure to promote

local Ukrainian women, some non-local women were disadvantaged by the Soviet

regime’s affirmative-action program. Thus, contrary to the grandiose official con-

TsDAHOUO, fond 1, list 23, file 4581, fol. 174

For women’s lives after the Second World War, see Greta Bucher. “Struggling to Survive:

Soviet Women in the Postwar Years," Journal of Women's History 12, no. 1 (Spring 2000): 138-

59.

Rossiiskii gosudarstvennyi arkhiv noveishei istorii, fond 5, list 30. file 6, fols. 33-35.
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fstruction of the new Soviet heroine in Western Ukraine, the public voices of non-

slocal women were largely excluded from official Soviet Ukrainian rituals.

f

Conclusion

In recent years scholars of the history of Soviet women have sought to re-evaluate

the various organizations created for Soviet women. The women’s department of the

Party and women’s councils in postwar Western Ukraine provided another type of

jwomen’s organization that differed from those that were previously described.

jUnlike the zhenotdel in the 1920s, the women’s department in postwar Western

Ukraine was not created on the initiative of women’s themselves but by the Party’s

direct order. As well, contrary to the previously perceived image, the women’s coun-

jcils in Western Ukraine were far from being either spontaneous organizations or

I confined to domestic duties. Many activities of the women’s councils were the same

las those undertaken by the zhenotdel in the 1920s, the obshchestvennitsa in the

1930s, and the zhinrady in the 1960s. Also, to a certain degree, the work among
women was similar to that resulting from the Ukrainian women’s movement in

interwar Galicia. However, in Western Ukraine, the bastion of one of the strongest

nationalist movements in East Central Europe in the twentieth century, women’s

duties inevitably involved dangerous responsibilities. The images of “feminine

duties” or “social mothering,” often associated with the subsequent negative evalu-

ation of the women’s councils’ lesser political importance, did not apply to Western

[Ukraine. Indeed, some women, whether local or non-local Ukrainian women, lost

their lives while fulfilling their duties.

The Soviet authorities were aware of the importance of recruiting women, es-

pecially from the local population, but at the same time they had to ensure the

women’s political reliability. These incompatible tasks were assigned to women
activists. The majority of them were outsiders who became caught up in the different

priorities of the directives from Kyiv, local Party officials, and the local female

bopulation at large. Some local Western Ukrainian women, though very few, worked
for the Soviet regime. The Soviet regime’s mobilization of women the for socialist

transformation produced a dichotomous world consisting of backward, illiterate, and

apolitical local Ukrainian peasant women associated with the old way of life, and of

newcomers from Ukraine’s “eastern” oblasts and Russia.

I

In the early 1950s references to the zhinviddily, especially to the delegates’ meet-

ings, gradually disappeared from Party reports. It is assumed that from that time on the

bower of the zhinviddily declined and women’s councils finally assumed their own
initiative, if not independence, and came at least to engage in more peaceful, less

dangerous activities.
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Policing Postwar Kyiv: Crime,

Social Control, and a Demoralized Police

Serhy Yekelchyk

i In the last years of World War II and the immediate postwar years, Soviet cities were

I

plagued with street crime. Extreme deprivations, massive population movements, and

I the state’s concentration on the war effort undermined regular policing; the com-

I

I

prehensive system of social control was faltering. As a result, central Soviet insti-

ll tutions and newspapers were flooded with letters describing the population’s plight

i and demanding action.' Regional bosses also received their share of complaints. In

ij November 1945, the Ukrainian party leader, Nikita Khrushchev, read a particularly

|j

frantic appeal for help from Kyiv, where, according to the authors, “bandits humili-

< ate[d] peaceful residents with impunity” and “sidewalks [were] drenched in blood.”^

A directive to improve policing in Kyiv followed, but there were more such letters

and resulting directives in the years to come, because the situation did not improve in

i

the first postwar years. ^ In fact, in the entire Soviet Union the overall crime rate

j

peaked in 1947 and started declining only the following year after the implementa-

tion of the draconian laws of 4 June 1947, which substantially increased the prison

I terms for the theft of state and private property, as well as for robbery."

j

It was during this time of uncertainty in late 1947, after the introduction of the

'

i new scale of punishments but before any visible reduction in crime rates, that a

j j

commission from Moscow arrived in Kyiv to inspect the work of the local regular

I I

police, the militsiia. As a result of its work, a thick file rich in detail about crime and

j

I

policing in postwar Kyiv was deposited at the archives of the Soviet Ministry of

i

I,

ii

I

' See, for example, a summary of such letters received by Pravda in the fall of 1945, in Rossiiskii

I gosudarstvennyi arkhiv sotsial’no-politicheskoi istorii (hereafter RGASPI), 17/122/118, 11. 92-93.

j

See also Elena Zubkova, Poslevoennoe sovetskoe obshchestvo: Politika i povsednevnost, 1945—

\ \ 1953 (Moscow: ROSSPEN, 2000), 89-94.

III Tsentral’nyi derzhavnyi arkhiv hromadskykh ob’iednan Ukrainy (hereafter TsDAHOUO),

j
I

1/41/5, ark. 113.

'

j

^ See Martin J. Blackwell, “Regime City of the First Category: The Experience of the Return of

I

r Soviet Power to Kyiv, Ukraine, 1943-1946” (Ph.D. diss., Indiana University, 2005), 375-95.

See Peter H. Solomon, Jr., Soviet Criminal Justice under Stalin (New York: Cambridge Uni-
'

! versity Press, 1996), 405-12; 1. V. Govorov, “Sovetskoe gosudarstvo i prestupnyi mir (1920-e-

> 1940-e gg.),” Voprosy istorii, 2003, no. 11: 147-49; E. M. Kovaleva, “Organizatsionno-pravovye
' ’ osnovy deiatel’nosti Sovetskoi militsii po bor’be s prestupnost’iu v poslevoennyi period vosstanov-

I leniia narodnogo khoziaistva i liberalizatsii politicheskogo rezhima, sotsiaPno-ekonomicheskikh

;

'(reform (1945-1960 gg.)” (candidate of juridical sciences diss., Moscow Academy of the MVD,
'

( 2002 ), 10- 12 .
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Internal Affairs (MVD), now at the State Archive of the Russian Federation.^ In this

paper, I will use this file, together with some supplementary sources, to reconstruct

an important aspect of urban social history: public disorder in postwar Kyiv and the

authorities’ efforts to curb it.

The provenance history of this source can be reconstructed as follows. On 17 Sep-

tember 1947, the MVD ordered all regional police administrations to submit action

plans concerning the “strengthening of the struggle against crime” in the last four

months of the year. The Kyiv Militsiia Administration obliged by producing a thirty-

seven-page document on 25 October. This detailed plan envisaged improvements in all

fields of policing, but the measures proposed actually amounted to better efforts and

stricter implementation, rather than any radical change of existing practices (1-39). In

other words, it was a typical bureaucratic pro forma answer that might satisfy one’s

superiors in other times. This did not happen, however, because on 9 December the

Main Militsiia Administration in Moscow replied that the plan was “correct in

general,” but contained “certain shortcomings,” such as insufficient attention to the use

of secret agents, lack of focus on eateries and billiard rooms as places frequented by

criminals, and the imbalance between “a large number of general patrolling

{obshchenaruzhnykh) measures and the small number of operative and intelligence

actions” (40).

The bosses in Moscow did not approve the Kyiv proposal in part because they

knew that the Kyiv police was under investigation. On the personal order of Deputy

Interior Minister Ivan Serov, a special brigade of six inspectors from Moscow had

just completed a thorough review of the crime situation and policing in Kyiv. A long

and fairly critical inspection report was submitted to the chief of the Main Militsiia

Administration, A. M. Leontev, on 2 December 1947. However, it did not contain

any radical recommendations, such as firings or reorganizations (44-202).

This review may have been part of an inner struggle within the central Soviet se-

curity apparatus over the control of police force in the Union republics. Serov, in

particular, had a long-standing rivalry with the minister of state security, Viktor

Abakumov, with both of them trying to compromise each other’s appointees. ^ In this

context, the review could either prepare the ground for personnel changes in Kyiv or

forestall them by recommending improvements rather than dismissals. It is more likely,

however, that tensions leading to this inspection originated in the Ukrainian capital

itself For most of 1947 Khrushchev remained demoted to the position of premier,

while Lazar Kaganovich took over as the Party’s first secretary eagerly searching for

all kinds of shortcomings.’ Serov was a former people’s commissar of internal affairs

of the Ukrainian republic, in which capacity he had worked closely with Khrushchev;

^ Gosudarstvennyi arkhiv Rossiiskoi Federatsii (hereafter GARF), 9415/3/44. Subsequent refer-

enees to this file are given in brackets in the main body of the text. 1 would like to thank Leonid

Vaynberg for bringing this file to my attention.

^ See Serov’s recent biography, Nikita Petrov. Pei-vyi predsedatel KGB Ivan Serov (Moscow:

Materik, 2005).

’ See Yaroslav Bilinsky, The Second Soviet Republic: The Ukraine after World War II (New

Brunswick. N.J.: Rutgers University Press. 1964). 234-35; David R. Marples. “Khrushchev, Kaga-

novich. and the 1947 Crisis,” in his Stalinism in Ukraine in the 1940s (London: St. Martin’s, 1992):

and Yurii 1. Shapoval, Ukraina 20-50-kh rokiv: Storinky nenapysanoi istorii (Kyiv: Naukova

dumka. 1993), 265-67.
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1 , later Khrushchev would make him the first chairman of the KGB. If the review was

1 initiated by Kaganovich, Serov could be doing Khrushchev’s bidding in mitigating the

t inspectors’ zeal. Such a scenario would explain the attempts at interference by the

I

apparatus of the CP(B)U Central Committee (reporting to Kaganovich) and the

!

i reluctance of inspectors (who reported to Khrushchev’s friend Serov) to play along. In

particular, the Central Committee bureaucrats Stetsenko, Burlikov, and Demin

requested a meeting with the brigade’s leader, during which they “expressed their

dissatisfaction that, along with covering the negative aspects of militsiia work, [he]

reported also about the positive ones.” Overall, the apparatchiks’ comments reflected

their “one-sided, negative view” of the work of the Kyiv militsiia-, they also tried in

I

vain to obtain a copy of the brigade’s report (203-203 overleaf)-

' This model would also explain the subsequent developments and outcome of the

!
entire affair. In mid-December 1947, Stalin suddenly summoned Kaganovich back to

i
Moscow, restoring Khrushchev to his full authority as the Party leader in the

republic.* At the same time, on 16 December the Kyiv militsiia bosses prepared a

rebuttal to the inspection report—a rather daring act given that the Ukrainian Party

1
bureaucrats considered it too mild. The local police officials argued that the inspec-

I tors were biased, often presenting isolated cases and minor shortcomings as major

I problems (212-24). The brigade, in turn, submitted its refutation of Kyiv’s rebuttal

I
on 10 January 1948. On 21 January, the Main Militsiia Administration rejected all

S
objections from the Kyiv militsiia as unfounded and demanded that all the in-

ij spectors’ comments in future work be considered (233-34). However, no personnel

1 changes took place, as both the Ukrainian Minister of Internal Affairs, Tymofii

j
Strokach, and the head of the Kyiv militsiia, V. Komarov, remained in their posts.

I The whole affair ended rather innocently with just a series of three regional

I

conferences held in Ukraine in January 1948 on the improvement of police work and

I

subsequent republic-wide seminars of police chiefs between October 1948 and Feb-

1
ruary 1949 (235-36, 248-50).

j

Khrushchev and his allies may have won strategically, but this did not mean an

I

immediate benefit to ordinary Kyivites, because no shake-up of the local militsiia

I

took place. The crime rate did go down as the result of harsher penalties prescribed

I

by the June 1947 laws, but complaints about widespread theft and hooliganism in

j

Kyiv and demands to do something about bad policing persisted into the late 1940s

|||

and early 1950s.^ The reasons for the slow improvement in the militsiia'’

s

work are,

i

j

in fact, very clearly laid out in the 1947 inspection report.

j
Recording Crime

, At first glance, the crime statistics gave every reason for optimism. The grand total

of crimes recorded in Kyiv during 1946 (2,487) was a significant improvement over

!

1945 (2,948) - a 15.5 per cent decrease. The largest drops occurred in the incidence of

I

robbery (49 per cent, from 74 cases to 38), aggravated theft (46 per cent, from 1,150 to

The formal decision of the CP(B)U Central Committee is dated 26 December, but apparently

Kaganovich left for Moscow even before that, sometime in mid-December. On his recall from

Ukraine, see Yu. I. Shapoval, Lazar Kahanovych (Kyiv: Znannia, 1994).

See, for example, Derzhavnyi arkhiv Kyivskoi oblasti (hereafter DAKO), 1/3/414, fols. 2-3;

1/1 1/323, fols. 48-49; 5/5/1150, fol. 69.
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619), theft of cattle (32 per cent, from 28 to 19), and “malicious hooliganism” (15 per

cent, from 77 to 55). At the same time, there was an increase in homicides committed

during acts of aggravated robbery (43 per cent, from 7 to 1 0), aggravated robbery (22

per cent, from 64 to 78), purse snatching (18 per cent, from 38 to 45), and non-

aggravated theft (33 per cent, from 651 to 867) (48^9). It is easy to notice, however,

that the Kyiv militsiia reported decreases in less violent crimes and increases in more
violent ones, likely because the latter were more difficult to hide. As well, decreases in

the incidence of robbery and aggravated theft occurring simultaneously with increases

in purse snatching and non-aggravated theft suggest a possible misrepresentation of

crimes as less serious offences in order to improve the overall statistical data.

An indirect confirmation of the militsiia'

s

complicity is found in the crime clear-

ance statistics. At the same time as the total number of recorded crimes went down, the

percentage of cases cleared also went down considerably between 1945 and 1946, from

am incredibly high 95.9 per cent to a slightly more realistic 84.1 per cent. The most

violent crimes could not be easily moved to another category or left unreported, and

they tended to have a lower clearance rate—for example, 65.7 per cent (23 of 35

incidents) for homicides in 1946 (49).

Other statistical tables prepared by the inspectors confirm this interpretation, al-

though their report contains no statements to this effect. Comparing the first ten months

of 1947 to the first ten months of 1946, they found a simultaneous decrease in aggra-

vated theft from 546 incidents to 212 and a rise in simple theft from 676 to 896; an

increase in robbery from 29 to 38 cases and a decrease in aggravated robbery from 65

to 28. Increases in specialized categories of theft, such as the theft of cattle (31

incidents in 1947) and “stripping children of their clothing” (4 cases) probably also

masked more cases of simple and aggravated robbery. But by far the largest drop was

registered in the categories that were easiest to manipulate: in malicious hooliganism,

from 55 cases to 15 and in “other crimes”—probably minor offences—from 416 to a

mere 70. At the same time, there was no way to hide the 50 per cent increase in hom-

icides during the commission of aggravated robbery, from 8 to 12 incidents (53-54).

Again, the trend towards the general decrease in recorded crimes was coupled with

the deteriorating clearance rates. During the first ten months of 1946 the Kyiv militsiia

registered 2,094 crimes, and during the same period next year, only 1,471. The overall

clearance rate, however, also went down from 83.3 to 78 per cent. A quick look at the

data reveals the pitfalls of the statistical games played by the militsiia bosses. In both

years the category of “other crimes” provided the highest percentage of solved cases.

97.4 and 95.7 per cent, but the number of incidents registered in this category went

down dramatically from 416 to 70 as police statisticians tried to bring down the granc

total of committed crimes (53-54). Thus, in an effort to improve one performance

indicator, they worsened the other.

Moscow’s inspectors made no comments about the suspiciously large overal

decrease in recorded crimes, but they took issue with one of the techniques employee

to lower them—the counting of crimes committed as crimes prevented. The emphasi'

on preventative policing can be traced back to the reforms of the Soviet militsiic

during the 1930s.'° Ever since then the militsiia bosses had been putting pressure or

See Paul Mark. Hagenloh, “Poliee. Crime, and Public Order in Stalin’s Russia. 1930-1941.’

(Ph.D. diss.. University of Texas at Austin, 1999), 2-3; and idem, "‘Chekist in Essence, Chekist ir
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(their subordinates to increase the share of prevented crimes in relation to committed

tcrimes. At the city and precinct level the easiest solution was to count those cases

'where criminals were caught red-handed together with those where they were appre-

ihended before the commission of the crime. This was precisely the technique the

Kyivites used to arrive at the impressive number of 392 crimes that were thwarted

during the first ten months of 1947, or 26 per cent in relation to the number of crimes

committed during the same period (54). The incidents counted as prevention included

some glaringly inappropriate cases. For example, a thief entered the apartment of a

icertain Khabinska, wounded her repeatedly with a knife, bound her hand and foot,

and stole her property. The victim cried out for help as the thief was leaving her

apartment, however, and he was apprehended by a policeman who happened to be on

the street. Numerous less violent crimes, such as purse snatchings, pickpocketing,

and the sale of stolen goods were counted as “prevented” when criminals were

caught red-handed. Even a cursory look at the files allowed the inspectors to transfer

ninety-seven cases of theft and seven of purse snatching back into the category of

crimes committed, which increased the total count there to 1,575 (54-56).

j

The inspectors also noted the incomplete registration of incidents of pick-

jpocketing. The official statistics counted 1 1 8 cases in 1 947 with 92 of them solved,

^suiting in a healthy clearance rate of 78 per cent. At the same time the commission

noted that during the first ten months of the year residents of Kyiv submitted to

passport departments 441 reports of stolen passports, which had obviously been

taken by pickpockets together with the victims’ wallets (56). Actually the correct

|number, including the data for October 1947, was even higher: 503. One also won-

ders if the whopping 3,549 reported cases of “lost” passports also covered a number
of unreported or unregistered thefts (134).

The Kyiv militsiia also routinely refused to register petty theft, in particular the

stealing of inexpensive clothing and other personal items from communal apartments

and dormitories. Far more serious from the inspectors’ point of view was intentional

[slowness in the registering and investigating cases involving missing persons. In May
1947 the mother of seven-year-old Mariia Us reported her daughter’s disappearance

during a visit to Kyiv. The militsiia kept the document in its open files so that it

^ould not spoil the statistics and did absolutely nothing until late July, when they

sent a request to the family’s home precinct in Obukhiv raion, Kyiv oblast. The letter

asked the local militsiia to check with the mother whether she had found her child.

There was no reply. After locating this correspondence, the Moscow inspectors

f

emanded immediate action; a detective dispatched to Obukhiv raion learned that

fter fifteen days of searching everywhere the mother had discovered her daughter at

a holding tank for homeless children (58-59). There was no happy end to another

anregistered disappearance—that of teenager Valentyna Knyr, whose body was
(bund on the bank of the Dnipro River. Although Valentyna had gone missing under

suspicious circumstances—she did not come back from a walk with her boyfriend,

^ho then left Kyiv in a hurry—^the documentation was also kept in current files and

[he post-mortem report somehow went missing. In another case, for eleven months

Spirit’: Regular and Political Police in the 1930s,” Cahiers du Monde nisse 42, nos. 2-4 (2001):

(147-76, here 456.
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nothing was done about the disappearance of Bykovska, a student at the Physical

Education College (58-59).

The inspectors also brought to light a glaring inconsistency between the overall

criminal statistics and the data submitted by the Patrol Department. The latter

claimed that during the first ten months of 1947 militsiia patrols in Kyiv prevented

18 robberies, 12 purse snatchings, 271 thefts, and 124 other crimes. They also

allegedly solved 31 robberies, 541 thefts, 3 homicides, 108 cases of hooliganism, and

365 other crimes, in the process arresting 118 robbers, 7 murderers, 1,718 thieves,

2,281 hooligans, and 1,625 other offenders. These numbers were highly surprising,

since the total number of registered crimes in the city stood at only 1,471, including

just 38 robberies and 1,132 thefts. This meant that either the Patrol Department was
inflating its achievements or the city militsiia was concealing the true scale of

crime—or both these things were happening simultaneously. The brigade of in-

spectors preferred to blame the Patrol Department, probably the least damaging of

the three possible explanations (74).

It appears that Moscow had no interest in fully dismissing the Kyiv statistics as

fraudulent. The general appraisal of the crime situation in Kyiv in the external review

report is mildly critical: “Thus, although manifestations of crime are constantly

decreasing, they remain at a high level. Dangerous crimes are numerous and have a

low clearance rate. Homicides committed during aggravated robbery are solved at a

rate of 58.3 per cent, simple robberies at 76.2 per cent, and homicides at 65.4 per cent”

(54 and 176). After some bickering between Moscow and Kyiv about which additional

cases uncovered by the inspectors should be included in the statistics, the overall crime

clearance rate for the period from January to October 1947 was adjusted from 78 to 73

per cent (206, 227 overleaf, and 234). Even such numbers would make many a police

chief in contemporary Western Europe and North America proud, but the Soviet

authorities placed before the militsiia unachievable targets based on the maximalist

principle of guaranteed punishment for all offenders." This made report padding all but

inevitable.

Detective Work V5. Security Sweeps

Some of the problems could be attributed to the recent unsuccessful reorganiz-

ation of criminal investigation in Kyiv. In April 1947 all detectives working at the

city’s 19 militsiia precincts were transferred to the Criminal Investigation Depart-

ment (CID) of the Kyiv militsiia {Viddil karnoho rozslmku). This, however, resulted

in the precincts’ refusal to register any crime reports. Victims had to travel to the city

centre to lodge their complaints, and detectives arrived at crime scenes with huge

delays. By July the city’s militsiia bosses had scrapped the reorganization, but the

lines of authority and responsibility remained blurred—it was not clear when a case

belonged to the central CID or to detectives working out of raion stations (47-48).

The investigations of serious crimes in the precincts, particularly homicides, showed

On this Soviet practice, see Louise 1. Shelly, Policing Soviet Society: The Evolution of State

Control (New York: Routledge, 1996), 166. According to Shelly, by the late 1980s the Party

leadership expected the militsiia to clear some 92 to 95 per cent of all recorded crimes, a rate that

was not achievable even in countries with the best-trained,best-equipped police forcesand a high

degree of community co-operation.
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little progress even when good leads were available. The CID did not provide any

supervision (76).

Yet the Moscow inspectors emphasized another reason for the shortcomings: the

iinefficient use of informants and police surveillance of criminal dens. The militsiia

reforms of the 1930s brought these two methods to the fore of good policing prac-

tices because they allowed crime prevention; they also reflected the introduction into

the regular police force of methods long employed by the Soviet security police.

[Although the share of crimes that were solved with the aid of police informants

Increased steadily, at least on paper, from 35.6 per cent in 1945 to 37 in 1946 and

38.5 during the first ten months of 1947, the inspectors saw such numbers as unsatis-

factory (49 and 53-54).

j

In their opinion the main reasons included the low number of informants and their

poor selection. The hierarchy of secret police collaborators in the postwar Soviet Union

was fairly complex and consisted of several categories. Informers were often criminals,

ftheir relatives, or employees of places frequented by criminals; they received irregular

rewards in the form of money and food. Agents were almost exclusively active or

[former criminals; their identities were better protected than those of rank-and-file

informers, and they received monthly salary supplements of 200 to 250 rubles. At the

$ame time, agents worked directly with detectives, whereas most informers worked

^ith “residents,” usually retired police officers, who were expected to supervise

'twenty-five to thirty informers and, after 1 945, received substantial salary supplements

(upward of 500 rubles) for their work.’^ As of late 1947 the Kyiv CID and precincts

bad a total of 300 agents and 873 informants. During 1947 the Kyiv militsiia had to

delist thirty-sixagents and 1 18 informers who had left the city or had not been useful; at

me same time it managed to enlist only forty-four people. The inspectors suggested that

Another ninety-five secret collaborators be delisted because of lack of activity (59-60

and 176). On paper there were also thirty-six 36 residents, although a check by the

inspectors disclosed that fourteen of them had either left the city or no longer worked in

fhis capacity. Most residents supervised only between five and sixteen informants, and

1
lust two residents worked with nineteen apiece. For the purposes of meeting with their

I

nformers, the city militsiia had twenty-one secret apartments (62-63).

j

Secret agents and informants helped more in the investigation of offenses

I

originating from the local professional criminal network, such as robbery (in 60 per

bent of solved cases in 1947), aggravated theft (48 per cent), and theft (40.7 per

|i

pent). They were considerably less efficient in the investigation of violent crimes,

||

where perpetrators could be people with no connections to the criminal underworld

or itinerant felons from elsewhere: homicides (12 per cent) and homicides committed
[luring aggravated robbery (14.3 per cent) (53 and 62). A very large percentage of

;
'eports from secret informers proved false. A spot check of the reports received by

;

he detectives of the ninth militsiia station, for example, showed that only 49 per cent

I of the 349 were confirmed. In the same precinct a Captain Havrykov routinely

!
Fabricated reports from non-existent informers and freely changed dates on old

[eports to maintain the appearance of an active informant network (61).

^ Hagenloh, “‘Chekist in Essence,’” 454.

!

See I. V. Govorov, “Neglasnaia agentura sovetskoi militsii v 1940-kh godakh,” Voprosy istorii,

^004, no. 4: 109-11.
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In some cases where secret informants actually delivered valuable tips, militsiia

officers were unwilling to pursue them so as not to spoil the crime statistics. One
example much discussed in the inspection report and the subsequent correspondence

between Kyiv and Moscow was that of the Kurachev gang. Kurachev was a Soviet

Army deserter with family roots in Kyiv, who apparently showed up in the city in April

1946 with a group of armed robbers. His gang operated there for a while, with

Kurachev’s mother selling stolen goods at a bazaar, until a foiled robbery attempt on

the street led to Kurachev firing twice at the victim without harming her and then dis-

appearing from the city—probably one of those “prevented crimes” in the police

books. Even though the paid agent, “Bela,” reported about Kurachev’s activities and a

resident named Danilov saw him at the horse races, the city militsiia took absolutely no

steps to search for him at the suggested addresses. Instead the militsiia chiefs dismissed

the reports as unreliable (67 and 227). This was likely because the gang’s arrest would

lead to a large increase in the number of armed robberies registered in the city, many of

which, for the time being, remained unreported, unregistered, or registered as simple

theft.

Another component of modem preventative policing that Moscow ordered local

militsiias to implement was the use of police-controlled criminal “entrapment” dens."*

The inspectors particularly stressed the unsatisfactory work of the Kyiv militsiia on this

front. The existence of a mere five entrapment dens (four near bazaars and one near the

main railway station) was considered insufficient for such a large city, especially since

during the first ten months of 1947 the militsiia had solved just two robberies and

twelve thefts thanks to its surveillance of the five dens. The Moscow brigade suspected

that den keepers, who had been recruited as informants because of some compromising

information the police had on them, likely engaged in double-dealing (72 and 176).

Indeed this was the case with many entrapment dens and secret informants throughout

the Soviet Union. In the meantime Kyiv’s militsiia bosses promised to create fifteen

new entrapment dens (8).

However, as was the case in the mid- to late 1930s, the emphasis on preventative

undercover policing did not produce tangible results. Instead the Soviet militsiia

turned again to purging the cities of “socially harmful elements” and the enforcement

of passport rules as primary policing methods.'*^ The Soviet authorities re-established

the passport system in Kyiv in March 1944, less than five months after the city’s

liberation from the Nazi occupation. The militsiia registered a total of 296,107

people, in the process arresting 552 of them as Nazi collaborators and expelling 172

as former criminals or other undesirables not permitted to reside in the Ukrainian

capital.'^ A larger number of people were denied residence permits because they had

neither work nor family in Kyiv and were not returning prewar residents; we have the

See ibid., “Neglasnaia agentura,” 1 14.

Ibid., 116.

On this change during the 1930s, see David R. Shearer, "Crime and Social Disorder in Stalin's

Russia: A Reassessment of the Great Retreat and the Origins of Mass Repression," Cahiers du

Monde ntsse 39, nos. 1-2 (1998): 1 19-148; Hagenloch, "Police, Crime, and Public Order." chaps.

3 and 5; and idem. "'Chekist in Essence.”’ 447-75.

Blackwell, "Regime City of the First Category," 54. See also DAKO, 1/3/26, fols. 31 1— 12, and

5/2/394, fol. 14.
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numbers for Pechersk raion, where midway through the process there were 2 1 9 such

;refusals out of 16,682 applications.'^

By late 1947, when Kyiv had 662,766 residents, 17,402 residential buildings, and

|895 employers (125), massive regular checks of passports and residence permits

constituted the bulk of police work in the city. Thus during the first ten months of

1947 the militsiia checked identification papers in 141,222 residential buildings,

meaning that they showed up on average eight times in each of the city’s 17,402

jbuildings. Passport checks at factories and organizations took place 2,179 times, or

approximately 2.5 times in the first ten months per place of employment. As a result

of such colossal efforts, the militsiia identified 17,929 violators of the passport

legislation: 13,899 people without residence permits, 2,973 with expired passports,

land 1,067 without passports (126 and 179). The majority of violators signed written

pledges to leave Kyiv or, more precisely, the fifty -kilometer zone around the city in

which residence permits were required; many also ended up paying fines. However,

570 of the worst offenders ended up with a criminal record (127).

Yet passport checks were not limited to controlling the observance of the passport

^nd residence permit rules. They also had a more sinister dimension. The Soviet

passport system also functioned as a policing tactic aimed at preventing urban crime

yia social quarantine of “socially harmful elements.” This extrajudicial procedure

^as widely used to cleanse the cities of these undesirables.'^ In the first ten months

3f 1947 the Kyiv militsiia expelled 610 individuals, using Article 38, Part “D” of the

Passport Statute, which allowed the removal from big cities of able-bodied people

who had not worked or been students for three consecutive months. During the same
period passport checks yielded 335 former convicts whom the police registered and

5aw as primary candidates for future expulsions (26, 127, and 131).

Paradoxically, the Moscow inspectors, who seemingly emphasized operative and

ntelligence work over mass operations, demanded an increase in passport checks,

[

liming for monthly checks in all residences, places of employment, and educational

nstitutions. On top of that they wanted to infiltrate dormitories and factories

—

I

esponsible for most infractions—with informants. The militsiia was also expected to

I

;heck twice a week if those who had signed written pledges to leave the city actually

![iid so (8,41^2, and 186).

j :

All information about people included in passport checks ended up in the Central

!

[Address Bureau, an institution that provided individuals’ addresses on request (in the

I Absence of phone books) but also had distinctive policing functions. During the first

ijen months of 1947, the Kyiv Address Bureau identified 248 common criminals on

|varrants from other localities, 108 political criminals, and 492 child-support evaders
' 137). A separate Department of Visas and Registration (in reality just two people

ittached to the Address Bureau) dealt with the 153 foreigners residing in Kyiv, the

:

three largest groups being 66 Iranians, 31 Czechoslovaks, and 21 Greeks (171-74).^°

DAKO, 791/1/25, fol. 17.

f See Hagenloh, “Police, Crime, and Public Order,” chap. 5; Shearer, “Crime and Social

)isorder,” 134-137; and Gijs Kessler, “The Passport System and State Control over Population

'lows in the Soviet Union, 1932-1940,” Cahiers du Monde russe 42, nos. 2-3-4 (2001): 477-504.
!° Many of the Iranian citizens living in Soviet Ukraine were actually ethnic Armenians. Since

joreign citizens did not have the right to free education and could not own houses, not to mention
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Street patrols and spot ID checks complemented passport checks in homes and

work places as a means of cleansing Kyiv from various undesirables. Because the

sheer number of homeless children and beggars in Soviet cities after the war created

problems of social stability, Soviet authorities tended to criminalize homelessness,

especially adult homelessness.^’ The numbers were huge indeed—in the first ten

months of 1947, the Kyiv militsiia made a sweep of streets, unoccupied basements,

and attics, picking up no fewer than 9,364 children, of whom 6,355 were determined

to be “homeless” (besprizornye) and the remaining 3,009 were “unsupervised”

{beznadzornye) by their parents. The overwhelming majority ended up being sent to

militsiia-mx\ children’s assembly points and eventually to the infamous children’s

homes, where military discipline coexisted with hunger and abuse. One hundred

children were locked up in labour colonies for petty theft. The militsiia also fined

945 parents for their failure to supervise their children. Only 139 homeless children,

probably those over sixteen ineligible for admission to children’s homes, received

real help with employment in the Kyiv region (68)."^

During the same period the Kyiv militsiia also detained a large number of other

street people classified as beggars (1,105), vagrants (2,052), and fortune-tellers (118).

Of these the police opened criminal proceedings against 18 beggars and 1 12 vagrants,

and expelled 299 beggars and 1,410 vagrants from the city. An unspecified number of

people ended up in seniors’ homes and homes for the disabled, where conditions were

hardly better than in the children’s homes (167). The one category that is conspicuous-

ly missing is prostitutes, who are mentioned once among the unemployed undesirables

with criminal links who were to be expelled from the city (10), but never appeared on

the list of those detained or convicted. This is probably a testament both to police

corruption and to the difficulties in proving this particular crime.

The final component in the system of social quarantine based on ID checks in

Kyiv were neighbourhood constables, consisting in 1947 of 145 militsiia officers.

They were supposed to work closely with the community in preventing crime and

were helped by 4,090 volunteer members of the Brigade for Assisting the Militsiia,

7,100 designated ancillaries {doverennye litsa), and 1,870 custodians (161). In fact

this army of assistants existed mostly on paper, and these neighbourhood constables

focused on ID checks and prophylactic visits to problem households. Some took

bribes from people without residence permits (162 and 229).

The drive to ensure regular and total passport control in Kyiv sometimes clashed

with the interests of the city’s enterprises, which often confiscated their employees’

passports in an effort to curb labour turnover. Thus both the Keramika Factory and

the workers’ school of the Ministry of Light Industry took away passports, which fact

the fact that they were closely supervised by the police, those who planned to remain in the USSR
usually tried to obtain Soviet citizenship. See the numerous petitions to this effect, including many

from Kyiv, in Tsentralnyi derzhavnyi arkhiv vyshchykh orhaniv vlady i upravlinnia Ukrainy (here-

after TsDAVOVU), 1/21/6, 1/21/7, and 1/21/27.
' Shearer, ‘"Crime and Social Disorder,” 128-129.

Present-day Russian historians argue that the increase in the number of homeless children in

cities during 1946 and 1947 was connected to the famine that raged in the countiy'side in those

years. See V. F. Zima. “Golod i prestupnost v SSSR. 1946-1947 gg..” Revue des etudes slaves 66.

no. 4 (1994): 757-76. This would be true in spades for Ukraine, which was one of the areas hardest

hit by this third Soviet famine. |i
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(the Kyiv militsiia attempted to cover up by claiming that they had been collected for

;stamping with residence permits. The Moscow inspectors did not buy this explana-

tion, but at least the Keramika Factory managed to overfulfill its production plan for

’1947 by 16 per cent.^^

Document checks and regular security sweeps on the streets also yielded immense

numbers of arms left over from the war. In the first ten months of 1 947 the Kyiv mil-

itsiia confiscated four machine guns, six 6 hand grenades 106 submachine guns, 448

army rifles, ana 901 handguns from city residents. Only 160 items were confiscated

jfrom actual criminals; most were hoarded by ordinary people, in many cases prob-

ably as a means of self-defense in the crime-ridden city (121). Indeed, the Kyiv mil-

itsiia itself issued submachine guns to its officers patrolling the city’s outskirts (32).

I Aside from the sweeping document checks and the cleansing of “socially harmful

Elements,” the professional efficiency of the postwar Kyiv militsiia remained low. Its

card catalogue ( ''operativnyi ucheC) of active criminals and criminal groups in the

ipity was hopelessly outdated (65 and 71). Out of a total of 1,248 searches conducted

!

1947

in residences of arrested criminals, 706, or 56 per cent, brought no results

19). Police officers routinely arrested people without filling in arrest reports and

:pt them under guard without a prosecutor’s sanction (164). Of the 7,498 people

!tained in Kyiv in the first ten months of 1947, 1,729—21 per cent—were eventual-

released. This was an unacceptably high number from the Moscow inspectors’

lint of view. Apparently many of these detainees were simply caught on the street

ithout any ID papers on them (76 and 177). In other words, blanket measures for

ipulation control strengthened public order in general but did not improve investi-

itive work targeting concrete crimes.

Feeble Police Force

The Moscow inspectors, of course, did not comment on the theoretical contra-

ction between the focus on social control and on criminal investigations; they wanted

e Kyiv militsiia to strengthen both of these policing functions at the same time.

Instead the brigade catalogued the professional reasons why the militsiia in Kyiv was
lot up to its many tasks. First on the list was chronic understaffmg, especially in the

latrol division, where only 56 per cent of vacancies were filled as of late 1947 (152).

A.S a result police bosses had to violate the rules by accepting candidates shorter than

f
.7 meters and with less than a seventh-grade education; many had poor knowledge of

Kyiv and only a vague idea of their duties (153-54). Even in the “elite” CID there was
lot a single person with a college degree: twenty-two had graduated from a secondary

school, twenty-four had an incomplete secondary education, and thirty gad only an

blementary education. The majority (67 per cent) of detectives had less than five years’

jxperience on the Job, and 28 per cent had worked for less than a year. Ideological

criteria were apparently more important in selecting cadres, as an impressive 54 per

lent were members or candidate members of the Communist Party (45). Filling posi-

ions in the Passport Department, which required literacy in both Ukrainian and

Russian as well as good handwriting, was a constant challenge for police bosses (123).

This problem was not limited to Kyiv or to the immediate postwar years. As late

\s in 1956 the new Soviet minister of internal affairs, Nikolai Dudorov, revealed that

f
DAKO, 1/3/484, fol. 76.
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46 per cent of the entire Soviet militsiia staff had only elementary-school educations

and that a further 42 per cent had not completed secondary school.^'^ On top of being

poorly educated, the Soviet police were also ill-trained, if trained at all. In 1947 the

Kyiv militsiia chiefs were only planning to organize a three-month preparatory

course for new recruits (two hundred hours of instruction) in police duties and pro-

cedures, but they had begun looking for classrooms, instructors, and textbooks (6 and

31).

Not surprisingly, the investigation of crime scenes left much to be desired. Not-

withstanding lectures about dactyloscopy in all precincts, the militsiia rank and file

only slowly adopted the use of fingerprints as an investigative tool. During the first

ten months of 1947 experts were called in to take fingerprints, study signatures, or

examine bullets only at eighty crime scenes; they established crime simulation in

nineteen cases and helped identify criminals in another forty-nine cases. But, as the

Moscow inspectors pointed out, during the same period the Kyiv militsiia had reg-

istered 104 violent crimes and 213 aggravated thefts, all of which required the

presence of experts at crime scenes (70). At the same time the only equipment ex-

perts had at their disposal was several cameras, but not even one microscope (118).

Only three out of nineteen precincts had trucks, although the CID was well provided

with three trucks, three cars, and four motorcycles (81).

Intelligence and shadowing techniques were also primitive. The usual way of

identifying a person to be shadowed was to invite him or her to the building

manager’s office (112). The secret apartment belonging to the shadowing section was

disguised as an office of the Ministry of Heavy Industry, which would explain the

steady flow of passersby looking for employment. On top of that, a prewar resident

of the same apartment moved into one of the rooms with his family (1 15-16). One
shadowing agent did not notice his ex-wife shadowing him to the secret apartment

( 111 )!

The living conditions of militsiia personnel explained their high turnover rates

and lack of enthusiasm on the job. Most patrolmen lived in three large barracks,

while new detectives arriving from elsewhere could barely secure a room in a com-

munal apartment (6 and 153). Rank-and-file police officers complained about

pilfering and small meal portions in their canteens (170). Most K-9 instructors kept

their canine assistants at home, in their dorm rooms, or communal apartments (79).

The low morale of the Kyiv police force found its expression in everything from

dirty boots and irregular shaving to drinking and crimes of office. In 1947 four Kyiv

militsiionery deserted, five were fired for drinking and theft, and two were fired for

corruption, and two were court-martialed for theft and desertion (154). Altogether in

the first nine months of the year the city’s police bosses registered 418 disciplinary

infractions by their staff, including 75 cases of drinking on the job, 44 of leaving the

post, 34 of being late to work, 27 of disobeying orders, 21 of rudeness towards civil-

ians, 13 of desertion, 12 of violating the law, 1 1 of abuse of office, 6 of theft, and 3

Yoram Gorlitzki, “Policing Post-Stalin Society: The Militia and Public Order under

Khrushchev,” Cahiers du Monde nisse 44, nos. 2-3 (2003): 465-80, here 472; and Shelley,

Policing Soviet Society, 32. The educational level of judges and prosecutors was also woefully

inadequate, as the Soviet authorities well realized: see Solomon, Criminal Justice under Stalin.

170.
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iof consorting with criminals (196). One policeman was caught stealing from his

jcomrades in the barrack (170)! Disillusioned policemen did not bother to hide their

ipolitically incorrect views from the Moscow inspectors. Sergeant Chaiun, a squad

jcommander in charge of guarding the Lenin Museum in Kyiv and a Party member,

declared that he could not stand living in the dorm any longer: “If I had thousands, I

'would buy myself an apartment, like the Jews do” (224 and 230).^^ The commission

decried this statement as “close to being anti-Soviet” and representative of the lack of

ipolitical education in Kyiv’s militsiia force (170-71).

I

In the end, the Soviet Ukraine’s militsiia bosses made all the usual promises to

improve policing, but little changed until Khrushchev’s reforms of the militsiia in the

early 1960s., Report padding became even worse in the last decades of the Soviet

Union’s existence. Almost two years after the inspection, in August 1949, a spot

check of Kyiv’s Ninth Precinct by the Ukrainian MVD revealed all the same prob-

lems listed in the 1947 report: a crime clearance rate of only 75 per cent, poor work
with secret informants, and widespread drinking and other infractions by policemen

(281-281 overleaf). This time disciplinary actions did follow, but dismissing one

(Station chief had hardly any impact on the life of postwar Kyiv. The preference for

sweeping social-control measures over sophisticated preventative methods and

Efficient operative work, just like police corruption, outlived both Stalin and the

Soviet Union.

'

*5

I

[

On popular anti-Semitism in postwar Kyiv and its connection to the competition for apartments

j

being reclaimed by returning Jewish residents, see Blackwell, “Regime City of the First Category,”

I

b4-374. On anti-Semitism in postwar Ukraine in general, see Amir Weiner, Making Sense of War.

!
The Second World War and the Fate of the Bolshevik Revolution (Princeton: Princeton University

I

Press, 2001), 191-95.
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The Yanukovych Election Campaigns in Ukraine,

2004 and 2006: An Analysis

"k

David R, Marples

Introduction

This paper focuses on the election campaign of Viktor Yanukovych during the 2004

presidential elections in Ukraine and his leadership of the Party of Regions (Ukrainian:

Partiia rehioniv, Russian: Partiia regionov; hereafter PR) in the parliamentary elections

pf 2006.' Starting with the background of the PR and the biography of Ukraine’s

former prime minister and current president, it looks at the way his campaign was
conducted, the positions taken, and the divergence of paths between Yanukovych and

former President Leonid Kuchma, who eventually abandoned his former protege. It is

'^rgued that Yanukovych's increasingly desperate electoral tactics gave rise to the

generally accepted but fundamentally misguided notion that the 2004 election pitted a

pro-Western candidate against a pro-Russian counterpart, and thus the electors' choice

determined definitively the path that Ukraine would follow in the twenty-first century.

In reality the election is better epitomized by Viktor Yushchenko's slogan that he

,would remove the “bandits” from power and put an end to the deep corruption asso-

ciated with the Kuchma presidency. Questions explored here are why the Yanukovych

!
campaign failed in 2004 and why his demise did not prove to be definitive. How were

I

this leader and the party he represented able to recover sufficiently from the com-
I brehensive defeat in late 2004 to become the leading force in the 2006 parliamentary

! elections and subsequently Ukraine’s president? What do these events tell us about the

I

nature of the Ukrainian electorate and society in general? The paper begins with an

I

outline history of the PR as well as brief biographies of Yanukoych and his patron,

businessman Rinat Akhmetov, before analyzing the Yanukovych campaign and its

i

results.

I

flistory ofthe Party ofRegions, 1997-2004

II
The PR originated under the name of the Party for Ukraine’s Regional Revival

j

[Partiia rehionalnoho vidrodzhennia Ukrainy; Russian: Partiia regionalnogo voz-

j:

^ The author wishes to express his thanks to Oksana Mykhed, PhD candidate at Harvard Uni-

I

/ersity, for research assistance on this paper. An earlier version was presented at the annual

I jonvention of the American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, New Orleans, 16

I November 2007.

j

A thorough, wry, and entertaining account of the 2004 election campaign can be found in

\ndrew Wilson, Ukraine 's Orange Revolution (New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005). See also

kskold Krushelnycky, An Orange Revolution: A Personal Journey through Ukrainian History

London: Harvill Seeker, 2006).
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rozhdeniia Ukrainy).^ It was created before the parliamentary elections of 1998

during the first convention of its members, held in Kyiv on 26 October 1997. Dele-

gates from twenty-one of Ukraine’s oblasts and the cities of Kyiv and Sevastopol

officially declared the creation of the new political entity. The party’s programmatic

principles were: an evolutionary and pragmatic approach to the building of a demo-
cratic state in Ukraine, and an understanding of the connection between the past and

the present of Ukrainian political life. During this first party forum the official list of

members and the party’s electoral platform were adopted. The “regional ists” were

dissatisfied with the results of the 1998 parliamentary elections, in which they had

finished nineteenth among thirty participating parties.^ The party’s first head and its

main leader was the mayor of Donetsk, businessman Volodymyr Rybak,"^ who was
given a three-year mandate to lead the party in March 1999, including both its

Political Council and Political Executive Committee. The party’s most clearly deline-

ated platform, as its members declared, was the defense of the interests of all regions

of Ukraine. A new program was adopted at the second party convention, which

maintained that Ukraine could be wealthy only if it invested power in its regions.

During the first period of its activity the party gained support and opened offices in

all of Ukraine’s oblasts, the Autonomous Republic of Crimea, and the cities of Kyiv

and Sevastopol.

In Ukraine’s Verkhovna Rada, after the 1998 parliamentary election the party was

represented by the Deputy Group for the Revival of Regions (Hrupa vidrodzhennia

rehioniv), the main program of which was the adoption of legislation directed toward

the dynamic development of all regions of Ukraine with consideration for the specific

needs of each of them. During the second convention of party members in 1999, an

official version of the party program was adopted, and a decision was made to

participate in the 1999 presidential elections. The party supported the candidacy of the

incumbent president, Leonid Kuchma. At this convention it accepted the concept of the

equality of the Russian and Ukrainian languages in Ukraine and thus implicitly the

adoption of Russian as the country’s second state language. In June 1999 the party

formally established a general bloc of political parties entitled Our Choice (Nash

vybir), which supported Kuchma during the 1999 presdiential elections and united a

number of pro-Kuchma centrist parties.

In July 2000 the leaders of five political parties—the Party for Ukraine’s

Regional Revival, the Party of Ukraine’s Solidarity (Partiia solidarnosti Ukrainy), the

Labour Party (Partiia pratsi), the All-Ukrainian Party of Pensioners (Vseukrainska

partiia pensioneriv), and the “For a Beautiful Ukraine” Political Party (Politychna

partiia “Za krasyvu Ukrainu”)—united in a political group that developed the

“regional ists’” programs. On 17 November 2000 the third, extraordinary, convention

of the Party for Ukraine’s Regional Revival officially adopted this unification and

made the decision to change the party’s name to the “Labour Solidarity of Ukraine’

Party for Regional Revival (Partiia rehionalnoho vidrodzhennia “Trudova solidarnisi

“ The Party for Ukraine’s Regional Revival is considered to be the basis for the PR. More detailec

information about this institution may be found on the PR’s official Web page <http://wwvv

^artyofregions.org.ua/ua/about/# >

<www.partyofregions.org.ua/meet/history>

For his official biography, see <http://iustus.com.ua/persons/ribak>.
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Ukrainy”). According to its program, the party rejected the traditional division of

:

political views into “left” and “right” and proclaimed its orientation toward the main

, 'economic interests of society and smaller social organizations. This united party was

[

i

led by Volodymyr Landyk, Petro Poroshenko (later a member of the “Our Ukraine”

People’s Union),^ and Volodymyr Rybak. The members of the party’s presidium

!were Nikolai Azarov (from 2002 to 2007 Ukraine’s first deputy prime minister and

j

finance minister and since March 2010 the prime minister), Gennadii Samokhvalov,

i

Leonid Chernovetsky (later the mayor of Kyiv), and Efim Zviagilsky (briefly later a

I

[deputy prime minister).

I

In March 2001, after another extraordinary convention, the party finally changed

:
|its name to the PR and chose as its leader Russian-born Nikolai Azarov, at that time

(head of the State Tax Administration of Ukraine.^ Developing upon its precursors’

I

ideas, the PR defended the program of strengthening regional principles in society,

increasing the level of regional democracy, and representing the interests of

Ukraine’s regions, and it proclaimed its orientation toward the middle class. It also

declared its willingness to co-operate with other political parties with the exception

I iof those on the extreme right. On 29 November 2001 the party reached an agreement

i with the leaders of four other parties, Mykhailo Hladii, Anatolii Kinakh,^ Valerii

I

iPustovoitenko, and Serhii Tihipko, to participate in the 2002 parliamentary elections

i

jas a single bloc called For a United Ukraine! (“Za yedynu Ukrainul”). Before the

(elections the PR changed its leader from Azarov to Volodymyr Semynozhenko, then

Ukraine’s deputy prime minister. However, the parliamentary elections were an

jembarrassing failure for For a United Ukraine! Despite the backing of the pro-

presidential media and heavy spending during the election campaign, with only 1 1 .77

^ Poroshenko is one of the twenty most influential people in Ukraine and the owner of the Roshen

chocolate-factory network. According to his Web site<www.poroshenko.com.ua/?view=6990>, his

icareer as a Verkhovna Rada deputy started in 1998. However, there is no official information

concerning his political views and how they corresponded to those of the Labour Solidarity of

Ukraine. Nor will one find any comments about how he came to support the “Orange” political

groups by 2004.

Azarov has been known as a strong political ally of Yanukovych since the time of Leonid Kuch-

ma’s presidency. He was an author and co-ordinator of the economic policy of Prime Minister

I
lYanukovych’s two governments, and he has participated in formulating of fourteen of Ukraine’s

budgets. All of Azarov’s budget projects have been strongly criticized by opposing parties because

! jthey have granted too many economic privileges to business groups and neglected the needs of

Isociety (e.g., the establishment of excessively high prices for municipal services, inflationary

jpolicies, and low salaries for ordinary civil servants). In addition, a significant characteristic of his

policies has been his pro-Russian orientation and emphasis on the promotion of the rights of the

Russian language in Ukraine.

From late May 2001 to late November 2002 Kinakh was Ukraine’s prime minister. As one of the

]

'candidates for the post of president of Ukraine in 2004 and the leader (elected in 2000), of the Party

of Industrialists and Entrepreneurs of Ukraine (Partiia promyslovtsiv i pidpryiemtsiv Ukrainy or

' PPPU), he supported the “Orange” group of politicians; see <http://dt.ua/ARCHIVE/vichniy

Ldrugiy-42502.html>. Kinakh and his party were in the Our Ukraine bloc until April 2007. In

March 2007, just before President Yushchenko’s two decrees about the dissolution of the

I
Verkhovna Rada, the PPPU joined the Coalition for National Unity alongside the PR and Kinakh

I

was appointed Ukraine’s minister of the economy. Both Yuliia Tymoshenko and Viacheslav

i |Kyrylenko (the newly elected leader of Our Ukraine) were very negatively disposed toward him.
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per cent of the popular vote it lagged well behind the two front runners, Our Ukraine

and the Communist Party of Ukraine. During the second month of the newly elected

Verkhovna Rada, For a United Ukraine!”—which had gained 102 seats—was
transformed into a coalition of deputy factions. The PR was represented in the

assembly by the Regions of Ukraine faction, led by Raisa Bogatyriova, and the

European Choice faction, led by Volodymyr Piekhota. In November 2002 these two

groups promoted the candidacy of Viktor Yanukovych, then head of the Donetsk

Oblast State Administration, as prime minister of Ukraine and, together with other

parliamentary groups, developed action program of the the Cabinet of Ministers.

By early 2003 the PR had emerged as one of the major parties in Ukraine, with

about 560,000 members working in 680 local and town party organizations throughout

Ukraine.^ The party’s activity was supported by a political organization called the

Union of Youth of Ukraine,^ which promoted Yanukovych as its candidate for the

2004 presidential election. On 19 April 2003, in Kyiv, the fifth PR convention selected

Yanukovych as their chairman and their party’s principal leader. It also recognized the

following as the party’s main authorities: Nikolai Azarov (head of the Political Council

and Ukraine’s minister of finance), Andrei Kliuev (a parliamentary deputy), and

Volodymyr Rybak (representative of the Cabinet of Ministers in the Verkhovna Rada).

In February 2004 the PR endorsed Yanukovych as its candidate for the position of

Ukraine’s president. Formal confirmation of this decision came on 4 July 2004 in

Zaporizhzhia during the PR’s sixth convention, and on 24 July 2004 the party created

“the community of democratic forces” to support Yanukovych’s election campaign.

Viktor Yanukovych

According to Yanukovych’s official personal Web site in 2006,'® the PR leader

was born on 9 July 1950 in the Zhukivka workers’ settlement near the city of

Yenakiieve in Staline (now Donetsk) Oblast. Although his father was of Belarusian

origin and his mother was born in Russia, his stated nationality is Ukrainian. After

his mother died when he was two years old, the future prime minister and president

of Ukraine was raised by his paternal grandmother. He graduated from the Donetsk

Polytechnical Institute (now the Donetsk National Technical University) in 1970,

obtained a master's degree in international law from the Ukrainian Academy of

Foreign Commerce in 1991, and subsequently received a doctorate in economics and

the title of professor. Before the 2004 presidential elections the biography of the PR’s

leader was the subject of public discussions, and information about his educational

and academic achievements came under the scrutiny of journalists, who noted that

neither the text nor the topics of the Yanukovych’s diplomas and dissertation were

available." Moreover, the forms he filled out as part of the obligatory paper work

See these numbers at the official Web site of the Regions Party, <www.partyofregions.org

.ua/meet/history/>.

® This organization was established officially on 4 July 2002 (see <http://smru.com.ua/history

.php>) and became widely known during the presidential elections of 2004 as an agitator for

^anukovych among the youth of eastern Ukraine.

See <www.ya2006.com.ua/meet/biography/>.

" The best examples of research about Yanukovych's unofficial biography are Yana Vik-

torovych, “Pricm’ier-ministr Yanukovych, abo neofitsiina biohrafiia dlia tykh. khto pidzabuv,"
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[before the election contain many grammatical and punctuation mistakes, most

I

famously the misspelling "'‘proffesof\ Such blunders provided ample material for his

j

opponents to exploit.

;

In the “working activity” section of his autobiography, Yanukovych states that in

1969 he began working as a gas-works employee at a metallurgical factory in

I

Yenakiieve. He also worked at different times as a pipefitter and auto mechanic. For

twenty-eight years Yanukovych directed auto-repair and transportation firms in

I

Donetsk Oblast.. His political career started in August 1996 when he took the

I

position of deputy chairman of the Donetsk Oblast State Administration. From May
1997 to November 2002 he was chairman of that this administration. During that

period Yanukovych was elected a deputy of the Donetsk Oblast Council, and from

iMay 1999 to May 2001 he headed that council. On 21 November 2002 he was
appointed Ukraine’s prime minister, a position he retained through the first two

rounds of the presidential elections in 2004, relinquishing it only on 7 December. He
also held the post again briefly from 28 December 2004 to 5 January 2005. On 4

I

August 2006 President Viktor Yushchenko and the Supreme Council of Ukraine

jonce again returned Yanukovych to this post. Notably, the official version of Yanu-

kovych's autobiography, which he submitted as a candidate for the presidential elec-

tions, does not correspond with the autobiography he submitted to the Supreme
Council on 18 November 2002 as a candidate for the post of prime minister.'^ In the

earlier version he wrote that he was arrested and tried for robbery and spent nineteen

[months in a penal colony for juvenile offenders in 1967-68.’^ In 1970 he was
I larrested a second time and sentenced to two years in prison for aggravated assault.

[Despite reports disseminated about the rescinding of all his convictions, Yanuko-
vych’s official biography has long remained a subject of skepticism and discussion in

|the revamped and more critical mass media that emerged after the Orange Revolution

I

and throughout Yushchenko’s presidency.*'^

Ukrainska pravda, 4 August 2006 <www.pravda.com.ua/news/2006/8/4/45617.htm>; and Vol-

odymyr Boiko, “Kurs kryminalnoho prem’ieroznavstva: Viktor Yanukovych,” in Ukraine

Today: Articles, Books, Comments <http://kuchma.fromru.com/yanuk/01.html>. See also the

diverse attempts to investigate and comment on Yanukovych’s criminal past before and after the

presidential elections of 2004: Volodymyr Boiko. “Sudymosti Yanukovycha, slid KDB i analohii

z Medvedchukom,” Ukrainska pravda, 14 May 2004 <www.pravda.com.ua/archive/2004/

may/14/4.shtml>; Lina Kushch, “Znyk svidok u spravi pro sudymosti Yanukovycha,” for BBC
Donetsk <www.bbc.co.uk/ukrainian/domestic/story/2005/10/051020_yanukovych_criminal.shtml>;

Volodymyr Ar’iev, “Zakryta zona,” for P’iatyi kanal, 15 October 2004, in Ukraina segodnia: Stati,

knigi, kommentarii <http://kuchma.fromru.com/yanuk/07.html>; Olena Kuranda, “Fakt

feudymosti kandydativ u prezydenty pid chas vyborchoi kampanii,” Prozora polityka, no. 33

<www.tomenko.kiev.ua/docs/content.php?id=prozpol38#_stat2>; Serhii Harmash, “Nemaie

;
llokumentu - nemaie piaru,” Dzerkalo tyzhnia, 2004, no. 22 (5-1 1 June) <www.dt.ua/1000/1030

/46696>; and Heorhii Seletsky, “Menia zasosala opasnaia triasyna ...,” Obkom: Obshchestven

naia kommunikatsiia <http://obkom.net.Ua/articles/2004-08/2 1 .0900.shtml>.

Boiko, “Kurs kryminalnoho prem’ieroznavstva.”

In an interview Yanukovych acknowledged he had served a term in prison. See “Yanukovich
vpervye rasskazal o tom, kak sidel v tiurme,” Korrespondent, 25 Martch 2007 <www
korrespondent.net/main/183880>.

Two biographies of about Yanukovych, which were obviously ordered by PR representatives

)efore the 2004 presidential election, offer a positive image of the former prime minister and may
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Rinat Akhmetov
Business tycoon Rinat Akhmetov was the main sponsor of Yanukovych’s 2004

election campaign. According to unofficial sources, Yanukovych became the head of

Donetsk Oblast State Administration through Akhmetov’s support. The latter was
number seven in the PR’s election list during the 2006 parliamentary election. One of

Akhmetov’s close allies is Boris Kolesnikov, an important figure in the PR and a

deputy prime minister of Ukraine since March 20 10.Akhmetov’s participation in

state policy-making was realized through his influence over the appointment of the

prime minister'^ the PR’s leaders, and the work of the Cabinet of Ministers of

Ukraine. This information is well known in Ukrainian society, but it is hardly pos-

sible to verify using official sources. Akhmetov’s wealth doubled after Yanukovych
was first inaugurated as prime minister. Today he is the richest person in Ukraine,

with an estimated net worth of around US$16 billion. Akhmetov himself reported

financial assets of US$12 billion-14 billion in 2004-2006. According to his official

biography, he was born on 21 September 1966 in Donetsk into the family of a Tatar

coal miner. In the 1990s he graduated from the Department of Economics of Donetsk

State University. In 1995 Akhmetov founded the Donetsk-based bank Donhorbank,

and in the following year he became president of Donetsk’s Shakhtar soccer club,

with 99 per cent ownership. No information is available about his university thesis or

his teachers and university friends. In his official biography Akhmetov does not

indicate the years he entered and graduated from university.

In addition to being a Donhorbank stockholder, in 2004 Akhmetov owned about

60 per cent of the stocks of Lux, the Donbas’s major hotel business, and about 90 per

cent of the stocks of System Capital Management Holdings (his wife owns the other

10 per cent of this company). He is also the principal stockholder of the Ukraine

Tele-Radio Company (98 per cent), the Donbas Palace hotel (99 per cent), and the

Sarmat Brewery (98 per cent), and a joint owner of the Kuibyshev Machine-Building

Plant in Novo-Kramatorsk (24 per cent), the Kerch Metallurgical Plant (24 per cent),

the Druzhkivka Ore Administration (27 per cent), the Azovstal trade house (52 per

cent), and the Asko insurance company (17 per cent). Through this stock ownership

Akhmetov controlled the hotel industry, mobile phone connections (particularly, the

mobile operator DCC), and beer production in Southern Ukraine, and his economic

influence in the central part of Ukraine was also growing. According to informal

sources, Akhmetov controlled ARS, a Donetsk criminal group whose leaders Yakov

Bogdanov and Akhat Bragin (the previous president of the Shakhtar soccer club)

were killed in April and October 1995 respectively. Akhmetov became the main heir

of his criminal chiefs’ millions and of ARS. Later ARS owned the major part of the

be found on his personal server. One of them is a brochure by the popular writer Valentyn

Chemerys: Zahadka Viktora Yamikovycha: Sproba doslidzhennia (Kyiv: Atoll, 2004). The other is

Vera Nikolaieva's booklet Prikosnis k sitdbe: Viktor Yanukovich (Kyiv: Atoll. 2004). There are

many contradictions and unexplained phenomena in these books, particularly concerning Yanu-

kovych's criminal past.

On 26 March 2006 Akhmetov was elected a member of the Verkhovna Rada through the RP list.

His influence on the policy of the party and on Yanukovych’s activity is evident from Yanu-

kovych’s announcement that Akhmetov could conceivably be the PR’s candidate for the post of

president of Ukraine. See <http://en.wikipedia.orgAviki/Rinat_Akhmetov>.
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jcoal-mining and machine industries in southern Ukraine. In addition to the assets

cited above, ARS and Akhmetov’s group own machinery factories in Kamensk and

Shakhtynsk in the Russian Federation. Besides the Ukraina television and radio

company, Akhmetov also owned the Segodnia publishing house and the news-

papers Vechernii Donetsk and Segodnia. The support of such a powerful oligarch

ensured that Yanukovych had sound financial backing throughout his election

campaign.

f'eatures ofthe Yanukovych Election Campaign

The Yanukovych campaign began promisingly: in addition to the backing of his

pwn party, the candidate was endorsed by influential individuals and other parties.

Most of the parties within the pro-government coalition in the parliament were

prepared to back him, including the Social Democratic Party of Ukraine (United) led

by the head of the presidential administration, Viktor Medvedchuk. Other parties that

were happy to endorse him included the Popular Agrarian Party led by Volodymyr
Lytvyn and the Toiling Ukraine (Trudova Ukraina) Party of Serhii Tihipko, chairman

pf the National Bank of Ukraine. In addition, all of the so-called oligarchs in the

kuchma camp, largely based in the city of Dnipropetrovsk, were prepared to back

me candidate offered by the “Donetsk clan” led by Akhmetov. This coming together

pf oligarchs took place in response to the growing popularity of Yushchenko and his

promise to eradicate the “bandits.” Nonetheless Yanukovych trailed Yushchenko in

ppinion polls in the summer of 2004, with 16-18 per cent support compared to the

opposition challenger's 23-25 per cent.

From the outset the Yanukovych team was prepared to flout electoral procedures.

Thus, in mid-August, the non-governmental Committee of Voters noted that his

pampaign was deploying state money, property, and equipment for his election

campaign and, in a similar vein, state resources were also being applied to hinder his

I

‘ivals’ campaigns. Factories ordered workers to attend rallies on behalf of the prime

I

ninister, while traffic police, railway officials, and others were instructed to impede

I

he access of Yushchenko’s supporters to the nation’s capital or other major cities in

j Ukraine. On other occasions the elderly were forced to sign nomination forms for

I

Yanukovych before they could collect their pensions.'^ Later in the same month, as

'pe prepared to step down. President Kuchma made a self-congratulatory major

I

Speech in Kyiv, citing his alleged achievements and demanding that his successor

;

pontinue his political course. He insisted that what must occur in the future was a

'Continuation rather than a change. The implication was quite clear: Yanukovych was

I
lis designated successor. Kuchma attacked the “Ukraine without Kuchma” campaign

;

ind the opposition rallies that had taken place after the death of the opposition

ioumalist Heorhii Gongadze in 2000.'^ The Yanukovych campaign also enjoyed a

jiear monopoly of the official media. As Jan Maksymiuk noted, Medvedchuk
Controlled UT-1, Ukraine’s most popular TV channel, and had influence over two
Others, 1+1 and Inter. Another three channels —ICTV, STB, and Novyi kanal

—

Ijvere run through President Kuchma’s son-in-law Viktor Pinchuk and members of

RFE/RL Daily Report, 1 9 August 2004.
^ Donbass, 25 August 2004.
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the Dnipropetrovsk clan. The remaining channel of influence, P’iatyi kanal owned by

Petro Poroshenko, offered support to Yushchenko.'^

Yanukovych’s personal activities did not lend themselves well to public scrutiny.

The turning point of the 2004 elections may have been the poisoning of Yushchenko

on 6 September, which forced him to stop campaigning for two weeks and was
eventually, following his examination at the Rudolferhaus Clinic in Vienna,

diagnosed as an attempt on his life. Yushchenko's disfigurement and illness were at

first ridiculed by the Yanukovych camp, and there were a number of suggestive

reports in the official media that his illness was a result of excessive alcohol

consumption. Just eighteen days later in the oddest incident of the election campaign,

Yanukovych was rushed to hospital after he was struck by a raw egg when he

stepped off his campaign bus in the city of Ivano-Frankivsk. The image of a strong

prime minister prepared to stay the course for the years ahead could hardly have been

bolstered by his carefully staged delayed collapse once the egg broke harmlessly on

his chest. Ostensibly it demonstrated that Yushchenko's supporters were not above

“dirty tricks” themselves, but it provided plenty of material for those prepared to see

the funny side of the incident. Some felt that the entire event was staged by the prime

minister's campaign in order to generate some sympathy for him. Yet, compared to

the severity of Yushchenko's illness, it could hardly be taken seriously.'^

Yanukovych began moving sharply away from his very broad electoral platform

that implicitly endorsed the multi-vectored foreign policy embraced by Kuchma.

Moreover, this change of direction appeared to have the support of Russia and in

particular its president, Vladimir Putin. Let us deal with these two issues in turn. By
September, with opinion polls suggesting that he was still well behind Yushchenko,

Yanukovych unexpectedly announced that he wished to make Russian the second

state language and introduce the concept of dual citizenship in Ukraine. He also put

forward the idea of a “new structure of European security” in which both Russia and

Ukraine could take part.^° Both issues in their earlier form—Ukrainian as the sole

state language and single citizenship—had been enshrined in Ukraine’s constitution;

hence Yanukovych was in no position to make such guarantees. The issues were also

potentially divisive ones that might serve to heighten regional rifts between eastern

and western Ukraine, ensuring that while the candidate might shore up his support in

the former, he would end any possibilities of gaining a foothold in the latter. The

issue of the Russian language in Ukraine was not new—it was on the table during

discussions between presidents Yeltsin and Kuchma in the mid-1990s—but it was

surprising that Yanukovych opted to use it in his program. Kuchma instantly attacked

his protege's statements, commenting that the constitution could not be ignored and

Yanukovych was making empty promises in Moscow.^'

Jan Maksymiuk, “Analysis: Media Not Playing Fair in Presidential Campaign.” RFE/RL. 27

August 2004 <www.rferl.org/content/article/1054532.html>.

See, for example, Helen Fawkes. “Ukraine PM Hurt in 'Egg Attack.'"55C News. 24 September

2004<http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/europe/3686368.stm>.

See. for example. Olena Yatsunska. “Mythmaking and its Discontents in the 2004 Ukrainian

Presidential Campaign.” Demokratizatsiya 14. no. 4 (Fall 2006): 6.

'
Ibid.
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Even more disturbing was the candidate's decision to go to Moscow on 8 October

j

to attend the Congress of the Ukrainian Diaspora (of Russia), as the events that

followed were designed to shore up the view that Yanukovych was Moscow's

candidate for the Ukrainian presidency. Evidently 560,000 Ukrainians resident in

Russia signed Yanukovych’s support lists for presidential candidate. More than 1,200

’were present at the congress, and they heard the candidate repeat his promises that

[Russian would be elevated to a state language and he would introduce the concept of

jdual citizenship after he was elected president. He also maintained that under his

leadership Ukraine would continue to co-operate with NATO but would refrain from

joining the organization. The congress, which was attended by a coterie of prominent

Russian officials (including Moscow’s mayor Yurii Luzhkov and then First Deputy

jPrime Minister Dmitrii Medvedev), endorsed Yanukovych as the only candidate

[capable of uniting Ukraine and maintaining its good relations with Russia, as well as

jthe leader who could best ensure the continuation of the encouraging economic

[recovery that began in the early 21st century

‘ On the next day Yanukovych and President Kuchma attended the official

jcelebration of Vladimir Putin’s fifty-second birthday, albeit two days after the actual

[event. Reportedly Russia’s Prime Minister Mikhail Fradkov had conciliated the

Ukrainians with a promise to lift quotas on Ukrainian sugar by 2007 and on alcohol

by 2012. When Putin, Kuchma, and Yanukovych met at the residence of the Russian

president at Novo-Ogarevo, the Ukrainians were informed that the former could not

remain indifferent to the outcome of the presidential elections and that he hoped the

wise strategy Kuchma had adopted could be continued. Putin thus stopped short of a

[direct endorsement of Yanukovych, but given the latter's presence alongside the

Ukrainian president, the inference was fairly obvious. When Yanukovych, in

Molation of protocol, sat next to Putin rather than opposite him, Kuchma made an

ambiguous remark that the situation would not alter if the two Ukrainian leaders

changed places. Putin responded that he hoped this would be the case, which seemed

I

jto observers to indicate that he supported Yanukovych’s candidacy. The Russian

president's interest in the Ukrainian election had already been manifested during his

visit to Kyiv during the campaign. On 26 October he was to make a return trip just

five days before the first-round vote, ostensibly to celebrate the liberation of Kyiv
from German occupation on 3 November 1943, but with an advancement of the date

by a week so that it preceded the election vote.

Before Putin’s arrival, the Russian Liberal Democratic Party’s leader, Vladimir

Izhirinovsky, arrived in Ukraine with the express intention of campaigning on behalf

ibf Yanukovych and berating Yushchenko for a campaign targeted at dividing the

!
R-Ussian and Ukrainian nations. The benefit of endorsement from such a personality

may be questioned. By contrast, Putin was a recognizable and popular figure in

iPkraine, and thus Yanukovych may have decided that the Russian president’s

'appearance at such a juncture was well worth the risk. It is worth reiterating that as

prime minister Yanukovych—perhaps under Kuchma’s guidance—had adopted a

!
pioderate and expedient policy of maintaining good relations with both Russia and
the EU without a formal commitment in either direction. The common Russian-

Jkrainian struggle with fascism, which was also cited by Putin and Yanukovych,

t See, for example, Jan Maksymiuk, “The Kremlin goes for Yanukovych,” RFE/RL, 12 October

2004 <www.rferl.org/content/article/1343998.html>; and Ukrainska pravda, 8 October 2004.
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likely had little impact on the bulk of the electorate, and particularly not to those

under the age of fifty. Moreover, Putin’s arrival in the Ukrainian capital

—

particularly when coupled with his remarks during an earlier visit about the two
countries having a long common history—could have evoked memories of Ukraine

as a “younger brother” or, as one source put it, a servile attitude toward Russia.^^

Again, Yanukovych could be depicted as Russia’s candidate. Furthermore, Russia

had already made it clear that it wanted to see the Kuchma style and regime

perpetuated and would offer concessions if such an outcome resulted from the

election. The Russians may not have perceived Kuchma’s growing reticence in his

support for Yanukovych—it became obvious only during the Orange Revolution

—

and in turn they may have observed the blatant Western support for Yushchenko’s

campaign. Putin thus made the sort of blunder he had carefully avoided in the case of

Belarus, where Alyaksandr Lukashenka amended the national constitution for a third

time in October 2004 to allow him to run as president for more than two terms. The
Russian president kept carefully out of that campaign, but in the case of Ukraine he

seems to have been incapable of standing aside.

Writing after the first round of the elections, the late analyst Roman Kupchinsky

noted that prior to the Ukrainian election the city of Moscow, in which some 1,000

Ukrainians were eligible to vote in the Ukrainian presidential election, was decked

out with posters and portraits of Yanukovych. He also cited a statement from Nina

Khrushcheva, grand-daughter of the former Soviet-era leader, that the Russian

company Gazprom had contributed several million dollars to the Yanukovych cam-

paign.^'^ The perception of Russian interference, as well as the likely continuation of

the practices of the Kuchma regime under a Yanukovych presidency, provided cata-

lysts for the remarkable display of public activism and the emergence of a civic

society in Ukraine during the 2004 presidential election. In other words, many voters,

and particularly those from the younger generation, resolved to take matters into their

own hands, culminating in the protests that followed the announcement of the official

results of the second round runoff between Yanukovych and Yushchenko. Yanu-

kovych’s negative image was further fueled by the situation in Donetsk, where the

oblast council endorsed by 156 votes to one a decision to hold a referendum on

whether Donetsk Oblast should have the status of an autonomous republic within

Ukraine. The motion seemed to herald the danger of separatism in Ukraine and the

possible secession altogether of Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts. Although Yanukovych

refused to endorse the Donetsk Oblast Council’s decision, the fact that those respon-

sible were from his main base of support, linked to his previous embrace of Russian

as a state language, put him in a difficult position.

Lessons Learned? The Regions Party in the 2006

Parliamentary Election

How was Yanukovych able to resurface as a viable political leader after the debacle

of 2004? The PR’s official election program submitted to the Central Election

Ukrainska pravda, 26 October 2004.

Roman Kupchinsky, “Why Putin voted for Yanukovych." RFE/RL 10 November 2004

<http://qa.rferl.org/content/article/1344002.html>.

See, for example. The Moscow Times, 29 November 2004.
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Commission of Ukraine before the 2006 parliamentary elections started with the slogan

“prosperity to the people, power to the regions.” The first thesis of this program was

that at the start of the twenty-first century Ukraine had entered the middle phase of

economic development and Yanukovych’s government had been the architect of

economic transformation, but the new Orange government had interrupted this

progressive development. The second point of the program was that “the Orange

Revolution” brought to the people of Ukraine not only an economic crisis (this crisis

was not documented in any economic indicators), but also an increase in the power and

prosperity of the bureaucrats, a decrease in law enforcement, and a wave of

persecutions of opponents. Based on these conclusions, the PR proposed a solution to

the crisis. In addition to usual slogans about economic growth, social protection, lower

and fair taxes, and protection of freedoms, the party insisted on the decentralization of

power, federalization, and granting more rights to Ukraine’s oblasts. The program

emphasized again that Russian should have the status of the second official language in

the state. In foreign affairs the program stressed that Ukraine should maintain friendly

relations with all neighbouring countries. The PR supported the European integration

of Ukraine but stated that this integration should be carried out according to the

country’s national interests. However, the party was opposed to Ukraine’s participation

in any military blocs and intended to conduct a referendum concerning Ukrainian

membership of NATO. “Normalization” of relations with Russia and joining the

United Economic Space” (created by Russia, Kazakhstan and Belarus) did not require

a referendum, but also should be pursued by Ukraine.

Among the specific steps needed to achieve the PR’s goals were taxation, pen-

sion, judicial, and administrative reforms (which have been on the agenda of many
Ukrainian political parties since independence), improvement of the investment

environment, science, and education, an increase in agricultural investment, an im-

provement of conditions for small and middle-level businesses, military reforms,

ijmore support for young people, and a reopening of free economic zones (they had

been closed because of large tax shelters and tax evasion in them). Finally, the PR
promised in its program that it would take responsibility for its implementation and if

in three years all of its principles had not been adopted, the government formed by

the party would offer its resignation. According to Ukrainska pravda, several con-

sulting groups and advisors helped Yanukovych and the PR during the 2006 parlia-

mentary elections.^^ Among them were the Sotsium Expert Analytical Centre headed

by Eduard Prutnik; the ex-PR chief of the Inter TV channel Ihor Chaban; American
experts Paul Manafort and Robert Doll; and the companies Ogiivy & Mather and

Burson-Marsteller, which are associated with Manafort. Also, Rinat Akhmetov
worked with a former adviser of the jailed Russian oligarch Mikhail Khodorkovsky.
The PR’s campaign was based on a scathing critique of “Orange” power and on high

Utilization of TV agitation and advertisements.^^ In particular, such TV channels as

See Viktor Chyvokunia, “Polittekhnolohy na vyborakh-2006: khto pratsiuvav na Yanukovycha,

^khmetova, Tymoshenko, Medvedehuka Ukrainska pravda, 12 May 2006 <http://invivio.net

mfo/52256.htm> and <http://sd.org.ua/news.php?id=9453>.

This description of the PR’s 2006 parliamentary election campaign is based on the article “Pre-

election campaign of the Party of Regions” at the now defunct link <www.kandydat.com

j

jua/politika/22_03.htm>.
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NTN and TRC Ukraine dedicated special programs to the PR and were highly sup-

portive of it in news and other programs. Also, political advertising on television by

the PR surpassed that of the other major parties. Despite this fact, the PR blamed

“Orange” authorities for imposing restraints in their access to the mass media.

Finally, the PR used local administrative power in eastern and southern Ukraine in

order to get additional support.

In order to overcome Yanukovych’s possible disadvantage of in face-to-face

public debates with political opponents (he had demonstrated his lack of ability to

respond quickly and appropriately to his opponents in debates several times, and a

propensity to make mistakes), the PR used the tactic of five-on-five debates without

the participation of political leaders. This gave the party an advantage, because many
of its leading personnel were adept at public debate. The PR’s advertisement cam-

paign was based on popular topics of taxes, prices, wages, social-welfare protection,

and pensions. The primary slogan of the advertisement was “The improvement of life

without delay!” The campaign criticized the “Orange” bloc for its failure to fulfill

promises given during the Orange Revolution. The repeated adage was that “Orange”

leaders had brought the country into crisis and the PR was the only power that could

lead Ukraine out of such a situation. It is worth noting that the Orange leadership’s

political blunders proved to be the strongest weapon in the PR’s hands, not least

Yushchenko’s failure to fulfill at least one of the promises he made during the 2004

presidential election campaign.

Other major aspects of the PR’s 2006 election campaign were yet another propo-

sition to make Russian an official language in Ukraine, friendship with Russia, and a

proposal not to enter the NATO alliance until mandated to do so by a national

referendum. Yanukovych supported co-operation with the EU, though he did not

advocate full Ukrainian membership. Indicating his independence from the Moscow
line, he criticized Russia for increasing gas-delivery prices for Ukraine. Finally, the

PR drew public attention to possible falsifications of election results by the “Orange”

bloc. The result of this better managed campaign was an electoral victory in which

the PR was the leading party in the 2006 parliamentary elections, receiving 32.14 per

cent of the vote and 186 seats in the parliament. Together the three “Orange” parties

gained 41.93 per cent and received 243 seats, which was enough to form a coalition

(more than 225 seats). However, personal ambitions, an unwillingness to make com-

promises with close allies, and numerous intrigues undermined a possible coalition of

the Our Ukraine People’s Unity party, the Yuliia Tymoshenko Bloc (BYuT), and the

Socialist Party of Ukraine, and it led to the formation of a coalition of the PR, the

Socialist Party of Ukraine, and the Communist Party of Ukraine.

One can point to four main reasons for the PR’s success in the 2006 parlia-

mentary elections. First, the party had strong financial support, which allowed for

abundant advertisements, administrative support, and possibly bribes to the Socialist

Party of Ukraine and deputies from other parties. Second, the PR maintained a

strongly centralized and autocratic organization, which did not allow any intriguing

or factionalism. Third, the constant mistakes of the “Orange” bloc parties, which

were fighting for power, arguing, and intriguing against each other, paved the way

for a PR-led coalition to take power. Finally, the very passive and short-sighted

position of President Yushchenko should be mentioned: he did not attempt to unite

the “Orange” forces that had served him so well two years earlier. Nevertheless, as |i
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^ Table 1: Results for the PR in the 2006 Ukrainian Parliamentary Election

Oblast or city Per cent of voters “for” Rating

Luhansk 74.33 1

Donetsk 73.63 1

j

City of Sevastopol 64.26 1

j

Crimea Autonomous Republic 58.01 1

j

Kharkiv 51.70 1

Zaporizhzhia 51.23 1

;
Mykolaiv 50.34 1

Odesa 47.51 1

Dnipropetrovsk 44.98 1

1

Kherson 39.14 1

! Poltava 20.38 2

Kirovohrad 20.10 2

Transcarpathia 18.65 3

1 Zhytomyr 17.98 2

Chemihiv 15.60 2

1

Chernivtsi 12.72 3

City of Kyiv 11.76 3

Sumy 10.92 3

j

Cherkasy 10.66 4

1 Khmelnytskyi 9.99 3

jKyiv 9.87 4

jvinnytsia 8.15 4

|Rivne 7.24 4

[Volyn 4.49 4

|Lviv 3.01 5

[Temopil 2.02 6

iIvano-Frankivsk 1.94 6

Source: <www.cvk.gov.ua/vnd2006/w6p00 1 e.html>

^able 1 shows, the sources of support for Yanukovych and the PR remained very

Similar to those during the campaign of 2004. Perhaps of note was that they regained

some support in the central and southern oblasts, but their votes remained negligible

in Galicia and very weak in other areas of the west.

Conclusion

Although the 2004 presidential election campaign ended in defeat for Yanukovych,
'esponsibility may lie as much with his supporters as with the candidate himself The
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image of the candidate—at least in Kyiv, Western Ukraine, Western Europe, and North

America—was a very negative one for a number of reasons, not least being his

disreputable past, close association with the Kuchma regime (Yushchenko’s own
association was conveniently overlooked), and his apparent wish to move Ukraine into

a direction that would see it linked more closely with Russia, counter to the general

direction of the previous thirteen years, when both previous presidents, Leonid Krav-

chuk and Leonid Kuchma, had been wary of too close an attachment to the northern

neighbour. The PR in theory wished to unite the country by expressly recognizing the

needs and interests of the various parts of the country. Its support base comprised not

only the main industrial regions, but also big business and Ukraine’s most powerful

oligarchs, some ofwhom were associated with the corrupt practices conducted over the

previous few years. The results of each presidential election to date had seen Ukraine

divided into almost two disparate halves, but in 2004 western and west-central (Right-

Bank) Ukraine had expanded into areas hitherto known for their support of Leonid

Kuchma in 1994 and Communist leader Petro Symonenko in 1999. Yanukovych

survived because of the failure of the new Yushchenko administration to take measures

against its rivals. Kuchma was allowed to retire gracefully (somewhat similar to the

situation in Russia after the retirement of the equally corrupt Boris Yeltsin), and the

Orange coalition quickly began dividing into various factions until the dismissal of

Prime Minister Yuliia Tymoshenko and her Cabinet some nine months later.

This paper has maintained that the division of Ukraine into (1) a pro-Western or

nationalist and (2) a pro-Russian (and to some extent proto-Communist) segment is ill

advised, but as a theory it was given credibility by the unusual role Russia played in the

2004 elections. It is posited that there were and remain two distinctly polarized regions

of Ukraine, neither of which are representative of the country as a whole. On the one

hand are Donetsk and Luhansk oblasts, Yanukovych’s power base, which is clearly

oriented toward pro-Russian policies and closer political and linguistic ties with Russia.

On the other is Galicia, which has always been a distinctive region and glorified some

of the nationalist heroes of the 1930s and 1940s, as well as maintaining the closest of

ties with the Ukrainian diaspora in the West. It is equally unrepresentative, and one

analyst has suggested that the concept of a single independent Ukraine has divided the

country into areas according to the degree to which they embrace ’’Ukrainianness.” In

this regard the first place is Galicia, followed by other parts of western Ukraine, central

Ukraine, and lastly eastern Ukraine, which embraces “incorrecf ’ attitudes.^* The west-

ern region, along with President Yushchenko, has also adopted a national historical

narrative that includes the genocidal famine of 1932-33 (paradoxically it occurred in

central and eastern Ukraine, where it has received much less recognition) while

perceiving the integral nationalists of the Organization of Ukrainian Nationalists and

Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) as the architects of the modern state through theii

selfless sacrifice against both the German invaders during the Second World War and,

more importantly, the Red Army and other Soviet forces. However, for the most part

residents of Ukraine do not subscribe to these two antithetical mindsets."^

Mikhail Pogrebinsky and Aleksei Tolpygo, Ukraina bez Kiichmy: God oranzhevoi vlasti (Kyiv:

Optima, 2007), 37.

Nevertheless President Yushchenko called for official recognition of the UPA and conferred the

posthumous title of hero of Ukraine upon its commander in chief, Roman Shukhevych. See

UNIAN, 10 November 2007.
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Yanukovych’s own contribution to this perception of an east-west divide was

significant, and it was exacerbated in 2004 by his belated change of policies, his ill-

advised visit to Russia in early October, and the visits by Putin and Zhirinovsky to

Ukraine later in the same month. As a candidate and public speaker he was also

distinctly awkward, and not surprisingly he became the subject of a number of Jokes

and anecdotes. Yushchenko’s own flaws were hardly negligible, but they would be-

come more apparent only once he took office as Ukraine’s third president. The PR was

able to recover some lost ground in the parliamentary election of 2006, which resulted

in Yanukovych returning to his former post as prime minister. Even in the less

successful parliamentary election campaign of 2007 the PR remained the leading force

in Ukrainian political life. However, the mistakes the PR made in 2004 were never

repeated, and more attention was paid to Yanukovych’s image. In the 2006 parlia-

mentary election he resorted to the more moderate approach that had characterized

some of Kuchma’s election campaigns: more emphasis was placed on economic

successes, real and alleged, and on raising fears that a new Orange coalition would take

the country back to the days of hyper-inflation and economic hardship. Another

significant factor in Yanukovych’s re-emergence as a key political factor was that the

PR sheltered its leader from direct public debate with rival leaders. Though the new
jversion of Yanukovych maintained a respectful distance from Russia, he did maintain

that only through a PR-led parliament could Ukraine guarantee supplies of oil and gas

from Russia at acceptable prices. In short, the party was geared more to the daily lives

and concerns of voters.

Above all, Ukraine’s political parties in 2006, as in the Western tradition, sought

the middle ground, offering reassuring economic pictures of what the country will be

like under their tutelage. Neither Yushchenko nor Yanukovych were particularly

charismatic, and perhaps the images of them derived from the 2004 campaign were far

from the reality. Ukraine’s electorate was thus doomed to some disappointment, but the

country as a whole gained some political maturity and the recognition—perhaps—^that

|the it should avoid extreme or very radical future paths and seek compromises to

satisfy its various regions. That is how politics works after all. Ukraine had to adopt

policies that befitted its geographical and geostrategic position in Europe. It had to deal

with both Russia and the European Union on its borders; and it must take a firm policy

fpn the NATO alliance and whether joining such an organization would bring direct

benefits to the country. The Orange Revolution will always be remembered for

fi ||Yanukovych’s failure and tragicomic indiscretions, but not for the demise of the PR he

fed or of those who continued to support his candidacy.

I

In retrospect, Ukraine gradually determined its future with the recognition that

efe bending too much to the wishes of the pro-Western or pro-Russian parts of the

i* Electorate was neither feasible nor practical. Since 2010 Yanukovych has been the

1

country’s president and the PR has acquired control over the parliament by taking

advantage of a dual system of proportional representation and single-mandate con-

stituencies. In the process Ukraine has become more authoritarian and even more
I porrupt than it was during Kuchma’s presidency. None of the flaws identified with

!

Yanukovych in this paper have disappeared. On the contrary, he has failed manifestly

[0 deal with many pressing problems, particularly the economy, the language ques-

i jon, and, indeed, the divisions in the the country. Nonetheless Yanukovych’s victory
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in 2010 is further evidence that the lessons of 2004 were not forgotten. Despite his

manifestly modest ability, Yanukovych has reached the pinnacle of power in

Ukraine, which represents his crowning achievement.
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Who are these People? 2.0

Roman Solchanyk

In the fall of 2004 I wrote an article for The Ukrainian Weekly titled “Who Are These

People?”' The piece (and its title) was meant to be provocative, calling readers’

attention to a problem that I thought needed to be more widely recognized, critically

examined, and somehow addressed—namely, the cumulative evidence, after more

than a dozen years of Ukraine’s independence, of less than enthusiastic support on

the part of the country’s citizenry for what is perhaps best described as the “national

(or Ukrainian) idea.” The article cited various public opinion surveys from 2002-

2004 that, among other things, indicated that Ukrainians" were not particularly sup-

portive of their country’s status as an independent state.

Thus a poll taken in August 2003 and reported by the daily Den concluded that,

based on responses to a question about attitudes toward the Independence Day
holiday (August 24), over 70 per cent of the population took either a negative stand

or were indifferent. Clearly, how one feels about a state holiday that celebrates

independence and whether or not one supports state independence are two rather

different things. However, other data cited in the article pointed in the same general

direction. Polling conducted by the Razumkov Centre, in the course of which respon-

dents were specifically asked how they would vote in a hypothetical referendum on

[independence, revealed that in 2003 only 46.5 per cent of respondents answered in

jthe affirmative and 29.8 per cent were opposed. Moreover, the level of support was
(on the decline. In 2002, 48.8 per cent favoured independence, and in 2001 the figure

had been 51.3 per cent. These numbers contrasted strikingly with the results of the

December 1991 referendum, when just over 90 per cent of voters supported

Ukraine’s declaration of independence. Further, a nationwide survey of young people

(ages 16-34) conducted in the fall of 2002 by the Kiev International Institute of

Sociology (KMIS) found that slightly more than 59 per cent of that age group were

bonvinced that ethnic Ukrainians and Russians are “one people” [odyn narod]; in

kussia the corresponding figure for the same age group was only somewhat higher

—

61.2 per cent. Another survey, organized by the All-Russian Centre for the Study of

Public Opinion (VTsIOM) and made public in mid-2004, compared Russia, Ukraine,

i and Belarus and revealed that—with one exception where the results for Ukraine and

Russia were identical—larger proportions of respondents in Ukraine than in either of

the two neighbouring Slav states wanted to live in (1) a union consisting of Russia,

Ukraine, and Belarus, (2) a commonwealth of independent states, and (3) a restored

Soviet Union. More surprising was the finding that nearly double the proportion of

Roman Solchanyk, “Who Are these People?” The Ukrainian Weekly, 17 October 2004.

1 Unless otherwise stated, here and throughout the term “Ukrainians” is used to denote all citizens

If [)f Ukraine regardless of ethnic affiliation.
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Belarusians (28 per cent) as compared to Ukrainians (15 per cent) would choose to

live in a united Europe.

Space did not allow for bringing the regional dimension into the picture. Had that

been done, it would have shown stark disparities between the western part of the

country, on the one hand, and the eastern and southern parts, on the other, with regard

to such issues as the intrinsic value of independence, the role and status of the Russian

language in Ukraine, the nature of relations with Russia, geopolitical orientation, and

the like—a phenomenon central to the ongoing debate about “two Ukraines.”^

As far as 1 am aware, no one was sufficiently exercised to comment on or other-

wise react to my provocation—with one exception. In a posting on the Web site of

the American Association for Ukrainian Studies (AAUS), John-Paul Himka con-

trasted the general thrust of my piece with an open letter from a well-known writer in

Ukraine that was published on the AAUS site at about the same time. Among other

things, the writer insisted that the notion of an east-west split in Ukraine with “pro-

Russian” and “pro-Western” and Russian-speaking and Ukrainian-speaking parts fell

into the category of “made in Russia political myths” that are eagerly consumed by

naive Western journalists, leaving Himka wondering what to make of this seemingly

conflicting information."*

Some years have passed since that episode, and it may be worthwhile and, indeed,

instructive to offer an updated version of “Who Are These People?” Specifically, I

propose to look at the issue of support or lack thereof for state independence, which, of

course, is central to the larger question of how the “national (or Ukrainian) idea” or the

“Ukrainian project” has fared after nearly two decades of independent statehood.”^

Two caveats are in order. First, I am not entirely comfortable with either of these two

concepts, both of which analysts have widely used in the discourse about nation

building in Ukraine. They are, however, useful shorthand for complex and nuanced

processes that reflect the degree to which Ukrainians can or cannot be judged as

constituting a “modem nation.”^ Second, although I make wide use of survey research,

The origins of the debate can be traced to Mykola Ryabchuk’s article 'Two Ukraines?” in Easi

European Reporter 5, no. 4 (July-August 1992): 18-22, the theme of which he subsequent!)

developed in various articles and essays that evoked a wide-ranging discussion about national

identity and regionalism in Ukraine. For an overview of the polemics, see Ola Hnatiuk, Pozegnanie

z imperium: Ukrainskie dyskusje o tozsamosci (Lublin: Wydawnictwo Uniwersytetu Marii Curie-

Sklodowskiej, 2003), 245-51. A more recent installment is by the well-known historian Yaroslav

Hrytsak: “Odna. dvi, dvadtsiat dvi ...” <http://zaxid.net/home/showSingleNews.do7odna_dv

dvadtsyat_dvi&objectld=1061835> (29 September 2008).
^ John-Paul Himka. “Apocalypse Tomorrow: Some Remarks on Two Texts on the Ukrainian

Elections” <www.ukrainianstudies.org/aaus-list/04 1 0/msg00027.html>.
^ For earlier analyses of Ukrainian public opinion on independence, see Valerii Khmelko, “Refer-

endum: Khto buv ‘za’ i khto ‘proty,’”Po///o/o/2/c/7rt/ chytannia, 1992, no. 1: 40-52; Jaroslaw

Martyniuk, “Ukrainian Independence and Territorial Integrity,” RFE/RL Research Report 1, no. 17

(27 March 1992): 64-68; and my book Ukraine and Russia: The Post-Soviet Transition (Lanham

MD: Rowman & Littlefield. 2001), 135-57.
^ In this connection. 1 should add that I have no desire nor do I see any particular need tc

contribute to the long list of definitions as to what constitutes a nation, modern or otherwise. No
unlike Associate Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court Potter Stewart’s take on hard-core pornog-

raphy, I know it when I see it.
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1 1
1 am fully aware of its limitations. Nevertheless, public opinion studies, while hardly an

exact science, do reflect a certain reality in time and space.

I ! And a final observation by way of introduction. Doubts about the state of the nation

£
i

in Ukraine are hardly new and have been raised in one form or another by individuals

1 as disparate in their views and prejudices as the former president of Ukraine Leonid

n

I

Kuchma; the prominent and highly respected foreign- and security-policy scholar

j
'Zbigniew Brzezinski; and Russia’s leading proponent of “neo-Eurasianism,” Aleksandr
' Dugin. Kuchma was widely criticized by the patriotic Ukrainian intelligentsia after he

. I asserted in early 1995 that “the national idea has not worked out” [ne spratsiuvald\J

il

Brzezinski, who has been consistently optimistic but also realistic when it comes to

i.

Ukraine, told an interviewer in the autumn of 2003 that

the main problem that confronts Ukraine is the absence of a deeply rooted national

J consciousness of civic responsibility. This is the core dilemma that the country faces.

1

j

Most of Ukraine’s leaders not only sacrificed nothing for national independence,

I
1 they did not even strive for it. Many see it as an opportunity for self-enrichment.*

Dugin is an influential member of an assorted group of Russian academics, ana-

ilysts, journalists, and politicians who believes that Ukraine as such and Ukrainians,

with the possible exception of the residents of the western part of the country, simply

^ ;do not exist.^ There is a substantial body of Western scholarly literature that is devoted

I

jto various aspects of regionalism in the context of nation building in Ukraine. More

‘’j directly relevant for our purposes is a broader study by Stephen Shulman that focuses

1 specifically on the achievements and failures of the nation-building process in Ukraine.

Writing in 2005, Shulman noted “that one would be hard-pressed to find more than a

I
handful of countries in the world where fewer than three-quarters of the population

1 would favour the retention of their statehood.”'® Ukraine was one of them. Finally, in

^ Ukraine there are a large (and growing) number of publications on the subject that

T ireflect—as the “two Ukraines” controversy suggests—sharply differing views.

At the end of 2002 KMIS president Valerii Khmelko announced that a November

j
poll conducted by his firm gauged national support for independence at 77 per cent,

I Iwhich for the first time exceeded the level of support registered by the December 1991

^-eferendum." In 1991, 90.3 per cent of those who voted (84.3 per cent) said yes to

|i See Mykhailo Vivcharyk and Robert Kartashov, “Po shliakhu do konsolidatsii natsii,” Roz-

i

^
hudova natsii, 1996, no. 2 (February): 15. Kuchma’s comment was made during the first meeting

I'l of the organizational committee to mark the fiftieth anniversary of the victory in the Second World

j,|
War. His verbatim remarks at that meeting, which he chaired, do not appear to have been published

,i n the press at the time.

1 f Zbigniew Brzezinski, "Na svitovii shakhivnytsi Ukraina nahaduie slona,” Yevroatlantvka, 2003,

,'ibo. 1:16.

i See, for example, his interview “Dugin: Abkhaziiu—brat, Ukrainu—rvat po shvam,” Rosbalt, 5

ITune 2008 <www.rosbalt.ru/2008/06/05/491309.html>. The Russian notion that Ukrainians are a

T fiction is by no means new and was shared by 49 per cent of respondents in Russia who, in the fall

I
pf 2007, felt that Ukrainians and Russians are the same narod\ 46 per cent said that they are

T separate peoples. See Obshchestvennoe mnenie - 2007 (Moscow: Levada-Tsentr, 2007), 215.

I

Stephen Shulman, “Ukrainian Nation-Building under Kuchma,” Problems ofPosX-Communism

I 52, no. 5 (September-October 2005): 34.

'i I' UNIAN, 18 December 2002.
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independence, which then represented 76.1 per cent of Ukraine’s total adult population.

Readers have every right to be puzzled. While for some the figure of 77 per cent may
still leave a great deal to be desired, it nevertheless contrasts sharply with the Razum-
kov Centre’s number of 48.8 per cent, also in 2002, cited above. Why the glaring

difference?

The explanation lies in the different methodologies employed by the two polling

organizations, both of which are highly respected at home and abroad. The KMIS
questionnaire has a standard entry that asks respondents to choose a preferred variant

of relations between Ukraine and Russia from among three options: (1) relations that

are the same as with other countries—i.e., with closed borders, visas, and customs

control; (2) Ukraine and Russia should be independent but friendly states, with open

borders and without visas or customs control; and (3) Ukraine and Russia should

unite in a single state. For KMIS the combined response to the first two options

represents the degree of overall support for independence. Table 1 below illustrates

the level of support for independence recorded in December 1991 and from KMIS
surveys in 1992-2008. There was a sharp drop in support during the first two years

following the independence referendum, reaching an all time low of 56 per cent at

the end of 1993. This period coincided with a catastrophic economic crisis, which

has led many observers to link economic performance to support for independence.'^

A second significant drop occurred in 1997-98, falling to 60 per cent at the end of

1998.'^ Since the end of 2002, support for independence has hovered around the 75

per cent level, with a noticeable drop in mid-2006 and an equally noticeable rise in

early 2008. KMIS data from surveys conducted at the end of 2008 and in early 2009

yield an averageof 75 per cent supporting independence (see table 2). In sum, the

proportion of the population that supports independence has remained moderately

stable in recent years, averaging about three-quarters of the population.

I will leave it up to readers to judge the extent to which the KMIS approach accu-

rately reflects popular support for independence. It must be stressed, however, that its

choice of methodology should not be construed as a mechanism for skewing the results

in favour of independence. On various occasions KMIS pollsters have also asked

respondents how they would vote in a hypothetical referendum on independence. The

KMIS survey that posed that question in August 2008 revealed that only 50.1 per cent

would vote in favour, which is in line with the data reported by the Razumkov Centre.
'''

Rather more problematical is the question of how many Ukrainians genuinely oppose

independence. According to KMIS, by default that would be those who would like to

see Ukraine unite with Russia in a single state—namely, an average of 22.3 per cent ol

the population in 2008-2009. The problem is that this third option, like the first two,

does not directly address the question of independence, for or against. Presumably

Some have argued that there is little correlation between economic performance and support foi

independence. See Grigorii Naumovets, “Zapad i vostok Ukrainy: 'Dve bolshie raznitsy’? Na

samom dele - odna bolshaia, vtoraia - ne ochenf Zerkalo nedeli. 10-16 June 1995; and Stephen

Shulman. “The Role of Economic Performance in Ukrainian Nationalism?’ Eiirope-Asia Studies 55.

no. 2 (March 2003): 217-39.

V. Khmelko, “Makrosotsialni zminy v ukrainskomu suspilstvi za roky nezalezhnosti,” 23 March

2004 <www.kiis.com.ua/materials/articles/macrosocial%20changes.pdf>.

“Stavlennia naselennia Ukrainy do yii derzhavnoi nezalezhnosti” <old.kiis.com.ua/txt/do(

/27082008/pr.doc> (27 August 2008). I
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Table 2. How Would You Like to See Relations between Ukraine and Russia?

August and September 2008, February and March 2009 (in %)
Aii^ 08 Sept 08 Feb 09 March 09

The same as with other countries

—

with closed borders, visas, and

12.9 16.8 7.8 7.7

customs

Ukraine and Russia should be 58.5 65.8 67.6 62.9

independent but friendly countries

—

with open borders

and without visas and customs

Total for independence (71.4) (82.6) (75.4) (70.6)

Ukraine and Russia should unite in

a single state

24.8 15.5 23.1 25.7

Hard to say 3.9 1.7 1.4 3.7

Source: <www.kiis.com.ua>

Table 3. If a Referendum on State Independence Were to Be Held Today,

How Would You Vote? (in %)

1
2001

1
2002

1
2003

1
2004

11

2005
1
2006

1
2007

1
2008

For 51.3 48.8 46.5 53.1 59.5 58.8 52.1

Against
|

29.2
1

33.9
|

2^
1

27.6
1

I9-6
1

20.1
1

^
1

22.2

Source: Razumkov Centre database, unpublished. The question was not asked in 2007.

there are those who are opposed to independence but do not necessarily want unifica-

tion with Russia in a single state. Conversely, Ukrainians have been known to sup-

port independence within the framework of a “union of Soviet sovereign states”

based on Ukraine’s 1990 declaration of sovereignty, a formulation identical to the

one placed on the ballot in Ukraine in the March 1991 referendum in order to offset

the so-called Gorbachev question on preserving a “renewed” Soviet Union. In a

survey conducted by SOCIS-Gallup in the spring of 1997, 52 per cent of Ukrainians

opted for this variant.'^

As can be seen from table 3, the data from polls taken by the Razumkov Centre,

which posed the question of independence directly, reveal a very different picture from

that suggested by the KMIS surveys. For nearly the last decade, an average of only 53

per cent of the population affirmed their support for independence when asked

specifically how they would vote in a hypothetical referendum; 26 per cent were

opposed; and the remainder, about 21 per cent, were either undecided or would not take

part in the voting. Here too the figures are fairly stable, with the highest level ol

support recorded during the first two years of the presidency of Viktor Yushchenko.

How do Ukrainians in different parts of the country feel about independence? As

was to be expected, support declines as one moves from west to east and south, and,

conversely, opposition to independence increases. Results from KMIS surveys taken

in December 2001, October 2006, and August 2008 show that, with some variation

particularly in 2006, the trends have remained fairly consistent. Particularly inter-

esting is the shift in the central part of the country, where support for independence

Dem 26 June 1997.
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Table 4. If a Referendum on State Independence Were to Be Held Today, How
Would You Vote? Regional Distribution in 2001, 2006, and 2008 (in %)

West Centre South East

For

2001 72.0 46.6 38.9 11

A

2006 82.0 57.5 31.6 27.8

Against

2001 7.0 22.8 37.9 38.2

2006 5.2 16.1 31.0 38.6

2008 4.9 13.6 33.3 39.6

Would not vote

2001 8.1 17.9 14.0 20.8

2006 8.5 9.6 13.6 10.5

2008 7.5 11.9 17.9 18.2

' No answer

i 2001 11.9 12.7 9.2 13.6

2006 13.0 12.6 14.2 14.1

1 2008 5.6 17.0 17.2 14.4

Source: KMIS database, unpublished.

Table 5. If a Referendum on State Independence Were to Be Held Today, How
1
Would You Vote? Respondents by Region in %, August 2008

West Centre South East

For 87.7 55.7 29.6 38.6

Against 3.7 21.0 39.1 26.3

Would not vote 3.9 12.1 17.1 14.1

No answer 4.7 11.2 14.1 21.0

'“'i
I

Source: < http://www.razumkov.org.ua/rus/poll.php7poll id=326>.

'i
West = Lviv, Ternopil, Ivano-Frankivsk, Volyn, Rivne, Zakarpattia, and Chernivtsi oblasts; Centre

I
= City of Kyiv and Kyiv, Vinnytsia, Zhytomyr, Khmelnytskyi, Cherkasy, Kirovohrad. Chernihiv,

1 Sumy, and Poltava oblasts; South = the Autonomous Republic of Crimea and Odesa. Kherson, and

IMykolaiv oblasts; East = Kharkiv, Dnipropetrovsk. Zaporizhzhia. Donetsk, and Luhansk oblasts.

V has grown markedly, and the uniformity of opposition to independence in the eastern

region and, to a somewhat lesser extent, in the south (see table 4). With some

f..

exceptions, the regional breakdown in a Razumkov Centre poll taken in August 2008
[yielded results that were largely similar to those from the comparable KMIS survey.

>|ln the eastern part of the country, the number of independence supporters was higher

and the number of opponents was lower than in the KMIS survey, and the proportion

;
jof those opposed to independence in the central oblasts was higher in the Razumkov

1
^.
jCentre poll (21.0 per cent) than in the KMIS survey (13.6 per cent; see table 5).

i
We also have KMIS data from 2006 and 2008 that breaks down the responses

jby ethnicity and language. Again, it comes as no surprise that a significantly larger

proportion of ethnic Ukrainians and Ukrainian speakers support independence as

.
' compared to ethnic Russians and Russian speakers. Nonetheless, the degree of support

among ethnic Ukrainians and Ukrainian speakers is by no means overwhelming. As for

{ethnic Russians, in 2008 it dropped to below 25 per cent, while the proportion of
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opponents increased to nearly 44 per cent. Also, fewer Russian speakers supported

independence in 2008 as compared with 2006 (see tables 6 and 7).

Table 6. If a Referendum on State Independence Were Held Today, How Would
You Vote? Distribution by Ethnicity, 2006 and 2009, in %

Ukrainian Russian Both Ukrainian

& Russian

Other

For

2006 58.5 34.9 — 31.3

2008 55.7 23.9 32.7 46.7

Against

2006 18.1 38.8 — 41.7

2008 17.6 43.6 44.9 16.7

Would not vote

2006 10.1 13.0 — 12.5

2008 13.1 16.1 14.3 21.7

Diffwidt to say

2006 13.4 13.3 — 14.6

2008 13.6 16.4 8.2 15.0

Source: KMIS database, unpublished. In the 2006 survey, those who considered themselves both

Ukrainian and Russian were not identified as a separate cohort.

Table 7. If a Referendum on State Independence Were to Be Held Today, How
Would You Vote? Distribution by Language Spoken, 2006 and 2008, in ®/o

Ukrainian Russian

For

2006 65.3 41.9

2008 64.3 36.4

Against

2006 14.1 30.6

2008 10.7 33.3

Would not vote

2006 8.3 12.9

2008 11.6 16.0

Difficult to say

2006 12.3 14.6

2008 13.3 14.3

Source: KMIS database, unpublished

Polls organized by the Institute of Sociology of the National Academy of Sciences

of Ukraine do not, as a matter of course, pose the question of independence eithei

directly or indirectly. However, two of its standard questions—one on the preferrec

path of development for Ukraine, and the other on attitudes regarding Ukraine joining

an unspecified union with Russia and Belarus—do provide additional insight into the

state of the nation. In 2008 the proportion of Ukrainians who primarily favoured some

form of co-operation or strengthening of ties within the framework of the post-Soviei

space totalled 52.8 per cent; 29.8 per cent of that number supported strengthening the
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;

“east Slavic bloc” of Ukraine, Russia, and Belarus first and foremost. Those who
preferred relations with the West totalled 17.7 per cent, and those who opted for relying

.first of all on one’s own resources and thereby strengthening independence was 19.3

per cent. At the same time 60.2 per cent were more inclined to choose a union with

Russia and Belarus; 24.2 per cent were more inclined to oppose such a union; and 15.4

I

per cent were undecided.’^

,
There are, of course, other indicators that would leave one with a rather different

impression than the one that might be expected from the data reproduced above. In

[the spring of 2008, for example, the overwhelming majority of Ukrainians (87.5 per

- cent) viewed Ukraine as their fatherland, and a large majority was proud of their

- Ukrainian citizenship (68.5 per cent). Moreover, according to the Kyiv Institute of

- Problems of Management (Gorshenin Institute), these figures have been on the rise in

- recent years. Similarly, 74.9 per cent of respondents asserted at the end of 2005 that

- [they are patriots of Ukraine.'^ Interestingly, according to a Razumkov Centre poll

- conducted in the summer of 2007, 86 per cent of Russian speakers considered

- [Ukraine to be their fatherland and 72 per cent said that they are Ukrainian patriots.'^

These and similar data have led some to play down what is most certainly a serious

- [problem. President Yushchenko, among others, was a forceful and consistent cheer-

- [leader in this respect. In May 2007, for example, he told a group of Ukrainian war

veterans:

' We are country with a great deal of diversity, but we are [also] a country without op-

I

posing sides. As a wise nation, as a great people, we cannot be divided either by

problems of language policy, or problems of religious politics, or problems of

I

history. We are a single nation, irrespective of history, although we remember it

I

well.^°

II
On an earlier occasion, Yushchenko insisted to a Moscow newspaper that “for years

(

they] attempted to divide Ukraine into west and east.... They buttressed the feeling

hat eastern and western Ukraine are different. In essence, there is no difference.”^'

[However, those who, like Yushchenko, argue that the mix of Ukraine’s overlapping

i |*egional, ethnic, and language problems are primarily the work of political elites vying

I for votes forget that these elites would not be able to exploit issues if they did not exist,

i
,

Optimists would be better served and should be able to take greater comfort in the

I knowledge that a June 2007 Razumkov Centre survey showed that 99.5 per cent of

I

Ukrainians saw the future of their region as remaining a part of Ukraine—either

I linder existing conditions or with expanded local prerogatives, but without autonomy.

Those opposed to their oblast seceding from Ukraine and forming an independent

state constituted 88.2 per cent of the respondents; those against uniting with another

Yevhen Holovakha and Nataliia Panina, Ukrainske suspilstvo, 1992-2008: Sotsiolohichnyi

monitoring (Kyiv: Instytut sotsiolohii, Natsionalna akademiia nauk Ukrainy, 2008), 14.

1 Ukrainska pravda, 1 April 2009.

Yurii Yakymenko and Oleksandr Lytvynenko, “Rehionalni osoblyvosti ideino-politychnykh

>riientatsii hromadian Ukrainy v konteksti vyborchoi kampanii - 2006,” Natsionalna bezpeka i

)borona, 2006, no. 1: 12.

P Dzerkalo tyzhnia, 1 7-23 May 2008.

Ukainska pravda, 9 May 2007.

! Novaia gazeta, 6 March 2006.
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country constituted 85 per cent; and those who rejected autonomous status within

Ukraine constituted 74.1 per cent. In the south of the country secession followed by

independence was supported by 8.1 per cent, and union with another country was
supported by 1 1 .6 per cent. The corresponding figures for eastern Ukraine were 4.8

per cent and 10.4 per cent. Russian speakers—who accounted for 37 per cent of

Ukraine’s total population—were solidly against regional independence (79 per

cent), joining another country (77 per cent), and federalization of the country (60 per

cent).^^

Today’s Ukraine, it seems, is a state in search of a consolidated, modern nation; a

society that is obviously and seriously divided but not split along overlapping

regional, ethnic, and linguistic lines; and a country that would prefer to work out its

identity issues within its constituted borders.

“Formuvannia spilnoi identychnosti hromadian Ukrainy: Perspektyvy i vyklyky,'’ Natsionalm

bezpeka i oborona, 2007, no. 9; 20; and Dzerkalo tyzhnia. 1 7-23 May 2008.
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In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, cities in Central and East Central Eu-

rope represented the most visible flashpoints of the national tensions and conflicts

' ()etween the urban and rural areas. As the Austro-Hungarian, German, and Russian

Empires slowly industrialized and urbanized prior to the First World War, the major-

ty of the new urban residents often developed national identities different from those

jiving in the countryside. As a result, social, economic, and political hierarchies be-

came intertwined with a national pecking order. In some areas Russians, Germans,

j

Hungarians, Poles, and, to a lesser extent, Jews occupied the more influential urban

positions, while the populations living in the rural areas possessed the less prestig-

ious ones. As the overwhelming majority of nationally conscious Europeans in this

Region defined their identities through the prism of primary language usage, they be-

lieved that the language of the cities should reflect the language of the surrounding

countryside for their national movements to triumph. Mykhailo Hrushevsky, the

President of the Ukrainian Central Rada, best expressed this claim in 1917: “The cit-
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ies must follow the majority of the surrounding population.”' Nearly one hundred

years later this is still not the case in Ukraine, especially not in cities that developed

outside the historic Ukrainian core within the Russian Empire.

Historical developments militated against language congruence between the

Ukrainian urban areas, especially those established in the late eighteenth and early

nineteenth centuries, and their surrounding countryside. The authorities created each

of these cities, Ekaterinoslav (Ukrainian: Katerynoslav, now Dnipropetrovsk, est.

1776), Sevastopol (1784), and Odesa (1792-94), in the context of the Russian Em-
pire and in the empire’s interests. As Ukraine’s southern and eastern regions experi-

enced rapid economic growth in the nineteenth century, these new cities attracted

literate males from Russia’s central provinces, not from the closest rural areas. Si-

multaneously, as Roman Szporluk pointed out, “the traditional center of Ukraine,

Kiev, and such smaller cities as Poltava and Chernihiv found themselves sidetracked

in the process. One of the consequences of this dichotomy was the pressure for

Russification of Ukrainians moving to, or living in, the rapidly growing urban

centers.”^ At the end of the nineteenth century the overwhelming majority of

Ukrainians lived in the countryside and identified themselves primarily as peasants, a

powerless group.

During the twentieth century Ukraine and the Ukrainians experienced a demo-

graphic and urban revolution. If less than 20 per cent of the people of Ukrain^

resided in cities in 1926, more than 67 per cent lived in them in 2001, the date of th

last census. Not only did Ukraine become more urban, but Ukrainians also becam

more urbanized. The people of Ukraine experienced this urban revolution within th

context of two total wars, revolutionary chaos, the violent consolidation of Con
munist rule, mass industrialization and collectivization, the Holodomor of 1932-3.

the purges, a brutal Nazi occupation, the Holocaust, mass involuntary evacuatior

and ethnic cleansings, border changes, and a post-war famine. In the long peacefi

post- 1945 world, millions migrated from the Ukrainian countryside to the citie;

Although most cities acquired a majority ethnic Ukrainian population in this perio(

many urban residents still claim Russian as their native language and possess a Ru«

sian orientation, not a Ukrainian one. Most importantly, many Russian-speakin

cities in Ukraine identify themselves as part of Russia, not Ukraine.

These twentieth-century developments built on the long-term trends of the nine

teenth century. The rapid industrialization and collectivization drives of the lat

1920s and early 1930s took place as Stalin and his colleagues dismantled th

Ukrainization program and “reduced Ukrainian culture to the status of folklore, to th

hopak, and varenyhy.''^ In addition to this political reversal, the Second World Ws
(or the “Great Patriotic War,” as it is known in this part of the world) profoundl

changed Ukraine’s demographic landscape, setting the stage for the outcomes th£

' Mykhailo Hrushevsky, “lakoi my khochemo avtonomii i federatsii?,” in his lybrani pratsi (Ne^

York: Holovna uprava OURDP v SSha. 1960), 148.

Roman Szporluk, “Kiev as the Ukraine’s Primate City,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 3-4 (1979

80), part 2: 846.

George O. Liber, Soviet Nationality Policy, Urban Growth, and Identity Change in th

Ukrainian SSR, 1923-1934 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1992), 181.
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Karl Qualls, Sergei Zhuk, and Tanya Richardson traced and assessed in Sevastopol,

Dnipropetrovsk, and Odesa.

With the conclusion of the Second World War, Stalin and his colleagues united the

majority of Ukrainians living in East Central Europe within a single Soviet republic.

But despite the slight rise in the overall percentage of those who identified themselves

jas Ukrainians between 1939 and 1959 (due primarily to the war’s brutality), these

,

border changes did not transform the Ukrainian SSR into a nationally homogeneous

I

entity, such as post-war Poland.'*

Instead the number and percentage of Russians grew dramatically. In 1939 this

group’s 4,175,300 members constituted 13 per cent of Ukraine’s population. In 1959,

jas the first post-war census recorded, they comprised 7,090,810, that is, 17 per cent.^

Sadly, Ukraine’s Jews suffered genocidal losses during the war and some migration

to Poland after the war. All in all, they experienced a sharp decline in their total

number and percentage of the Soviet Ukrainian population between the two censuses.

After 1945 Ukraine remained nationally diverse but regionally homogeneous,

containing three different sets of territories. The Western Ukrainian territories, those

areas that the Soviet Union acquired from Poland, Czechoslovakia, and Romania in

1939-45, became more Ukrainian demographically.^ Lviv, Galicia’s historic capital,

ibecame a Ukrainian-majority and Ukrainian-speaking city. In the agricultural regions

lunder Soviet control since 1920, the percentage of those who identified themselves as

Ukrainians increased in the 1939-59 period.^ Kyiv also became a Ukrainian-majority

icity, but it remained predominantly Russian-speaking. Nevertheless it played a critical

I

jrole in defining and creating the foundations of an independent Ukrainian state in the

;

late Soviet and post-Soviet periods. The industrial eastern and southern regions under

i
Soviet control since 1920 became more Russian (except in Zaporizhzhia and Mykolaiv

f According to the 1939 census (taken before the annexation of Ukrainian territories from Poland,

Rumania and Czechoslovakia), 23,667,509 individuals (or 76 per eent of the total population of the

Ukrainian SSR) identified themselves as Ukrainians. Aecording to the 1959 census, the first after

the end of the Second World War, 32,158,493 people—77 per cent of the total population)—

identified themselves as Ukrainians. See, for 1939, Tsentralnyi gosudarstvennyi arkhiv narodnogo

Lhoziaistva (TsGANKh, Moscow), f. 1562, op. 529, d. 4535, p. 72; and for 1959, USSR,
fsentralnoe statisticheskoe upravlenie, Itogi Vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1959 goda:

pkrainiaskaia SSR {Mosco'w: Gosstat\zdat, 1963), 168.

t Ibid. The Russian population in interwar Western Ukraine was negligible.

I

In the 1930s in the territories annexed by the Soviet Union during the Second World War, 63.4

ler cent of the population in Poland, 61 .6 per cent in Czeehoslovakia, and 43.4 per cent in Romania
dentified themselves as Ukrainians. See Piotr Eberhardt, Ethnic Groups and Population Changes
h Twentieth-Century Central-Eastern Europe: History, Data, Analysis (Armonk, NY; M. E.

Sharpe, 2003), 212-14. According to the Soviet census of 1959, Ukrainians comprised 91 per cent

)f Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, and Temopil oblasts, i.e., of what was Eastern Galicia in interwar

Poland; 94 per eent of Volyn and Rivne oblasts, i.e, of what was Volhynia in interwar Poland; 75

ler cent of Transcarpathia oblast (interwar Czechoslovakia’s former Subcarpathian Ruthenia); and

>7 per eent of Chernivtsi oblast (Northern Bukovyna in interwar Romania). See Itogi Vsesoiuznoi

*erepisi nadeleniia 1959 goda: Ukrainskaia SSR^ 176-78.

See, for 1939, TsGANKh, f. 1562, op. 329, d. 4535, pp. 72—74; and, for 1959, Itogi Vsesoiuznoi

ferepisi naseleniia 1959 goda: Ukrainianskaia SSR, 174-79.

i
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oblasts) and more Russified.* As the authorities reconstructed one of the major

industrial heartlands of the USSR after the war, they transferred many Russian and

Russified cadres to this region, primarily because the war had devastated the labour

force in the German-occupied areas.

All three sets of territories established different sets of “tipping points”—that

critical mass needed to maintain the Ukrainian language and culture or to abandon it.

These demographic changes and the introduction of new institutional arrangements

provided a limited social and political menu of options. The masses could make
choices after 1945, but only from a list the Soviet authorities provided. With Stalin’s

death and de-Stalinization, this list of options grew larger, as Karl Qualls, Sergei

Zhuk, and Tanya Richardson skillfully record and evaluate.

Sevastopol

Built in 1784 as a fortress and port, Sevastopol became the home of the Russian

Black Sea Fleet twenty years later. During the Crimean War (1853-56) the city expe-

rienced a 349-day siege by the combined forces of France, Great Britain, and Otto-

man Turkey. Rebuilt in the 1870s, it gained 53,000 residents, mostly naval personnel,

by 1897. During the First World War or subsequent Russian Civil War, the German
Army (May-November 1918), the Allied Powers (November 1918-April 1919), and

General Anton Denikin’s White Army (June 1919-November 1920) occupied the

city. In late 1920 the Red Army took the city and incorporated it into the Russian

SFSR. During the Second World War Sevastopol resisted the German advance for

eight months before surrendering in July 1942. Of the city’s 1 10,000 residents at the

outbreak of the war, only 3,000 survived by the time of its liberation in May 1944

(Qualls, 87). The Germans and the Soviets leveled almost every building in the city.

Qualls’s rich, archive-based monograph deals with the complexity of the recon-

struction of the city in the first decade after the war and how its rebuilding influenced

its residents’ perceptions after the Crimea became part of the Ukrainian SSR in 1954.

In this early post-war period, local officials challenged Moscow’s “triumphalist”

socialist designs for the city. Whereas Moscow’s central planners generally favoured

architectural styles and Soviet memorials common throughout the USSR, Sevasto-

pol’s administrators sought to emphasize the city’s unique history. Instead of fol-

lowing a pre-war urban model emphasizing Soviet homogeneity, they engaged in

countless subtle and overt bureaucratic battles to preserve pre-revolutionary Sevasto-

pol’s street grid, architecture, monuments, and toponyms. By the end of the first

post-war decade, they succeeded in restoring a city that celebrated Russian valour

during the Crimean War over its role in World War Two or in the revolutionary

period.

Local officials created a vast memorial complex within the city based on local

heroes who had also served a larger community through their defense of the Rus-

sian/Soviet homeland. Sevastopol’s unique local identity reinforced its identification

with the larger Russian polity. The city’s new residents learned that they constituted

“part of a long lineage of heroic sacrifice in defense of the Motherland, whether it be

Imperial Russia or the Soviet Union” (Qualls, 155, 166-67). Its reconstruction at the
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height of post-war Soviet Russocentrism created a Ukrainian city that still views

itself as primarily Russian. If given a choice, many, if not most, of the city’s

I

residents would likely choose the leadership of Moscow over that of Kyiv (Qualls,

10, 157).

! This is not surprising. Unlike the experience of Dnipropetrovsk and Odesa,

{Sevastopol has always served as the headquarters of Russia’s and the Soviet Union’s

1 1

Black Sea Fleet. Most of its ranking officers come from Russia and have viewed the

1

1

city as an extension of the Russian Empire or the Soviet Union, not Ukraine. The

( city’s population has always been predominantly Russian. As a long-term military

j
outpost and major naval port, its new residents quickly absorbed its reputation as a

II
city of two defenses, the Crimean War and World War Two. Building on the Soviet

political culture’s siege mentality (bom during the hostilities of the revolutionary

i: period and civil war) and xenophobia, this localized vision embodies, at least in

I

{Sevastopol, the Russian perception of a permanent threat from the West. The memo-
rialization of this “we-they” paradigm served to unite a multinational state for the

{Great Patriotic War and prepared the city’s residents for the Cold War, which perma-

jnently divided the world into two antagonistic and irreconcilable political and socio-

economic camps (Qualls, 1 86, 44).

President Yanukovich’s recent extension of the Russian Black Sea Fleet’s leasing

agreement in Sevastopol until 2042 guarantees that the city’s primary employer will

promote this localized, binary vision hostile to Europe. As long as the Russian Fed-

leration continues to see itself as separate from Europe, as Qualls claims, most of

Sevastopol’s residents will likely do the same (Qualls, 194). In doing so, the city’s

1

”“lationship with Kyiv and the Ukrainian state will remain tenuous well into the fore-

eable future.

nipropetrovsk

Founded in 1776 by Prince Grigorii Potemkin, Dnipropetrovsk was originally

med Ekaterinoslav in honour of Catherine II. In the early nineteenth century the city

(krainian: Katerynoslav) became the capital of a province. After the tsarist authorities

lilt a railway line linking it with Sevastopol and Kharkiv in the 1870s, the city

came a major transportation hub, linking the Dnipro River route, which carried grain

d lumber, and the railroad line, which hauled iron ore and coal. With the Soviet

iustrialization drive of the 1920s and 1930s, the city (renamed Dnipropetrovsk in

'26) became one of the largest metallurgical and machine-building centres in

craine.

In Rock and Roll in the Rocket City, Sergei Zhuk, who lived in Dnipropetrovsk in

5 youth and early career, analyzes the four waves (1960-70, 1971-75, 1976-81, and

1982-85) of Western cultural influence among Soviet youth in the city, Ukraine’s

ihird-largest urban centre. Shortly after the authorities built an enormous secret enter-

prise (the so-called Southern Machine-Building Factory, or PivdenmashA"uzhmash),
|vhich designed and produced powerful rockets and militaiy space equipment for the

Soviet Ministry of Defense, the KGB closed the city to all foreigners (including those

fom socialist countries) from 1959 to 1996.

Despite its experience as a closed city, Dnipropetrovsk played a significant role in

i Soviet politics during the tenure of CPSU Secretary General Leonid Brezhnev, who
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started his political career in nearby Dniprodzerzhynsk and then in Dnipropetrovsk

itself. Brezhnev’s close friend and ally, Volodymyr Shcherbytsky, also promoted the

careers of other people in Dnipropetrovsk. If before the start of Gorbachev’s reforms

in 1985 more than 53 per cent of all political leaders in Kyiv had come from this

rocket city, by 1996 approximately 80 per cent of the major post-Soviet Ukrainian

political leaders had begun their careers there (Zhuk, 5).

Many of these political leaders possessed a connection to the “discotheque mafia,”

a network of rock-music enthusiasts, black marketeers, Komsomol ideologists,

entertainers, and representatives of the Soviet tourist agencies, who emerged in the

1970s and 1980s and made enormous profits from Western music. According to Zhuk,

this group organized the overwhelming majority (90 percent!) of the successful post-

Soviet businesses. By providing biographical information on Yuliia Tymoshenko,

Serhii Tihipko, Leonid Kuchma, and his son-in-law Viktor Pinchuk, Zhuk claims that

the consumption of Western cultural products played “an important role in the identity

formation for [the] men and women” who later established Ukraine’s post-Soviet

political and entrepreneurial order (Zhuk, 4).

As a closed city, Dnipropetrovsk became a unique Soviet social, cultural, and

political laboratory, where new Western cultural influences collided with the ideo-

logical orthodoxy of the late Brezhnev period. With a high concentration of educated

professionals and students, the “rocket city” nurtured a dynamic youth subculture of

its own. Part one of Zhuk’s monograph deals with the first wave of cultural influ-

ence, when Ukrainian nationalist literature originating from Czechoslovakia, Poland,

and Lviv appeared for the first time. At the same time, Beatlemania, the so-called

“beat music” (rock and roll), and hippie fashions spread among high-school and

college students. Part two emphasizes the 1970s and the city’s consumption of West-

ern books and films, many of which became blockbuster hits in Soviet Ukraine

during the Brezhnev era, as well as “hard-rock music” and popular religiosity. Part

three focuses on the popularity of disco and punk music in the 1970s and 1980s, on

tourism, and on the Komsomol roots of the post-Soviet “capitalisf’ order.

Zhuk analyzes how young people adapted Western cultural products (such as

popular music—jazz, rock, hard rock, and disco—literature, and movies) and how
these products directly transformed them, promoting Russification in their wake.

Zhuk’s rich description and analysis of the spread of Western jazz and rock and roll

among Dnipropetrovsk’ s young people, based on over a hundred interviews, on

archival materials from the local KGB, and on several school-children’s diaries from

that time, is his book’s major achievement. If the Moscow International Youth Festi-

val in 1957 ignited mass interest in Western popular culture with its positive evalua-

tion of jazz, rock and roll encountered a different official reception. As late as 1973

Ukrainian Komsomol leaders considered rock “the negative commercial by-product

of the progressive jazz music culture” and the Beatles, the group that attracted many

young people to Western rock, “a fashionable illness” (Zhuk, 76, 82).

In order to compete with the popularity of Western rock bands, the Komsomol
leadership promoted local Ukrainian vocal-instrumental ensembles, such as Smer-

ichka (which possessed a very talented lyricist, Volodymyr Ivasiuk). These officially

sponsored groups sang “pop” songs in Ukrainian and at first attracted large audi-

ences. But the Party’s embrace of this group produced unintended consequences.

Because Smerichka’s songs became “the official Soviet music,” local rock bands and
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,

fans soon lost interest. Even Ukrainian-speaking rock fans favoured the “real rock”

,
coming from the West than an officially approved Soviet Ukrainian version of it.

:

With the exception of “The Cossacks,” a Ukrainian-language cover of Shocking

Blue’s song “Venus,” most rock buffs considered these songs to be inferior, peasant

songs.

I

In response to this stereotype, as hard rock and disco music attracted more young

I

people, women, and members of the working class during the 1970s, the Russian

language became the major language of local rock bands. In turn a majority of young

Ukrainian men reformulated their own identities by rejecting elements of Ukrainian

I

popular culture. They tried to look and behave in a “cool” manner, like their Western

j idols of hard rock and glam rock, but within a framework in which the Russian lan-

guage and culture mediated and connected Ukraine with the creators of this music.

In the closed city of Dnipropetrovsk, rock music fans tried to identify themselves

jonly with the West or its legitimate substitutes, which by the end of the 1970s lost

!any ties to the Soviet Ukrainian culture. Ukrainian rock and rollers concluded that the

jofficial Soviet Ukrainian culture represented all the most conservative, backward,

and anti-Western elements in their lives. By adopting the imaginary West (which

jbore very little semblance to reality) as part of their identities, those young rock afi-

jcionados and disco activists made the only real choices available to them in a closed

jcity and a closed society. These options, according to Zhuk, “would affect their iden-

tity formation” (Zhuk, 94, 263).

By the end of the 1970s Dnipropetrovsk’ s mass consumption of Western cultural

products (including books written by Western authors. Western movies, fashions,

and especially hard rock) contributed to the homogenization of the local youth cul-

ture and to the mass Russification of its adherents. If at first primary- and secondary-

school students read Western classics in Ukrainian, by 1976 an “overwhelming

)Tiajority of students preferred reading [them] in Russian.” Foreign literature in Rus-

sian replaced foreign literature in Ukrainian, although Zhuk does not explain pre-

cisely why this happened. (Perhaps the official publishing houses produced a very

small number of Ukrainian-language books?). The majority of private book collec-

prs ignored books in Ukrainian and only sought out books in Russian. Ukrainian

books in private collections became “unfashionable.” The overwhelming majority of

peal readers lost interest in Ukrainian history and Ukrainian-language books (Zhuk,

|107, 119, 120, 122).

I

The same happened with film viewing. In the 1960s and 1970s the cultural com-
missars allowed Soviet film audiences to see more movies from abroad. By 1975

almost 80 per cent of all films shown in Dnipropetrovsk came from the West. In light

af their superior production values and pacing, young people now preferred them to

slower and more didactic Soviet (Ukrainian and other) films. Needing to make a

profit, local theatre administrators showed more foreign films, which attracted larger

and younger audiences. The mass consumption of foreign films with soundtracks

Rubbed in Russian “also contributed to the mass Russification of the young genera-

tion of Eastern Ukraine” (Zhuk, 1 66, 1 24).

I
Western rock and roll, adventure books written by Western authors, and Western

[novies and fashions promoted Russification, especially among the city’s newcomers,
^hen these young Ukrainian men and women left their villages to attend vocational

Schools and colleges in Dnipropetrovsk, they tried to adjust to a new urban, Russian-
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language environment. In order to overcome their alienation, they started speaking

Russian instead of Ukrainian; they wore new, stylish Western fashions; they listened

and danced to the new “hip” music; and they stopped reading Ukrainian literature.

Urban Soviet mass culture—heavily influenced by Western pop culture—filled a

vacuum (Zhuk, 176, 178). The Russian language mediated this process of adaptation

and accommodation after the migrants experienced the trauma of moving to

Dnipropetrovsk and trying to fit in. But for the young people growing up in the

rocket city. Russification did not completely erode their allegiance to their region or

to Ukraine.

Despite the steady growth of the Russian language and culture in Dnipropetrovsk

during the 1970s, the local population (including the young, enthusiastic consumers

of Western cultural products) gradually distanced itself from Moscow, which they

associated with unfair “privileges for Muscovites” and with various restrictions and

limitations arbitrarily imposed on them. During the Gorbachev era Ukrainian nation-

alist politicians used these feelings of “provincial envy” of Moscow to mobilize local

young activists in their anti-Russian (and anti-Moscow) independence movement
(Zhuk, 211).

Many of the non-Ukrainian members of the “disco mafia” became active partici-

pants in the Ukrainian independence movement in 1988-91, primarily to protect their

regional business interests rather than national cultural interests. According to Zhuk’s

persuasive argument, Dnipropetrovsk’ s mass consumption of Western cultural prod-

ucts by means of the Russian language and culture led to a loosening of the Soviet

ideological grip on the city and to Russification. But it also inadvertently helped to

create a regional identity opposed to Moscow.

Odesa

Built in the late eighteenth century, Odesa served as an imperial fortress, a naval

port, and a trading centre. By 1874 the city became Europe’s largest wheat exporter,

most populous city in the Ukrainian provinces, and ethnically diverse. Although it

became the fourth-largest city in the Russian Empire, its Ukrainian residents consti-

tuted a very small percentage of its population. During the Soviet period Odesa also

became a major industrial city.

Tanya Richardson’s rich and highly nuanced ethnographic assessment of the post-

Soviet Odesa shows how difficult it is for the independent Ukrainian state to create a

common political community and historical memory for all of its citizens. Richard-

son not only attended eleventh-grade history classes at a mixed Russian-Ukrainian

language of instruction school in the Soviet-built suburb of Tairova and at an elite

gymnasium in the city centre during the 2001-2002 academic year; she also visitec

classes at six other schools, attended special ministry-sponsored events, such as the

Little Academy of Sciences competition, and interviewed and spoke informally with

teachers and students. By focusing on the twentieth century, especially on those

events in which elderly generations had participated, she sought to trace the influence

of different modes of transmitting the past and young people’s understanding of his-

tory and sense of nationhood (Richardson, 34).

Despite assertions by theorists of nationalism, schooling does not always generate

a universal and coherent historical memory. Although schools (following Ukraine’s
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! Ministry of Education guidelines) may provide an overall framework of a common
history, parents and grandparents also share their memories and impressions of the

past with younger family members. According to Richardson, “students encounter

3

not only elderly relatives’ recollections of particular events, but also their parents’

, I

interpretation based on the Soviet-era history education and on Soviet and Ukrainian

3

[public representations of history, both of which are often colored by their responses

f

jto the collapse of socialism” (Richardson, 53). Of all of the twentieth century’s

,

jevents, the Second World War still provokes the most conflicting interpretations.

iSadly, except within Jewish families, the Holocaust “remained suspended” outside

I

circulating historical narratives (Richardson, 66). Students learn firsthand that the

I

past has not even passed.

In addition to the official school histories and their reception based on stories

parents and grandparents told, Richardson also investigated Odesans’ sense of place

in terms of three city walking tours sponsored by a local Jewish history group, a

lUkrainian collector, and the My Odesa Club. Each of these tours present Odesa and

|its relationship to Ukraine differently. With the exception of the Ukrainian collector’s

[tour, they highlight Odesa as a “Russian, cosmopolitan, cultured [city], distinct from

Ukraine, and more connected with Russia and the outside world” rather than to the

Steppe hinterland (Richardson, 139, 171). According to Richardson, “these walks can

be read in part as a response to disenchantment with the present (the policies and

j

ideologies of the Ukrainian state) and as a momentary escape to the times and places

j

pf a past idealized as more meaningful and authentic.” In short, these school truths,

i;

home truths, and walking tour truths produce contradictory understandings of

Ukraine as nation and state (Richardson, 165, 77, 41).

Different pasts remain an integral part of the present. This complicates the for-

I

mation of a common political community in Ukraine, but also “individuals’ sense of

I

personal and collective continuity” (Richardson, 103) According to Richardson, the
“ ‘straightforward, linear progression toward consolidating a commonsense under-
’ standing of Ukraine as a state” does not exist among young Odesans, who define

I

hemselves within the context of an overall Russian cultural geography, not a

'

i

Ukrainian one (Richardson, 43, 184).

I

In her conclusion Richardson raises an important issue, which most historians

l^ould agree with but find it difficult to implement in their accounts of the past.

• history, she claims, should not just be considered in terms of narratives abstracted

’ from texts and political platforms, but rather in relation to the social contexts in

^ vhich history is narrated and the geographies it invokes (Richardson, 215). In other
‘

I words, she advocates that any analysis of the past retain an awareness of the fog of
‘ listory, its contingency, its hesitancy, its internal conflicts and contradictions. The
= )ast did not move in a unilinear fashion. Historical waves also possess their own

countervailing undercurrents.

Conclusion
I

I

These three monographs analyze the post-war political and cultural landscapes in

hree cities and grapple with one of the most fundamental issues in modern Ukrainian

pstory—^the relationship between Ukraine’s cities and the Ukrainian state. Most
' lesidents of each city imagine themselves as a bastion of high culture and “civiliza-

I:
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tion” in contrast with the backward, peasant Ukrainian countryside. Although self-

identified Ukrainians make up the majority of the residents of Odesa and Dniprope-

trovsk (but not Sevastopol), they '‘are often perceived as being foreign to the city”

(Richardson, 112, 198).

Each of these monographs discusses the interplay of Ukrainian state formation,

the urban environment, and its memorial practices, Richardson’s and Qualls’s more
so than Zhuk’s. Each shows how contingent and how fragile the Ukrainian identity

remains in each city, and how urban residents find it difficult to identify with the

post- 1991 Ukrainian state. Long-term Russification and the attraction to or revulsion

against the imaginary West constitute the primary reason for this uneasy accord.

Although none of the three authors defines Russification, the process of moving
from the Ukrainian language and culture of one’s youth to Russian, it has evolved in

various forms in different cities in Ukraine. Odesa’ s Russian orientation provides it

with a window to the West, and Dnipropetrovsk’s slightly less so. But Sevastopol’s

does not. People’s political and cultural attitudes develop locally, as they seek to

harmonize themselves with their friends, peers, and neighbours. Adjusting them-

selves to local identities inspired many to compare themselves with the global one.

Zhuk and Richardson imaginatively reconstruct how Soviet youth in Dnipropetrovsk

and Odesa accessed non-Soviet and non-Russian role models of the West by means

of the Russian language and culture. In doing so, young people draw closer to the

West, or—more accurately—become absorbed by their perceptions of the West. In

these two cities. Russification provided a limited opening to the West. In contrast,

Sevastopol’s Russification, especially its memorialization of the Russian defenders

of the city, represents, according to Qualls, a conscious effort to resist Western inte-

gration.

These popular positive and/or negative impressions of the West, including the

concomitant ideas of economic prosperity, scientific progress, the market, and

democracy, have helped to define the post-Soviet status quo in Sevastopol,

Dnipropetrovsk, and Odesa. Filtered by each city’s political and cultural past, the

perceptions of the West vary and are at best incomplete in Ukraine (as they are in

most other post-Soviet states). Moreover, those urban residents who have embraced

aspects of Western culture have not necessarily assimilated all of its values (such as

democracy, the rule of law, and the protection of minority rights) institutionalized in

the post- 1945 period in North America, Australasia, and the European Union.

In light of the long-term urban allegiances to Moscow, the Russian Empire, the

Soviet Union, and Russian culture, different forms of Russification have evolved in

Ukraine in different cities at different times. Russification has not been primarily an

act of repression. The Russian language and culture has also attracted those who
aspire to change their socio-economic and cultural status, those in search of the mod-

ern, and those who hope to fit in by “being cool.” This process has appealed to those

who recognize the inferiority of their own social status and aspire to overcome it by

proactively blending in.^

^ On the role of status inconsistency and resentment in national movements, see Liah Greenfeld

Nationalism: Five Roads to Modernity (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1992); anc

idem. The Spirit of Capitalism: Nationalism and Economic Growth (Cambridge, MA: Harvarc

University Press, 2001).
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In their search for dignity in a brutal and incomprehensible world, many urban

I

residents have embraced the certainties of the past, the confusion of the near-undeci-

pherable present, and the possibilities of the future. They have done so often at the

same time. Many Western analysts, as Richardson points out, have assessed these

, divergent views and incompatible perspectives as the product of “ambivalence,” a

key phrase in describing Ukraine. This vacillation, according to her, implies indeci-

jsiveness, confusion, and being “in between,” the result of some sort of long-term

j

psychological and political damage, a consequence perhaps of living in a post-geno-

cidal society.'® But the citizens of Ukraine, as Richards asserts, are not necessarily

idisoriented straddlers. They have acquired the ability to interpret their environment

jthrough different perspectives, oftentimes simultaneously. They “acknowledge and

jlive with conflicting, contradictory, and incommensurable histories” (Richardson,

218-19), as these three sobering monographs vividly demonstrate. Most importantly,

fthey can only make choices from a limited menu of options that the past and the

{present have provided them.

I
University ofAlabama at Birmingham

® See Catherine Merridale, Night oj Stone: Death and Memory in Twentieth-Centiuy Russia (New
"ork: Viking, 2000). James E. Mace coined the term, ‘‘post-genocidal society.” See Andrea
iraziosi, “James Mace’s Concept of a Post-Genocidal Society Set the Agenda for the Future,” The

')ay Weekly Digest in English (Kyiv), 2005, no. 35.
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j

Orest Subtelny. Ukraine: A History. Fourth edition. Toronto: University of

[i
i
Toronto Press, 2009. xviii, 784 pp. $59.95 paper, $125 cloth.

^
I Paul Robert Magocsi. A History of Ukraine: The Land and Its Peoples.

j
I

Second, revised edition. Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010.

;•
jXxvii, 894 pp. $54.95 paper, $120 cloth.

1 Both of these histories of Ukraine have been the standard works on the subject since they were

i first published, in 1988 (Subtelny) and 1996 (Magocsi) respectively. In his account Subtelny

^ 'takes a national approach to Ukrainian history. He stresses the role of the Ukrainian ethnic

i|

j

element throughout the history of this land and the modern Ukrainian national movement and

tf {its aspirations to statehood. By contrast, Magocsi treats Ukrainian history territorially and tries

|to deal with all the various peoples and states that have inhabited and ruled this land

K throughout the centuries. The two books are complementary, and reading them side by side is

^
lof great benefit.

:

{

Both books treat politics, social and economic developments, and cultural affairs. Sub-

7 telny’s emphasis is on politics, whereas Magocsi is more even in his treatment of these

): {subjects. Both books are very easy to read, but Subtelny’s approach makes for a more unified

story and therefore a livelier narrative. By contrast, Magocsi’s approach tends to be more

1 / encyclopedic and therefore much drier. However, he is also much more inclusive, and his

/ book thus is of special interest in a very different way from Subtelny’s.

The illustrations and maps are also worthy of comment. Both books contain several

I {interesting maps, but the maps in Magocsi’s history are much more numerous and more

: detailed than those in Subtelny’s. Magocsi’s maps are one of the strongest features of his

J book. It contains no illustrations, however, whereas Subtelny’s book does, and some of these

are very good at giving the reader a feel for the various eras of Ukrainian history.

In these editions, the authors have added some new materials, but Magocsi’s book is by

,

far the more thoroughly revised. He has added several new chapters, revised and expanded the

text, added new sidebars, and inserted new maps while revising and adding new details to

Some of his older ones. By contrast, Subtelny has only added a few new pages to the end of

liis book to bring the reader up to date on recent developments in Ukrainian politics and life.

He has not revised or updated his original bibliography; and certain titles that were listed as

I ’‘forthcoming” in 1988 have still not received full bibliographic treatment, even though they

were printed some twenty years ago.

;

Magocsi’s volume is conceptually the more innovative of the two. In this new edition he

I introduces a new concept—^the “Polish-Lithuanian-Crimean” period of Ukrainian history. In

tiis first edition, he had followed the traditional designation of a “Polish-Lithuanian” period

[first formulated by the great Ukrainian historian Mykhailo Hrushevsky at the beginning of

he twentieth century and accepted without question by most Ukrainian historians, including

3 bubtelny, since that time). Magocsi’s introduction of the “Crimean” element follows the logic

t pf his thinking quite well, for the Crimean Khanate occupied about one third of what is today

i pkraine for about three hundred years. Moreover, the introduction of this new conceptualiz-
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ation allows him to place more attention upon Ukrainian-Crimean Tatar relations and the great

Black Sea slave trade that carried off many of thousands of Ukrainian men, women, and

ehildren into Turkish captivity. This is a major fact of Ukrainian history, which earlier Ukrain-

ian historians like Hrushevsky and Doroshenko largely ignored in their history textbooks.

The treatment of recent developments and what has happened in Ukraine sinee 1991 and

the declaration of independence also differs considerably in the two books. Subtelny’s account

is definitely the more detailed of the two, and he devotes a great deal of attention to recent

Ukrainian politics. By contrast, Magocsi contents himself with giving a more general outline

of this period and certain basie statisties. However, his presentation is the more readable of the

two, for Subtelny’s description of Ukrainian politics prior to the 2004 Orange Revolution is

mired down in minor details and already seems dated.

In general, both books are a welcome addition to the growing literature in English on

Ukrainian history. Each has its own strengths and weaknesses, but each is attractive in its own

way. One might add that the cover designs of both books are also quite attractive. As with the

first editions of these books, Subtelny’s cover design is the more “artsy” of the two, but

Magocsi ’s design is more iconic. I am happy to have copies of both of these beautiful books in

my home library.

Thomas M. Prymak

University of Toronto

Mykhailo Hrushevsky. History ofUkraine-Rus'. Volume Nine, Book Two,

Part One. The Cossack Age, 1654-1657. Translated by Marta Daria

Olynyk. Edited by Serhii Plokhy and Frank E. Sysyn with the assistance of

Myroslav Yurkevich. Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ulaainian Studies Press, 2008. Ixvi, 566 pp. $1 19.95 cloth.

One of the greatest aehievements of Ukrainian historiography—indeed, of modern Ukrainian

culture—was Mykhailo Hrushevsky ’s magisterial ten-volume history of Ukraine from the

tenth century down to Hetman Ivan Vyhovsky’s Hadiach Treaty (1658). These volumes were

published in Ukrainian between 1898 and 1936 (the last appearing two years after the author’s

death in Caucasian exile). An eleventh volume taking the narrative to 1665 was rumoured to

have been prepared but has not been found.

In terms of sweep, detail, and use of primary sources the four last volumes of Hrushev-

sky’s History—the volumes dealing with sixteenth- and seventeenth-century Cossack Ukraine

and the Hetmanate—remain the capital work on this period of Ukrainian history. Hrushevsky

was very much a Rankean dedicated to thorough quarrying of the archives and close critical

interrogation of the sources, which he often excerpted at length or reproduced in full. These

included Polish as well as Ukrainian and Russian sourees. Hrushevsky was therefore able to

reconstruet high politics, warfare, and diplomacy in great detail. His attention to the unfolding

of diplomatic missions and diplomatic correspondence allowed him to show how factional

rivalries and sudden new exigencies pressed the great powers to alter their terms and even

revise their strategic interests. The reader also learns much about the conduct of war because

Hrushevsky quotes at length from commanders’ reports, military memoirs, and prisoners’

interrogations. And because hetmans Bohdan Khmelnytsky and Vyhovsky pursued such an

imaginative and wide-ranging grand strategy, Hrushevsky’s sources provide rich information
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about Ukrainian relations not only with Muscovy and the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,

,

but also with most of the other powers of eastern Europe (Transylvania and the Danubian

;
hospodarates, the Crimean Khanate, the Porte, Sweden). Those of us specializing in

Muscovite or Ottoman history but not adept at reading Ukrainian have long been frustrated

That Hrushevsky’s History was of such obviously enormous value but remained largely in-

!
accessible to us.

j

It is now becoming accessible. Since 1997 the Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical

I

Research at the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies has been publishing Hrushevsky’s

s
History in excellent English translation, with very useful introductory essays by Frank Sysyn

and Serhii Plokhy, and good maps, and complete scholarly apparatus. So far have appeared

I

volume One, dealing with the prehistory and early history of Kyivan Rus'; volume seven,

1 examining the development of Ukrainian Cossackdom in the late sixteenth and early seven-

^ teenth centuries; volume eight, on the Cossack Revolution and the formation of the Hetman-

ate; and the first two of the three parts of volume nine. The first part of volume nine, book

||one, covered the years 1650-53: the 1651 war with the Commonwealth; the battle of Bere-

' stechko and the Bila Tserkva Treaty; Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s Moldavian project; and the

i death of Tymish Khmelnytsky.

Volume nine, book two, part one, covers the period from the autumn of 1653 to the

[summer of 1655.This is one of the most important Junctures in Ukrainian history, marked by

[the negotiation of the Pereiaslav Agreement placing the Hetmanate under the tsar’s protection,

I
the collapse of the Hetmanate’s military alliance with the Crimean Khanate, and the Het-

' jmanate’s involvement in Muscovy’s new war with Poland-Lithuania.

In 1653 the collapse of Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s project to install his son Tymish as hos-

podar of Moldavia undermined his alliance with Sultan Mehmet IV and Khan Ismail III Girei.

The Crimean Tatars shifted their slave-raiding operations to the territory of the Hetmanate.

j

King Jan Kazimierz refused to renegotiate peace with Khmelnytsky on the terms of the Zboriv

Treaty, citing these Tatar attacks on Ukrainian villages and towns as proof that Khmelnytsky’s

j

alliance with the Tatars had been the act of a perjurer and renegade who had betrayed his own
I Christian faith (pp. 34-35). Although the king’s army was not yet ready to attack Halych
* during its campaign against the Cossacks, Khmelnytsky could no longer count on the Crimean

It Tatars as allies against the Poles, for the Tatars now placed greater value on raiding oppor-

I
(unities in Ukraine than booty opportunities in Moldavia or against the Polish army (p. 59). At

ijZhvanets in December 1653, the khan’s grand vizier, Sefer Ghazi Aga, negotiated an arm-

I
tstice with King Jan Kazimierz. The terms of armistice called upon the king to restore to the

! Saporozhian Host the rights guaranteed it in the Zboriv Treaty, to resume tribute to the khan,

^and to permit the Tatars to take captives in Ukraine. It left unclear whether the khan would

I
actively ally with the Poles against Khmelnytsky. But it made obvious that the Hetmanate’s

I nilitary alliance with the Crimean Tatars was over.

I

Khmelnytsky was therefore forced to step up his diplomacy with Tsar Aleksei Mikhail-

Ipvich and negotiate some kind of Muscovite protectorate over the Zaporozhian Host. For

I jChmelnytsky such an agreement of protectorate would compensate for the loss of his alliance

ijwith the khan; for the tsar it offered the prospect of military alliance with the Hetmanate to

I

:ounter a Polish-Tatar alliance against Muscovy (p. 117). The trick for Khmelnytsky was how
0 negotiate a Muscovite protectorate without completely breaking off with the khan.

Jrushevsky sees Khmelnytsky and Vyhovsky clinging to the hope that “the khan should not

:nter into an alliance with the Polish king so as not to incur the tsar’s wrath. In the event that

he tsar ordered the hetman and the Zaporozhian Host to proceed against the Polish king, the
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khan should proceed through the steppes against the Polish king, without touching the Cos-

sack towns.... The alliance (friendship) of the khan and the hetman would thus remain strong”

(p. 119). For the time being the negotiations with the Muscovites at Pereiaslav should be kept

secret from the khan, as his chambuly were still roaming Ukraine.

Hrushevsky’s discussion of the Pereiaslav negotiations occupies 139 pages. It is closely

detailed, citing not only the surviving protocols (the “articles” redacted at Moscow) but also

Khmelnytsky’s and Vyhovsky’s letters, the petitions of municipal delegations and monas-

teries, and even the alarmed reports of Polish and pro-Polish officials learning of the

Pereiaslav Agreement. Hrushevsky examines in detail the terms of the protectorate agreement

that would soon become problematic (the issue of Muscovite voevody and garrisons in the

towns of the Hetmanate, which authority had the right to collect taxes, the hetman’s rights to

conduct his own diplomacy, etc.) and shows how understandings of these terms could be

subject to change under later circumstances.

Hrushevsky emphasizes strategic concerns rather than any religious-ideological program

of “reunification” as the main motive for the Pereiaslav negotiations: Khmelnytsky and Tsar

Aleksei were both in immediate need of each other as military allies against the Common-
wealth. He observes that Vyhovsky in particular encouraged the tsar to proceed with his war

against the Commonwealth by suggesting that Lithuanian control over western Rus' was

weakening and Muscovite recovery of Smolensk and Seversk was a quick and easy task,

particularly with Khmelnytsky’s Cossacks providing military assistance. Although Hrushev-

sky does not state it explicitly, the material he presents suggests the possibility that Aleksei

was less interested in early 1654 in turning Ukraine into a Muscovite province than in re-

covering Smolensk and annexing Lithuanian-ruled Rus' with Khmelnytsky’s support. The

Muscovite invasion of Lithuania launched in May 1654 comprised three army groups totaling

71,000 troops and 4,000 guns, as well as 20,000 Ukrainian Cossacks under Colonel Ivan

Zolotarenko. By contrast, just 4,000 Muscovite troops were sent into Ukraine to supplement

the two thousand already garrisoned at Kyiv. The tsar’s military commitment to the defense of

the Hetmanate would of course subsequently expand after the Crimean Tatars entered

hostilities in alliance with the Poles (see my book Warfare, State and Society on the Black Sea

Steppe [London and New York: Routledge, 2007], 1 15, 1 17-1 19).

Hrushevsky believes that Khmelnytsky sought Muscovite military alliance and protection

of the Orthodox faith in Ukraine but did not envision “protectorate” as limiting his sovereign-

ty as hetman or circumscribing the liberties of the Zaporozhian Host. The words of Vasilii

Buturlin, the Muscovite envoy at Pereiaslav, showed that the tsar accepted this image of pro-

tectorate but reserved for himself “a free hand in the further ordering of Ukrainian affairs” (p.

154). Hence Buturlin refused to give the tsar’s self-binding oath but probably did give Khmel-

nytsky “a very decisive assurance of the tsar’s word” (p. 161). Hrushevsky does consider

Khmelnytsky guilty of “carelessness in his conversations with Buturlin and his associates in

Pereiaslav concerning further relations ... thereby giving the Muscovite government ad-

vantages in those relations that he could easily have avoided if he had reckoned more with the

use that Muscovy could make of them” (p. 162).

Khmelnytsky’s carelessness was in regard to two crucial matters. The first of these was

military: he (and the Muscovites as well) had not given sufficient thought to how Moscow’s

role in protecting Ukraine might change in the event the Crimean Khanate allied with the

Poles against them and the tsar got bogged down in his campaigns in the Grand Duchy of

Lithuania. (The expansion of the war on Ukrainian territory would inevitably give Moscow

more reason to enlarge and multiply its garrisons and intervene more directly in the collection
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of taxes). The second matter initially had to do with political ritual, and its significance would

I become apparent only over time: Khmelnytsky had not foreseen that the tsar’s envoys would

fan out across Ukraine collecting oaths of allegiance to the tsar and receiving petitions of

submission from various towns (e.g., Pereiaslav, Kyiv, Nizhen, Chemihiv), and there was

nothing he could do about it. Hrushevsky explains: “Everything in Ukraine had been con-

1 quered by the Cossack sword. And when the time was at hand, Muscovy accepted Cossack

I Ukraine, which the Cossack Host was submitting to it, without asking anyone else. Even when

jthey arrived in Ukraine to establish new relations, the Muscovite envoys did not think it

j

necessary, even for the sake of appearances, to convene any assembly of representatives of the

[Ukrainian estates.... The hetman and the Cossack officers had sworn an oath, which meant

jthat everyone else had to swear; otherwise it would be a revolt against Cossack authority and

Cossack law. But the Cossack leaders, not having taken care to develop a theoretical system

of Cossack law, also neglected to bind that system to another political principle that they

[themselves had advanced and championed from time to time with the Polish government: the

iprinciple of the inviolability of the rights of the Rus' nation and all its estates and institutions,

both clerical and secular.... At the midnight hour of this critical era, during the Pereiaslav

negotiations, the Cossack elite took no care whatever to establish in law its Cossack

hegemony—the patronage and authority of the Cossack Host over the other strata of Ukraine

land their institutions!” (p. 241)

1 The rest of this volume describes how news of the Pereiaslav Agreement pushed the

|Polish king and the new Crimean khan, Mehmet IV Girei, to form a new military alliance for

war against both Muscovy and the Hetmanate. The Ottoman sultan was not prepared to re-

E [

train the khan from this, as he feared Don Cossack and Zaporozhian Cossack naval raids on

is coastal towns at this critical juncture in his war with Venice. There were even reports from

Moldavia that crossing points on the Danube were being established for the Ottoman army,

/luch of the Cossack army was off in Seversk with Zolotarenko, and there were already sharp

lisagreements between Zolotarenko and the Muscovite commanders as to where the Cossacks

vere to campaign and whether they would be permitted to take the surrender of towns in the

dthuanian duchy. The final chapter makes a digression to summarize the state of economic

I md cultural life in Ukraine as described by Archdeacon Paul of Aleppo, who accompanied his

I
father. Patriarch Makarios 111 of Antioch, in a journey across Ukraine in 1654. It then shifts to

I the enormous destruction in the spring of 1655 wrought by the Polish invasion of Ukraine, led

I )y Stefan Czamiecki, Stanislaw Potocki, and Stanistaw Lanckorohski, and describes Khmel-

I jiytsky’s pleas for reinforcement with Muscovite troops under V. B. Sheremetev.

Ju I

Given the continuing controversy over the meaning of the Pereiaslav Agreement, this is

i

'

pne of the most important volumes in Hrushevsky’s magnum opus. This English-language

I sdition includes a very useful introductory essay by Serhii Plokhy describing the development

t )f Hrushevsky’s political and historical views and assessing the place of his work in

i Ukrainian and Russian historiography.

Brian Davies

University of Texas at San Antonio
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Mykhailo Hmshevsky. History ofUkraine-Rus'. Volume 9, Book 2, Part

2. The Cossack Age, 1654-1657. Translated by Marta Daria Olynyk.

Edited by Yaroslav Fedoruk and Frank E. Sysyn with the assistance of

Myroslav Yurkevich. Edmonton and Toronto: Canadian Institute of

Ukrainian Studies Press, 2010. Ixxxvii, 480 pp. $119.95 cloth.

Another volume of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s magisterial History of Ukraine-Rus’ has become

available thanks to the continuing efforts of the Peter Jacyk Centre for Ukrainian Historical

Research at the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies. The previous installment in the

series, volume nine, book 2, part 1 (2008) dealt with the crucial period 1654-55, when the

collapse of Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s project to install his son Tymish as hospodar of

Moldavia, the breakdown of his military alliance with the Crimean Tatars, and the new Tatar

alliance with King Jan Kazimierz forced Khmelnytsky to negotiate with Moscow to place

Ukraine under Tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich’s protection. The resulting Pereiaslav Agreement

was of enormous consequence for the future of Ukraine because its terms and intent were left

partly undefined and therefore subject to subsequent reinterpretation by both the hetman’s

ruling circle and the tsar’s government. Hmshevsky thought that Aleksei was initially less

interested in using the agreement to turn Ukraine into a Muscovite province than in using it to

secure the Ukrainian Cossack army as allies in the war to recover Smolensk and annex Lithu-

anian Rus'. For his part Khmelnytsky initially believed that the agreement would compensate

for his abandonment by the Crimean Tatars by establishing alliance with Muscovy, which he

expected would help to secure the Orthodox faith in Ukraine without Ukraine’s new “protect-

orate” status limiting his sovereignty or endangering the liberties of the Zaporozhian Host.

Volume nine, book, 2, part 2 begins in June 1655 with the Swedish invasion of the Com-

monwealth and Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s negotiation of a tentative alliance with Sweden at

Kamianets. It concludes with his death in July 1657 and the political divisions within the

Hetmanate that would soon elevate Ivan Vyhovsky. The focus throughout this volume is on

the reasons for the growing estrangement of Ukraine from Muscovy and the preconditions for

Hetman Vyhovsky’s eventual repudiation of Muscovite protectorate and the Ukrainian

Cossacks’ re-alliance with Poland (the 1658 Treaty of Hadiach).

Although Moscow was intent on limiting his authority to conduct an independent foreign

policy, Khmelnytsky initially believed his rapprochement with Karl X Gustav could provide a

further guarantee to the Hetmanate’s sovereignty without provoking a complete break with the

tsar. Now that Jan Kazimierz had been driven from Warsaw and the Radziwills had placed

Lithuania under Swedish protection, Khmelnytsky thought that the Hetmanate could not only

secure its independence from the Commonwealth once and for all, but also extend its territory

to the north and west. Hence some Ukrainian Cossack forces in the west joined the Swedes

and another new ally, the Transylvanian prince Gyorgy II Rak6czi, for a final victory against

the Polish king, while other Ukrainian forces joined the Muscovites in a drive upon Lviv.

Unfortunately for Khmelnytsky, Karl X and Rakoczi were never able to offer him

guarantees on the Hetmanate’s sovereignty and frontiers that was clear and firm enough to

serve as a counterweight to the relationship the tsar expected from the Pereiaslav Agreement

(p. 80). Meanwhile the conduct of the tsar’s campaigns in Belarus' had taken a new turn:

Moscow now gave greater urgency to asserting the tsar’s sovereignty over the captured towns

of Lithuania, including those taken by Ukrainian Cossack forces, lest these towns come under

the formal sovereignty of the hetman. The Swedish king having now “revealed his intention of
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taking power in Poland and Lithuania, the Muscovite government countered with its own

claims to Lithuania, Belarus' and western Ukraine ... a manifestation of Muscovite plans to

turn them into Muscovite provinces” (pp. 25-26). It was also clear that Moscow’s preoccupa-

tion with territorial expansion in Belarus' left it unready to provide Ukraine with much mili-

tary deterrent against the Crimean Tatars.

By October 1655 Khmelnytsky was forced to withdraw many of his troops from joint

operations with the Muscovites and the Swedes and Hungarians in order to protect Ukraine

from attack by the Crimean Tatars. The Crimean khan in turn used threats of Tatar invasion to

try to turn Khmelnytsky back towards peace with Jan Kazimierz. Khmelnytsky was able to

obtain a truce with the Tatars without having to make peace with the king or break with the

tsar, but the disgrace and suicide of Vasilii Buturlin at year’s end, for offenses that seemed “to

amount to nothing terrible or substantial,” made Ukrainian ruling circles more nervous about

the political costs of the tsar’s “protection”; there was dismay that “such a great man, so

recently lauded by the tsar himself for his merits in bringing Ukraine under Muscovite rule . .

.

lost everything so easily and ended his life in vain as a suicide, without earning even a kind

word from the tsar.... If such an end could befall one’s own in that Muscovy, what could its

newly arrived wards expect?” (p. 76).

Hrushevsky thinks pressure from the Crimean Tatars did play a role in convincing Polish

and Lithuanian magnates and army hetmans to abandon the Swedes and assist Jan Kazimierz

in recovering the throne. Karl X expected the Ukrainian Cossacks to continue in Joint

operations against the Poles, but it was more important to him at this time to tighten his

alliance with Rakoczi. To this end he promised Lviv, Galicia, Pokuttia, and Podillia would be

stripped from the defeated Commonwealth and awarded to Rakoczi rather than to the

Hetmanate. These developments provided Jan Kazimierz the opening to send Jan Szumowski

to the Crimean khan to urge a Tatar-Ukrainian rapprochement and bring Khmelnytsky to

make peace with the king. Although Khmelnytsky was not yet prepared to accept, there was a

party of Cossack colonels ready to throw off the tsar’s “protection” and determine Ukraine’s

fate in league with Poland; but it was unable to prevail at the Rosava Council in May 1656

|l36-37). For the time being Khmelnytsky’s policy remained one of walking the tightrope,

maintaining alliance with Muscovy while simultaneously maintaining “friendly expectation”

towards Sweden and Rakoczi.

I ;

An important stage in the worsening of the Hetmanate’s relations with Muscovy came in

I the summer of 1656. Although the Hetmanate had rejected at the Rosava Council negotiating

Tt peace with Jan Kazimierz, the Muscovites broke off relations with Sweden (May 1656),

f 'edeployed their armies to Livonia, and began peace talks with the Polish king (1 August

r 1656). This volte-face was encouraged by the Habsburg emperor and motivated partly by Tsar

K Meksei’s anxiety about Swedish encroachment on his conquests in Lithuania and by his belief

I
he Poles would be willing to purchase peace at the price of agreeing to designate him heir to

* Ihe Polish throne. Cossack representatives of the Hetmanate were not allowed to participate in

J he talks at Vilnius that produced an armistice settlement with the Commonwealth and

I
Initiated the tsar’s war against Sweden. Khmelnytsky protested that past events—especially

I polish persecution of the Orthodox Church in Ukraine—made it impossible for him to make
eace with the Poles. It was also a shock that the terms Aleksei had set for peace with the

ommonwealth reportedly included the cession to Muscovy of “White Rus', Volhynia, and

II fodilia ... as far as the Buh River, for all time,” (p. 163) and required the Zaporozhian Cos-

i' lacks “to unite into one state with the Commonwealth and ... forever belong to the Com-
onwealth” once the tsar was elected king of Poland and grand duke of Lithuania (p. 164).
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The Muscovites were ultimately unable to obtain all these terms—the Poles were willing

to agree only to an armistice and to the election of the tsar upon the death of Jan Kazimierz,

and they still demanded the eventual return to the Commonwealth of Ukraine and Belarus'.

Both sides accepted this compromise in order to concentrate their energies on the struggle

against Sweden. But much of the Cossack starshyna was nonetheless outraged by the Vilnius

talks: “Not only did the tsar’s envoys not consult with us about anything or admit us to the

Polish tent, but they did not even allow us near the tent—just like dogs at God’s church. But

the Liakhs, probably out of a guilty conscience, said that the tsar’s envoys concluded a settle-

ment with the Liakh commissioners ... according to the Treaty of Polianovka, and we, the

Zaporozhian Host with all of Little Rus', are again to be on the king’s side, with the Liakhs,

the enemies of the Holy Cross” (p. 1 70).

The conviction that the tsar had betrayed Ukraine at Vilnius spread among the starshyna,

marginalizing the pro-Muscovite faction. It complicated Ukrainian-Muscovite joint operations

to partition Poland, and it led Khmelnytsky to seek a closer if still informal military alliance

with Rakoczi and Karl X. For the time being the Swedish king was content to ask Khmel-

nytsky to send letters of admonishment to the tsar while dispatching 20,000 Cossacks to assist

the Swedish army; he had not yet addressed the issues of the ultimate disposition of the Polish

domains and the status of Ukraine. Khmelnytsky, for his part, wanted to avoid a complete

break with Muscovy until the time the tsar tried to hand Ukraine over to the Commonwealth;

he tried to convince Moscow his joint operations with Rakoczi were not in support of the

prince’s ambitions but merely necessary retaliation for Polish attacks on Ukraine. In response

to the Ukrainian-Swedish rapprochement, Polish diplomats stepped up their own efforts to

negotiate a truce and restore Ukraine to the Commonwealth as an independent principality

comprising the former palatinates of Kyiv and Chemihiv.

By 1657 Bohdan Khmelnytsky was deathly ill and preoccupied with getting his son Yurii

recognized as his successor. Hrushevsky sees the Host as formally agreeing to this, pro-

claiming Yurii as hetman, and Bohdan as beginning to transfer powers to him: it was only

after Bohdan’s death that Vyhovsky cast doubt on Yurii’s election and moved to get himself

elected. In the late spring Ukrainian operations in support of Rakoczi at Sambir began falling

apart, pushing Karl X to demand Khmelnytsky make a total break with Muscovy and join the

Crimean Tatars against the Muscovites. But by July Karl X was forced to withdraw most of

his own troops from Poland to respond to Denmark’s entry into the war; the disintegration of

Rakoczi’s army in Poland had encouraged the Crimean Tatars to mass for attacks on Transyl-

vania, the hospodarates, and Ukraine; and soon after this Karl X’s ally, the Prussian elector

Friedrich Wilhelm, abandoned him and signed an alliance with Poland. This left Rakoczi

isolated at Brest and the Ukrainian Cossacks now in open revolt against him.

In the summer the Muscovite envoy Fedor Buturlin arrived at Chyhyryn and sharply

rebuked Bohdan Khmelnytsky for having broken his oath of “full obedience to His Tsarist

Majesty” by rendering aid to his enemies, the king of Sweden and the prince of Transylvania

(p. 343). Khmelnytsky responded that he done so “out of fear—because the Liakhs, offering

great fantasies, actually told us under oath that His Tsarist Majesty had returned us to the

Liakhs.... But we never wished and do not wish that they [Karl X and Rakoczi] take over the

Kingdom of Poland—only that his Tsarist Majesty establish peace and concord with the

Swede” (p. 347). Buturlin then demanded that Yurii Khmelnytsky affirm a new oath of loyalty

to the tsar. &
At this point Stanislaw Bieniewski brought Bohdan Khmelnytsky a proposal for rec-|||

onciliation with the Commonwealth, pointing out that this would be of great advantage to himP
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now that he faced renewed war with the Crimean Tatars and “no longer enjoys any trust with

Muscovy” (371). This offer would serve as the foundation for Hetman Vyhovsky’s agreement

to the Hadiach Treaty the following year. For the time being Bieniewski expected “the great-

est care that Muscovy not be informed until all that has been concluded” (p. 371). Khmel-

nytsky did not commit to this, but his choices were narrowing. Rakoczi surrendered to the

Poles in July, and the Cossack mutiny that had begun in Rakoczi’s army now spread to Yurii

Khmelnytsky’s army, stationed at Korsun to defend against the Tatars. Bohdan Khmelnytsky

died on 27 July 1657.

In his final chapter Hrushevsky offers an appraisal of Khmelnytsky’s character and polit-

ical career and his significance for Ukraine’s history. He recognizes Khmelnytsky’s achieve-

ment as founder of the Hetmanate but does not view him as the ideal embodiment of Cossack-

dom or the Ukrainian national idea. He thinks that Khmelnytsky did not follow a logically

unfolding general plan to build an independent Ukrainian nation, but remained committed to

the idea of Cossack autonomy within the Commonwealth at least until 1649; that he did not

anticipate the ultimate consequences of the Pereiaslav Agreement of 1 654; that his de facto

alliance with Sweden in 1655 represented yet another great shift in objectives and strategy;

and that it was likely Vyhovsky, not Khmelnytsky, who planned and directed diplomacy from

1651 on, scrambling in 1657-58 to find a new strategy to replace the one that had collapsed.

This volume includes two very useful essays by Yaroslav Fedoruk and Frank Sysyn

placing Hrushevsky’s concluding assessment in updated historiographic context. They and the

volume’s high-quality maps, glossary, and notes further enhance the value of Hrushevsky’s

hly detailed account. Like the previous volumes in the series, this one is also an essential

acquisition for every university library and every reader interested in early modern Ukrainian

land Eastern European history.

Brian Davies

University of Texas at San Antonio

Paul Kubicek. The History of Ukraine. Westport, CT, and London:

Greenwood Press, 2009. ix, 199 pp. U.S.$45 cloth.

This short history by Paul Kubicek was written for the Greenwood Histories of Modern

Mations series. As stated in the foreword, the series “is intended to provide students and inter-

ested laypeople with up-to-date, concise, and analytical histories of many of the nations of the

contemporary world.” Each volume in the series also contains an introductory chapter that is

meant to provide “an overview of the country’s geography, political institutions, economic

structure, and cultural attributes” (p. vii). Series editors also write that “a significant portion”

)f each history is devoted to events of the last forty years (p. vii). In his preface Kubicek notes

hat the book’s focus is on the Soviet and post-Soviet periods (p. xii). Roughly two thirds of

tis narrative covers events of the twentieth century and the first seven years of this century.

Cubicek’s treatment of earlier periods of Ukraine’s history, from the foundation of the Kyivan

^us' state to central and eastern Ukraine’s subjugation and incorporation into the Soviet Union

*s for the most part quite brief

I Paul Kubicek is a political scientist from Oakland University who has written on post-

Soviet politics and society, including in Ukraine, where he spent one year conducting research

ioon after it became an independent country. The author’s strengths are rooted in his study of

he pre-independence and post-independence periods of Ukraine’s history. Yet, a requirement
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of the series is that authors also provide a historical narrative that could reach back to ancient

times, as well as additional information, such as on a country’s culture. It is in these areas that

the author sometimes makes mistakes and faulty generalizations.

For example, writing on language, Kubicek asserts that the main distinctions between

Ukraine’s regional dialects are between Left- and Right-Bank Ukrainian and the Ukrainian

spoken by diaspora Ukrainians who emigrated to the United States, Canada, and Australia in

the early decades of the last century (pp. 4-5). Right-and Left bank Ukrainian dialects do not

exist, while the reference to the Ukrainian spoken by the diaspora is really superfluous to an

understanding of dialects in Ukraine. Although it may seem old-fashioned, it would have been

more useful for readers to have learned about the development of the Ukrainian literary

language during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when the language was more or

less standardized. On another page Kubicek writes that services in the Ukrainian Orthodox

Church (Moscow Patriarchate) are conducted in Russian. They are, in fact, conducted in Old

Church Slavonic.

Any author of a short history faces the difficult task of selecting what should be examined,

at least briefly, and what could be ignored or merely mentioned. For the intelligent reader and

particularly for university students, it would be useful to learn something about pivotal periods

in a country’s history and events that have caused controversies among historians.

Kubicek devotes several paragraphs to discussing the claims of Ukrainian and Russian

historians to the heritage of the Kyivan Rus' state. In discussing the Ukrainian historian My-

khailo Hrushevsky’s arguments, he emphasizes Hrushevsky’s focus on ethnic continuity as a

basis for Ukrainian claims to the heritage of Kyivan Rus' (p. 28). While in his seminal essay

“The Traditional Scheme of ‘Russian’ History and the Problem of a Rational Organization of

the History of the History of the East Slavs” Hrushevsky did stress ethnic continuity, he also

presented an outline of stages in Ukraine’s early history—from Kyivan Rus' to the Galician-

Volhynian state and the establishment of Lithuanian rule. Hrushevsky’s ideas, the evolution of

his views, and his contributions to the construction of a national historiography are discussed

at length in Serhii Plokhy’s Unmaking Imperial Russia: Mykhailo Hrushevsky and the Writing

of Ukrainian History (2005). Kubicek does note that some Ukrainian historians see the period

of Lithuanian rule as a reconstituted Rus' state, but this comes in the chapter following his

discussion of the heritage of Kyivan Rus' (p. 32).

A pivotal point in Ukraine during the early modern period is the Khmelnytsky Uprising

and its legacy. Kubicek devotes several pages (3943) to the revolt and its legacy. He

concludes that the uprising failed in the end and that it is unclear what Khmelnytsky was

ultimately fighting for. Kubicek notes that the 1654 Pereiaslav Agreement led to “a new,

mostly repressive period in Ukrainian history.” While this is a generally accepted view, these

negative consequences should have been tempered by pointing out that the Khmelnytsky

revolt also led to the establishment of a Cossack state, which maintained a quasi-autonomous

status in the Russian Empire into the late eighteenth century. It thus was a contribution in the

legacy of state building in Ukraine. Worth mentioning but missing in Kubicek’s account are

the long-term consequences of the Khmelnytsky period for Poland and on the balance of

power in eastern Europe.

Kubicek treats the Ukrainian Revolution of 1917-20 and the establishment of Soviet rule

in some detail and reasonably well, considering the confusing number of regime changes,

wars, invasions, and much chaos amid the breakdown of authority in this short period. In the

end, the Ukrainians failed to establish an independent state at the time. Kubicek points to

some of the shortcomings of the Ukrainian Central Rada, such as its failure to create a
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functional army or bureaucracy, two critical attributes of statehood. He also addresses the

important issue of the anti-Jewish pogroms, a large number of which were committed by

forces of the Directory of the UNR, the Ukrainian government headed by Symon Petliura.

Petliura does deserve blame for not taking resolute measures to stop the pogroms earlier.

However, his leadership, as well as of the Central Rada’s attempts to satisfy the national and

cultural aspirations of Jews and other minorities in Ukraine, deserve more attention. In his

book’s bibliographic essay, Kubieek does not mention Henry Abramson’s solid study of

Ukrainian-Jewish relations during this brief period, A Prayerfor the Government: Ukrainians

and Jews in Revolutionary Times, 1917-1920 (1999). Kubieek devotes five pages (101-105)

to the Great Famine (Holodomor) of 1932-33 in Soviet Ukraine. His narrative largely follows

Robert Conquest’s major study about that famine, and he concurs with Conquest’s and James

Mace’s arguments that the death by starvation of several million Ukrainians during the

Holodomor eonstitutes genocide. However, because there is much literature in English on the

famine, including debates— some of a highly political nature—about its character, it would

have been useful if Kubieek had provided his student readers with more information about this

literature and the debates.

In his account of Ukraine during the Second World War, Kubieek treats this complicated

history fairly well. However, some important episodes are missing from his narrative,

including the Polish-Ukrainian guerrilla war that resulted in the mass slaughter of civilians on

both sides.. Kubieek does not cite or mention in the bibliographic essay Karel Berkhoffs

Harvest of Despair: Life and Death in Ukraine under Nazi Ride (2004). Also missing in his

account is mention of the Waffen-SS Division Galizien and a discussion of the virtual collapse

of Soviet forces at the beginning of the German-Soviet War.

Paul Kubieek has written a history of Ukraine that is readable, organized well, and fairly

balanced. Unfortunately, he did not integrate into his narrative some important recent studies,

some of which are mentioned above. Judging from the notes in the book, it appears, to this

reviewer at least, that in writing his book he relied very heavily on the already published

general histories of Ukraine by Orest Subtelny, Serhiy Yekelchyk, and Andrew Wilson.

Bohdan Klid

!
University ofAlberta

Yaroslav Fedoruk. Vilenskyi dohovir 1656 roku: Skhidnoievropeiska kryza

i Ukraina u seredyni XVII stolittia. Kyiv: Vydavnychyi dim “Kyievo-

Mohylianska akademiia,” 2011. 622 pp. UAH80 cloth.

Vilenskyi dohovir is the latest and, arguably, the most important work written thus far by

Yaroslav Fedoruk, a leading Ukrainian authority on early modern European diplomatic his-

tory. His new monograph represents a detailed and thorough reconstruction of European

jforeign politics in the 1650s leading to the Treaty of Vilnius. It far surpasses anything ever

jwritten before on the subject by a Ukrainian scholar. What is more, this work identifies the

place of the Cossack Hetmanate on the contemporaneous political map of Europe and places

the foreign policy of Hetman Bohdan Khmelnytsky’s state within the broader context of “big

European powers.”

Fedoruk describes the purpose of this study as continuing the search for primary sources

and further developing the Treaty of Vilnius topic. His book begins with an historiographic

survey, in which Fedoruk first reviews Ukrainian writings and points to a lack of significant
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specialized studies on the topic in Ukrainian scholarship. He draws attention to the tendency

by scholars to mention the treaty primarily within the context of Hetman Khmelnytsky’s

foreign policy rather than making it a subject of research in its own right (p. 23). Fedoruk then

provides an extensive overview of Russian, Polish, west European, and North American

historiography on the treaty, followed by a thorough analysis of the primary sources. He ends

his introduction ends by pointing out the considerable interest in this subject in European

historiography throughout the past two hundred years. Indeed, the earlier contributions of

various historical schools and individual scholars have been invaluable sources for Fedoruk

and will remain so for future scholars.

Fedoruk’s work has three major components, which he associates with a “three-level

pyramid.” Chapters 1-3 discuss the politics in east central Europe from late 1654 to mid- 1656,

when, according to Fedoruk, the tendency toward rapprochement between the Polish-Lithu-

anian Commonwealth and Muscovy became evident. Chapter 4 focuses upon their negoti-

ations before and up to the signing of the Treaty of Vilnius. The “Ukrainian question,” which

constituted one of the most important (and stickiest) issues, and the Cossack administration’s

attitude to it are reviewed in Chapter 5. The narrative is enhanced by over sixty rare portraits

of the main historical figures of that time and other reproductions of important documents and

old maps.

In the first three chapters no stone has been left unturned. There Fedoruk investigates the

political architecture of contemporaneous Europe and its dynamics—numerous diplomatic

missions, alliances, counter-alliances, and military campaigns. He analyzes them within the

wider context of the European political crisis of the mid-seventeenth century and takes a

warranted much broader look at all the major political players involved and their agendas. The

players Included Sweden, the Holy Roman Empire, France, the United Provinces, Denmark.

England, and other powers. Fedoruk persuasively answers the hypothetical objection to

devoting more than a half of his book to a detailed reconstruction of diplomatic manoeuvring

leading to the Treaty of Vilnius by showing that the rapprochement between Warsaw and

Moscow represented just one of the likely political configurations at that time and that it hac

both powerful allies and powerful opponents in various European capitals. Hetman

Khmelnytsky was one of the treaty’s staunchest opponents.

The treaty was signed in November 1656, but the road to it proved difficult, and most o:

the acute problems between the Commonwealth and Muscovy were not resolved. In fact

while the treaty was concluded in part as an anti-Swedish alliance, both parties to it soor

entered intro secret negotiations with Sweden. The project, which envisaged the election o:

Tsar Aleksei Mikhailovich as a successor to the Polish king—perhaps the most intriguing

twist during the treaty’s negotiations—proved futile. In the end hostilities between Warsav^

and Moscow resumed in October 1658, less than two years after the treaty was signed.

According to Fedoruk, the treaty was concluded much to Hetman Khmelnytsky’s chagrin

The Cossack administration tried to participate in negotiations preceding the treaty’s

conclusion in order to secure its own territorial and political interests. But the tsar’s

administration kept the Cossack side out of actual decision making; this severely aggravatec

relations between the Hetmanate and Muscovy during the last years of the hetman’s life.

The political situation in eastern Europe during the second half of the seventeenth centurj

dictated further rapprochement between the Commonwealth and Muscovy. After the Treaty o

Vilnius this process continued with the Truce of Andrusovo in 1667 and culminated with th(

“Eternal Peace” of 1686. It took thirty years to bring peace between the two states, an(

Ukraine paid a hefty price in territory and freedoms to make it happen. From this perspectivi
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the Treaty of Vilnius was a premonition of the future decline of the Cossack state, which

>5

I
became caught up in the complex relations between its two powerful neighbours.

,,,

' Yaroslav Fedoruk’s Vilemkyi dohovir significantly advances our knowledge about its

I

subject. The principal beneficiaries will be specialists in European diplomatic and military

jji; history. The book shows the impact of the Commonwealth and Muscovy upon the Hetmanate

)i,|i
. from every possible angle. However, the roles of the Crimean Khanate and its overlord, the

Ottoman Empire, are not as developed in the book Perhaps this has to do with the lesser

j

significance of the latter two states in the events under investigation, or perhaps Fedoruk has

1
addressed their role in more detail in other studies. A clear statement in this regard would

,jjj|
I
have been welcome, primarily because the Khanate and the Porte were active political players

in the region during that time. This minor criticism notwithstanding, Yaroslav Fedoruk’s

superbly researched and well-documented monograph represents a considerable step forward

,lj.i
in European and particularly Ukrainian historiography. It advances our knowledge of

IjI
i
seventeenth-century European politics and the Cossack Hetmanate’s place in them.

I

Roman Shiyan

i
University ofAlberta
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Hadiatska uniia 1658 roku. Ed. Pavlo Sokhan et al. Kyiv: Instytut

ukrainskoi arkheohrafii ta dzhereloznavstva imeni M. S. Hrushevskoho

NAN Ukrainy, Natsionalnyi universitet “Kyievo-Mohylianska

akademiia,” and Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 2008. 452 pp.

The articles of the Union of Hadiach, signed on 16 September 1658, after hard negotiations by

representatives of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth and those parleying on behalf of the

Cossack state, formally a Muscovite protectorate, at the Cossack military camp near Hadiach

were amended at Chyhyryn on 30 April 1659 and finally ratified by the Diet at Warsaw on 22

May 1659. The most significant provision of the union treaty related to the creation, out of

Kyiv, Bratslav and Chernihiv palatinates (at the time collectively known as Ukraine), of the

Grand Duchy of Rus'. This new grand duchy was to become, alongside the Kingdom of

Poland and the Grand Duchy of Lithuania, the third autonomous member of a federal state

known as the Commonwealth. This event seemed to have signalled the beginning of a turning

point in the history of Europe. However, for a number of reasons, the union’s articles failed to

become fully operative. Therefore, remarked one historian, “the Union of Hadiach remained a

matrimonium ratiim sed non consiimmatiim (a legally contracted but not consummated mar-

riage), one of those historical turning points at which history refused to turn.” This negative

development must be regarded as an unfortunate occurrence, because the emergence of the

triune Polish-Lithuanian-Rus' Commonwealth had been a far greater historical accomplish-

ment, and one of much more significance, than the rise of the next union in Europe—that of

England and Scotland in 1 707.

Hadiatska uniia 1658 roku comprises chiefly papers presented by talented historians at a

scholarly conference at Poltava Pedagogical University to mark the 350th anniversary of the

union treaty. The book, a collection of Ukrainian-language articles, is divided into four parts,

each one represented by a specific theme. The first part (pp. 1 1^6) stresses documents: in it

the editors provide the original Polish text of the ratified Hadiach treaty of union and its

Ukrainian translation, while Tetiana Tairova-Yakovleva (St. Petersburg, Russia) concentrates

on the analysis of its texts.
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The second part (pp. 49-105), entitled “On the Way to Hadiach,” consists of three articles:

Viktor Brekhunenko (Kyiv) traces Cossack-Polish relations up to the middle of the seventeenth

century; Dariusz Kolodziejczyk (Warsaw) examines the Turkish option (as opposed to the

Muscovite and Polish alternatives) in the policy of the Cossack hetmans in the period after the

Union of Hadiach failed to become fully operative; and Viktor Horobets (Kyiv) examines the

significance of the Hadiach Union in the light of international relations in East-Central Europe.

The largest part of the book, the third (pp. 109-266), contains six articles, chiefly per-

taining to the attitudes of the Cossack, Polish, and Lithuanian elites to the Union of Hadiach.

Petro Kulakovsky (Ostrih) examines the composition of the diplomatic mission representing

the Zaporozhian Host and the Grand Duchy of Rus' that was sent to the Warsaw Diet of 1659

to ratify the union treaty. Tomasz Kempa (Toruh) analyzes the religious issues and problems

raised in the articles of the ratified treaty. Piotr Kroll (Warsaw) examines the attitudes of the

Polish nobility to the union, while the views of the Lithuanian nobility towards the third mem-
ber of the Commonwealth are shown by Krzysztof Kossarzecki (Warsaw). Zenon Kohut

(Edmonton) concentrates on the meaning of the term “fatherland” among the Cossack-Rus'

contemporaries of the treaty, chiefly during the 1650s and 1660s.Taras Chukhlib (Kyiv)

examines the political aims and ideas of Hetman Petro Doroshenko, who had a great interest

in and attempted to restore the articles of the Hadiach Union during the 1660s and 1670s.

The last part (pp. 269-349) consists of three articles dealing with the Union of Hadiach in

Ukrainian and Polish intellectual traditions. Yurii Mytsyk (Kyiv) examines the treatment of

the union in early modern Ukrainian chronicles. Serhii Plokhii (Harvard) shows the union’s

role in the creation of myths in Ukrainian historiography and political thought. The book’s last

contributor, Konrad Bobiatyhski (Warsaw), examines the varied assessments of the union by

Polish historiography from the 1850s to the present.

Thus Hadiatska uniia 1658 rokii provides the most comprehensive picture of this ex-

tremely significant event in the history of, not only Ukraine, but also of Poland-Lithuania and

East-Central Europe. Readers will learn about many issues, among others, reasons for the

conclusion of the treaty, its significance in relation to the social strata of the society, and its

role as an obstacle to Muscovite expansion. Because heretofore, for various reasons, prac-

tically nothing of significance had been published on this topic, this collection must be re-

garded as a milestone in Ukrainian historiography. I recommend it highly to anyone interested

in learning more about this pivotal event.

The 350th anniversary of the Union of Hadiach was commemorated chiefly by the

scholarly international conferences held in Poltava on 4—5 September and in Warsaw on 13

October 2008 and by the publication of books comprising scholarly articles relating to this

topic. Apart from Hadiatska uniia 1658 rokii, I also recommend 350-lecie Unii Hadziackiej

(1658-2008), edited by Teresa Chynczewska-Hennel, Piotr Kroll, and Miroslaw Nagielski

(Warsaw, 2008), with articles in several languages; and IV kr^gu Hadziacza A.D. 1658: Od
historii do literatury, edited by Piotr Borek (Cracow, 2008), a collection of articles in Polish.

Andrew B. Pernal

Brandon University
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Barbara Skinner. The Western Front ofthe Eastern Church: Uniate and

!

I Orthodox Conflict in Eighteenth-Century Poland, Ukraine, Belarus, and

i

Russia. DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press, 2009. xvi, 295 pp.

;I:U.S.$42 cloth.

[I
;
Mara Kozelsky. Christianizing Crimea: Shaping Sacred Space in the

Russian Empire and Beyond. DeKalb: Northern Illinois University Press,

2010. xi, 270 pp. U.S.$42 cloth.

' These two fascinating new books explore religion and politics in what were both the bor-

i derlands of the Russian Empire and Ukrainian borderlands in the eighteenth and early

I nineteenth centuries. They invite renewed reflection on the challenges of writing the religious

[1 1

history of the territories that make up modern Ukraine, as well as on the relationship between

i i the Russian state and its church in the imperial period.

*
I

In Christianizing Crimea, Mara Kozelsky tells the story of the transformation of Tatar

i

Crimea, annexed by the Russian Empire in 1783, into Russian Athos, an Orthodox holy penin-

i
|sula modeled on the community of monasteries on Mount Athos in Greece. By the mid-nine-

t teenth century the population of Taurida province (of which Crimea was a part) was both multi-

I

I
confessional and multinational. The Muslim Tatars made up the largest single group; alone, and

especially together with Catholics, Lutherans, Armenian Gregorians, Armenian Catholics,

t Mennonites, Jews, Karaites, and Pietists, they significantly outnumbered the Orthodox. More-

i

over, many of those Orthodox believers, particularly along the Crimean coast, were neither

Russian nor Ukrainian but of Balkan extraction. In this complex setting the Russian state

i) jcontinued to emphasize the religious toleration policies of Catherine the Great and, indeed, to

k actively resist any missionary campaigns on the part of the Russian Orthodox Church. Inter-

f estingly, Kozelsky argues that when proposals emerged in the mid-nineteenth century for the

ti Christianization of Crimea, they aimed not so much at ethnic Russification of the region as on

b I building on the peninsula’s pan-Orthodox composition; furthermore, the aim was less conversion

X of the many non-Orthodox groups than marking Crimea physically as an Orthodox space.

.1 The crucial protagonist of Kozelsky ’s account is the intriguing figure of Archbishop

k Innokentii (Borisov), who from 1848 to his death in 1857 headed Kherson-Taurida Eparchy,

:,jWhich included the Crimean Peninsula. One of the great preachers of his age, Innokentii was

* also an influential author who passionately argued for the importance of religion to national

1 Identity and the need for pan-Orthodox unity. He made the idea of building “Russia’s Athos”

In Crimea into the central theme of his career as archbishop. By 1 850 he had persuaded the

Holy Synod to endorse an extensive program of archeological research and restoration of

(i Christian antiquities, and the establishment of a multinational monastic community on the

n 3eninsula. Later that year, an elaborate religious procession wended its way through the centre

)i 5f the Tatar capital of Bakhchisarai to the Dormition Monastery, a complex then believed to

lave been built into the nearby cliffs by Christian Greeks between the eighth and tenth cen-

I iuries, for the formal launching of the Russian Athos community. Priests across the eparchy

t bd throughout the empire began raising money for new building and restoration projects in

M Crimea, while local monks got to work setting up their retreats. Across the peninsula ancient

i Christian sites were identified for development. Their age was often exaggerated in the quest

K p demonstrate Crimea’s essential and ancient Christian character: modern scholarship dates

* ^le Dormition Monastery, for instance, to the fourteenth or fifteenth centuries. Another pri-

' irity was to build a church and monastic community at Khersones, near Sevastopol, amidst
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the ancient ruins on the site identified in the Primary Chronicle as that of Prince Volodymyr

the Great’s baptism in the late tenth century. Underlining the connection to Mount Athos and

Innokentii’s pan-Orthodox vision, monks and hierarchs in the community were expected to

have journeyed themselves to the original Greek Athos and to be able to communicate in

Greek.

The best chapter of the book deals with the Crimean War, which Kozelsky argues was the

crucial turning point in the Christianization of Crimea. Indeed, as she felicitously puts it, “the

church won the war that Russia lost in Crimea” (p. 5). Archbishop Innokentii, a longtime

lobbyist on behalf of the Ottoman Christians, emerged as an early and ardent supporter of the

war against Turkey. For him the war became a crusade on behalf of all Orthodox Christians,

under Russian leadership. After the allied invasion of Crimea in September 1854, Innokentii

rushed to the peninsula to preach and ritually bless the cities most in danger. His many

sermons reiterated the idea that Crimea was a holy land where messianic Russia was fighting

a holy war. They were then reprinted in the major newspapers and periodicals of Russia’s

leading cities and read aloud during church services across the empire, thus bringing even the

illiterate under the influence of Innokentii’s views. Kozelsky ably demonstrates the critical

role of the Orthodox clergy as a group in framing the Crimean conflict, in interpreting it for

the local and all-Russian audiences, and in infusing patriotism with Orthodox themes. More-

over, she shows how sermons inspired local Crimeans to build new monasteries and churches

even as war raged around them. War transformed the peninsula ideologically, bringing it into

the national imagination and enhancing the church’s local prominence. It also quite literally

cleared the way for overt Christianizing: the reconstruction of the devastated region was

accomplished with a vision of its alleged ancient Christian past in mind; moreover, the decade

following the conflict saw a huge population transfer between the Russian and Ottoman

empires, as nearly 200,000 Crimean Tatars emigrated, often quite literally switching homes

with Bulgarians fleeing persecution in the Ottoman Empire.

The history of the Crimean Peninsula in the early nineteenth century, in an empire where

eaeh social and ethnic and religious group had its own separate dealings with the government,

is a complex one to research. Kozelsky has delved deeply into local and central archives as

well as printed sources to draw out this complexity and the challenges faced by both church

and state in the management of this region over a long period. The book is not without its

faults: the writing and organization could be clearer in places, translations are often awkward,

and chronology is sometimes confusing. Kozelsky seems to belabour the idea of co-operation

between religion and science in the archeological research that anchored the project of

Russian Athos without really analyzing it. It would also have been helpful if she had better

outlined the basis for Orthodox assertions of the Tatars’ alleged Christian past, and done so

earlier in the narrative. The book concludes with a lengthy epilogue dealing with the compli-

cated post-Soviet history of Crimea in independent Ukraine and with battles over its identity.

There is much of interest here, and it is true that many of the issues about religious

marking of the Crimean territory have returned since the collapse of Communism. But overall

this chapter seems somewhat too detailed to be an epilogue and thus out of place in the book.

Moreover, because Kozelsky skips over the Soviet period, the reader often finds herself

wondering how the Soviet authorities coped with the legacy of Russian Athos, how they re-

envisioned the peninsula, and the legacy of their interpretation in post-Soviet Crimea. What

did the anti-religious Soviets make of the Church of St. Vladimir at Khersones before it was

conveniently destroyed during World War Two? Was not Bakhchisarai restored and a tourist

site during the Soviet period, before the return in the last twenty years of the Crimean Tatars
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expelled by Stalin? It might have been better to provide a more detailed analysis of develop-

ments in the peninsula up until the end of the imperial period and a stronger conclusion, rather

than to devote so much attention to the post-Soviet context.

That said, this book will be of great interest to scholars interested in Russia as empire, in

the development and dissemination of Russian Orthodox nationalism in the nineteenth cen-

tury, and in the relationship between religion and empire in imperial Russia. 1 read this book

during a recent trip to Sevastopol. Since it deals to such an extent with the building of many of

the sightseeing destinations of present-day Crimea, I would also recommend it to visitors to

Crimea who seek a deeper understanding of the peninsula and its history more generally.

The Western Front of the Eastern Church similarly provides readers with insight into the

development and evolution of policies of religious toleration in the Russian Empire and

argues for the centrality of religious motives and practices in shaping the great events of the

early modern period. In this deeply researched and well-written study, Barbara Skinner wades

into the choppy waters of religious conflict in the Polish-Russian borderlands and emerges

with a fascinating and even-handed analysis of a very complex story. Tracing the history of

the Ruthenians in present-day Ukraine and Belarus from the emergence of their division into

Greek Catholic and Orthodox religious camps following the Union of Brest in 1596 through

the forced conversion of the Uniates of the Russian Empire to Orthodoxy beginning in 1794

after the Second Partition of Poland, Skinner offers many new insights into the social,

religious, political, and foreign policy context of the disintegration of the Polish-Lithuanian

Commonwealth, the foundation of Russian imperial policy in the western borderlands, and the

emergence of modern Ukrainian and Belarusian identities. She draws on a remarkable range

of sources, including documents from eight different archives in Russia, Poland, and Ukraine,

as well as a large number of published primary sources and secondary sources in several lan-

guages. Her central argument is that, particularly during the eighteenth century, confessional

and political identities became increasingly interdependent in the eastern regions of the

Commonwealth, with crucial implications for the fate of that state.

Skinner eschews the national narratives that have animated modern Ukrainian, Belarusian,

and Russian interpretations of this conflict, as well as the long-lived and competing

nineteenth-century myths of Orthodox backwardness and barbaric Russian persecution on the

lone hand, or of Polish and Roman Catholic maltreatment and a joyful “return” of the Uniates

jto Orthodoxy on the other. Instead she adopts the lens of the Reformation and the ensuing

process of confessionalization in order to analyze and explain the deepening of religious

division among the Ruthenians across the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. She contends

that when the Eastern Church in “Ruthenia” divided over the creation of the Uniate Church,

which accepted Catholic doctrine but retained the Eastern rite, both sides drew on the tools

created by the newly divided Western Church to develop and reinforce separate religious

identities. These included, for instance, written confessions of faith, catechisms, and church

pouncils, but also increased education and professionalization of the clergy. The Orthodox

pioneered the process with Metropolitan Petro Mohyla’s campaign to revitalize the Orthodox

pommunity through reforms such as strengthening church administration, founding the Kyiv

[Academy, and especially by publishing his Orthodox Confession of Faith in 1640 and his

evision of the service book, the Trebnyk, in 1 646.

j

Skinner focuses on how the process of confessionalization played out at the parish level,

)roviding a fascinating analysis of the emergence of a distinct Uniate culture. She shows that

n practice it was difficult to separate doctrine from its cultural expression in liturgy. Thus,

ilthough the realistic character of icons displayed in Greek Catholic parish churches did not
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distinguish them from those in Orthodox ones in this region, the actual subject of the images

came to include prominent Roman Catholic saints, such as Ignatius Loyola or Poland’s St.

Casimir, as well as St. Josaphat the Martyr—the Uniate archbishop of Polatsk killed by an

enraged Orthodox mob in 1623. New churches were increasingly built without the traditional

iconostasis and with the altar against the wall, which made certain aspects of the Eastern rite

that required movement around the altar and the opening and closing of the royal doors im-

possible; by the late eighteenth century virtually every Uniate church had altar bells for use

during the Eucharist, a practice unknown in Orthodoxy, and ciboria containing the reserved

sacrament were displayed in full view on the altar. These changes reflected the post-

Tridentine Catholic emphasis on the reality rather than the mystery of the sacrament. The

Greek Catholic Basilian Brotherhood, which provided the intellectual leadership and

hierarchy of the Uniate Church, also served as a conduit for Roman Catholic moral theology

and Western ideas about law and legal constructs of society, which contrasted with competing

Orthodox literature that focused on timeless, universal concepts and patristic sources. Over

time these views were conveyed to the parish clergy through their training and through in-

structional literature.

Throughout Skinner portrays the “Ruthenians” as a people tom between two cultural

orientations, but also as agents and shapers of their confessional history. The emergence of

two distinct religious cultures was a fraught process, one that was still ripening in the mid and

late eighteenth centuries as the borderlands descended into civil and religious strife. Across

this period parish churches passed back and forth between Orthodox and Uniate authority. In a

region made poor by strife, local priests often continued to use uncorrected prayer books from

the other side of the religious divide. Nevertheless, Skinner argues, both Uniate and Orthodox

identities hardened in these years and were not as easily sloughed off as these rapid “con-

versions” might suggest.

Skinner’s analysis of confessionalization processes on the ground provides the crucial

backdrop to the second part of her book, where she turns to the politicization of the Uniate-

Orthodox conflict in the eighteenth century and argues for the importance of religious factors

in explaining the disintegration of Poland-Lithuania. Muscovy took little interest in the

Ruthenians until the mid- to late seventeenth century, when Bohdan Khmelnytsky made pro-

tection of Orthodoxy part of the justification for his 1654 alliance with the Russians, leading

to the Truce of Andrusovo that redrew the border between Russia and Poland along the

Dnipro River, placing Kyiv, Left-Bank Ukraine, Smolensk, and the Zaporizhzhia under Mus-

covite control. Where previously the Russians had shown little interest in their Ruthenian

neighbours, the incorporation of Kyiv brought Ruthenian clergymen to prominence in Mus-

covy. Moreover, the 1686 treaty that incorporated these regions stipulated that the Orthodox

in Poland-Lithuania be free, giving Russia a basis for meddling in Commonwealth affairs in

defence of Orthodoxy that it would exploit for the next century.

By the early eighteenth century political and religious identities were becoming increas-

ingly aligned on both sides of the new border. In the 1760s the region exploded in religious

violence that became a key source of instability for the Commonwealth. The catalyst was

Catherine ll’s insistent interference in Polish affairs, on the pretext of protection of Orthodox

and other dissidents. Roman Catholicism had become increasingly central to the political

identity of the ruling elite in the Commonwealth since the early eighteenth century, and

Catherine’s policy of tolerance produced instead, as Skinner puts it, “a wave of intolerance”

(p. 129). First, the Commonwealth imploded with the massive Confederation of Bar rebellion

against Catherine’s protege Stanislaw August Poniatowski and in defence of the Catholic
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faith; that rebellion in turn triggered a vast uprising in defence of Orthodoxy in the eastern

regions of the realm, the so-called Koliivshchyna. Without dwelling on the details, Skinner

sketches the gruesome brutality of civil strife on all sides and demonstrates the intertwined

nature of these two great rebellions, which were quelled only with Russian occupation of the

region in the early 1770s. Following the first partition of Poland in 1772, Catherine found

herself having to balance the policy of toleration that she had made a trademark of her rule

with the fact of the sudden presence within her empire’s borders of 800,000 members of the

Uniate Church that the Russian state and church had put so much effort into combating. In the

end she would abandon the toleration policy in favour of upholding the state’s traditional

promotion of Orthodoxy. Violence broke out again in the Commonwealth in 1789, leading to

fear of a new Koliivshchyna and violent reprisals against the Orthodox, a circumstance that

Skinner argues was a neglected cause of the Four-Year Sejm’s last-ditch effort to save Poland-

I Lithuania through reform in the early 1 790s. Skinner concludes with a nuanced discussion of

the massive conversion campaign of 1.5 million Uniates to Orthodoxy within the Russian

partitions between 1794 and 1796.

This book is simply essential reading for all scholars of early modern Ukraine and Bela-

rus, as well as for historians of eighteenth-century Russia, its church, and its imperial policies.

t A brief review can hardly do Justice to its richness. Covering such a large territory over such a

\ I

long period of time, Skinner in many places acknowledges but leaves some interesting

I
questions unresolved. For example, she contrasts the Belarusian and Ukrainian experiences

i without fully explaining why they differed: she mulls over whether the size of the parish

mattered—speculating, for instance, that the smaller size of Ukrainian parishes assisted their

resistance to outside forces in the late eighteenth century, while at the same time pointing out

that the sprawling nature of Belarusian parishes could also explain their more successful

struggle against Catherine II’s anti-Uniate campaigns there. Skinner reveals the fertile ground

for future researchers in various sources such as visitation records or the declarations required

of parishioners during the conversion of their parishes to or from the Uniate faith in the 1 770s.

Her discussion of the latter, in particular, suggests that these seemingly formulaic documents

can help us sense ordinary lives disrupted by crisis.

For scholars of Ukraine, these works provide useful insight into the workings of the Rus-

sian Empire on the territory of present-day Ukraine. They also offer important background to

jthe political and religious battles that have raged since independence over the identity of

I
eastern and western Ukrainians and the place of Crimea and Crimeans in Ukraine. Finally,

they reinvigorate the ongoing debate about whether Ukraine should be studied as a territory or

s the expression of an ethnic nation. Libya Berezhnaya recently asked “Does Ukraine Have a

hurch History?” (Kritika 10, no. 4 [fall 2009]: 897-916). These books, one by exploring a

egion of Ukraine with a very multiethnic past and present, and the other by demonstrating

hat its story cannot be told within the confines of a single national paradigm—be it Polish,

f

Ukrainian, Belarusian, or Russian—suggest that ideas about nationality and identity best serve

is a tool rather than as a framework for analysis. They reveal the significance of multiple

I
religious influences in the elaboration and transformation of identities in the Ukrainian space

I
j)ver time, and they challenge us to reflect on the significance of this historical experience in

he evolution of the church history—or is it histories?—of Ukraine.

Heather J. Coleman

University ofAlberta
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Leonard Friesen. Rural Revolutions in Southern Ukraine: Peasants,

Nobles, and Colonists, 1774-1905. Cambridge, MA: Harvard Ukrainian

Research Institute, 2008. xii, 325 pp. U.S.$39.95 cloth. Distributed by

Harvard University Press.

In Rural Revolutions Leonard Friesen examines agricultural revolution in New Russia, as he

refers to Southern Ukraine in his book, from its annexation by the Russian Empire in the late

eighteenth century to the revolutionary year of 1905. In so doing, he takes the idea of agri-

cultural revolution seriously, as something that transforms not only agricultural technology

and practice but rural society, as well, and goes so far as to make a bold and intriguing claim

early in the book: “Peasants,” Friesen writes, “became truly revolutionary not only when they

burned down manor houses in 1905, but also when they responded to growing land shortages

in the 1 870s with the aggressive acquisition of recently manufactured steel-based agricultural

implements” (p. 4).

Friesen begins with a description ofNew Russia before Russian annexation, its geographic

features, the ethnic diversity of its inhabitants, and the trade routes that were already well

embedded in their lives. Then, in a series of chapters arranged chronologically and themat-

ically, he describes the ways that those elements changed. The late eighteenth century brought

many new inhabitants, encouraged or forced by the imperial state or its nobles, in the form of

private serfs, state peasants, and foreign colonists, all of whom increased both the ethnic and

social diversity of the population. Emancipation not only changed the relationship between

these various people, particularly as nobles began first leasing their lands to their former

peasants and later selling it to colonists, but also introduced new actors in the form of migrant

workers. While the contours of New Russia’s geography remained the same, over the next

century these new inhabitants altered their surrounding environment through successive new

agricultural approaches. Field agriculture was a near constant in some form, but its centrality

to peasant and estate livelihoods changed as labour shortages came and went, as new market

opportunities created an impulse to plant new crops (wheat, or market gardening), and,

eventually, as technological change altered certain aspects of agricultural practice. Large-scale

sheep farming, particularly of imported fine-fleece breeds, also came and went, usually in

response to price fluctuations and hampered by periodic crises. Central to both the population

and environmental shifts were changes in trade routes as the Black Sea ports gained and faded

somewhat in importance, and then as the growth of railways (and the development of

industry) more fundamentally altered lives.

Although the major theme of the book is revolution, another word is perhaps even more

prevalent: adaptation. Moments of agricultural revolution, like the introduction of new stock

or new agricultural implements, were in many ways doubly cases of adaptation. For one,

Friesen presents them as moments when peasants and estate owners adapted to changes in

their circumstances or to actual crisis. But those newly revolutionary tools were also

themselves adapted to pre-existing practices and techniques. Friesen points out that new

breeds of fine-fleeced sheep were introduced, but haphazardly and with little attention to the

modern breeding or rearing techniques that would truly transform agricultural society.

Similarly, even as peasants bought new plows in a way Friesen describes as revolutionary,

those peasants used their new tools while farming in much the same old way. As a result, the

short-term improvements that the new technologies or new breeds brought about were likely

to end in a return to the status quo at best and in real crisis at worst.
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So, then, if the agricultural revolution Friesen describes was only a partial one, what

becomes of his opening claim that that revolution was just as revolutionary as the events of

1905? In Friesen’s telling. New Russia was certainly not exempt from social unrest even well

before 1905. The Emancipation, in particular, brought with it rumours and uncertainty, which

led to significant resistance. But overall Friesen emphasizes the ways that New Russia’s

society remained remarkably stable despite the differences between and within its various

ethnic and social groups. In 1905 it was those peasants living in regions that had only recently

undergone significant change in their economic structures—^the development of capitalist agri-

culture on large estates, which resulted in less land for peasants and more competition from

migrant workers—that were most likely to revolt. Those who lived in regions with a longer

history of such developments had learned to adapt. In other words, the “revolution” in 1905

was in a way just as much a response to recent crisis as some of the agricultural revolutions

described elsewhere in the text. In that the two sorts of revolutionary moments were indeed

similar.

It is, of course, difficult to write about 1905 without addressing the greater revolution that

followed twelve years later, but if one does, perhaps the two sorts of revolution are similar in

another way. The acquisition of new farming implements was, in essence, an example of

peasants gaining revolutionary new tools that they used in unrevolutionary ways. Can the

same be said of 1905? Were the new tools of violence that peasants used simply revolutionary

methods used to pursue the same old system? Given that the most “revolutionary” peasants

were reacting to recent change, it seems so. Thus perhaps the equivalence of the revolutionary

aspects of both agricultural and socio-political revolution in New Russia is apt, but in a topsy-

turvy way. Both used revolutionary methods but toward unrevolutionary goals, and in so

doing they failed to solve the increasingly uncertain situation facing New Russia’s land and its

f!

people.

Alison K. Smith

University of Toronto

. D. Bilyi. Ukraintsi Kubani v 1792-1921 rokakh: Evoliutsiia

otsialnykh identychnostei. Lviv and Donetsk: Skhidnyi vydavnychyi dim,

009. 544 pp. Cloth.

Vkraintsi Kubani by Dmytro Dmytrovych Bilyi, a Donetsk-based historian of the Kuban and

Ukraine and a Ukrainian novelist, is an ambitious and sweeping study of the formation of

social and regional identity among the Ukrainian settlers of the Kuban region in the nineteenth

and early twentieth centuries. Extensively researched, carefully argued, and gracefully written,

|t represents a significant contribution to modem Ukrainian historiography. At a minimum this

ponograph fills a crucial gap, illuminating the history of a usually neglected region. It demon-

strates how, beginning in the late eighteenth century, the remnants of the Zaporozhian Cos-

sack Army colonized the frontier territory of the North Caucasus, ultimately transforming it

nto a Ukrainian cultural space. More broadly, Ukraintsi Kubani restores the Kuban to its

ightful place in the Ukrainian narrative, successfully challenges the Kyiv- and Galicia-centric

pproaches that have so long dominated the study of modem Ukraine, and suggests an

Itemative way of thinking about identity formation in the nineteenth century.

Perhaps the most original and exciting aspect of the author’s monograph is his argument

at, throughout much of the nineteenth century, the formation of a regional, social, and
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ethnic/national identity were parallel and often mutually reinforcing processes. The core of

this thesis can be found in part five, ''Chornomoriia - kavkazka Ukraina: The Mechanisms of

Preserving and Functioning of the Black Sea Cossacks’ Ethnic and Social Identity.” There

Bilyi shows how the cultivation of Zaporozhian history and traditions became an active and

ongoing project among the Kuban Cossacks in the nineteenth century—directly linked to the

continued preservation of the privileges and social status of the Cossacks as a group. For the

better part of the nineteenth century, invoking Zaporozhian tradition became a way for the

Black Sea Cossacks to maintain a remarkable degree of autonomy. The head {otaman) of the

Black Sea Cossack Army and his staff, for example, were drawn for many drawn from the

ranks of local officers. Likewise, in accordance with Cossack custom. Orthodox priests were

recruited from among the local population rather than appointed by the Russian Orthodox

Church. In this respect, the “period of scholarly interest” (Phase A in Miroslav Hroch’s

notable scheme) in this region was, from the very start, never simply academic. It was always

connected to real issues of self-preservation, power, and control.

Moreover, as Ukraintsi Kubani demonstrates, the links between the Black Sea Cossacks

and Dnieper Ukraine were constantly renewed. They were revitalized by successive waves of

immigration from Poltava and Chemihiv gubernias (and, later, Slobidska Ukraine). The

Cossacks perpetuated—first through place names and oral tradition and later in literature—the

memory of an original Ukrainian homeland. Indeed, as Bilyi argues, the conscious cultivation

of “Little Russian” culture and language made it possible to attract and integrate new settlers

and thus replenish the frontier population more easily. In fact, as Bilyi illustrates, this process

worked both ways. Throughout the nineteenth- and early twentieth centuries, from Yakiv

Kukharenko’s friendship with Taras Shevchenko to the circle of Cossacks that formed around

Panteleimon Kulish and later to the alliance between the Ukrainian National Republic and the

Kuban Council in 1918, the Cossack intelligentsia always maintained close links with Ukraine

and the Ukrainian national movement.

The tsarist administration, as Bilyi shows, tolerated and at first even exploited these links

between the Cossacks and “Little Russia.” Resettlement, for example, was initially en-

couraged and organized by the governors of Poltava and Chemihiv gubernias. The Caucasus

region was, of course, the main theatre of war and rivalry between the Ottoman and Russian

empires in the nineteenth century, and building up military colonies on the frontier was part of

the Russian imperial project. By the 1860s, however, as the imperial authorities became in-

creasingly suspicious of the Ukrainian movement, this attitude began to change. In the Kuban

the new restrictions against the use of the Ukrainian language—the Valuev circular and the

Ems Ukase—ran parallel with an overall reorganization of the Cossack Army and efforts to

curb the “separatism” of the Black Sea Cossacks. (Interestingly, as Bilyi shows, the prohi-

bitions against the Ukrainian language provoked protests on the part of the rank-and-file

Cossacks.) The successful conclusion of the Russo-Turkish wars and the flood of new, land-

hungry non-Cossack settlers from other parts of the Russian Empire fundamentally changed

the political dynamic in the region. Ultimately, as Bilyi and other authors have noted, it set the

stage for a conflict between the Cossacks and the non-Cossacks Cinorodnye”), which

assumed a violent form after the February Revolution.

Bilyi concludes by posing a question that two emigre historians, Luka Bych and Pavlo

Suliatytsky, debated in the 1920s: did the Ukrainian national idea work in the Kuban during

the years 1917-21? (“Mn cnpamoeajia yKpaincbKa HauionajibHa iaea na KyGani b 1917-1921

poKax?”). Both Bych and Suliatytsky viewed the problem in rather narrow political terms,

conflating the “Ukrainian national idea” with the survival/failure of Ukrainian state structures.
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Any analysis that ends in 1921 and does not take into account the decade of the 1 920s—or the

I unprecedented political violence of the 1930s—is, to my mind, incomplete. This is not a

criticism of Bilyi’s magnificent volume as much as it is an encouragement to the author to

continue his research and writing.

j

Bilyi has successfully demonstrated the central role that the “Ukraine myth” played in the

I

formation of the social identity of the Kuban Cossacks. His work highlights—implicitly if not

;j
,

explicitly—an enormous vacuum in Ukrainian historiography—the lack of a serious study of

i the “Cossack myth” in nineteenth-century Ukraine. This is the other part of the story that must

I

be told if we are to understand modern Ukrainian history. In this respect Dmytro Bilyi’s

:! monograph has not only added a new regional history, but also set a new agenda for Ukrainian

:i historiography.

Olga Andriewsky

I

Trent University

John-Paul Himka. Last Judgment Iconography in the Carpathians.

Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2009. xxii, 301 pp. $75 cloth.

In this well-researched and eminently readable monograph, John-Paul Himka takes us on a

journey through the Carpathian region in search of iconography depicting the Last Judgment.

But he offers us considerably more than that. In fact, it may come as a surprise that although

the title and the material analyzed in the book is Last Judgment iconography in the

Carpathians—and the reader will learn a great deal about that subject—^this is not, in a sense,

primarily an art-history study, nor was Himka's motivation only to acquire a familiarity with

this art form. In his book he explores the way we study history itself and takes a courageous

stand in proposing a fresh approach.

Himka's work is based on nine years of research and countless miles of travel during

summers and winters, aided by old and new friends who were inspired by his efforts to survey

and analyze Last Judgment iconography, much of it fragile and located in environments less

than ideal for survival. The geographical area of his study is the Carpathian region, which he

defines clearly, aided by a physical-geography map, a historical map, a map with current

administrative boundaries, yet another pointing out the location of monasteries, and a two-

page spread indicating locations where one can find icons on wood of the fifteenth to eight-

eenth century—the time period that is the focus of his study—as well as later icons on canvas

bnd in the form of murals and frescoes. The maps provide the reader with a clear visual sense

of the territory under scrutiny, which covers parts of Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania,

ind Transcarpathian Ukraine defined largely by the sometimes rolling, sometimes jagged, and

always impressive Carpathian Mountain chain running through them.

i Himka also provides useful appendices that summarize his material: a list of relevant

I towns and villages in the Carpathian region, with their names rendered in all the forms and

I languages historically connected with them—German, Polish, Slovak, Hungarian, Romanian,

I Rusyn, and Ukrainian; summaries of sermons on the Last Judgment responsible for some of

I the theological context on which the iconography was in part based; and a catalog of Last

1; ludgment images identified by location, date, material/type of image, inventory number, plus

k iny available bibliographical or other information. The book has at least 125 icon illustrations

r jvith accompanying text descriptions and commentary. These are drawn from personal and
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published collections, as well as photos of icons taken directly in their churches. Useful notes,

a bibliography, and a helpful index round out the volume.

The book consists of five major chapters. The first provides helpful explanations, guide-

lines for the writer's study, and his working definitions, as well as a thumbnail sketch of the

Carpathian region's history and a summary of Last Judgment theology and historiography of

the iconography. The second chapter describes the fifteenth-century origin of Carpathian Last

Judgment icons, and the third chapter covers the subsequent evolution of the icons during the

sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. The fourth chapter traces the disintegration of the tradition,

and the fifth offers general conclusions. A summary at the end of each chapter allows even the

reader with little time to quickly acquire some familiarity with the author’s material and argu-

ments before then dwelling more deliberately on the rich details.

Himka concludes that Last Judgment iconography in the Carpathian region is unique,

whether found on the Carpathian soil of today's Poland, Slovakia, Hungary, Romania, or

Ukraine. The prototype came from northern Rus', most likely Novgorod, and was, Himka con-

jectures, brought to the region in the fifteenth century by monks making their way south to

Constantinople, Mount Athos, or the Holy Land. In time the tradition of icons on large vertical

linden boards, complex and theologically sophisticated in their depictions, began to decline,

and they were painted or written increasingly from the middle of the seventeenth century

largely on canvas or directly onto the walls of wooden churches, and even painted on glass, by

small-town artisans, priests’ sons who chose not to follow in their fathers’ footsteps, and per-

haps peasants or shepherds.

This iconography portrayed heaven, hell, saints and sinners, a series of toll booths leading

to heaven along which the deceased moved as they attempted to make their way upwards, and

a series of what might be called stock characters and images recognizable from the Scriptures,

the Book of Daniel, Old and New Testament Apocrypha, liturgical texts for Meatfare Sunday,

and the teachings of the Church Fathers, with some of the relevant material that was conveyed

to the faithful in sermons. Himka traces the evolution of these elements, identifying the

Byzantine influences and demonstrating how northern Rus' iconographers worked them over

and added to them, creating a model that was then emulated and subsequently evolved further

in the region with the addition of certain Gothic features.

Utterly fascinating is Himka's discussion about this evolution, which represents, he says, a

flowering and then a degeneration of the tradition, as non-monastic iconographers pushed the

limits in depicting “titillating and grotesque” imagery focused primarily in the “hell” or lower

sections of the icons. This imagery included depictions that communicated strong social

commentary (evil landlords and crowned heads going into hell) and blatant sexual depictions,

such as women with full, round breasts emerging from tombs, a seemingly gratuitous painting

of a sexy smiling mermaid off to one side of an icon, the explicit portrayal of punishments for

particular sexual sins (the devil punishing a woman for having had oral sex by stuffing

something into her mouth or sawing the groin of a man who desired another's wife) and for

cheating (a blacksmith punished by the devil who has inserted a bellows into his anus). The

list goes on.

Most popular and abundant by the eighteenth century, such images alarmed Uniate Synod

bishops, who, responding to reverberations of the Counter-Reformation, strove to raise the

cultural level of their clergy and reform the spiritual life of the faithful in the Uniate (formerly

Orthodox) churches throughout the region. This ecclesiastical vigilance, Himka discovered,

led to an obvious tampering with numerous Last Judgment icons from this period. The lowest

sections, depicting hell, were often actually torn away, or images were whitewashed or
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effaced in order to remove what clerics considered “inappropriate.” Roman Catholic influence

[i
i
expressed in the form of such elements as the seven deadly sins, not part of the Orthodox

! canon, also began appearing in the art. And thus, Himka says, the uniformity of the Car-

j

I

pathian region’s traditional Orthodox iconography of the Last Judgment dissipated. The

j j

growing diversity in content from the eighteenth century on leads him to categorize that

: iconography into type clusters within micro-regions rather than the Carpathian region as a

I
I

whole.

I

Himka's monograph provides us with much more than an analysis of iconography. This is

i
a treatise about how we approach the study of history itself and especially Ukrainian history.

I Himka states that the normal paradigm for his work as a historian of Ukraine—as it is for

I

j

many Ukrainian historians, he says—is ordinarily the national paradigm—that is, working

t backwards from modern history's national idea of Ukraine to identify what is/was Ukrainian

t and what is/was not Ukrainian. Dissatisfied with “the way the Ukrainian historical paradigm

f !
dealt with the pre-national cultural past,” he challenged himself to find a fresh approach.

6 i
Seeking for his test case a “large complex of the past culture” not connected to the nation and

I its objectives or “assimilated into the national narrative,” he chose Last Judgment iconog-

1 raphy. Himka described his work process as that of an evolutionary biologist and as “mental

I archaeology.” He seems to be guided by the theory proposed by the new cultural sociology,

II
I

which permits deep scrutiny of “observable cultural materials” as bearing symbolism that can

|i
1

be investigated in a systematic way for meaning.

I Working with hard raw evidence, Himka discovered that there is, in fact, no connection

^
between Ukrainian Last Judgment iconography and the tradition that was carried to and

^ developed further in the Carpathian Region. The Ukrainian iconography exhibits features of

b
j

standard Byzantine Last Judgment iconography and “nothing more.” By contrast, the Car-

|j pathian tradition incorporates Byzantine features but offers elements clearly from northern

Rus' and develops local elements known only in the Carpathian Region. There is evidence

I neither of the Kyiv-Halych tradition nor of the Moldavian tradition, which has been

r investigated by certain Polish scholars. In this regard Himka’s research and conclusions

? suggest that we think about considering the Carpathian Region as a geographic and cultural

' area unto itself, a crossroads of culture and identity, an entity not identified exclusively with

any one of its participating nations or peoples.

One senses that Himka must be a fine teacher, as well as scholar, by how patiently and in

f what a lucid manner he guides his reader through his investigation. Most refreshing is his

ti |Willingness to speak in the first person, disclosing just enough personal information about his

B
j

research journey to make the reader feel welcome in sharing in his adventure. There is nothing

* |dry or abstruse in this book, and it should be welcomed by Slavists, art historians, and

i: religious scholars, who will find much of value in it. Himka’s descriptions of the icons

J
themselves are lively, wonderfully detailed, and are crucial, actually, because the

||
[reproductions are only in varying shades of gray and often hazy. This is not his fault. Many of

ip the originals are not in good condition, and providing sharp illustrations in colour would no

i' doubt have raised the price of the book substantially. At least the dust jacket shows a typical

t [image from a Last Judgment icon in vivid colour—a devil driving a lord and lady into hell in a

V handcart!

I j

Patricia A. Krafcik

Evergreen State College, Olympia, WA
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Larry Wolff. The Idea ofGalicia: History and Fantasy in Habsburg

Political Culture. Palo Alto: Stanford University Press, 2010. xi, 486 pp.

U.S.27.95 paper, U.S.$62.50 cloth.

This study is not a political, cultural, or intellectual history of Galicia. Rather, it is the history

of an idea. The idea of Galicia is traced from the “invention” of the province by Austria at the

First Partition of Poland in 1772 through the dissolution of Galicia in 1918 and up to the early

twenty-first century. While “political culture” is the central theme, the roles of “history and

fantasy” in culture in the broader sense receive considerable attention. Indeed, Professor

Wolffs interdisciplinary study delves into German, Polish, Ukrainian, and Jewish literature,

as well as art and music. The author draws on a rich variety of sources, from prose, poetry,

and drama to correspondence, newspaper articles, and even dancing regulations for a ball. His

roughly chronological account of the evolution of “Galicia” touches on the roles not only of

well-known Galicians such as Aleksander Fredro, Ivan Franko, and Bruno Schulz, but also of

a number of renowned modern intellectual and cultural figures whom one does not

immediately associate with that province, including Martin Buber, Sigmund Freud, Hugo von

Hofmannsthal, Gustav Mahler, and Billy Wilder.

The nature of the topic requires frequent quotation and paraphrase. The book’s varied and

extensive literary and epistolary excerpts contribute its value and provide some of its most

delightful reading. The paraphrasing is occasionally tedious but necessary to reinforce the

author’s argument. Wolff pays close attention to grammar in interpreting quoted material. The

connections he draws among ideas, words, and images in various sources are often brilliant

and only rarely strained. As is inevitable in intellectual history, speculation about the thought

processes of individuals is not always convincing, and there is a certain amount of “might

have,” “perhaps,” and “probably.”

Wolffs account is readable and coherent, with frequent summations and recapitulations,

as well as reminders about the identities of the people, places, and events to which he refers.

His writing is graceful and imaginative, with many artful turns of phrase (e.g., “the oasis was

a mirage,” p. 95; “to polish the Polish pearl,” p. 174; “the now fading pigment, but the still

abiding figment,” p. 419) and inventive comparisons (e.g., Mickiewicz’s 1833 “epistle to the

Galicians” and St. Paul’s epistle to the Galatians, p. 105). The author’s sensitivity to language

is contagious: when he translates Fredro’s “les coups de fleaux et de faux” in an 1846 letter to

Count Alfred Potocki as “the blows of the whips and the lies,” the reader is prompted to

additionally read “faux” as “scythes”—an apt allusion to the peasant insurrection of the

previous February (p. 167).

Throughout his text, Wolff generously acknowledges the contributions of contemporary

scholars. It is unfortunate, however, that there is no bibliography. Thus the reader seeking full

bibliographic data on the book by Hans-Christian Maner referred to on page 224, and finding

only an abbreviated reference in endnote 84 (on p. 443), must first find Maner in the index (on

p. 477), then turn to the first mention of Maner in the text (on p. 10), and from there look up

endnote 13 on page 422 for the full citation. On the other hand, the extensive endnotes do

provide ample sources for further reading. The text is complemented by well-chosen black

and white illustrations, photographs, and maps.

The author and the publisher appear to have eliminated all but a few minor errors. The

mention of Metropolitan Andrei Sheptytsky’s reaction to the 1908 assassination of Viceroy

Andrzej Potocki (p. 342) is incomplete and thus misleading; a fuller account can be found in

Andrii Krawchuk’s 1997 monograph Christian Social Ethics in Ukraine. One may receive the
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impression that the “Galician idea” only caught on with Western Ukrainians long after the

demise of Galicia—in fact not until the end of the Soviet Union. Evidently most Galician

Ruthenian leaders found the Ukrainian project or (in the case of the Russophiles) the Great

Russian project more appealing than a purely provincial identity. In this they differed from

many of their German, Polish, and Jewish neighbours.

Although The Idea of Galicia is not a complete cultural or intellectual history of the

Habsburg province, it does provide an intriguing introduction. For those accustomed to a

single ethnic or national perspective on Galicia, it provides an opportunity to broaden one’s

knowledge and seek points of comparison. Specialists and graduate students in Ukrainian,

Polish, Jewish, or Austrian history will profit from this study. Cultural and intellectual

historians will find it a deliciously erudite exploration of a rich and rewarding subject.

Andrew Sorokowski

North Bethesda, MD

Markian Prokopovych. Habsburg Lemberg: Architecture, Public Space,

and Politics in the Galician Capital, 1772-1914. West Lafayette, IN:

Purdue University Press, 2009. xvi, 357 pp. U.S.$49.95 paper.

Markian Prokopovych has written a much needed book on nineteenth-century Lviv. It links

architectural developments and, to a lesser extent, urban planning with social, political ,and

ideological developments. Similarly to other books on Habsburg cities and architecture, in this

work the author focuses on the usual suspects—the empire, as represented by the state

bureaucracy and experts in the capital; in the province, Polish, Ukrainian, and Jewish

nationalisms, as represented by the intellectuals and the movements they led; and, finally, the

city itself, as represented by the municipal authorities.

With the exception of several studies by Jacek Purchla, Habsburg Lemberg is the first book

to go beyond merely discussing architectural styles in nineteenth-century Lviv and to integrate

architectural developments with both the city’s rich political and social history and current

theoretical frameworks in urban studies and urban history.

The book is divided into four chapters. The first outlines the connection between

architecture, public space, and politics throughout the nineteenth century, establishing major

turning points transforming all three and their relationships. The turning points are familiar

from the traditional political history of Galicia—Poland’s partitions, the Napoleonic wars,

1848, the 1860s, and, finally thefm de siecle. But the focus on architecture and public space is

refreshingly original.

The second chapter examines “writing the city” by bureaucrats, historians, technicians,

and others. It follows discussions about Lviv’s changing architecture from neoclassicism to

tiistoricism in the context of local debates about identity, history, nations, the empire, and the

World. The third chapter, on “making the city,” looks at a few representative city institutions

the Ossolineum, the Skarbek Theatre, the Ruthenian National Institute, the Town Hall), the

buildings that were to house them, and parks and monuments, including projects that were

:ompleted.

The final chapter, “Using the City: Commemorations, Restorations, Exhibitions,” dis-

usses imperial visits to Lviv, the transformation of the Polish Riflemen Confraternity’s

)ublic ceremonies, and the appearance of national public ceremonies, the Lublin Union

viound in particular. The restoration is discussed in the context of the “invented” city’s past
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and present identity and focuses on the emergence of the preservation movement and on the

“restorations” of city’s medieval churches that projected architects’ identities and ideas about

history onto its ancient buildings while simultaneously claiming them for the respective

national communities.

Habsburg Lemberg sums up more than a century of developments with the conclusion that

despite the fact that even though the material fabric of Lviv changed dramatically and in-

corporated numerous “invented traditions,” these were readily accepted by the city’s inhabitants

and are now an integral part of its imagery. The changes, including alleged “traditions,” were not

dominated by a single ideology and remained open to multiple interpretations. The process of

architectural change itself was never usurped by a single national or political group or authority.

The multiplicity of major players, with their own specific interests, were present in Lviv

throughout the Habsburg period. Therefore the cityscape’s mosaic emerged as a consequence of

complex negotiation, testifying to the failure of attempts to create the only comprehensive

representation of Lviv’s past and its identity.

Despite being an indisputable achievement, the book is not without flaws. Even though it is

common for historians to select concepts eclectically, ripping them off the theoretical debates in

which they emerged, Prokopovych’s analytical framework is questionable for those acquainted

with the discussions involving the “public sphere,” “social space,” and their usage. He uses the

concept of public space, so central to the book, sometimes as a heuristic tool and sometimes as a

notion that allegedly was in the mind of Lviv’s nineteenth-century agents. A subchapter is

dedicated to the “Official conceptualizations of public space” during the Vormarz, but in fact the

bureaucrats and intellectuals during the period cited in the book did not mention public space at

all. Discussing attempts to nationalize public space at the end of the nineteenth century,

Prokopovych observes that “the only true loser in the long run was the culture that failed to

incorporate nationalism: the Vormarz culture of enjoyable privacy, where public space was

restricted to imperial representation and German was the lingua franca’’' (p. 51). However,

imperial representations and the German language even in Vormarz Lviv were just one part of

street life. One can also argue that the culture of privacy, connected to the clear delineation

between public and private, was strengthened throughout the nineteenth century.

Similar theoretical reservations can be raised about the last chapter, “Using the City;

Commemorations, Restorations, Exhibitions.” The “usage” discussed in this chapter is not

about the use of already existing “architectonic” space by various agents. Most of it fits into

the “writing” and “making” of the city discussed in other chapters. In this chapter the city is

being marked and claimed by means other than textual: either through performances and

staging, or through the modification of already existing structures—the “restoration.” In any

case, it is definitely not about using urban space in the sense of practice, as conceptualized in

the theories of everydayness and social space.

Some subchapters that attempt to deal with complex issues are simply too short to address

in any depth. For example, “Public Representation and Segregated Socializing: Vormarz to

Constitutionalism” is discussed in four only pages. There are abrupt and confusing leaps be-

tween events and periods in the book. The use of some epithets and phrasing in general are

questionable. Why is Jaworski’s logic “wretched” when he laments the destruction of

medieval Lviv by the Austrians (p. 90)?

Readers of this journal would be especially interested in the discussion of the role

Ruthenian/Ukrainian projects played in the shaping of Habsburg Lemberg. Prokopovych tries

to draw some conclusions from the scarce comments on Lviv gleaned from Ruthenian

publications. But in doing so he often over-reads them while, at the same time, simplifying the

1
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political and intellectual developments of nineteenth century Galicia. For example, in his

|i discussion of Teodor Bilous’s 1856 brochure on architecture, Prokopovych claims that

' Bilous’s “complete omission of Lemberg also reflects the difficulty that the older generation

^ of Greek Catholic clergy had in seeing Lemberg as a Ruthenian town because of their

I

j

understanding of Ruthenian identity as both “peasant” and “Eastern” (p. 94). It is not clear

j

I

why Prokopovych sees Bilous, who was then only twenty-nine and not a priest, as repre-

!

' seating views of some “older generation of Greek Catholic clergy.” Secondly, the Ruthenian

I

patriots definitely claimed Lviv as the Ruthenian capital as early as in 1 848. Thirdly, in the

I

1840s and 1850s the Ruthenian patriots did not emphasize either the “peasant” or the “East-

[

ern” character of the Ruthenian nation, but stressed its belonging to the family of “normal”

ji European nations. In another fragment, despite failing to find a single Ruthenian comment on

I
the Jewish quarter in Lviv, Prokopovych claims that “the presence of the Jewish quarter was

\ for Ruthenian intellectuals a sink of filth, immorality, and criminality” (p. 109).

\
\

Prokopovych also believes that the Ruthenians “continued to socialize indoors until the

L ! late 1900s” (p. 49). Since in this case “socializing” refers to public celebrations, he is mis-

) taken. Somehow he has managed to ignore the first anniversary of the abolition of serfdom in

I
1849, perhaps the best-attended Ruthenian public celebration of the nineteenth century, as

\ well as the “national assemblies” of the 1880s and the reburial of Markiian Shashkevych in

H
' 1893, all extremely rich in symbolism and with explicit claims to the city space. Similarly,

1

Ukrainian participation in the exhibition of 1 894, with separate pavilions and emphasis on the

I

distinct aspects of the Ruthenian ethnographic tradition, and the work of Ukrainian voluntary

D I associations hardly fit Prokopovych’s belief that the Ruthenian population figured only as an

I

integral part of “the multiethnic, yet nominally Polish nation” (p. 259).

These criticisms notwithstanding, the book is a valuable contribution to the history of the

\
I

city, especially if we take into account the scarcity of serious historical literature on Lviv. It is

ic recommended to everyone interested in Habsburg or modern Ukrainian history and can be

fc used in specialized graduate courses.

Andriy Zayarnyuk

University of Winnipeg

^
I John Czaplicka, ed. Lviv: A City in the Crosscurrents ofCulture.

J. Cambridge, MA: Ukrainian Research Institute, Harvard University, 2005.

r. 365 pp. U.S.$39.95 cloth. Distributed by Harvard University Press. Also

k published as Harvard Ukrainian Studies 24.

(

"he cover of Lviv: A City in the Crosscurrents of Culture has a photo of a bas-relief of two

ions facing each other. Even native Lvivites could have trouble identifying this detail: it is

^ [above the triple portal of 6 Kniaza Romana Street, a nineteenth century-building flanked by

f

pairs of elevated, large statues of knights on pedestals glancing glumly down to the sidewalk

Ibelow, their arms resting at shoulder level on their swords. The building was designed in

ll912—14 by Adolf Piller and Roman Volpel, and its details were carved by Stanislaw Ryszard

k' plichal. The photo on the cover was taken by Michael Flier, the current director of the

k -larvard Ukrainian Research Institute (HURI). This fact and this particular image suggest that

f

ihe aim of this volume is to offer academic perspectives on objects and subjects in Lviv that

ire not immediately noticeable or familiar to the city’s denizens.

i;
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The twelve articles in this volume examine various aspects of Lviv, including its archi-

tecture, literature, history, and ethnic inter-relations. Several of the articles originated as

papers presented at a 1999 conference cosponsored by Harvard University’s Minda de Gunz-

burg Center for European Studies and the Harvard Ukrainian Research Institute; others were

later added to round out the volume. Several were also published in Ukrainian translation in

the Kyiv-based journal Kiytyka (2002, nos. 7-8).

In his introduction, John Czaplicka previews the volume’s contents. He points out that

Lviv’s multicultural past is preserved in its material heritage, and he calls for the need to focus

on cultural interaction in order to provide a balanced view of the city, whose past was filled

with inter-ethnic strife. Czaplicka points out that when young Ukrainians tended Polish graves

in Lviv in the late 1980s, it was a step towards the reconciliation of a common past. It should

also be pointed out, however, that this gesture was also an expression of a common Polish and

Ukrainian rejection of the city’s Soviet and a search— actively pursued today—for Lviv as it

was before 1 944.

In his contribution to the volume, Yaroslav Hrytsak points out that Lviv’s various ethnic

groups historically did not actively interact but, instead, kept to themselves; nonetheless, a

mix of their various cultures did arise—for example, in the Ukrainian Greek Catholic Church.

In his contribution, Alois Woldan provides a very useful survey of literature about Lviv,

demonstrating how one particular event or issue is approached differently by various authors,

usually along ethnic-loyal perspectives. There is, however, one important omission in his

essay: Woldan does not mention Denys Zubrytsky’s Kronika Miasta Lwowa (1844), a detail-

laden text that was encouraged by, and dedicated to, Leopold von Sacher, Lviv’s chief of

police, head of the Galician Musical Society, and father of the famous writer Leopold von

Sacher-Masoch (whose works Woldan does mention). Zubrytsky’s Kronika, with its often

anti-Polish tenor, had a very large impact on Lviv’s Ukrainian community at the time.

Of particular merit in the volume is Ihor Zhuk’s elegant article on Lviv’s architecture. His

flowing narrative provides the reader with the major names and structures in Lviv’s rich archi-

tectural heritage, singling out the turn of the twentieth century, when Lviv’s own distinctive

school of architecture developed, as a particularly fruitful era.

Another article on Lviv’s architecture, by Jacek Purchla, focuses on the transition from

Viennese domination of the city’s architectural development, the growth of a local

architectural school, and its decline in the interwar era. Purchla neatly divides this period of

time into four phases and singles out some of the city’s greatest architectural achievements of

the mid-nineteenth century, such as Theopil Hansen’s marvelous House of Invalids. Whereas

Zhuk discusses the contributions of Polish, Ukrainian, and Jewish architects, Purchla focuses

mostly on Polish achievements, including the emergence of the Zakopane style; consequently

he fails to mention the Ukrainian folk elements in several of Ivan Levynsky’s unique

buildings in Lviv.

The volume’s third article on architecture, by Bohdan Tscherkes, is a fascinating account

of initial plans to transform the city during the Soviet occupations of 1939-41 and 1944—91.

Thankfully, these destructive plans were never realized and few buildings were destroyed, but,

as the author points out, with the onset of the Soviet era the entire Lviv school of architecture

was eliminated.

Hugo Lane’s insightful article on the efforts of Lviv’s Polish and Ukrainian elites to

construct theatres for their respective communities provides an excellent comparative analysis

of the activity of the two groups at the turn of the twentieth century. Lane demonstrates how
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goals, and means to realize those goals, differentiated the Poles and the Ukrainians co-in-

habiting the city at the time.

Philipp Ther’s contribution to the volume presents a new approach to studying Lviv’s

twentieth-century history, echoing Hrytsak’s call to avoid presenting history from strictly

nationalist perspectives. Ther argues that during periods of peace—before the First World

War and in the interwar period—the city’s various ethnic groups were given an opportunity to

coexist peacefully. According to him there was no gradual linear growth in inter-ethnic strife

in the city; it was the particular effect that the two world wars had in the region that led to

tragic conflicts.

In her article, Liliana Hentosh provides a survey of the Polish, Ukrainian, and Armenian

Churches in Lviv and shows how ecumenical theories played out in the city.

In his contribution, Waclaw Wierzbieniec offers an analysis of the Jewish communities in

Lviv and describes how parts ofthem shifted to Polonization and what mechanisms caused these

shifts. Wierzbieniec’s article is very informative, providing details about how Jews became

established in Lviv, how they gradually obtained certain rights there, and about the nature of

their relations with their ethnic Polish and Ukrainian neighbours. It would have been Interesting

if he had also discussed Jewish-Armenian relations in Lviv, especially an account of how

command of trade in the city shifted from Armenians to Jews in the fourteenth century.

Soviet-era Lviv is analyzed by Martin Aberg and Padraic Kenney. Aberg argues that the

Soviet failed attempts at modernizing and industrializing the city created the homogenous

community that led to Ukraine’s striving for independence in the late Soviet years. Kenney pro-

vides an account of the ways that members of the Lev (Lion) Society were successful with their

moderate nationalist initiatives because they focused on culture instead of conflict. His article

mentions some of the key individuals involved in the continually growing and active society.

(The surname of one such individual, Ihor Kopestynsky, is misspelled Tsopestns'ky.) Particular-

!

ly perceptive in Kenney’s article is the symbolism of the human chain that linked Lviv and Kyiv

in January 1990. As the 1990s progressed, Lviv’s importance in Ukraine gradually waned, and

the city became increasingly marginalized as power became increasingly centralized in Kyiv.

The volume concludes with an engaging article by George Grabowicz. He provides an

insightful investigation of the ways in which Lviv figures as the object of narratives of self-

assertion for both Poles and Ukrainians. Grabowicz provides analyses of key texts forming the

Ukrainian myth in Polish literature and shows how Jozef Wittlin successfully captured Lviv’s

eccentricities in Moj Lwow and how that work combines what seemingly cannot be combined.

I

Grabowicz shares Wittlin’s take on Lviv as a city of paradoxes—a prevailing myth and yet part

of Lviv’s reality.

Grabowicz then searches for mythologizations of Lviv in Ukrainian literature. Finding

very few examples, he looks at the figure of Hrytsko Chubai as an object of mythmaking in

Lviv. It is not Chubai ’s poetry but his embodiment as an underground Lviv poet that engages

jthis mythmaking. Grabowicz criticizes a former member of Chubai’s circle, Yurii Vynnychuk,

Tor his use of kitsch and for his exploitation of nostalgia in building a myth of Lviv. Absent in

ithe article, however, is any mention of Kostiantyn Moskalets’s “Zyma u Lvovi,” a short story

in which the author actively mythologizes Lviv while simultaneously forging an intertextual

bond with the above mentioned Chubai circle. This major post-Soviet text on Lviv would

jhave fit particularly well with Grabowicz’s discussion on mythmaking in independent Ukraine

and on his linking of the late Soviet and post-Soviet eras. Also, Grabowicz mentions the

design of Vynnychuk’s Lehendy Lvova but fails to point out that the design of its first edition

was rendered by contemporary Lviv artists Yurii Kokh and Olha Pohribna-Kokh. In what is a
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useful example of the mythologization of a Ukrainian Lviv, these artists interlace Vynny-

chuk’s “legends” with caricatures of post-Soviet Lviv’s bohemian scene in various period

garb. In this manner (absent in subsequent editions of the popular book, with different covers)

Lehendy Lvova proclaims contemporary Ukraine’s right to contribute to Lviv’s myth. In it the

city’s current writers, musicians, actors, and visual artists are presented as “living legends” for

today’s readers to admire and for future readers to explore.

Lviv: A City in the Crosscurrents of Culture offers many perspectives on this enigmatic

city. Several metaphors for Lviv are presented by its authors: a secret capital (Aberg), a

window to the West (Woldan), a testing ground (Hentosh), a peculiar laboratory (Purchla), a

grand ocean liner that would shortly suffer shipwreck (Zhuk), a trade haven (Hrytsak), an

island (Czaplicka, and Grabowicz via Viktor Neborak.) One volume certainly cannot capture

all aspects of the city, and this explains the book’s absence of discussions of visual art and

music in the city. Nonetheless Lviv is of great value. It provides a number of excellent articles

focusing on key facets of the city. Lviv is a wealthy subject of analysis that has been largely

ignored in English-language publications. This collection makes a major step in filling this

gap. Its articles focus mostly on the city’s past, a bit on its present, and offer a few glimpses of

its potential future. And that future, with the changes that the city is experiencing, is

dependent on the city’s past.

In the years since these articles were written, Lviv has changed somewhat by slowly ac-

cepting and adjusting to its twenty-first-century face as a tourist destination. A walk through the

city’s centre today reveals several tourist-friendly commercial enterprises utilizing many of the

themes the contributors to this volume have focussed on (i.e., Lviv’s multi-ethnic character and

its legends). Lviv’s central Market Square has, in fact, acquired a fairy-talelike character replete

with chocolate shops, salon dancing recitals, “olde” beer halls, and girls in period costumes

hawking flowers on the square. The square is now presented in a manner which is a

conglomeration of the various myths and nostalgic tales describing past life in the city. But the

Market Square never actually looked the ways it has been stylized to look today—it was, instead,

a central marketplace where daily necessities were sold and the city’s administrative centre.

Cash-strapped and in search of an identity in today’s world, Lviv’s (more so than most other

Ukrainian cities’) immediate future lies in its ability to present itself as a city made up of its past.

The various approaches provided in this book attest to that.

Lviv’s back cover features a photo—also taken by HURl’s director—of streetcar tracks

crossing in an unusual matter. They are now gone, having been replaced by straight tracks along

which the city’s numerous tourist groups can travel more efficiently around town. Today’s Lviv

is still a peculiar Ukrainian city somewhat detached from the cross-currents of culture, but

striving to remain so by finding its current identity in its multicultural past.

Mark Andryczyk

Columbia University

Alexander V. Prusin, The Lands Betw’een: Conflict in the East European

Borderlands, 1870-1992. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010. xii, 324

pp. U.S.$65 cloth.

The dust jacket of Alexander Prusin’s book states that ""The Lands Behreen investigates the

causes and dynamics of conflict in the ‘borderlands’ of Eastern Europe: the modern Baltic

republics of Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, the western provinces of Byelorussia and Ukraine,
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and the republic of Moldova—areas that have changed hands in the course of the twentieth

century on several occasions.” It also states that the author “looks at these ‘borderlands’ as a

whole.” This last claim is unsustainable.

This is especially clear when one looks at Prusin’s treatment of Ukraine. He discusses

Western Ukraine only in the last part of the book. Mostly he is concerned only with the so-

called Kresy, that is, Galicia, Volhynia, and Transcarpathia, and he studiously avoids

mentioning “Ukraine.” There is some discussion of the Western Ukrainian National Republic

(ZUNR) and its conflict with Poland. But there is no explanation that with the fall of the

Russian Empire the Ukrainian National Republic (UNR) came into being. Prusin merely

mentions the Ukrainian Central Rada, the UNR Directory, and “the puppet government,” by

which he likely means the Ukrainian State of 1918 headed by Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky,

and that these polities played an important role in Ukrainian relations with Russia, both

revolutionary and Bolshevik, and with Germany, Austria-Hungary, and newly re-established

Poland. There is no evidence in the book that Ukraine participated in the Treaty of Brest-

Litovsk; the Treaty of Warsaw (April 1920) between Poland and the UNR is not even

mentioned, and the Treaty of Riga (March 1921 ) is mentioned only briefly. Yet all three had a

direct impact on Volhynia and Galicia, and less directly on Bukovyna, Bessarabia, and

Transcarpathia. The Pilsudski-Petliura alliance is omitted completely, and there is no mention

that Ukrainian troops helped the Poles to defeat the Red Army at the gates of Warsaw.

Not one word is said about the Holodomor or “Great Famine” of 1932-33 in Soviet

Ukraine, although it also had a tremendous impact on the Ukrainian communities in Galicia

and Volhynia and generally outside the USSR. Had Prusin included Ukraine in his analysis at

least to the extent that he did the Baltic republics (Ukraine was, after all, one of the largest of

“the lands between”), many things in his story would have become much clearer. Even the

map on p. 25 incorrectly shows that the Soviet Union already existed in 1920, when in fact it

was created only at the end of 1922. The population statistics provided in the book clearly

show that the Ukrainian element was always large and important: in fact, it was almost equal

to all of the other nationalities of Prusin’s “borderlands” combined.

Prusin is also quite imprecise when it comes to some widely accepted terms in the social

sciences, such as, for example, “nationalization.” At times, he uses it to mean nationalization

[of property. But he also uses the word as a substitute for Polonization or Russification, and his

usage in this sense is left quite obscure and unexplained. Prusin’s use of the “civil war” as a

description of the conflicts that erupted between the Poles and the Lithuanians and between

jthe Poles and the Ukrainians is also quite unusual. It becomes particularly confusing when

plied to descriptions of conflict between those who served in the police formations under

iGerman command and the Soviet partisans during the Second World War. The Polish his-

torian Grzegorz Motyka, a widely recognized authority on Polish-Ukrainian relations, simply

Ijcalled it “a Polish-Ukrainian war” in which both sides committed numerous crimes. Prusin

himself appears uncomfortable with this formulation of the “civil war” when he states that

these conflicts “transcend the conventional definition of civil war” (p.l77), but nevertheless

he continues using it.

On the whole, Prusin presents the wartime Polish-Ukrainian conflict in Volhynia in a

•ather one-sided manner. He does not mention the Polish repressions of the Ukrainians of the

jCholm region at the end of 1942 or the plan, confirmed in September 1942 by Gen. Grot-

llowecki, commander of the Polish underground, labeling Ukrainian insurgents as Poland’s

bes.
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The discussions at the OUN’s First Military Conference in October 1942 and recently

discovered archival documents indicate that approval of the decision to launch anti-Polish

actions was not unanimous among the members of the Ukrainian resistance movement. This is

clearly shown by the September 1943 appeal entitled “To the Ukrainian Citizenry” as well as

by other documents that have become available recently (see Haluzevyi derzhavnyi arkhiv

Sluzhby bezpeky Ukrainy, Kyiv, fond 13, file 372, vol.5, fol. 26; fond 13, file 376, vol. 8, fol.

98; vol. 34, fol. 268; fond 71, list 9, file 22, vol. 3, fol. 341; and others). The creation of the

Polish 'flacoM’kr with German help and their anti-Ukrainian activities also contributed to the

hostilities (see ibid., Lutsk, file 2147, fol. 1 Iv).

Contrary to the fact that Ukrainian underground documents never used the hyphenated

name OUN-UPA, Prusin feels comfortable with this Soviet invented nomenclature when

describing the activities of the OUN and the UPA. He is not alone—there are a large number

of individuals who do the same.

“Ukraine” finally appears on a map as part of the name Reichskommissariat Ukraine, but

it is still not labeled a “borderland” (p. 163). The Lemko, Sian (Polish: San), Yaroslav (Jaro-

sfaw), and Kholm regions, as well as Podlachia and the Kholm region, with approximately

800,000 Ukrainians, which were part of the Nazi Generalgouvernement of Poland (1939-41),

are also completely overlooked. These lands remained part post-war Poland, and most of the

Ukrainian population there was deported to the USSR. In 1947, during the post-war Polish

state’s Operation Vistula (Akcja “Wisla”), those regions’ remaining Ukrainians were forcibly

resettled in the Polish “recovered lands” that were formerly part of Germany. This is

especially strange as even on the map of 1992 the former “borderlands” in Ukraine are clearly

demarcated (p.245).

The Holocaust receives perhaps the most even-handed treatment in Prusin’ s book, but he

goes a bit too far when he writes “that all the [local] assailants [against the Jews] were

volunteers, whose conduct was generated by a range of motives.” As Rev. Patrick Desbois

(author of The Holocaust by Bullets) has clearly shown, there were many who were forced to

participate in anti-Jewish actions.

Prusin’s book is based almost exclusively on secondary sources, and the material he cites

on the Ukrainian question lacks many authoritative publications. In this respect it does not

compare favourably with of Timothy Snyder’s recent publications on the same regions of

Eastern Europe. My critical comments do not mean that Alexander Prusin should have written

a different book. But if a monograph’s structure and contents are limited or very selective, it

should not be surprising that the end result may not be fully satisfactory.

Peter J. Potichnyj

MeMaster University

Mark L. von Hagen. War in a European Borderland: Occupations and

Occupation Plans in Galicia and Ukraine, 1914-1918. Seattle: Herbert J.

Ellison Center for Russian, East European, and Central Asian Studies,

2007. xi, 122 pp. U.S.$24.95 paper. Distributed by University of

Washington Press.

This book offers, in its author’s own words, a “stereoscopic view” of four occupations that

occurred in the Ukrainian lands during the First World War. During that war the Russian
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imperial army twice invaded Austria-Hungary, in 1914 and again in 1916, and to various

extents occupied the provinces of Galicia and Bukovyna. In response the Central Powers

invaded the Russia Empire in 1915 and again in 1917-18), retaking the lost regions and in

1918 eventually occupying most of what had been Russian-ruled Ukraine in agreement with a

its “ally, ” the government of the Ukrainian Central Rada. Although the occupations of

Ukrainian territories (by the Entente Powers, the Russian Volunteer Army, the Red Army, and

Polish forces) did not end in 1918, von Hagen decided to limit himself to the time frame of the

Great War. He also chose to focus only on the Russian occupations of Galicia, thus leaving

out Bukovyna and Russian plans for occupying Hungarian Rus' (Transcarpathia).

Of the four wartime occupations, the first and the fourth—the Russian occupation of

Galicia in 1914-15 and, in 1918, the joint German and Austro-Hungarian occupation of what

had been tsarist-ruled Ukraine, were the most important. Von Hagen’s book is primarily

devoted to them. The first occupation challenged the very existence of the Ukrainian national

I

movement and the Uniate Church in Galicia, both of which the Russian authorities considered

deviations and artificial creations of Russia’s enemies. The primary goal of the Russian

occupation of Galicia was to incorporate it into Romanov Empire. Russian nationalists viewed

so-called Prikarpatskaia Rus' (Galicia, Bukovyna and Transcarpathia) as a part of Russian

national territory and part of the “Rurik’s legacy,” which had to be reunited with the Russian

I

motherland. On the other hand, the fourth occupation promoted the idea of Ukrainian state-

hood, albeit in the form of the puppet Ukrainian State governed by Hetman Pavlo Skoro-

j

padsky. This, however, occurred at a great cost: Austro-German exploitation of Ukraine’s

natural resources and termination of the creation of a Ukrainian army. The nature of each

occupation defined the extent of its intrusion into local affairs.

The history of the occupations is presented here from the perspective of “high political

history,” dealing mostly with imperial bureaucrats, central and local political elites, and

military establishments. As far as political elites are concerned, von Hagen is at his best in his

treatment of Polish elites in Galicia and of Russian elites in the rest of Ukraine (for example,

the latter’s role in Skoropadsky’s coup d'etat in 1918). However, von Hagen should have

described the Skoropadsky episode more extensively. His book does not revolutionize our

knowledge of the occupations in terms of factual material, especially for readers familiar with

recent historical studies (e.g., by Aleksandra Bakhturina and Aleksei Miller). Its merit is

mostly not because von Hagen presents new facts, but because of his conceptualization.

Drawing on several national historiographies (Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, and others), but not

following any of them blindly, von Hagen creates a complex and multi-layered picture of

events. His study clearly demonstrates that in reality the dividing lines lay not only between

the occupiers and the occupied, but also within each of the various sides themselves. Com-
peting agencies, a lack of unity, and personal ambitions plagued the first Russian occupation

of Galicia; hidden German-Austrian rivalry was the backstage of the Central Powers’

occupation of Ukraine.

Von Hagen’s main conclusion is that during the course of the war and through the experi-

ence of occupation (frustrating to a degree for both sides, occupiers and occupied alike) all

:hree imperial actors (Petrograd, Berlin, and Vienna), “whether reluctantly or not,” shifted to

acknowledging the principle of national self-determination. The occupiers’ rhetoric of

[‘national liberation” backfired, argues von Hagen, as it “carried a grave risk of encouraging

he disgruntled peoples of one’s own multinational empire as well.”

I have two corrections. (1) Prologue to Revolution (1967) appears twice in the bibli-

)graphy, first under its editor, M. Cherniavsky, and again under its author, A. N. Yakhontov;
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and (2) the 1916 Brusilov (Lutsk) Offensive did not result in the capture of Lviv by the

Russian army, as von Hagen states on p.72. Notwithstanding, Mark von Hagen has produced a

very condensed but solid work on one of the most complex yet insufficiently studied topics of

the Great War. 1 highly recommend his book to anyone with an interest in the field and

especially to those seeking a quick but thorough introduction to the subject. 1 hope von Hagen

will expand his treatment in further studies of the wartime occupations of Ukraine.

Ernest Gyidel

University of Toronto

Vasyl Kuchabsky. Western Ukraine in Conflict with Poland and

Bolshevism, 1918-1923. Translated by Gus Fagan. Edmonton and

Toronto: Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies Press, 2009. xxix, 361

pp. $34.95 paper, $59.95 cloth.

Most English-language monographs and essay collections chronicling the Ukrainian Revo-

lution have drawn their borders in accord with the Treaty of Riga of 1921 that divided the

Ukrainian lands between Poland and Bolshevik Russia. That is, they have left out events in

Western Ukraine, which was then also known as Eastern Galicia. In fact Eastern Galicia and

its Ukrainian neighbour, Bukovyna, were subjects of serial Russian, Austrian, and German

occupations during World War 1 and witnessed the rise and fall of a Ukrainian national

movement with significantly different dynamics from those to their east. As we learn more

about the revolution and subsequent wars in Central and Eastern Ukraine from new archival

sources, we might also compare their experiences in nation building with Western Ukraine’s

for what they can tell us about broader East European trends of national movements and the

impact of the war on the geopolitical transformation of the “borderlands” between Germany

and Russia.

Vasyl Kuchabsky’s book is a good introduction to the complex military and diplomatic

history of the period. It comes to us via strange paths. The English text was fluently translated

from the original German of the long rare 1934 edition. Kuchabsky, a Ukrainian historian and

eyewitness-participant in the events he describes, died in 1971 in the German Democratic

Republic. He was among the first Galician Ukrainians to heed the call to join the Sich

Riflemen. He fought in that legion, then part of the Austrian army, on various fronts during

World War 1, was captured by the Russians, and was held in prison until December 1917. He

helped defend Kyiv from the Bolsheviks in early 1918 and later entered Kyiv following the

uprising against and overthrow of Pavlo Skoropadsky’s conservative would-be Ukrainian

monarchy. Following the defeat of the Western Ukrainian National Republic (ZUNR),

Kuchabsky returned to Lviv, where he was an organizer of the clandestine Ukrainian Military

Organization, which led to his spending ten months in a Polish jail. After his release he moved

to Germany, where he earned a doctorate in history and Slavic philology at the University of

Berlin in 1930. We know these biographical facts about the author thanks to the fascinatingly

reconstructed life in the introduction by Oleksandr Pavlyuk, a Ukrainian scholar of the inter-

national relations of the period.

And so we might view this book as a scholarly history of the period framed by a memoir

of a Ukrainian patriot who participated in some of the key events. (It has very helpful maps to

guide readers through the battles.) Kuchabsky did not have access to archives at the time, save

for a few valuable published collections of mostly diplomatic documents; he read widely the
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available memoir literature in Polish, Ukrainian, and Russian, as well as the publications of

! Polish, German, and Ukrainian scholars. Kuchabsky reveals much of his scholarly passion in

r his sarcastic and ironic attacks on Polish historians, who, in his view, persist in perpetuating

I

Polish nationalist myths about Galician Ukrainians as nationally immature and thereby in need

I

j

of Polish rule. The book is overwhelmingly about the rise and fall of the Western Ukrainian

I

nation-building project in 1918 and 1919 and Western Ukraine’s conflict with Poland. It says

;

much less about the conflict with Bolshevism and still less about Romania, which also

occupied territory claimed by the Ukrainian movement. The years 1920-23 are treated very

j I

briefly in a final chapter.

Kuchabsky provides a detailed military history of the period, including frank assessments of

the strength of the ZUNR’s Ukrainian Galician Army (UHA) at various points and of the enemy

I Polish and Red armies. Not surprisingly, he highlights the contributions of the UHA to the

j

Ukrainian National Republic’s (UNR) struggle for independence. He has also reconstructed the

: ! history of UNR and ZUNR political activists and military men in their negotiations with the

: ! victorious powers at the Versailles peace negotiations. But his account is frequently interrupted

I

by his own personal opinions about the leading players of the day. He has precious few heroes in

his story, among them Symon Petliura (with qualifications) and an ethnic Russian general,

I Aleksandr Grekov, who ably led the UHA until he was sacked by incompetent and petty

j

superiors.

Kuchabsky has many more villains in his stories, from the “pediocrats” of the Ukrainian

i: I Central Rada-UNR Directory socialists to the limited minds of the ZUNR dictator Yevhen

} Petrushevych and the “Ukrainian State’s” would-be monarch. Hetman Pavlo Skoropadsky.

> The most lengthy “opinions” concern the new leaders of the resurrected Polish state in 1918

i who waged a “colonial war” against Ukraine and were consistently intent on eliminating their

I “Ukrainian problem” through political and eventually cultural Polonization. Still, Kuchabsky

a I acknowledges in several passages that the Poles had many historical advantages over their

I

j

Ukrainian rivals and demonstrated more will than their eastern neighbors. Behind the Poles, of

ji course, stood France’s political leaders and diplomats, who were ready to sell Woodrow
jl Wilson’s principles of national self-determination down the river. The only counterweight to

I

I

the French-Polish “settlement,” though even they were ineffective, were British leaders and

J
,
their diplomatic representatives.

I

Kuchabsky brings to life the day-to-day existence of Ukrainian revolutionaries and soldiers

,1
I
during 1918 and 1919, especially the chaos and confusion that seemed to reign most of the time,

j I

He provides critical perspectives on the activities of several Ukrainian governments, east and

^
i

west, as they tried to build and hold onto the nation they felt they represented. It is a story of the

J
j

many opportunities lost by those proto-governments, mostly led by incompetent and limited

|i

r men. In sum, this volume will be of interest to historians of the revolutionary period, national

I
movements, and eastern Europe more broadly. The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies is to

be commended for bringing this volume to an English-speaking audience.

1
Mark von Hagen

^
;

Arizona State University
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Myroslav Shkandrij. Jews in Ukrainian Literature: Representation and

Identity ^QSN Haven: Yale University Press, 2009. xiv, 265 pp. U.S.$55

paper.

Jewish-Ukrainian relations are generally assumed to be antagonistic, inimical, and combative.

All the same, Jews and Ukrainians have lived side by side on the same territory in eastern

Europe for hundreds of years. Naturally this means that their respective cultural products,

particularly their literature, reflect the presence of their estranged neighbour. Myroslav

Shkandrij has set himself the task of describing the Ukrainian half of this cultural reflection,

the depiction of Jews in works of Ukrainian literature. But because the relationship is

governed by hostility and by what Shkandrij calls the “two solitudes,” the parameters of the

description begin with two basic categories, hostile or friendly, hateful or understanding, anti-

Semitic or philo-Semitic. It is to Shkandrij ’s enormous credit that he tries to give both of these

categories serious attention.

Shkandrij’s monograph is constructed chronologically. He begins with the literature of the

nineteenth century and surveys a very broad range of works, from Taras Shevchenko’s

“Haidamaky” to Mariia Matios’s Solodka Dariisia (2004). He breaks down the centuries into

seven periods: the nineteenth century up to 1880; modernism up to World War 1; the early

Soviet period, that is, the ‘‘‘‘rozstriliane vidrodzhennia'''; interwar Stalinism; World War 11 and

the post-war Stalinist period; the post-Stalin Soviet thaw; and independence. In each of these

periods he recounts the most significant social and political developments that impacted

relations between Ukrainians and Jews and describes a broad selection of literary works,

which he considers as specimens of a general pattern or stereotype that serves as a paradigm

for the representation of Jews in Ukrainian literature in the given period.

In the first of these periods, the key paradigm is the “keys to the church” theme, an anti-

Semitic myth whose possible causes and origins Shkandrij explores in connection with its

sudden reappearance in the early nineteenth century. Shkandrij finds that the folkloric

evidence for such anti-Jewish attitudes is likely fabricated, but he also claims that the theme

“has some basis in reality” since the commercial relations of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries allowed for the closing of a church pending repayment of debts. Of course, regard-

less of any historical basis, the re-emergence of this theme in the midst of the Ukrainian

cultural revival of the nineteenth century is not a matter of recovered memories of historical

events, but a reflection of growing national animosity. Shkandrij traces this animosity in a

number of works by various writers, particularly Mykola Kostomarov and Panteleimon

Kulish, who are “largely responsible for introducing into literature the stereotype of the

exploitative, pro-Polish, and anti-Orthodox Jewish orendar."

In the next period, 1881-1914, Shkandrij sees a different dynamic, with Ukrainian-Jewish

relations in the political and cultural worlds gravitating toward greater co-operation and

mutual respect. Shkandrij finds evidence of this growing rapport in the relatively sympathetic

treatment of Jewish characters in the ethnographic theatre of this time, the frequent allusions

to biblical themes in the works of Ivan Franko and Lesia Ukrainka, the depiction of Jews as

victims of anti-Semitic feelings in the works of such modernists as Ahatanhel Krymsky and

Volodymyr Vynnychenko, and the appearance of Jewish authors who write in Ukrainian

without abandoning their Jewish cultural roots, such as Hryts Kernerenko. But there are also

counter-examples, which Shkandrij does not ignore, including Franko’s hostile presentations

of Jews as exploiters and the nasty anti-Semitic stories of Olena Pchilka.
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According to Shkandrij, the light of Ukrainian-Jewish interaction shines even brighter in

!

! the next period, which includes the harmonious co-operation between Ukrainian and Jewish

I

political parties in the short-lived Ukrainian Central Rada. But the weak UNR government

'

^ witnessed anti-Jewish pogroms, and the early Soviet period bore witness to the creation of the

j

second major theme of perceived Jewish hostility to Ukrainians—the participation of Jews in

,
Soviet oppression of Ukrainians. Like the other major theme, the Jewish orendar, this second

I I

theme finds expression in a particular character stereotype that will later appear in literary

I

representations, the Jewish Chekist.

Shkandrij devotes a special chapter of his book to Leonid Pervomaisky (1908-1973), a

i

[

Soviet Jewish-Ukrainian writer whose career as a writer crosses a number of different periods.

His early work in the 1920s reflects the general exhilaration of those times, including the

I

depiction of harmonious relations between Ukrainians and Jews. But in the succeeding period

t Pervomaisky becomes an apologist for Stalinism and writes works that Shkandrij depicts as

!
^ hostile to the Ukrainian forces fighting for independence after the Revolution of 1917 and

1

j

insensitive to the massive suffering during the Holodomor. After Stalin’s death, and after en-

I during public ideological attacks both for his Jewish and for his Ukrainian identity,

' Pervomaisky abandons Stalinism and turns (or perhaps returns) to a “humane, generous, and

!t optimistic spirit” that has since come to characterize his reputation as a writer.

World War II and the Holocaust brought both increased animosity and opportunities for co-

f I
operation between Ukrainians and Jews. But neither position is much reflected in literary works.

) I

Anti-Semites such as Rostyslav Yendyk and Arkadii Liubchenko were in some measure

k balanced by the more humane and friendly, though perhaps not philo-Semitic, voices of Yurii

t
j

Kosaeh and Yurii Klen.

I I

In the years since Stalin’s death, Jewish themes in Ukrainian literature have not generally

I

reflected the spirit of co-operation that developed in the late Soviet period between Jewish and

^ Ukrainian dissidents. Some historical works did arise from the celebration of the 350th

^ I

anniversary of Khmelnytsky’s revolt; there was Dokiia Humenna’s portrait of Nazi-occupied

1

I

Kyiv; and there were, most of all, the voices of the Jewish-Ukrainian writers Moisei Fishbein

fi and Naum Tykhy. But it was not until independence that Jewish themes, for better and for

r worse, reappeared with regularity in Ukrainian writing. Anti-Semitic propaganda from

;
]

organizations like the Kyiv-based Inter-regional Academy of Personnel Management (MAUP)

3
I

have fixated on resurrecting perceived grievances from the past, while serious writers like

J Yurii Andrukhovych and, particularly, Mariia Matios, have focused on the shared sufferings

1

of Ukrainians and Jews in the twentieth century.

On the whole, Shkandrij ’s monograph is a valiant and somewhat earnest attempt to lay the

1 groundwork for a verdict on the question of whether Ukrainian literature is basically anti-

Semitic or, on the contrary, deeply concerned with representing the various interactions that

|i result from the historical presence of Jews on Ukrainian territory. Whether or not the question,

t Ithus put, deserves a serious answer, Shkandrij deserves praise for an impressive, though not

exhaustive, catalogue of the various literary appearances of Jewish characters and themes in

I
j

Ukrainian literature. Moreover, he spends almost as much energy describing the historical

r jevents and circumstances of Ukrainian-Jewish interactions in history, without which the

i jliterary works would lose their context and thus their significance. In this sense Shkandrij has

I' iproduced something of a cultural introduction to Ukrainian-Jewish relations. Specialists in

b iUkrainian literature who are familiar with this subject will still find interesting revelations in

I 'this book, but they might experience some disappointment in the simplicity of the literary

^ [analyses here. Shkandrij ’s rather brief study only skims the surface of the various colonial,

I
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deconstructive, semiotic, philosophical, and ethical interpretive approaches that the literature

of Ukrainian-Jewish relations begs for. His is largely a straightforward historical approach

that examines the issues from the perspective of self-evident virtue. There is little here about

the literary modes of “othering,” the various principles of cultural identity, the history of anti-

Semitic imagery, trauma narratives, or any of the wide range of sophisticated topics that

Shkandrij’s book will hopefully inspire others to explore. There is very much room here to say

more, much more.

One class of readers is certain to be disappointed. Extremists on both sides of Ukrainian-

Jewish animosities will, no doubt, find Shkandrij’s even-tempered and tolerant approach

unacceptable. That is all for the good. It is not that Shkandrij’s judgments are the model of

dispassionate wisdom, but they are open, honest, and grounded in the facts he presents. If at

times he seems more interested in finding the passages in Ukrainian literature that depict Jews

in a positive light than he is in finding another passage of anti-Semitic invective, 1 am inclined

to attribute this to his humanity rather than prejudice. He does not cover up the truth, but he

writes in a spirit that reminds us that it is always nobler to find love and humanity in the

human heart than it is to catalogue its sins.

Maxim Tarnawsky

University of Toronto

Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtem. The Anti-Imperial Choice: The Making ofthe

Ukrainian Jew. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2009. xvi, 344 pp.

U.S.$65 cloth.

In this book Yohanan Petrovsky-Shtem examines the life stories and works of five Jewish-

Ukrainian writers. Although they are not part of the Ukrainian literary canon, their complex

hybrid identities serve as a strong testimony to the feasibility of rapprochement between Jews

and Ukrainians through literature. Five of the book’s chapters ,
dealing respectively with

Hrytsko Kernerenko, Ivan Kulyk, Raisa Troianker, Leonid Pervosmaisky, and Moisei Fishbein,

were previously published as articles (mostly in Ukrainian). Petrovsky-Shtem’ s contribution lies

not only in his comprehensive approach and insights regarding the connections and continuities

between these writers, but also in his underlying methodological premise, according to which all

five protagonists “broke the established pattern of modernization and refused to acculturate into

the imperial societies” (p. 1). The counterintuitive, selfless choice by these writers (especially by

Pervomaisky and Fishbein) of anti-imperial Jewish-Ukrainian identities was inevitably fraught

with moral and physical suffering. At the same time, however, their choice allowed for the

production of unique literary works reflecting a dedication to Ukrainian national aspirations and

“their attempts to reconcile Jewish and Ukrainian historical narratives traditionally regarded as

incompatible” (p. 23).

In addition to Jewish-Ukrainian reconciliation, a motif that figures prominently in the

identity formation of Petrovsky-Shtern’s protagonists is that of translation. Throughout their

lives they inevitably operated at linguistic and cultural crossroads, oscillating between Yid-

dish/Hebrew, Ukrainian, Russian, and often other languages. Even more importantly, translation

was not just an effective mode of amalgamating the multiple and often disparate facets of

identity, but also (most notably, in case of Kulyk and Pervomaisky) an essential means of

creative self-expression. Kulyk compiled and edited an anthology of American poetry in

Ukrainian translation (1928), while Pervomaisky produced excellent Ukrainian translations of
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,

poems by Heinrich Heine, Francois Villon, Sandor Petofi, and Nezami-ye Ganjavi, to mention

I

but a few.

Although biographical information about Hrytsko Kernerenko (Grigorii Kerner) is scant,

the book’s first chapter unveils a story of a Jewish man born in Huliai-Pole in southeastern

Ukraine and educated in Munich, who eventually—against all social and personal odds

—

ended up writing poetry based on three important themes, “love, Ukraine, and Shevchenko”

(p. 41). Of particular interest is the book’s account of Kernerenko’ s correspondence with Ivan

Franko, whom Kernerenko might have introduced to the works of Sholem Aleichem and

Semen Frug. In turn Franko facilitated the publication of Kernerenko’ s poems and translations

I

in Literaturno-naukovyi vistnyk. As Petrovsky-Shtern concludes, Kernerenko, who advocated

the use of Ukrainian as a free language, “was not only among the first to start constructing

Ukrainian-Jewish identity as a literary narrative and a lifestyle, but also among the first

obliquely to underscore its profoundly imaginary nature” (p. 59).

j

The stories of Ivan Kulyk (the pen name of Izrail Yudovych Kulyk) and Raisa Troianker

!

j

are no less intricate than Kernerenko’s. Troianker’s purported relationships with Valeriian

Polishchuk and Volodymyr Sosiura, her poetic celebration of erotic passion and sensuous

portrayal of the body, and her allegedly pioneering multi-faceted depiction of the Jewish shtetl

j(p. 131) are just a few important milestones from this extraordinary woman’s personal quest

for Jewish-Ukrainian synthesis. Eventually, however, Troianker turned to writing Russian

poetry and allowed the imperial discourse to silence her Jewish-Ukrainian voice. Kulyk’s fate

jwas even more tragic: notwithstanding his “genuine and sincere [belief] in the harmonious

fusion of communism and Ukrainian revivalism” (p. 78) and his unyielding commitment to

Marxism and proletarian internationalism, in 1 937 he was accused of anti-Soviet activities and

executed.

Petrovsky-Shtern’s comparison of Troianker to Oksana Zabuzhko (p. 162) on the basis of

“sex” and “fieldwork” is, however, slightly far-fetched; and his portrayal of Kulyk as a victim

and an excellent poet is not without some blind spots. In a recently published article, historian

Oleksandr Rublov presents Kulyk in a somewhat different light. Although both Petrovsky-

Shtern and Rublov refer to the memoirs of Nadia Surovtsova, a poet and Gulag prisoner, who
knew Kulyk personally and whom he blatantly refused to help after she was arrested, Rublov

ioffers a more revealing quote from Surovtsova, casting doubt on Kulyk’s erudition and

education.

The last two chapters of the book are dedicated respectively to Leonid Pervomaisky (the

pen name of lllia Hurevych) and Moisei Fishbein. Pervomaisky’s story is metaphorically

presented through the prism of one of his “key ideas: the voice of a speechless victim is the

voice of the ultimate truth” (p. 201). Petrovsky-Shtern’s analysis of Pervomaisky’s prose,

poetry, and plays, as well as the depiction of the hardships he endured (most notably, a

slanderous campaign against him led by Mykola Sheremet, to whom he responded with a

bitingly satirical verse) all testify to the fact that in almost everything Pervomaisky

Accomplished as a writer and translator he spoke for those whose voices were silenced by

k^iolence, famines, and the Holocaust. Finally, Fishbein, whom Petrovsky-Shtern’s author

mows personally, is portrayed—through predominantly religious imagery—as a self-

jroclaimed Ukrainian messiah from the western Ukrainian city of Chemivtsi, a redeemer of

[he Ukrainian language, and a prophet-follower of Lesia Ukrainka. Supported early in his

career by Mykola Bazhan and Dmytro Pavlychko, today Fishbein has received wide critical

icclaim as he continues writing philosophical and lyrical verse, investing himself “in the
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Ukrainian linguistic revival” and rigorously pursuing “the purity of the Ukrainian language”

(p. 274).

The typos and stylistic infelicities in the book—e.g., choose instead of chose (p. 1 1), loose

instead of lose (pp. 76 and 1 13), Knut Gamsun instead of Hamsun (p. 52), “rustic peasants”

(p. 67), “technical flows” instead of flaws (p. 130), and the overuse of “to pen”—are few and

far between and by no means mar its first-rate quality. What is somewhat alarming, however,

is Petrovsky-Shtern’s deliberate decision to transliterate proper names on the basis of “shifting

angles” (p. xiii), which, despite the intention of giving a fair perspective, leads to confusion.

For anyone who may not be familiar with different Ukrainian, Russian, or other spellings, this

approach creates a hodge-podge of indecipherable names—e.g., Dnipro vs Dnieper vs Dnepr,

Kyiv but Kievan Rus', Halychyna vs Galicia, Lviv vs Lvov vs Lwow vs Lemberg, Kharkiv vs

Kharkov, Irpin vs Irpen. A scholar so highly attuned and sensitive to linguistic and cultural

nuances as Petrovsky-Shtern should not hesitate to become a trend-setter in jettisoning deeply

entrenched and anachronistic Russian imperialist spellings in favor of the Ukrainian trans-

literation system. Another related concern is that while Petrovsky-Shtern offers his own

excellent translations of excerpts from the discussed literary works, including the Ukrainian

originals would have allowed for greater appreciation of their quality.

The publication of The Anti-Imperial Choice is an outstanding event not only for those

who specialize or are interested in Ukrainian literature, but for the entire field of Slavic and

East European studies as well. It is symbolic that the year 2009 also saw the appearance of

Myroslav Shkandrij’s Jews in Ukrainian Literature: Representation and Identity. Both studies

ehallenge from a literary perspective the idea of Jewish-Ukrainian antagonism. In addition, by

outlining the emergence of the Jewish-Ukrainian tradition, Petrovsky-Shtern contributes

further to the efforts begun by Taras Hunczak, Howard Aster, and Peter Potichnyj to promote

“a cross-fertilizing dialogue” (p. 9) between Jews and Ukrainians.

Roman Ivashkiv

University ofAlberta

Peter Galadza, ed. Unite en division: Les lettres de Lev Gillet, «Un moine

de I’eglise d’orient,» d Andrei Cheptytsky, 1921-1929. Paris: Parole et

silence, 2009. 328 pp. €25 paper.

Rev. Peter Galadza provides us with a compilation of the letters of Lev Gillet (1893-1980) as

a monk of the Eastern Church. Preserved in the Sheptytsky archives and encompassing the

years 1921-29, the letters offer significant insights into a number of issues relating to the

religious and political affairs of the day. They clearly place in relief the spiritual Journey of Fr.

Gillet and, perhaps more importantly for Ukrainian specialists, demonstrate the pan-European

significance of Andrei Sheptytsky (1865-1944) as metropolitan of the Ukrainian Greek

Catholic Church.

The two introductory essays, by Rev. Galadza and Antoine Arjakovsky respectively, pro-

vide valuable contexts for the letters. Galadza’s is a translation of an article first published in

Logos 43-45 (2002-2004) and provides the historical background for the letters themselves.

Arjakovsky’s provides a slightly broader perspective, placing Gillet and Sheptytsky’s

relationship in the context of the nascent Catholic ecumenical movement, with particular ^

attention to one of the Catholic Church’s leading figures of the day, the Benedictine Dorn

Lambert Beauduin (1873-1960). Both pieces are invaluable for helping the reader to
;
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comprehend the significance of the epistolary compilation, especially given that the letters

' only provide us with half of the ongoing dialogue.

Gillefs turn from Roman Catholicism, first to the Greek Catholic Church and then to

;

Russian Orthodoxy (1928), is chronicled in the compilation. Gillet is moved by compassion

I

for Russian emigres struggling in Western Europe and fascinated by oriental monasticism,

I

which he regards as flourishing in both Ukraine and Russia. In a number of letters from 1925

I

he extolls the eastern monastic experience over Western monasticism as truly evangelical (p.

78). However, Gillefs attempts to develop a fledgling eastern-style monastic community are

stymied for a number of reasons; by financial challenges, by a lack of understanding by local

t
j

Roman Catholics, and most significantly by the Vatican’s agenda for Eastern Europe. The

,

Vatican regarded the Slavic Orthodox world as the object of missionary activity for the Jesuits

(p. 227); this was a plan entrusted to the secretly ordained Bishop Michel d’Herbigny, SJ

(1880-1957). Implicitly the letters present two different perspectives on working towards the

I

reunion of the Churches of the East and the West. D’Herbigny and the Vatican’s approach,

j

even including the later Ostpolitik, represents a unity built “from above,” so to speak, both

i structurally and hierarchically. Gillet’s route, which Sheptytsky supported, was one of

I

I fundamental Christian unity: a unity of prayer and human reconciliation, reminiscent of

Cardinal John Henry Newman’s cor ad cor loquitur. Gillefs inroads into building a renewed

ii union were, like Sheptytsky’s, rooted in sincere human relationships, actual expressions of

I generosity towards “the other,” and a profound Christian humility.

1

Gillefs circles in France also provide for insights into attempts at deepening Russian-

Ukrainian relations. In 1927 Russian monarchists use him as an intermediary to approach

Sheptytsky to commence ongoing meetings with Western representatives to deepen mutual

understanding and possible co-operation (p. 144). The degree to which Sheptytsky was

regarded as open to co-operation with the Russian emigre community is further indicated by

the high esteem he enjoyed within the Parisian Russian Orthodox circle headed by Bishop

Evlogii Georgievsky (1868-1946), formerly the bishop of Kholm eparchy. Even though the

community of St. Serge in Paris was rather closed to Catholics, it welcomed a visit from

Sheptytsky in 1925 (p. 190). Gillet straddles the divide between Orthodox and Catholics and

between Russia and Western Europe, but he does so because he consciously follows the

example provided by Metropolitan Sheptytsky bishop.”

In the end Gillet chose to enter the Russian Orthodox community centred on the Parisian

Institute of St. Serge. He did so because he attested that he found Jesus Christ more in

Orthodoxy than in Roman Catholicism (p. 271). Nonetheless he maintained his devotion to

f “my bishop” (p. 284), and all indications are that the great metropolitan continued to view

i Gillet as his spiritual child.

The value of this volume not only lies in the text of the letters. Galadza has provided a

3 great service to all students of Catholic-Orthodox relations during this period by extensively

: ifootnoting the letters and providing valuable information about all the figures mentioned in

; the letters. The text therefore serves as a virtual encyclopedia of background information. It

; Will be a helpful tool for many and serve as a wonderful complement to Elisabeth Behr-

(Sigel’s exhaustive and authoritative biography of Gillet.

'i

ji

Myroslaw Tataryn

\
St. Jerome's University

\

\
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Timothy Snyder. Sketchesfrom a Secret War: A Polish Artist ’s Mission to

Liberate Soviet Ukraine. New Haven: Yale University Press, 2005. xxvi,

347 pp. U.S.$20 paper, U.S.$38 cloth.

Timothy Snyder has produced another brilliant book. It is very well written, original, exciting,

full of fascinating details, and reads like a spy story. Yet Sketchesfrom a Secret War constitutes

a piece of solid and erudite scholarship, supported by meticulous research in many archives and

libraries. Snyder, a professor of history at Yale University, had previously published several

important works on the borderlands of East Central Europe, and this book is based on true

scholarly experience and penetrating knowledge of the field.

The main motif is a life story of Henryk Jozewski (1892-1981), a scion of a Polish family

from Ukraine, a painter, an intellectual, a politician, and a close assistant to his great mentor,

Jozef Pilsudski. Raised in three languages and cultures, Polish, Ukrainian, and Russian, Jozewski

was an uncompromising enemy of Communism and an indefatigable promoter of the non-

Russian East European nations’ political collaboration. According to Pilsudski, Jozewski, and

their milieu, only by working together would these nations be able to stop tsarist and Bolshevik

imperialism and save their freedom.

After a short prologue, devoted to the book’s structure, primary sources, and goals, Snyder

describes Jozewski’s early years, his involvement in the secret Third (Eastern or Ukrainian)

Command of the Polish Military Organization (POW) from 1914, his participation in the gov-

ernment of Symon Petliura’s Ukrainian National Republic as a vice-minister of internal affairs,

his contribution to the Polish-Ukrainian march on Kyiv in 1920 and to the 1921 Ukrainian

operation against Soviet Ukraine, and his retreat to private and artistic life in the early 1920s.

The next part of the book, “An Artful Ascent,” describes Jozewski’s return to politics after

Pilsudski’s coup d’etat in 1926. In 1928 Jozewski became the governor {wojewoda) of Volhynia,

a province ethnically dominated by the Ukrainians, and tried to build Polish-Ukrainian

reconciliation there based on toleration of Ukrainian culture and language. Attempting to

convince the Ukrainians that Poland would be a better option for them than the Bolsheviks,

Jozewski became one of the directors of Poland’s little cold war against the Communist power in

Ukraine and one of the organizers of the Promethean Project, which encouraged nationalist

movements inside the Soviet Union. In the book’s next part, “A Political Descent,” Snyder

depicts the failure of the Polish anti-Soviet spying and propaganda operations in Soviet Ukraine

and of the “Volhynian Experiment.” After PUsudski’s death in 1935, Jozewski lost support for

his unconventional, in the Polish context, national-minority policies. In 1938 he was moved as a

governor to the central Polish L6dz province, a region completely foreign to his interests and

experience. The final part of the book, “The Local World War,” is devoted to Jozewski’s last

year before World War II, his activities in Polish resistance against the Germans, and, after 1945,

against the Soviets. Arrested in 1953, he spent several years in Jail. He returned to his artistic

career in the mid-1950s.

For Snyder, Jozewski’s life story is a pretext to show numerous phenomena linked to the

history of Poland, Ukraine, and Poland’s eastern borderlands in general, as well as to Soviet

Communism and both World Wars. Following the vicissitudes of Jozewski’s vita, we read about

the Polish Socialist Party, Pitsudski’s activities and milieu, the Polish Communists, the eastern

borderland intelligentsia, Polish and Soviet intelligence operations, Sovietization, collectiviza-

tion, and famine in Ukraine, Ukrainian and Polish nation-building projects, modernism, national-

ism, and anti-Semitism, Stalin’s revolution of the 1930s, the objectives of Poland’s foreign and

national minority policies, the Orthodox and Greek Catholic Churches, Soviet and German
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policies regarding Poland during World War 11, Polish-Ukrainian conflict in Volhynia, the Polish

underground during and after the war, women’s special role in the resistance, the Sovietization

of Poland after 1945, and the general turning points in East European history. Frequently

Jozewski’s life almost disappears into the background and the context becomes the main story.

The text is dense but full of interesting details, a mixture of micro and macro views based on

primary sources that have become available only recently. It offers insights into topics

completely unknown to most readers and helps us to understand the Gordian knot of the East

European borderlands.

Like most superb books. Sketches from a Secret War is stimulating and provoking. It en-

courages asking questions and may lead to interesting discussions. Most likely, to some readers,

Snyder’s interpretation of Jozewski’s vita and Polish-Ukrainian relations look romanticized. One

may even suspect that Snyder subconsciously avoided topics that are not compatible with his

romantic vision. He meticulously analyzes dozens of phenomena related to Polish-Ukrainian

relations. Yet, in the entire book there are only several scattered sentences devoted to the 1918-

19 war between Poland and Western Ukrainian National Republic. Some historians believe that

this was Europe’s last romantic war. They write about Polish and Ukrainian officers, former

colleagues from the Austrian Army, socializing between battles. Others, however, claim that the

war was particularly cruel and vicious, became a model of a bloody ethnic conflict between

neighbors, and poisoned Polish-Ukrainian relations in such a way that no experiment in Polish-

Ukrainian reconciliation could repair the damage. The Western Ukrainian government-in-exile

formed a strong anti-Polish lobby, and its activities led to the anti-Polish involvement of many
Ukrainians during World War 11. Does Snyder avoid this topic just like the entire Eastern

Galician issue for some particular reason? Perhaps this is why the Organization of the Ukrainian

Nationalists (OUN) pops up a bit surprisingly in the middle of the book, after all the chapters

devoted to harmonious Polish-Ukrainian anti-Soviet activities.

Snyder writes, of course, that many criticized Jozewski’s “Volhynian Experiment,” but it

would be interesting to read more about the critical arguments of the Polish National Democrats,

Communists, conservatives, and various Ukrainian political groups. Maybe this would help to

explain better why the anti-Polish Ukrainian Insurgent Army’s (UPA) genocidal operations took

place mostly in Volhynia and not in Galicia or in any other regions, where nobody experimented

with Polish-Ukrainian reconciliation. Some may think that Snyder got fascinated with Jozewski

or with the Pitsudski camp in general and this is why Sketchesfrom a Secret War may resemble

works by Pilsudskiite historians, such as WJadysJaw Pobog-Malinowski. It is true that Jozewski

was a captivating figure, but did he really fit in his era? Maybe, like Pilsudski and the disap-

pearing Polish gentry of the eastern borderlands, he was intellectually and mentally rooted in the

nineteenth century and did not manage to adjust to the twentieth century, the era of totalitari-

anisms and wars of annihilation. Is this why Snyder’s picture of World War II is sketchy,

compared to his treatment of the 1 920s?

Similar questions could be multiplied, for Sketches from a Secret War is saturated with

controversial issues. But this does not change the fact that Snyder’s book is an instant classic and

no one interested in the history of Polish-Ukrainian-Soviet relations can ignore it. The book

should also be an encouragement to many historians, not only from Eastern Europe, who
specialize in local problems but believe that they are too complicated and too hermetic to

introduce them to Western readers. Snyder has proven that even the most difficult and unknown
issues can be clearly explained and presented in a fascinating way.

Piotr Wrobel

University of Toronto
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Lynne Viola. The Unknown Gulag: The Lost World ofStalin ’s Special

Settlements. New York: Oxford University Press, 2009. xxvi, 278 pp.

U.S.$ 19.95 paper.

Most works on the Stalinist terror’s penal mechanisms focus on the executions and the

extensive network of labour camps known as the Gulag. Professor Viola has written the first

book (originally published in cloth in 2007) in English on an often-neglected component of

this system—^the “forgotten archipelago” of special settlements for those sentenced to internal

exile. Ukrainian specialists will find Viola’s book particularly important, because the Stalinist

state first developed the web of special settlements to accommodate mass deportations of

“kulaks” during collectivization. Ukrainian peasants constituted a large share of the original

“special settlers.”

Like the transition to wholesale collectivization, the policy of “liquidating the kulaks as a

class” was an ad hoc decision. Stalin and his lieutenants decided the fate of the deported

peasant families as an afterthought, when the first trains loaded with the exiles were already in

transit. The deputy head of the secret police, Genrikh Yagoda, came up with the concept of

“colonization villages,” which would be a self-sufficient form of penal servitude and at the

same time assist with the economic development of the remote regions. The first on the list of

such regions was the Russian republic’s Northern Territory, with its centre in Arkhangelsk

and its northern reaches extending into the Arctic Circle. Within the first wave of kulak

deportees, Ukrainians “accounted for the lion’s share of the Northern exiles” (p. 71). Because

of the harsh conditions in this forbidding region and total neglect on the part of the local

authorities, even official estimates put the 1930 mortality rate among the special settlers in the

North at “no less than 15 percent” (p. 1 15).

Moreover, in the spring of 1930, when Stalin hypocritically called for the correction of

mistakes that were made during all-out collectivization, the first secretary of the Northern

Region, S. A. Bergavinov, argued against releasing Ukrainians. Influenced by his civil-war

experiences in Ukraine, Bergavinov insisted that there could be few mistakes with classifying

Ukrainian peasants as kulaks. Even if their socio-economic status had been determined in-

correctly, “those who came from ‘bandit’ stock, especially from border areas, represented a

danger” (p. 71). Yet Bergavinov’s idea to turn his region into a “wooden Donbass” (p. 65) by

developing the forestry industry with the help of slave labour did not quite work, because the

undeveloped infrastructure could not accommodate larger numbers of exiles. (Bergavinov was

executed as an “enemy of the people” in 1937.)

Subsequent convoys of deportees from Soviet Ukraine and elsewhere were therefore chan-

neled to Siberia, the Urals, and Kazakhstan. These peasant exiles were used as slave labour on

a large scale during the construction of the world’s largest steel mill in Magnitogorsk.

Available official data from 1930 and 1931 put the total number of deportees from Ukraine at

63,817 families (p. 195). Back in the Ukrainian republic, the secret police reported a

“movement” developing in thirty-two rural districts for the return of mistakenly dispossessed

fellow villagers. Family members and friends of the exiled sent petitions, dispatched

delegations, and even involved some rural soviets in their efforts to help the deportees (p.

121). Eventually the authorities allowed the release of children under fourteen to the care of

their relatives. In spite of the system of collective responsibility instituted in the special

settlements, peasants also fled en masse; as many as 215,856 had gone missing by 1933 (p.

151). The special settlements’ porous borders fueled Stalin’s paranoia about escaped kulak

saboteurs being everywhere, and this led directly to the “anti-kulak operation” of 1937, when
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I 46,215 people in the special settlements and escapees were arrested. Most of them were exe-

||

cuted (p. 165).

The artificial famine of 1 932-33 also took a terrible toll on the peasant exiles in all corners

I
of the Soviet Union. The statistics are incomplete, with the number of deaths in the Northern

j

Territory in 1933 fixed at 14,896, and in all the special settlements in 1932 and 1933 at

241,355 (pp. 140-41). Viola also shows that the famine became a turning point in the history

I

of Stalinist penal institutions: henceforth the state saw the special settlements as a drain on

resources. Consequently the Soviet authorities switched their focus to developing prison

camps managed directly by that the secret police managed directly, and they soon overtook

i
the special settlements as the principal penal institutions.

j

At the start of the Soviet-German War in 1941, the special settlements contained some

930,000 exiles, with one-half of them toiling in industry and the other half split between

forestry and agriculture. In April 1942, however, the state began conscripting men from the

I

special settlements into the army while simultaneously emancipating their families. In 1945

I all of the remaining exiled kulaks were granted full citizen’s rights, but they were not allowed

to leave their places of exile without official permission until 1954. The stigma of being an

i

exiled kulak or a kulak child remained with them until the collapse of the Soviet Union.

One of the very few drawbacks of this excellent book is that it focuses almost exclusively

on exiled peasants or the original special settlers. However, beginning in the mid- 1930s the

settlements also included significant numbers of exiled urban “undesirables” (both political

I

prisoners and criminal) and of victims of the so-called ethnic deportations. Viola mentions

briefly that during 1939 and 1940 forced deportations from “Poland” “restocked the special

settlements with a new generation of exiles” (p. 168), but she does not elaborate on what hap-

pened to these newcomers or how the changing population of exiles changed the workings of

the system.

Lynn Viola has done the profession a great service by writing the first study in English on

this important and little-known aspect of the Stalinist Terror. It is remarkably well written and

will win favour with the general reader as well.

Serhy Yekelchyk

University of Victoria

Halyna Hryn, ed. Hunger by Design: The Great Ukrainian Famine and Its

-I Soviet Context. Cambridge, MA: Ukrainian Research Institute, Harvard

(University, 2008. xii, 150 pp. U.S.$24.95 paper. Distributed by Harvard

University Press.

I The Ukrainian Research Institute at Harvard University (hereafter HURl) published this book

to mark the seventy-fifth anniversary of the Ukrainian Famine of 1932-33. The content is

i based partly on a symposium held in October 2003. It is sorely needed: there has been very

J
little published of monograph length in English since the appearance of Robert Conquest’s

\
Harvest ofSorrow, in 1986, itself a result of a scholarly project initiated by HURl.

]
For over fifty years the Soviet authorities concealed the famine from the public, but still it

-is difficult to distance oneself from the enormity of the crime that Stalin and his subordinates

jjcarried out. That fact also makes it difficult to produce objective and detached books and

jarticles. This volume is a fine beginning. All of the authors herein have produced original

(research and offer balanced conclusions. Moreover their work covers not only Ukraine, but
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also Kazakhstan and the Urals, and thus this book offers a comparative perspective that allows

the reader to draw some conclusions about which events were common to all and which were

unique to Ukraine.

As Lubomyr Hajda notes in his introduction, much has happened since 1986, including the

opening of former Soviet archives and the decision by the Ukrainian and some international

governments to recognize the Famine—now known officially as the Holodomor—as an act of

genocide based on the UN definition of 1948.

Terry Martin’s paper at the symposium could not be published here for contractual reasons.

Two others, by Nicolo Panciola and Gijs Kessler, were published in an earlier volume of

Harvard Ukrainian Studies and are reproduced without changes. Another, by Sergei Maksudov,

continues a study that originated in the 1980s. Thus the volume does not contain a great deal that

is new. Nevertheless it contains some fascinating insights and valuable information.

There are a number of problematic areas in Famine/Holodomor research, of which two

need to be highlighted here. The first is the question of numbers. In his article on the

collectivization-famine in Kazakhstan, Nicolo Picolo wisely comments that the number of

victims will never be known precisely. No one counted victims. The Kazakhs, as herders with

a sizeable contingent of nomads, might represent a special case. But the numbers issue would

cause confusion for an uninformed reader.

Thus Andrea Graziosi, in a well-argued and authoritative paper, accepts the use of the tag of

genocide but cites a death toll in Ukraine in 1932-33 of 3.5-3.8 million and several hundred

thousand in the North Caucasus, which contained a majority population of ethnic Ukrainians. In

the following article, Hennadii Boriak of the Institute of Ukraine’s History of the National

Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, and formerly Ukraine’s chief archivist, maintains that

available documents encompass three million deaths, which is only about one-third of the total.

Next, Maksudov, in his lengthy chronological account that takes up a large portion of the book,

states that the losses of ethnic Ukrainians were 4.1 million—a figure close to that of Graziosi.

These discrepancies lead into the second issue, namely the politicization of the Fam-

ine/Holodomor. In his eloquent essay George G. Grabowicz deals with the question in part.

He notes the absence of a monument similar to the one for Vietnam casualties in Washington,

and the impossibility of conveying the mass scale of Ukraine’s tragedy. He takes issue justi-

fiably with “famine deniers,” particularly journalists and scholars writing even as late as 2003,

many of which attacked Conquest’s book, and concludes that today the case for genocide is

“incontrovertible.” Boriak is in agreement but bemoans the unfortunate practice— it occurred

in Conquest’s Harvest ofSorrow and in the 1985 Canadian film about the Famine, Harvest of

Despair directed by Slawko Nowytski—of substituting photographs of the famine of 1921-22

because of the dearth of available photographs from 1932-33.

Indeed, the case for genocide, especially given the broad UN definition, is very strong, and

Boriak does a service to research with the disclosure of the document found in the Odesa State

Archive (reprinted in this book) showing how the authorities removed death registration books

from the village councils, after which they became classified material of district executive

committees. Several authors also show convincingly that although there was widespread

hunger and starvation—Kessler offers the example of the three mainly ethnic Russian oblasts

of Cheliabinsk, Ob-lrtysh, and Sverdlovsk in the Urals—only in Ukraine was there a mass

famine that had an anti-national component.

Nevertheless, the politicization of the Famine is not unique to the Soviet side. It would

have been useful for Grabowicz in particular to round out his article by applying the same

investigative approach to the actions of the Yushchenko government and the Ukrainian
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diaspora, both of which may have hindered rather than aided research by inflating the number

of victims (it has risen as high as 10 million in recent reports and documentaries, including

several YouTube clips) and trying to direct the course of research.

During his time as president, Yushchenko attempted to make genocide denial a criminal

offense. The lamentable practice of competitive victimization, postcard petitions, as well as

inflation of the number of victims may help to explain why, as Grabowicz notes, large

numbers of Ukraine’s inhabitants still deny that genocide took place. Many regard the

discussion as a political campaign.

Overall, however, this book is a valuable companion to Conquest’s book and to the vol-

,
umes of eyewitness testimony issued by the U.S. Commission on the Ukraine Famine in the

late 1980s, under the direction of the late James E. Mace. Boriak reveals that the entire

archives of materials on the Famine in Ukraine contain 70,000-80,000 documents in some

2,000 collections and fonds. Many were destroyed, but there are certainly enough for

!
researchers to produce a series of books. This HURI volume should serve as a suitable clarion

I call to Western researchers.

David R. Marples

I

University ofAlberta

I

Serhii Kokin and Marc Junge, editors. Velykyi teror v Ukraini: “Kurkulska

operatsiia” 1937-1938 rr. Parts 1-2 (2 vols.). Kyiv: Vydavnychyi dim

“Kyievo-mohylianska akademiia,” 2010. 614 and 598 pp. UAH 100 cloth.

These two volumes stem from the Russian-Ukrainian-German joint research project on

“Stalinism in the Soviet Provinces, 1937-1938: Mass Operation No. 00447,” which has

already resulted in a number of collections of documents and research monographs. Velykyi

teror v Ukraini is of considerable importance, and its publication is to be welcomed. It con-

I
tains some 450 archival documents (mainly from the archive of the Security Service of

Ukraine [SBU, the Ukrainian successor to the KGB and NKVD]) and dozens of statistical

I

diagrams and analytical essays. True to the mission of this project, these volumes provide not

only documents from the central archives in Kyiv and Moscow but also from oblast archives

I

in Donetsk, Kharkiv, Odesa, and other parts of Ukraine. Attention to the oblasts is based on

'( the premise that a full account of Stalin’s mass terror is only possible through a detailed

i' analysis of how it was actually implemented on the ground. This is, as the editors admit, a

I

“roundabout way” {obkhidnym shliakhom, 1: 6) of explicating the historical event, but it does

I have the merit of complementing Moscow-based views with provincial perspectives.

;j

The documents herein shed much light on the concrete process of mass terror in Ukraine.

I

Kokin and Junge concentrated on the so-called “kulak operation” (based on NKVD Order

00447 of July 1937), a part of Stalin’s repressive campaign known as the “Great Terror.”

I Through this operation, 121,994 people were arrested, and of them 70,868 were executed in

I

Ukraine. Far from all of the repressed were kulaks. Many common criminals and “other

i counter-revolutionary elements” were terrorized en masse in this operation. In 1938 in par-

ijticular, the ratio of those repressed as “other counter-revolutionaries” rose sharply. There is no

evidence that Ukraine as a Soviet republic suffered disproportionately. If anything, pro-

jportionately speaking Ukraine as a whole suffered somewhat less: 121,994 people repressed

jin Soviet Ukraine account for about 18 per cent of the total repressed in the USSR, whereas

jthe republic accounted for almost 20 per cent of the all-Union population in 1937.

I
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This is the reason why, in their analytical essay, Junge and Bonwetsch state that although

they have not found reliable statistical data showing national characteristics of the kulak in

Ukraine (and the USSR), Ukraine was not terrorized disproportionately (2: 424). They might

also have noted, however, that a very large number of people were repressed as members of

Ukrainian “nationalist counter-revolutionary organizations.” To be sure, numerous Russians

were repressed as “monarchists” and “White Guards.” Yet were there any cases in which

Russians were arrested as “Russian nationalists” at the time? It is unlikely. In this sense, Junge

and Bonwetsch’s assertion that Ukraine was “a microcosm of the Soviet Union” (2: 420) is

difficult to accept.

The most significant challenge presented by these volumes is that the editors separate the

“kulak operation” completely from the “national operations.” For reasons of analysis, the

disaggregation may be understandable, but more effort to integrate the “kulak operation” into

the Great Terror is necessary. The result is that the analysis is self-contradictory. Junge states

that the “kulak operation” reflected the Soviet govemmenf s desire to cleanse the country of

individuals whom the state considered potentially hostile and disloyal (1: 425). Yet in an

analytical essay written with Bonwetsch, he goes out of his way to try to show that the “kulak

operation” was meant to be a tool of “social engineering,” a “turn from the protection of cities

especially important to the regime to the social and economic stabilization of the countryside

by way of penal measures” (2: 424). They emphasize that the threat of war was not an

important factor at least until early 1938, and that in any case it was not a decisive factor.

Unfortunately they do not ask why Stalin wanted to “stabilize the countryside” by such

extreme measures as mass killings. Moreover, when one examines individual case files, one

sees very little practical difference between the “kulak operation” and the “national

operations.” Did it make any difference, for instance, whether a Polish peasant in Ukraine was

executed as a kulak or a Pole? Hardly.

Oddly, for this reviewer, Ukrainian historiography is not integrated into the two volumes:

some important works on terror in Ukraine are missing. Even though Velykyi teror v Ukraini

was published by the Kyiv-Mohyla Academy publishing house, its two retsenzenty are Rus-

sian historians from Novosibirsk, one of whom is also a contributor to an essay in volume

two. No specialist of Ukraine seems to have reviewed the manuscript. That being said, both

volumes’ strength is clear: they have made important documents readily available. They

should be read widely by the community of scholars in the field.

Hiroaki Kuromiya

Indiana University

John Czaplicka, Nida Gelazis, and Blair Ruble, eds. Cities after the Fall of

Communism: Reshaping Cultural Landscapes and European Identity.

Washington, DC, and Baltimore: Woodrow Wilson Center Press and

Johns Hopkins University Press, 2009. x, 368 pp. U.S.$65 cloth.

The Second World War brought about the deaths of tens of millions, the devastation of the

world economy, the forcible movement of millions of people across continents, and the

reconfiguration of Europe's borders and national homelands, especially in East Central

Europe. Mass deportations, mass expulsions, and genocide changed the rural and urban land-

scapes of this region. (For an excellent overview of these forced migrations, see Phillip Ther

and Ana Siljak, eds.. Redrawing Nations: Ethnic Cleansing in East-Central Europe, 1944-
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1948 [Lanham, MD: Rowan & Littlefield, 2001]). Polish Wilno, for example, became Vilnius,

Lithuania’s new capital. Breslau and Stettin, which were German cities, became Wroclaw and

Szczecin, cities in Poland’s mythologized “Recovered Lands.” Poland's Lwow, a city con-

tested by Ukrainians in the interwar period, became Lviv, the unofficial capital of Western

Ukraine. Prussia's Konigsberg became the Russian Federation's Kaliningrad.

Not only did the international borders encompassing these cities change, new national

groups supplanted the old ones and the populations of East Central Europe fell under the post-

war Soviet sphere of influence for nearly all of the next five decades. In this Cold War period the

Soviet Union created a new world order based on the principles of Marxism-Leninism and

Russian national interests. Further, the Communist authorities established a single interpretation

of the pre-Communist past. They ignored the complex prewar urban, multiethnic, and multi-

cultural legacies in their official histories and soon excluded them from public memory. Only

individual memories and the unique architectures of Lviv, Tallinn, Vilnius, Wroclaw, Szczecin,

and Kaliningrad silently challenged this cleansed past.

John Czaplicka, Nida Gelazis, and Blair Ruble produced this superb multi-authored

collection of essays examining the post-Communist response to these post-war changes in

eleven cities in five countries—Russia (Novgorod, Kaliningrad), Poland (Wroclaw, Lodz, and

Szczecin), Ukraine (Lviv, Kharkiv, Odesa, and Sevastopol), Estonia (Tallinn), and Lithuania

(Vilnius). With the collapse of the Communist order, the residents of these cities encountered

long-term economic declines and radical political transformations. In light of these traumatic

experiences, how did these cities’ leaders and populations interpret (or reinterpret) the

symbolic and material influences of the past in order to orient themselves to the present or to

their anticipated future? How did these predominantly mono-ethnic cities now deal with the

multinational diversities of their pasts? More importantly, how would they now deal with their

relationship to “Europe”?

Influenced by Mikhail Gorbachev’s glasnost, perestroika, and democratization in the late

1980s, many cities began celebrating different anniversaries than those memorialized in the

Communist past. Many changed the language of various public signs, renamed Soviet-era

street names, and restored architectural monuments, including churches and the housing

quarters of the vanquished peoples that existed before the Soviet era. They also purged

Communist symbols, statues, and plaques honouring Lenin and other prominent Soviet

leaders, and erected new monuments. But the commemorations did not just bring back the old

traditions of the new majority populations. Tallinn’s embrace of postmodernist architecture

and urban design, for example, also represented a sharp break with the Soviet past (see Jorg

Hackmann’s article, pp. 10-36).

Of the above-mentioned cities in this collection, Novgorod, Lviv, Tallinn, Vilnius,

Wroclaw, Lodz, and Szczecin led this anti-Communist schism. In some cities, such as Vilnius,

a new local master narrative emerged within the framework of an open discourse, where all

citizens participated and where all reached a consensus. In other cities, such as Wroclaw, each

resident “carries his or her own version ... in his or her mind. Everyone can pick from a

diverse local history—whatever suits. Today, all of the city's monuments, both old and new,

do not collectively convey a single simple message.” Thus Wroclaw, according to Gregor

Thum, “has become a postmodern place” (p. 99).

Yet in other cities, such as Sevastopol, the post-Communist elites and local populations

retained the old local, pro-Russian master narratives with a few, minor modifications. Most
importantly, not all cities (as exemplified by Kharkiv) have ruptured their ties with the
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Communist era. Each of these eleven cities possessed, and still retains, different urban polit-

ical cultures and sets of self-perceptions.

Building on this heterogeneity, the post-Communist period accentuated these differences.

In addition to the length of time under Russian or Soviet rule, these eleven cities provided a

diverse set of responses to the existential questions posed above. Generally most of these

cities chose either a “European turn” or a “local turn” (p. 10).

Collective memory incorporates both the diverse social memories of a people’s lived

experiences and the historical memory of the past. Social memories are not uniform or static.

Most importantly, they do not endure. With each successive decade, social memories erode

and then disappear. A learned historical memory shaped by the writing of history and by

images from the past then replaces social memories. (See Maurice Halbwachs, On Collective

Memory [Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1992].) In free societies, the historical

memory incorporates a diversity of views. In unfree societies governments attempt to sculpt

the body of historical memory on a procrustean bed in order to make it conform to the ruling

party’s interpretation of the world.

The greater the length of time within the Soviet sphere, the greater the sculpting; or so it

appears. Novgorod, Odesa, Sevastopol, and Kharkiv belonged to the Soviet sphere from 1920;

Vilnius, Wroclaw, Tallinn, Kaliningrad, Lviv, Lodz, and Szczecin, from 1944, if not also in

1939^1. At first glance, the longer a city was a part of the Soviet sphere, the less reform-

minded it became. But Novgorod does not meet this expectation, as Nicolai N. Petro points

out. Building on its heritage as a medieval city with extensive cultural and political pluralism

and strong commercial ties with the West, Novgorod sought “to anchor it(self) firmly in

Europe” after Communism’s collapse (p. 67). Between 1994 and 2004, according to Petro,

“the Novgorod region obtained more foreign direct investment per capita than any region of

Russia, but Moscow” (p. 71). Predominantly Russian cities are not necessarily bastions of

conservatism and provincialism. One can act locally as well as globally at the same time.

How do recently mono-ethnic cities, such as Lviv, Vilnius, Lodz, and Wroclaw, celebrate

their multinational pasts? Despite recent efforts to come to terms with the diversity of the post-

war and post-Communist periods, the Jews disappeared from the East European landscape. In

Vilnius, Lviv, and Wroclaw the new majority populations have come to terms with the Poles and

the Germans, but less so with Jews and others. This does not necessarily imply that the

Lithuanian, Polish, and Ukrainian residents retain or possess an antipathy toward the Jews. The

Lithuanians, Poles, Ukrainians, and Germans still interact within the same European neigh-

borhood, but within secure post-war borders. Owing to the Nazi decimation of the once populous

and vibrant Jewish community, Jewry in East Central Europe ceased to exist. Many Lithuanians,

Poles, and Ukrainians feel uneasy about commemorating the Jewish past because they, as

groups, have not completely confronted their participation in Hitler’s Final Solution, as have the

Germans. But the Holocaust’s complexity and horrible choices in East Central Europe demand a

thorough historical investigation without preconditions. Failure to commemorate the Jewish past

in these areas means to acquiesce—if only indirectly—in the Final Solution.

At the core of the essays on these cities is the question of their “return to Europe.” But not

all authors (or residents of these cities!) agree on a common definition for “return,” much less

what “Europe” represents. Some cities that orient themselves towards Europe seek to honour

and revitalize the multiethnic heritage of the past in order to raise themselves to a more

cosmopolitan, European level. As Joanna Michlic points out, the “endorsement of Lodz’s pre-

1918 heritage as part of the local identity is symptomatic of a more general national re-

orientation that has been taking place in Poland since the fall of Communism: a turn to the
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! culture of civic nationalism. This orientation has been gaining strength in Poland, particularly

'! since the second half of the 1990s and the early 2000s” (p. 288). In Kharkiv, however, as

' Volodymyr Kravchenko emphasizes, the symbolism of “Europe” is “generally confined to the

sphere of business and policy: “Primarily, it refers to the European standards of life, lifestyles,

j

and fashion, and only secondarily does it signify standards of democracy, civil society, or

j

professional culture” (p. 244).

I

As the essays demonstrate, civic nationalism has not permeated most of Ukraine’s largest

cities. The essays on Odesa (co-authored by Oleg Gubar and Patricia Herlihy), Sevastopol

(Karl D. Qualls), Kharkiv (Volodymyr Kravchenko), and Lviv (Liliana Hentosh and Bohdan

Tscheres) describe and analyze the great urban heterogeneity in present-day Ukraine and the

challenges of the “quadruple” post-Communist transition (democratization, marketization,

state building, and nation building).

Since the fall of Communism and the proclamation of Ukrainian independence in 1991,

I
Odesa, Kharkiv, and Sevastopol renewed their emphasis on local identities, but each manifests a

i unique twist. These cities, like much of eastern and southern Ukraine, identify themselves

(especially Sevastopol) more with Moscow than with Kyiv, and more with Russia than with

a Europe.

I

The people of Odesa differentiate themselves from all other cities, celebrating their

i

j

uniqueness and wit. In the light of Odesa’s founding in 1794, the city’s inhabitants imagine

k themselves as Europeans and believe they live in a multinational city by catering to the

^
I

descendants of foreigners (pp. 151-52). Sevastopol, the primary port for the Russian Black

t Sea Fleet, is a predominantly Russian city within the boundaries of Ukraine. According to

Qualls, since the end of the Second World War “residents and non-residents alike have been

B bombarded with a set of images that help to define the city’s identity and role in Russian and

» Soviet history, often in conflict with Europe” (p.l70). Sevastopol’s identification with Russia

i
I

strengthened its turn away from Europe and its resistance to integration into independent

\

I

Ukraine. Both are closely intertwined. In line with this attitude, many of Sevastopol’s citizens

fc
I
believe that Ukraine should return Crimea to the Russian Federation. In embracing the

: Russian identity, the city’s post-war planners have ignored the pre-war contributions of the

I Crimean Tatars (deported by the Soviets in 1944) and the Crimean Karaite Jews (exterminated

I

j

by the Nazis during the war).

I

f If Odesa defines itself as a European city, and Sevastopol as a Russian city somehow
misplaced in Ukraine, Kharkiv emphasizes its Soviet traditions, its Russian Orthodox and

Russian imperial traditions, and its Ukrainian identity. In everyday life, the city’s residents do

not want to choose from among the competing identities. They desire to have it several ways

at once, not unlike those with pre-modem identities and multiple sets of loyalties. Kharkiv still

memorializes Soviet Communist leaders not only from the Brezhnev and Khrushchev eras,

but also from the age of Stalin and Lenin (p. 243).

In light of the high percentage of those inhabitants who identify themselves as Russians in

these cities, many have acquired a vested interest in preserving the status quo in the Russian

or Soviet past. Unlike the residents of Novgorod, many Russian urban residents remain

uneasy about Ukraine’s “quadruple” transition, especially its state-building and nation-

L building projects. Lviv is a relat8ively recent (post- 1945) addition to the Ukrainian urban

'

I

environment. Its population, now overwhelmingly Ukrainian and Ukrainian-speaking, em-

:
j

braces both a pan-Ukrainian identity and one focused on Western Ukrainian history and
I traditions. Most of Lviv’s population identifies with Kyiv, not Moscow. This city also defines

itself as a European city, but its sense of Europe is very different from Odesa’s.
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The demographic and political aftermath of the Second World War strengthened the

cultural ambiguity among cities in Ukraine’s different regions. Although the war, according to

Timothy Snyder (in his book The Reconstruction of Nations: Poland, Ukraine, Lithuania,

Belarus, 1569-1999 [New Haven: Yale University Press, 2003], 5), completed the process of

dividing the Poles, Lithuanians, Ukrainians, and Belarusians into modem national communi-

ties that possessed their own states, these communities did not emerge as homogenous polit-

ical entities.

With the Soviet victory in the Second World War, the Ukrainian SSR acquired eastern

Galicia and eastern Volhynia from Poland, northern Bukovyna from Romania, and Transcar-

pathia from Czechoslovakia. At the end of the Second World War, Stalin and his colleagues, in

effect, incorporated the majority of Ukrainians living in East Central Europe into a single Soviet

republic. However, despite the slight rise in the overall percentage of those who identified them-

selves as Ukrainians in the Ukrainian SSR between 1939 and 1959, the post-war border changes

and population exchanges did not transform it into a nationally pure state. Unlike the Polish

People’s Republic, which became nationally homogeneous after the devastation of the war and

the exchanges of populations in the late 1940s, post-war Soviet Ukraine remained “nationally

diverse” but “regionally homogeneous.”!According to the 1959 Soviet census, the first one after

the war, 77 percent of the republic’s population identified themselves as Ukrainians.)

The Western Ukrainian territories that the USSR incorporated after the war became more

Ukrainian demographically. Whereas in the 1930s those who identified themselves as Ukrain-

ians in those regions comprised 63.4 per cent of the population in Poland, 61.6 per cent in

Czechoslovakia, and 43.4 per cent in Rumania (see Piotr Eberhardt, Ethnic Groups and

Population Changes in Twentieth-Century Central-Eastern Europe: History, Data, Analysis

[Armonk, NY: M. E. Sharpe, 2003], 212, 213, 214), according to the Soviet census of 1959

Ukrainians comprised 91 per cent of Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, and Ternopil oblasts, 94 percent of

Volyn and Rivne oblasts, 75 percent of Transcarpathia oblast, and 67 percent of Chemivtsi

oblast. Between 1939 and 1959 the percentage of those who identified themselves as Ukrainians

also increased in the agricultural regions under Soviet control since 1920. But with the post-war

transfer of many Russian and Russified cadres to Ukraine’s central, southern, and eastern in-

dustrial regions, those regions (with the exception of Zaporizhzhia and Mykolaiv oblasts and the

city of Kyiv) became more Russian. (See Itogi Vsesoiuznoi perepisi naseleniia 1959 goda:

Ukrainskaia SS [Moscow: Gosstatizdat], 168, 174-79.) All of Ukraine’s territories established

various sets of “tipping points”—^the critical mass needed to maintain the Ukrainian language

and culture or to abandon it.

Highly nuanced and intellectually stimulating. Cities after the Fall ofCommunism investi-

gates the formation of multiple historical perspectives and how (and why) urban residents re-

formulated their self-perceptions and social memories after the trauma of Communism’s

collapse. The pictures of monuments and architectural designs in the book are well integrated

into the text. Unfortunately the volume does not contain any maps illustrating the post-war

border changes and the location of the cities profiled. If such maps are included in a second

edition of this book, it would be an excellent text on the evolution of collective memories and

urban identities in post-Communist Europe and suitable for upper-level undergraduate and for

graduate courses. In the meantime, all specialists on the history and politics of cities in East

Central Europe should read this book.

George O. Liber

University ofAlabama at Birmingham
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Andrej N. Lushnycky and Mykola Riabchuk, eds. Ukraine on Its

Meandering Path between East and West. Interdisciplinary Studies on

Central and Eastern Europe 4. Bern: Peter Lang, 2009. 210 pp. U.S.$73.95

paper.

Larissa M. L. Zaleska Onyshkevych and Maria G. Rewakowicz, eds.

Contemporary Ukraine on the Cultural Map ofEurope. Armonk, NY, and

London: M. E. Sharpe in co-operation with the Shevchenko Scientific

Society, 2009. xxxii, 471 pp. U.S.$89.95 cloth.

Ukraine has been described as a “borderland.” The most pessimistic observers, like Andrew

Wilson, say it is an “unexpected nation,” neither “east” nor “west,” a land caught between two

great civilizations that have fought their philosophical, ideological, religious, and economic

battles on Ukraine’s territory. Most propagandistic observers claim that Ukraine is either

entirely European, as a matter of fact the heart or centre of Europe, or that Ukraine is a Slavic

or even historically a Russian nation. These two volumes, although attempting in some sense

to elucidate these myths, fall into the trap (bar a few choice chapters) of the dichotomous

conception of the identity of Ukraine, its society, politics, and culture.

The editors of both volumes have chosen book titles that may or may not adequately frame

the discussion in their respective compilations. Ukraine on Its Meandering Path between East

and West, while eye-catching, tends to reproduce the myth of a bipolar dichotomy used by

academics to frame all analyses of Ukrainian politics and society. Either Ukraine is

“Western,” “modernizing,” “Orange” and European, or it is an “Eastern,” “backsliding,” and

“blackmail state” within Russia’s sphere of influence. The authors (Mykola Riabchuk, Nicole

Gallina, Marta Dyczok, Olexiy Haran and Petro Burkovsky, Mychailo Wynnyckyj, Tammy
Lynch, James Sherr, and Mark Andryczyk) focus on the failings of Ukrainian politics and

politicians, specifically, in post-Orange Revolution Ukraine.

While Onyshkevych and Rewakowicz’ s volume uses a less controversial title, it none-

theless sets itself up to prove that contemporary Ukraine is on the cultural map of Europe. The

book’s contributors are Roman Szporluk, Mykola Riabchuk, Giulia Lami, Oxana Pachlovska,

Andrew Sorokowski, Catherine Wanner, Elehie Natalie Skoczylas, Myroslava Antonovych,

I

Marian J. Rubchak, Maria Zubrytska, Larissa M. L. Zaleska Onyshkevych, Michael M.

I

Naydan, Ola Hnatiuk, Lidia Stefanowska, Marko Robert Stech, Marko Pavlyshyn (two ar-

!

tides), Maxim Tarnawsky, Maria G. Rewakowicz, Serhii Vakulenko, Michael Moser, Laada

j

Bilaniuk, Yuri Shevchuk, Marta Dyczok, Myroslav Shkandrij, and Virko Baley. In their

introduction the editors feel it necessary to explicate and validate their choice of situating

Ukraine in Europe, claiming that Ukraine, while initially a European nation, has now “re-

turned to Europe” and reaffirmed its European choice in 2004. Unfortunately, not all of the

contributions, divided into three sections that can be roughly described as discussing (1)

political history, (2) literature, and (3) language and culture, adequately deal with the issue of

Ukraine on the cultural map of Europe. The particular topics discussed, be it politics,

literature, language, or art, are not explicitly framed in, by, or against the European context.

I
Thus the text, while well written and highly informative, seems not to have a unifying theme.

In Ukraine on Its Meandering Path, the more political-science based volume, Mykola
Riabchuk sets the pace by eloquently and painstakingly outlining the role of the “blackmail

state” and the poor quality of Ukrainian democracy leading up to 2004. Gallina, Haran and
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Burkovsky, Wynnyckyj, and Lynch cover post-Orange political and institutional failings; they

outline Ukraine-EU relations, the difficulty of power sharing, and the post 2006 elite insti-

tutional conflict respectively. Meanwhile Sherr explores Ukraine’s relations with Russia. The

authors point out in detail the obvious shortcomings of institutional conflict based in consti-

tutional ambiguities (brought on by the 8 December 2004 constitutional amendments) and

Russia’s post-Orange attempt to assert power and influence in Ukraine by way of its control

over gas supply. Yet the authors fail to acknowledge that part of the conflict, specifically its

visibility, is a symptom of the small success of the Orange Revolution, which we often seem

to forget. The sheer fact that Ukraine is no longer a “blackmail state” and that “machine

politics” is not an effective tool for those in power tells us that a great deal has indeed changed

since Leonid Kuchma’s presidency. There always have been multiple poles of politico-

economic power in Ukraine, and they have indeed been regionally divided. Yet, central gov-

ernment power has been so forceful that it could control, quell, or at least make less visible the

on-going conflicts between various politico-economic elites. This being said, the authors are

correct in emphasizing the negative effects of institutional design, which facilitates or even

provokes political conflict and stalemate. They repeatedly make the case for constitutional

amendment, although, much like this reader, they are skeptical about where the political

initiative will come from. The January 2010 presidential elections have made it highly unlike-

ly that constitutional changes will be made any time soon.

Dyczok’s chapter on the state of Ukrainian media between 2004 and 2006 is an insightful

piece about the progress and divergence in the media sphere following the Orange Revolution.

It adequately frames the above-described discussion by her colleagues. Dyczok demonstrates

that the post-Orange media’s benefits are hidden due to uncertainties about how the

institutions are run and what the new “rules of the game” are. She makes clear that while there

is some rupture followed by measured progress, there is also a level of continuity.

The book’s last essay, Andryczyk’s “New Images of the Intellectual in Post-Soviet

Ukrainian Literature,” seems somewhat out of place because it is less oriented on politics than

the other essays. Andryczyk traces the intellectual and literary “people of the eighties” (the

Visimdesiatnyky) and likens them to the famous “people of the sixties” (the Shistdesiatnyky)

by contrasting and comparing their contribution to Ukrainian literature. While it is an

interesting contribution, it is too bad that Andryczyk does not unpack newer developments of

the late 1990s and early 2000s and fails to include the generation of writers under the age of

thirty-five who have been pushing the landscape of contemporary literature forward in recent

years.

Onyshkevych and Rewakowicz’s volume is broader in scope than Riabchuk and Lush-

nycky’s and should therefore appeal to a wider audience. While this reviewer is a political

scientist, it is useful to make a few points on the two-thirds of Contemporary Ukraine on the

Cultural Map of Europe dedicated to literature, language, art, and culture. Like Andryczyk,

the authors therein who focus on literature and art have not truly encompassed all of the new

literary voices. Zubrytska’s, Stefanowska’s, Stech’s, Pavlyshyn’s, and Shevchuk’s essays are

powerful, intelligent, and a pleasure to read. But, like most of the essays in the book’s last two

sections, they do not focus their attention on what can be loosely labeled the “new generation”

of Ukrainian writers (e.g., Serhii Zhadan, Natalka Sniadanko, Tania Maliarchuk, Taras

Prohasko, Sofiia Andrukhovych, Liubko Deresh). It would have been useful if the editors had

included at least essay about these younger authors and their works.

Similarly, Shkandrij’s short essay, whilst stating that it will address contemporary

Ukrainian art, only addresses the post- 1990 scene in one third of its text and fails to mention
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influential art hubs of the past two decades, such as the Dzyga Centre in Lviv and the promi-

nent (Soros) Contemporary Art Centre in Kyiv; nor does it mention more recent develop-

ments, such as the Pinchuk Art Centre and the Arsenal in Kyiv, both of which are hugely

important on the cultural scene in Ukraine today (even if they do symbolize the oligarch-

ization of contemporary art). Furthermore, there is no mention of the “new generation” of

highly successful Ukrainian artists such as REP, Hrupa SOSka (Kharkiv), Alevtyna Kakhidze,

and Ivan Bazak, or of some of the accomplished older guard like Tiberii Silvashi, Oleh Tistol,

Andrii Sahaidakivsky, and many more. The essays also contains makes a factual error: the

“Ukrainian Brand” exhibit, which in many ways was a milestone on the Ukrainian landscape

of contemporary art, took place at the (Soros) Contemporary Art Centre and not at the Kyiv-

Mohyla Academy National University. Without any other essays on the “new generation” of

writers and visual artists. Contemporary Ukraine is missing an important part of the landscape

of contemporary art and literature in Ukraine.

Among the volume’s essays in the social sciences, Szporluk’s, Riabchuk’s, Lami’s and

Dyczok’s stand out in terms of analysis and information. These authors attempt to take on the

theme outlined by the editors, and they critically ask, as Szporluk writes, “Where is Ukraine?”

He does this by analyzing institutions, ideas and actors, as well as historical and political

geography. These four essays engage the reader in an exploration of Ukrainian identity for-

mation coupled with today's socio-political realities. Szporluk opens our eyes to the concepts

of nation building by alluding to the building of a common German identity, reminding us that

the Germans may have had as much a difficult time in answering “Where is Germany?” as

Ukrainians have in describing whether or not Ukraine is in Europe. Riabchuk correctly points

out that there has been a move to the east, that it is the centre of Ukraine that has been since

2004 a liberalizing zone, and that it is too simplistic to talk in terms of “west” versus “east.”

He reiterates that identity in Ukraine is regional and not national. Although it is mentioned, it

could be better stressed that Ukrainians have a strong, common, cross-regional civic identity

and that linguistic, religious, and possibly ethnic diversities are not the most valuable ex-

planatory factors and not as significant as they have been made out to be (a point that

Skoczylas makes). Lami points to the issues of post-2004 continuity of elite-level conflict and

how constitutional ambiguities have affected political outcomes specifically with respect to

EU-Ukraine relations.

Dyczok’s powerful contribution seems out of place in the third section and fits well within

the scope of the themes discussed by Riabchuk and Skoczylas in the first section, specifically

regarding how identities and preferences are shaped. In her revealing and provocative essay

Dyczok describes the pre- and post-Orange Revolution mass media and questions current

social-science assumptions about how mass media influence the population. She states that

perhaps mass media reflect more than they impose upon Ukrainian citizens. Although one

could debate this, specifically how the centre of Ukraine, whilst more and more “liberal” and

more and more “Western,” is still bombarded by Russian and Russian-oriented media, Dyczok
correctly points out that our simplified dichotomous assumptions of Ukraine’s politico-

economic and cultural spheres may in fact miss the mark.

Szporluk’s, Riabchuk’s, and Dyczok’s essays could easily be assigned as mandatory

reading in university courses that discuss Ukraine’s political history or contemporary society.

While there are many differences in the subjects they cover, both volumes under review

share preoccupation widespread in Ukrainian studies today—trying to answer the question

“Where is Ukraine?” In some ways, both volumes reproduce the dichotomous choice of

Ukrainian political, economic, and cultural modernization, and it seems most of the authors
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see this as an “East” to “West” trajectory (whilst apparently not linear or unidirectional). After

reading both volumes, this reviewer is not any closer to understanding where on the

meandering path between East and West contemporary Ukraine is or what the post-Orange

Revolution political conflict and economic crisis meant for the country. Nor am 1 any closer to

believing or understanding whether, how, and where Ukraine is on the cultural map of

Europe. This does not mean that both volumes’ contributions are not well researched,

analytically balanced, and, for the most part, highly informative. But it is simply not clear why

Ukraine’s place, be it physical, political, or intellectual continues to be part of the framing

discussion if that place is not effectively interwoven into all of the essays.

Olga Onuch

University ofOxford

Peter W. Rodgers. Nation, Region, and History in Post-Communist

Transitions: Identity Politics in Ukraine, 1991-2006. Stuttgart: ibidem-

Verlag, 2008. 195 pp. €24.90 paper.

This is well-written book will be of interest to anyone who studies Ukraine’s identity politics.

In this revised doctoral dissertation Peter Rodgers provides a nuanced yet easily accessible

discussion of the complexities of hybrid, multi-faceted regional identities in contemporary

Ukraine. He engages with familiar questions of national identity and identity change, and

takes the discussion in new directions. Moving beyond the dominant binary “west-east” expla-

nation of Ukrainian identity, he unpacks the meta-region commonly referred to as “Eastern

Ukraine” by looking at regionalism in three oblasts adjacent to the Russian-Ukrainian

border—Luhansk, Kharkiv, and Sumy. To get at the heart of the issue, he chose an innovative

approach: to explore the education process in the years since Ukraine’s independence in 1991,

focusing specifically on the teaching and studying of history. His analysis is based on em-

pirical research conducted in the three selected oblasts, mainly by way of in-depth, qualitative

interviews conducted with students, teachers, professors, and educational administrators. Such

a comparative, multi-dimensional approach provides insight into the interaction between the

“top down” and “bottom up” processes.

Rodgers poses three central questions to delve into individuals’ subjective, fluid sense of

identity: “Where are we from?” “who are we?” and “who are we not?” Starting with a nuanced

discussion of the complex issues surrounding identity politics, he incorporates the larger

theoretical discussions and the specifics of the Ukrainian case. He then goes on to provide a

useful, clear, and succinct summary of the very diverse and complex histories of the three oblasts

he focusses on. In doing so he draws out the diversity among the three oblasts and also within

each oblast, as well as some often forgotten ties. For example, in pointing to the differences

between the northern and southern regions of Luhansk, he reminds the reader that the northern

areas were part of historic Slobidska Ukraine, as was much of Kharkiv, and that the Democratic

Movement of the Donbas was formed in Luhansk in 1990 rather than in Donetsk (pp. 68-73).

In laying the foundations for his own empirical data, Rodgers provides a chapter on the way

history has been taught in Ukraine since 1991. His focus is on the topics where the new Ukrain-

ian historical narrative has most hotly contested the old Soviet version of Ukraine’s history,

namely the Kyivan Rus' era, the Cossack period, the nineteenth century, and the most conten-

tious issues of the twentieth century, such as Ukraine’s independence struggle after the First

World War, the Holodomor, the Second World War, and the Ukrainian nationalist movement.
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The most interesting parts of Rodgers’s book are the chapters where he describes the inter-

I

views he conducted. Using many quotations effectively, he conveys the ideas and view of the

! teachers and students, as well as a few policy-makers, on how they view the history they are

I' teaching and learning. Here he allows his respondents to use their own words to present the

||
many different views and perspectives he encountered.

!|
Rodgers comments on the regional and generational differences; he makes the very sig-

||
nificant observation that all the actors are engaged in these discussions, not passively ab-

I sorbing information but critically examining it and engaging with the various information

I
sources they are receiving. Not surprisingly, many are finding this difficult. For example,

I

Rodgers quotes a Luhansk schoolboy; “That is the most difficult thing about the present day

history books, that earlier, about fifteen years ago, our parents were taught different things

from what we learn now, and we have to make a big decision. Whether it is this way or that

way, or maybe somewhere in the middle” (p. 131 ).

Also interesting and new is his discussion in chapter five of regional historical narratives and

the way regional history is being taught in the three oblasts. What would have made the book

even stronger is more analysis and synthesis of the results from the interviews. Despite their rich

detail, the reader is left with a rather impressionistic view and does not learn how many students

expressed which views and where. Were there majority opinions in the teachers’ and students’

debates about the Second World War And were there significant variations among the oblasts?

J Overall, this study is an important and valuable contribution to discussions of identity and

f regionalism in Ukraine, and it will be very useful for teaching at both the undergraduate and

|i graduate levels. I recommend it as required reading for journalists and policy-makers, who

i

often continue to view Ukraine from a narrow and inaccurate, binary “east-wesf
’
perspective.

Marta Dyczok

University of Western Ontario

Margrethe B. S0vik. Support, Resistance and Pragmatism: An
Examination ofMotivation in Language Policy in Kharkiv, Ukraine. Acta

Universitatis Stockholmiensis. Stockholm Slavic Studies 34. Stockholm:

Stockholm University, 2007. 351 pp. Paper. Free download at <su.diva-

portal.org/smash/get/diva2:197056/FULLTEXT01>.

1 This doctoral dissertation is the remarkable result of an in-depth sociolinguistic analysis of the

j

current Ukrainian-Russian language conflict in the city of Kharkiv. The study arose within a

supportive network of Swedish scholars and Ukrainianists from Canada and Ukraine. More-

over, a team of students and scholars from Kharkiv helped Margrethe Sovik organize both

!

individual and group interviews and undoubtedly contributed much to the successful circu-

i lation of the large-scale questionnaires, which found no fewer than 800 respondents,

j

In her cover text, the author defines the central topic of her study as “language policy

I

(conceptualized as language practices, language beliefs, and language management)” in

Kharkiv; she wants to demonstrate “how language conflict is not about language, but rather

about social positions, interests and value systems.” What she highlights as her most

j

important result is the fact that “language practices and language beliefs are often at odds.”

In her introductory chapters Sovik offers a general picture of the linguistic situation in

Kharkiv and an outline of her theoretical foundations. Her meticulous approach to termi-

nological questions often seems to betray the character of the study as a dissertation, yet even
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if some readers might find this scrupulosity at times exaggerated, they will be rewarded with a

number of useful references. Sovik tries to offer new insights by a combination of quantitative

and qualitative research methods (p. 23), although she consciously used “wordings, entire

questions or adapted questions from surveys conducted both in Ukraine and elsewhere” (p.

32). The target group of her interviews and questionnaires consisted above all of “academics,

cultural workers, journalists and students, and not on other groups such as assembly line

workers, farmers or plumbers.” The alleged reason for this choice is that the former group of

people “would be more concerned with the language issue” (p. 29), yet much more pragmatic

reasons might have come into play too, inasmuch as people from the educational and cultural

spheres can usually be accessed by scholars much more easily. It may be that a socially even

more stratified sample would have been more interesting and relevant.

Although Sovik’s methods and interpretations are generally convincing, one might regret

that some essential questions are not addressed: the reader learns that “all interviews were tape-

recorded and transcribed by persons fluent in both Russian and Ukrainian to minimize the risk of

misunderstandings” (p. 31) and that the questionnaires were available both in Ukrainian and in

Russian. However, she informs us that it unfortunately “took longer to finalize the Ukrainian

version than expected,” and at the beginning only the Russian version was distributed (p. 33).

One can also read that the author herself “conducted the Interviews, and most interviews were

conducted in Russian, a few in Ukrainian, and all group interviews in Russian” (p. 31). What is

not explained, though, is the very reason for the choice of the language in the interviews.

Moreover, as soon as both Ukrainian and Russian versions of the questionnaire became avail-

able, it might have been interesting to pay attention to the proportion of each version chosen by

the respondents. To be sure, although Sovik emphasizes several times that the choice of the

language was not necessarily linked with particular language attitudes, she takes into account the

language that respondents spoke at home. In any case, deviations from the sample of Russian-

speakers are remarkable.

It is highly probable that it would make a certain difference for the interviewees in Kharkiv

whether they were asked questions about their language attitudes in Russian or in Ukrainian. 1

am inclined to believe that only few (if any) of the interviewees who chose to respond in

Ukrainian would share negative attitudes toward a language they basically still use against the

odds. This leads me to the very focus of my main criticism: perhaps language policy is linked

with “languages themselves” to a much higher degree than Sovik’s study suggests, despite the

fact that nobody would deny that the sociolinguistic context in the very broad sense of the term

is of no less importance. And further, maybe even the interpretations of the interview and

questionnaire data are in the end much more language-bound than they might seem at a first

glance. Namely, what readers find throughout this book are solely English translations of the

questions and responses, whereas the original versions, in particular those of the interview

responses, would undoubtedly have offered a more precise picture. Discourses on attitudes and

beliefs usually involve a considerable amount of language-specific connotative and associative

meanings that no translation into another language can ever reflect. Hence, to put it briefly, lan-

guages as such do matter, and not only linguists should keep this in mind. And languages matter

with regard to this particular book, since, as far as 1 (a non-native speaker of English) can Judge,

the English language found in it is certainly quite good but definitely not perfect (and by this I do

not mean the rather large number of typos).

The chapters on theoretical issues comprise approximately a quarter of the book. Then, on p.

79, in the chapter titled “The Language Issue in Ukraine: A Background to the Current

Discussion,” Sovik moves forward to questions of the history of Ukraine and of the Ukrainian
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language and thereby never loses sight of the focus of her study. In this chapter, a certain

' influence of North American Ukrainianists, particularly historians, has left its strongest imprint.

Altogether it seems that the closer Sovik’s historical narrative approaches present times, the

more familiar it is to the author herself The same applies to chapter 4, “Introducing the Site:

Kharkiv, the Border Area.”

I

The remainder of the book evaluates the interviews and questionnaires. The author com-

1 pleted her work with the questionnaires in August 2004, that is, shortly before the so-called

Orange Revolution. Whereas some readers might therefore regard the book to be outdated, one

should not agree with them: what we are, of course, dealing with is certainly a historical contri-

I

bution, no less than any other so-called “synchronic” study that, in the end, does n o t examine

the present, but always the recent past. In this case the temporal frame of reference is marked by

the years 2003 through 2005, with a focus on the months preceding the historical events of the

autumn of 2004. This should be kept in mind while reading Sovik’s study and using its data.

I
The subjects highlighted in the interviews and in the surveys are grouped in chapters 5 to 9,

j

which are aptly titled “Attitudes to Regulations and Language Practices in Public Domains,”

j

“Language Management between Duty and Coercion,” “Discussing Bilingualism and Equal

Rights,” “Language-Related Stereotypes, Norms and Accommodation,” and "Who is Ukrainianl

I
Searching for Authenticity.” What the reader finds there is generally the expected diverse

I

picture, but also many good observations and Sovik’s largely convincing discussion of the

collected materials, which cover a range of interesting aspects on how the respondents assess the

language situation and the languages themselves. A broad spectrum of opinions is represented,

from the all too well known arrogant attitudes toward the Ukrainian language by certain Russian

speakers to attitudes based on Ukrainian national and linguistic patriotism. Particularly

interesting are the responses that reflect the dilemma of those citizens of Kharkiv who would in

fact favour the ongoing spread of the Ukrainian language but for various reasons still lack the

courage to switch to Ukrainian themselves. Especially in these cases it would have been useful if

I

I

these respondents could have been asked follow-up questions of an even greater depth.

Some readers will find useful the conclusions at the end of each chapter, especially if they

I want to quickly reread the book or use parts of it. The book contains two appendices, where

i Sovik describes the sample of her respondents and then presents “the items of the questionnaire

I

;

that were referred to in the analysis and the full coding, as well as the recoding of certain items”

|

(p. 340).

Margrethe Sovik’s “Concluding Remarks” confirm that this book should not remain un-

noticed in Ukrainian linguistics and philology. She presents a largely convincing, well-balanced

picture of the language situation and language attitudes in Kharkiv. Apart from the fact that since

the “Orange Revolution” much has been both gained and lost with regard to the standing of the

Ukrainian language in Ukraine, this picture, which is primarily based on the opinions of younger

> persons with an academic background (only 6.9% of the respondents were more than 45 years

i

j

old), might add some fuel to the arguments of those who believe that after two decades of
‘

!
Ukrainian independence some changes benefitting the Ukrainian language are occurring even in

I

I

the cities of the country’s east and southeast. However, others might emphasize the fact that the

j

book also confirms the persistence of those strong advocates of “bilingualism” who still tend to

I reject the Ukrainian language as such and to Russify their surroundings as actively as they and

I their ancestors have been doing for centuries.

Michael Moser

1 University of Vienna
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Paul D’Anieri, editor. Orange Revolution and Aftermath: Mobilization

Apathy and the State. Washington, DC, and Baltimore: Woodrow Wilson

Center Press with Johns Hopkins University Press, 2010. viii, 316 pp.

U.S.$60 eloth.

Orange Revolution and Aftermath is an admirable addition to the small number of book-

length studies about Ukraine’s Orange Revolution (hereafter OR). Like all collections of

articles by various authors, the eleven contributions therein vary in their originality, value, and

relevance. Paul D’ Anieri opens the proceedings with an excellent introduction. Joshua A.

Tucker’s essay draws on his earlier article in Perspectives on Politics, while the other

contributions, particularly in part 1, provide original contributions to the study of the OR.

loulia Shukan’s, Anna Fournier’s, Serhiy Kudelia’s, and Marc P. Berenson’s stand out as the

most interesting new contributions to the study of this important event in contemporary

Ukrainian history.

In “National Identity and Authoritarianism: Belarus and Ukraine Compared” Lucan A.

Way presents one of two theoretical frameworks for explaining the factors leading to demo-

cratic revolutions. In it he stresses the importance of Ukrainian nationalism as supportive of

democratic revolution in Ukraine and of Soviet nationalism as supportive of authoritarianism

in Belarus. However, Way’s article “The Real Causes of the Color Revolutions” in the Jour-

nal of Democracy 19, no. 3 (2008): 55-69, which he wrote subsequently, does not include

nationalism as an additional factor explaining democratic revolutions, despite its over-

confident title. Four responses to that article in Journal of Democracy 20, no. 1 (2009) by

Mark R. Beissinger (pp. 74-77), Valerie Bunce and Sharon Wolchik (69-73), Charles H.

Fairbanks (82-85), and Vitaliy Silitski (86-89) debate his criticism of frameworks to discuss

democratic revolutions; but they also ignore nationalism’s role. In his “Reply to My Critics”

therein. Way does not discuss nationalism as supportive of or opposed to democratic revo-

lutions, but credits mobilization in the OR as having “tapped into widely shared anti-Russian

nationalist sentiments dominant in the west of the country .”(90-97).

To me it is unclear where Way stands on the role of nationalism in democratic change,

especially as he argues forcefully in “National Identity and Authoritarianism” that national

identity is a better indicator of why Ukrainians joined the OR than protests against election

fraud are. He differentiates between Ukraine, where nationalism has consolidated and united

diverse groups against an authoritarian incumbent, and Belarus, where such nationalism is

weak and a competing Soviet “nationalism” is stronger and underpins Alyaksandr Luka-

shenka’s authoritarian rule. Way misses this opportunity to describe similar competing

nationalisms, unlike Stephen Shulman who differentiated between “ethnic Ukrainian” and

“eastern Slavic” nationalisms in his article “National Identity and Public Support for Political

and Economic Reform in Ukraine” in Slavic Review 64, no.l (2005): 59-87. If we substitute

Yushchenko for “ethnic Ukrainian” and Yanukovich for “eastern Slavic,” we have a good

framework for understanding the 2004 elections in Ukraine. Shulman points to “ethnic

Ukrainian” identity as being the more supportive of democracy, which was the case during

Yushchenko’s presidency, and provides a good framework for discussing divisions in

Ukrainian politics and national identity. However, Way is unwilling to draw upon it and,

instead, disputes Shulman’s survey results and disagrees that “eastern Slavic” identity is less

supportive of democracy. Way’s argument is undermined by the anti-democratic policies

introduced during both Kuchma’s and Yanukovich’s presidencies. It is not a coincidence that
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i the only period of democratization in Ukraine occurred when “ethnic Ukrainian” identity con-

trolled the presidency—under Yushchenko.

Way also fails to see the interconnection between Soviet identity in Belarus and

I Shulman’s “eastern Slavic” identity even though both of them draw on the same Eurasian and

Soviet political culture. This has been most vividly seen during Lukashenka’s and

Yanukovich’s presidencies. According to a survey that Kyiv’s Razumkov Centre conducted in

I

2009, most residents of Donetsk and Crimea, two Party of Regions strongholds, have a greater

affinity for Soviet (than Russian or Ukrainian) culture. Way is right to criticize Western

analysts of Ukraine, such as David Marples, who assume that the majority national identity in

Belarus is ethnic Belarusian while ignoring Soviet identity. Way draws on Keith Darden’s

writings in explaining that urbanization and the growth of literacy grew in eastern Ukraine and

I

Belarus during the Soviet Union and therefore both regions arrived at modernity through

Soviet education, which has led to a strong base for Soviet values to persist.

In her essay, Fournier argues it is wrong to have seen the OR as a radical break with the

Soviet past: she argues that Ukrainians have maintained many of the cultural norms of the

Soviet era and that the OR should be seen as a restoration of Soviet and Western “order.”

Fournier’s originality is in correctly pointing to protestors having both political and economic

reasons for being on Kyiv’s Independence Square. This is an explanation—like that of

nationalism—that has been ignored by American political scientists who have debated

democratic revolutions (e.g., the Journal ofDemocracy debate included no reference to social

or economic factors). The political and economic reasons influencing OR protestors, Fournier

argues, are “linked partially with economic expectations developed under Soviet rule (p.

111).” These included factors such as demands for social Justice, anger at economic in-

equality, and demands for “order,” understood as a return to normality in the form of honest

government, stability, salaries paid on time, respect for the constitution and rule of law,

I

accountability of elites, and non-interference in business affairs. As I pointed out in my article

“Populism in Ukraine in Comparative European Context” in Problems of Post-Communism

j

57, no.6 (November-December 2010: 3-18, such demands have traditionally led all Ukrainian

I

political forces to be populist during election campaigns (and not Just Julia Timoshenko, the

' Ukrainian politician usually singled out as “populist”).

Prime Minister Timoshenko’s 2005 government sought to implement the anti-oligarch”

policies Yushchenko espoused in the previous year’s election campaign and in his election

j

programme, which Fournier points to, but which he forgot about him after he was elected,

j

“The opposition discourse relied mainly upon the denunciation of injustice and of immorality

^
of the government and its representatives (p.97),” Shukan argues in her essay, quoting

Yushchenko’s first campaign speech (July 2004) that attacked oligarchs. She states that the

1 Yushchenko campaign deliberately portrayed him as a “people-s candidate” counterposed

I
against the bandytska vlada (p. 97). Fournier points out that OR protestors supported

I
reprivatization and steps to be taken against oligarchs and that therefore it was little wonder

I
that Tymoshenko replaced Yushchenko as the main standard-bearer of “Orange” values by the

i, 2010 elections. Yushchenko did not understand the reasons why Ukrainians protested, and

i during his presidency he got into bed with oligarchs. Fournier describes this integration of

H values as a “double becoming of Western and Soviet modernities” (p.ll5). OR protestors

n wanted to be treated as citizens, not slaves (subjects), and the authorities were repeatedly

H referred to as “bandits” and bandytska vlada. None of the authors in Orange Revolution and
H Aftermath grapple with the perplexing question why 44 per cent of Ukraine’s voters chose the

H bandytska vlada (see below). Using Fournier’s framework, was it because Soviet values
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remain stronger in eastern Ukraine than in western Ukraine? Surveys of national identity and

culture and, even more clearly, the actions, methods, and policies of President Yanukovich’s

administration indicate that this could be the reason. “What emerged from the double becom-

ing of Soviet and Western European modernities was the articulation of ‘the state’ through the

idioms of morality, responsibility, and care” (p. 126), Fournier writes. She discusses the

feelings of OR protestors who demanded a European democratic contract between rulers and

citizens, which would narrow the gap that Berenson points to as a major factor undermining

trust in state institutions, and a halt to the “bandits’” theft from the people. Fournier also found

there was widespread anger about the elites’ illegal, unrestrained, and unaccountable plunder-

ing.

Berenson explains the origin of the Ukrainian state as a weak democracy and points to

how easily Yanukovich was able to roll back democratic gains during his first year in power.

He argues that the remaking of citizen-state relations will remain Ukraine’s greatest challenge,

and that the overhaul of the state’s relationship with its citizens is an urgent requirement for

democratization—something that was not achieved by Yushchenko and will be not achieved

under Yanukovich. Berenson found that Ukraine’s citizens have a high rate of distrust of state

institutions and that fewer than ten per cent of them feel that the state fulfills its obligations to

its citizens. The result is low tax compliance. Trust in Ukrainian state institutions “to do what

is right as well as to fulfill its obligations to citizens was so low that it was almost non-

existent” (p. 214), Berenson states. It is little wonder that the shadow economy has remained

consistently high, accounting for 40-50 per cent ofGDP and low levels of trust in the state.

In her contribution, Tammy Lynch analyzes the origins of the 2004 slogan “Bandits to

Prison!” in opposition rhetoric during the years 2000-2003, particularly in the Ukraine

without Kuchma/Arise Ukraine! movements that were dominated by the Yuliia Tymoshenko

Bloc and the Socialist Party of Ukraine. Her discussion of the OR is enlightening; at the same

time it is disappointing because it fails to analyze sufficiently Yushchenko’s multi-vector

personality and politics, which became all too apparent during his presidency. However, both

she and Shukan do masterful jobs in analyzing the opposition’s successful tactics and

strategies that led to Yushchenko’s electoral success. These included opposition unity, media

outreach, massive election monitoring, mobilization, articulation of concrete and achievable

goals, divisions of responsibility between youth and political leaders, developing ties to the

security forces, and ensuring the Maidan was operational 24/7 with speeches, news, and

music. Lynch also provides an illuminating analysis of the origins of the anti-Kuchma op-

position in 2000-2001 and its evolution into the Ukraine without Kuchma/Arise Ukraine!

Movement and the For Truth NGO that became respectively associated with the Tymoshenko

Bloc and Our Ukraine; of the arrest of Tymoshenko, which transformed her into a radical

opposition leader; and, on the same day she was arrested, of the open letter attacking the

protestors signed by Yushchenko, Kuchma, and Parliamentary Chairman Ivan Pliushch.

Lynch states that Yushchenko’s transformation into an opposition leader “was long in

coming and largely the result of the actions of others. Any decision to fight simply went

against his nature” (p. 55). She should have analyzed this important point further, for it

explains his subsequent failure as president and inability to use the opportunities afforded to

him by the OR to become “Ukraine’s George Washington.” Throughout the period that Lynch

reviews (2000-2004), Yushchenko, as later during his presidency, was unable to decide if he

should be allied with Tymoshenko or with the Kuchma authorities and (after 2005) with

Yanukovich and the Party of Regions. Yushchenko’s alliance with Yanukovich was clearly

seen in 2010, when he undermined Tymoshenko’s presidential election campaign; in return.
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he was not arrested and been criminally charged, unlike Tymoshenko. Lynch states that the

opposition learned three lessons from the pre-OR protests: the need for a united opposition,

for clear and achievable goals, and for the widest circulation of information. But she misses

I

the most important lesson from the March 2001 riots: the need for non-violence (which

! Kudelia discusses in his essay) because the March 2001 riots discredited the opposition,

i Kudelia discusses a little researched part of the OR: the round-table negotiations that arose

1 because neither side had the knock-out capability to win an outright victory. (The other such

study is Steven Pifer’s “European Mediators and Ukraine’s Orange Revolution,” in Problems

\
ofPost-Communism 54, no. 6 [2007]: 28^2.) In November 2004 Ukraine resembled Libya in

i

j

March 201 1 more than it did Tunisia two months earlier, which was more like Georgia’s Rose

I Revolution. (The civil war that nearly erupted in Ukraine did so in Libya.) Kudelia argues that

I soft-liners in the opposition (Yushchenko, Petro Poroshenko) and the authorities (Kuchma,

1

Parliamentary Chairman Volodymyr Lytvyn, Pliushch) negotiated a pact that sidelined the

hard-line opposition (Tymoshenko) and authorities (Presidential Administration head Viktor

i Medvedchuk, Yanukovich). The authorities were stunned by both the size of the protests,

something that continues to haunt Yanukovich, and the defection of the security forces to the

opposition or their neutral stance (e.g., the army intervening to halt the Interior Ministry

special forces’ offensive against the Maidan on 28 November 2004). Yushchenko opposed the

j

calls of Tymoshenko and the civic youth organization Pora (It’s Time) to storm the building

of the Presidential Administration and opted instead for negotiations.

Kudelia’s well-researched chapter has two pitfalls. The first is his inclination to favour

Yushchenko over Tymoshenko, which has led him to believe that the only option was for a

negotiated pact to overcome the crisis. Even if Yushchenko had no choice but to negotiate,

Kudelia never asks why he give away so much and why he failed to recognize the reality on

I the ground, which could have permitted him to dictate terms to the authorities. During the

I

I

round-table meetings the Yushchenko campaign controlled Kyiv, where millions of Ukrai-

1 nians were protesting, and he had the loyalty of all the security forces (with the exception of

I Interior Ministry special units from the Crimea, such as those guarding the Presidential

||:

I

Administration). With such power Yushchenko could have rejected the introduction of

!r

I

constitutional reforms into the negotiations and limited the granting of immunity to Kuchma
I I alone. Kudelia also ignores the likelihood that the November 2004 separatist congress in

Severodonetsk was organized with the blessing of Kuchma to put pressure on Yushchenko to

i capitulate at the round-table meetings.

The second factor flows from the first and is Kudelia’s lack of any mention of immunity

'

I

granted by Yushchenko at those meetings. Sviatoslav Piskun was reappointed prosecutor-general

a day after the parliamentary vote on the compromise package as the “guarantor” of the

I immunity deal. Perhaps granting immunity to Kuchma was the only bloodless way out of the

; 1 crisis, but was there also a need to provide blanket immunity to all of the Kuchma elites,

; including Yanukovich, whose election campaign was condemned and whose victory was over-

!
;

turned by the Supreme Court? If Yanukovich had been charged with abuse of office and election

: I fraud in 2005, he would have been barred from standing for office, and the Party of Regions

j|

would have chosen a new leader. Without criminal charges, Yanukovich continues to believe

f that there was no election fraud, that the OR was an “American putsch,” and that he was fairly

||

elected in 2004.

I

Orange Revolution and Aftermath only paints half of the canvas: none of the authors deal

j

with “anti-Orange Ukraine,” that is, the 44 per cent of electors who voted for Yanukovich in

2004 or the 48 per cent who won him the 2010 elections. Why so many citizens of Ukraine
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are anti-Orange is an area of research that has yet to be undertaken by any Western scholar.

That D’Anieri and company missed the opportunity to do so is surprising also because

Ukraine’s strongest political party, the Party of Regions, won pluralities in the 2006 and 2007

elections. The national minorities in Romania, Bulgaria, Slovakia, and Serbia supported their

countries’ democratic breakthroughs, revolutions, and integration with the rest of Europe. But

Ukraine’s national minorities have supported the anti-Orange camp and voted for the Party of

Regions and, until the 2002 elections, the Communist Party. Georgia’s national minorities

also did not support the 2003 Rose Revolution, but they live outside central-government

control in the frozen conflict enclaves of South Ossetia and Abkhazia

Another research area that has yet to attract the attention of Western scholars is why

eastern Ukraine did not support the protests against President Kuchma from November 2000,

when the Kuchmagate crisis began, to the 2004 elections. Why did the July 2001 brutal

murder of journalist Igor Aleksandrov in Sloviansk, Donetsk oblast, not spark the same pro-

tests as the murder of Heorhii Gongadze in the autumn of 2000 (or the likely murder of

Kharkiv editor Vasilii Klimentev in the autumn of 2010)? The Gongadze case is important,

because as long as it remains unresolved the Yanukovich administration will use it to black-

mail Kuchma and Lytvyn, believed to have been the “organizers” of Gongadze’ s abduction, to

support Yanukovich’s regime.

A third area of research also awaiting scholarly interest is the inability of Ukraine’s legal

system, particularly the prosecutor’s office, to complete investigations of high-profile crimes,

such as the Gongadze murder and the poisoning of Viktor Yushchenko. Indeed, why was

Peru, which had a similar scandal in 2000 surrounding its leaders caught on video giving

bribes, able to prosecute and imprison senior officials, including the head of the security

service and Alberto Fujimoro, the first ex-president in Latin America to be sentenced and im-

prisoned? No members of Ukraine’s elites have been jailed, except in the United States and

Germany, and those criminally charged and imprisoned since 2010 are the victims of

Yanukovich’s score-settling against the former “Orange” administration.

I recommend that the Woodrow Wilson Center consider sponsoring a “companion” vol-

ume about “anti-Orange” Ukraine.

Taras Kuzio

Johns Hopkins University

Sarah D. Phillips. Women ’s Social Activism in the New Ukraine:

Development ofthe Politics ofDifferentiation. Bloomington: Indiana

University Press, 2008. xxii, 206 pp. U.S.$24.95 paper, U.S.$65 cloth.

Sarah D. Phillips provides a vivid picture of NGOs in post-Soviet Ukraine. She analyzes

“women’s social activism in the new Ukraine and the processes of differentiation that have

both motivated and resulted from women’s NGO activities” (p. 8). Her book is structured

around the observation and interviews of four NGO activists—Svetlana, Ivana, Sofia, and

Maryna. Phillips examines why women in post-Soviet Ukraine flock to the non-profit sector

and why some of them “were able to rise through the ranks of the state education system and

international development foundations finally to launch a career in business” (p. 7), while

others remained marginalized. Phillips states that the activists’ life stories reflect a process of

differentiation in Ukraine. Differentiation is the book’s main topic. Phillips points out that “it

is mostly women who have been left to pick up the pieces of the disheveled social welfare
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system” (p. 9). While some women in Ukraine may have sought refuge in their NGO activities

from the process of marketization, others have taken their NGO work as an opportunity to

further their careers in business or government.

In chapter 1, Phillips provides an outline of Ukraine’s history and the current political econ-

omy of the country. In chapter 2, with the guidance of one of the women, she explores in detail

the post-Soviet “NGO boom” in Ukraine. In chapter 3, Phillips examines the stories of Maryna,

Vira, and Sofiia as an indication of new forms of class differentiation in the country. In the last

chapter, she focuses on Ivana’s life story and the upward mobility that NGO leadership offers.

Phillips mentions the enormous financial help provided by the West to build a civic society

in the region, but she also remarks that “the Western civil society models that have been un-

critically transplanted to Eastern Europe by political actors and donors do not leave much room

for different ways of thinking about civil society, or for recognizing and valuing the pertinent

expertise that former Komsomol and Party activists might possess” (p. 69). In Ukraine, Phillips

notices, many NGOs, which are led by women, have focused on the needs of mothers, children,

and youth. Western donors, who have tended to provide more funding to NGOs that support

feminist ideas, often ignore this characteristic of Ukrainian women. Phillips mentions that in

Ukraine many “associate feminism with a rejection of the family, and may correlate contem-

porary feminism with the failed state feminism of the Soviet Union” (p. 78).

Phillips maintains that even though “many NGOs in Ukraine are highly regarded for the

important advocacy and consciousness-raising work they do, average citizens in Ukraine tend to

be somewhat suspicions of civic organizations. NGOs are often perceived as fictitious fronts for

money laundering ...” (p. 70). She shows that “the interventions of foreign donor organizations

into the sphere of women’s NGOs have produced a kind of double differentiation. First, certain

types of organizations have been promoted over others: NGOs whose mandates have been line

with donors’ neo-liberal and feminist-oriented philosophies have been privileged, whereas

others—for example, those that have made “socialist-era” claims for more support from the state

or have had a maternalist orientation—have been devalued. Furthermore, select NGO activists

have been equipped with criteria and language that they have used to differentiate themselves

from other activists; this has lent them the social and cultural capital to move on from NGO
work to other careers. This, Phillips argues, has further marginalized already vulnerable women.

Phillips concludes that “the NGO boom of the 1990s in Ukraine has not resulted in the

widespread empowerment of vulnerable categories of citizens such as large families, the

elderly, the sick, and the disabled ...” (p. 161). She suggests that coalitions of NGOs would

result in a more successful political voice and that Western feminist-oriented NGOs need to be

more understanding of the maternal character of many women’s NGOs in Ukraine.

The book includes explanatory notes, an extensive bibliography, an index, and letters and

photographs that present a clearer picture of the issues. This monograph will be of interest to

scholars, students, and researchers in sociology, anthropology, gender studies, and other areas.

Nadia Zavorotna

University of Toronto
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Ksenya Kiebuzinski, editor and curator. Through Foreign Latitudes and

Unknown Tomorrows: Three Hundred Years of Ukrainian Emigre

Political Culture. Exhibition and Catalogue: Thomas Fisher Rare Book
Library, University of Toronto, 12 October 2010-13 January 2011. 102

pp. $20 paper.

This fine catalogue of rare and antique books from the University of Toronto Library de-

scribes the publishing and other activities of Ukrainian emigres over the last three hundred

years. The history of the political emigration from Ukraine went through several stages, and

they are revealed in the organization of the catalogue and the character of the emigres.

The earliest of them were the so-called Mazepists, followers of the Ukrainian Cossack

hetman Ivan Mazepa (1639-1709), who joined the invading Swedish army of King Charles

XII to fight the Imperial Russian forces of Tsar Peter I at the Battle of Poltava (1709) but were

defeated and had to flee into exile. These Ukrainian refugees first fled to Bender in Moldavia,

then under Ottoman rule, but afterwards spread out more widely. Some of them eventually

found refuge in France.

Among these political refugees, perhaps the most important were the father-and-son team

of Pylyp and Hryhor Orlyk. After Mazepa’s death Pylyp was elected hetman-in-exile and

agreed to the famous Bender Constitution (1710), which was geared to regulate relations

between the Cossack army and its hetman. Hryhor was later active in France, and in the 1730s

he aided the Polish king Stanislaw Leszczyhski in his unsuccessful attempt to regain the

Polish throne. The Bender Constitution was impressively democratic for its time, and

Hryhor’s activities in France and Poland show the extent to which the question of Ukrainian

independence (as early as the eighteenth century) could be bound up with European inter-state

relations.

The second half of the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth century form a

hiatus in Ukrainian emigre activity, but after the Polish Insurrection of 1830 a new period of

vigorous emigre activity began. Some of the participants in this unsuccessful insurrection were

from Ukraine and included Ukrainian planks in their political and social platforms. A Ukrainian

School of Polish Literature emerged from among the new refugees, and some of them were

outright supporters of an independent Ukraine in alliance with a resurrected Poland. Perhaps the

most important of these was the Cossack writer Michal Czajkowski, better known under the pen

name Sadyk Pasha. Chaikovsky (Ukrainian orthography) was a descendent of one of the old

Ukrainian Cossack hetmans; he was a Greek Catholic by religious background and thoroughly

“Cossack” in his political sentiments. He developed his Cossack ideology in exile in France,

where he published stories and tales about old Ukraine, and then he went to the Ottoman Empire,

where he converted to Islam and led an Ottoman Cossack regiment against the Russians during

the Crimean War. In later life the Russian ambassador convinced him to return to the Russian

Empire and convert to Orthodoxy. In the 1880s Chaikovsky died in his beloved Ukraine, dis-

appointed in love and scorned by many who considered him a turncoat.

The next stage in Ukrainian emigre activity occurred with the emigration of the Kyivan

political thinker Mykhailo Drahomanov. This important Ukrainian figure was sent abroad in

the 1870s by a group of Ukrainian cultural activists, the so-called Old Hromada, and was

expected to publicize the plight of Ukrainian culture and language under repressive tsarist

rule. Drahomanov settled first in Switzerland and then in Bulgaria. In Switzerland he

published widely on the emerging Ukrainian question and let the Western world know of the
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suppression of the Ukrainian language in the Russian Empire. He also pioneered Ukrainian

democratic and federalist thought.

The outbreak of the Great War in 1914 inaugurated another phase in the history of Ukrai-

nian emigre politics. Most active during this period was the Vienna-based Union for the

1

1

Liberation of Ukraine, though an extensive printing program was also carried out through the

!
i

Ukrainian publishing house in Geneva.

Ij The failure of the Ukrainian national revolution of 1917-21, which was successful at

1
1

establishing some short-lived national governments but was quickly superseded by Soviet

! rule, brought about the emigration of tens of thousands of new highly political emigres. They,

I

i too, founded presses and publishing houses and newspapers and journals of various sorts. All

i shades of opinion were represented in this great emigration from the democratic Left to the

;
extreme Right.

j

During the interwar period some of these emigres even organized a number of relatively

successful academic institutions in Warsaw, Prague, and Berlin. One of them, the Ukrainian

I

Free University, was founded in Vienna but soon after was transferred to Prague, where it was

active throughout the interwar period. Upon the approach of the Red Army in 1945 it was

transferred to Munich, where it exists to the present day.

1 The defeat of Nazi Germany in 1945 led to the exodus of another great wave of emigres,

who similarly established various printing houses and publications, most of them of clearly

anti-Communist character. The hottest years of the Cold War, that is, the 1950s, saw the most

intense period of their activity, but this activity continued without break right through to the

collapse of the USSR and the emergence of independent Ukraine in 1991. From the 1970s

onward, the post-war emigres were joined by a small band of expelled Soviet political

prisoners, whose activities were also rather substantial.

Dr Kiebuzinski’s catalogue contains examples of publications from all of these eras. Notable

I 1 are an edition of Orlyk’s constitution (Lausanne, 1916), Chaikovsky’s Contes cosaques (Paris,

1857), Drahomanov’s journal Hromada (Geneva, 1878-79), Dmytro Dontsov’s Die Ukrainische

i Staatsidee (Berlin, 1915), and various publications from the interwar Ukrainian academic

r institutions in Czechoslovakia. Also notable are certain Ukrainian-language publications from

b Canada in the 1930s, including a description of the highly successful visit of Hetman Pavlo

i Skoropadsky’s son, Danylo, in 1938.

i From the Cold war era two publications are worthy of special note. These are the striking,

I
I

indeed perhaps even shrill. Black Deeds of the Kremlin: A White Book (Toronto, 1953), a

V
I

book chronicling the Stalinist Terror and the Holodomor of the 1930s; and Semen Pidhainy’s

I

Ukrainska intelihentsiia na Solovkakh: Spohady 1933-1941 (Germany, 1947), a memoir

I about an important part of the enormous Soviet Gulag of the 1930s and its many Ukrainian

I

j

inmates.

The collection ends with the writings of Soviet dissidents. General Petro Hryhorenko and

i I; polemicist Valentyn Moroz, in the 1980s. The former was noted for his defense of the

I
:
Crimean Tatars, and the latter, for his sharp defense of Ukrainian nationalism. The Gorbachev

i| reforms of the later 1980s rendered emigre publishing much less significant, and the catalogue

r contains no examples from that era or afterward.

However, Dr Kiebuzinski’s collection is not strictly confined to emigre political literature

I as her title suggests. Examples of other treatments of Ukrainian subjects by European authors

‘ were included in the exhibition. Thus sixteenth-, seventeenth-, or eighteenth-century histories

i and descriptions of Poland or Russia containing Ukrainian material, such Marcin Bielski’s

I
(1597) and Andreas Cellarius’s (1659), are included, as are the famous works of Beauplan
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(1660), Chevalier (1672), Voltaire (1732 and 1759-65), and von Engel (1796). Illustrations

from most of these are printed in the volume, and they add a beautiful esthetic side to it. The

attractiveness of the volume is also enhanced by the inclusion of several antique Ukrainian

religious books printed in various forms of Slavonic, though what these books have to do with

emigre political literature is highly questionable. In general, however. Dr Kiebuzinski has

given us a striking exhibition catalogue. It is much appreciated.

Thomas M. Prymak

University of Toronto

Symon Narizhny. Ukrainska emihratsiia: Kulturna pratsia ukrainskoi

emihratsii mizh dvoma svitovymy viinamy. Part one. Second edition. Lviv,

Kent, OH, and Ostroh: Naukove tovarystvo im. Shevchenka, 2008. 372

(text) + ccxxxii (photos) pp. Cloth.

Since it was first published in Prague in 1942, Ukrainska emihratsiia has been the most im-

portant and detailed work on the cultural activities of the Ukrainian emigre diaspora of the

interwar period. Its author, Symon Narizhny (1898-1983), was a talented historian, a professor

of the Ukrainian Free University in interwar Prague, and the director there of the Museum of

Ukraine’s Liberation Struggle. The initiator of the first edition was Yevhen Vyrovy, an

important Ukrainian public figure in interwar Prague.

The publication of the second edition was a joint undertaking of the Lviv-based Shev-

chenko Scientific Society (NTSh), the Ukrainian Historical Association (UHA), and the

Ostroh Academy National University (NUOA), with financial support from the Ukrainian

American Association of University Professors. It begins with a very informative and heavily

footnoted introduction by Lubomyr Wynar, president of the UHA, and Alla Atamanenko,

head of the Dept, of Ukrainian Diaspora Studies at the NUOA, containing biographical

information about Narizhny, a short history of the writing of this impressive work, and an

analysis of Narizhny’s other scholarly writings.

Narizhny’s monograph has thirty chapters. It He begins with a detailed account of the

history of the Ukrainian political diaspora up to the end of the First World War (pp. 9-17).

The next chapter is devoted to the tours of the popular Ukrainian Republican Choir directed

by Oleksander Koshyts (pp. 18-32), and the two subsequent chapters describe the Ukrainian

cultural and educational activities in refugee camps in Poland and Czechoslovakia in the early

1920s (pp. 33-70). Narizhny then provides a very interesting account about Ukrainian

students in Czechoslovakia, Austria, Poland, Switzerland, Germany, Belgium, France, and

other countries of Europe (pp. 71-118). However, his most striking accounts are about the

Ukrainian postsecondary institutions in Czechoslovakia (pp. 119-92) and the Ukrainian

Academic Committee and its members there (pp. 193-267). There Narizhny provides a

detailed account of the activities of the professors and students of the Ukrainian Free

University in Prague, the Ukrainian Husbandry Academy in Podebrady, the Ukrainian

Pedagogical Institute in Prague, and the Studio of Arts in Prague. He also devotes chapters to

Ukrainian gatherings, congresses, and the cultural and academic collaboration of Ukrainian

academics with their colleagues at universities in Central and Western Europe. There is also

an account of the activities of the Sokil sports and fitness organization and the Plast Ukrainian

scouting organization (pp. 268-89) and a chapter on the cultural work of Ukrainian women in
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the interwar diaspora (pp. 290-302). The last parts of the book are about cultural activities in

Galicia, Bukovyna, Volhynia, and Transcarpathia.

All of the chapters are based on archival documents, most of which were preserved at the

time of writing at the Museum of Ukraine’s Liberation Struggle. The names of hundreds of

individuals and many institutions and organizations in every chapter make this book

indispensable for the study of the Ukrainian interwar diaspora.

An invaluable part of this impressive work is the 232-page appendix with 834 photo-

graphs, many of them group and individual portraits. Their quality in the reprint edition is

considerably better owing to modern technology. The book also contains an extensive index

of names and photographs.

This was the first, and unfortunately the last, monograph of a series that the Museum of

Ukraine’s Liberation Struggle had planned to publish. Narizhny prepared a second volume,

but its manuscript was confiscated during the Soviet occupation of Prague in 1945 and long

locked up in what is now the Central State Archive of the Higher Organs of Power and

Government of Ukraine (TsDAVO) in Kyiv. It only became declassified after 1991 and was

finally edited by Oleksandr K. Fedoruk et al and published in Kyiv in 1999.

For many years the first volume was considered a “black book” of the interwar Ukrainian

emigre diaspora. Narizhny himself opposed this notion, but many members of the Ukrainian

community believed otherwise. His book was so well researched and provided such detailed

information, including the names and photographs of the active members of the Ukrainian

emigre community, that the Soviet secret police (SMERSh) most likely used it to locate and

arrest people in Prague in 1945.

The republication of this important work is of great importance for the study of the history

of the Ukrainian diaspora and of Ukraine’s intellectual and cultural history in general. This

high-quality second edition will remain extremely beneficial not only to scholars, but also to

anyone interested in the cultural and intellectual history of the Ukrainian diaspora in Europe

between the World Wars.

Nadia Zavorotna

University of Toronto

Frances Swyripa. Storied Landscapes, Ethno-Religious Identity and the

Canadian Prairies. Winnipeg: University of Manitoba Press, 2010, xiv,

296 pp. $29.95 paper, $55 cloth.

Frances Swyripa has written a multidisciplinary study on a complex subject: the establishment,

development and maintenance of a distinct Prairie and Canadian identity. In her historical

I

research she also includes information relating to architecture, politics, folklore, human geog-

I
raphy, and related fields of study.

T To some extent, the idea for this book began in Swyripa’s childhood, when she traveled

with her father on Sunday drives in east-central Alberta to visit country churches, cemeteries,

and pioneer settlements. Her interest in this region grew, and more recently she conducted

research in the company of friends, acquaintances, and students.

In the introduction Swyripa provides an outline of her study and mentions that she is

concerned primarily with European immigrants who arrived in the region between the 1 870s

and the 1920s, and much less with the “two charter peoples,” the French and English. The
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main immigrant groups in question are the Ukrainians, Mennonites, Icelanders, and Dou-

khobors, with references to other immigrant groups in the three Prairie Provinces.

Throughout this study the recurring question is the role of ethnicity and religion in

forming and preserving identity at the local, regional, and national levels. In chapter 1,

Swyripa begins examining how personal and group identity evolved through a series of

complex relationships that include religion, land, and history and had their roots both here and

in their countries of origin. She illustrates the importance of ethnicity and religion to Prairie

identity and, to a larger extent, Canadian identity. There are, of course, variations in these

relationships and resulting identities depending on the specific group immigration and

settlement experiences. Other factors include the presence or absence of a unifying collective

consciousness, religious and national ideology, and strong local leadership.

During the settlement period there were attempts to “domesticate” the Prairies with familiar

place names both from the country of origin or from Canada and the United States. Christian-

izing the local landscape with saintly place names, building churches and shrines, and

establishing cemeteries were all part of this process. In some cases the new immigrants

outnumbered the “host society,” and the absence of a “critical mass” to assimilate them rapidly

enabled the immigrants to take the lead in domesticating the land. The establishment of a local

identity parallel to mainstream society is the main theme of chapter 2, while chapter 3 traces the

evolution of this collective identity along successive generations through founding stories and

historical anniversaries. Chapter 4 eontinues the theme of the spread of a Prairie-based identity

within Canada. Chapter 5 examines the development of the international dimension of this

ethno-religious identity in relation to the country of origin and related groups in other countries,

including the United States. This chapter includes references to the traditions of political and

religious persecution and other forms of adversity in the countries of origin that contributed to

the formation of the ethno-religious groups’ identities in Canada.

The final three chapters (6-8) examine the assimilation of the western Prairie experience

by the pioneers’ descendants and by other group members who did not trace their origins to

the pioneers.. Swyripa investigates the modern phenomenon of popular symbols of Prairie

ethnicity, the use of homeland images, and the renovation of surviving landmarks, cemeteries,

cairns, and monuments. Chapter 8 concludes the study with a discussion of the transformation

of these sites into “sacred ground” and centres of pilgrimage and commemoration.

In her conclusion, Swyripa mentions that this book is still an unfinished product. The

recognition by the Historic Sites and Monuments Board of Canada that historical events specific

to ethno-religious groups in western Canada are now of “national historical significance”

suggests that Canadian national identity is still in the process of development. This view of

Canadian society is a central component of the Canadian official policy of multiculturalism.

According to this policy, both pioneers’ descendants and new immigrants can still contribute to

building this inclusive Canadian identity.

Swyripa suggests that a tentative and basic definition of Canadian identity has evolved

over the years. The degree of an ethno-religious group’s “Canadianness” may be determined

by their ancestry in Canada. Anniversaries and monuments commemorating the arrival of the

first settlers tend to confirm the Canadian pedigree of certain groups and their descendants

that is often assumed by later arrivals. Therefore some groups perceive themselves as more

Canadian than later groups of arrivals, but all of them are superseded by Canada’s First

Nations and Inuit. Settlement of the land and the hardships of the pioneer experience are

important in the founding stories, and they are also strong tests of a historic Canadian identity.

The so-called “blood sacrifice” of members of specific groups in Canada’s wars is also an
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important measure of their Canadianness. Monuments with the names of those who made the

supreme sacrifice in Canada’s wars are permanent reminders of this claim. These indicators

parallel, to a large extent, the popular and informal definition of Canadian identity by the two

charter peoples, the French and the English, and facilitate to some extent the merging of the

various regional identities in Canada.

The evolution of a larger identity among ethno-religious groups, especially from eastern

Europe, includes a legacy of persecution, martyrdom, and exile. Their sense of a people as

“victims” has been an integral part of their religious and national identity. These experiences

are not absent from the founding stories of the French and English settlement of eastern

Canada, with the Conquest story of the Quebecois and the Loyalist refugees fleeing the

American Revolution. All share stories as victims, and it may be suggested that this theme

forms one of the basic but unstated components of Canadian identity in contrast to the Ameri-

can tradition of “triumphalism.” For some ethno-religious groups, it may be said that their

claim to status as victims is a central component of their identity. As these groups have

evolved in Canada, there has been a tendency to maintain their identity as victims with

references through anniversaries and monuments to their history of political and religious

persecution in their countries of origin and, in some instances, in Canada. This process is well

documented in Swyripa’s study.

Of the four main groups studied in this book, the Mennonites and Doukhobors are pri-

marily religious groups that tend to downplay worldly demonstrations and displays of their

history and activities in Canada. Another group, the Icelanders, settled mainly in Manitoba,

and they are not as numerous as the Ukrainians. As a result, it may be suggested that the

Ukrainians tend to dominate the ethno-religious landscape of the Prairie Provinces by default.

Storied Landscapes will be of particular interest to students of elusive and perennial

questions regarding the formation of a distinct Prairie and, at the national level, a Canadian

identity. This is an interesting and worthwhile contribution that will be of benefit to students,

scholars and the general public.

Myron Momryk
Ottawa

Rhonda L. Hinther and Jim Mochoruk, editors. Re-Imagining Ukrainian

Canadians: History, Politics, and Identity. Toronto: University of Toronto

Press, 201 1. X, 482 pp. $35 paper, $80 cloth.

For many years the general history of Canadians of Ukrainian background had been domi-

nated by the chilly facts of the long Cold War between the democratic West, led by the United

States, and the Communist regimes in Eastern Europe, dominated by the USSR. In the classic

studies of the Ukrainian Canadians by Paul Yuzyk, Olha Woycenko, Michael Marunchak, and

others, there was an emphasis upon the struggle for economic survival and progress and a

certain acceptance and social respectability within the wider Canadian polity. All of these

authors emphasized the opportunities in the New Country and the problems of the Old

Country, and they breathed a fairly conservative spirit. For them it was a given that the USSR
did not end but, rather, only continued the oppression of their compatriots in the Old Country.

Moreover, the above-named historians did not consider the so-called “progressive” apologists

for the USSR in Canada to be worthy of serious consideration.
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Of course, this did not mean that such “progressives” lacked a history in this land. The

Ukrainian-Canadian pro-Communist organizations sponsored a number of historical

publications, many of which contained important historical data. By far the most prolific of

the pro-Communist writers of such works was the late Peter Krawchuk, who throughout most

of his long career adhered very closely to the official party line in all relevant questions but,

towards the end of his life, at the time that the Communist dictatorships were collapsing all

across Eastern Europe, made a sincere, if not always successful, attempt to revise his earlier

positions and write a more open and balanced kind of history. The book under review here

follows in Krawchuk’s steps in that it clearly takes the “progressive” organizations as its

major point of departure and strives to explore their history and nature further. Indeed, even in

those articles in the book that do not directly address the history of these organizations, there

is a definite bias in favour of social history of a leftish slant. Perhaps it is this slant that is

referred to in the title of the collection, which states that the volume actually undertakes to, as

it were, “re-imagine Ukrainian Canadians.”

1 found three essays to be most conducive to this “re-imagining” project. The first is Orest

T. Martynowych’s “Sympathy for the Devil; The Attitude of Ukrainian War Veterans in

Canada to Nazi Germany and the Jews, 1933-1939.” He deals with the extreme Right rather

than the extreme Left, but takes up some subjects that the Left has long pointed to and have

been downplayed by conservative authors like Yuzyk and Marunchak: namely, just how

strongly fascist and pro-fascist authoritarianism, militarism, and anti-Semitism influenced the

extreme Right of the Ukrainian Canadian political spectrum. Admittedly, Martynowych seems

to be hammering away quite ferociously at only one rather restricted aspect of these organiz-

ations, but he does make a clear and necessary point: extremism was present within both the

Ukrainian Canadian Right and Left in of the 1930s.

The second essay that caught my attention was Jim Mochoruk’s “‘Pop and Co.’ versus

Buck and the ‘Lenin School Boys’: Ukrainian Canadians and the Communist Party of Canada,

1921-1931.” He explores how the highly centralized and blatantly authoritarian leadership of

“the Party” repeatedly tried to dominate and control the Ukrainian pro-Communist organiz-

ations and how the bulk of the leaders of these organizations, especially the very charismatic

leader Matthew Popovich (1890-1943), resisted this attempt with some success while

formally remaining ideologically loyal to the party. The third such essay is Andrij Makuch’s

“Fighting for the Soul of the Ukrainian Progressive Movement in Canada: The Lobayites and

the Ukrainian Labour-Farmer Temple Association.” He takes the theme Mochoruk began con-

siderably further, tracing the struggle against the official party line through the terrible events

of the mid to late 1930s, when western Canada sank into the depths of the Great Depression

and the dust bowl while Soviet Ukraine suffered a great famine-genocide and Stalinist terror.

Unlike Popovich and company, however, Danylo Lobay and his supporters, in the end, would

not cave in to the party’s authority and eventually were forced out. This group soon joined the

democratic Left in Canada and became supporters of the Co-operative Commonwealth Feder-

ation (the CCF, forerunner of the NDP), which its Communist opponents sometimes labeled

“social fascist.”

The general bias of the volume is quite obvious to the independent observer. In spite of an

attempt to view the Ukrainian-Canadian Left with new and unbl inhered eyes, much of the

same old conceptualization and vocabulary is used: the organizations involved, the Labour

Temples and others, are “progressive,” not “pro-Communist,” and their leaders are mostly

sincere and not hypocritical. They, seemingly, and not the democratic socialists of the CCF,

represent the true Left. This is a conceptualization and vocabulary that is clearly dated now
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that the Cold War is long gone and the USSR no longer exists. It should be discarded, and a

new conceptualization and vocabulary should be taken up. Unfortunately Re-Imagining

Ukrainian Canadians does not even approach doing this, but, rather, retains the same old

ideas about the Right and the Left and about what is “progressive” and, presumably, what is

“reactionary.”

Finally, in particular, the points Martynowych makes in his paper about the Ukrainian-

Canadian Right also need to be looked at in context. While it may be true that the

organizations he names as having some “sympathy for the devil” (the Veterans’ Organization

and the Ukrainian National Federation or UNF, among others) may indeed have contained

many members that were in part under fascist influence and sometimes made anti-Semitic

statements (for example in Novyi shliakh, the UNF’s official organ), the Nazis and the Italian

Fascists were not the only devils around at that time—there were also many Stalinists and

other Communist extremists—and, with regard to Ukrainian-Jewish conflict, many of the

leading foes of an independent democratic Ukraine besides Leon Trotsky and Lazar

Kaganovich had Jewish roots. This does not, of course, excuse militarism or anti-Semitism,

and the authoritarianism and racism periodically expressed by the Ukrainian Canadian

extreme Right can be correctly condemned. It does, however, go some way to explaining how

in a free and democratic Canada, where despite the Great Depression very few people were

actually starving, such extreme sentiments, frankly repulsive today, could be openly ex-

pressed. Moreover, the somewhat flamboyant nationalism of organizations like the UNF must

also be seen as, at least in part, a reaction against the overt chauvinism of British North

America in those days. Even in the Dominion of Canada of the 1930s there continued to be

much Anglo-Saxon prejudice against minority groups such as the Ukrainian Canadians, and

this, in particular, was responsible for much of the inferiority complex of so many members of

this minority group at that time. The UNF’s extreme nationalism may have been partly a

reaction against this inferiority complex, an attempt to heal it and inculcate a healthy national

pride, and if so, the guilt for the alleged excesses of such organizations can be spread around

quite widely. The same explanation, by the way, may be offered for the success of the mili-

tantly pro-Communist Ukrainian Canadian Left of those days. Anglo-Saxon prejudice and

Ukrainian Canadians’ consequent inferiority complex may also have influenced the

flourishing of the extremism of that Left, which as much as its rightist foes put much stock in

positive cultural activities. The fact that the Labour Temples could not escape excessive

adulation of the great leader and guide to all progressive humanity, Joseph Stalin, and

eventually caved in to the party, should not go unmentioned, though this too needs to be put

within a wider context.

Re-Imagining Ukrainian Canadians makes some small and very hesitant but also very

necessary steps toward rewriting for our times the history of this interesting and diverse ethnic

group whose history is so bound up with the class and national conflicts and the political

polarization of the long Cold War. We may modestly conclude by saying that the road toward

the integration of Left and Right into a new and more inclusive Ukrainian-Canadian narrative

is a long one and most of this fascinating journey still lies before us.

Thomas M. Prymak

University of Toronto
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Artur Bracki. Surzyk: Historia i terazniejszosc. Gdansk: Wydawnictwo
Uniwersytetu Gdanskiego, 2010. 272 pp. 31.50 zl.

During the past decade Surzhyk, or, in other words, the various results of mixing the Ukrai-

nian and Russian languages, has become one of the favourite topics in Slavic linguistics.

Whereas normativists have singled out real or alleged Russian elements in the Ukrainian

language in order to pave way for a broader use of “purer” versions of the Ukrainian standard

language, non-normative sociolinguists have often been fascinated by the phenomenon of

Ukrainian-Russian code-mixing, and some of them have even begun propagating that Surzhyk

should be regarded as a language of its own. Artur Bracki of Gdansk University has collected

and convincingly analyzed a representative sample of various materials ranging from

transcripts of oral speech to quotations from the mass media. He has pondered a number of

important theoretical approaches to the topic and found his way to a largely convincing, sober

description of Surzhyk. In his preface, Bracki pays tribute to those Ukrainian and Belarusian

scholars who generously supported him during his work. Apparently most credit goes to

Larysa Masenko from Kyiv. At the very beginning of his introduction, Bracki aptly defines

Surzhyk as “a type of speech manifesting itself in a sample of idiolects that are based on the

Ukrainian language and exhibit strong Russian interferemes [Polish: nalecialosci] resulting

from the long-lasting coexistence of both languages in terms of asymmetrical bilingualism in

its diglossic form” (p. 14). Whereas some might disagree with that definition, it seems to be

broad enough to be able to match at least prototypical Surzhyk as a mass phenomenon in

Ukraine. Most importantly, Bracki rightly argues that Surzhyk should not be understood as

one consistent idiom, but as a plethora of linguistic varieties. Moreover, he emphasizes that

mixed codes such as Surzhyk and Russian-Belarusian Trasianka are not unique at all, not even

in the Slavic-speaking world (pp. 16-18). In an informative survey of the history of both

Polish and Ukrainian sociolinguistics, Bracki focuses on the study of bilingualism. He

concisely discusses various approaches toward Surzhyk from different angles and omits none

of the major publications on the topic. Some readers might be surprised to find Ivan Dziuba’s

Internationalism or Russification? among them. But because Bracki, like Larysa Masenko and

others, tends to view Surzhyk as a result of Russian colonialism in Ukraine, this does make

sense.

In his historical description of the Russification of Ukraine in chapter 2, Bracki correctly

emphasizes the significant role of the eighteenth century, when Russian was developed step

by step into a modern standard language and Ukrainian was increasingly confined to “the

vivid speech of the commoners and oral literature” Ciyvry j?zyk ludu i ustn[a] tworczosc

ludow[a],” p. 47). Bracki largely adopts the prevalent Ukrainian narrative, which also holds

for his view of the Russian approach toward the heritage of Kyivan Rus' (pp. 47-48). These

historical parts are primarily based on Orest Subtelny’s History of Ukraine, and they end with

the language bans of 1863 (the Valuev Circular) and 1876 (the Ems Ukase). Patriarch Nikon’s

quasi-standard Ukrainian saying “Kojih 6y;te 6araTO mob, ni;ie posSpar (CMyxa) na scMni” (p.

45), as quoted from a Ukrainian source of the Ukrainization period, should have been replaced

with a version closer to the (Russian) Church Slavonic original.

In his chapter on the etymology and history of the word surzhyk, Bracki does not only take

into account Ukrainian sources, but also Russian, Polish {sqrzyca, sqzyca), and Czech {sourez)

cognates (p. 55). Apparently Ukrainian surzhyk began to be used only in reference to people

of mixed origin and subsequently to more kinds of mixtures, including mixed languages.

Following Lesia Stavytska and Trub, Bracki identifies Oleksander Dovzhenko’s diary entry
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from late May or early June 1942 as the first evidence of the use oi^'surzhyk'" in the linguistic

meaning of a mixture of Ukrainian and Russian. One might recall at this point Yurii (George

Y.) Shevelov’s autobiography, where he writes that he heard the expression ‘‘'‘siirzhyk’’' for the

first time in Kharkiv in the 1930s. Since Shevelov had already become a junior Ukrainian

language specialist by that time, it is likely that the new meaning of the word began spreading

only during that period as a result of the years of the most intense but still half-hearted

measures of so-called Ukrainization— 1926-33. While pondering the essence and the

dimension of Surzhyk, Bracki also mentions a number of alleged synonymic expressions for

the term, including “uapcbKHH/naHCbKHH aiajieKT,” “mobhhh noKpyn,” “MaKapoHHMHe

[correctly: MaKapoHiMue] mobjichhji,” or “KpoB03MicHe /thtb /tbomobhoctI” (p. 57). It is not

clear, however, in what sense such more or less accurate labels can be regarded as true syno-

nyms of surzhyk.

Bracki aptly discusses various definitions of Surzhyk and highlights some of their

shortcomings. In terms of theoretical questions, one might sometimes miss the broader picture

pointing beyond Ukraine and Poland. Regarding the definition of code-switching and code-

mixing, however, Taras Koznarsky, though he who did make an intriguing contribution to the

study of Surzhyk, should not be the first authority to be cited (p. 68). And the high quality of

Laada Bilaniuk’s study of Surzhyk notwithstanding, it comes as a surprise that Bracki, like

some other young linguists in their recent works, tends to take her rather tentative ad hoc

typology of Surzhyk for granted (pp. 69-70). As for the term “synonymous quasi-extension”

(p. 68), i.e., the replacement of Ukrainian terms with synonymous Russian ones, it is not

entirely clear from where Bracki took it. In his view, Surzhyk is above all a result of

“synonymous quasi-extension.” However, if Surzhyk could be reduced to mere substitutions

of isolated forms, the quite complex character of the phenomenon would be hard to

understand. Bracki takes no position regarding the discussion about whether Surzhyk is an

urban or a rural phenomenon. He assumes that Surzhyk is not used by “educated persons who
know at least one of the languages well (perhaps a territorial or regional variant) from which

Surzhyk is formed, or by true bilinguals” (p. 72). Perhaps, however, this depends on the

situational setting in which a certain act of communication takes place?

Chapter 3, on “The Present Shape of Surzhyk from a Sociolinguistic Perspective,” is of

central significance for the book’s theoretical foundation. In it Bracki views Surzhyk against

the background of some linguistic varieties, such as colloquial language, slang, and

prostorichchia. It is interesting to see how he faces the problem of translating the latter term

into Polish categories and willy-nilly confirms the difficulties of working with that extremely

fuzzy term (which has been adopted from Russian '"prostorechie'J. ‘‘‘‘J^zyk pospoUty"

(common language) is barely the best Polish translation for the word, because its

(contemporary) negative aspects as a degraded and vulgarized manifestation of a concrete

language are much less present (if at all) in the genuinely neutral Polish term. One of the

strongest statements of this chapter is that Surzhyk allegedly lacks any norm or the possibility

of the creation of a tradition (p. 81 ). Bracki views Surzhyk as a variety close to pidgins but not

to creole languages, yet he rightly does not identify it as a pidgin. He not only emphasizes the

differences between Surzhyk and Yiddish, but also tends to undermine the similarities

between Surzhyk and Belarusian Trasianka. His stance on the latter comparison seems to be

based on different scholarly approaches in Ukraine and Belarus than on the linguistic entities

themselves (p. 104).

More than once Bracki emphasizes his critical attitude toward the “Novye yazyki novykh

gosudarstv” project in St. Petersburg. What he disagrees with the most is his Russian
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colleagues’ thesis that Surzhyk and Trasianka are basically new languages in formation (e.g.,

pp. 101-102, 126-28). Most interestingly, Brack! raises the question whether Surzhyk can be

regarded as an interlanguage or as a product of semilingualism (p. 103). It would have been

interesting if he had elaborated a bit more on that. On several occasions Brack! emphasizes

that the various hybridizations of Surzhyk are always bound to concrete speech acts and are of

an individual or, in other words, idiolectal character (e.g., p. 105). In his discussion of

Surzhyk’ s phonetic features one might have wished to see more accurate phonetic

transcriptions, particularly with regard to the Russian examples, which more often than not do

not exhibit akan'e and so on (e.g., p. 109).

What Bracki clearly underestimates are dialectal differences, particularly those of Ukrai-

nian but also those of Russian. For example, Russian [vs'ehda\ need not be regarded as a

Surzhyk form in a Russian-based text, because the fricativization of g occurs not only in

Ukrainian, but also in the South Russian dialects. Apart from that, it is not easy to understand

Bracki’s considerations about the graphemization of Surzhyk (p. 1 12) if one acknowledges the

fact that any graphemic system is necessarily a result of compromises. Finally, one might also

note some inconsistencies in the rendering of certain forms (e.g., on p. 115, nimaiombcfi along

with munaiombCfi).

Bracki argues that the largest group of Russianisms consists of “special terms, technical

expressions, or definitions of abstract concepts” (p. 119); the second-largest group (a quite

fuzzy one), of “expressions in the central position of the utterance” (ibid.); and the third-

largest group, of “words denoting items and concepts of everyday life and names of most

general activities” (p. 120). It turns out that it remains hard to establish any rules that would

really deserve such a name, i.e., explain something in a way that would make various

phenomena of Surzhyk predictable at least to a certain degree. This is not astounding if

Surzhyk is really primarily as idiomatic as Bracki suggests. Altogether his linguistic

observations are interesting and largely convincing, but his remarks on syntax definitely

remain too unclear. In particular, it is not easy to understand what syntactic “simplification”

means in his description (pp. 123-26). The last passage in chapter 3 is devoted to one of the

burning questions regarding Surzhyk, namely, whether its codification is possible. Given his

outlined key theses, Bracki denies that it is (pp. 126-28).

The last and longest chapter, on the functioning of Surzhyk, is probably the book’s most

intriguing part. Bracki collected materials on Surzhyk in “everyday communication,” “the

mass media,” “mass culture,” and “belles-lettres and their translations into Polish.” He puts

the strongest emphasis by far on “everyday communication.” Bracki conducted his fieldwork

during the years 2006-2008 on “the entire [?] territory of Ukraine” and recorded thirty-one

transcripts of longer Surzhyk utterances and ten transcripts of spontaneous utterances in Kyiv,

supplementing them with nine photographs of announcements in Kyiv allegedly

demonstrating their authors’ “inability to distinguish between the Ukrainian and the Russian

code” (p. 131). Bracki conducted his interviews in Ukrainian because, as he states, otherwise

the respondents would have probably switched to Russian (ibid.). If, however, Surzhyk

speakers are truly unable to distinguish between the two codes, would not the result

necessarily have been just another kind of Surzhyk? Since 1 believe that Bracki’s latter

assumption is correct, something else seems to be at stake. After all, because of the traditional

privileged position of Russian in Ukraine, Surzhyk speakers tend to know Russian better than

Ukrainian. Although conversations in Russian would probably not have yielded the “purest”

varieties of Russian in the respondents’ utterances, they might have provided less mixed, less

Surzhyk results with at least some of the interviewees.
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Brack! transcribed all of the examples of Surzhyk in his book using the Cyrillic Ukrainian

alphabet. He also provided their “phonetic transcription,” which, however, is not really based

on phonetic principles but rather on phonemic ones. He also translated all of the fragments

into Standard Ukrainian, Standard Russian, and (for the Polish reader) Standard Polish (cf. pp.

132-33). It would have been worthwhile to provide true phonetic transcriptions, and at very

best a CD containing all of the recorded fragments could have greatly enhanced his study.

(Such a CD is part of Salvatore Del Gaudio’s On the Nature ofSiirzyk: A Double Perspective

[Munich: Otto Sagner, 2010]; cf. my highly critical review in Wiener Slavistisches Jahrbuch

57 [201 1]: 245-55). Brack! differentiates various fragments according to their small, middle,

or high degree of deviation from Standard Ukrainian. His categorizations are largely

convincing, but sometimes, quite naturally, also questionable. His analysis of Surzhyk in the

mass media suffers a bit because he did not differentiate clearly enough the materials he

recorded from common speakers, advertisers, journalists, anchormen, and other mass-media

professionals. In the book’s passage on Surzhyk materials taken from mass culture, Vierka

Serdiuchka’s shows occupy a central part, whereas in the passage on Surzhyk in belles-lettres

the analysis of its translation into Polish receives particular attention.

Brack! prepared his book carefully. Misprints or formal mistakes occur very rarely; e.g.,

“penpecioHoeaHHx” (p. 26) instead of “penpecoeaHHx”, “iHTep(J)epeHH” (p. 21) instead of

“iHTep(|)epeMH,” and Eneida dated 1897 (p. 113) instead of 1798. Brack! has tried to give a

thorough description of a linguistic phenomenon, and he views it from a much more distanced

and sober angle than many other Slavists outside Ukraine have. No one interested in Surzhyk

or, in the broader context, the coexistence of Ukrainian and Russian should miss getting

acquainted with this solid work. It is the best study of Surzhyk published thus far.

Michael Moser

University of Vienna

Jacob P. Hursky. Selected Works. Volume 21/Numbers 49-50 (2000-

2008) oiAnnals ofthe Ukrainian Academy ofArts and Sciences in the

US 220 pp.

Many Ukrainian emigres who settled in the United States after the Second World War were

budding scholars whose formal induction into the world of academe was disrupted by the

turmoil ofwar and displacement. For some, like Jacob (Yakiv) P. Hursky (1923-95), the relative

stability of a new environment offered an opportunity to persevere and continue their scholarly

interests. Moreover, during the Cold War of the mid- 1940s to 1991 a premium was placed on

those whose specialties were valued for their possible contribution to the West’s drive to match

and surpass the Soviet Union’s threatening hegemony. These decades were the golden age of

Slavic and East European studies in America, an age that provided an appreciative context

within which Jacob Hursky, like many of his compatriots, pursued his scholarly interests, often

with the support of government grants and university scholarships. For Hursky these interests

were rooted in Ukrainian philology and culminated with his doctoral dissertation, “Patronymic

Surnames in Ukrainian,” which he defended at the University of Pennsylvania in 1957, only

seven years after immigrating to the United States in 1950. This work, published here for the

first time, constitutes this volume’s cornerstone (pp. 19-1 1 8) and is accompanied by four shorter

studies by Hursky. Three of them (two in Ukrainian) were published earlier, and the fourth is “a

revised version of part of his dissertation” (p. 9).
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In general, Hursky’s approach is historical-geographic, as favoured by somewhat dated,

classical European philology, rooted in a diachronic mindset driven by nation-building

concerns. And so, for example, we learn that Ukrainian “surnames in -enok are met for the

first time in the mid fifteenth century” (p.l07); that etymological clues suggest Ukrainian

surnames are derived from Christian names, occupations, social status, ethnic origin, and so

on (pp. 47-94); and that certain areas of Ukraine show a preference for certain patronymics

over others (see page 1 12 for a geographic-distribution map). Other, more fashionable metho-

dologies are bypassed; in particular, those that surfaced with the explosion of synchronic and

contrastive linguistics in the 1960s at places like MIT and Harvard have no place in Hursky’s

work. One wonders how these other perspectives on patterning and structure in language

could have worked to reshape Hursky’s investigations. (An example of such an approach is

reflected in Jaromira’s Rakusan’s “Slavic Immigrants, Situation, and the Process of Naming,”

in Living Record: Essays in Memory of Constantine Bida [1916-1979], ed. Irena R. Makaryk

[University of Ottawa Press, 1991], 371-87.)

Somewhat baffling, if not surprising, is the seemingly padded bibliography at the end of

Hursky’s dissertation, where a subsection on “Works Consulted” (pp. 116-18) includes a

plethora of dictionaries and grammars (there are questionable entries for Julius W. Stechishin’s

Ukrainian Grammar [Winnipeg, 1951]) and American knock-off reprints [Mykhailo L.

Podvezko’s Ukrainian-English Dictionary and Hryhorii Holoskevych’s Pravopysnyi slovnyk])

mixed in with a variety of directly relevant titles. Was there a lack of discrimination here? Of

course, Hursky is unable to defend these quirks, and, besides, given his methodology’s exclusive

reliance on historicity it is the printed word (and not the living, spoken word) that constitutes his

primary and possibly only source of documentation, guidance, and information.

With his focus on Ukrainian surnames, Hursky’s commitment to historical phonology quite

naturally caused him to look at comparative links between Ukrainian on the one hand, and

Romanian, the South Slavic languages, and Old Church Slavonic on the other. This bent is

reflected, for example, in a separate, admirable foray (pp. 153-68) into the language of chants

from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as found in a ''bolgarski” heirmologia housed by a

monastery in Galicia. In a way, Hursky’s disinterest in pursuing Ukrainian-Russian connections

can be viewed as a tacit refusal to associate with politically tinged practices promoted by official

Soviet scholarship.

A family photo and the many glowing tributes reproduced in this work suggest that this

publication (funded by Hursky’s widow, Valentina and edited by Assya Humesky) is meant to

serve as a posthumous, commemorative volume saluting Hursky’s academic and scholarly

achievements. Unfortunately, although scholarly output (listed on pp. 14-16) points to a wide

spectrum of interests (including music), these other aspects of Hursky’s productivity are given

little attention.

Robert B. Klymasz

University ofManitoba

Alla Nedashkivska. Ukrainian through Its Living Culture: Advanced Level

Language Textbook. Edmonton: University of Alberta Press, 2010. xxii,

342 pp. $60 cloth.

An advanced-level textbook of the Ukrainian language in English has long been overdue.

Indeed, for over two decades no such book was published in North America. Ukrainian
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through Its Living Culture is an imposing eight-by-ten-inch edition that is convenient to use.

(Once it is opened, it stays open.) It is the most visually attractive of all the textbooks of

Ukrainian published in English thus far. The text is liberally spaced, and the pages have wide

left-page margins. It offers what none of its forerunners did—a wealth of pictures in colour,

and well-spaced, easy-to-read print in black and occasionally in red.

In this textbook Alla Nedashkivska strives to follow the language-teaching guidelines of

the American Council for the Teaching of Foreign Languages (ACTFL), which emphasize the

need to teach in real-life situations. Thematically it is organized into nine units, each focusing

in turn on such topics as student life, personal life, housing and employment, leisure,

restaurants, a healthy lifestyle, travel, music, and sports. Each unit consists of two parts. The

first part is geared to developing an advanced command of the language; the second part

allows the learner to acquire some superior-level skills, such as hypothesizing. The textbook

offers the instructor flexibility by portioning out its material in such a manner as to

accommodate course programs varying in length from thirteen to forty weeks. The five

1 appendices include key expressions used in general discussions and in discussions of books,

1 articles, films, and so on; speech etiquette formulas; grammar notes; and a note on the two

I
competing Ukrainian orthographies—the Russified one introduced in 1933, and the one that

predated it and is now quickly gaining ground despite the fact that it has not been officially

reinstated.

I The textbook is focussed on developing conversation skills. Brief texts from the con-

! temporary Ukrainian mass media and dialogues are used as the points of departure. The

vocabulary, with some important exceptions, is useful and limited to words frequently used in

i

the most common everyday informal situations. The content is presented in easily manageable

portions with a great deal of authentic material—advertisements, restaurant menus that the

learner is most likely to see in Ukraine today, posters, flyers, artistic programs, schedules, and

other information. The topics are aptly illustrated. All of this creates a context of cultural

authenticity. Instructors and students alike are bound to be attracted by the textbook's active

j

use expressions and phrases that are popular in Ukraine today. Alla Nedashkivska’s en-

thusiasm for teaching students the colloquialisms, jargon, and slang that young people in

Ukraine use is apparent. An undeniable merit of her textbook is its general orientation toward

4 modem Ukrainian youth culture and the language of the information revolution, including

i
SMS vocabulary, Internet Jargon, and expressions for “cool” things.

||

Any path-blazing work, and this surely is one, is bound to leave some bases uncovered.

Nedashkivska’s immediately obvious and puzzling oversight is the absence of word stresses in

>j her textbook. One of the main challenges of learning Ukrainian is its highly mobile stress.

Ij That authentic Ukrainian texts do not mark it is hardly license for language instructors or

students to ignore it. The absence of word stresses has been a systematic drawback of most

language teaching materials published in Ukraine over the last two decades and detracts

significantly from their usability. In contradistinction to that indefensible practice, there has

been a consensus among most authors of Ukrainian language teaching aids published in North

America regarding the need to mark word stresses, for in many cases words cannot be pro-

nounced correctly without them. This unfortunate oversight makes effective use of the

textbook by both instructors and students highly and needlessly challenging, if not impossible.

Instructors of a language that has been an object of imperial assimilation inevitably face the

problem of finding a balance between the descriptive and prescriptive approaches to their

material. In other words, should texts be taken as they are, regardless of whether or not they

conform to the literary norm, or should they be carefully monitored in order to isolate and
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discard elements artificially introduced into the target language as a result of its forced

assimilation? Nedashkivska has clearly chosen to use a descriptive approach. As a result she

includes phonetic {uyjiboeKa instead of uynieKa, cmydiK instead of cmyduK, MaKdoHOJtbdc

instead of MaKdoHoiibds, Pieep instead of Pueep), grammatical {ua eutpoMy pieui instead of ua

HamuiiiOMy pieui), lexical {ecce instead of eceii, podomodaeeiib instead of npaifedaeeifb),

syntactic {npiocodumu e MaKdoHOJibdc instead of npuxodumti do “MaKdoHOJibdsy”), and stylistic

{iumepuem euKopucmoeyiombCH cmydenmoMU instead of iumepHem euKopiicmoeyiomb cmy-

denmii) elements whose Ukrainian provenance is questionable. If she had applied a more selec-

tive approach, she still could have made good use of the contemporary language ofyoung people

without violating the literary standard and granting macaronic elements the legitimacy they do

not have. Ukrainian has been under relentless pressure from Russian in all spheres of

communication. Consequently, if a textbook fails to help students to learn the literary norm of

the target language, it fails to achieve its first and foremost purpose.

This textbook would have gained considerably by making a clear and systematic dis-

tinction between written (formal) and spoken (informal) speech. In Nedashkivska’ s book the

separation between the two is absent or blurred. Stylistically coloured words and expressions

are often not labeled as such—e.g., mimnopKa (p. 201), KpuK Modu (p. 212), noeduHOK (p.

229), xajiena (p. 331); or mislabeled—e.g., CKyiioed.M'eHa uieeejuopa (p. 52), aemosanpaeKO

(p. 314), 6a^a^K'HUK (pp. 161 and 314), pinKa (p. 327), meeejuopa on p. 332). In Appendix 11,

the two forms of speech are explicitly treated as being no different: “How to discuss books ...

orally or in writing.”

Some of the book’s headings are misleading. It is unclear, for example, what the ex-

pressions of personal opinion and articles of clothing have to do with stylistics (p. 44); or why

such terms as uyjiboeuu, nidcicmu ua uapKomy, deunymu cmpimy, hquhuk, cmpijibHymu, and

cmpijia are given under the rubric of sports slang (p. 226-21)’. they are hardly limited in

semantics and usage to sports. Similar stylistic and functional misattributions are given to

other items: dpexyueifb, sdiipamu, iudi, KOJunaKm, Kpymo, napmi, nim, and (pan (p. 200). At

the same time Nedashkivska introduces stylistically marked colloquialisms, slang, and jargon

under the heading of “Language and Culture” (p. 200). Sometimes she presents an expression

in a truncated form or without sufficient explanation about how it is used. For example,

mpeda KOMCpopmuo (p. 49) should be KOMCpopmuo edfl^amllCf^^, 2pimu pymi (p. 68) should be

2pimii pyKii HQ Hojvtycb’, and nepeeodumu posMoey (p. 1 13) should be nepeeodumu posMoey ho

UfOCb IHUie.

The text has a number of erroneous forms, npumiamu yuacmb (pp. 88, 136) should be

dpamii ynacmb’, diecjiiemiKoeiiu (p. 1 04) should be diecjiiemiir, i e xeicm i e epuey = ne ddaiomi

(p. 1 13) should be dyoice ciuibuo, ueiifadHO’, JJjih Ko3epo^ie and Mjih Paxie (p. 135) should be

Ko3epo^aM and Pokom’, npoxodbme (p. 153) should be 3axodbme’, and mpemeopeHUfi e (p. 154)

should be nepemeopeuHH na . Nedashkivska has left several foreign names untranslated: Pepsi

(p. 98) and New Form, Mixer, Medirun, and Medistep (p. 146)—an inadmissible violation of

specific rules regarding the rendition of foreign names into Ukrainian. Ukrainian, unlike

Russian, has followed the principle of transcription in such cases. Yet Nedashkivska’s textbook

all too often departs from this principle and reproduces the writing rather than sounding of

foreign words. On at least one occasion the prices for services in Ukraine are given in U.S.

dollars instead of hryvnias (p. 156). There are also erroneous or disputable word descriptions:

e.g., y nbo^o He eci edoMa (p. 36), which does not mean Hepo3y\iHa .uoduHa, but dueaKyeama

ado do.)tceeijibHa juodiiHa’, nocni.ib (p. 229); hum do cnacii (p. 230); ydapna ma KudKoea mexHiKa

(p. 239); dypHiiifi (p. 242); ad.)/ce (p. 248); and HuuwopKa (p. 201 ). The textbook is not free from
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other forms of Russian linguistic interference: e.g., adcojifomuo eipuo (p. 246) should be

adcojuomHO npaewibuo', and yiKeud (p. 260) should be emeud.

It is a tested and accepted lexicographic practice to present items in explanations, notes, or

glossaries in their dictionary forms instead of the ones that are used in a text. Nedashkivska often

ignores this principle, however, and this is bound to create confusion and additional difficulties

for the learner. For example, instead of their singular forms, we find only the plural forms of the

nouns 6poeu, eii, zydii 3y6u, oni, UjOKU, docoHim-Ku (p. 40), Kpociemi, caudcuii, mycpjii, nepeeuKU,

Hodomu, lUKapnemKu (p. 41), OKcecyapu (p. 51), macpKU (p. 70), and 3HauoMcmea (p. 77); and

instead of eidiepaeamu ocodmey pom we find ocodmteoi pojii ije ue eidi2pae (p. 77). Singiilaria

and pluralia tantum nouns are not labeled as such: e.g. only sg. odm (37) and eojioccR (p. 40);

and only pi. d,M-UHCu (p. 40), masKu, mmami (p. 41), Mediii (p. 69), and KarnKymi (p. 77).

For me the pedagogical value Nedashkivska’ s repeated use of general questions to lead the

discussion of texts (pp. 31, 35, 55, 71, 81, 93, 1 18, 126-27, 157, 187) is questionable. It is a

commonplace that yes/no questions are hardly the best pedagogical strategy to solicit an

extended speech sample from the learner. Therefore, instead of “Do you often read it?” one

should ask “How often do you read it?” to elicit more than a monosyllabic answer.

There seems to be no clear division between the ACTFL’s levels of proficiency in

Nedashkivska’ s presentation of material. Her appendices offer topics regarding verb

conjugation, basic etiquette formulas, and a rather inadequate explanation of the basic

functions of cases and other topics that pertain to in tower levels of language proficiency. For

instance, the brief explanation of the ways to form degrees of comparison of adjectives is

more confusing than instructive. Synthetic and analytical forms thereof are mentioned in one

sentence, and the important fact that Ukrainian gives a clear preference to the former is

ignored. Semantic differences between such parallel forms as MOJiodmuulMOJiodimuu

‘younger’ and cmapuiuiilcmapituuu ‘older’ are left unexplained. There Nedashkivska’s un-

fortunately brief elucidation will leave the learner with the impression that adjectives that do

not have comparative/superlative degrees are something of an oddity (“some adjectives and

adverbs”). In fact, only qualitative adjectives (dijwii, ceiotciiu, meepduii) have such forms,

while two other semantic classes of adjectives—the relative (kom'rhuu, depee'Rmiu, eodRmm)

and possessive (leauie, npuRmejitmiH, puO’Rmiu )

—

do not have them.

The book’s serious drawback is its rather shorthand presentation of grammar. In my
opinion, at the advanced level grammar should be treated in depth, with a focus on difficult

cases that are left outside the program of elementary- and intermediate-level language courses.

Such topics may include, for example, the genitive singular of inanimate masculine nouns of

the second declension; the modality of verbal aspect; the historical past tense; the interaction

between style and syntax; and patterns of building words. In Nedashkivska’s textbook the user

will find a minimum grammar, reduced to tables and superficial explanations that are not free

of disappointing mistakes (e.g., the conditional conjunctions RKUio and rk6u are repeatedly

called particles on pp. 298-99). The grammar exercises therein are almost exclusively geared

toward reviewing grammar on the elementary and intermediate levels. Learners would be well

served if the book contained references to Ukrainian grammatical and lexicographical

resources, such as Andrij Homjatkevyc’s very helpful 530 Ukrainian Verbs, the Web site

Slovnyky Ukrainy on-line <lcorp.uliforg.ua/dictua>, or even <sum.in.ua>, the electronic

version of the 11 -volume dictionary (1970-80) of the Ukrainian language published by the

Academy of Sciences of the Ukrainian SSR. Such references are much called for in view of

the extremely curtailed descriptions of entries in the Ukrainian-English glossary at the end of
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the textbook and of the notable absence there of an English-Ukrainian glossary. Learners who
wish to fill this void by turning to existing dictionaries are left to fend for themselves.

Finally, it is unclear what value the numerous Russian or English loanwords scattered

throughout Nedashkivska’s textbook can have for learners if they are presented as if they are

Ukrainian: e.g., eidcmeyfcyeamu, enadno, ejiojvt, JiemioHa miiua, cmpijiKa, Kiiboeim, npimoji,

(no)mycyeamiicH, npiimid, npuKudamucH, jieudji, (pirriHec-saji, peKopdine, dodidijidiue, 6oyjiwz,

mpeHiH3, (pimuec, daueiH2. That such words are often encountered in contemporary Ukraine is

evidence of a general degradation of language culture there, a fact that country’s leading

linguists have bemoaned. The popular use of such words is hardly a reason to include them in

language-teaching materials. If anything, an unsuspecting learner should be clearly instructed

that such linguistic anomalies are to be avoided, and they should not be encouraged to use them.

Instead Nedashkivska has classified some of them (jieudji, 6odi6ijidw2, doyjiiua, mpeHiue) as

“new Ukrainian words,” thus giving them an endorsement they do not merit.

Yuri Shevchuk

Columbia University

Adriana Helbig, Oksana Buranbaeva, and Vanja Mladineo. Culture and

Customs of Ukraine. Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2009. xx, 195 pp.

U.S.$75 eloth.

This relatively slim volume presents the reader with a succinct examination of post-Soviet

Ukrainian culture and society from a multi-faceted perspective grounded in cultural

anthropology, ethnography, literary studies, gender studies, and history. Primarily focusing on

expressive cultural practices of Ukrainian society—ranging from such institutionalized do-

mains as religion and education to topics of pastime and everyday life—the authors also look

into history, politics, and the social makeup of Ukrainian society to contextualize their dis-

cussion. The volume begins with an introduction of Ukraine as a geographic entity and a

modern nation, followed by a highly compressed yet well-balanced excursus into last two mil-

lennia of Ukrainian history. As dense as it is, the presentation of historical context is well

crafted and well referenced. Throughout the book’s remaining chapters, the authors examine

religion, language, gender, education, customs, holidays, cuisine, mass media, literature,

music, theatre, and cinema.

Readers should not expect a sustained exploration of all of the topics included in the book:

some received extended analytical and historical treatments while and others did not. Thus the

chapters on religion, language, literature, theatre, and music take the reader, somewhat

predictably, as far back as the period of Kyivan Rus', while the chapters on gender, customs,

holidays, and cuisine dwell mostly on recent developments. The critical perspective applied to

the discussion of religion, music, literature, language, customs, holidays, and cuisine in Ukraine

makes the chapters on those subjects more informative and more engaging. For example, despite

the limitations imposed upon this volume by its format, the chapter on religion offers a

thoughtful analysis, a good narrative, and an excellent focus. Underscoring the importance of

ecumenism in Ukraine, it attempts “an historical overview of the role religious institutions and

identities have played” in Ukraine at various times and contexts (p. 30). As such, it provides a

good and balanced introduction to the multi-faceted and complex history of various faith

communities in Ukraine and also to the relationship between religion, identity, and culture in

Ukraine’s various regions. Another example of a well-rounded presentation is the chapter on
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music. The expertise of one of the book’s coauthor is in the field of musicology, and it is there-

fore not surprising that this chapter provides a wealth of information, even if in a succinct way,

both from a historical perspective and regarding recent developments in Ukrainian music.

There are, however, chapters in this volume that are less informative and have no partic-

ular analytical focus. The chapter on theatre and cinema, for example, only touches upon

major and well-known facts from the twentieth century history of both artistic traditions,

leaving the reader mostly uninformed about the recent and often exciting developments in

Ukrainian cinema and especially theater since Ukraine’s independence. Further on, the

chapter on gender only touches upon developments in gender relations, rights, and equality as

they have been experienced in Ukraine during the twentieth century. It only briefly discusses

the gender situation in Ukraine, focusing on women in Ukraine, violence and trafficking,

feminism (only as limited to the literature), abortion, and homosexuality. The chapter makes

no reference to the pre-modern framework of gender relations in Ukraine before the twentieth

century, despite the fact that such a discussion would certainly have enhanced the existing

outline of gender-related issues in Ukraine today.

I

Despite its shortcomings. Culture and Customs of Ukraine is a welcome addition to the

large collection of publications on Ukraine and has great value as a teaching tool, especially in

the K-12 curriculum and possibly university introductory courses on contemporary Ukraine.

All of the co-authors have great expertise about Eastern Europe and Ukraine specifically.

) Applying their own disciplinary lenses, rooted broadly in cultural anthropology,

! ethnomusicology, political studies, and international affairs, they have produced a readable,

I

concise, and refreshing reference book about contemporary Ukraine and an excellent primer

jl

on Ukrainian culture. The co-authors’ no-nonsense language and their unbiased presentation

I

of often complicated aspects of Ukrainian history will be appreciated by a wide range of

I readers. The book’s value also lies in its exploration of the most common elements of

I

Ukrainian culture—day-to-day practices, social relations, the importance of friendship and

family, gender relations, the perseverance of the collective, and so on. Given the focus on the

contemporary and ordinary and that the volume is mostly oriented towards readers with little

or no exposure to Ukraine, this book will provide them with an adequate understanding of the

nuances and realities of life in Ukraine today.

Natalia Khanenko-Friesen

l'
University ofSaskatchewan

i

Yaroslav Rozumny. Batkivshchyna v poezii Yara Slavutycha. Kyiv:

I

Vydavnychyi dim “Kyievo-Mohylianska akademiia,” 2009. 179 pp.

t Liudmyla Skoryna. Zvytiaha slova, rozdumiv i dila: Poeziia Yara

!; Slavutycha. Cherkasy: Brama-Ukraina, 2007. 312 pp.

( Yar Slavutych (1918-2011) was a major figure in emigre Ukrainian culture. The author of

;;
popular language textbooks, a literary scholar, and an organizer of cultural life, today he is

jl probably best remembered as a prodigious poet. Slavutych ’s poetry never suffered from lack

!|
of attention on the part of scholars. A number of works about him appeared in the diaspora

ij beginning in the 1960s, and as soon as contacts with Ukraine became possible in the 1990s,

writing about Slavutych became somewhat of an industry there. The two books under review

|j

are among the last such studies published during the poet’s lifetime (both with funding from

!'
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the Slavutych Foundation). A fellow Canadian Slavist, Yaroslav Rozumny (Professor Emer-

itus Jaroslav Rozumnyj of the University of Manitoba) focuses in his small book on the

central theme of Slavutych’s poetry, that of the fatherland. Liudmyla Skoryna, a younger

literary scholar in Ukraine, provides in her more substantial monograph a complete overview

of Slavutych’s poetical oeuvre.

Rozumny ’s work is informed by Western concepts of emigre writing, in particular the

sense of loss and guilt present in so many diaspora literatures. He offers a subtle reading of

Slavutych’s often declarative poetry, finding behind it a disoriented emigre who idealizes his

lost homeland. Rozumny shows the tension between the poet’s constant longing for the native

steppes of southern Ukraine and his attempts to imagine first northern California and later

Alberta as a surrogate fatherland, while at the same time feeling guilty for the “sin” of

accepting the new land (pp. 81 and 121). Rozumny rightly points out that, for all the

superficial optimism Slavutych expressed about the Ukrainian-Canadian experience expressed

in Zavoiovnyky prerii (1968), the poet’s predominant imagery there is that of a cold northern

winter that suggests despair (p. 124).

However, directly connecting this despair to Slavutych’s professional unhappiness at the

University of Alberta for much of the 1960s and early 1970s (p. 125) is perhaps too simple an

explanation. Likewise, identifying the “oasis” of the eponymous poetry collection with

Monterey, California, where Slavutych taught from 1955 to 1960 (p. 88) does not flesh out

fully the tensions Rozumny himself identifies in Slavutych’s poetic world.

Skoryna is probably more on the mark when she notes that the “oasis” in question is

(inaccessible) Ukraine, which is only confirmed by the absence of this place name in the

collection, as if it were taboo (p. 79). Unlike Rozumny, who is concerned with the big picture

of the poet searching for the lost fatherland, she also offers a close reading of many of

Slavutych’s poems.

Skoryna stresses the merging in Slavutych’s oeuvre of neoclassical and neoromantic

poetic language. He wrote practically about everything in his favourite form, the classical son-

net. But Slavutych went against his self-acknowledged teachers—the Neoclassicists

—

because, unlike him, they would not compose political or satirical sonnets (p. 183). Skoryna

incorporates most if not all the findings in existing literature about Slavutych. Some of her

more interesting observations about his poetry are original, such as her remarks about his

alliteration and sound consonances (pp. 122 and 156) and the virtual lack of intimate motifs,

except in Slavutych’s imitations of Japanese and Central Asian poetry (p. 155). In agreement

with Rozumny’s reading, Skoryna notes astutely that Slavutych declared his love for the

Canadian prairies immediately upon arriving there, in a poem he composed while he stopped

at the first gas station upon entering Alberta by car (p. 129).

Much of what Slavutych says in his poetry about his family history is the stuff of legend, if

not outright poetic hyperbole. His real family name, Zhuchenko, is widespread enough to find

some Zhuchenkos involved in many great events of Ukrainian history, and all of them, of course,

appear as the poet’s ancestors, not to mention that Yar happens to be the name of a Slavic pagan

deity, a point also not lost on Slavutych. Skoryna marshals theoretical approaches from Roland

Barthes and Michel Foucault to separate Slavutych’s poetic persona from the real Slavutych (pp.

242-44). This helps her to explain some inconsistencies in his autobiographical poem Moia doba

(1957-78). But Skoryna presents other mythologies as if they are established facts, without

critical comment (pp. 21, 106, and 1 13-14). It is also worth noting that she presents criticisms of

Slavutych’s poetry only as quotes from other scholars. Rozumny has more freedom in this

respect. He even registers his uncertainty about some of the youthful poems Slavutych wrote
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during the Great Terror’s last years about the need to “cleanse this land with fire”—were they

anti-Soviet or, on the contrary, very Soviet (pp. 45^6)?

Both Rozumny and Skoryna situate Slavutych’s poetry not in the context dictated by its

neoclassical form, but in the one determined by its explicit didactic function. His patriotic

rhetoric and constant interest in Ukraine’s history present Slavutych as carrying on the tradition

of the poets of the Prague school and the Vistnyk circle, such as Yurii Klen, Oleh Olzhych, Olena

Teliha, and Leonid Mosendz. Both books portray Slavutych as a prolific poet and patriot who

insisted on the national literature’s traditional forms and ideological function—components that

were only reinforced by his long life in exile. His longest autobiographical work was entitled

Moia doba (My Epoch), and, indeed, his passing marks the end of an era.

Olga Pressitch

University of Victoria

Olha Luchuk, ed. V inshomu svitli/In A Different Light: A Bilingual

Anthology of Ukrainian Literature Translated into English by Virlana

Tkacz and Wanda Phipps as Performed by Yara Arts Group. Lviv: Sribne

Slovo Press, 2008. 792 pp. Cloth.

> V inshomu svitli /In a Different Light is an ambitious publication. It corrals over twenty years

i of Virlana Tkacz and Wanda Phipps’s co-translations of Ukrainian poetry into English. The

i volume contains translations of verse by thirty-seven Ukrainian poets, beginning with Tkacz

1

and Phipps’s earliest collaborations in 1990. The majority of the poems in the volume are by

j

contemporary authors. Notably, however, this anthology also includes translations of Pavlo

j!

Tychyna’s Zamist sonetiv i oktav (Instead of Sonnets and Octaves, 1920) in its entirety and of

Lesia Ukrainka’s drama in verse Usova pisnia (The Forest Song). Also included are

incantations, legends, epics, and traditional songs. The anthology’s three introductory essays,

I

by Virlana Tkacz, Natalia Pylypiuk, and. Olha Luchuk (the volume’s compiler and editor),

I

provide the story of how this volume came to be as well as insights about its contents.

1 In her essay Tkacz notes that her and Phipps’s co-translations were created primarily for

I
use in her theatrical productions performed by the Yara Arts Group in New York, i.e., that

ji
their focus was on the performance aspect of poetry. This impetus inspired not only the

i
strategy they employed in rendering the selected texts into English (allowing them to stray

|j

often from the original form of the poem), but also the approach they adopted in organizing

I! this publication. In the anthology the poems are grouped according to the particular

ij

productions in which they were featured. The theatrical performances that had taken place in

I
the past are given prominence over poems that are to be read using this volume today. As a

1 result, when read as a book of Ukrainian poetry, the publication suffers from the manner in

,

which its contents are presented to the reader. Different poems by the same author are

scattered throughout the book. As individual poems, the translations are easily accessible and

,

consistently inspiring. When the poems are read consecutively, however, one’s enjoyment of

ij them becomes compromised. For a reader who has not experienced Yara’s performances, it is

[|

often difficult to make the connection between the grouped poems. An earlier publication of

I'i
some of the translations—the delightful Ten Years ofPoetryfrom the Yara Theater Workshop

1
at Harvard (1998)—is more successful in presenting such a conceptual approach (poems

j

grouped according to their use in Yara’s productions); its brevity (45 pages), and superior

I

design are a better fit for such an effort. Perhaps a different organizational plan would have
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better suited the presentation of the large number of quality translations contained in In a

Different Light. Also, despite the anthology’s handsome and title-appropriate cover, the design

of its pages is surprisingly dull for a book of vibrant poetry and theater; it is saved only by the

sixteen pages of colour photos of Yara’s productions.

The anthology’s organizational and design flaws notwithstanding, it constitutes a sub-

stantial collection of Ukrainian poetry for the English-language reader. This alone establishes

this book as a major contribution to world literature, Ukrainian studies, and translation studies.

The book’s second half shows its unique significance. Featured therein is a collection of notes,

interviews, and press items about Yara’s productions, bringing together evidence of the

committed work of this group over a twenty-year span. The documents offer an insider’s view

of a theatre director and actors working and surviving in their particular field.

The time period in which Yara emerged has undoubtedly steered the subject matter and

contents of tits productions: the launch of the group’s activity coincides with glasnost and

Ukraine’s subsequent achievement of independence. The 1990s were a fervent cultural period

that saw both the rehabilitation of cultural achievements and individuals who had been banned in

the Soviet Union, as well as the emergence of the many new vibrant and diverse voices in post-

Soviet Ukrainian literature. Thus, in Yara’s productions, Antonych, Neborak, Svidzinsky,

Lysheha, and many other representatives of Soviet and post-Soviet modernism are presented

simultaneously. These productions reflect what was happening in Ukraine culturally in the initial

years of its independence. This particular timing also corresponds with post-Soviet Ukraine’s

suddenly open access to the West. In many ways Yara’s work became an attempt at culturally

straddling Ukraine and the United States: actors, poets, designers, and musicians from both

countries (as well as from other countries) are woven into Yara’s productions. This is where In a

Different Light reveals its exceptional value. Reading the various notes, project ideas, and press

clippings reproduced in the volume, one is thrust into a world in which the key individuals of

Ukrainian cultural life—Ukrainian intellectuals and artists—and their work become intertwined

in Yara’s projects. In a Different Light presents the story of the first two decades of Ukrainian

independence, starring the key journals that wrote about Ukrainian theatre and literature at that

time (many of which have ceased to exist but were so vital at the time) and the individuals who

were most active then (sadly, some of them have since died). The volume’s name index is a very

useful tool for navigating the interconnected paths these men and women treaded.

All of the materials in this anthology are presented in both English and Ukrainian. This

demonstrates the conscious intention of the co-translators, editor, and publisher to make the

book be available to audiences and readers both in and outside Ukraine. This decision is

praiseworthy, considering the book’s archival value: Ukrainians will have access to the story

of a formative period in the cultural life of their young state, as will scholars outside the

country studying contemporary Ukrainian culture.

In the autobiographical section of her introductory essay, Virlana Tkacz discloses that her

family instilled in her a love for poetry and that it is together with poetry that she delved into

theatre arts. It was also with poetry that she embarked overseas to begin connecting all of the

individuals and cultural institutions contained within this book. Combining all of the above-

mentioned elements. In a Different Light encapsulates the scope of Yara’s contribution to

Ukrainian culture, offers a bilingual guide to Ukrainian cultural activity at the turn of the

twenty-first century, and locates poetry at the center of this cultural effervescence.

Mark Andryczyk

Columbia University
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Vasyl Makhno. Thread and Selected New York Poems. Translated by

Orest Popovych. New York: Meeting Eyes Bindery, 2009. 126 pp.

U.S.$15 paper.

The thematic scope of Vasyl Makhno’s first book in English translation is announced right at

the outset in its title: it is by and large about New York City in its multicultural, multiethnic

vitality. To be even more precise, it is mainly about the poet’s experience of this metropolis.

Makhno observes, reflects, and converses with his predecessors and contemporaries alike in

order to digest the new American reality in such a way that it becomes his own. His New
York comes across as a site of archaeological importance in which he digs layer by layer into

textual deposits left by other poets he admires, from Federico Garcia Lorca and Walt

Whitman to John Ashbery and members of the New York Group of Ukrainian emigre poets.

Makhno, a Ukrainian poet who settled permanently in New York in 2000, celebrates his

newly adopted city with all its ups and downs. At first he does so with a dose of considerable

hesitation, if not outright reluctance.

However, Thread and Selected New York Poems presents a wider perspective. Even though

the largest selection of the poems therein originally appeared in Ukrainian in Makhno’s

collections Cornelia Street Cafe: Novi ta vybrani virshi, 1991-2006 (2007) and 38 virshiv pro

Niit-York i deshcho inshe (2004), Thread conveys considerably more than the poet’s ruminations

about New York or America at large. It also reveals his own philosophical reflections on

existential matters, where time passing, love, home, and poetry are essential markers of his new

life. But Makhno does not shy away from social issues. He can turn into a social critic in no

time, wrenchingly describing the immigrant realities (e.g., in “The Weekend of an ‘American

Family,”’ or the triptych “Chinatown”). More importantly. Thread can also be perceived as

Makhno’s inconspicuous autobiography, where fragments of his life’s journey, poetically

expressed throughout the book, can be put together to form a coherent story.

In the poem “SS Brandenburg 1913” we discover, for example, the poet’s roots on his

father’s side. The story of two young emigrant girls from his father’s village, Dubno, also

gives Makhno a pretext to talk about the historical events his family lived through (forced

repatriation from Poland to Ukraine after World War II), and, finally, about his own emi-

gration almost a half-century later. We also learn that he has a wife and two daughters (e.g., in

“Would You Stop Loving Her If You Knew She’s a Lesbian?”) and that he lives in Brooklyn,

attends poetry festivals, and has become quite a local patriot of the Big Apple (e.g., in “An
Aviation Response to Yuri Andrukhovych”). Fittingly, the book ends with the poem “A
Farewell to Brooklyn,” in which Makhno reflects on his creative work and years spent in that

borough. By doing so he implicitly signals a new beginning in his life.

Overall, the thirty-one poems (thirty-three if one counts the poems of the “Chinatown”

triptych separately) in Thread are those by a poet who embraces difference and locality with

typical postmodernist acceptance. Makhno’s New York is deeply rooted in the specific and

reflects diversity, history, and allegiance. His community of others includes both poets and the

ordinary men and women he observes while walking or while drinking coffee in a cafe.

Michael Naydan, in his brief introduction to the book, points to “the absence of conscious

beginnings and endings” in Makhno’s poems and suggests that it is “the middle where the

poet gravitates” (p. 7). While “the middle” is indeed where the main thrust of Makhno’s

vision resides, I would argue that beginnings are quite well marked in his poetry, while

endings are not. In the poem “Thread” for example, Makhno contemplates a man’s life; it

unfolds like a thread from the known beginning (birth), but where it leads to no one knows.
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“and you are left at the bus stop / alone” (p. 13). That is, death is implied but presented as

unknown, something one awaits, but “the next bus / as always is late” (p. 13).The poem

“America” presents the same dilemma, but not on a personal level. For Makhno America is “a

ship between two oceans” (p. 50), and while incredibly interesting things are going on there, t

where this “ship” is sailing to is unknown. He just gives us a snapshot, a slice of life at a time.

There are no political connotations in the poem. It is a hymn to life, with all of its dynamism,

interactions, creativity, and incongruities.

Makhno comes across in translation as a lively poet who aspires to be a citizen of the

world. He is witty, observant, sophisticated, and simultaneously down to earth. He is not

afraid to be politically incorrect (e.g., in the triptych “Chinatown”; “Chinese women are

pregnant practically / all the time” [p. 53]) but is free of malice. If anything, Makhno displays

a considerable dose of compassion, especially in his socially minded poems. The fact that he

is so readable and engaging in English is in no small part thanks to an expert rendition by

Orest Popovych. In his brief note “About the Translations,” Bohdan Rubchak (one of the

poets of the New York Group about whom Makhno wrote a poem) introduces Popovych as a

translator and provides his own evaluation of his translations. This is rather an unusual

practice, but justified here; Popovych is not a seasoned translator, and therefore he deserves

credit all the more for sustaining the poet’s atmosphere and tone throughout the book. Clearly

Popovych’s translations are a labour of love. He managed not only to preserve the content but

also to render all the nuances of Makhno’s poetic craft. For example, contrary to what Naydan

says in his introduction, Makhno does have rhymed poems, and Popovych shows great

courage by trying to convey them as rhymed in English. Because Makhno rarely uses exact

rhymes, in many ways this made Popovych’s task somewhat easier. His English rendition of

“Gertrude Stein” masterfully preserves not only the poem’s rhythm and rhyme, but also the

wordplay so prevalent in the original text.

Nonetheless Popovych has had to make some compromises, arising mainly from his desire

to reflect the Ukrainian text faithfully. For example, he translates “o 12-iH bhohI” (p. 60) “at

12 midnight” (p. 62) although “12” and “midnight” are redundant. Moreover, he translates “xa

XTO xaM MCKae y/ioMa xe6e?” (p. 38) “there is no one waiting for you at the house” (p. 40); but

here “at home” would be the more colloquial and natural term. Perhaps Popovych chose

“house” so that it would rhyme somewhat with “response” in the previous line. Clearly, in

cases like these it is a matter of choice as to what is best sacrificed, rhyme (however remote)

or diction. 1 would also have rendered “ao/iOMy Gyrra” (p. 120) “to the house of being” rather

than “to the home of existence” (p. 122), because this way we instantly receive an intertextual

reference to Heidegger’s famous remark that language is the House of Being. Taking into

account that Makhno delights in incorporating various inter-texts, nuances like these are

indeed important. Popovych’s shortcomings of this kind are rare and isolated, however, and

they do not mar his otherwise excellent rendition.

The book’s copy-editing is more problematic. In this bilingual, Ukrainian-English edition

of the Meeting Eyes Bindery, an imprint of the small New York publishing house Spuyten

Duyvil, typos abound; for example, “he” instead of “the” (pp. 8, 121), “tree” instead of

“three” (p. 41), “know” instead of “knew” (pp. 35, 37). Even in the Ukrainian text there are

errors; ‘Tocthh” instead of “rocxpnH” (p. 15) and “cnoBnie” instead of “cTOBnia” (p. 75).

Also problematic is the fact that the poems’ original Ukrainian texts and their translations

do not face each other on verso and recto pages. Only occasionally, in the case of one-page

poems, do we see both variants on a single page. For readers who do not know Ukrainian this
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is not an issue, but for bilingual readers this arrangement does not facilitate ready comparisons

of the poems’ original and translated texts.

Despite the above shortcomings, one can only rejoice that with this volume Vasyl Makhno

has become a member of a distinct, though far too small, group of Ukrainian poets whose

books of poetry are available in English and hence accessible by wider, international

audience.

Maria G. Rewakowicz

University of Washington

Oleksander Dombrovsky, ed. Visti UVAN. Volume 4. .New York:

Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., 2007. 283 pp. Cloth.

Asia Humetska [Assya Humesky], ed. Ukrainsko-amerykanska

asotsiiatsiia universytetskykh profesoriv: Statti i materiialy. Ostroh:

Vydavnytstvo Natsionalnoho universytetu “Ostrozka akademiia,” 2008.

371 pp. Cloth.

Liubomyr Vynar, ed. Materiialy do istorii Ukrainskoho istorychnoho

tovarystva. New York and Ostroh: Ukrainske istorychne tovarystvo, 2006.

383 pp. Paper.

These three volumes are devoted to three important Ukrainian post-war emigre academic

institutions in Canada the United States: the Ukrainian Academy of Arts and Sciences in the

U.S. (UAAS), the Ukrainian Historical Association (UHA), and the Ukrainian American

Association of University Professors (UAAUP). All three carried on most of their work and

publishing activities in the Ukrainian language and catered primarily to a clientele within the

Ukrainian community in North America. Nevertheless, as the documents in these collections

show, they did have some impact in the wider academic community on this continent.

The New York-based UAAS (Ukrainian: UVAN) was probably the most influential. Its

English-language Annals revealed a fairly high level of academic discourse during the

difficult early and middle years of the Cold War, which began in 1945 and only fully ended in

1991 with the collapse of the USSR and the emergence of an independent and more demo-

I

cratic Ukraine. The UHA was probably the second most important of the three. It published its

I
journal Ukrainskyi istoryk continuously from the early 1960s throughout the latter half of the

Cold War, through the period of the Gorbachev reforms, right into the early period of

I

Ukrainian independence. It still appears today. The UAAUP was much less prominent, with

no consistent publishing program and no high profile in the general academic community. But

I

it did provide background and support for other Ukrainian institutions and academic, offering

prizes or awards to certain outstanding works of Ukrainian scholarship.

The volume of Visti UVAN considered here contains a variety of materials on the history

j

of the organization, but two pieces stand out: Oleksander Dombrovsky’s general history of the

organization and a detailed bibliography of the various works of the prominent Ukrainian

historian, Dmytro Doroshenko (1882-1951), that were published since 1942, when the last

j

bibliography of his works appeared. Together the two bibliographies provide a very full

j

picture of the contribution of this important historian to Ukrainian historical scholarship and

to the history of his times.
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The second and third volumes considered here are basically reprints of the information

bulletins of the organizations and provide materials for the history of the UHA and UAAUP.
Both contain modest introductory remarks by the editors or others. The bulletins reprinted

therein contain some information about major questions that faced the scholars who belonged

to these institutions, such as, for example, in the case of the UHA, why publishing in

Ukrainian was important for emigre scholars in the 1960s, 1970s, and later; the arguments in

favour of and against the publication of Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s great History of Ukraine Rus'

in an English translation;, and the controversy and politics surrounding the publication of Ivan

Teslia and Evhen Tiutko’s Istorychnyi atlas Ukrainy (1980). All three attractively produced

and professionally edited volumes provide source materials for a major task awaiting future

generations of scholars—producing a history of Ukrainian emigre scholarship.

Thomas M. Prymak

University of Toronto
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